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Question I, On Evil

• Is Evil an Entity?
• Is There Evil in Good?
• Is Good the Cause of Evil?
• Is Evil Suitably Divided into the Evil of Moral Wrong and the Evil of Punishment?
• Does Punishment or Moral Wrong Have More of the Nature of Evil? So

Question II, On Sins

• Is an Act Involved in Every Sin?
• Does Sin Consist Solely of the Will's Act?
• Does Sin Consist Chiefly of Acts of the Will?
• Is Every Act Morally Indifferent?
• Are Some Acts Morally Indifferent?
• Do Circumstances Specify Sins or Alter the Species of Sin by Transferring Them into Different Kinds of Sin?
• Do Circumstances Make Sins More Serious without Imputing Species to Sins?
• Do Circumstances Make Sins Infinitely More Serious, Namely, so as to Make Venial Sins Mortal?
• Are All Sins Equal?
• Are Sins More Serious Because They Are Contrary to a Greater Good?
• Does Sin Diminish Natural Good?
• Can Sin Destroy the Whole Natural Good?
Question III, *On the Causes of Sin*

- Does God Cause Sin?
- Do Acts of Sin Come from God?
- Does the Devil Cause Sin?
- Can the Devil by Interior Persuasion Induce Human Beings to Sin?
- Does the Devil Suggest Every Sin?
- Regarding Human Sinners, Can Ignorance Cause Sin?
- Is Ignorance a Sin?
- Does Ignorance Excuse or Diminish Sin?
- Can a Person Having Knowledge Sin out of Weakness?
- Do We Impute Sins out of Weakness to Human Beings as Mortal Sins?
- Does Weakness Make Sin Less or More Serious?
- Can a Person Sin out of Malice, That is, Deliberate Malice?
- Does the Sinner out of Malice Sin More Seriously than the Sinner out of Weakness?
- Is Every Sin Done out of Malice a Sin against the Holy Spirit?
- Can Sins against the Holy Spirit Be Forgiven?

Question IV, *On Original Sin*

- Is a Sin Contracted by Physical Descent?
- What Is Original Sin?
- Is Flesh or the Soul the Subject in Which Original Sin Inheres?
- Does Original Sin Inhere in the Powers of the Soul Prior to Being in the Soul's Essence?
- Does Original Sin Inhere in the Will Prior to Being in Other Powers?
- Is Original Sin Transmitted by Adam to All Descendants from His Seed?
- Do Those Begotten Only from Adam's Matter Contract Original Sin?
- Are the Sins of Immediate Parents Transmitted by Physical Descent to Their Posterity?

Question V, *On the Punishment of Original Sin*

- Is Privation of the Vision of God a Fitting Punishment for Original Sin?
- Does Original Sin Deserve Punishment of the Senses?
• Do Those Who Die with Only Original Sin Suffer the Torment of Internal Anguish?
• Are Death and Other Ills of This Life Punishment of Original Sin?
• Are Death and Like Ills Natural to Human Beings?

Question VI, On Human Choice
• Do Human Beings Have Free Choice in Their Acts, or Do They Choose Necessarily?

Question VII, On Venial Sin
• Do We Properly Contradistinguish Venial Sin from Mortal Sin?
• Does Venial Sin Diminish Charity?
• Can Venial Sin Become Mortal?
• Do Circumstances Make Venial Sins Mortal?
• Can Venial Sin Belong to Higher Reason?
• Can Venial Sin Belong to Sense Appetites?
• Could Adam in the Condition of Innocence Have Sinned Venially?
• Are the First Movements of Appetites of Unbelievers Sins?
• Can a Good or Bad Angel Sin Venially?
• Is Venial Sin by One without Charity Punished by Eternal Punishment?
• Are Any Venial Sins Remitted in Purgatory after This Life Ends?
• Does Sprinkling Holy Water, Anointing the Body, and the Like Remit Venial Sins in This Life?

Question VIII, On the Capital Sins
• How Many Capital Sins Are There, and Which Sins Are?
• Is Pride a Special Kind of Sin?
• Does Pride Belong to Irascible Power?
• Does Gregory Appropriately Assign Four Species of Pride?

Question IX, On VainGlory
• Is Vainglory a Sin?
• Is Vainglory a Mortal Sin?
• Do We Appropriately Assign Disobedience, Boasting, Hypocrisy, Contention, Obstinacy, Discord, and Audacity for Novelties as the Daughters of Vainglory?

Question X, On Envy
• Is Envy a Sin?
• Is Envy a Mortal Sin?
• Is Envy a Capital Sin?

Question XI, On Spiritual Apathy
• Is Spiritual Apathy a Sin?
• Is Spiritual Apathy a Special Kind of Sin?
• Is Spiritual Apathy a Mortal Sin?
• Is Spiritual Apathy a Capital Sin?

Question XII, On Anger
• Is All Anger Sin, or Is Some Anger Good?
• Can Anger Be a Sin?
• Is Anger a Mortal Sin?
• Is Anger a Less Serious Sin Than Hate and Envy and the Like?
• Is Anger a Capital Sin?

Question XIII, On Avarice
• Is Avarice a Special Kind of Sin?
• Is Avarice a Mortal Sin?
• Is Avarice a Capital Sin?
• Is Lending at Interest a Mortal Sin?

Question XIV, On Gluttony
• Is Gluttony Always a Sin?
• Is Gluttony a Mortal Sin?
• Does Gregory Appropriately List the Species of Gluttony?
• Is Gluttony a Capital Sin?

Question XV, On Sexual Lust
• Is Every Act of Sexual Lust a Sin?
• Is Every Act of Sexual Lust a Mortal Sin?
• Are Fornication, Adultery, Incest, Seduction of a Virgin, Rape, and Sins Contrary to Nature the Species of Sexual Lust?
Question XVI, **On Devils**

- Do Devils Have Bodies Joined to Them by Nature?
- Are Devils Evil by Their Nature or Their Will?
- Did the Devil in Sinning Desire Equality with God?
- Did the Devil Sin, or Could He Have Sinned, at the First Moment of His Creation?
- Can Devils' Free Choice Return to Good after Their Sin?
- Is a Devil's Intellect So Darkened after Sin That It Can Err or Be Deceived?
- Do Devils Know Future Things?
- Do Devils Know Our Interior Thoughts?
- Can Devils Alter Material Substances by Changing the Substances' Forms?
- Can Devils Cause the Locomotion of Material Substances?
- Can Devils Affect the Soul's Cognitive Powers Regarding the Internal or External Senses?
- Can Devils Affect Human Beings' Intellect?

**Question 1**

**On Evil**

**First Article**

*Is Evil and Entity?*

It seems that evil is such, for the following reasons:

- Every created thing is an entity. But evil is something created, as Is. 45:6-7 says: "I am the Lord, who causes peace and creates evil." Therefore, evil is an entity.

- Contrary things are things in nature, since we posit them in the same genus. But evil is contrary to good, as Sir. 33:15 says: "Evil is opposed to good." Therefore, evil is an entity.

- People have said that evil, considered abstractly, is a privation rather than a contrary, while an evil, considered concretely, is a contrary and an entity. But nothing is contrary to something else in what it has in common with the other. For example, black is not contrary to white insofar as both have color. And evil, in what underlies it, is like good. Therefore, evil is not contrary to good by reason of what evil and good have in common but by reason of the very aspect that is evil.

- There is even contrariety of form and privation in things of nature. But we do not speak of good and evil as contraries in such things; rather, we only speak of good and evil as contraries in moral matters, since good and evil as contraries comprise virtue and vice. Therefore, we do not understand the contrariety of good and evil by the contrariety of possession and privation of form.
Dionysius and John Damascene say that evil is like darkness. But darkness is contrary to light, as the *De anima* says. Therefore, evil is both contrary to good and not only the privation of good.

Augustine says that what once exists never completely ceases to exist. Therefore, if the sun illumines air, the light produced in the air does not completely cease to exist, nor can we say that the light is returned to its source. Therefore, part of it remains in the subject and is like an incomplete disposition, and we call the invisibility of light darkness. Therefore, darkness is an entity contrary to light and not only a privation. And the argument is the same regarding good and evil. Therefore, evil is not only the privation but the contrary of good.

There is nothing between possessing and lacking a form in things capable of receiving the form. But there is something between good and evil, and some things are neither good nor evil, as the *Categories* says. Therefore, good and evil are not contrary to one another as possession of a form is to its privation, but as contraries between which there can be something intermediate. And so evil is an entity.

Everything that corrupts acts. But evil as such corrupts, as Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names*. Therefore, evil as such acts. But nothing acts except insofar as it is an entity. Therefore, evil as such is an entity.

People have said that corruption is due to lack of activity rather than activity. But corruption involves movement or change. Therefore, corruption causes change. But causing change is activity. Therefore, corruption is activity.

There is passing away and coming to be in the things of nature, as the Philosopher says in the *Physics*. But every natural change involves something that the cause of change intrinsically strives for. Therefore, there is in the passing away of things something that the cause of passing away intrinsically strives for. But corruption belongs to evil, as Dionysius says. Therefore, evil has a nature that strives for an end.

A genus cannot be a nonentity, since species belong to being, as the Philosopher says. But evil is a genus, for he says in the *Categories* that good and evil are the genera of other things and do not belong to a genus. Therefore, evil is an entity.

A nonentity cannot be the constitutive difference of anything, since every such difference is one thing and real, as the *Metaphysics* says. But good and evil are the constitutive differences of virtue and vice. Therefore, evil is an entity.

A nonentity cannot be greater or lesser. But evil is greater or lesser; for example, murder is a greater evil than adultery. Nor can we call an evil greater insofar as it corrupts more good, since the corruption of good is the effect of evil, and a cause is not greater or lesser because of its effect. Rather, the converse is true: an effect is greater or lesser because of its cause. Therefore, evil is an entity.

Everything existing in a place is an entity. But evil exists in a place, for Augustine says that "evil in its place more excellently commends good." Nor can we say that we should understand this about evil regarding the good in which it exists, since evil commends good by the contrast that it has to goodness itself, for contraries when juxtaposed are illumined more clearly. Therefore, evil as such is an entity.

The Philosopher says in the *Physics* that changes are from subject to subject or from subject to nonsubject or from nonsubject to subject, and he calls a subject the thing that an affirmation points to. But if a person goes from good to evil, the person is not changed from a subject to a nonsubject, nor from a nonsubject to a subject, since such hinges are passing away and coming to be. Therefore, the
person is changed from subject to subject. And so evil is evidently something that positively exists.

- The Philosopher says in his work *On Generation and Corruption* that the passing away of one thing is the coming to be of another. But evil as such corrupts, as Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names*. Therefore, evil as such causes something to come to be. And so evil is necessarily an entity, since something else causes everything that comes to be to come to be.

- Good has the character of being desirable, since good is what everything desires, as the *Ethics* says, and by the same reasoning, evil has the character of being something to be avoided. But something negatively designated may be naturally desired, and something affirmatively designated may be naturally avoided. For example, sheep naturally flee from the presence of wolves and desire their absence. Therefore, good is no more an entity than evil is.

- Punishment as such is just, and what is just is good. Therefore, punishment as such is a good. But punishment as such is an evil, for we distinguish the evil of punishment from the evil of moral wrong. Therefore, an evil as such is good. But every good is an entity. Therefore, evil as such is an entity.

- If goodness were not an entity, nothing would be good. Therefore, likewise, if malice is not an entity, nothing is evil. But there are evidently many evils. Therefore, malice is an entity.

- People have said that evil is a conceptual being, not a natural being or a moral entity. But the Philosopher says in the *Metaphysics* that good and evil are in things, and true and false in the intellect. Therefore, evil is not only a conceptual being but a thing among the things of nature.

**On the Contrary:**

- Augustine says in the *City of God* that evil is not a nature, but that the lack of good took on this ascription.

- Jn. 1:3 says: "All things were made by him." But the Word did not cause evil, as Augustine says. Therefore, evil is not an entity.

- Jn. 1:3 adds: "Without him was made nothing," that is, sin, "since sin is nothing, and human beings become nothing when they sin," as a gloss says. And any other evil is nothing by the same reasoning. Therefore, evil is not an entity.

**Answer:**

We speak of evil in two ways, just as we do of white. For when we speak of white in one way, we can understand the subject that is white. In the second way, we call white what is white as such, namely, the very accidental quality. And we can similarly understand evil in one way as the subject that is evil, and this subject is an entity. In the second way, we can understand evil itself, and evil so understood is the very privation of a particular good, not an entity.

And to prove this, we need to note that good is, properly speaking, something real insofar as it is desirable, for the Philosopher in the *Ethics* says those who said that good is what all things desire defined it best. But we call what is contrary to good evil. And so evil is necessarily what is contrary to the desirable as such. And what is contrary to the desirable as such cannot be an entity. And this is evident for three reasons.

First, it is evident because the desirable has the nature of an end, and the order of ends is just like the order of efficient causes. For the higher and more universal an efficient cause is, the more universal is also the end for the sake of which the efficient cause acts, since every efficient cause acts for the sake of an end and some good.
And this is clearly evident in human affairs; for example, the administrator of a city strives for a particular good that is the welfare of the city, and the king, who is superior to the city administrator, strives for the universal good, namely, the security of the whole kingdom. But it is impossible to regress endlessly in a series of efficient causes, and we need to arrive at one first efficient cause that is the universal cause of being. Therefore, there also needs to be a universal good to which we trace back all goods. And this universal good can only be the very thing that is the first and universal efficient cause. This is so because, since the desirable moves desire, and the first cause of movement is necessarily itself unmoved, the first and universal efficient cause is necessarily itself the first and universal desirable thing, that is, the first and universal good, which produces all things because of the love of its very self. Therefore, as every real thing needs to come from the first and universal cause, so every reality in things needs to come from the first and universal good. And since what the first and universal cause of being causes is a particular being, what the first and universal good causes can only be a particular good. Therefore, everything that is a real thing needs to be a particular good and so, by reason of what exists, cannot be contrary to good. And so we conclude that evil as such is the privation of a particular good, a privation that is associated with a particular good, and not an entity.

Second, the same conclusion is evident from the fact that every real thing has an inclination and desire for something that befits itself. But everything that has the nature of being desirable has the nature of good. Therefore, every real thing has a conformity with some good, and evil as such is not in harmony with good but contrary to it. Therefore, evil is not an entity. And if evil were a real thing, it would neither desire anything nor be desired by anything, and so have no activity or movement, since nothing acts or moves except because of the desire of an end.

Third, the same conclusion is evident from the fact that existing itself chiefly has the nature of being desirable, and so we perceive that everything by nature desires to conserve its existing and avoids things destructive of its existing and resists them as far as possible. Therefore, existing itself, insofar as is it is desirable, is good. Therefore, evil, which is universally contrary to evil, is necessarily also contrary to existing. And what contrary to existing cannot be an entity.

And so I say that evil is not an entity, but the subject that evil befalls is, since evil is only the privation of a particular good. For example, blindness itself is not an entity, but the subject that blindness befalls is.

 Replies to the Objections:

• We call something evil in two ways: in one way, absolutely; in the second way, in a particular respect. And we call what is evil as such evil absolutely, and this consists of nothing being deprived of a particular good that is required for its perfection. For example, sickness is evil for an animal because it deprives the animal of the balance of fluids that is required for the perfection of the animal's existing. And we call evil in a particular respect what is not evil as such; rather, we call evil in a particular respect what befalls something because it is deprived of a good that is required for the perfection of something else, not one that is required for its own perfection. For example, fire is deprived of the form of water, which is required for the perfection of water, not of a form that is required for the perfection of fire. And so fire is evil for water, not evil as such. And the order of justice likewise has a connected privation of the particular good of one who sins, since the order of justice requires that the person who sins should be deprived of a good that the person desires. Therefore, the punishment itself is, absolutely speaking, good, although it is evil for the person. And Scripture says that God creates this evil and makes peace, since the will of the sinner does not cooperate in punishment, nor does it lie will of the recipient of peace cooperate in peace-making. And to create is to make something without presupposing the existence of anything. And so it is evident that Scripture says that God created evil, not because it is evil, but because it is good, absolutely speaking, and evil in a particular respect.
Properly speaking, good and evil are contraries like the possession and privation of a quality, since, as Simplicius says in his *Commentary on the Categories*, we properly call things contraries if both of them are in accord with nature (e.g., hot and cold, white and black). But things of which one is in accord with nature, and the other a departure from nature, are opposed as possession and privation of a quality, not, properly speaking, as coni Aries. And there are two kinds of privation: one, indeed, that consists in the privation of existing (e.g., death and blindness), and one that consists in the process inducing privation (e.g., sickness, which is a process inducing death, and ophthalmia, which is a process inducing blindness). And we sometimes call the latter kind of privations contraries, since they still retain part of that of which they are being deprived, and it is in this way that we call evil a contrary, since it remains partially good and is not deprived of all good.

Unless black were partially to retain the nature of color, black could not be the contrary of white, since contraries necessarily belong to the same genus. Therefore, although what white has in common with black is inadequate to explain their contrariety, there could be no contrariety without white and black having something in common. And likewise, although what evil has in common with good is inadequate to explain their contrariety, there could be no contrariety without evil and good having something in common.

We say that evil is contrary to good as regards moral matters but not as regards things of nature, since moral matters depend on the will, and the object of the will is good or evil. And we name and specify every act by its object. Therefore, acts of the will, when borne to evil, take on the nature and name of evil, and such evil is in the proper sense contrary to good. And this contrariety passes from acts to habits, since acts and habits are similar.

Darkness is the privation, not the contrary, of light. But Aristotle often employs the term *contrary* to describe privation, since he himself says that privation is a contrary in one respect, and that the primary contrariety is between privation and possession of forms.

At the advent of darkness, no light remains; there remains only potentiality for light, which potentiality is not a part of darkness but its subject. For example, air has only potentiality for light before it is illumined. Nor, properly speaking, does light either exist or come into existence or pass out of existence. Rather, we say that light either has illumined or is illumining or ceases to illumine the air.

As Simplicius says in his *Commentary on the Categories*, there is something intermediate between good and evil as employed regarding moral matters. For example, morally indifferent acts lie in between virtuous and vicious acts.

We do not say that evil, considered abstractly, that is, the very evil, is the efficient cause of corruption. We say that evil so considered is the formal cause of corruption in that it is the very corruption of good. For example, we say that blindness corrupts sight in that blindness is the very corruption or privation of sight. And the evil, if it is, indeed, absolutely evil (i.e., evil in itself as such), indeed corrupts (i.e., brings something corrupt into actuality and as an effect) by nonactivity (i.e., by deficiency of active power), not by activity. For example, disordered semen is deficient in the power to beget and begets a monster, which is a corruption of the natural order. But what is not evil absolutely and as such, causes complete corruption by its active power, not absolutely but of something.

Corruption in the formal sense signifies being corrupted, neither causing movement nor acting. And corruption in the active sense signifies causing movement and acting, yet in such a way that everything therein regarding action and movement belongs to the power of good, and everything therein regarding deficiency belongs to evil in whatever way the latter is understood. For example, everything regarding
movement when one is lame is due to the power of walking, and the lack of straightness in the limb is due to the limb's curvature. And fire produces fire insofar as it has such a form, but fire causes water to cease to be insofar as such a privation is connected with the form of fire.

- The corruption that results from something evil absolutely and in its very self cannot be natural and is rather an accident of nature. And the corruption that results from something evil for something else can be by nature, as, for example, fire causes water to cease to be. And so fire strives for something good absolutely, namely, the form of fire, and fire aims chiefly that the fire produced exist, and secondarily that water not exist, since the nonexistence of water is required in order that fire exist.

- The cited statement of the Philosopher poses a problem, since, if good and evil are genera and not in a genus, the classification of the ten categories is useless. And so, as Simplicius notes in his Commentary on the Categories, some said by way of solving the problem that we should understand the Philosopher's statement in such a way that good and evil are the genera of contraries, namely, virtue and vice, but belong to the genus of quality rather than to a genus that is composed of contraries. But this explanation does not seem appropriate, since this third kind of contrary in Aristotle's classification does not differ from the first kind that he posits, namely, that there are some contraries in one and the same genus. And so Porphyry said that some contraries are univocal. And such contraries are in one proximate genus, as, for example, white and black are in the genus of color, and contraries in one proximate genus belong to the first kind of contrary that Aristotle posits. Or univocal contraries are in proximate contrary genera, as, for example, purity and sexual lust are in the genera of virtue and vice, respectively, and contraries in proximate contrary genera belong to the second kind of contrary that Aristotle posits. And some contraries, such as good, which like being encompasses every genus, and evil, are equivocal. And so Porphyry said that good and evil are neither in one genus nor in several but are themselves genera, since we can call things themselves that transcend genera, like being and one, genera. And Iamblicus offers two other solutions. One of these is that we call good and evil genera of contraries insofar as one of the contraries is deficient with respect to the other, as, for example, black is deficient with respect to white, and bitter is deficient with respect to sweet. And so we in some way trace all contraries to good and evil, since every deficiency belongs to the nature of evil. And so the Physics says that contraries are always related to one another as better or worse. Iamblicus's second solution is that Aristotle said that good and evil are genera in the opinion of Pythagoras, who posited two orders of things, one of which is included under good, and the other under evil. (Aristotle in the course of argument often makes use of supplementary examples that others think probable, but that he holds not to be true). And so the above make clear that we do not need to hold that evil is an entity.

- Good and evil are differences only in moral matters, regarding which we positively affirm something to be evil, since we call the very act of the will evil by reason of what is willed, although we could only will the evil itself under the aspect of good.

- We do not call one thing more evil than another by approximation to an entity that is the maximum evil or by their diverse sharing in a form, as, for example, we call things more or less white by their diverse sharing in whiteness. Rather, we say that things are more or less evil insofar as they are more or less deprived of good, not indeed efficaciously but formally. For example, we call murder a greater sin than adultery because it to a greater degree takes away the goodness of the very act, not because it to a greater degree corrupts the natural good of the soul. For murder is to a greater degree than adultery contrary to the good of charity, by which good virtuous acts ought to be informed.

- Nothing prevents evil from being situated in a place by reason of what is retained in it of good, and it, insofar as it is evil, commends good by its contrariety.
An affirmatively designated subject may not only be a contrary but may also be a privation; for example, the Philosopher says in the cited text that privations like nakedness are affirmatively designated. And besides, nothing prevents us from saying that a change from good to evil is a sort of passing away, so that we can call it a change from a subject to a nonsubject. Nonetheless, when human beings go from the goodness of virtue to malice, there is a change from one quality to another, as things set forth in the objection make clear.

As Dionysius explains in the cited text, evil as evil corrupts, but it causes something to come to be insofar as it retains some good in it, not insofar as it is evil.

Nothing ever desires nonexisting except insofar as some nonexisting preserves the thing's own existing; for example, sheep desire the absence of wolves in order to preserve their own lives, and avoid the presence of wolves only because wolves can destroy their lives. And so it is evident that being is itself intrinsically desired and shunned incidentally, and nonbeing is intrinsically shunned and desired incidentally. And so good as such is an entity, and evil as such is a privation.

Punishment as such is an evil for someone; punishment as just is good absolutely. And nothing prevents something absolutely good from being an evil for something else, as, for example, the form of fire is a good absolutely and an evil for water.

We speak of being in two ways. We speak of being in one way as it signifies the natures of the ten genera, and then neither evil nor any privation is a being or an entity. We speak of being in the second way as a response to the question "Does evil exist?" and then evil, just like blindness, exists. Nonetheless, evil is not an entity, since being an entity signifies both the response to the question "Does it exist?" and the response to the question "What is it?"

Evil is indeed in things, although as a privation and not as an entity, and in concept as something understood, and so we can say that evil is a conceptual being and not a real being, since evil is something in the intellect and not an entity. And insofar as we call some things conceptual beings, the very beings that the intellect understands are good, since it is good to understand things.

Second Article

Is There Evil in Good?

It seems that evil is not, for the following reasons:

Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that evil is neither an existing thing nor in existing things. And he proves this as follows: every existing thing is good; there is no evil in good; therefore, there is no evil in existing things. And so it plainly seems as if there is no evil in good.

People have said that evil is in an existing thing or good insofar as the thing is deficient, not insofar as it is existing or good. But every deficiency belongs to the nature of evil. Therefore, if evil is in an existing thing insofar as the thing is deficient, there is evil in the existing thing insofar as the existing thing is evil. Therefore, evil is presupposed in an existing thing in order that the thing can be the subject of evil, and the question about the evil that is its subject will come up again. And if the existing thing, insofar as it is deficient, is the subject of this evil, it will be necessary to presuppose another evil, and so on endlessly. Therefore, we need to take the opposite position, namely, that evil, at it is in an existing thing, is in it insofar as it is existing, not insofar as it is deficient. And this is contrary to Dionysius.

Good and evil are contraries. But one contrary is not in the other; for example, there is nothing cold in
fire. Therefore, there is no evil in good.

- People have said that there is no evil in the good contrary to itself, but there is in something else. But everything common to many things is common to them by the same iii sire. And good is common to many things, and so is evil. Therefore, good is common to all good things by a single common nature, and evil is common to all bad things by a single nature. But evil is commonly taken to be the contrary of good. Therefore, anything evil is contrary to anything good. And so, if something evil is in something good, it shows that a contrary is in its contrary.

- Augustine says in his *Enchiridion* that if there be evil in good, the rule of logic that states that contraries cannot coexist breaks down. But the rule would not break down unless the evil were to be in the good contrary to the evil. Therefore, because there is evil in good, it follows that a contrary is in a contrary. And this cannot at all be so, since all contraries involve contradiction, and contradictories cannot at all coexist. Therefore, there is no evil in good.

- Everything in something is caused either as a natural accident by the subject, as, for example, fire causes heat, or by an external cause, as, for example, fire causes water to become hot, and the water's heat is an accident that does not emanate from the water's il.iture. Therefore, if there is evil in good, the evil is caused by the good or something else. And evil is not caused by good, since good cannot cause evil, as Mt. 7:18 says: "A good tree cannot bear bad fruit." Nor, on the other hand, is evil caused by anything else, since the other is also either evil or a common source of good and evil. And evil uncaused by good cannot be the cause of evil that is in good, since it would then follow that it would not always be the case that each of two combined elements have a prior unity. Nor, again, can it he that there would be a common source of good and evil, since one and the same thing; as such does not produce different and contrary things. Therefore, there can in no way be evil in good.

- No accident lessens or destroys the subject in which it inheres. But evil lessens or destroys good. Therefore, there is no evil in good.

- As good concerns actuality, so evil contrarily concerns potentiality. And so there is no evil except in things that have potentiality, as the *Metaphysics* says. But evil has potentiality, just as any privation does. Therefore, evil is in evil, not in good.

- Good is the same as end, as the *Metaphysics* and the *Physics* say. And form and end coincide, as the *Physics* says. But the privation of substantial form bars form from matter. Therefore, no good remains. Therefore, since the privation of substantial form is in matter and has the nature of evil, it seems that not every evil is in good.

- The more perfect a subject, the more its accidents belong to it. For example, the more perfect a fire, the hotter it is. Therefore, if good is a subject in which there is evil, it will follow that the more perfect the good is, the more evil it has. And this is impossible.

- Every subject seeks to preserve its accidents. But good destroys rather than preserves evil. Therefore, evil is not in good as an accident in a subject.

- Every accident gives its name to its subject. Therefore, if there is evil in good, evil will give its name to good, and so it will follow that good is evil. And this is contrary to what Is. 5:20 says: "Woe to those who call good evil."

- Nonbeings are not in anything. But evil is a nonbeing. Therefore, evil is not in good.
• As deficiency belongs to the nature of evil, so perfection belongs to the nature of good. But evil, since it is corruption, is not in anything perfect. Therefore, evil is not in anything good.

• Good is what all things desire. But what is subject to evil is not desirable; for example, no one desires to live in misery, as the Ethics says. Therefore, the subject of evil is not good.

• Nothing harms anything but its contrary. Therefore, evil, if it is in another good rather than in the good contrary to the very evil, will not harm the other good. And so it will not have the nature of evil, since it is evil inasmuch as it injures good, as Augustine says in his Enchiridion and his work On the Nature of Good. And good cannot be in the evil contrary to itself. Therefore, evil is not in any good.

On the Contrary:

• Augustine says in his Enchiridion that there cannot be evil except in good.

• Evil is the privation of good, as Augustine says. But privation limits its subject, for it is the negation of a form in a substance, as the Metaphysics says. Therefore, evil limits its subject. But every subject, as an existing thing, is good, since being and good are convertible terms. Therefore, evil is in good.

Answer:

Evil can only be in good. To prove this, we should note that we may speak of good in two ways: in one way of good absolutely; in the second way as we call a particular thing good, as, for example, we speak of a good man or a good eye. Therefore, when we speak of good absolutely, good has the greatest extension, even greater than being, as the Platonists held. For as good is something desirable, what is as such desirable is as such good and an end. And because we desire an end, we desire the means ordained for the end. Consequently, the means ordained for the end, from the very fact that they are ordained for the end or good, gain the nature of good. And so the useful is included within the classification of good. And everything that has potentiality for good, from the very fact that it has such potentiality, has an ordination to good, since having potentiality is simply being ordained for actuality. Therefore, whatever has potentiality, from the very fact that it does, evidently has the nature of good. Therefore, every subject, even prime matter, insofar as it has potentiality regarding any perfection, by that very fact has the nature of good. And the Platonists, since they failed to distinguish between matter and privation and classified matter with nonbeing, said that good has a greater extension than being.

And Dionysius seems to have followed the same path in his work On the Divine Names, ranking good before being. And although matter is distinguished from privation and is nonbeing only incidentally, Dionysius's ranking of good before being is to some extent true, since we call prime matter only a potential being, and prime matter has existing absolutely through a form and has potentiality in and of itself. And since potentiality belongs to the nature of good, as I have just said, it follows that good belongs to potentiality in and of itself.

And although we can call any being, whether actual or potential, good absolutely, nothing is by this very fact a particular good. For example, although human beings are good absolutely, it does not follow that they are good zither players; rather, they are good zither players when they have perfected the skill of zither-playing. Therefore, although human beings, by the very fact that they are human beings, are one kind of good, still they are not by that very fact good human beings; rather, it is the proper virtue of each thing that makes it good. For virtue makes its possessor good, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. And virtue is a thing's highest potentiality, as the On Heaven and Earth says. Therefore, we evidently call things particular goods when they have their proper perfection. For example, we call human beings good when they have the perfection proper to human beings, and eyes good when they have the perfection proper to eyes.

Therefore, it is evident from the foregoing that we speak of good in three ways. For we in one way call the very
perfection of a thing good, as, for example, we call accurate vision the eyes' good, and virtue the good of human beings. In the second way, we call good the thing that has its proper perfection, as, for example, we call good human beings who are virtuous, and eyes that see accurately. In the third way, we call good the very subject as it has potentiality for perfection, as, for example, we call good the soul that has potentiality for virtue, and eyes that have potentiality for accurate vision. And as I have said before, evil is only the privation of a due perfection, and privation is only a potential being, since we say that things that nature designs to possess a perfection that they do not have are deprived. Therefore, it follows that there is evil in good, since we call potential beings good.

But evil deprives things of the good that is perfection. And so there cannot be evil in such a good. And evil lessens the good composed of a subject and its proper perfection insofar as the perfection is removed and the subject remains. For example, blindness takes away sight and lessens the eyes' power of sight and belongs to the substance of the eyes and even to the very animal as the deprived subject.

And so if there is a good that is pure actuality, an actuality that has no mixture of potentiality-and God is such—there cannot in any way be evil in such a good.

Replies to the Objections:

- Dionysius means that as evil is nothing intrinsically existing, so evil is nothing positively existing in a subject, not that there is nothing evil in existing things as privations in subjects.

- When people say that there is evil in an existing thing insofar as the thing is deficient, we can understand their statement in two ways. We can understand it in one way so that the words insofar as signify a concomitance, and then the statement is true, just as we could say that there is white in a material substance insofar as the material substance is white. We can understand the statement in a second way so that the words insofar as signify a consideration that pre-exists in a subject, and the argument of the objection adopts this sense.

- Evil is not contrary to the good in which it is, since it is in a good that has potentiality. And evil is a privation, and potentiality is contrary neither to privation nor to perfection but rather underlies both. Nonetheless, Dionysius uses this argument in his work On the Divine Names to show that evil is not in good as a really existing thing.

- The argument of this objection is defective in several respects. For the first statement, that what is common to several things is common to them by one and the same common nature, is true: about what is univocally predicated of several things. But good is not univocally predicated of all good things, nor is being predicated univocally of all beings, since both predicates encompass all genera. And Aristotle in the Ethics demonstrates by this argument that there is no single common idea of good. Second, granted that we were to predicate good as well as evil univocally, we do not predicate evil of many things by a single common nature, since evil is a privation. Third, granted that both good and evil were univocal, and that both were to signify a nature, we would indeed be able to say that the common nature of evil would be contrary to the common nature of good. Still, this would not necessitate that every evil is contrary to every good, since vice in general is contrary to virtue in general, but not every vice is contrary to every virtue. For example, intemperance is not contrary to generosity.

- The rule of logic does not truly break down if there is evil in good, since there is no evil in the good contrary to the evil, as I have said. But the rule of logic appears to break down inasmuch as evil, absolutely speaking, and good seem to be contraries.

- A subject does not cause evil, since evil is not in a subject as a natural accident, just as potentiality does not cause privation. And again, evil has an external cause by accident, not intrinsically, as I will make
clear when I treat of the cause of evil."

- Evil is in the good that it lessens or corrupts, as in a subject, insofar as we call potential beings good.

- Although actuality as such is good, it does not follow that potentiality as such is evil; rather, the privation contrary to actuality is. And potentiality, by the very fact that it has an ordination to actuality, has the nature of good, as I have said.

- There are many defects in the argument of the objection. First, assuming that an end as such is good, not only is the end good, but the means ordained for the end, by reason of that very ordination, have the nature of good, as I have said. Second, assuming that some ends are the same as forms, still it does not follow that every end is a form, since the very activity or use of a thing is also in some cases an end, as the Ethics says. And besides, since a product is in some way the end of the producer, the disposition for form is the end in the case of skills that prepare matter to receive the form. And matter itself as the product of God's skill is for that reason good and an end, since the act of creation terminates in it.

- The argument of the objection is valid regarding accidents that result from the nature of a subject; for example, heat results from the nature of fire. But it is otherwise regarding accidents like sickness that are departures from nature. For if sickness is an animal's accident, it does not follow that the stronger the animal, the sicker it is; rather, the converse is true. And the reasoning is the same regarding any evil. Nonetheless, we can say that the greater the potentiality a thing has, and the more disposed it is for good, the worse it is for that thing to be deprived of good. And the good that is the subject of evil is a potentiality. And so, in a way, the greater the good that is the subject of evil, the greater the evil.

- A subject preserves accidents that by nature inhere in it, and so evil is not in good as if by nature inhering in it. And yet there could not be evil if good were to be completely lacking.

- As Augustine says in his Enchiridion, the prophet's judgment is directed against those who say that good as such is evil, and not against those who say that something good in one respect is evil in another.

- We say that evil is in good as a privation, not as if in an entity in the positive sense.

- Both perfect things and those with potentiality for perfection have the nature of good. And there is evil in the latter kind of good.

- The subject of privation, although undesirable by reason of being subject to privation, is still desirable by reason of having potentiality for perfection. And the subject is good in this respect.

- Evil harms a good composed of potentiality and actuality insofar as evil takes away from such a good its perfection. It also harms the very good that has potentiality, not as if it takes anything away from that good, but insofar as it is the very removal or privation of the contrary perfection.

**Third Article**

*Is Good the Cause of Evil?*

It seems that good does not cause evil, for the following reasons:

- Mt. 7:18 says: "A good tree cannot bear bad fruit." But we call the effects of a cause the fruit. Therefore, good cannot cause evil.

- Effects are like their cause, since every efficient cause produces something like itself. But no likeness of evil pre-exists in good. Therefore, good does not cause evil.
The properties of effects substantially pre-exist in the effects' causes. Therefore, if good causes evil, evil substantially pre-exists in good. And this is impossible.

One contrary does not cause the other. But evil is the contrary of good. Therefore, good does not cause evil.

Dionysius says in *On the Divine Names* that "evil does not come from good, and whatever comes from good is not evil."

People have said that good insofar as it is deficient causes evil. But every deficiency has the nature of evil. Therefore, if good insofar as it is deficient causes evil, it follows that good causes evil insofar as good already has within itself some evil. And then the question will recur about that evil. Therefore, either there is an infinite regression, or we will need to trace the cause of evil to a first evil, or we will need to say that good as such causes evil.

People have said that the deficiency that pre-exists in good insofar as good causes evil is the capacity or potentiality for being deficient, not actual evil. But the Philosopher says in the *Physics* that causes as potential are related to effects as potential, and causes as actual are related to effects as actual. Therefore, nothing by reason of its being potentially deficient causes actual deficiency, which is actual evil.

Given a sufficient cause, we presuppose its effect, since it belongs to the nature of a cause to bring about its due effect. But a creature does not have actual evil whenever it has the capacity to be deficient. Therefore, let us assume that there is something defective but not yet deficient in instance A, and actually deficient in instance B. Therefore, either something not in A came about in B, or nothing did. If nothing, there will be no deficiency in B, just as there was and continues to be no deficiency in A. And if something has been added, it is either good or evil. If evil, there will be an infinite regress just like the one in the previous objection. If good, then good as such causes evil, and so it follows that a greater good causes a greater evil, and the greatest good causes the greatest evil. Therefore, good insofar as it is deficient does not cause evil.

Every created good insofar as it is such a good is capable of being deficient. Therefore, if good insofar as it is capable of being deficient causes evil, it follows that good in so far, I r is it is created causes evil. But created good always remains something created. I hrre therefore, created good will always be the cause of evil. And this is improper.

If good, insofar as it is actually or potentially deficient, causes evil, it follows that with is in no way deficient, neither actually nor potentially, cannot cause evil. And this is contrary to what Is. 45:7 says, "I, the Lord, who create evil," and to what Am. 3:6 says, "There is no evil in the city that God does not make." Therefore, good insofar as it is deficient does not cause evil.

Deficiency is related to evil as perfection is to good. Therefore, conversely, perfection is related to evil as deficiency is to good. But some deficiencies as such cause good; for example, faith as obscure vision, which belongs to deficient vision, causes merit. Therefore, good insofar as it is perfect and not insofar as it is deficient can cause evil.

Three things are required for human activity: reason, which directs; will, which commands; and the powers that execute the commands. But deficiency in reason, which is ignorance, excuses from evil, that is, from moral wrong, and so does not cause evil. And likewise, the deficiency of powers, which is weakness, also excuses. Therefore, the will insofar as it is a deficient good does not cause evil.

If the will as deficient causes evil, then this is so inasmuch as the will lacks a good that ought to be in it,
and this is punishment, and so punishment would precede moral wrong. Or else the will lacks a good that need not be in it, and no evil results from such it deficiency. For example, no evil results in a stone from the fact that it does not have the power of sight. Therefore, good insofar as it is deficient in no way causes evil.

- People have said that good as such can cause evil but only accidentally. But the activity of an efficient cause accidentally attains an effect; for example, the activity of a gravedigger leads to the discovery of treasure. Therefore, if good accidentally causes evil, it follows that the activity of the good extends to evil itself. And this conclusion seems improper.

- A person who unintentionally does something illicit does not sin, as, for example, It one should intend to strike an enemy but strike one's father. But to cause something by accident is not to intend the thing itself. Therefore, if evil has a cause only by accident, it follows that no one who does evil sins. And this conclusion is improper.

- We trace every cause that causes by accident to a cause that causes intrinsically. Therefore, if evil should have an accidental cause, it seems to follow that evil would have an intrinsic cause.

- What happens by accident, happens in very few cases. But evil happens in most cases, since, as Eccl. 1:15 says, "The number of fools is infinite." Therefore, evil has an intrinsic cause and not an accidental cause.

- Nature is the intrinsic cause of the things that come about by nature, as the Physics says. But some evils come about by nature, as, for example, dying and growing old do, the Physics says. Therefore, we should not say that good causes evil by accident.

- Good includes both actuality and potentiality. But neither causes evil, since form, which is actuality, is taken away by evil, and the good that is potentiality is related to potentiality is related to both, namely, to good and evil. Therefore, nothing good causes evil.

**On the Contrary:**

- Augustine says in the Enchiridion that evil can only originate from good.

- Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that the source and end of all evils is good."

**Answer:**

The cause of evil is good in the way in which evil can have a cause. For we should note that evil cannot have an intrinsic cause. And this is indeed evident for three reasons. First, effects that have an intrinsic cause are effects that their cause aims to bring about, since everything that results in addition to what the cause aims to bring about is an accidental, not an intrinsic, effect. For example, the digging of a grave is by accident the cause of finding treasure if the discovery is beyond the intention of the gravedigger. And evil as such cannot be intended, nor in any way willed or desired, since being desirable has the nature of good, to which evil as such is contrary. And so we see that no person does any evil except intending something that seems good to the person. For example, it seems good to the adulterer that he enjoy sense pleasure, and he commits adultery for that reason. And so we conclude that evil does not have an intrinsic cause.

Second, the same is evident from the fact that every intrinsic effect resembles its cause in some way, either by reason of having the same nature, as in the case of what univocal efficient causes effect, or by reason of having a lesser nature, as in the case of what equivocal efficient causes effect. For every efficient cause causes insofar as it is actual, and this belongs to the nature of good. And so evil as such is not like its efficient cause in what the
cause positively causes. We conclude, therefore, that evil does not have an intrinsic cause.

Third, the same is evident from the fact that every intrinsic cause has a sure and fixed ordination to its effect. But what results by ordination is not evil; rather, evil results when ordination is neglected. And so evil as such does not have an intrinsic cause.

But evil necessarily has a cause in some way. For it is evident that, since evil is not an intrinsically existing thing but is present in something as a privation (which indeed is a deficiency of what is by nature designed to be present and is not), being evil is outside the ordination of nature in the thing in which it is. For if there are deficiencies in aspects of things of nature, we cannot say that the deficiencies are evils for them. For example, it is not evil for human beings not to have wings, nor for stones not to have the power of sight, since these deficiencies are according to nature. And everything that is in something outside the ordination of nature needs to have a cause. For example, water is not hot unless it is made hot by a cause. And so we conclude that every evil has a cause, but only by accident, since evil cannot have an intrinsic cause. And we trace everything that is by accident to what exists intrinsically. And if evil does not have an intrinsic cause, as I have just shown, then only good has an intrinsic cause. Nor can the intrinsic cause of good be anything but good, since intrinsic causes produce things like themselves. Therefore, we conclude that good is the accidental cause of every evil. And an evil that is a deficient good may be the cause of evil, although we need to come back to the fact that the first cause of evil is good, not evil.

Therefore, there are two ways in which good causes evil. In one way, good as deficient causes evil; in the second way, good as an accidental cause causes evil. And this is indeed easily evidenced in the things of nature. For example, the cause of the evil that is the destruction of water is the causal power of fire. And this power indeed does not chiefly and intrinsically strive to destroy water but chiefly strives to induce the form of fire in matter, which end necessarily involves the destruction of water. And so it is by accident that fire causes water not to exist. And the cause of the evil of giving birth to a monster is the deficient power in the semen. And if we seek the cause of the deficiency that is the evil in the semen, we will come to a good that causes the evil by accident and not insofar its the good is deficient. For the cause of the deficiency in the semen is a source of mutation, which induces a quality contrary to the quality required for the right disposition of the semen. And the more perfect the power of this source of mutation, the more it induces the contrary quality and so the resulting deficiency of the semen. And so the evil in the semen is caused by good insofar as it is perfect, not by good insofar as it is deficient.

And voluntary things are somewhat the same but not in every respect. For it is evident that sense pleasure moves the will to adultery and influences it to delight in such pleasure contrary to the ordination of reason and God's law. And this is moral evil. Therefore, if the will were necessarily to receive the imprint of something enticingly pleasurable in the same way that natural material substances necessarily receive the imprint of efficient causes, the situation would be completely the same regarding voluntary things and the things of nature. But this is not so, since, however much the exterior object of the senses attracts, it still is in the power of the will to acquiesce or not acquiesce. And so the cause of the evil that results from acquiescence is the will itself rather than the pleasurable thing that entices.

And the will is indeed the cause of evil in both of the aforementioned ways, namely, both by accident and insofar as good is deficient. The will indeed causes evil by accident when the will is borne to something that is good in some respect but is linked to something that is unqualifiedly evil. And the will as a deficient good causes evil because the will necessarily considers a deficiency before making the very choice that is deficient, the choice wherein the will chooses something good in some respect but evil in an absolute sense.

And so this is clear. For in all things of which one ought to be the rule and measure of another, good results in what is regulated and measured from the fact that it is regulated and conformed to the rule and measure, while
evil results from the fact that it is not being ruled or measured. Therefore, suppose there is a carpenter who ought to cut a piece of wood straight by using a ruler; if he does not cut straight, which is to make a bad cut, the bad cutting will be due to his failure to use the ruler or measuring bar. Likewise, pleasure and everything else in human affairs should be measured and regulated by the rule of reason and God's law. And so the nonuse of the rule of reason and God's law is presupposed in the will before the will made its disordered choice.

And there is no need to seek a cause of this ncuse of the aforementioned rule, since the very freedom of the will, by which it can act or not act, is enough to explain the nonuse. And absolutely considered, not actually attending to such a rule is itself not evil, neither moral wrong nor punishment, since the soul is not held, nor is it able, always actually to attend to such a rule. But not attending to the rule first takes on the aspect of evil because the soul proceeds to make a moral choice without considering the rule. Just so, the carpenter errs because he proceeds to cut the piece of wood without using the measuring bar, not because he does not always use the bar. And likewise, the moral fault of the will consists in the fact that the will proceeds to choose without using the rule of reason or God's law, not simply in the fact that the will does not actually attend to the rule. And it is for this reason that Augustine says in the City of God that the will causes sin insofar as the will is deficient, but he compares that deficiency to silence or darkness, since the deficiency is just a negation.

Replies to the Objections:

- As Augustine explains in his Enchiridion, tree signifies the will, and its fruit external deeds. Therefore, we should understand that a good tree cannot bear bad fruit because bad deeds do not proceed from a bad will, just as good deeds do not proceed from a bad will. But still, even the bad will itself proceeds from something good, just as the bad tree itself is the product of good soil. For if a bad effect is produced by a bad cause that is a deficient good, it still ought to come down to this, that the evil is caused by accident by a good that is not deficient, as I have said before.

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding intrinsic causes, since a likeness of the effects pre-exists in such causes. But good does not cause evil in this way, as I have said before; rather, good causes evil by accident.

- The argument of this objection is also valid regarding intrinsic causes and effects, since causes that substantially precontain what is brought about in their effects are intrinsic causes.

- A contrary is not the intrinsic cause of its contrary, although nothing prevents a contrary from being the accidental cause of its contrary. For example, cold, when its direction has been changed "in some way and so as to encompass heat," as the Physics says, causes heat.

- Dionysius in the cited text understands that evil does not proceed from good as the intrinsic cause of evil, and he later in the same chapter shows that evil proceeds from good by accident.

- Some good causes evil insofar as such good is deficient, but this is not the only way that good causes evil. Good also causes evil in another way incidentally, not insofar as good is deficient. But in voluntary things, the cause of the evil that is sin is a deficient will, and that deficiency, as conceived prior to sin, does not have the aspect either of moral wrong or of punishment, as I have explained. Nor do we need to look for another cause of this deficiency, and so we do not need to make an infinite regression. Therefore, when one says that good insofar as it is deficient causes evil, if the words insofar as should signify something pre-existing, then the statement is not universally true. And if the words signify something concomitant, then the statement is universally true, since everything that causes evil is deficient, that is, causing deficiency. This is like saying that everything that heats heats insofar as it is heating.
• Good insofar as it is inclined to be deficient is not the sufficient cause of actual will. But good insofar as it has an actual deficiency is the sufficient cause, as I have also explained in the case of the will. And yet it is not even necessary that good have any kind of defect in order to cause evil, since good, even if it is not deficient, can cause evil by accident.

• The reply to this objection is likewise evident from the previous reply.

• Good because it is created can in some way be deficient by the sort of deficiency by which voluntary evil comes about, since it follows from the very fact that it is created that it itself is subject to another as its rule or measure. And if its very self were its rule or measure, it could not proceed to act apart from the rule. Therefore, God, who is his own rule, cannot err, just as a carpenter could not err in cutting wood were he to use his hand as it ruler for the cutting.

• The good that causes evil by accident does not need to be a deficient good, as I have already said. And God thus causes the evil of punishment, since God in inflicting punishment does not intend evil for those he punishes but intends to imprint the ordination of his justice on things. And to achieve this end, evil results for those punished, just as water's privation of its form results from the presence of fire's form.

• Faith is not meritorious because it is obscure knowledge, but because the will uses such knowledge well, to wit, by assenting to unseen things because God says that they are true. And nothing prevents a person from earning merit by making good use of evil, just as, conversely, nothing prevents a person from earning demerit by making bad use of good.

• The very deficiency of the will consists of moral wrong, just as the deficiency of the intellect consists of ignorance, and the deficiency of a power that executes what the will wills consists of weakness. Therefore, the deficiency of the will does not excuse one from wrongdoing, just as the deficiency of the intellect does not prevent ignorance, and the deficiency of a power of execution does not prevent weakness.

• The deficiency presupposed in the will before sin is a simple negation, not a moral fault or a punishment. But the will incurs the nature of moral wrong because it undertakes the evil deed in the state of such negation, since in undertaking the very deed, the good that is lacking becomes requisite, namely, actually attending to the rule of reason and God's law.

• We say that something accidentally causes something else in two ways. In one way, something regarding the cause accidentally causes, as, for example, when the intrinsic cause of building a house is its builder, who happens to be a musician. So here we call being a musician, which is accidental to the intrinsic cause, the accidental cause of the house. In the second way, something accidentally causes something regarding the effect. This would he like saying that the builder intrinsically causes the house he builds and accidentally causes something that befalls the house, for example, that the house be lucky or unlucky, that is, that something good or evil befall someone dwelling in the house that was built. Therefore, when we say that good causes evil accidentally, we should understand that it is by accident that the evil happens to the effect, namely, insofar as the good causes something good that a privation we call evil befalls. And although causal action sometimes extends to the very effect that is accidental (as, for example, when a gravedigger in the course of his digging discovers treasure), this is nonetheless not always the case; for example, the activity of the builder does not extend to the good or ill that befalls one who dwells in the house. And so I say that the action of the good does not extend to an evil result. And it is for this reason that Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that evil is not only outside one's intention but also outside the course of the action, since movement does not intrinsically result in
Sometimes an accidental product of an effect is in very few cases and rarely associated with the effect, and then the cause, in intending the intrinsic effect, need not in any way intend the accidental effect. And sometimes such an accident always or in most cases accompanies the effect chiefly intended, and then the accident is not dissociated from the intention of the cause. Therefore, if an evil is in very few cases associated with the good that the will intends, the will can be excused from sin; for example, a falling branch may kill someone when a woodman is cutting trees in a forest through which people rarely travel. But if evil is always or in most cases associated with the good intrinsically intended, the will is not excused from sin, although the will does not intrinsically intend the evil. And an evil, namely, the privation of the order of justice, is always associated with the pleasure involved in adultery. And so the will is not excused from sin, since the will, in choosing the good with which the evil is always associated, although not willing the evil itself as such, still prefers to fall into the evil than to be without such a good.

As we trace something accidental regarding a cause to a cause acting intrinsically, so we trace something accidental regarding an effect to an intrinsic effect. And we trace evil, since it is an accidental effect, to the good with which it is associated, which good is an intrinsic effect.

Accidental things sometimes happen occasionally but other times always or generally. For example, one who goes to the market to buy something either always or generally finds a crowd of people, although the buyer does not intend this. In like manner, the adulterer who intends the good with which the evil is always associated, always falls into the evil. And the fact that very few people are virtuous, and most people wicked, comes about because there are more ways to deviate from the mean than there are ways to adhere to it, as the Ethics says, and because most people are more aware of sensual goods than rational goods.

We call passing away a natural change by reason of nature as a whole, which causes things to come to be and pass away, not by reason of the particular nature of what passes away. Nature as a whole indeed causes things to come to hr For that very reason, and things to pass away because thugs cannot come to be without other things passing away. And so nature intrinsically and chiefly strives only for things to come to be, not that things pass away.

The accidental cause of evil is not the good that evil takes away, nor the good that underlies evil, but the good that is causing, which brings in one form and takes away another.

Fourth Article

Is Evil Suitably Divided into the Evil of Moral Wrong and the Evil of Punishment?

It seems that evil is not suitably so divided, for the following reasons:

Every good division is by contraries. But punishment and moral wrong are not ,nt raries, since some sin is punishment for sin, as Gregory says in a homily on Ezekiel. Therefore, evil is not suitably divided by punishment and moral wrong.

People have said that sin as such is not punishment; rather, sin is punishment because there is a concomitance of the two. But acts as disordered are evil, and acts as disordered are punishment. For Augustine says in his Confessions: "You have commanded, O Lord, and so it is that every disordered soul is its own punishment." Therefore, sin as such is punishment.

Secondary perfection (i.e., activity) is better than primary perfection (i.e., form or habit). And so also the
Philosopher proves in the *Ethics* that the highest human good, namely, happiness, consists of activity, not habits. Therefore, if being deprived of primary perfection is punishment, much more is sin, which takes away secondary perfection, namely, morally correct activity.

- Every emotion that induces anxiety seems to contain punishment. But many sins are accompanied by emotions that induce anxiety (such as envy, apathy, anger, and the like), and many sins involve difficulty in their activity. And so Wis. 5:9 says in the mouth of the wicked: "We have trod difficult paths." Therefore, it seems that sin as such is punishment.

- If punishment accompanies sin, every sin accompanied by punishment will be punishment. But punishment accompanies the first sin. Therefore, it follows that the first sin is punishment. And this conclusion is contrary to the teaching of Augustine, who says that only the sins in between the first sin of apostasy and the final punishment of hell are punishments.

- As Augustine says in his work *On the Nature of the Good*, evil corrupts the treasure, form, and order of nature, and he is speaking about evil in general. But he says subsequently that being contrary to nature belongs to the nature of punishment. Therefore, it seems that every evil is punishment. Therefore, we ought not divide evil into the evil of moral wrong and the evil of punishment.

- Without grace, some may sin. But every moral wrong, since it is evil, takes away some good, and it does not take away the good that is grace, since we are supposing that such individuals do not possess grace. Therefore, it takes away a natural good. Therefore, it is punishment, since it belongs to the nature of punishment to be contrary to the nature of good, as Augustine says.

- The very sinful act, since it is an act, is both good and from God. Therefore, as the act has some corruption, so it has the evil of moral wrong. But every corruption has the nature of punishment. Therefore, the evil of moral wrong, as evil, is punishment. And so we ought not contradistinguished the evil of moral wrong from the evil of punishment.

- We ought not posit what is of its very self good as a subdivision of evil. But punishment as such is good, since it is just. And so we praise even those satisfying justice by punishment in that they want to undergo punishment for their sins. Therefore, we ought not to posit punishment as a subdivision of evil.

- There is an evil that consists neither of punishment nor of moral wrong, namely, natural evil. Therefore, the division of evil into the evil of punishment and the evil of moral wrong does not suffice.

- It belongs to the nature of punishment to be against the will of the one suffering punishment, and it belongs to the nature of moral wrong to be voluntary. But human beings suffer some evils that they do not will, and that are contrary to their will; for example, owners suffer evil when their property is plundered in their absence and without their knowledge. Therefore, the division of evil into the evil of punishment and the evil of moral wrong does not suffice.

- When we speak of one contrary, we speak of the other, as the Philosopher says. But we speak of good being of three kinds, namely, the worthy, the useful, and the pleasurable. Therefore, evil ought also to be divided into three rather than two kinds.

- According to the Philosopher in the *Ethics*, there are more kinds of evil than there are of good. But there are three kinds of good, namely, those of nature, those of grace, and those of glory. Therefore, it seems that there ought to be more kinds of evil. And so it seems that we inappropriately divide evil into just two kinds.
On the Contrary:

Augustine says in his work *On Faith, to Peter*: "Rational creatures can suffer two evils: one whereby they voluntarily defect from the highest good; the other whereby they are punished against their will." And these two evils describe punishment and moral wrong. Therefore, we divide evil into the evil of punishment and the evil of moral wrong.

Answer:

A rational or intellectual nature, in contrast to the nature of other creatures, is related to good and evil in a special way, since nature ordains every other creature for a particular good, and only an intellectual nature by its intellect apprehends the very universal nature of good, and by its appetite of will is moved to seek good in general. And so we in a special way divide the evil proper to rational creatures into the evil of moral wrong and the evil of punishment, since this division belongs to evil only as found in a rational nature, as the cited authority of Augustine makes clear. And we can on his authority understand an argument for this division, namely, that it belongs to the nature of moral wrong to be willed, and it belongs to the nature of punishment to be unwilled, and only an intellectual nature has a will.

We can understand the distinction between these two kinds of evil in the following way. For we need to divide evil as we divide good, since evil is the contrary of good. And good signifies a perfection. And there are two kinds of perfection, namely, one that consists of forms or dispositions, and one that consists of activities. And we can trace everything that we employ in activities to the first kind of perfection, the employment of which is activity. And so, conversely, there are two kinds of evil: one, indeed, in the active cause itself, insofar as the cause is deprived of a form or disposition or any prerequisite of activity (e.g., blindness or crookedness of the leg is such an evil), and there is another kind of evil in the deficient act itself (e.g., if we should say that lameness is an evil). And as other things may have these two kinds of evil, so also may an intellectual nature, which acts voluntarily. And in such a nature, it is clear that disordered acts of the will have the character of moral wrong, since one is blamed and rendered culpable by voluntarily engaging in disordered acts. And intellectual creatures also suffer evil when they are deprived of forms or dispositions or anything else potentially necessary for good activity, neither the things belong to the soul or the body or external things. And such evil, in the judgment of the Catholic faith, needs to be called punishment.

For three things belong to the nature of punishment. The first is that it should have a relation to moral fault; for example, we say that someone is properly punished if the person suffers evil for something the person did. And the tradition of faith holds that rational creatures would be unable to incur any harm, whether regarding the soul or the body or external things, except because of a previous moral fault, whether in the person or at least in human nature. And so it follows that we call every privation of a good that human beings can employ for good activity a punishment. And a like argument applies to angels. And so every evil befalling a rational creature is included either in the evil of moral wrong or in the evil of punishment. The second characteristic of the nature of punishment is that it is contrary to the will of the one suffering punishment. For everyone's will inclines to seek the person's own good, and so it is contrary to one's will to be deprived of one's own good. Still, we should note that punishment is contrary to one's will in three ways. Punishment is indeed sometimes contrary to one's actual will, as when one knowingly receives a punishment. And punishment is sometimes only contrary to one's habitual will, as when a piece of property is stolen from someone unaware of the theft, over which the person would grieve were the person to know about it. And sometimes punishment is only contrary to the natural inclination of the will, as when a person is deprived of a virtuous habit that the person does not want, although the will by nature inclines toward the good of virtue. The third characteristic of the nature of punishment seems to consist of being acted upon, since things that come about contrary to one's will are caused by an external cause, whose effect we call being acted upon, and not by an internal cause, that is, the will.
Therefore, punishment and fault differ in three ways. First, indeed, they differ in that fault is an evil of the very action, while punishment is an evil befalling the cause of the action. But these two kinds of evil are ordained differently in natural and voluntary actions. For in natural actions, the action's evil results from the cause's evil, as, for example, limping results from a crooked leg. But in voluntary actions, the converse is true; the cause's evil, that is, punishment, results from the action's evil, that is, moral fault, with divine providence rectifying moral fault by punishment. Second, punishment differs from moral fault in that the latter is voluntary, while the former is contrary to the will of the one suffering punishment, as the previously cited authority of Augustine makes clear." And third, punishment differs from moral fault in that the latter consists of acting, and the former in being acted upon, as Augustine makes clear in his work On Free Choice, where he calls moral fault the evil that we do, and punishment the evil that we undergo.

Replies to the Objections:

- As it belongs to the nature of moral wrong to be voluntary, and it belongs to the nature of punishment to be contrary to one's will, as I have said, the same thing as such cannot be both punishment and moral wrong, since the same thing as such cannot be voluntary and contrary to one's will. But nothing prevents the same thing being voluntary and against one's will in different respects, for something contrary to our will can be associated with something that we do will, and by seeking what we will, we incur what we would not will. And this happens when sinners sin. For when they are inordinately attracted to a created good, they incur separation from the uncreated good and other such things that they would not will. And so the same thing can in different respects, not the same respect, be moral wrong and punishment.

- The very act is not willed insofar as it is disordered but is willed regarding something else, and the will when seeking this incurs the aforementioned deordination that it would not will. And so the act has the aspect of moral wrong because it is willed, and it involves the aspect of punishment because a person in one respect suffers deordination unwillingly.

- The disordered activity itself, insofar as it derives from the will, has the character of moral wrong, and insofar as the one who acts incurs thereby an obstacle to proper activity, the result has the character of punishment. And so the same thing can be moral wrong and punishment, although not in the same respect.

- Even such emotional anxieties result in the sinner apart from the sinner's will. For example, angry persons would choose to rouse themselves to punish others in such a way that they themselves would thereby suffer no anxiety or distress. And so when angry persons incur these things without willing them, the result belongs to the nature of punishment.

- Things receive their names from the things on which they depend rather than the things that depend on them. And sin has an associated punishment in two ways. Punishment is indeed associated with sin in one way as one thing somehow depends on another, as, for example, when a person's very sinning results from the fact that the person is deprived of grace because of previous moral wrong, and so we call the very sin a punishment by reason of the deprivation of grace on which the sin depends. And so, although the first sin cannot be called a punishment, subsequent sins can. And punishment is associated with sin in a second way as a result of the very sin, for example, separation from God or privation of grace or deordination of the one who acts, or emotional or distressful anxiety. And so we do not properly call sin punishment by reason of the punishment so associated, although we can even in this way call sin punishment by reason of what sin causes, as Augustine says that a disordered soul is its own punishment.

- Evil taken generally is a natural corruption of measure, form, and order taken generally. But the evil of
punishment befalls the very one who acts, and the evil of moral wrong as such befalls the very action.

- Moral wrong deprives one without grace of the disposition to receive grace by lessening the disposition, not by completely taking it away. And such a deprivation is last formally the evil of moral wrong; rather, the deprivation is an effect of moral wrong that is a punishment. And the evil of moral wrong is formally the deprivation of measure, form, and order in the will's very act.

- The corruption of the good in an action, as such, is not strictly speaking punishment of the one who acts, but it would be a punishment belonging to the action if the punishment were to coincide with the action. And a corruption or privation in the one who acts, which has the nature of punishment, results from the corruption or privation in the action.

- Punishment as related to the subject punished is evil insofar as the punishment in some way deprives the subject of something. But punishment as related to the cause that inflicts punishment sometimes then has the nature of good, if the one punishing does so for the sake of justice.

- As I have said, the division of evil into the evil of moral wrong and the evil of punishment is not a division of evil taken generally but of the evil in rational creatures. Anel in this division, there cannot be any evil that would not consist of moral wrong or punishment, as I have said. Still, we should understand that only the deficiency of a good that nature has designed for something to possess, not every sort of deficiency, has the character of evil. And so there is no deficiency in the inability of human beings to fly, and hence neither moral wrong nor punishment.

- The inconveniences and harms that one suffers unwittingly, although they are not contrary to one's actual will, are still contrary to one's habitual or natural will, as I have said.

- The useful good is ordained for pleasurable and worthy goods as ends. And so there are two chief goods, namely, the worthy and pleasurable goods. And there are two evils contrary to these goods: moral wrong, which is an evil contrary to worthy good, and punishment, which is an evil contrary to pleasurable good.

- Regarding each of the three goods, namely, those of nature, those of grace, and those of glory, we need to consider form and act, by whose difference we distinguish the evil of moral wrong from the evil of punishment, as I have said.

**Fifth Article**

*Does Punishment or Moral Wrong Have More of the Nature of Evil?*

It seems that punishment does, for the following reasons:

- Moral wrong is related to punishment as merit is to reward. But reward is a greater good than merit. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong.

- What is contrary to a greater good is a greater evil. But punishment is contrary to the good of the one who acts, and moral wrong is contrary to the good of the action. Therefore, since the one who acts is a greater good than the action, it seems that punishment is a worse evil than moral wrong.

- People have said that moral wrong, since it separates one from the highest good, is a worse evil than punishment. But nothing separates one from the highest good more than that very separation. And that very separation is a punishment. Therefore, punishment remains more evil than moral wrong.

- Our end is a greater good than our ordination to the end. But the very privation of the end is the
punishment that we call being deprived of the vision of God, and the evil of moral wrong results from
the privation of being ordained to the end. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong.

- Being deprived of the possibility of acting is a greater evil than being deprived only of an act; for
  example, the blindness that deprives one of the power of sight is a greater evil than the darkness that
  prevents vision itself. But moral wrong is contrary to merit itself, and privation of the grace that makes it
  possible to merit is punishment. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong.

- People have said that moral wrong is a greater evil than its punishment, since moral wrong is also the
  reason for the punishment. But although intrinsic causes are more powerful than their effect, the same is
  not necessary regarding accidental causes, for an accidental cause may be less good than its effect. For
  example, grave digging accidentally causes treasure to be discovered. And likewise, an accidental cause
  may be less evil than its effect; for example, tripping over a stone is less evil than falling into the hands
  of a pursuing enemy, which accidentally results from tripping over the stone. But punishment is the
  accidental effect of moral wrong, for the sinner does not intend to incur punishment. Therefore, the fact
  that moral wrong causes punishment does not suffice to prove that moral wrong is a greater evil than
  punishment.

- If moral wrong has the nature of evil because it causes punishment, then the malice of moral wrong is
  because of the malice of punishment. But causes are greater than their effects. Therefore, punishment
  will be a greater evil than moral wrong.

- What we predicate of something by reason of a form it possesses befits it more truly than what we
  predicate of something by reason of what it causes. For example, we more truly predicate “healthy” of
  animals than of medicine. Therefore, if we note the malice of moral wrong by reason of the fact that
  moral wrong causes punishment, then punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong, since we predicate
  evil of moral wrong because moral wrong causes punishment, while we predicate evil of punishment
  because punishment is formally such.

- People have said that we also predicate evil of moral wrong formally. But we formally call something
  evil insofar as it has a privation of good. And the good taken away by the very privation that is
  punishment, namely, the end itself, is greater than the good that the evil in moral wrong takes away, that
  is, the ordination to the end. Therefore, punishment will still be a greater evil than wrongdoing.

- As Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names, no one acts looking for evil, and he also says that
  evil is contrary to what one wills. Therefore, what is more contrary to what one wills is a greater evil.
  But punishment is more contrary to what one wills than moral wrong is, since it belongs to the nature of
  punishment to be contrary to one's will, as I have said. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral
  wrong.

- As it belongs to the nature of good to be desirable, so it belongs to the nature of evil to be avoided.
  Therefore, what is more to be avoided is a greater evil. But moral wrong is avoided because of the threat
  of punishment, and so punishment is more avoided than moral wrong, since causes are greater than their
  effects. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong.

- A subsequent privation is more harmful than the first; for example, a second wound is more harmful
  than the first. But punishment is subsequent to moral wrong. Therefore, punishment is more harmful
  than moral wrong. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong, since we call things evil
  inasmuch as they cause harm, as Augustine says in his Enchiridion.

- Since death is a punishment, punishment can destroy the subject punished. But moral wrong, which only
defiles the subject, does not. Therefore, punishment does more harm than moral wrong. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil.

• We presume that a just person prefers the lesser evil. But Lot, because just, preferred moral wrong to punishment, namely, by offering his daughters to the lust of the men of Sodom, which was moral wrong, to avoid allowing injustice in his home by violence inflicted on his guests, which is punishment. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong.

• God inflicts eternal punishment for temporal sin, since, as Gregory says, the eternal is what torments, the temporal what pleases. But eternal evil is worse than temporal evil, just as eternal good is better than temporal good. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong.

• According to the Philosopher in the Topics, evil is more prevalent than good. But punishment is more prevalent than moral wrong, since many who are faultless are punished, and every moral wrong has at least the punishment connected with it. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong.

• As in the case of good things, ends are better than means to the ends, so in the case of evil things, ends are worse than means. But punishment is the end of moral wrong. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong.

• Regarding any moral wrong, human beings can be released. And so Cain is rebuked for saying: "My iniquity is too great for me to deserve pardon." But there is a punishment from which human beings cannot be released, namely, the punishment of hell. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong.

• When we analogously predicate something of many things, it seems to be predicated primarily of what is more known to be such. But punishment is more known to be evil than moral wrong is, since more people think that punishment is evil than think moral wrong is. Therefore, we predicate evil primarily of punishment rather than moral wrong.

• Concupiscence is the font of every sin, and so it is worse than any sin. But concupiscence is a punishment. Therefore, punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong.

On the Contrary:

• What the good hate more is a greater evil than what the wicked hate more. But the wicked hate more the evils of punishment, and the good hate more the evils of moral wrong, as Augustine says in the City of God. Therefore, moral wrong is a greater evil than punishment.

• According to Augustine in his work On the Nature of the Good, evil is the privation of right order. But moral wrong is further removed from right order than punishment is, since moral wrong as such is disordered, and punishment rectifies it. Therefore, moral wrong is a greater evil than punishment.

• The evil of moral wrong is contrary to a worthy good, and the evil of punishment contrary to a pleasurable good. But worthy goods are better than pleasurable goods. Therefore, the evil of moral wrong is worse than the evil of punishment.

Answer:

This question indeed seems superficially easy to answer, since most people understand hinenit only as corporal or painful to the senses, and such punishments undoubtedly have less of the nature of evil than does moral wrong, which is contrary to grace and glory. But the privations of grace and glory, since they are also kinds of
punishment, seem equally to have the nature of evil if we were to consider the good to which each evil is contrary. This is because the privation of the final end itself, which is the greatest good, also has the nature of punishment.

But convincing arguments can demonstrate that moral wrong, absolutely speaking, has more of the character of evil than punishment has. First, this is indeed the case because whatever causes a subject to be such is much more such than what cannot do so. For example, if something is not white enough for us to call a subject white, the thing has less whiteness than if whiteness were to make the subject white. For things that do not affect or designate a subject seem to belong to it in a qualified way, while things that affect and designate a subject seem to belong to it in an absolute sense. And it is obvious that we call a person in whom the evil of moral wrong is present evil for that reason, and we do not call a person who suffers the evil of punishment evil for that reason as such. And so Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that "suffering punishment is not evil, but being worthy of punishment is." And so it follows that the evil of moral wrong has more of the nature of evil than the evil of punishment does. And we should understand why we call people evil because of the evil of moral wrong and not because of the evil of punishment. We do so because we call actual things good or evil without qualification, and potential things good or evil in some respect, for the potentiality for good or evil is good or evil in a qualified way but not absolutely. And there are two kinds of actuality, to wit: a first actuality, which consists of a disposition or form, and a second actuality, which consists of activity (e.g., knowing and contemplating). And if the first kind of actuality inheres in a subject, the subject thus far has only the potentiality for the second kind of actuality. For example, a knowing subject may not yet be contemplating but can do so. Therefore, we note things as good or evil absolutely because of the second kind of actuality, which is activity, and things as good or evil relatively in some respect because of the first kind of actuality.

And in beings having wills, acts of the will bring every power and habit to good acts, since the object of the will is good in general, and all the particular goods for the sake of which every power and habit acts are included therein. And the power that aims at the chief end, by its commands, moves a power that aims at a secondary end, as the art of piloting governs the art of shipbuilding, and the art of war the art of cavalry. For it does not follow from the fact that one has habitual knowledge of grammar that the person speaks grammatically or well, since the person with such habitual knowledge may not use it or may act contrary to it, as when a grammarian intentionally makes a solecism and acts correctly regarding his art when he wishes to do so. And so we call human beings who have a good will good human beings absolutely, as if they by acts of a good will use well everything they possess, and we call human beings good grammarians rather than good human beings it they have habitual knowledge of grammar. And it is likewise in the case of evil. Therefore, since the evil of moral wrong is an evil in the act of the will, and the evil of punishment is a privation of something that the will can use in some way for good activity, the evil of moral wrong makes a human being evil absolutely, and the evil of punishment does not.

And the second argument is as follows. Since God is the very essence of goodness, the more something is foreign to God, the more it has the nature of evil. But moral wrong is more foreign to God than punishment is, since God is the cause of punishment and not the cause of moral wrong. Therefore, it is clear from this that moral wrong is a greater evil than punishment. And we understand from this why God is the cause of punishment and not the cause of moral wrong. For the evil of moral wrong, which is in the act of the will, is directly contrary to the act of charity, which is the primary and chief perfection of the will. And charity directs the act of the will to God, and does so not only that human beings may enjoy the divine good (for this belongs to the love we call the love of desire) but also as the divine good is in God himself (which belongs to the love of friendship). And so it cannot be from God that anyone would not will the divine good as it is in God himself, since, conversely, God inclines every will to will what he himself wills, and he wills his good as it is in himself. And so the evil of moral wrong cannot be from God. And God can will that the divine good itself or any other good included in it be taken away from someone unfit for it, since the good of right order demands that nothing
should have something of which it is unworthy. And the very taking away of the untreated good or any other
good from one who is unworthy has the nature of punishment. Therefore, God is the cause of punishment but
cannot be the cause of moral wrong.

The third argument is that the evil that an expert artisan introduces to avoid another evil has less of the nature of
evil than the evil that the introduced evil would avoid. For example, if an expert doctor amputates a hand in order
that the body not perish, amputating the hand is clearly a lesser evil than destruction of the body. And it is clear
that the wisdom of God introduces punishment in order that moral wrong should be avoided either by the one
who is punished, or at least by others, as Job 19:29 says: "Flee from the face of iniquity, since the sword
punishes iniquity." Therefore, moral wrong, for the avoidance of which punishment is introduced, is a greater
evil than the punishment itself.

The fourth argument is that the evil of moral wrong consists of acting, and the evil of punishment of being acted
upon, as I have said before. And what acts evilly manifests itself to be already evil, while what suffers an evil
does not thereby manifest itself to be evil but to be on the way to evil, as it were, since what undergoes
something is changed into that. For example, limping itself shows that a leg is already subject to evil, and the
fact that a leg suffers pain shows that the leg is not yet subject to defect but is becoming defective. For as the
activity of an actually existing thing is better than the movement toward actuality and perfection, so also the evil
of activity, considered in itself, has more of the nature of evil than the evil of undergoing suffering. And so
moral wrong has more of the nature of evil than punishment does.

Replies to the Objections:

- With regard to the end results, if we relate reward to merit, and punishment to moral wrong, then there is
  a like relationship in both cases, since moral wrong results in punishment, just as merit results in reward.
  But with regard to intention, if we compare the two cases, there is no like relationship; rather, the reverse
  is true, since one inflicts punishment to avoid moral wrong, while one acts meritoriously to receive a
  reward. And so as reward is better than merit, moral wrong is worse than punishment.

- The good of the one who acts is both a primary perfection, the privation of which is a punishment, and a
  secondary perfection, that is, an activity, the contrary of which is moral wrong. But secondary perfection
  itself is better than primary perfection. And so the moral wrong contrary to secondary perfection has
  more of the nature of evil than the punishment contrary to primary perfection.

- Moral wrong separates human beings from God in a way contrary to the union of charity whereby they
  will the good of God himself as he is in himself. But punishment separates human beings from God in a
  way contrary to their enjoying the divine good. And so the separation involved in moral wrong is worse
  than the separation involved in punishment.

- We can understand separation from ordination to the end in two ways. We can understand the separation
  in one way regarding the very human being, in which case privation of ordination to the end, just like
  privation of the end, is punishment. We can understand the separation in a second way regarding an
  action, in which case privation of ordination to the end is moral wrong, since human beings are culpable
  because they perform an action not proper for their end. And so there is no relationship between the evil
  of moral wrong and the evil of punishment like the one between our end and ordination to it, since each
  of the evils in some respect deprives human beings of both their end and their ordination to the end.

- The privation of habitual grace itself is punishment, but the privation of an act that ought to proceed from
  grace is the evil of moral wrong. And so the evil of moral wrong is clearly contrary to the more perfect
  good, since acts perfect habits.
Although moral wrong causes punishment accidentally with respect to the one who suffers punishment, moral wrong is nonetheless the intrinsic cause of punishment with respect to the one who inflicts punishment, since the one who inflicts punishment intends to inflict it to punish moral wrong.

Moral wrong is not evil because punishment is inflicted to punish it, but rather the converse: the evil of punishment is inflicted to restrain and rectify the wickedness of moral wrong. And so it is clear that we predicate evil of moral wrong formally as well as causally, and more significantly than we predicate evil of punishment, as is evident from what I have said.

And the foregoing response makes clear the answers to the eighth and ninth objections.

We should judge things by the estimation of the virtuous, not by the estimation of the wicked, just as we should judge the taste of things by the estimation of the healthy, not by the estimation of the sick. And so we should not judge punishment to be worse because the wicked flee from it more willingly; rather, we should judge moral wrong to be worse because the virtuous flee from it more willingly.

It is characteristic of the virtuous to flee from moral wrong because of its very nature and not because of threatened punishment. But it is characteristic of the wicked to flee from moral wrong because of threatened punishment, as Horace says: "The wicked hate sinning because of fear of punishment, the virtuous hate sinning because of love of virtue." And moreover, God inflicts punishment only because of moral wrong, as I have said.

A subsequent privation is worse than a previous privation when the second includes the first, and so we seem to be able to say that punishment in addition to moral wrong is worse than moral wrong alone. And this is indeed true regarding the one who is punished. But regarding the one who inflicts punishment, punishment has the nature of justice and right order, and so moral wrong is made less evil by the connection of good, as Boethius demonstrates in his work On Consolation.

Moral wrong and punishment belong to rational nature, which in what is rational cannot pass away. And so punishment, although it takes away the life of the body, does not take away the subject with a rational nature. And so we should concede that, strictly speaking, punishment is worse for the body than moral wrong is.

Lot did not prefer moral wrong to punishment but showed that we should observe right order in fleeing from moral wrongs, since it is more tolerable for a person to commit a lesser fault than a greater.

Although moral wrong is temporal as regards the act, it is nonetheless eternal as regards the state of the guilty person and the person's guilt, unless repentance should wipe out the moral fault. And the eternity of the moral fault is the reason why the punishment is eternal.

Most human beings have some evil, namely, the evil in their moral acts, because most follow their sensual nature rather than reason. And so it is not necessarily true that the more things generally happen, the more evil they are, since then venial sins, which are committed frequently, would be worse than mortal sins.

Punishment is the end of moral wrong regarding end result but not regarding intention, as I have said before.

A person cannot return to life from the punishment of hell because the moral fault of those in hell cannot
be expiated. And so the impossibility of returning to life from the punishment of hell does not demonstrate that punishment is a greater evil than moral wrong.

- We predicate a name primarily of one thing rather than another in two ways: in one way regarding how the things are given the name; in the other way regarding the nature of the things. For example, regarding the imposition of names, we predicate names predicated of God and creatures primarily of creatures, but as regards the nature of things, we predicate the names primarily of God, from whom every perfection in creatures is derived. And likewise, nothing prevents us from predicating evil primarily of punishment as regards the imposition of the name, and secondarily of punishment as regards the nature of things.

- Concupiscence is potentially the source of moral wrongs, but actual evil is worse than potential evil, as the Philosopher says in the *Metaphysics*. And so concupiscence is not a greater evil than moral wrong.

**QUESTION II**

*On Sins*

*First Article*

*Is an Act Involved in Every Sin?*

It seems that an act is, for the following reasons:

- Augustine says that "sin is a word or deed or desire contrary to the law of God." But in act is implied in each of those three things. Therefore, an act is involved in every sin.

- Augustine says that sin is so voluntary that there is no sin unless it is voluntary. But nothing can be voluntary unless by an act of the will. Therefore, there needs to be at least an act of the will in any sin.

- Contraries belong to the same genus. But merit and demerit are contraries, and merit belongs to the genus of action, since we merit by our acts. Therefore, it seems that demerit or sin belongs to the genus of action by the same reasoning.

- Sin is a privation, since sin is nothing, as Augustine says. But sin is grounded in something. Therefore, there needs to be an act to ground sin.

- Augustine says in his *Enchiridion* that there can be evil only in good. But the good in which the malice of sin is grounded is an act. Therefore, there needs to be an act in any sin.

- Augustine says in his work *Book of the 83 Questions* that "we cannot justly impute any sin or good deed to anyone who has done nothing by his or her own will." But one cannot do anything by one's own will without an act. Therefore, we cannot impute to a person anything as a sin unless there be an act in sinning.

- John Damascene says that praise and blame result from acts. But every sin should be blamed. Therefore, every sin consists of an act.

- A gloss says every sin is the product of concupiscence. But the product of concupiscence involves an act. Therefore, every sin involves an act.

- If there is any sin without an act, such a sin seems especially to regard a sin of omission. But omission is not without an act, since omission is a negation, and every negation is grounded in an affirmation. And
so a sin of omission needs to be grounded in an act. Therefore, much more does any other sin.

- Omission is a sin only insofar as the omission is contrary to the law of God. But this is done with contempt, and contempt is done by an act. Therefore, a sin of omission is grounded in an act, and much more are other sins.

- If a sin of omission consists solely of not acting, it would follow that one sins as long as one does not act. And so the danger of sinning by omission would be greater than the danger of sinning by transgression, which passes, although the state of guilt remains. But this is not true, since a sin of transgression, other things being equal, is greater. For example, it is a greater sin to steal than not to give alms. Therefore, a sin of omission does not consist solely of not acting.

- According to the Philosopher in the *Physics*, there can be sin in the means to an end. But action ordains things for ends. Therefore, every sin consists of an act.

*On the Contrary:*

- Jas. 4:17 says: "One who knows what is right and does not do it is guilty of sin." Therefore, the very failure to act in such a case is a sin.

- Punishment is justly inflicted only to punish sin. But punishment is inflicted to punish the simple failure to act, without regard to any associated act. Therefore, sin can consist solely in the failure to act.

- According to the Philosopher in the *Physics*, there may be fault in things that come to be by human skill and in things that come to be by nature. Therefore, as being contrary to nature is a fault in things that come to be by nature, so being contrary to the rules of skills is a fault in things that come to be by human skills. And likewise in moral matters, being contrary to reason is a sin. But both motions and states of rest can be contrary to nature, as the *Physics* says. Therefore, in moral matters, both acts and desistance from acting, if they are contrary to reason, are sins.

- The will may be borne to neither of two contradictories. For example, it is not true to say that God wills that evil be done, since he would be the cause of the evil, and it is also not true to say that he wills evil not to be done, since then his will would not be efficacious in fulfilling everything that he wills. Therefore, suppose that someone is presently bound to give alms and yet neither wills to do so nor wills not to do so because the person does not think about it at all. Therefore, there can be a sin even without an act of the will.

- People have said that although the act of the will is not borne either to give alms or not to give alms, the will is still borne to something else whereby it is prevented from giving. But the other thing to which the will is accidentally borne is related to the sin of omission, for the other thing is not contrary to the affirmative precept of the law by reason of which contraryty the sin of omission results. And we should not judge anything by what is accidental; rather, we should judge things by what is intrinsic. Therefore, we should not say that a sin of omission consists of an act because of an associated act.

- Even in the case of a sin of transgression, there may be an associated act that does not belong to the sin, since the associated act is only accidentally related to the sin itself. For example, a thief while stealing may say or see something. Therefore, neither does an act associated with an omission belong to the sin of omission.

- As there are some acts that cannot be good deeds, such as fornicating and lying, so there are some acts that cannot be bad deeds, such as loving and praising God. But someone omitting something may be
occupied in praising God. For example, if persons at the time when they are obliged to honor their parents should persist in praising God and fail to honor their parents, such persons evidently sin by omission, and yet the act of divine praise cannot belong to the sin of omission, since praising God cannot be a bad act. Therefore, the whole sin consists solely of the omission of the requisite act. Therefore, an act is not required for there to be sin.

- We contract original sin apart from any act of ours. Therefore, not every sin consists of an act.
- Augustine says in his work *Book of the 83 Questions*: "Some sins are sins of weakness, some sins of ignorance, some sins of malice." Weakness is contrary to virtue, ignorance to wisdom, and wickedness to goodness, and contraries belong to the same genus. Therefore, since virtue, wisdom, and goodness are habitual dispositions, it seems that sins are also. But there can be habitual dispositions apart from acts. Therefore, there can be sin without an act.

*Answer:*

There are two opinions about this matter. For some have said that there is an act in every sin, even one of omission. The act is an interior act of the will, as when one sins in not giving alms, one wills not to give alms. Or else the act is an associated exterior act whereby the one who sins is drawn away from the requisite act. And the associated act may be simultaneous with the omission, as when one wanting to play fails to go to church. Or the act may precede the omission, as when a monk is prevented from rising for matins because he, by reason of some preoccupation, stayed up too late the evening before. And this opinion reflects the words of Augustine, who said that "sin is a word or deed or desire contrary to the law of God."

And others have said that the sin of omission does not have any act, but that the very allure to act is the sin of omission. And they explain the statement of Augustine that sin is a word or deed or desire to mean that he understands desiring and not desiring, saying and not saying, doing and not doing to be the same as far as the nature of sin is concerned.

And so the *Gloss* says that "I do" and "I do not" are different kinds of cluing." And this seems to be a reasonable statement, since affirmation and negation are related to the same genus. And so also Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity* that unbegotten and begotten belong to the genus of relation.

And each opinion is true in some respect. For if we should consider what is required for there to be sin, as belonging to the essence of sin, then an act is not required for a sin of omission; rather, absolutely speaking, the sin of omission consists of the very desistance from action. And this is evident if we attend to the nature of sin, for as the Philosopher says in the *Physics*, there may be fault both in things that come to be by nature and in things that come to be by human skill when nature or skill does not attain the end for which it acts. And what acts by skill or nature may not attain its end because it deviates from the measure or rule of requisite activity. And the measure or rule in the things of nature is indeed the very inclination of nature that results from a form, and the measure or rule in artifacts is the very rule governing the skills. Therefore, we can note two things in faults, namely, departure from the rule or measure and departure from the end.

And sometimes there may be both in nature and human skill a departure from the end without a departure from the rule or measure whereby one acts for the sake of the end. For example, there may indeed be a defect of digestion without a fault of nature if someone swallows something indigestible like iron or stone. Likewise, if a doctor should administer medicine according to the rules of medical practice, and the sick person should fail to be cured, whether because the sick person has an incurable disease, or because the sick person does something adverse to the person's health, the doctor is indeed not at fault even though he fails to achieve the end. And conversely, if the doctor were to achieve the end but were to deviate from the rules of medical practice, we
would nonetheless say that the doctor erred. And it is evident from this that it belongs more to the nature of fault to disregard a rule of action than even to fail to attain the end of the action. Therefore, it belongs intrinsically to the nature of fault, whether in nature or human skills or moral matters, to be contrary to a rule of action.

And a rule of action, since it establishes a mean between too much and too little, needs to proscribe certain things and prescribe others. And so also particular negative and affirmative precepts are contained in the natural power of reason and in the divine law, which ought to govern our actions. And as affirmation is contrary to negation, so negation is contrary to affirmation. And so as we impute acting as sin in that action is contrary to a negative precept of the law, so also we impute nonacting itself as sin in that nonaction is contrary to an affirmative precept of the law. Therefore, absolutely speaking, there can be a sin for which an act belonging to the essence of sin is not required. And the second opinion is true in this respect.

And if we should consider what is required for sin regarding the cause of sin, then an act needs to be required for any sin, even one of omission. And this is evidenced as follows. For as the Philosopher says in the Physics, if something sometimes is in motion and sometimes is not, we need to assign a cause for its state of rest, since we perceive that as a thing capable of motion and the cause of its motion are disposed in the same way, a thing is in like manner in motion or not in motion. And by the same argument, there needs to be a cause for a person not doing what the person should do. And if the cause was totally extrinsic, such an omission does not have the nature of sin, as, for example, would be the case if a falling rock prevents an injured person from going to church, or if a thief prevents someone from giving alms. Therefore, we only impute omission as sin when it has an intrinsic voluntary cause, not an intrinsic cause of any kind. For if an intrinsic involuntary cause, for example, fever, were to prevent a person from doing what the person should do, the argument would be the same as in the case of an extrinsic cause doing so. Therefore, for the omission of a duty to be a sin, it is required that a voluntary act cause the omission.

But the will indeed sometimes causes something intrinsically and sometimes accidentally. The will indeed causes intrinsically when it intentionally acts to produce such an effect (e.g., if one seeking to find treasure, should find some in the course of digging). The will causes accidentally when the effect is outside one's intention (e.g., if one wanting to dig a grave should find treasure). Therefore, a voluntary act is sometimes the intrinsic cause of omitting a duty but not in such a way that the will is directly borne to the omission. This is because nonbeing and evil are outside one's intention and one's power to will, as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names, and the object of the will is being and good. Rather, the will is indirectly borne to something positive when one foresees the resulting omission. For example, one wills to play games, knowing that doing so means not going to church, and we say that a thief, not shrinking from the deformity of injustice, wants money. And a voluntary act is sometimes the accidental cause of omitting a duty, as when a person occupied in some activity does not recall something that the person is obliged to do. And it makes no difference in this regard whether the voluntary act that intrinsically or accidentally causes the omission is simultaneous with the omission itself or even precedes it. (Regarding a voluntary act preceding an omission, I have spoken above about the monk who, too busy about something, goes to bed late and thereby prevents himself from rising on time for matins). Therefore, the first opinion is true in this respect, that a voluntary act needs to cause the omission of a duty for the omission to be sinful.

Therefore, since each opinion is in some respect true, we need to reply to the arguments for each.

_Replies to the Objections:_

- In the definition of sin, we should understand as the same a word expressed or one unexpressed, a deed done or one not done, as I have said before.

- We call something voluntary both because it falls within an act of the will, and because it falls within...
the power of the will. For in the latter case, we call even nonwilling itself voluntary, since it is within the power of the will to will or not to will, and likewise to do or not to do, something.

- More things are required for good than for evil, since good is the product of a cause that is one and integral, and evil results from any deficiency, as Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names*. Therefore, an act of the will is required for merit, but it is only required for demerit that the will not will good when it should, nor need it always will evil to incur demerit.

- It is not true to say that a sin of transgression is a privation; rather, the sin is an act deprived of due order, as, for example, theft or adultery is a disordered act. For sin is "nothing" in the way in which human beings in sinning become nothing, not indeed in such a way that they become nothing itself, but that they, as sinners, are deprived of a good, and the privation itself is a nonbeing in the subject. And likewise, sin is an act deprived of due order, and we call sin nothing by reason of that very privation. But in a sin of omission, it is true, absolutely speaking, that the sin is only a privation, and the subject of the privation is not a habit but a power, as the subject of blindness is not vision but what nature ordains for vision. Therefore, the subject of the omission of a duty is the power of the will, not indeed any act.

- And the foregoing makes clear the solution to the fifth objection.

- In the cited authority, even deeds not done are included in deeds, as I have said.

- Praise and blame are proper both for voluntary acts and failures to act.

- The argument comes to the valid conclusion that an act is required for a culpable omission as the cause of the omission, although we could say that the concupiscence about which the gloss in the cited text speaks is habitual rather than actual.

- Not every negation is grounded on a real affirmation, since, as the Philosopher says in the *Categories*, we can predicate "not sitting" truthfully of one who exists and one who does not. And yet every negation is grounded on an understood or imaginary affirmation, since we need to understand that of which something is denied. Therefore, omission does not need to be grounded in a really existing act. But if every negation were to be grounded on a real affirmation, so that the negation would be posited as a privation, it would be necessary that omission, which is nonaction, be grounded on the power of the will rather than an act.

- It is not always necessary that there be actual contempt in omissions or even in transgressions, although it is necessary that there be at least habitual or even implicit contempt, since, to wit, we infer that someone is contemptuous if the person does not do what is commanded or does what is prohibited.

- Omission is contrary to an affirmative precept, and affirmative precepts, although always obligations, nevertheless do not oblige in all circumstances. For example, human beings are not obliged to be always engaged in honoring their parents, although they are always obliged to honor their parents when they ought to. Therefore, the sin of omission actually perdures as long as the time when the affirmative precept obliges perdures. And when that time ceases, the sin ceases to be actual and abides in the state of the guilt, and when such a time returns, the sin of omission is repeated.

- As persons fall away from their end by evil deeds, so do they by omitting obligatory acts.

*Replies to* the arguments in the Section On the Contrary:

- The cited authority holds that the very nondoing of good is a sin but does not deny that the cause of such
nondoing of good is an act.

- Punishment is administered for the moral wrong of omitting an act, and yet the moral wrong of omission may be caused by an act, which is sometimes morally wrong, as when sin causes another sin, and sometimes not.

- Even a state of rest contrary to nature is caused by a previous act.

- God neither wills that evil be done nor that evil not be done, and yet he wills the very fact that he neither wills that evil be done nor wills that evil not be done.

- The act required for a sin of omission is not always accidentally related to the very sin but is sometimes the intrinsic cause of the sin, as I have said.

- A similar qualification is to be made to the sixth argument.

- Reason should govern every act, and so any act can be an evil deed if it is not properly governed, namely, that it is done when it ought to be done, and for the reason that it ought to be done, and so forth regarding the other things that ought to be observed in human acts. And so even the very act of loving God can be an evil deed, as, for example, if one loves God for the sake of temporal benefits. And the very act of praising God orally can be an evil deed if it is done when it ought not to be done, namely, when one is obliged to do other things. And if we should understand an act governed by reason, as we signify when we speak of acting moderately or acting justly, then there cannot be an evil deed. But if we were to grant that an act could not be an evil deed, it would not be improper for it to be an accidental cause of a sinful omission, since good can cause evil accidentally.

- An act, namely, the actual sin of our first parent, also causes us to contract original sin.

- As there are acts and habits regarding virtues, so there are such regarding vices. Still, we call only acts meritorious or sinful, although we can call habits virtuous or vicious.

**Second Article**

**Does Sin Consist Solely of the Will's Act?**

It seems that sin does, for the following reasons:

- Augustine says in his work *Retractions* that sin is only in the will. Therefore, sin consists only of the will's act.

- Augustine says in his work *On Two Souls*: "Sin consists of the will to retain or acquire what justice forbids." But he here understands will to mean the will's act. Therefore, sin consists solely of the will's act.

- Augustine says that continence is a habit of the soul, and that external acts manifest the habit. Therefore, conversely, incontinence and every sin also consist solely of the will, and external acts only manifest sin.

- Chrysostom says in his *Unfinished Work on Matthew*: "The will is either rewarded for good or condemned for evil, and deeds bear witness to the will. Therefore, God does not seek deeds for his own sake, that he know how to judge, but for the sake of others, that all understand that he is just." But only that for which God punishes is sin. Therefore, sin consists solely of the will's act.

- Things connected with sin are accidentally related to it if there is sin whether or not the things are
posited. But whether or not an external act is posited, there is still sin in the will alone. Therefore, external acts are accidentally related to sin. Therefore, sin does not consist of external acts but only of the will's interior act.

- We do not impute to anyone as sin any act that is in no way in the person's power. And so if a person should take hold of another person's hand against the latter's will and use it to kill someone, we do not impute the sin of murder to the person whose hand struck the blow but to the person who used the hand. But the external members of the body can in no way resist the commands of the will. Therefore, sin does not consist of the members' external acts; rather, sin consists of the will's internal acts that make use of the body's members.

- Augustine says in his work On True Religion that if one should perceive an oar to be bent at the waterline, this is not a fault of the person's vision, which reports what it received to report, but this is a fault of the power whose function is to judge. But the body's external members received from God their ordination to do what the will commands. Therefore, fault or sin is in the will's acts, not those of the body's members.

- If sin consists of the will's acts and also of external acts, it will be a greater sin to sin both by an act of the will and by an external act than to sin only by an internal act, since as a quantity added to a quantity results in a greater quantity, so sin added to sin seems to result in greater sin. But this is not true, for a gloss says, "You do as much as you intend to do." And so the sin of the internal will and the external act is not greater than the sin of the internal act alone. Therefore, sin consists only of internal acts and not of external acts.

- Suppose that two persons have the same intention to commit the same kind of sin (e.g., fornication), and one has an opportunity and carries out his intention, and the other has no opportunity but would like to. There is evidently no difference between the two regarding what is in their power. But we do not consider sin, nor consequently an increase of sin, by something not in one's power. Therefore, one does not sin more than the other, and so sin seems to consist only of the will's act.

- Sin destroys the good of grace, which is in the will, not in any lower power, as the subject of grace. But contraries concern the same thing. Therefore, sin consists solely of the will.

- Internal acts cause external acts. But the very same thing does not cause itself. Therefore, since sin is one and the same thing, it seems that sin could not consist of an external act if it consists of an act of the will.

- The same accident cannot be in two subjects. But deformity is related to a deformed act as an accident is to a subject. Therefore, since one sin has one deformity, one sin cannot consist of two acts, namely, an internal act and an external act. But sin is evidently in the will's internal act. Therefore, sin is in no way in an external act.

- Anselm, speaking of external acts, says in his work On the Virgin Conception: "Justice does not consist of any kind of these." Therefore, by the same argument, neither does injustice, and so sin does not consist of an external act.

- Augustine says that sin ceases actually and abides in the condition of the guilty. But this would not be so if an external act itself were to be a sin. Therefore, an external act is not itself a sin.

On the Contrary:

Everything that the law of God forbids is a sin, since "sin is a word or a deed or a desire contrary
to the law of God." But the law of God forbids external acts when Ex. 20:131 5 says: "Thou shalt not kill, thou shalt not commit adultery, thou shalt not steal." And the law of God separately forbids internal acts when Ex. 20:17 says: "Thou shalt not covet." Therefore, both external acts and acts of the will are sins.

Answer:

There have been three opinions about this matter. For some have said that no act as such, whether internal or external, is a sin; rather, privation alone has the nature of sin, since Augustine says that sin is nothing. And others have said that sin consists solely of an internal act of the will. And still others have said that sin consists both of an internal act of the will and of an external act. And although the latter opinion is more true, still all are in some measure true.

And we should note that the three things—evil, sin, and moral wrong—are related to one another as more and less general. For evil is the most general, since the privation of form or right order or due measure in anything, whether subject or act, has the nature of evil. But we call sins acts lacking due order or form or measure. And so we can say that a crooked leg is a bad leg, but we cannot say that it is a sin, except perhaps in the manner of speaking whereby we call the effects of sin sin. And we call limping itself a sin, since we can call any disordered act a sin, whether of nature or human skill or morals. But sin has the nature of moral wrong only because it is voluntary, since we do not impute any disordered act to anyone as moral wrong unless the act is within the person's power. And so sin is evidently more general than moral wrong, although the common usage of theologians takes sin and moral wrong to be the same.

Therefore, those who in the matter of sin considered only the nature of evil said that the deformity of an act rather than the substance of the act is sin. And those who in the matter of sin considered only that whereby sin has the nature of moral wrong said that sin consists solely of the will. But we need in the matter of sin to consider both the deformity itself and the act underlying the deformity, since sin consists of the deformed act, not the deformity. And the act is deformed because it is at variance with the requisite rule of reason or of God's law. And there can be such deformity in both internal and external acts, although it is because of the will that we impute external deformed acts to human beings as moral wrongs. And so if we want to consider everything involved in sin, it is evident that sin consists not only of privation, nor only of internal acts, but also of external acts. And we should also understand about the absence of acts in sins of omission, as considered in the previous article, what we are here saying about acts in sins of transgression.

Replies to the Objections:

• The will produces both the internal acts that it elicits and the external acts that it commands. And so the very sin committed by external acts is sin committed by the will.

• Augustine says that sin is the will because all of sin consists of the will being the source of sin, not that the whole substance of sin belongs to the will's act.

• The will causes acts to be praiseworthy (i.e., meritorious and virtuous) or blameworthy (i.e., demeritorious and vicious). And so we call every virtue and vice a habit of the soul and the will because there are virtuous and vicious acts only insofar as the soul's will commands them, not without external acts belonging to such acts.

• Chrysostom says that only the will is rewarded or condemned because nothing is condemned or rewarded except because the will causes it.

• In acts of the soul, that in connection with which, whether or not posited, there still remains something
else is sometimes materially and not accidentally related to the other. For the reason for the other is always related to the associated thing as something formal is to something material. For example, in acts of vision, we see color by means of light, and color is something material in relation to light, which can be seen even apart from color, although color cannot be seen apart from light. And similarly in acts of the will, ends are the reason why one wills means. And so ends are desirable even apart from means, and yet means are materially, not accidentally, related to desirable ends. And it is likewise in understanding principles and conclusions, since we can understand principles apart from conclusions but not the converse. Therefore, since acts of the will are the reason why external acts are culpable, acts of the will are, with respect to there being culpable sins, something formal in relation to external acts, and external acts are something material, not accidental, in relation to such sins.

- The act of the person whose hand someone were to use to kill would indeed be a disordered act, but it would only have the nature of moral wrong in relation to the one who uses the hand of the other. And likewise, the external action of the bodily member is deformed, but it does not have the nature of moral wrong unless it proceeds from the will. And so if the will and the hand were two persons, the hand would not sin, but the will would both by its own act, which is to will, and by the act of the hand that it uses. And in the instant case, there is one person who is the author of, and punished for, both acts.

- The foregoing makes clear the answer to the seventh objection.

- If we should ask whether one who sins only by the will sins as much as one who sins by the will and an external act, we should say that this happens in two ways: in one way such that there is an equality regarding the will in the two cases; in the second way such that there is not. But there may be inequality of the will in three ways. There may be inequality of the will in one way by number. For example, a person may by one movement of the will will to sin, and that movement of the will may cease because the person does not have an opportunity to sin, and the act of the will may be repeated in a second movement of the same person's will when an opportunity to sin arises. And then the person has a twice evil will, one unaccompanied and the other accompanied by an external act. We can consider inequality of the will in a second way regarding the will's movement. For example, one person having the will to sin and knowing that the opportunity to do so is lacking may desist from such movement of the will, and another person having the will to sin and knowing that the opportunity to sin is present may persist in the will's movement until the external act is consummated. There may be inequality of the will in a third way regarding the will's intensity. For example, there are some pleasurable sinful acts in which the will becomes more intense when, as it were, the restraint of reason that was in some measure demurring before the acts were committed has been removed. And there is inequality of sin in whatever measure there is inequality of the will.

And if there is complete equality regarding the will, then it seems that we should distinguish regarding sin just as we do regarding merit. For example, a person who has the will to give alms and does not do so for lack of opportunity, merits in relation to the essential reward, that is, joy in God, just as much as if the person were to give alms, since this reward corresponds to charity, which belongs to the will. But in relation to the accidental reward, that is, joy in any created good, persons who both will to give and do give merit more, since such persons will rejoice both because they willed to give, and because they gave, and because of all the benefits that resulted from the giving. And similarly, if we were to consider the quantity of demerit in relation to the essential punishment, which consists of separation from God and of the suffering resulting therefrom, the person who sins only by the will incurs no less demerit than the person who sins by the will and an external act. This is because such punishment is rejection by God, who regards the will. But regarding the secondary punishment, which consists of suffering in any other evil, then the person who sins by the will and by an external act incurs more demerit, since the person will suffer both for having willed evil and for having done evil and for all the evils that result from the
person's evil deeds. And so also penitents, who by repenting forestall future punishment, grieve for all such evils.

Therefore, we should understand the statement that a quantity added to a quantity results in a greater quantity to be about the case where we call both things quantities in the same respect. But where one thing is the reason for the quantity of the other, the statement is not necessarily true. For example, if a piece of word has a certain length, there will be a line, of a certain length, but the wood together with the line need not be longer than the line, which is the measure of the length of the wood. So also, I have said that external acts derive their character of moral wrong from acts of the will. And the statement that "you do as much as you intend to do" holds true in the case of evil deeds, since if a person should intend to commit a mortal sin, although the person should actually commit a sin that is of its nature venial or no sin, the person commits a mortal sin, since an erroneous conscience obliges. But if a person, intending to do a meritorious deed, should do something that is of its nature a mortal sin, the person does not merit, since an erroneous conscience does not excuse. Still, if we should understand by intention both the end intended and the deed willed, then it is true regarding good and evil that one does as much as one intends to do. For example, one who wants to kill saints in order to render obedience to God, or one who wants to steal in order to be able to give alms, seems indeed to intend good and will evil. And therefore, if we should also understand the will by intention, so that we call the whole, both the end intended and the deed willed, the intention, the intention also will be evil.

- One earns merit for acts, and no one incurs demerit for habits. And so persons may be so weak that they would sin if temptation were to overcome them, and yet they would not sin if temptation should not overcome them. Nor would they incur demerit on that account, since one is punished for what one does, not for what one would do, as Augustine says. Therefore, although having or not having an opportunity to sin is not in the power of the sinner, using or not using the opportunity when it is at hand is in the power of the sinner, and the sinner thereby sins, and his sin is increased.

Since there is sin in other acts only insofar as they proceed from the will, sin takes away what is in the will, namely, grace.

- Everything related to something else as the cause of it being such is related to it as form to matter. And so two things, as matter and form, make one thing. And so color and light are one visible thing, since color is visible because of light. And likewise, since external acts have the nature of sin from acts of the will, the same sin is an act of the will and an accompanying external act. But if a person should at first only will to commit a sinful act and later deliberately do it, there are two sins, since there are two acts of the will. And when one thing arises out of two things, nothing prevents one of the two being the cause of the other. And acts of the will are in this way the causes of external acts, just as acts of higher powers are the causes of acts of lower powers, and acts of the will are always related to external acts as form to matter.

- The deformity of sin consists of both acts, namely, the internal act and the external act, and yet there is one and the same deformity of both. And this is so because one causes the deformity in the other.

- Anselm says that no justice consists essentially of external acts because external acts belong to the genus of morals only insofar as they are voluntary.

- The condition of the sinner, that is, the liability of the sinner for punishment, is an effect resulting from sin. And so when Augustine says that the sin ceases as to the act and abides in the condition of the sinner, this is the same as if he were to say that sin ceases as to its essence but abides in its effect.

Third Article
Does Sin Consist Chiefly of Acts of the Will?

It seems that sin does not, for the following reasons:

- We name things by what is chief in them, as *the De anima* says. But sin is named by external acts, as, for example, when we call theft or murder a sin. Therefore, sin does not consist chiefly of acts of the will.

- An act of the will cannot be evil, since the very power of the will is good, and a good tree cannot produce bad fruit, as Mt. 7:18 says. Therefore, sin does not consist chiefly of acts of the will.

- Anselm says in his work *On the Fall of the Devil:* "The will or the cause of the will's movement, not the movement of the will, is evil." But the will's movement is the will's act. Therefore, sin does not consist chiefly of acts of the will.

- The will does not cause what necessity causes. But Augustine says that some things Clone out of necessity are to be disapproved. and so they are sins. Therefore, sin does not consist chiefly of the will.

- A gloss says every sin results from concupiscence, and concupiscence belongs lu the concupiscible power, not to the will. Therefore, sin does not consist chiefly of the will.

- Only sin taints the powers of the soul. But people say that of all the powers of the soul, the concupiscible power is the most tainted. Therefore, sin consists chiefly of that power, not of the will.

- Appetitive powers are related to cognitive powers as consequences. But intellectual cognitive powers depend on sensory cognitive powers. Therefore, higher appetitive powers likewise depend on lower appetitive powers. And so sin seems to consist of acts of lower appetitive powers, that is, the irascible and concupiscible powers, rather than acts of the will.

- "Causes are greater than their effects," as the *Posterior Analytics* says. But an act of the will is evil because an external act is evil. For example, willing to steal is evil because stealing is evil. Therefore, sin is not primarily in acts of the will.

- The will tends toward good as its object, and so the will always wills either a real good, and then there is no sin, or something that seems good but is not really so, and then there is sin. But a defect of the intellect or another cognitive power causes something to seem good that is not really so. Therefore, sin does not consist chiefly of the will.

On the Contrary:

Augustine says in his work *On Free Choice:* "It is certain that inordinate desire prevails in every evil deed." But inordinate desire belongs to the will. Therefore, sin consists chiefly of the will.

Answer:

Some sins involve external acts that are not intrinsically evil but evil insofar as they proceed from a perverted intention or will, as, for example, when one wills to give alms for the sake of vainglory. And it is evident in the case of such sins that the sin chiefly consists of the will in every respect. And some sins involve external acts that are intrinsically evil, as is obvious in the case of theft, adultery, murder, and the like. And in the case of such sins, we seem to need to make two distinctions. The first distinction is that we speak of "chiefly" in two ways, namely, to mean fundamentally and to mean completely. The second distinction is that we can consider external acts in two ways: in one way as understood regarding their nature; in the other way as executed. Therefore, if
we should consider an intrinsically evil act (e.g., theft or murder) as understood regarding its nature, then the nature of evil is fundamentally in the very act, since it is bereft of the requisite circumstances. And because it is an evil act, that is, lacks due measure, form, and order, it has the nature of sin, for then it, considered in itself, is related to the will as the will's object as the act is willed. And as acts have priority over powers, so also objects have priority over acts. And so the nature of evil and sin is fundamentally in external acts so considered rather than in acts of the will, but the nature of moral wrong and moral evil is completed as acts of the will assent to the deeds. But if we should understand the sinful acts as regards carrying out the deeds, then moral wrong is primarily and fundamentally in the will. And so we have said that evil is primarily in external acts rather than the will if we should consider external acts as understood regarding their nature, and conversely if we should consider external acts as they are carried out. This is because external acts are related to acts of the will as objects that have the nature of ends, and ends, although prior in intention, are posterior in existence.

Replies to Objections:

• Acts take their species from their object, and so we name sins by external acts as the sins are related to them as the sins' objects.

• The will by its nature is good, and so also the will's natural act is good. And I say "the will's natural act" to mean that human beings by their nature will to exist, to live, and to enjoy happiness. But if we should speak of moral good, then the will, absolutely considered, is potentially, not actually, good or evil.

• Anselm is talking about when an external act is intrinsically evil, for then the movement of the will takes on the nature of evil from the cause of the movement, that is, from the very external act as the will's object.

• The necessity resulting from coercion is absolutely contrary to the voluntary, and such necessity altogether excludes moral fault. But there is a kind of necessity that is compatible with the voluntary, for example when a sailor is compelled to jettison cargo in order to keep the ship from sinking. And things done out of such necessity can have the nature of moral wrong insofar as they are partially voluntary. For such deeds are more voluntary than involuntary, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics.

• We sometimes also include the disordered will as part of concupiscence. But even if we understand concupiscence as it belongs to the concupiscible power, we say that sin arises from concupiscence because concupiscence incites to sin, not in such a way that sin consists chiefly of concupiscence itself. And sin is chiefly in the will insofar as the will consents wrongly to concupiscence.

• We say that the concupiscible power is the most tainted power regarding the transmission of original sin from parents to offspring, but this very tainting came from the disordered will of our first parent.

• In us who get knowledge from things, the movement from things to the soul causes cognitive acts. But the senses are closer to sensibly perceptible things than the intellect is, and so the intellect receives from the senses as the senses receive from sensibly perceptible things. And acts of appetitive powers are produced by the movement from the soul to things, and so, conversely, the movement proceeds by nature from the higher appetite to the lower, as the De anima says.

• We call internal acts evil because of the external acts that are their object, but the nature of moral wrong is completed in the internal acts.

• What is not really good seems to be good for two reasons. It sometimes seems to be good because of a defect of the intellect, as when one has a false opinion about a prospective action, as is evident in the case of a person who thinks that fornication is not a sin, or even of a person without the use of reason, and
such a defect regarding the intellect lessens or totally excuses moral fault. And sometimes there is a
defect regarding the will rather than the intellect itself. For "an end seems to a person as the person is
disposed," as the *Ethics* says, since we know by experience that things seem good to us regarding things
we love and bad to us regarding things we hate. And so when a person is inordinately disposed toward
something, the inordinate disposition hinders the intellect's judgment regarding a particular object of
choice. And so the defect is chiefly in the disposition, not the cognition. And so we say that the sinner
sins in ignorance, as the *Ethics* says, and not because of ignorance.

**Fourth Article**

*Is Every Act Morally Indifferent?*

It seems that every act is, for the following reasons:

- Anselm says in his work *On the Virgin Conception*: "There is no justice in the essence of these [i.e.,
  acts], nor, by the same reasoning, any injustice." But we call an act in which there is neither justice nor
  injustice morally indifferent. Therefore, all acts are morally indifferent.

- What is intrinsically good cannot be evil, since what is intrinsically in something is necessarily in it. But
  there is no act that could not be done wrongly, even the very act of loving God, as is evidently the case
  in one who loves God for the sake of temporal benefits. Therefore, no act is intrinsically good, and by
  like reasoning, neither is any act intrinsically evil. Therefore, every act is intrinsically morally indifferent.

- Since good and being are convertible terms, a thing will have from the same source that it is good, and
  that it is a being. But acts have their moral being from the will, for there is no moral act if the act is not
  voluntary. Therefore, acts have both moral goodness and wickedness from the will. Therefore, acts are
  intrinsically morally indifferent, neither good nor evil.

- People say that although acts insofar as they are voluntary are moral, which is something general, they as
  such nonetheless have the particular character of being good or evil. But good and evil are the specific
  differences of moral acts. And specific differences intrinsically divide a genus. And so specific
  differences need not be related to anything but the genus. Therefore, if acts have from the will the general
  element of being moral, they will also have from the same will the particular character of being good or
  evil. And so they are as such morally indifferent.

- We call a moral act good insofar as it is adorned by the requisite circumstances, and evil insofar as it is
  adorned by improper circumstances. But circumstances, since they are the accidents of an act, are not
  part of the species of the act. Therefore, since we say that what belongs to something by its species
  belongs to it intrinsically, it seems that an act as such is morally indifferent, neither good nor bad.

- As white and black belong to the same species of human being, so good and evil belong to the same
  species of act. For example, there is no specific difference between having sexual intercourse with one's
  wife and having sexual intercourse with a woman who is not one's wife. And this is evident in the effect,
  since a human offspring is begotten in both cases, although one deed is good, and the other evil. But
  white and black do not intrinsically belong to being human. Therefore, neither good nor evil belong
  intrinsically to acts. And so ever act, absolutely considered, is morally indifferent.

- Things that inhere intrinsically do not vary regarding the numerically same subject. For example, the
  same number is "not even and odd. But an act numerically one and same may be good and evil, since a
  continuous act is numerically one and the same, and there may be first good and later evil in the act, or
  the converse order. For example, such would be the case if a person should start out for church with a
bad intention, and the person's intention be converted to good. Therefore, good and evil do not intrinsically belong to acts, and so every act of itself is morally indifferent.

- Evil as such is nonbeing. But nonbeing cannot be part of the substance of any being. Therefore, an act, since it is a being, cannot as such be evil, nor consequently as such good, since a good act is the contrary of an evil act, and contraries belong to the same genus. Therefore, the same conclusion follows as before.

- We call an act good or bad by its ordination to an end. But acts do not take their species from their ends, for then all kinds of acts might belong to the same species, since different kinds of acts may be ordained for the same end. Therefore, good and evil do not belong to the species of the act. And so acts, absolutely considered, are morally indifferent, neither good nor evil.

- Other things besides acts have good and evil. But good and evil do not distinguish the species of other things. Therefore, neither do good and evil distinguish the species of acts. And so acts as such are neither good nor bad.

- We call good moral acts virtuous acts, and evil moral acts vicious acts. But virtue and vice belong to the genus of habit. Therefore, the character of being good or evil belongs to acts by reason of another genus and not to the acts by reason of their very selves.

- Something prior does not depend on the properties of something posterior. But being an act is by nature prior to being a moral act, since every moral act is an act, but the converse is not true. Therefore, good and evil, since they are the properties of moral acts, do not belong intrinsically to the acts as acts.

- What is by nature such is always and everywhere such. But things are not always and everywhere just and good, since it is just to do things in one place and time and unjust to do them in another place or time. Therefore, nothing is by nature just and good, and so by nature neither unjust nor evil. Therefore, every act as such is morally indifferent.

On the Contrary:

Augustine says in his work *On the Lord's Sermon on the Mount* that there are some things "that cannot be done with a good will, for example, debauchery, blasphemy, and the like, and we are permitted so to judge about them." Therefore, some acts are not morally indifferent.

Answer:

Ancient teachers held different opinions about this matter. For some said that every act of itself is morally indifferent, and others denied this, saying that some acts are intrinsically good, and others intrinsically evil.

To investigate the truth regarding this matter, we need to consider that good implies a perfection, and that the privation of such perfection is evil, so that we use the term "perfection" in a broad sense to include in it proper measure and form and order. And so Augustine in his work *On the Nature of the Good* constituted the nature of good in measure, form, and order, and the nature of evil in the privation of these. And it is evidently not true that all things have the same proper perfection. Rather, different kinds of things have different kinds of perfection. This is true whether we understand the diversity to be between different species, as between horses and oxes, whose perfections are different, or we understand the diversity to be between genus and species, as between animal and human being, for something belongs to the perfection of human being that does not belong to the perfection of animal. And so we need to understand in different ways the good proper to animals and the good proper to human beings and the good of horses and the good of oxen, and we need to say the same about the
contrary evils. For it is obvious that for a human being not to have hands is an evil but for a horse or an ox or even an animal as such not to have hands is not an evil. And we need to say likewise about the good and evil in acts. For the consideration of good and evil in acts as such is one thing, and the consideration of the good and evil in different kinds of acts is another, since if we should consider acts as such, their goodness consists of the acts being emanations from the powers of their causes. And so we understand the good and evil in acts in different ways according to the different kinds of causes. And in things of nature, acts are good if they are in keeping with the nature of the cause, and acts are evil if they are not. And so we may judge in different ways about one and the same act in relation to different causes. For example, upward movement regarding fire is a good act, since the movement is natural for fire, and upward movement regarding the earth is an evil act, since the movement is contrary to the earth's nature, and upward movement regarding moveable material substances in general does not have the nature either of good or of evil. But we are currently speaking about human acts. And so we should understand the good and evil in the acts currently discussed by what is proper to human beings as such, and what is proper to human beings is reason. And so we consider the good and evil in human acts as they are in accord with reason informed by the divine law, whether by nature or by instruction or by infusion. And so also Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that it is evil for the soul to act contrary to reason, and for the body to act contrary to nature.

Therefore, if being in accord with reason and being contrary to reason belong to the species of human acts, we should say that some acts are intrinsically good, and some acts intrinsically evil. For we say that both what belongs to something by the nature of its genus, and what belongs to it by the nature of its species, belong to it intrinsically. For example, rational and irrational intrinsically belong to animals by the nature of their species but not by the nature of their genus (i.e., animal), since animals as such are neither rational nor irrational. But if being in accord with reason or being contrary to reason does not belong to the species of a human act, the human act is consequently morally indifferent, intrinsically neither good nor evil. For example, human beings are intrinsically neither white nor black. Therefore, it is this on which the true answer to this question depends.

And to prove this, we should consider that, since acts are specified by their objects, an aspect of the object will specify the act in relation to one cause and not to another. For example, seeing color and hearing sound are specifically different acts in relation to sense powers, since such things are intrinsically perceptible by specific senses. And they are not specifically different acts in relation to the intellect, since the intellect understands them in a common aspect of the object, namely, being or truth. And likewise perceiving white and perceiving black differ specifically in relation to vision, not in relation to taste. And we can thereby understand that what intrinsically and not only accidentally belongs to any power specifies the acts of the power. Therefore, if we should consider the objects of human acts that differ by something intrinsically belonging to reason, the acts will be specifically different as acts of reason, although not as the acts of a power. For example, having intercourse with one's wife and having intercourse with a woman who is not have objects that differ by something belonging to reason, since a rule of reason determines what is one's own, and what is not, and yet the differences are accidentally related to the power of generation or even to the concupiscible power. And so having intercourse with one's wife and having intercourse with a woman who is not differ specifically as acts of reason and not as acts of the generative or concupiscible power. But the acts are human acts insofar as they are acts of reason. Therefore, the acts as human evidently differ specifically. Therefore, human acts are evidently good or evil by reason of their species.

And so we should say absolutely that some acts are intrinsically good or evil, and that not every act is morally indifferent, unless per chance we consider them only generically. For as we say that animal as such is neither rational nor irrational, so we can say that human acts as such do not yet have the character of good or evil unless they have something added that contracts them to a species. But even by reason of the very fact that the acts are human acts, and further even by reason of the fact that they are acts, and further by reason of the fact that they are beings, they have an aspect of good but not of the moral good of being in accord with reason, and it is of this
that we are now treating.

Replies to the Objections:

- Anselm is speaking about acts according to their generic rather than their specific nature.

- What results from a thing's species always belongs to it. Therefore, since human acts gain their species from the nature of their objects, by which they are good or evil, the acts so specified as good can never be evil, nor acts specified as evil ever be good. But there may be associated with an intrinsically good act another act that is evil by some disorder, and we say that the good act becomes evil by reason of the associated evil act, not that the good act in itself is evil. For example, giving alms to the poor or loving God is an intrinsically good act. But relating such an act to a disordered end, such as cupidity or vainglory, is another act, which is evil, and yet the two acts are rendered one by an ordination of one act to the other. And good results from the whole and integral cause, and evil from individual defects, as Dionysius says. And so whichever one of the two, whether the act or the ordination of the act to the end, is evil, we judge the whole to be evil, and we do not judge the whole to be good unless both be good. Just so, we do not judge a human being to be handsome unless all the person's bodily members are comely, and we judge a human being to be ugly even if only one bodily member is deformed. And that is why an evil act cannot be a good deed, since there cannot be an integral good out of which there is an evil act; on the other hand, a good act can become an evil deed, since being evil in some respect is enough for the deed to be evil, and it is not required that the deed be an integral evil.

- Being voluntary belongs to the nature of human acts as such. And so what belongs to the acts as voluntary, whether generically or by specific difference, belongs to the acts intrinsically, not accidentally.

- The foregoing makes clear the answer to the fourth objection.

- Circumstances are related to moral acts like accidents that are extraneous to the notion of species regarding things of nature. And as I have said, moral acts take their species from their objects as the latter are related to reason. And so we commonly say that some acts are generically good or evil, and that generically good acts concern proper matter, such as feeding the hungry, and generically evil acts concern improper matter, such as stealing what belongs to another, for we call the matter of acts their object. And to this goodness or wickedness, there can be an additional goodness or wickedness from something external that we call a circumstance, such as the circumstance of place or time or condition of the cause or the like, as, for example, if a person takes what does not belong to the person from a sacred place or apart from need or anything else of the sort. And such goodness or wickedness belongs, although not intrinsically, to the moral act specifically considered, since there are different aspects of goodness by reason of different perfections, as I have said before.

- Moral acts of the same species can by reason of circumstances be good or evil, just-as human beings, who belong to the same species, can be white or black. And yet intrinsically good acts differ specifically from intrinsically evil acts as moral acts, although per chance they do not differ specifically as natural acts, as is evidently the case regarding the two acts, one of having intercourse with one's wife and the other of having intercourse with a woman who is not.

- Nothing prevents something being numerically the same with respect to one genus and yet both numerically and specifically diverse with respect to another genus. For example, if a continuous material substance is partially white and partially black, it is numerically one insofar as it is continuous but both numerically and specifically diverse insofar as it is colored. And likewise if the will's intention in one continuous act is first borne to good and later to evil, then the act is numerically one regarding its nature
and yet specifically diverse as it belongs to the genus of morals. Still, we could say that the act always retains either the goodness or the wickedness that it has from its species even though different ends could change the actual intention regarding the same act.

- As in things of nature, privation results from the presence of a form (e.g., privation of fire's form results from the presence of water's form), so in moral acts, privation of due measure or form or order results from the positing of another measure or form or order. And so acts take their species from what is in the acts positively, and we call them evil from the resulting privation. And as it intrinsically belongs to water not to be fire, so it intrinsically belongs to such moral acts to be evil even regarding their species.

- There are two kinds of ends, the proximate and the remote. The proximate end of acts is the same as the object of the acts, and acts take their species from the object. And acts do not take their species from, the remote end; rather, the ordination to such an end is a circumstance of the acts.

- Good has the nature of end, and so an end as such is the object of the will. And since moral matters depend on the will, it follows that good and evil in moral matters are specifically different. And this is not so in the case of other things.

- We call some acts virtuous and some acts vicious both because they proceed from virtuous or vicious habits, and because they are like acts that proceed from such habits. And so also a person performs a virtuous act in one way before the person has the virtue, and in another way after the person has the virtue. For a person indeed does just things before the person has the virtue of justice, but the person does not do them from the virtue of justice, and a person does chaste things before the person has the virtue of chastity, but the person does not do them from the virtue of chastity, as the Philosopher in the Ethics makes clear. Therefore, there are evidently three grades of goodness and wickedness in moral acts: first, indeed, generically or specifically in relation to the object or matter; second, according to the circumstances; and third, by reason of the habit that informs the act.

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding acts as to their generic nature, and acts do not thereby have moral goodness or wickedness. But acts by their species have moral goodness or wickedness, as I have said.

We can consider just and good things in two ways: in one way formally, and then they are always and everywhere the same, since the principles of justice in the natural power of reason do not change; in the second way materially, and then just and good things are not everywhere and among all peoples the same, and such things need to be determined by law. And the latter happens because of the mutability of human nature and because of the different conditions of human beings and things at different times. And in different places. For example, justice always requires that there be an equal exchange in buying and selling, but justice requires that so much be given for a measure of grain in a certain place or at a certain time, and that more or less be given in another place or at another time.

**Fifth Article**

*Are Some Acts Morally Indifferent?*

It seems that no acts are, for the following reasons:

- Being as such is good, and nonbeing is the contrary of being, and evil the contrary of good. But there is nothing in between being and nonbeing. Therefore, neither is there anything in between good and evil. Therefore, every act needs to be good or evil, and no act can be morally indifferent.

- People have said that being and good are convertible terms in the genus of nature but not in the genus of
Evil is not opposed to good as a contrary of good, since evil posits nothing; rather, evil is opposed to good as a privation of good. But things opposed by way of privation do not have anything in between regarding their proper subject, and the proper subject of moral good and evil is a human act. Therefore, every human act is good or evil, and no human act is morally indifferent.

Human acts proceed from a deliberate will, and a deliberate will always acts to achieve an end. Therefore, every human act is for an end. And every end is either good or evil, and an act for a good end is good, and an act for an evil end is evil. Therefore, every human act is either good or evil, and no human act is morally indifferent.

Every human activity involves either using or enjoying something. But everyone who uses something uses it either rightly or wrongly (i.e., abusively). And likewise, everyone who enjoys something either takes enjoyment in God, which is good, or takes enjoyment in a creature, which is evil. Therefore, every human act is either good or evil.

As Augustine says in his work *Book of the 83 Questions*, no act in nature is by chance, since every act has hidden causes, although the causes are unknown to us. But as there is nothing in nature by chance, so, there seems to be nothing morally indifferent, that is, nothing without an intention to do good or evil. Therefore, no moral act is indifferent.

Every act proceeding from a will informed by charity is meritorious, and every act proceeding from a will not informed by charity is demeritorious. This is because all are bound to conform their will to the divine will, especially regarding the way they will, so that one wills out of charity what one wills, just as God does, and a person who does not have charity cannot observe this mandate. Therefore, every act is meritorious or demeritorious, and no act is morally indifferent.

One is condemned only for moral wrong. But one is condemned for not having charity, as Mt. 22:12-13 makes clear about the man excluded from the wedding feast because he was not dressed in a wedding garment, by which charity is meant. Therefore, not having charity is a sin, and everything done by a person who lacks charity is demeritorious. And so the same conclusion follows as before.

The Philosopher says in the *Ethics* that actions in moral matters are like conclusions in matters of deduction, in which there are truth and falsehood just as there are goodness and wickedness in moral matters. But every conclusion is true or false. Therefore, every moral act is either true or false, and no moral act is indifferent.

Gregory says in his work *Morals* that the wicked accomplish the will of God in the very thing in which they are striving to go contrary to his will. Therefore, much more do those who are not striving to go contrary to the will of God accomplish his will. But accomplishing the will of God is good. Therefore, it follows that every act is good, and no act is morally indifferent.

In order that an act be meritorious in one having charity, the act need not be related to God, but it suffices that the act be actually related to a suitable end that is habitually related to God. For example, if a person wishing to make a pilgrimage to honor God should buy a horse without actually thinking about God but only of the journey that the person has already ordained to God, this is indeed meritorious. But those who have charity have evidently ordained themselves and everything they possess to God, to
whom they cling as their final end. Therefore, whatever they ordain regarding themselves or anything else of theirs, they do meritoriously even if they do not actually think about God, unless they are prevented from meriting by the disorder of an act that cannot be related to God. But the latter cannot happen without at least a venial sin. Therefore, every act by a person who has charity is either meritorious or a sin, and no act by such a person is morally indifferent. And the same reasoning seems to apply to other things.

- People have said that acts cannot be meritorious or proper simply because persons negligently and out of surprise do not relate the acts at once to suitable ends. But negligence itself is a mortal or a venial sin, and even some venial sins occur when a person is taken by surprise, as is especially evident in the case of the first movements of concupiscence. Therefore, negligence and being taken by surprise do not preclude there being venial sin.

- A gloss of Augustine says that those who adhere to permissible things more than they ought build with firewood, hay, and straw. But those who build with firewood, hay, or straw sin; otherwise, they would not be punished by fire. Therefore, those who adhere to permissible things more than they ought, sin. But everyone who does something adheres either to permissible things or to impermissible things. If persons adhere to it impermissible things, they sin; if to permissible things more than they ought, they likewise sin; if to permissible things as they ought, they act rightly. Therefore, every human act is either good or bad, and no human act is morally indifferent.

On the Contrary:

- Augustine says in his work On the Lord's Sermon on the Mount that "there are some deeds in between good and evil, deeds that can be done with a good or evil intention, and It is rash to pass judgment on them."

- The Philosopher says that good and evil are contraries, with some things in between. Therefore, there is something in between good and evil, something morally indifferent.

Answer:

As I have said before, moral acts, in addition to the goodness or wickedness they have from their species, can have another goodness or wickedness from their circumstances, which are related to the acts as accidents. But as we consider genera in their nature apart from specific differences, without which there can be no species, so we consider species in their nature apart from accidents, but without which there can be no individual. For example, being white or black or the like does not belong to the nature of human being, but it is impossible to be an individual human being without being white or black or the like. Therefore, if we speak of moral acts as considered in their species, we can call the acts generically good or evil. But goodness or wickedness from circumstances does not belong to moral acts generically or specifically; rather, such goodness or wickedness can belong to individual moral acts.

Therefore, if we should speak of moral acts regarding their species, then some moral acts are morally indifferent rather than good or evil, since moral acts take their species from their object by the object's ordination to reason, as I have said before." And there is one kind of object that introduces something in accord with reason and makes an act generically good (e.g., clothing the naked). And there is another kind of object that introduces something in discord with reason and makes an act generically evil (e.g., taking what belongs to another). And there is another kind of object that introduces something neither in accord nor in discord with reason and leaves an act morally indifferent (e.g., picking up straw from the ground, or the like). And in this respect, those who divided acts into three kinds, saying that some are good, some evil, some morally indifferent, spoke the truth.
But if we should speak of moral acts as individual acts, then every particular moral act needs to be good or evil by reason of some circumstance. For an individual act cannot happen without circumstances that make the very act right or wrong. For if any act is done when, where, and as it ought to be, and so forth, the act is rightly ordered and good, and if any of these things is lacking, the act is disordered and evil. And we can especially consider this in the circumstance of end. For example, things done because of just necessity or pious utility are laudably done, and the acts are good, but things lacking just necessity or pious utility are considered idle, as Gregory says. And an idle word is a sin, and much more so is an idle deed, for Mt.12:36 says: "Human beings shall render account of every idle word spoken." Therefore, good and evil acts are generically contrary to one another but with some acts in between, and some acts considered in their species are morally indifferent. But good and evil by reason of circumstances do not allow anything in between, since we distinguish such good and evil by an opposition of contradiction, namely, by the fact that the act is or is not as it ought to be, not as it ought to be in every circumstance. And such good and evil belong to individual acts, and so no individual human act can be morally indifferent. And I call a human act one that proceeds from a deliberate will. For if an act is indeliberate and proceeds only from the power of imagination (e.g., rubbing one's beard or the like), it is outside the genus of morals and so does not partake of moral goodness or wickedness.

Replies to the Objections:

- Although being as such is good, still not every nonbeing is evil; for example, not having eyes is not evil for a stone. And so it is not necessary that good and evil be without things in between if there is nothing in between being and nonbeing.

- Being and good are convertible terms absolutely and in every genus, and so the Philosopher in the Ethics distinguishes good by the genera of beings. But it is true that being is not absolutely convertible with moral good, just as being is not absolutely convertible with natural good. And morai' good is in one respect a greater good than natural good, namely, insofar as the moral good is an actuality and perfection of the natural good, although the natural good is also in one respect better, as substances are better than their accidents. And it is evident that not even natural good and evil are contraries without anything in between, since not every nonbeing is evil in the way every being is good. And so the argument fails.

- The good and evil in moral matters are opposed as contraries and not as privation and possession of a form, since evil imposes something inasmuch as it attains an order or measure or form, as I have said before, and so nothing prevents moral good and evil being contraries with something in between, as the Philosopher holds. But natural evil results absolutely from privation. And so natural good and evil, although they are not absolutely without something in between, as I have said, are yet, as privation and possession of a form, without anything in between regarding their proper subject.

- ----

- We concede the fourth and fifth objections, for they are valid regarding individual acts as they proceed from the will and not specific kinds of acts.

- Nothing in nature is related to the first cause by chance, since God provides for everything. But some things are related to proximate causes by chance, for having a cause does not preclude effects being by chance, although having an intrinsic cause does, since effects happen by chance if they are caused accidentally. And there are indeed some acts of human beings that are done for the sake of an imaginary rather than a rationally deliberate end, such as rubbing one's beard or the like. And we consider such acts in the moral genus somewhat as we consider chance events in nature, since the acts do not proceed from reason, which is the intrinsic cause of moral acts.
If we should understand the will to mean the power, not every act proceeding from a will informed by charity is meritorious; otherwise, the venial sins that even persons having charity sometimes commit would be meritorious. But it is true that every act done out of charity is meritorious. And it is absolutely false that every act that does not proceed from a will informed by charity is demeritorious. Otherwise, those in a state of mortal sin would sin in every one of their acts, nor ought they to be advised to do whatever good they could while in that state, nor would the generically good deeds they do dispose them to receive grace. And all of the latter things are false. And all are bound to conform their will to the divine will as to willing whatever God wills them to will, insofar as God's prohibitions and precepts make his will known, and not as to willing out of charity, except according to those who say that the mode of charity is prescribed. And the latter opinion is partially true; otherwise, one without charity could fulfill the law, which belongs to the impiety of Pelagius. And yet the opinion is not completely true, since then persons lacking charity would by that mode's omission sin mortally when they honor their parents, and this is false. And so the mode of charity falls under the necessity of precept as precepts are ordained in order that human beings obtain happiness, and not in order that they avoid the condition of being liable for punishment. And so those who honor their parents apart from charity do not merit eternal life, and yet they do not incur demerit. And it is evident from this that not every act, even considered individually, is meritorious or demeritorious, although every act is good or evil. And I say this in behalf of those without charity, of those who cannot merit. But for those with charity, every act is meritorious or demeritorious, as the argument of the objection proves.

Not having charity does not merit punishment, since as we merit by acts, not by habits, so neither do we incur demerit by the very lack of habits. And a person incurs demerit because the person does something that blocks charity, whether by omission or commission. And we say that the person mentioned in the Gospel is punished because the person had entered the wedding feast without a wedding garment, not simply because the person was not clothed in a wedding garment. For Mt. 22:12 says of him: "How did you come to be here without a wedding garment?"

Truth and falsity are contraries regarding being and nonbeing. For there is truth when we-say that what exists exists, or what does not exist does not exist, and there is falsity when we say that what does not exist exists, or what exists does not exist. And so as there is nothing in between existing and nonexisting, so there is nothing in between truth and falsity. And the argument is different regarding good and evil, as is evident from what I have said before.

Those who strive contrary to the will of God fulfill his very will apart from their intention, as, for example the Jews who put Jesus to death fulfilled the will of God regarding the redemption of the human race apart from their intention. And this is one of the examples that Gregory uses. And fulfilling the will of God in this way is neither good nor praiseworthy.

We concede all three objections, since they are valid regarding the execution of individual acts. We also admit the arguments advanced in the section On the contrary, since they are valid regarding good and evil generically.

Sixth Article

Do Circumstances Specify Sins or Alter the Species of Sin By Transferring Them into Different Kinds of Sin?
It seems that circumstances do not, for the following reasons:

- The sources of species are intrinsic, and circumstances, as the very name reflects, are extrinsic. Therefore, circumstances do not specify sins.

- People have said that the circumstances of acts considered in the acts' natural species give species to acts as moral. But as objects are related to acts in general, so moral objects are related to moral acts. And objects give acts their species. Therefore, moral objects specify moral acts. Therefore, circumstances do not.

- The same sinful act has many circumstances. Therefore, if circumstances specify sins, it follows that the same sin belongs to different species. And the latter is impossible.

- What is constituted under one species does not take on a new species from something else unless the previous species has been eliminated. But theft is already constituted in a species of sin, and an additional circumstance such as stealing from a sacred place or stealing a sacred object does not take away the original species, since such stealing is still stealing. Therefore, the aforementioned circumstance does not give the sin involved a species. And by like argument, neither does any other circumstance.

- Sins seem to be distinguished from one another by excess and defect; for example, lack of suitable generosity is contrasted with extravagant generosity. But excess and defect seem to belong to only one circumstance, namely, quantity. Therefore, other circumstances do not distinguish the species of sins.

- Every sin is voluntary, as Augustine says. But the will does not focus on circumstances; for example, a person who steals a consecrated golden chalice is concerned with the fact that the chalice is made of gold, not the fact that it is consecrated. Therefore, that circumstance does not specify that sin, and by like reasoning, neither do other circumstances specify sins.

- What does not abide and immediately expires cannot be altered by a species that it previously possessed. But sinful acts do not abide and immediately expire. Therefore, circumstances cannot alter the species of sins.

- As there may be defects in moral matters with respect to some circumstances, so also in things of nature. For example, monstrosities happen in nature, sometimes indeed because of spatial constriction, and sometimes because of too much or even too little matter, and because of other like causes, and yet what is generated is always specifically the same. Therefore, neither does the corrupting influence of diverse circumstances in moral matters distinguish the species of sins.

- Ends specify acts in moral matters, since we judge moral acts to be good or evil from the intention of the agent. But circumstances are not ends. Therefore, circumstances do not specify sins.

- Sin is contrary to virtue. But circumstances do not alter the species of virtues. For example, it belongs to the same virtue, namely, generosity or mercy, to benefit a cleric or a lay person. Therefore, circumstances do not alter the species of sins.

- If a circumstance alters the species of a sin, the circumstance necessarily makes it a sin more serious. But sometimes a circumstance, namely, the one that seems to alter the species, does not make the sin worse (e.g., if the circumstance be unknown). For example, if a man should have sexual intercourse with a married woman whom he does not know to be a married woman, he commits adultery, and yet the circumstance does not seem to make the sin more serious, since what has less voluntariness has less nature of sin. Therefore, no such circumstance alters the species of sins.
• If the circumstance that consists of something being sacred specifies a sin, then there is in the theft of something sacred both a sacrilege and a theft, since there remains theft in theft, and so the circumstance causes there to be two sins in one act. And this seems improper.

• According to the Philosopher in the Ethics, actions in moral matters are like conclusions in theoretical matters. But circumstances do not alter the species of conclusions. Therefore, neither do circumstances change the species of moral acts. And so circumstances do not specify sins.

• Moral acts are like the acts proper to skills. But circumstances do not alter the acts of a blacksmith's skill, since, regarding the skill, it does not matter where or when or for what reason the blacksmith makes a knife. Therefore, neither do circumstances change the species of moral acts.

• We usually contradistinguish evil by genus from evil by circumstance. But sin by genus belongs to the very species of sin. Therefore, the circumstances of sin do not belong to the species of sin. Therefore, circumstances do not specify sins.

• Circumstances, since they make sins more serious, cause evils to be greater. But more and less do not distinguish species. Therefore, circumstances making sins more serious do not alter the species of sins.

On the Contrary:

• Place is a circumstance. But place specifies a sin, for we say that it is a sacrilege to steal from a sacred place. Therefore, circumstances can specify sins.

• If a man should have sexual intercourse with a married woman, he commits adultery, and adultery is a species of sin. But being a married or unmarried woman is a circumstance of the act. Therefore, circumstances can specify sins.

Answer:

In order to analyze this question, we need to consider three things: first, from what sins take their species; second, what circumstances are; and then, third, we shall be able to show how circumstances specify sins.

Therefore, as to the first point, we need to consider that moral acts, since they are voluntary acts that proceed from reason, necessarily take their species from some aspect of an act's object considered in relation to reason. And so I have said in the preceding question that moral acts will be specifically good acts if they are in accord with reason, and moral acts will be specifically bad acts if they are in discord with reason. And what is in discord with reason in the object under consideration can distinguish the species of sins in two ways: indeed, in one way materially; in the second way formally. We can indeed distinguish the species of sins materially by what is contrary to virtue, since virtues differ specifically as reason finds the mean in different subject matters. For example, justice consists in reason establishing the mean in exchanges and distributions and like actions, moderation in reason establishing the mean in desires, and fortitude in reason establishing the mean in fears and acts of boldness, and so forth regarding other subject matters. Nor should anyone think it improper if we distinguish virtues by diverse subject matters although diversity of matter usually causes diversity of individuals rather than diversity of species. This is so because diversity of matter even in things of nature causes diversity in species if different matter requires different forms. And so also there needs to be in moral matters specifically different virtues regarding the different subject matters in which reason finds the mean. For example, reason finds the mean in desires by restraint, and so also the virtue established in their regard is closer to defect than to excess, as the very term "moderation" manifests. And reason finds the mean in fear and acts of boldness by pushing forward rather than by restraint, and so the virtue established in these matters is closer to excess than to
defect, as the very term "fortitude" manifests. And we see the like in the subject matters of other virtues.

Therefore, sins involving different subject matters (e.g., murder, adultery, and theft) differ specifically by reason of what is contrary to virtues. Nor should we say that sins differ specifically because the precepts are different; rather, the converse is true: we distinguish precepts because virtues and vices are different, since the purpose of precepts is that we act virtuously and avoid sins. (But if some sins were to be sins only because they are prohibited, it would be in accord with reason that they differ specifically because they are contrary to different precepts.)

But there may be specifically different sins regarding one and the same subject matter, as there is one and the same virtue. Therefore, we need next to consider formally the specific difference in sins, namely, as the sins are committed either by excess or by defect, as timidity differs from temerity, and stinginess from extravagance, or by different circumstances, as we distinguish species of gluttony by the things described in this verse: "Hastily, sumptuously, excessively, greedily, zealously."

Therefore, having considered how sins differ specifically, we need to consider what the circumstances of acts are. And we call things surrounding acts, things considered as if extrinsic to the substance of the act, circumstances. And this is indeed the case in one way regarding the act's cause, whether the final cause (when we consider why someone has done something), or the chief efficient cause (when we consider who has done something), or the instrumental efficient cause (when we consider with what instrument or Ricans someone has done something). Something surrounds an act in a second way regarding the act's spatial or temporal limits (when we consider where or when someone does something). Something surrounds an act in a third way regarding the act itself. This is so whether we should consider the way of acting (e.g., whether one has struck lightly or vigorously, once or many times), or we should consider the object or matter of the act (e.g., whether one has struck one's father or a stranger) or even the effect caused by the action (e.g., whether one in striking the blow has wounded or even killed someone). And all these things are included in the verse: "Who, what, where, by what means, why, how, where." But the things are included in such a way as to include in "what" both the effect and the object of the act, so that we understand in "what" both "what" and "regarding what."

Therefore, having considered the above, we need to consider that in other things, something intrinsic to a species is extrinsic to a genus (e.g., rational is outside the nature of animal and yet belongs to the nature of human being). Just so, something that we cannot call a circumstance in relation to an act considered in greater particularity is a circumstance in relation to the nature of the act more generally considered. For example, if we should consider the act that consists of taking money, it does not belong to the nature of money to belong to another, and so belonging to another is related as a circumstance to the act of taking so considered. But it belongs to the nature of theft that the money taken belong to another, and so the belonging of the money to another is not a circumstance of theft. Still, something outside the nature of a genus need not belong to the nature of a species. For example, white does not belong to the nature of human being any more than it belongs to the genus of animal, and so it is related accidentally to both. And it is likewise not necessary that everything that is a circumstance of a more general act constitute a species of acts; only something intrinsically belonging to acts does so. And I have already said that something intrinsically belongs to moral acts insofar as it is related to reason as concordant or discordant. Therefore, if a circumstance added to an act introduces no special repugnance to reason, it does not specify the act. For example, using something White adds nothing belonging to the nature of an act, and so white does not constitute the species of a moral act, but using something that belongs to another adds something to the nature of an act and so constitutes the species of the moral act.

And we should consider further that an added circumstance belonging to the nature of an act can constitute a new species of sin in two ways. Such a circumstance can do so in one way so that the species constituted by the circumstance is a species of the sin that was previously considered in a more general act, whether the new
species of sin is constituted materially or formally. Such will indeed be the case materially, for example, if "wife" is added to my statement about using what belongs to another, and adultery is thereby constituted. And such will he the case formally, for example, if I should take something belonging to another from a sacred place, for the theft will become a sacrilege, which is a species of theft. And sometimes a circumstance constitutes an altogether disparate species, one that does not belong to the previous genus of sin. For example, if I should steal something that belongs to another in order to be able to commit murder or simony, the theft is drawn into an altogether disparate species of sin. And we also find such like in other things. For example, if we should consider that something is white in addition to considering that it is colored, the species of quality subsequently considered is the same as what was first considered. But if we should understand that something is sweet over and above understanding that it is colored, another, altogether disparate species of quality is constituted. And the reason for this difference is because when something added intrinsically distinguishes the thing to which it is added, it constitutes a species of the latter, and when it is accidentally related to the thing to which it is added, it indeed has its own species. But this species is not a species of that to which it is added, since what comes accidentally to something does not become intrinsically one with that thing.

Therefore, it is evident how circumstances can constitute species of sin.

Replies to the Objections:

- What we consider as a circumstance and extrinsic regarding an act considered in one way we can also consider as intrinsic regarding the act considered in another way, and the circumstance then specifies the act.

- As acts in general take their species from their object, so moral acts take their species from their moral object. But moral acts are not precluded on that account from taking on species from circumstances, since we can consider the object of an act to have a new condition by reason of a circumstance, arfd the circumstance specifies the act because of the object's new condition. For example, if I should say "taking another's property presently in a sacred place," I here consider the condition of the object by reason of the circumstance of place, and then the species of theft that is sacrilege is constituted by the circumstance of place and yet by the object's condition. And this is likewise necessarily the case whenever the species of a sin constituted by a circumstance is related to a previously understood sin as species to genus, as, for example, sacrilege is to theft, or adultery to fornication. And when the species of sin deriving from a circumstance is not the species of a previously understood sin but another, disparate species, then we can understand that the circumstance specifies as we consider it the object of another, encompassing act, not as a condition regarding the object that results from it. For example, if one commits adultery in order to steal, another species of sin is added because the intended act aims to achieve the evil end that is the intended object. And likewise if one should do something improper at a sacred time, we can consider the sacred time understood as a circumstance regarding the improper act done at that time as the object regarding another, encompassing act, which consists of showing contempt for a sacred time. And we can say the like in other cases.

- When a circumstance constitutes a species of sin in relation to a previously understood sin as a species in relation to an included genus, it does not follow that the same sin is included in different species. For example, being human and being animal does not mean being included in two species, since human beings are truly animals, and the like is true regarding sacrilege and theft. But if a circumstance should constitute another, disparate species of sin, then the same act is included in different species of sin. And this is not inappropriate, since species of sin are species of acts regarding their moral dimension, not their nature, as I have said before. And the moral dimension of sins is related to the nature of acts as quality to substance, or rather as the deformity of quality to the subject. Therefore, as it is not
inappropriate that the same material substance be white and sweet, which are different species of quality, and that the same human being be blind and deaf, which are specifically different deficiencies, so it is not inappropriate that the same act belong to different species of sin.

• And the foregoing makes clear the reply to the fourth objection.

• Not every difference of sins is by reason of excess and defect, but some differences of sins are due to different subject matters and to excess and defect in different circumstances. And yet we consider excess and defect both by quantity and by every kind of circumstance, since there will be excess if one should act where or when one should not, and so forth, and there will be defect if there is deficiency in any of the foregoing aspects.

• Although the will of the thief is chiefly directed to the gold, not to the sacred object, the thief's will is still directed to the sacred object by implication, since the thief prefers to steal the sacred object than to lack the gold.

• When we say that a circumstance alters the species of a sin or transfers the sin into another genus, we do not understand that an act previously existing in one species is repeated and becomes the act of another species. Rather, we understand that an act that would not belong to such a species of sin unless we consider a particular circumstance has that species of sin when the circumstance is added.

• The deficiency of a circumstance found in nature does not alter the natural species of a substance, but it does alter the species of deformity. For example, spatial constriction and abundance of matter cause different kinds of monstrous things. And it is likewise in the matter under discussion, as I have said.

• Moral acts take their species from the proximate end that is their object, not from the acts' remote end. And I have said that circumstances specify insofar as they are the object of acts, or a condition regarding the object results from them.

• Even in the case of virtues, circumstances, although not all circumstances, transfer acts to other species. For example, making great public expenditures is an act of the virtue of magnificence, and making great public expenditures to construct a place of worship is an act of the virtue of religion.

• Every circumstance constituting a species of sin necessarily makes the sin more serious, since such a circumstance makes a sin of what is not a sin if there was no sin apart from the circumstance, and such a circumstance causes there to be several deformities of sin if there was sin apart from the circumstance. And if such a circumstance is completely unknown, it will, because such ignorance involves no moral wrong, constitute a species of sin only in a material, not a formal, sense. For example, if a man has sexual intercourse with a married woman whom he does know to be married, he indeed commits what is adultery, yet not as an adulterer, since the form of a moral act proceeds from reason and the will. But what is unknown is not voluntary. And so if a man were to have sexual intercourse with the wife of another whom he thinks to be his own wife, he would be without sin, as when Jacob was brought to lie with Leah instead of Rachel.

• If a circumstance should constitute a species of sin that is related to a previously understood sin as a species of the latter, as, for example, adultery is to fornication, there is only one sin, not two, just as Socrates is not two substances because he is a human being and an animal. But if a circumstance should constitute a disparate species of sin, there will indeed be one sin because of the essential unity of the act, and multiple sins because of the different deformities of the sin, just as an apple is one of a certain kind because of the unity of the subject but of many kinds because of the difference between color and taste.
Aristotle notes the likeness of conclusions in theoretical matters to actions in moral matters regarding the fact that as acts of deduction end in conclusions, so processes of reasoning in moral matters end in acts, but there is not likeness in every respect. For moral actions deal with singulars, in the case of which we consider different circumstances, while we reach conclusions in theoretical matters by abstracting from singulars. And yet even conclusions vary regarding circumstances that belong to the nature of deduction. For example, there are different kinds of conclusions in necessary and hypothetical subject matters, and there are different ways of deduction in different sciences.

Even the actions proper to a skill vary according to different circumstances belonging to the nature of the skill. For example, a builder constructs a house in one way with mortar and in another way with clay, even differently in one country than in another. But we should consider that some circumstances belong to the nature of moral acts that do not belong to the nature of skills, and vice versa.

When we contradistinguish evil by circumstance from evil by genus, we are talking about evil by circumstance as the latter makes a sin more serious but does not transfer the sin to another genus.

More and less sometimes result from different forms, and then they distinguish species, as, for example, if we should say that red has more color than yellow. But more or less sometimes results from different sharing in one and the same form, and then they do not distinguish species, as, for example, if we should call one thing whiter than another.

**Seventh Article**

*Do Circumstances Make Sins More Serious without Imputing Species to Sins?*

It seems that circumstances do not, for the following reasons:

- Sin has malice in relation to turning away from God. But circumstances are understood in relation to turning toward creatures. Therefore, circumstances do not make the malice of sins more serious.
- If circumstances should in themselves have malice, they constitute species of sin. And if they should not in themselves have any malice, there is no reason why they should make the sins more serious. Therefore, there is no circumstance that makes a sin more serious that does not impute species to sin.
- Dionysius says that good results from a cause that is one and integral, and that evil results from any single defect. But we consider a single defect regarding any circumstance. Therefore, there is a species of evil and sin regarding any circumstance that (makes the evil and sin more serious.
- Every circumstance that makes a sin more serious causes a difference in malice, which is in a way the substance of a sin as such. But what causes a difference in substance changes the species of sin. Therefore, circumstances that make sins more serious change the species of sin.
- We grow and are constituted by the same things by which we are nourished, and we are nourished by the things by which we are constituted, as the work *On Generation and Corruption* says. Therefore, if the circumstances that make sins more serious increase the malice of sin, the malice of sin seems to have species of sin by the same circumstances.
- Virtue and vice are contraries. But circumstances constitute every virtue in a species. For example, confronting fearsome things as, where, and when one ought, and so forth regarding other circumstances, belongs to the virtue of fortitude. Therefore, sin also takes its species from every kind of circumstance.
- Sin takes its species from its object. But at least any circumstance that makes a sin more serious alters the
goodness or wickedness of the object of sin. Therefore, every circumstance that makes a sin more serious specifies the sin.

- We judge the same about like things. But some circumstances, such as the object that we call "what," and the end that we signify by what we call "why," in the aforementioned verse, always specify sins. Therefore, by like reasoning, every other circumstance making a sin more serious specifies the sin.

**On the Contrary:**

Stealing a large amount of money is more serious than stealing a little amount but is not a different species of sin. Therefore, not every circumstance that makes a sin more serious alters the species of sin.

**Answer:**

Circumstances are related to sinful acts in three ways. For circumstances sometimes neither alter the species of sin nor make sins more serious, as, for example, striking a human being wearing a white or red garment. And circumstances sometimes constitute species of sin. The act to which a circumstance is added may belong to a morally indifferent genus (as when a person picks up straw from the ground to show contempt of another). Or the act to which a circumstance is added may be generically good (as when a person gives alms to gain human praise). Or the act to which a circumstance is added maybe generically evil, and the circumstance adds a species of malice to the act (as when a person steals a sacred object). And added circumstances sometimes indeed make sins more serious but do not constitute species of sin (as when a person steals a large amount of money).

And the reason for this diversity is because if the circumstance added to an act is morally indifferent in relation to reason, such a circumstance neither specifies a sin nor makes it more serious. For example, it is irrelevant in relation to reason whether the one who strikes a blow is clothed in this or that garment. But if a circumstance added to an act makes a moral difference in relation to reason, the circumstance either does or does not introduce something primarily and intrinsically contrary to reason. If the circumstance does, then it specifies a sin, for example, taking what belongs to another. If the circumstance does not, it is contrary to reason because of its relation to what is primarily and intrinsically contrary to reason. For example, taking a great amount of something describes nothing contrary to reason. But taking a great amount of someone else's property describes something more contrary to reason than taking a small amount, and so the circumstance of quantity makes the sin of theft more serious inasmuch as quantity determines the extent of the circumstance that specifies the sin.

And the fourth category, that a circumstance specify a sin but not make it more serious, is impossible, as I have said before.

** Replies to the Objections:**

- Inordinate turning toward a transient good causes sinners to turn away from God, and so circumstances that are understood in relation to turning toward creatures can add to the malice that regards turning away from God.

- A circumstance that makes a sin more serious and does not specify the sin does not of itself contain any malice but determines the extent of another circumstance containing malice.

- The defect of any circumstance can cause a species of sin, but there is not always a defect in every circumstance as such. Rather, a circumstance sometimes has a defect in relation to another defect.

- Circumstances that make sins more serious do not always alter the species of malice. Rather, such circumstances sometimes alter only the amount of malice.

- As the things whereby we are nourished and grow do not always constitute a new substance but
sometimes preserve and enlarge one that already exists, so circumstances do not always necessarily
cause new species of sin but sometimes enlarge one that already exists.

- As virtue sometimes takes its species from requisite circumstances, so also sin sometimes takes its
species from the deficiency of a requisite circumstance. And yet not every circumstance causes the defect
of sin, since some are morally indifferent, and some determine the extent of other circumstances.

- Circumstances that make sins more serious indeed cause an altered malice regarding the object but not
always an altered species of sin. Rather, such circumstances sometimes cause only an altered quantity.

- An object has many conditions, and nothing prevents us from considering as a circumstance regarding
one condition what we consider as an object regarding another condition. And circumstances sometimes
specify sins, sometimes not. For example, the property of another is the particular object of theft, the
object that specifies theft. The property of another can also be of great worth, and this circumstance only
makes the theft more serious without introducing a new species of sin. The property of another can also
be sacred, and this circumstance will constitute a new species of sin. The property of another can also be
white or black, and this circumstance will be morally indifferent regarding the object, neither making the
sin more serious nor constituting a species of sin. And we likewise need to say about the end that the
proximate end is the same as the object, and that we need to speak about the proximate end and the object
in the same way. And we hold the remote end to be a circumstance.

Eighth Article

**Do Circumstances Make Sins Infinitely More Serious, Namely, so as to Make Venial Sins Mortal?**

It seems that circumstances do, for the following reasons:

- Adam in the state of innocence could not sin venially. Therefore, every sin of his would have been
mortal. But not every sin of his after the fall was mortal, and this difference is only by reason of a
circumstance of the person. Therefore, circumstances make sins infinitely more serious.

- Making a nonsin a sin is greater than making a venial sin mortal. But circumstances make nonsins sins.
For example, engaging in business, as such, is not a sin, but it is a sin for clerics because of a
circumstance of the persons. Therefore, much more do circumstances make venial sins mortal.

- Getting inebriated once is a venial sin. And people say that getting inebriated repeatedly is a mortal sin.
Therefore, the circumstance "how often" makes venial sins mortal.

- We call sins committed out of pure malice unpardonable and not venial. Therefore, circumstances make
sins infinitely more serious.

- Jerome says that trifles from the mouth of lay persons are trifles, but from the mouth of priests
blasphemies. But blasphemy is by its genus a mortal sin. Therefore, I lie circumstance of person makes
venial sins mortal.

On the Contrary:

Circumstances are related to sins as accidents are to their subjects. But infinite accidents cannot belong to finite
subjects. Therefore, circumstances cannot give to sins the infinite gravity of mortal sin.

Answer:
Circumstances making sins more serious sometimes constitute new species of sin and sometimes do not, as I have said. But mortal and venial sin evidently belong to different species. For as some acts are by their genus good, and some by their genus evil, so some sins are by their genus venial, and some by their genus mortal. Therefore, circumstances that so make sins more serious that the circumstances constitute new species of sin can constitute species of mortal sin and so make sins infinitely more serious. For example, such would be the case if a person should say something facetious in order to provoke someone to lust or hatred. But if circumstances so make sins more serious that the circumstances do not constitute new species of sin, such circumstances cannot make sins infinitely more serious by making venial sins mortal. This is because the gravity by reason of a sin's species is always greater than the gravity by reason of a sin's circumstance that does not constitute a species.

Replies to the Objections:

• We say that Adam in the state of innocence could not sin venially, not because the sins that are venial for us would be mortal for him, but because he could not before he sinned mortally commit sins that are venial for us. For unless he were to turn away from God by mortal sin, he could have no defect in him, whether of the soul or the body.

• Circumstances that make nonsin sin constitute species of sin, and such circumstances can also make venial sins mortal.

• The frequency of inebriation is not a circumstance constituting a species of sin. And so, absolutely speaking, getting inebriated frequently is as much a venial sin as getting inebriated once. And getting inebriated frequently can be a mortal sin accidentally and dispositively. For example, such would be the case if a person were by habit to be brought to so great a state of complacency in inebriation that the person would deliberately get inebriated in contempt of the divine precept.

• Sinning out of pure malice is sinning by choice, that is, willingly and knowingly. And this happens in two ways. It happens in one way by a person rejecting things that could withdraw the person from sin (e.g., the hope of pardon or the fear of divine justice), and such a circumstance constitutes a species of the sin against the Holy Spirit. And we call such a sin unpardonable. Sinning by choice can happen in a second way merely from habitual inclination, and such a circumstance does not constitute a species of sin, nor does the circumstance make a venial sin mortal, since not everyone who willingly and knowingly says an idle word sins mortally.

• The circumstance of person, although it makes sin more serious, does not make a venial sin mortal unless it would constitute a species of sin. For example, the latter would be the case if a priest should do something contrary to a precept prescribed for priests or something contrary to his vows. And we understand Jerome's words as spoken by way of exaggeration or to illustrate an occasion of sin, since trifles from the mouth of a priest can be the occasion for others to sin by blaspheming.

Ninth Article
Are All Sins Equal?

It seems that they are, for the following reasons:

• Jas. 2:10 says: "Whoever shall keep all the laws save one shall be guilty of violating all of them." And Jerome, commenting on Eccl. 9:18, "A person who shall offend in one thing loses many good things," says that a person who is subject to one vice is subject to every vice. But nothing can be added to what includes everything. Therefore, one cannot sin more than by sinning once, and so all sins are equal.
• Sin is the death of the soul. But in the case of the body, one death is not greater than another, since everyone dead is equally dead. Therefore, neither is one sin greater than another.

• Punishment corresponds to moral wrong. But there is the one punishment of hell for all sins, as Is. 24:22 says: "They will be gathered into one bundle and shut up in a prison." Therefore, all sins also have the same gravity.

• Sinning is simply transgressing the right order of reason and the divine law. But if a judge forbids someone to transgress a fixed limit, it does not matter regarding its transgression whether the person transgresses the established limit by much or little. Therefore, regarding the transgression of sin, it does not matter what human beings do as long as they fail to observe the right order of reason and the divine law.

• Nothing infinite is greater than infinite. But every mortal sin, since contrary to the infinite good, that is, God, is infinite and so also merits infinite punishment. Therefore, one mortal sin is not greater than another.

• We define evil as the privation of good. But every mortal sin equally deprives persons of grace, leaving them with none. Therefore, all mortal sins are equal.

• If we say that something is more or less such, we say this in relation to what is absolutely such. For example, we say that something is more or less white in relation to what is absolutely white. But nothing is absolutely evil, so that it lacks every good. Therefore, nothing is more or less evil than something else. And so all sins are equal.

• Sins are contrary to virtues. But all virtues are equal, and so Rev. 21:16 says that the length and the breadth of the city are equal. Therefore, all sins are also equal.

• If one sin is more serious than another, then a sin committed in a greater matter would be more serious than a sin committed in a lesser matter. For example, such would be the case if one should say that stealing a large amount of something is a more serious sin than to steal a little amount. But this is not true, since one who commits a lesser sin would also as a result commit a greater sin. For Lk. 16:10 says: "One who is unjust in Kittle things is unjust in greater things." Therefore, one sin is not more serious than another.

• Sin consists of turning away from the immutable good and turning toward a transient good. But such turning away and turning toward does not admit of more or less, since the soul, because it has no parts, totally turns to what it turns to, and totally turns from what it turns from. Therefore, one sin is not more serious than another.

• Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity* that the magnitude of human sin is manifested by the magnitude of the remedy, namely, that Christ's death was necessary to destroy sin. But this remedy is the same for all sins. Therefore, all sins are equally great.

• As Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names*, good results from a cause that is one and integral, and evil from any single defect. But every defect takes away the integrity of good. Therefore, every defect takes away the whole nature of good. Therefore, one sin is not more serious than another.

• Virtue, since it is a form, is simple. Therefore, virtue is totally taken away if it is taken away at all. But sin is evil because it takes away virtue. Therefore, all sins are equally evil, since every one of them equally takes away virtue.
A thing has from the same source to be such and to be more such. Therefore, if a white color differentiates vision, a whiter color differentiates vision more. But acts have the nature of sin by reason of the turning away from God. Therefore, since all sins are the same in turning away from God, all sins are equal.

The greater the one offended, the more serious the sin. For example, one who strikes a king sins more gravely than one who strikes a soldier. But the one censured in every sin is one and the same, namely, God. Therefore, all sins are equal.

Species belonging to the same genus equally partake of the genus. But sin is the genus of all sins. Therefore, all sins are equal, and all who sin sin equally.

We define evil as the privation of good, and we can know the extent of the privation by what remains after the privation. But what remains of good after every sin is the same, since there remains after every sin the very nature of the soul and the freedom of choice by which human beings can choose good and evil. Therefore, one sin is not more evil than another.

Circumstances are related to virtue as substantial differences. But if one substantial difference is taken away, the others are, since the substance of the subject is destroyed. Therefore, since every sin takes away one circumstance of virtue, every sin takes away all the circumstances of virtue, and so one sin will not be more serious than another.

On the Contrary:

- Jn. 19:11 says: "Besides, the one who hands me over to you has the greater sin."
- According to Augustine, inordinate desire causes sin. But not every inordinate desire is equal. Therefore, not all sins are equal.

Answer:

The Stoics thought that all sins are equal. And from this opinion derives the opinion of some modern heretics, who say that there is no inequality either between sins or between merits, and likewise neither between rewards nor between punishments.

And the Stoics were induced to hold this position because they considered that things have the nature of sin only because they are contrary to the right order of reason. For example, it is evident that adultery is a sin, not because sexual intercourse with a woman in itself would be evil, but because the sexual intercourse is done contrary to the right order of reason, and the same is evident in other cases. And it is the same if we should say that something is contrary to divine law insofar as the latter applies to the matter under discussion, since both sins contrary to reason and sins contrary to divine law introduce privation. But privation does not seem susceptible of more and less. And so if something is evil by the privation of something, it does not seem to matter how it is disposed, insofar as it is deprived. For example, if a judge should prescribe a strict limit for a person, it does not matter whether the person should transgress the limit much or little. And they likewise said that it does not matter, insofar as a person by sinning transgresses the right order of reason, howsoever or for whatsoever reason the person does so, as if sinning were to be nothing more than crossing certain designated lines. Therefore, we need to begin the whole process of answering this argument by considering how there can be or not be more and less in things that we predicate by way of privation.

Therefore, we should consider that there are two kinds of privation. One is pure privation, such as darkness, which leaves no light, and death, which leaves nothing of life. And one is not simply privation but leaves
We but one is greater than another. And so not all sins are equal. The Philosopher example, of commanding insofar or the condition of associated acts, since they are incidental, do not make sins of omission, strictly speaking, greater of deleterious effects. And the same is true in the case of baseness and dissimilitude or such like. For example, we call sickness greater if there shall be a cause taking away health that is greater or causes more deleterious effects. And the same is true in the case of baseness and dissimilitude or such like.

Therefore, we need to consider a difference regarding sins. For sins of omission, strictly speaking, consist only of the privation of observing a disregarded precept, as I have demonstrated before. And so, in sins of omission, the condition of associated acts, since they are incidental, do not make sins of omission, strictly speaking, greater or lesser. For example, if a person has a duty to go to church, we do not pay attention in a sin of omission to whether, regarding not going to church, the person lives near or far from church, except perhaps incidentally insofar as the difference in the associated act would partake of greater or lesser contempt. And yet not all sins of omission are on that account equal, since precepts are unequal either because of the different authority of the one commanding or because of the different value or need of the precepts. By contrast, sins of transgression consist of the deformity of an act, and such deformity indeed takes away part but not all of the ordination of reason. For example, if a person eats when the person ought not, it remains true that the person eats where and why the person ought. Nor, while the act persists, can the relation to reason be completely taken away, and so the Philosopher says in the Ethics that evil, if it is entirely such, is insupportable and destroys its very self. Therefore, as not every bodily deformity is equal, but one is greater than another insofar as more things proper to comeliness or more important things are lacking, so not every deformity or disorder in human acts is equal, but one is greater than another. And so not all sins are equal.

**Replies to the Objections:**

- We should not understand the words of James to mean that a person who offends regarding one commandment incurs as much guilt as if the person were to transgress every commandment. Rather, we should understand the words to mean that a person who offends regarding one, not every, commandment incurs guilt for contempt of all the commandments. For one who contemns one commandment contemns all the commandments inasmuch as the person contemns God, from whom all the commandments have their authority. And so Jas. 2:11 immediately adds: "For he who said 'Thou shalt not kill,' also said 'Thou shalt not commit adultery.'" And we should similarly understand the words of Jerome.

- The death of the soul is the privation of grace, by which the soul is united to God. But the privation of grace is the effect and punishment of moral wrong, not essentially the moral wrong itself, as I have said before. And so we call sin the death of the soul causally rather than essentially. And sin essentially consists of a deformed or disordered act.

- There is in the punishment of the damned something common to all that corresponds to their contempt of God, namely, loss of the vision of God and eternal pain, and we say in that regard that they are gathered into one bundle. There is also in the punishment of the damned something in which they differ, insofar
as some are tormented more than others, and Mt. 13:30 says in that regard that they are gathered like bundles of weeds to be burned.

- People who cross the line that a judge has prescribed as a limit sin only because they do not contain themselves within the prescribed limit, and so their sin is directly a sin of omission. And if the judge were directly to command the person not to walk, it is evident that the further the person proceeded to walk, the more gravely the person would be punished. Or otherwise we should say that in matters that are evil only because prohibited, those who do not observe a precept eliminate completely what they are bound to observe. But we should say that in matters that are intrinsically evil and not only evil because prohibited, nonobservance of a precept does not completely take away the good contrary to the evil, and so the more good taken away, the more serious the sin.

- A finite act turns a person away from the infinite good, and so sin is essentially finite, although it has a relationship to the infinite good.

- Sin is the privation of grace causally, not essentially, as I have said.

- We predicate more or less of privations by reason of their recession from an end, not by reason of their accession to an end. And so also the Philosopher in the cited text demonstrates that there is something absolutely true because there are things more and less false. Therefore, in order for something to be more or less evil, it is necessary that there is something absolutely good, not that there is something absolutely evil.

- Not all virtues are equal in their extension, since the Apostle says that charity is greater in extension. But all virtues are equal relatively, inasmuch as each virtue is equally related to its own acts. An example would be if one were to say that all the fingers of the hand are equal in relation to the hand's acts but not in the fingers' extension. But sins are not even equal relatively, since they do not depend on a single cause, as do virtues, all of which depend on practical wisdom or charity; rather, the roots of sins are diverse.

- Sins committed in greater matters are greater, and so the theft of a more valuable object is a more serious sin, since such a theft is more contrary to the equality of justice. And we should not understand the words of the Lord to mean that one who commits a lesser sin would commit a greater, for many who would speak no blasphemy speak idle words. Rather, we should understand the words of the Lord to mean that it is easier to observe justice in lesser than in greater matters, and so one who does not observe justice in lesser matters would also not observe justice in greater matters.

- Although the soul is essentially simple, it is nonetheless multiple as to power, both because it has many powers, and because it is related to many things by one and the same power and can be borne to them in many ways. And so not every turning away from God or turning toward a creature need be equal.

- It was necessary that the death of Christ remedy all mortal sins because of the gravity they have by reason of their contempt of the infinite good, and yet nothing prevents one sin from being more contemptuous of God than another.

- In every mortal sin, the integrity of good but not the whole good is taken away. Moreover, more good is taken away in one mortal sin, less in another, as I have said.

- Sins are directly contrary to virtuous acts, and many circumstances are required for virtue. And besides, there are different virtues, and one virtue is greater than another. And so all sins do not need to be equal.
• The argument of this objection would be valid if sin were to be only a privation, but sin admits of more or less because it has in its nature a certain order, as I have said.

• We measure the degree of contempt both in relation to the one offended and in relation to the act whereby one is contemned, and such an act can be more or less extreme.

• All animals are equally animals, but not all animals are equal. Rather, one animal is greater and more perfect than another animal. And likewise, all sins need not be equal because all sins are equally sins.

• Both the nature of the soul and the freedom of the will remain after sin, but the aptitude for good is diminished, and more by one sin and less by another.

• Circumstances are related neither to virtue nor to sin as substantial differences. Otherwise, every circumstance would constitute something in a genus or species of virtue or sin. Rather, circumstances are related to virtue and sin as accidents, as I have said. And besides, it is not true that every essential difference is taken away when one is. For example, an essential difference, living, remains after an essential difference, rational, has been removed, as the Book of Causes says, not indeed the numerically same living thing, because of the destruction of the subject, but the conceptually same living thing.

**Tenth Article**

*Are Sins More Serious Because They Are Contrary to a Greater Good?*

It seems that such sins are not more serious, for the following reasons:

• According to Augustine, we call things evil because they take away good. Therefore, things that take away more good are more evil. But the first sin of a person, even if contrary to a lesser virtue, takes away more good than the person's second sin, since the first sin deprived the person of grace and eternal life. Therefore, sins are not more serious because they are contrary to a higher virtue.

• According to the Apostle in 1 Cor.13:13, charity is greater than faith and hope. But hatred, which is the contrary of charity, is not a more serious sin than unbelief and despair. Therefore, sins contrary to a greater good are not more serious.

• That a person should sin knowingly or unknowingly is accidentally related to the good of which the sin is the contrary. Therefore, if one sin is more serious than another because it is the contrary of a greater good, then one who sins knowingly would not sin more gravely than one who sins unknowingly. And this conclusion is evidently false.

• The magnitude of punishment corresponds to the magnitude of moral wrong. But we read that some sins against one's neighbor were punished more severely than sins committed against God. For the sin of blasphemy, which is a sin against God, was punished by the stoning of only one person, as Lev. 24:16 states, while the sin of rebellion was punished by the unusual death of many persons, as Num. 26:10 states. Therefore, the sin committed against one's neighbor is more serious than the sin committed against God, although the sin committed against God is contrary to a greater good.

*On the Contrary:*

The Philosopher says in the *Ethics* that the worst is the contrary of the best in the same way that evil is the contrary of good.

*Answer:*
We can weigh the gravity of sin in two ways: in one way regarding the very act; in the second way regarding the one who sins. And there are two things to consider regarding the act, namely, its species and its accidents, which we have previously called circumstances of the act. And acts take their species from their object, as I have said before.

Therefore, we note the gravity that sin has from its species in relation to its object or subject matter, and in considering the object or subject matter, we call sins contrary to greater virtuous goods more serious by reason of their kind. And so, since virtuous good consists of the right order of love, as Augustine says, and we ought to love God above all things, we should judge that sins against God, such as idolatry, blasphemy, and the like, are by their kind the most serious. And among sins against one's neighbor, some are more serious than others inasmuch as they are contrary to the greater good of one's neighbor. But the greatest good of neighbor is the neighbor's human person, to which the sin of homicide, which takes away the actual life of a human being, is contrary. And the sin of sexual lust is contrary to the potential life of a human being, since sexual lust is a deordination regarding the act of human generation. And so of all the sins against one's neighbor, the most serious as to its kind is homicide, and adultery and fornication and such carnal sins are second, and theft and robbery and the like, which injure neighbors in their external goods, are third. And in each of these kinds of sin, there are different grades regarding which we need to take the measure of sin by its kind, insofar as charity obliges us to love the contrary good more or less.

And regarding circumstances, sins may also have a gravity that is accidental and not from the sins' species. Likewise, regarding the sinner, we note a sin's gravity insofar as the sinner sins more or less voluntarily, since the will causes sin, as I have said before. But not even this gravity belongs to a sin by reason of its species.

And so if we consider the gravity of sin by its species, the greater the contrary good, the more serious the sin.

Replies to the objections:

- Sin takes away good in two ways. One way is formal, and the right order of virtue is thereby taken away. And regarding such taking away, it does not matter whether the sin is the first or the second, since the second sin can take away more of the actual right order of virtue than the first sin. And the second way in which sin takes away good is the result of sin, namely, the privation of grace and glory. And regarding such taking away, the first sin takes away more than the second. But this happens by accident, since the second sin does not have the opportunity to take away grace and glory that the first sin had. And we should not presume to esteem things by what happens by chance.

- Faith and hope are preambles to charity. And so unbelief, which is the contrary of faith, and despair, which is the contrary of hope, are most contrary to charity, since they excise charity by its roots.

- Although sinning knowingly or unknowingly is accidental to a particular sin such as theft regarding its species, sinning knowingly or unknowingly is not accidental regarding the nature of the genus of sin, that is, regarding sin as sin, since it belongs to the nature of sin to be voluntary. And so the ignorance that diminishes voluntariness also diminishes the nature of sin.

- The punishments that God inflicts in the future life correspond to the gravity of moral wrong, and so the Apostle says in Rom. 2:2 that "the judgment of God against those who do such things is according to the true nature of things." But the punishments inflicted in the present life whether by God or human beings does not always correspond to the gravity of moral wrong. For lesser moral wrongs are sometimes punished for a time by heavier punishments in order to avoid greater dangers. For example, punishments in the present life are employed quasi-medicinally. And the sin of rebellion is the most pernicious in human affairs because it dissolves the whole governance of human society.
Eleventh Article

Does Sin Diminish Natural Good?

It seems that sin does not, for the following reasons:

• Nothing diminished is integral. But natural goods remain intact in devils after sin, as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names. Therefore, sin does not diminish natural good.

• Accidents do not take away their subject. But the evil of moral wrong is in a natural good as the evil's subject. Therefore, the evil of moral wrong does not take away anything from the natural good and so does not diminish that good.

• People have said that the evil of moral wrong diminishes natural good regarding the subject's suitable disposition or aptitude, not the subject's substance. But a privation takes away nothing from what is common to it and the contrary form. And as the subject's substance is common to a privation and the contrary form, so also is a suitable disposition or aptitude, since a privation requires that there be in the subject a suitable disposition for the contrary form. Therefore, a privation takes away nothing from the aptitude of the subject.

• Being diminished is a way of being acted upon. But being acted upon consists of receiving, while acting consists rather of expending. Therefore, nothing is diminished by its act. But sin consists of an act. Therefore, sin does not diminish the natural good of the sinner.

• People have said that sin is the act of a power that is not thereby diminished, but only the aptitude of the power is diminished. But we say that something is acted upon both if something belonging to its substance is taken away from it, and if its accidents are taken away from it. For example, we say that water is acted upon both when it loses its substantial form, and when it loses coldness upon being heated. And aptitude is the accident of a power. Therefore, if a power's aptitude is diminished, the very power will be acted upon by its act. And the second and third objections seem to render this conclusion impossible.

• In things of nature, efficient causes are acted upon. Still, the causes are not acted upon insofar as they act, since they indeed act insofar as they are actual, while they are acted upon insofar as they are potential. For example, water cools actually hot air insofar as the air is actually hot, and the air heats the water insofar as the air is actually hot. But it is universally true about every kind of thing that nothing is actual and potential in the same respect. Therefore, nothing is acted upon insofar as it acts. Therefore, neither are sinners diminished in their natural good by their sinful acts.

• Diminishing is an action. But an act does not act, for that would involve an infinite regression, since whatever acts causes an act. Therefore, it seems that sin, since it is an act, does not diminish natural good.

• Since diminution is a movement, diminishing causes movement. But nothing moves its very self, and something would move itself if it were to be moved by its own action. Therefore, sinners are not diminished in their natural good by their sinful actions.

• Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that evil acts only by the power of good. But sin does not destroy natural good by the power of good, since the power of good is salutary rather than destructive. Therefore, sin does not diminish natural good.

• Augustine says in his Enchiridion that in the case of good and evil, the rule of logic denying that
contraries can be present in the same thing at the same time fails. But the rule would fail only if evil were to be in the good contrary to itself. Therefore, sin is in the good contrary to itself as its subject. But no accident diminishes its subject. Therefore, sin does not diminish natural good even as sin is contrary to that good.

- If sin were to diminish natural good, the freedom of choice in which sin chiefly consists would be diminished. But Bernard says in his work *On Grace and Free Choice* that free choice suffers no detriment in the damned. Therefore, sin does not diminish natural good.

- If sin diminishes the natural aptitude for good either regarding the subject or regarding the good for which the subject is apt, we consider the aptitude to be a mean between the two. But sin does not diminish the aptitude regarding the subject, just as it does not diminish the subject itself, and the aforementioned aptitude, since it is associated with the good of virtue or grace, seems to belong to the genus of moral quality. Therefore, sin in no way diminishes natural good.

- Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that the infusion of grace is like an illumination, and so sin is like a darkening of the intellect. But darkness does not take away from air the aptitude for light. Therefore, neither does sin take away any part of the aptitude for grace.

- It seems that natural aptitude for good is the same as natural justice, and justice is rectitude of the will, as Anselm says in his work *On Truth*. But rectitude cannot be diminished, since everything straight is equally straight. Therefore, neither does sin diminish the natural good that is natural aptitude.

- Augustine says in his work *On the Immortality of the Soul* that when anything is changed, what belongs to it is changed. But diminution is a species of movement. Therefore, when the subject is diminished, accidents belonging to it are. But moral wrong is in natural good as its subject. Therefore, moral wrong, if it diminishes natural good, diminishes its very self, and this conclusion is improper.

- According to the Philosopher in the *Ethics*, there are three things in the soul: powers, habits, and emotions. But sin does not lessen emotions; rather, sin strengthens emotions, and so Rom. 7:5 even speaks of "sinful emotions." And sin completely takes away virtuous habits, but the power to perform virtuous acts remains. Therefore, there is in the soul no natural power that is diminished by sin.

*On the Contrary:*

- A gloss on Lk. 10:30, "After beating him, they went away," says that sins injure the integrity of human nature. But only diminution injures integrity. Therefore, sin diminishes natural good.

- Augustine says in the *City of God* that sin is evil because it harms natural good. And this would be the case only if sin were to take something away from natural good. Therefore, sin diminishes natural good.

- Augustine says in his work *On Music* that sin makes the soul weaker. Therefore, sin diminishes the natural good in the soul.

- Rational creatures are related to grace like the eyes to light. But the eyes in darkness become less apt to see light. Therefore, the soul remaining for a long time in sin becomes less apt to receive grace. And so sin diminishes the natural good that is the aptitude to receive grace.

*Answer:*

Because diminishing is an action, we need to consider in how many ways we say that something acts, in order to know in what way sin diminishes natural good. And we say in a proper sense that the very cause producing
an act indeed acts, while we say in an improper sense that the means whereby the cause acts acts. For example, a painter in a proper sense indeed makes a wall white, but we are also accustomed to say that the paint's whiteness makes the wall white, since the painter makes the wall white by means of the paint's whiteness. Therefore, in however many ways we say that a cause, properly so called, acts, in so many ways do we in an improper sense say that the means whereby the cause acts acts. And we say that a chief cause causes something both intrinsically and accidentally: indeed intrinsically what it causes by reason of its own form, and accidentally what it causes by removing an obstacle. For example, the sun indeed intrinsically illumines a house, and a person who opens a shuttered window that was an obstacle to light accidentally causes the house to be illumined. Again, we say that a chief cause causes one thing primarily and another thing as a consequence. For example, what causes something to come to be indeed primarily bestows a form on the thing and consequently bestows movement and everything that results from the form. And so we say that what causes something to come to be causes the movement of heavy and light things, as the Physics says." And we likewise need to understand regarding privative effects what I have just said regarding positive effects, since what corrupts and diminishes causes movement just as what causes things to come to be and increase does. And so we evidently can understand that as we say that removing an obstacle to light accidentally causes illumination, or even that the removal of the obstacle does, albeit in an improper sense, so also we can say that imposing an obstacle to light and even the very obstacle cause darkness.

And as the sun pours light into air, so God pours grace into the soul. And grace is indeed superior to the nature of the soul, and yet there is in the nature of the soul and of any rational creature an aptitude to receive grace, and the grace received strengthens the soul to perform requisite acts. And sin is an obstacle imposed between the soul and God, as Is. 59:2 says, "Your sins have set up a division between you and your God." And the reason for this is that God can illumine the soul by the reception of grace only if the soul is directly turned toward himself. Just so, the sun illumines the air inside a house only if the air directly faces the sun, and we call anything that blocks the air directly facing the sun an obstacle to illumination. But sin, which turns the soul to the contrary, namely, to what is contrary to God's law, prevents turning toward God. And so sin is evidently an obstacle that prevents the reception of grace.

And every obstacle to a perfection or form, along with excluding perfection or form, renders the subject less suitably disposed or apt to receive the form. And moreover, the obstacle consequently prevents the effects of the perfection or form in the subject, and especially if the obstacle is something inhering in the subject, whether habitually or actually. For example, it is evident that what moves in one direction does not move in the contrary direction and is also less suitably disposed or apt to move in the contrary direction. Similarly, something hot is less suitably disposed to be cold, since it offers greater resistance to the impact of something cold. Therefore, sin, which is an obstacle to grace, both excludes grace and renders the soul less suitably disposed or apt to receive grace, and so diminishes the suitable disposition or aptitude for grace.

And so sin diminishes natural good, since the aptitude for grace is a natural good. And since grace perfects nature both regarding the intellect and regarding the will and regarding the lower parts of the soul subject to reason, namely, the irascible and concupiscible appetites, we say that sin by excluding grace and such natural helps wounds nature. And so some say that ignorance, malice, and the like are natural wounds resulting from sin.

Replies to the Objections:

• After sin, natural good remains integral regarding its substance, but sin diminishes he aptitude for grace, as I have said, and that aptitude is a natural good.

• Accidents, although they do not take away the substance of their subject, can nonetheless diminish aptitude for other accidents, as, for example, heat diminishes aptitude for cold. And such is the case in
the matter under discussion, as I have said.

- According to the Philosopher in the *Physics*, potential health and potential sickness are the same regarding the subject because the subject is one substance with the two potentialities. But potential health and potential sickness differ conceptually because we understand the nature of potentialities from actualities. Therefore, sin does not diminish the aptitude for grace regarding what is rooted in the substance of the soul—nor then the contraries would belong to one common existing substance—but regarding what is ordained to the contrary as different from grace.

- The acts of many powers of the soul, some of which powers move others (e.g., the intellect moves the will, and the will moves the irascible and concupiscible powers) work together to produce moral acts. But causes of movement make impressions on the things they move. And so moral acts involve both expending and receiving, and moral acts can for this reason cause things in the human causes, such things as habits or dispositions or even things contrary to habits or dispositions.

- We concede the fifth objection.

- Natural action consists only of expending. And so natural action does not cause anything in the cause, particularly in simple causes not composed of one part acting and another part being acted upon, or of one part causing movement and another part being moved. For in things so composed of one part acting and another part being acted upon, there seems to be the same nature as in moral acts.

- We say in an improper rather than a proper sense that acts act, since they are the means whereby their causes act.

- Nothing moves itself and is moved by itself in the same respect. But nothing prevents something moving itself and being moved by itself in different respects, as the *Physics* makes clear." And this is what happens in moral acts, as I have said.

- Particular goods destroy other particular goods because of the contrariety they have to the goods they destroy, and so nothing prevents evil as acting in the power of a particular good from destroying another good, as, for example, cold destroys heat. And it is in this way that sin destroys the good of justice by turning toward a good lacking measure and order and so diminishes the suitable disposition for justice.

- We can consider good and evil in two ways. We can consider good and evil in one way by the common aspect of good and evil. And then every evil is contrary to every good. And Augustine says in this way that the rule of logic fails insofar as there is evil in good. We can consider good and evil in a second way by the special aspect of this or that good or evil. And then not every good is contrary to every evil, but a particular good is contrary to a particular evil, as, for example, blindness is contrary to sight, and immoderation to moderation. And in this way, evil is never in the contrary good, nor does the rule of logic fail.

- The free choice of the damned is not lessened regarding its freedom, which is neither increased nor diminished. But the free choice of the damned suffers detriment regarding freedom from moral wrong and misery.

- We understand aptitude for grace regarding nature even as ordained for moral good.

- Sin is something positively and not a pure privation like darkness, and so sin is disposed to be an obstacle to grace. Rut the very privation of grace is like darkness, and the obstacle to grace diminishes the aptitude for grace, as I have said.
Aptitude for grace is not the same as natural justice but is the ordination of natural good for grace. Nor is it true that natural justice cannot be diminished, for rectitude can be diminished by something hitherto totally straight being partially bent, and natural justice is diminished in this way insofar as it is deviant in some regard. For example, natural justice in the fornicator is deviant regarding the control of sexual desires, and likewise in other matters. But in no one is natural justice completely destroyed.

Something belonging to something else is induced to its activity regarding the aspect wherein it depends on something else, not regarding anything else. For example, the soul existing in the body depends on the body regarding its place but not regarding its existing or magnitude, and so the soul is accidentally moved regarding place when the body is moved but not diminished when the body is diminished, nor passes away when the body passes away. But the evil of moral wrong has magnitude by reason of its departure from natural good, not from natural good, as, for example, sickness has its magnitude by reason of its departure from the body's natural disposition. And so the evil of moral wrong is not diminished when natural good is diminished, just as a weakened nature increases rather than diminishes sickness.

The aptitude or suitable disposition for grace is included in the powers of the soul, and that aptitude is indeed diminished, as I have said, although the powers themselves are not diminished.

**Twelfth Article**

**Can Sin Destroy the Whole Natural Good?**

It seems that sin can, for the following reasons:

- Continuous diminution can completely take away any finite thing. But the natural good that consists of aptitude for grace is a finite thing, since that natural good is created. Therefore, if sin diminishes that natural good, as I have said, sin can take it away completely.

- Turning away from grace seems to diminish or take away the natural good that consists of aptitude for grace. But turning away from grace has a fixed condition and is not an infinite process, since the contrary turning toward grace has a fixed condition, as liuman beings do not have unlimited charity. Therefore, the diminution of natural good has a fixed condition. And this would not be so if part of natural good were always to remain, since natural good is always constituted to be diminished by sin. Therefore, it seems that sin can completely rake away natural good.

- Privaition takes away aptitude completely. For example, a blind man is in no way equipped to see. But moral wrong is a privaition. Therefore, moral wrong completely takes away the natural good that consists of aptitude for grace.

- Sin is spiritual darkness, as John Damascene says. But darkness can completely exclude light. Therefore, moral wrong can completely exclude good.

- The evil of moral wrong is related to the good of nature just as the good of grace is related to the evil of nature. But as is evident in the case of the blessed, grace can exclude the entire evil of nature, that is, concupiscence, which consists of the inclination to moral wrong. Therefore, the evil of moral wrong can take away the entire good of nature, which consists of aptitude for grace.

- Aptitude for grace cannot abide where it is impossible to obtain grace. But the state of damnation, at which one arrives through moral wrong, makes it impossible to obtain grace. Therefore, moral wrong can take away the entire natural good that consists of aptitude for grace.
• Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names* that evil is the deficiency of natural aptitude. But this seems especially to belong to the evil of moral wrong. Therefore, it seems that sin makes completely deficient the natural good that consists of aptitude for grace.

• Whatever puts something outside its natural position seems to take away natural good. But sin puts the sinner outside the sinner’s natural position, for John Damascene says that the sinning angels fell from a position in accord with their nature to a position contrary to their nature. Therefore, sin takes away natural good.

• Privation takes away only what exists. But the sinning angels did not have grace before they sinned. Therefore, the sin of the angels did not take away the good of grace. Therefore, we conclude that their sin took away natural good.

• Diminution is a movement. But the movement of a whole and the movement of parts of the whole are the same, for example, the movement of the whole earth and the movement of pieces of earth, as the *Physics* says.

*On the Contrary:*

Aptitude for good remains as long as the will remains. But sin does not take away the will; rather, sin consists of willing. Therefore, it seems that sin cannot take away the entire natural good that consists of aptitude for good.

*Answer:*

Sin cannot completely take away the natural good that consists of the suitable disposition or aptitude for grace. But this seems to give rise to a difficulty because it seems that continuous diminution can completely take away the aptitude, since it is finite. And some indeed wanted to avoid this difficulty by understanding an analogy to a finite continuum that can be forever successively divided if the division is by the same proportion. For example, if a third is subtracted from a finite line, and then a third of the remainder, and so forth, the division will end and will be able to go on indefinitely. But this is not applicable to the matter under discussion, since when the line is divided successively by the same proportion, the part subsequently subtracted is always less than the part previously subtracted. For example, one third of the whole line is greater than one third of the remainder, and soon. And we cannot say that a second sin diminishes the aforementioned aptitude less than the first does; rather, a second sin perhaps diminishes the aptitude either equally or even more if the second sin is more serious.

And so we need to say otherwise, that the aptitude can be diminished in two ways: in one way by subtraction; in the other way by adding something contrary. An aptitude is indeed diminished by subtraction, as, for example, a material substance is fit to be heated by the heat it possesses, and its aptitude to be heated is diminished when the heat it possesses is diminished. And an aptitude is diminished by adding something contrary, as, for example, heated water has a natural disposition or aptitude to grow cold, but the more heat added to the water, the less aptitude the water has to become cold. Therefore, the second kind of diminution, namely, by adding something contrary, applies more to passive or receptive powers, and the first kind more to active powers, although there are both kinds of diminution to a degree in each kind of power. Therefore, when there is diminution of an aptitude by subtraction, the aptitude can be completely taken away if the cause of the aptitude is removed. And when an aptitude is diminished by adding something contrary, we need to consider whether adding more of the contrary thing can destroy the subject of the aptitude. For if adding more of the contrary can destroy the subject, the aptitude can be completely taken away. For example, the heat in water can be increased so much that the water evaporates, and then the aptitude of the water to grow cold, which results from its species, is completely
taken away. But if the addition of something contrary, howsoever much it be increased, could not destroy the subject of an aptitude, the aptitude will indeed always be diminished as more and more of the contrary is added. But the aptitude will never be completely taken away, because of the permanence of the subject in which such an aptitude is rooted. For example, heat, howsoever much it were to be increased, would not take away the aptitude of prime matter, which cannot decompose, for the form of water.

And it is evident that the aptitude of a rational nature for grace is like the aptitude of a receptive power, and that such aptitude results from rational nature as such. But I have said before that adding something contrary, namely, when the rational creature turns away from God by turning toward the contrary, diminishes this aptitude. And so since a rational creature cannot be destroyed and does not cease to exist howsoever much sin is multiplied, additional sin always diminishes aptitude for the good of grace but in such a way that the aptitude is never completely taken away. And so in the matter under discussion, diminution of sin aptitude for grace can goon indefinitely because there remains something contrary to the addition of sins. Just so, conversely, in the case of continuous lines, there can be an indefinite number of additions to one line by subtractions from the other, since there remains something in the other line contrary to that line's division.

**Replies to the Objections:**

- The argument of this objection would be valid if natural good were to be diminished by subtraction, as I have already said.

- Turning toward a creature and turning away from God have an actually fixed state, since the turnings are not actually infinite. But they do not have a fixed state regarding what is potential, since both merits and demerits can be multiplied indefinitely.

- A privation that takes away a power completely takes away aptitude. For example, blindness takes away the power of sight, except perhaps insofar as there remains aptitude or suitable disposition in the root of the power, that is, in the soul's essence. But a privation that takes away acts does not take away aptitude, and the privation of grace is such a privation, as is darkness, which deprives air of light. And sin is an obstacle to grace that precludes grace, not the very privation of grace, as I have said before.

- Darkness excludes light, which is its contrary, but not the suitable disposition of air for light. And likewise, sin excludes grace but not the suitable disposition for grace.

- The propensity for evil that we call concupiscence does not result from nature as the aptitude for good does, but the propensity for evil results from the corruption of nature that consists of moral wrong. And so grace can completely take away concupiscence, but moral wrong cannot completely take away natural good.

- The impossibility of the damned to receive grace does not result from the total subtraction of the natural aptitude for good but from the obstinacy of the will in evil and the immutability of the divine judgment that grace be denied them for all eternity.

- We do not understand deficiency of the natural disposition for good to mean that the entire natural disposition is wanting, but that the natural disposition falls short of its perfection.

- And we should say likewise in reply to the eighth objection that sin puts sinners outside their natural perfection, not completely outside their natural condition.

- Privation takes away both what exists and what a thing is by nature constituted to be. For example, persons can be deprived of things they never had if nature designed the persons to have the things. And
yet it is not true that angels did not have grace from the first moment of their creation, for God at the same time established their nature and bestowed grace on them, as Augustine says in the *City of God*.

- The argument of this objection would be valid if the subtraction of parts were to effect the diminution.

**QUESTION III**

*On the Causes of Sin*

**First Article**

*Does God Cause Sin?*

It seems that God does, for the following reasons:

- The Apostle says in Rom. 1:28: "God delivered them up to a depraved way of thinking, so that they do unrighteous things." And a gloss of Augustine on this text says: "God is evidently active in the hearts of human beings by inclining their wills to whatever he willed, whether to good or to evil." But the inclination of the will to evil is sin. Therefore, God causes sin.

- People have said that the will's inclination to evil is attributed to God insofar as such inclination is a punishment, and that is why Augustine in the cited text speaks of the judgment of God. But the same thing cannot in the same respect be a punishment and a moral wrong, since punishment is by its nature contrary to the will, and moral wrong is by its nature voluntary, as I have said before. And the will's inclination belongs to the nature of voluntariness. Therefore, if God inclines the will to evil, it seems that he himself also causes moral wrong as such.

- As moral wrong is contrary to the good of grace, so punishment is contrary to the good of nature. But God is not prevented from causing punishment because he causes nature. Therefore, neither is he prevented from causing moral wrong because he causes grace.

- What causes a cause causes the effect of the caused cause. But free choice causes sin, and God causes free choice. Therefore, God causes sin.

- God caused the objects toward which the powers he bestowed incline. But some powers bestowed by God incline to sin (e.g., the irascible power toward homicide and the concupiscible power toward adultery). Therefore, God causes sin.

- Those who incline their own wills or the wills of others to evil cause sin. For example, such would be the case if persons giving alms should incline their wills to seek vainglory. But God inclines human wills to evil, as I have already said. Therefore, God causes sin.

- Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names* that there are causes of evil in God. But causes in God are not in vain. Therefore, God causes evils, among which we reckon sins.

- Augustine says in his work *On Nature and Grace* that the soul has grace as the light whereby human beings do good, and without which they cannot do good. Therefore, grace causes merit. Therefore, by contrast, the withdrawal of grace causes sin. But God is the one who withdraws grace. Therefore, God causes sin.

- Augustine says in his *Confessions*: "I ascribe to your grace whatever evils I have not committed." But
he would not need to impute to grace that human beings did no evil if they, lacking grace, could not sin. Therefore, sin does not cause persons to be deprived of grace; rather, the privation of grace causes sin. And so, as before, God causes sinning.

- We should especially attribute to God everything we praise in creatures. But Sir. 31:10 says in praise of a just human being that the person "could have transgressed and did not." Therefore, much more can we say this about God. Therefore, God can sin and so cause sin.

- The Philosopher says in the Topics: "God and the zealous can do evil things." But to do evil things is to sin. Therefore, God can sin.

- It is a valid argument to say: "Socrates can run if he so wills. Therefore, absolutely speaking, he can run." But it is true to say that God can sin if he so wills, since the very willing to sin is sinning. Therefore, absolutely speaking, God can sin. And so we reach the same conclusion as before.

- One who provides the occasion for injury seems to have inflicted the injury. But God by giving the law provided the occasion for human beings to sin, as Rom. 7:7-8 says. Therefore, God causes sin.

- Since good causes evil, it seems that the greatest good causes the greatest evil. But the greatest evil is moral wrong, which makes a good human being or a good angel evil. Therefore, the greatest good, that is, God, causes moral wrong.

- The same person has the authority to grant dominion and to take it away. But God has the authority to grant to the soul dominion over the body. Therefore, he also has the authority to take dominion over the body away from the soul. But only sin, which subjects the spirit to the flesh, takes away the soul's dominion over the body. Therefore, God causes sin.

- The cause of a nature causes the characteristic and natural movement of that very nature. But God causes the nature of the will, and the characteristic and natural movement of the will is turning away from God, just as the characteristic and natural movement of a stone is downward, as Augustine says in his work On Free Choice. Therefore, God causes the will's turning away from him. And so it seems that God causes moral wrong, since the nature of moral wrong consists of turning away from him.

- One who commands a sin causes the sin. But God has commanded sin. For example, as 1 Kgs. 22:22 says, since the spirit of lies had said, "I shall go forth and be a lying spirit in the mouth of the prophets," the Lord said, "Go forth and do so." And Hos. 1:2 says that the Lord commanded Hosea to take a wanton woman for his wife and to beget children of wantonness from her. Therefore, God causes sin.

- Action and the power to act belong to the same subject, since action belongs to one with the power to act, as the Philosopher says. But God causes the power to sin. Therefore, God causes the action of sinning.

On the Contrary:

- Augustine says in his work Book of the 83 Questions that human beings are not made worse by God, their author." But sin makes human beings worse. Therefore, God is not the author of sin.

- Fulgentius say that God is not the author of what he punishes." But God punishes sin. Therefore, God is not the author of sin.

- God causes only what he loves, since Wis. 11:25 says: God loves everything that exists, "and you [God] hated nothing that you have made." And he hates sin, as Wis. 14:9 says: "The wicked and their
wickedness are alike hateful to God." Therefore, God is not the author of sin.

*Answer:*

One causes sin in two ways: in one way because the very one sins; in the second way because one causes someone else to sin. And neither of these ways can belong to God.

For it is evident, both from the general nature of sin and from the particular nature of moral sin that we call moral wrong, that God cannot sin. For sin in the general sense, as found in things of nature and artifacts, comes about because persons' actions do not attain the ends they intend. And this happens because of a deficiency in the causal source. For example, a grammarian's poor composition, if he intends to write well, comes about because of his deficient skill. And nature's sin in forming animals, as happens in the birth of monsters, comes about because of the deficient causal power of semen. And sin as we properly speak of it in moral matters, and as it has the nature of moral wrong, comes about because the will by tending toward an improper end fails to attain its proper end. And in the case of God, the causal source cannot be deficient, since his power is infinite, nor can his will fail to attain its proper end, since his very will, which is also his nature, is the supreme goodness that is the final end and first rule of all wills. And so his will by nature adheres to, and cannot deflect from, the supreme good, just as the natural appetites of things cannot fail to seek their natural good. Therefore, God cannot cause sin because he himself sins.

Likewise, he also cannot cause sin because he causes others to sin. For sin as we are now speaking of it consists of the created will's turning away from the final end. And God cannot cause anyone's will to be turned away from the final end, since he himself is the final end. For whatever created causes universally possess, they necessarily have by imitating the first cause, who gives all of them his likeness insofar as they can receive it, as Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names*. And every created cause through its activity in some way draws other things to its very self by making the things like itself. A created cause does this either by likeness of form, as when heat makes something hot, or by directing other things to its own end, as when human beings by their commands move others to attain the ends those commanding intend. Therefore, it belongs to God to direct everything to his very self and so not to divert anything from his very self. But he himself is the supreme good. And so he cannot cause the will to turn away from the supreme good, and the nature of moral wrong, as we are now speaking about it, consists of turning away from that good.

Therefore, God cannot cause sin.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- The Apostle says that God delivers some up to a depraved way of thinking or inclines their wills to evil by withdrawing his support or by not preventing evil, not indeed by his activity or movement. Just so, for example, we would say that a person who were to fail to extend a hand to someone falling would cause the latter's fall. But it is by just judgment that God does not bestow assistance on some to prevent their fall.

- The foregoing also makes clear the reply to the second objection.

- Punishment is contrary to a particular good. And taking away a particular good is not contrary to the nature of the supreme good, since the addition of other, sometimes better, goods takes away particular goods. For example, the addition of the form of fire takes away the form of water, and likewise the addition of a higher good, namely, that God has established—an order of justice regarding things, takes away the good of a particular nature as a punishment. But the evil of moral wrong occurs by turning away from the supreme good, from which the supreme good cannot turn away. And so God can cause
punishment but not moral wrong.

- We trace to the prior cause the effect produced by the caused cause as such. But if something does not proceed from the caused cause as such, we do not need to trace the effect to the prior cause. For example, an animal's power to move its legs causes the animal's leg movement. But limping comes from the fact that a leg by reason of its deficiency lacks the capacity to receive the influence of the animal's locomotive power, not from the fact that the leg is moved by the animal's locomotive power. And so the animal's locomotive power does not cause the limping. Therefore, free choice, as it defects from God, causes sin. And so God, although he causes free choice, need not cause sin.

- Sins do not come from the inclination of the irascible and concupiscible powers as instituted by God, but as the powers depart from the ordination that God himself instituted, for the powers were instituted in human beings to be subject to reason. And so it is not from God when they incline to sin contrary to the ordination of reason.

- The argument of this objection is not valid, since God inclines the will by adding grace, not by activity or movement, as I have said.

- The causes of evils are particular goods that can be deficient. But such particular goods are in God as effects in their cause insofar as they are goods. And we say that the causes of evils are in God to this extent, not that he himself causes the evils.

- God as he is in himself communicates himself to all things in proportion to their receptivity. And so if something should deficiently share in his goodness, this is because the thing has an obstacle to participating in God. Therefore, God does not cause grace not to be supplied to someone; rather, those not supplied with grace offer an obstacle to grace insofar as they turn themselves away from the light that does not turn itself away, as Dionysius says)

- We should speak in one way about human beings in the state of nature as instituted, and in another way about human beings in the state of fallen nature, since human beings in the state of nature as instituted had nothing impelling them to evil, although natural good was insufficient to attain glory. And so human beings needed the help of grace in order to merit but not in order to avoid sins, since human beings by their natural powers could remain upright. But human beings in the state of fallen nature have an impulse to evil and so need the help of grace in order not to fall. And it was regarding the latter state that Augustine attributed to divine grace the evils he did not commit. And a previous moral wrong brought about such a state.

- Things that do not belong to the praise of higher beings can be praiseworthy in lower beings. For example, ferociousness is praiseworthy in dogs but not in human beings, as Dionysius says. And likewise, not transgressing when one could belongs to the praise of human beings but is absent from the praise of God.

- We understand the words of the Philosopher about those called gods, whether by unfounded opinion as in the case of pagan gods or by participation as in the case of human beings virtuous beyond human measure, to whom the Ethics attributes heroic or divine virtue. Or as some say, it is possible to hold that we can say that God can do evil things because he can if he wishes.

- The protasis of the conditional proposition, "Socrates can run if he so wills," is possible, and so it follows that the apodasis is possible. But in the case of the conditional proposition, "God can sin if he so wills," the protasis is impossible, since God cannot will evil. And so there is no similarity between the
two propositions.

- There are two ways of being an occasion of sin, namely, one when an occasion is offered for sin, the second when an occasion is taken for sin. But the commandments are occasions for sin as taken by those to whom the commandments are imparted, not indeed as given by the one who gave the commandments. And so the Apostle in Rom. 7:8 significantly adds: "Taking the occasion, sin through the law worked in me all kinds of lustful desires." For we say that persons provide an occasion for sinning when they do something less virtuous that by their example leads others to sin. And if one should perform a virtuous deed, and another should thereby be led into sinning, there will be an occasion taken but not offered for sinning. For example, such was the case when the Pharisees were scandalized at the teaching of Christ. And the commandments were holy and just, as Rom. 7:12 says. And so God by the commandments does not offer an occasion to sin, but human beings take the commandments as the occasion to sin.

- If good as such were to cause evil, it would follow that the greatest good causes the greatest evil. But good insofar as it is deficient causes evil. And so the greater the good, the lesser the cause of evil.

- Taking away the dominion of the spirit over the flesh is contrary to the order of natural justice, and such cannot belong to God, who is justice itself.

- We call the movement of turning away from God characteristic and natural for the will in the state of fallen nature, not in the state of nature as instituted.

- We should not understand the statement "Go forth and do so" by way of command but by way of permission, just like the statement to Judas "What you do, do quickly," in the manner of speaking whereby we call permission by God his will. And we should understand the statement to Hosea "Take to yourself a wanton woman as your wife," etc., by way of command. But God's command causes what would otherwise be a sin not to be a sin. For as Bernard says, God can dispense in regard to the commandments of the second tablet, commandments whereby human beings are directly regulated regarding their neighbor, since the good of one's neighbor is a particular good. But God cannot dispense in regard to the commandments of the first tablet, commandments whereby human beings are regulated regarding God, who cannot turn others away from his very self, since he cannot deny his very self, as 2 Tim. 2:13 says. Nonetheless, some say that we should understand that the things described about Hosea happened in a prophetic vision.

- We understand by the words of the Philosopher that it is one thing to be able to act and another thing to act, and not what causes a power also causes the power's act.

Second Article

*Do Acts of Sin Come from God?*

It seems that they do not, for the following reasons:

- We say that human beings cause sin only because they cause acts of sin, since we do not do anything aiming to do evil, as Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names*. But God does not cause sin, as I have said before.

- Every cause of something causes what belongs to the thing by reason of its species. For example, if a person causes Socrates, then the person causes the human being that Socrates is. But some acts are indeed sins by reason of their species. Therefore, if acts of sin come from God, then sin comes from God.
• Everything from God is a thing. But acts of sin are not things, as Augustine says in his work *On the Perfection of the Justice of Human Beings*. Therefore, acts of sin do not come from God.

• Acts of sin are acts of free choice, which we call free because the will moves its very self to act. But everything whose acts are caused by another is moved by the other, and if the thing does not move itself, it is not free. Therefore, acts of sin do not come from God.

*On the Contrary:*

Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity* that the will of God causes every species and movement. But acts of sin are indeed movements of free choice. Therefore, the acts come from God.

*Answer:*

Ancient thinkers held two opinions regarding this matter. For some of old, stressing the very deformity of sin, which does not come from God, said that acts of sin do not come from God. And some, stressing the very entity of the acts, said that acts of sin come from God. And we need for two reasons to hold that the entity of the acts comes from God. The first reason is general. Since God is by his essence being, for his essence is his existing, everything existing in whatever way derives from himself. For there is nothing else that can be its own existing; rather, we call everything else a being by some participation. And everything we call such a thing by participation derives from what is such by essence. For example, everything on fire derives from what is fire by essence. But acts of sin are evidently beings and classified in the category of being. And so we need to say that the acts are from God.

And second, a particular reason evidences the same thing. For every movement of secondary causes needs to be caused by the first mover, just as all the movements of earthly material substances are caused by the movements of heavenly bodies. But God is the first mover regarding all movements, both spiritual and material, just as a heavenly body is the source of all the movements of earthly material substances. And so, since acts of sin are movements of free choice, we need to say that such acts as acts come from God.

And yet we should note that the movement from the first mover is not received in all moveable things in only one way but received in each kind of moveable thing in its own way. For example, heavenly movements cause the movements of inanimate material substances, which do not move themselves, in one way, and the movements of animals, which move themselves, in another way. And further, heavenly bodies cause plants whose reproductive power is not wanting, and whose reproductive power produces perfect shoots, to sprout in one way, and plants whose reproductive power is weak and produces fruitless shoots to sprout in another way. For when something is properly disposed to receive the causal movement of the first cause, a perfect causal action in accord with the aim of the first mover results. But if something is not properly disposed or fit to receive the causal movement of the first mover, imperfect action results. And then we trace what belongs to the activity in it to the first mover as the cause. And we do not trace what is in it regarding deficiency to the first mover as the cause, since such deficiency in the activity results because the secondary cause defects from the ordination of the first mover, as I have said. For example, everything regarding the movement in limping is from an animal's locomotive power, but everything in limping regarding deficiency is from the leg insofar as the leg lacks the aptitude to be moved by the animal's locomotive power, not from the locomotive power.

Therefore, we need to say that God, since he is the first source of the movement of everything, moves certain things in such a way that they also move their very selves, as in the case of those with the power of free choice. And if those with free choice be properly disposed and rightly ordered to receive movement by God, good acts will result, and we completely trace these acts to him as their cause. But if those with free choice should defect from the requisite order, disordered acts that are acts of sin result. And so we trace what regards the activity of
those with the power of free choice to God as the cause, while only free choice, not God, causes what regards the deordination or deformity of those with the power of free choice. And that is why we say that acts of sin come from God, but that sin does not.

Replies to the Objections:

- Although sinners do not intrinsically will the deformity of sin, the deformity of sin nonetheless in some way falls within the compass of the sinner's will, namely, as the sinner prefers to incur the deformity of sin than to desist from the act. But the deformity of sin in no way falls within the compass of the divine will; rather, the deformity results because free choice withdraws from the ordination of the divine will.

- The deformity of sin does not result from the species of acts as the acts belong to a type of nature, and God causes the acts as they belong to a type of nature. Rather, the deformity of sin results from the species of acts as moral, as caused by free choice, as I have said in connection with other questions.

- We speak of being and thing absolutely in regard to substances but with qualifications regarding accidents. And it is in this regard that Augustine says that acts are not things.

- When we say that something moves its very self, we posit that the same thing causes the movement and is moved. And when we say that one thing moves another, we posit that one thing causes the movement, and that the other is moved. But it is evident that when one thing moves another, we do not posit that the cause of movement, by that fact, is the first cause of movement. And so we do not preclude that the cause of movement is moved by another and has from the other the very power to cause movement. Likewise, when something moves its very self, we do not preclude that such a thing be moved by another from which it has the very power to move itself. And so it is not contrary to freedom that God cause acts of free choice.

Third Article

Does the Devil Cause Sin?

It seems that he does, for the following reasons:

- Wis. 2:24 says: "Death entered the world through the devil's envy." But death is the consequence of sin. Therefore, the devil causes sin.

- Sin consists of desire. But Augustine says in his work On the Trinity that the devil inspires wicked desires in his companions. And Bede says in his Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles that the devil entices the soul to wicked desires. Therefore, the devil causes sin.

- Nature constitutes lower things to be moved by higher things. But as nature ordains that the human intellect is inferior to the angelic intellect, so does nature ordain that the human will is inferior to the angelic will, since appetitive power is proportioned to cognitive power. Therefore, a bad angel by his evil will can move human wills to evil and so cause sin.

- Isidore says in his work On the Supreme Good that the devil inflames human hearts with hidden inordinate desires. But the root of all evils is inordinate desire, as 1 Tim. 6:10 says. Therefore, it seems that the devil can cause sin.

- Everything equally related to each of two things needs something to determine it in order that it proceed to act. But the power of free choice of human beings is equally related to each of two things, namely, good and evil. Therefore, in order to proceed to an act of sin, the power of free choice needs to be
determined to evil by something. And the devil, whose will is determined to evil, seems especially to do this. Therefore, it seems that the devil causes sin.

- Augustine says in his *Enchiridion* that the cause of sin is the mutable will, first indeed that of the angels and then of human beings. But the first in any genus causes the others. Therefore, it seems that the devil's evil will causes the evil will of human beings.

- Sin consists of designs, and so Is. 1:16 says: "Take away the evil of your designs from my eyes." But it seems that the devil can cause us to have designs, since the cogitative power is linked to bodily organs, and the devil can change material substances. Therefore, it seems that the devil can directly cause sin.

- Augustine says that we should not think that there is no vice when the flesh lusts against the spirit. But it seems that the devil can cause such concupiscence, since the concupiscible power is the actuality of a bodily organ. Therefore, it seems that he can directly cause sin.

- Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that when images of things are so presented to human beings as not to be distinguishable from the things, disorder in the flesh results. And he says that the spiritual power of a good or bad angel can accomplish this. But there is no disorder in the flesh without sin. Therefore, it seems that the devil can directly cause sin.

- The Commentator in his *Commentary on the Metaphysics* cites the words of Themistius, who said that a lower nature acts as if inspired by higher causes. But higher causes properly and directly cause what lower causes do. Therefore, what can inspire things in lower causes seems to cause the acts of the lower causes. But the devil can inspire in human beings things whereby they are moved to sin. Therefore, it seems that the devil can directly cause sin.

- The Philosopher in the *Eudemian Ethics* inquires about the source of the soul's activity and shows that the source needs to be something external, since everything that begins to exist has a cause. For example, human beings begin to act because they will to do so, and they begin to will because they deliberate beforehand. And if they should deliberate beforehand by reason of an antecedent deliberation, either there is an infinite regress or we need to posit an external source that first moves human beings to deliberate. (Someone may suggest that deliberation happens by chance, but then it would follow that every human act happens by chance.) And the Philosopher says that the external source in the case of good acts is indeed God, who does not cause sin, as I have demonstrated before. Therefore, since human beings begin to act, to will, and to deliberate regarding sin, it seems that this process needs to have an external cause, which can only be the devil. Therefore, the devil himself causes sin.

- To the power of whatever a cause of movement is subject, the movement caused is subject. But the cause of the will's movement is something apprehended by the senses or the intellect, both of which are subject to the power of the devil. For Augustine says in his work *Book of the 83 Questions*: "This evil," namely, the one from the devil, "creeps in through all the accesses of the senses, gives itself shapes, adapts itself to colors, adheres to sounds, is hidden in anger and false speech, underlies odors, infuses with flavors, and clouds all avenues of understanding." Therefore, the devil has the power to move the will and so directly causes sin.

- The devil buys human beings for their sins, as Is. 50:1 says: "Behold, you were sold for your sins." But buyers offer money to sellers. Therefore, the devil causes sin in human beings.

- Jerome says that just as God perfects good, so the devil perfects evil, although human beings have certain inclinations that incite them to vices. But God intrinsically causes our good acts. Therefore, it
seems that the devil likewise directly causes our sins.

- Bad angels are related to evil as good angels are related to good. But good angels lead human beings to good, since it is the divine law to lead to ultimate things through intermediaries, as Dionysius says. Therefore, it seems that a bad angel can lead human beings to evil, and so that the devil causes sin.

On the Contrary:

- Augustine says in his work *Book of the 83 Questions* that "the cause of the depravity of human beings is traceable to their will, whether they have been perverted at the persuasion of someone or no one." But sin perverts human beings. Therefore, the human will, not the devil, causes the sin of human beings.

- Augustine says in his work *On Free Choice* that each human being causes his or her own wickedness, and no one else causes human sin.

- The sin of human beings comes about by free choice. But the devil cannot cause movement by free choice. Therefore, the devil does not cause sin.

Answer:

We speak in many ways about causes inducing something. For example, we sometimes call what disposes or commends or commands, a cause. And we sometimes call what brings about an effect a cause. And we properly and truly call the latter a cause, since causes result in effects. But effects result directly from the activity of what brings them about, and not from the activity of what disposes or commends or commands, "since persuasion does not compel one who is unwilling," as Augustine says in his *Book of the 83 Questions*. Therefore, we need to say that the devil can cause sin as one who disposes or persuades internally or externally, or even as one who commands, as is apparent in the case of those who have openly surrendered themselves to the devil. But he cannot cause sin as an efficient cause. For as the efficient causes in producing forms are the causes by whose activity the forms result, so the efficient causes in eliciting acts are the causes by whose activity human agents are induced to act. But sin is an act, not a form. Therefore, only what can directly move the will to an act of sin can intrinsically cause sin.

And we should consider that we speak in two ways about the will being induced to something: in one way by something external; in the second way by something internal. The will is indeed moved by something external, for example, an apprehended object. For we say that the apprehended object moves the will, and we say that one who commends or persuades moves the will in this way, namely, inasmuch as such a one makes something seem good. And the will is moved by something internal, for example, what produces the very act of the will. And the object proposed to the will does not necessarily move the will, although the intellect sometimes necessarily assents to a proposed truth. And the reason for this difference is that both the intellect and the will necessarily tend toward what nature has ordained as their object, for it is characteristic of nature to be determined to one thing. And so the intellect necessarily assents to the first principles known naturally, nor can it assent to their contraries, and the will likewise naturally and necessarily wills happiness, nor can anyone will unhappiness. And so regarding the intellect, things necessarily linked to naturally known first principles necessarily move the intellect. For example, such is the case of demonstrated conclusions, where it is evident that denial of the conclusions necessitates denial of the first principles from which the conclusions necessarily result. But the intellect is not compelled to assent to conclusions if they be not necessarily linked to naturally known first principles, as is the case with contingent and probable things. Likewise, neither does the intellect necessarily assent to necessary things necessarily linked to first principles before it knows there is such a necessary connection. Therefore, regarding the will, the will will not be necessarily moved to anything that does not even seem to have a necessary connection with happiness, which is naturally willed. And it is obvious that
such particular goods have no necessary connection with happiness, since human beings can be happy without any one of them. And so however much one of them is presented to human beings as good, the will does not necessarily incline to it. And the perfect good, that is, God, indeed has a necessary connection with the happiness of human beings, since human beings cannot be happy without that good, but the necessity of this connection is not fully evident to human beings in this life, since they do not in this life behold the essence of God. And so the human will in this life also does not necessarily adhere to God, but the will of those who, beholding the essence of God, evidently know that he himself is the essence of goodness and the happiness of human beings cannot not adhere to God, just as our will in this life cannot not will happiness. Therefore, it is evident that the will's object does not necessarily move the will, and so no persuasion necessarily moves the will to act.

Therefore, we conclude that the efficient and proper cause of a voluntary act is only what acts internally, and this can only be the will itself as secondary cause and God as first cause. And the reason for this is that the will's act is simply an inclination of the will to the thing willed, just as a natural appetite is simply a natural inclination to something. But a natural inclination comes from a natural form and from what gave the form. And so we say that the upward movement of fire comes from its lightness and from the cause that created such a form. Therefore, the will's movement directly comes from the will and God, who causes the will, who alone acts within the will and can incline the will to whatever he should will. But God cannot cause sin, as I have shown before. Therefore, we conclude that only the will directly causes human sin. Therefore, it is clear that the devil does not, properly speaking, directly cause sin but causes sin only as a persuader.

Replies to the Objections:

- Death entered the world through the devil's envy insofar as he persuaded the first human being to sin.
- We say that the devil as a persuader inspires wicked desires in human beings or even draws souls to wicked desires.
- Nature constitutes something lower, as passive, to be moved by something higher, as active, through an external change, as, for example, air is moved by fire. But external change does not impose necessity on the will, as I have shown. And so the devil, although he belongs to a rank of nature superior to the human soul, cannot affect a human will necessarily. And so he does not, properly speaking, cause sin, since we properly speak of a cause as something from which something else necessarily results.
- We say that the devil inflames the hearts of human beings by persuading them with inordinate desires.
- The will, although it is equally related to each of two alternatives, is determined to one of them by something, namely, the deliberation of reason. And this determination does not need to be by an external cause.
- The sin of the angels and the sin of human beings do not have a natural relationship to one another but only a temporal relationship. For it happens that the devil sinned before human beings did, but it could have happened conversely. And so the sin of the devil does not necessarily cause the sin of human beings.
- There is sin in thoughts only insofar as they incline someone to evil or withdraw someone from good. And this remains subject to the will's power of free choice, no matter what thoughts arise. And so it is not necessary that something which causes thought thereby causes sin.
- The lusting of the flesh against the spirit is an act of sensuality, which can involve sin insofar as reason can prevent or restrain its movement. And so there is no sin in the act if the movement of sensuality
arises from a bodily change, and reason resists the movement. And resistance is within the will's power of choice. And so it is clear that every sin rests in the will's power of choice.

- The fact that we do not distinguish the images and likenesses of things from the things themselves results from the fact that the higher power capable of distinguishing and judging is fettered. For example, one thing touched by two fingers seems to the sense of touch to be two things unless another power (e.g., sight) contradicts the perception. Therefore, the power of imagination, when likenesses are presented to it, is bound to them as if they were the things themselves, unless another power, namely, an external sense or reason, contradicts the perception. But if reason is fettered, and the external senses are inactive, the power of imagination is bound to the likenesses as if they were the things themselves, as happens in sleepers' dreams and the demented. Therefore, devils can cause human beings not to distinguish images from things insofar as devils, God permitting, disturb internal sense powers, and the disturbed powers fetter the operation of human reason, which needs such powers for its activity. For example, such is evidently the case with those possessed by the devil. But we impute nothing to human beings as sin when their use of reason is fettered, just as we impute nothing to irrational animals as sin. And so the devil will not cause sin even if he should cause acts that would otherwise be sins.

- Lower natures are moved necessarily by higher causes, and so the higher causes that we speak of as inspiring lower natures cause natural effects properly and directly. But the devil's inspiration does not necessarily move the will, and so there is no comparison.

- God is the universal source of every deliberation and willing and human act, as I have said before. But every misstep and sin and deformity in deliberation, willing, and human action comes from the deficiency of human beings. Nor do we need to attribute these to another, extrinsic cause.

- The apprehended thing does not move the will necessarily, as I have shown. And so the thing apprehended by the senses or the intellect, however much it be subject to the power of the devil, cannot be sufficient to move the will to sin.

- The devil offers sin to human beings as a persuader.

- We do not note the cited similarity in every respect. For God is the author of our good acts both as external persuader and internal mover, while the devil causes sin only as external persuader, as I have shown.

- Good angels as persuaders, not indeed by directly moving the will, lead human beings to God. And so also does the devil induce human beings to sin.

**Fourth Article**

*Can the Devil by Interior Persuasion Induce Human Beings to Sin?*

It seems that he cannot, for the following reasons:

- Everything acting by design knows its action's effect. But the devil cannot see internal thoughts, as the work *Church Dogmas* says. Therefore, he cannot persuade internally by causing internal thoughts.

- Forms are impressed on the internal sense powers in a more excellent way than on material substances. But the devil can impress forms on material substances only perhaps by using certain elements, since material substances do not do the bidding of fallen angels, as Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*. Therefore, he cannot impress forms on the internal sense powers.
The Philosopher proves in the Metaphysics that forms in matter rather than those outside matter cause the forms in matter. For example, the forms in particular flesh and bones cause the form of flesh and bones. But the forms of external sense powers are received in bodily organs. Therefore, the devil, who is an immaterial substance, cannot cause such forms.

Only the one who established the order of nature, namely, God, can act outside that order. But there is indeed a natural order of the acts of the internal sense powers of the soul, since "imagining is a movement caused by the act of an external sense," as the De anima says, and so, in a further process, one sense power moves another. Therefore, the devil cannot cause internal movements or acts of the sense powers of the soul unless such proceed from the external senses.

Vital activities come from an internal source. But all the acts of the internal sense powers are kinds of vital activities. Therefore, only an internal source, not the devil, can cause the acts.

Only causes specifically the same cause the same effects. But the external senses cause the acts of the internal sense powers. Therefore, the devil cannot cause those acts by specifically the same action.

Sense powers are more excellent than nutritive powers. But the devil cannot cause acts of nutritive powers to form flesh and bones. Therefore, the devil cannot cause the acts of any of the internal sense powers of the soul.

On the Contrary:

We say that the devil both visibly and invisibly tempts human beings. But this would not be true unless he were internally to persuade human beings to things. Therefore, the devil internally incites human beings to sin.

Answer:

The devil as persuader, not as directly moving the will of human beings, can cause human sins, as I have said before. And he persuades human beings to things in two ways: visibly and invisibly. He persuades visibly as when he sensibly appears to human beings in some form and sensibly speaks with them and persuades them to sin. For example, he tempted the first human being in the garden of paradise in the form of a serpent, and he tempted Christ in the desert in some visible form. But we should not think that he only persuades human beings in this way, since then no other sins would arise at the devil's instigation except those to which the devil in visible form persuades human beings. And so we need to say that he also invisibly induces human beings to sin.

And he does this both as persuader and as disposer. He indeed does this as persuader when he presents something to a cognitive power as good. Therefore, he can do this in three ways, since he presents either something concerning the intellect or something concerning the internal senses or something concerning the external senses. He can indeed present something concerning the intellect, since an angelic intellect can by an illumination help a human intellect to know something, as Dionysius says. For an angel, although it cannot directly cause a voluntary human act, since a voluntary act is simply an inclination of the will proceeding from within, can still make an impression on the intellect, whose activity consists of receiving things from without. And it is for this reason that we say that understanding is being acted upon in a certain way. But the devil, although he could by the ordination of his nature persuade human beings of things by enlightening their intellect as good angels do, does not do this. This is so because the more an intellect is enlightened, the more it can guard itself against the deceptions that the devil intends. And so we conclude that the devil's internal persuasions and revelations are by impressions on the internal and external sense powers, not by enlightenment of the intellect.

And to see how the devil can make impressions on the internal sense powers, we should consider that nature constitutes natural material substances to be moved locally by spiritual natures but to be formed directly by
material causes and not by spiritual natures, as the *Metaphysics* says. And so corporeal matter is naturally subject to good or bad angels regarding locomotion, and devils can in this way collect elements that they use to produce certain wondrous effects, as Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*. But corporeal matter regarding its formation is not subject to the bidding of spiritual creatures. And so devils can form corporeal matter only by the power of material elements, as Augustines says. Therefore, nothing prevents devils from doing whatever can happen by the local movement of corporeal matter, unless they are by divine intervention prevented from doing so. And the appearance or representation of the sensory forms retained in internal sense organs can be accomplished by some local movement of corporeal matter. Similarly, the Philosopher, in assigning the causes of apparitions in dreams, says in his work *On Sleep and Wakefulness* that if animals are asleep, most of their blood goes back to its sensory source. And the movements or impressions left by the movements of perceptible objects, movements or impressions retained in sensory vapors, accompany the blood. And the movements or impressions move the sources of perception in such a way that they seem as if external things themselves were at that moment affecting the sources of perception.

Therefore, what happens in the case of those asleep regarding the apparitions of dreams from the local movement of vapors and fluids can happen by the like local movement achieved by devils, sometimes in those asleep, and sometimes in those awake. And in the case of those awake, devils can sometimes indeed move internal vapors and fluids even to the point that the use of reason is completely fettered, as is evidently the case with the possessed. For it is clear that great disturbance of the vapors and fluids prevent activities of reason, as is evident in the case of the insane and sleepers and drunks. And devils can sometimes move internal vapors and fluids without fettering reason. For example, even human beings who are awake and enjoy the use of reason by the voluntary movement of vapors and fluids bring interiorly retained forms from certain repositories, as it were, to the external sensory source in order to imagine particular things. Therefore, since devils do this in those who are awake and enjoy the use of reason, the more a person is fettered by an emotion, the more and the more easily the person perceives the forms brought to the sensory source and persists in thinking about them. This is so because slight likenesses move emotionally excited persons, as a slight likeness of the beloved moves the lover, as the Philosopher says in the same work. And so we call devils tempters, since they learn through the actions of human beings to which emotions the human beings are more subject, so that the devils may thereby more effectively impress on the imagination of those individuals what they intend.

Likewise, devils may also by moving sensory vapors make an impression on the external senses, which by the contraction or expansion of sensory vapors perceive things more acutely or more sluggishly. And one sees or hears more acutely when the sensory vapors are abundant and pure, more sluggishly when the contrary is the case. And it is in this way that Augustine speaks of the evil introduced by devils creeping through all the external senses.

Therefore, it is clear how the devil internally persuades human beings to sin by making impressions on the internal and external sense powers.

And the devil can cause sin as a disposer insofar as he by a like movement of vapors and fluids causes some to be more disposed to anger or lust or some such thing. For it is obvious that human beings are more prone to sexual lust and anger and like emotions if the body is disposed in a certain way, and human beings are disposed to consent when these emotions arise.

Therefore, it is evident that the devil internally incites to sin by persuading and disposing but not by causing sin.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- The devil can perceive internal thoughts in their effects, not in themselves.
• The devil does not make an impression on the imagination by newly causing forms. And so he could not cause a man born blind to imagine colors. But he causes impressions on the imagination by local movements, as I have said.

• The third objection is answered in the same way.

• The devil does not cause this outside the order of nature but by locally moving internal sources, from which nature constitutes such things to arise.

• —

• The foregoing reply makes clear the answers to the fifth and sixth objections.

• The devil could in the same way, by heaping up vapors and fluids, cause something to digest more quickly or more slowly, but this is not very related to his design.

Fifth Article

Does the Devil Suggest Every Sin?

It seems that he does, for the following reasons:

• Damascene says that the devil has devised every wickedness and every impurity.

• Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that the many devils cause all evils, both for themselves and for others.

• We could say about every sin what the Lord says to the Jews in Jn. 8:44: "You are from your father, the devil." But this would be so only if the devil were in some way to cause every sin. Therefore, every sin is done at the instigation of the devil.

• Isidore says in his work On the Supreme Good: "The same blandishments that deceived our first parents in the garden of paradise deceive human beings now." But our first parents were deceived at the instigation of the devil. Therefore, every sin even now is committed at the instigation of the devil.

On the Contrary:

The work On Church Dogmas says: "The devil does not stir up all our evil thoughts, but they sometimes arise from the movement of our power to choose."

Answer:

We can speak in two ways of something causing something else: in one way directly; in the second way indirectly. Something indeed causes indirectly, as we say that a cause causing a disposition to an effect causes the effect as the occasion for the effect and indirectly. For example, such would be the case if we should say that one who dries out pieces of wood provides the occasion for burning the very wood. And we need to say in this way that the devil causes all our sins, since he himself incited the first man to sin, from whose sin a proneness to every kind of sin resulted in the whole human race. And we should understand the words of Damascene and Dionysius in this way.

And we say that something that acts directly on something else directly causes it, and the devil does not cause every sin in this sense. For not every sin is committed at the instigation of the devil. Rather, some are due to the freedom of human beings to choose and to the corruption of the flesh. This is so because, as Origen says, even
if the devil were not to exist, human beings would have appetites for food and sex and such like, regarding which many disorders arise unless reason restrains such appetites, and especially so if we presuppose the corruption of our nature. And restraining and ordering such appetites are subject to the power of free choice. Therefore, not all sins need to come about at the instigation of the devil.

But if any sins do come about at his instigation, human beings are now deceived to commit them by the same blandishments that deceived our first parents, as Isidore says. And even if some sins are committed apart from the instigation of the devil, human sinners nonetheless become children of the devil insofar as they imitate the very one who was the first to sin. Still, there is no kind of sin that may not at times come about at the instigation of the devil.

Replies to the objections:

The foregoing makes clear the answer to the objections.

Sixth Article

Regarding Human Sinners, Can Ignorance Cause Sin?

It seems that ignorance cannot, for the following reasons:

• Ignorance causes involuntary things, as Damascene says. But involuntary things are contrary to sin, since sin is so voluntary that if there is nothing voluntary, there is no sin, as Augustine says. Therefore, ignorance cannot cause sin.

• Causes and effects are interconnected. But ignorance and sin are not interconnected, since ignorance resides in the intellect, and sin in the will, as Augustine says. Therefore, ignorance cannot cause sin.

• When a cause is increased, its effect is also increased. For example, hotter fire causes more heat. But greater ignorance does not cause greater sin; rather, ignorance can be so great as to exclude sin altogether. Therefore, ignorance does not cause sin.

• As there are two things involved in sin, namely, turning away from God and turning toward a creature, we ought to understand the cause of sin in relation to the turning toward a creature. For sin has the nature of evil regarding the turning away from God, and evil has no cause, as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names. But ignorance seems to regard sin in relation to the turning away from God, not in relation to the turning toward a creature. Therefore, ignorance does not cause sin.

• If any ignorance causes sin, this seems especially to concern malicious ignorance, which we call affected ignorance. But when a person in a willful state of ignorance falls into a sin as a result, the will to be ignorant rather than ignorance itself seems to cause the sin. Therefore, we should not say that ignorance causes sin.

• Ignorance seems to be the reason why we are judged innocent, or why God has mercy on us, since the Apostle says in 1 Tim. 1:13: "I obtained mercy because I acted in ignorance." But mercy is contrary to sin, since the more one sins, the less one deserves mercy. Therefore, ignorance does not cause sin.

• There are four kinds of causes, and ignorance cannot cause sin in any of these ways. For ignorance is not a final cause, since sin does not aim at it. Nor is ignorance a material cause, since the matter of sin is that about which an act of sin is concerned, as, for example, the material cause of intemperance is inordinate desire. Nor is ignorance a formal or efficient cause, since ignorance is a privation, and privation does not have the nature of a form or an efficient cause. Therefore, in no way can ignorance
Ignorance can cause sin, and we can trace it to the genus of efficient or active causes. But we should note that there are, as the Physics says, two kinds of efficient causes, namely, intrinsic causes and accidental causes, which remove impediments to causal action. For example, in the locomotion of heavy and light things, intrinsic causes cause what happens to the things, giving to the things the forms that result from such movement. And accidental causes cause changes that remove impediments to the movement of things. For example, we say that one who removes a pillar from beneath a block of stone causes the stone to fall. And we should note that practical sciences, since they guide us in our voluntary actions, both draw us to good things and draw us away from evil things. And so the very sciences prevent evils. Therefore, we correctly say that the ignorance that deprives us of such knowledge causes sin as a cause that takes away an impediment to evil, as is clearly evident in activity requiring skill. For example, the science of grammar guides people to speak properly and prevents them from speaking improperly, and so we can call ignorance of grammar the cause of improper speech as the remover of what prevents improper speech, or rather the very removal of such. And likewise in moral actions, practical science guides us, and so ignorance of such knowledge causes moral fault in the aforementioned way.

But we should note that there are in moral actions two kinds of knowledge that can prevent sin. One kind is universal, whereby we judge that an action is right or wrong, and such knowledge sometimes keeps persons from sin. For example, a person judging that fornication is a sin abstains from it, and if ignorance were to deprive the person of such knowledge, the ignorance would cause the fornication. And if ignorance were not to be such as altogether to excuse a person from sin, as sometimes happens, as I shall explain later, such ignorance would cause sin. And the second kind of knowledge that guides us in our moral actions and can prevent sin is particular knowledge, namely, knowledge of the circumstances of the very action, since universal knowledge apart from particulars does not cause us to act, as the De anima says.

And knowledge of circumstances may in one way draw persons away from sin absolutely, in another way prevent them from sinning by such a kind of sin but not keep them from sin absolutely. For example, suppose that a hunter, were he to know that a human being is passing by, would not shoot an arrow anywhere close, but because he does not know that a human being is passing by, and thinks he sees a deer, shoots and kills a human being. And so ignorance of a circumstance causes homicide, which is a sin, unless there be such ignorance as to excuse completely, as I shall explain later. But suppose that a hunter should indeed wish to kill a person but not his father. Were he to know that a passerby is his father, he would not shoot an arrow anywhere close, but because he does not know that the passerby is his father, he shoots and kills his father. And so such ignorance evidently causes the sin of homicide, since he is guilty of homicide regarding any passerby, although he is not guilty of patricide in every murder of a passerby. Therefore, ignorance evidently may in different ways cause sin.
Replies to the Objections:

- Ignorance may in two ways not so completely exclude something voluntary as to take away completely the nature of sin. There is indeed one way when the very ignorance is voluntary, since then we judge what results from ignorance to be voluntary. There is a second way when, although persons do not know one thing, they know something else that suffices for there to be the nature of sin. For example, I have spoken about the hunter who shoots an arrow and kills someone that he knows to be a human being, but that he does not know to be his father. And so the hunter, although he involuntarily commits patricide, nonetheless voluntarily commits murder.

- Although the intellect and the will are different powers, they are still interconnected insofar as the intellect in one way moves the will, insofar as the understood good is the object of the will. And so ignorance can be connected to sin.

- The principle that effects are increased when their causes are applies in the case of intrinsic causes, not accidental causes that are such as to remove impediments to causal action.

- Ignorance also as to turning toward a creature causes sin insofar as ignorance removes what prevents turning to sin.

- As we say that removing a pillar and the very act of removing the pillar cause a stone on top to fall, so also we can say that the very will of one lacking knowledge and the very privation of knowledge cause sin. But we should not say that only sinful ignorance causes sin, since ignorance of circumstances is not sinful but can cause sin, as I have said."

- Ignorance in different respects can cause contraries. For we say that ignorance insofar as it deprives persons of the knowledge that was preventing sin causes sin, and that ignorance insofar as it takes away or diminishes things being voluntary has the capacity to excuse from sin and cause God's mercy or the persons' innocence.

- We trace ignorance to the genus of efficient causes as an accidental, not an intrinsic, cause, as I have said.

- Nothing prevents ignorance being the effect of one sin and the cause of another, just as the desires of concupiscence are effects in us of the sin of our first parent and yet causes of many actual sins.

Seventh Article

Is Ignorance a Sin?

It seems that ignorance is not, for the following reasons:

- Contraries belong to the same genus. And so Augustine says in his work On the Trinity that we predicate both human being and nonhuman being as substances." But ignorance is contrary to knowledge. And knowledge belongs to the genus of habit. Therefore, ignorance does also. But sin belongs to the genus of act, not the genus of habit, since "sin is a deed or word or desire contrary to the law of God." Therefore, ignorance is not a sin.

- Grace is more contrary to sin than knowledge is, since there can be knowledge, but not grace, along with sin. But privation of grace is a punishment, not a sin. Therefore, ignorance, which is the privation of knowledge, is also a punishment, not a sin.
The work *Rules on Sacred Theology* says that no privation merits reward or punishment. But every sin merits punishment. Therefore, no privation is a sin. But ignorance is a privation. Therefore, ignorance is not a sin.

We differ from irrational animals by the power of reason. Therefore, if what belongs to reason is removed from us, only what we and irrational animals have in common remains in us. But there is no sin in irrational animals. Therefore, our ignorance, which deprives us of what belongs to reason, is not a sin.

If any ignorance be a sin, the ignorance needs to be voluntary and so involves a prior act of the will. But when an act of the will precedes ignorance, sin consists of the very willing to be ignorant. Therefore, the willing to be ignorant rather than the ignorance is a sin.

Augustine says in his *Retractions*: "We can properly say that those who have unknowingly sinned have unwillingly sinned, although they themselves willingly did what they unknowingly did, since they willed the acts of sin." Therefore, the act of sin consists only of the will. Therefore, ignorance itself is not a sin.

Augustine says in his work *On Free Choice*: "Moral wrong is imputed to you if you have neglected to know something, but not if you happen to be involuntarily in a state of ignorance." Therefore, the very neglect to know something, not ignorance, is a sin.

Every sin is either an act elicited by the will or an act commanded by the will. But ignorance is not elicited by the will, since ignorance rests in the intellect, not the will. Likewise, ignorance is not commanded by the will. For ignorance cannot be willed, since every human being desires to know.

Every sin is something voluntary. But the voluntary is in the power of a knower, as the *Ethics* says. Therefore, ignorance, which excludes knowledge, cannot be sin.

Repentance takes away every kind of sin. But ignorance abides after repentance.

Only original sin remains actual and passes away regarding guilt. But ignorance remains actual when guilt goes away. And ignorance is not original sin, since it would then follow that everybody would be ignorant. Therefore, it seems that ignorance is not a sin.

Ignorance abides continually in one who is ignorant. Therefore, if ignorance were a sin, one in a state of ignorance would sin moment by moment an endless number of times.

*On the Contrary:*

- Cor. 14:38 says: "If one does not acknowledge, one will not be acknowledged," namely, be rejected. But such a rejection is due to sin. Therefore, ignorance is a sin.

- Augustine says in his work *On Free Choice* that stupidity is "the wicked ignorance of the things to be desired and the things to be shunned." But everything wicked is a sin. Therefore, some ignorance is a sin.

*Answer:*

Not knowing, ignorance, and error differ. For not knowing implies the simple negation of knowledge. And ignorance indeed sometimes means the privation of knowledge, and then ignorance is only to lack the knowledge that nature constituted a person to have, for lacking something appropriate belongs to every privation. And ignorance is sometimes contrary to knowledge, which ignorance we call the ignorance of a perverse disposition. For example, such is the case when a person has the habit of false principles and false
opinions, which prevent the person from knowing truth. And error consists of assenting to false things as true. And so error adds an act over and above ignorance. For there can be ignorance without a person making judgments about unknown things, and then the person is ignorant but not erroneous. But when a person makes judgments about things of which the person is ignorant, then we speak in a strict sense about the person erring.

And since sin consists of an act, error evidently has the nature of sin. For it is presumptuous for a person to make judgments about things of which the person is ignorant, and especially in matters involving actual peril. But not knowing, of itself, has neither the nature of moral wrong nor the nature of punishment, since it is neither a moral wrong nor a punishment for a person not to know things unrelated to the person, or things that nature did not constitute the person to know. And so the blessed angels do not know certain things, as Dionysius says in his work *On Ecclesiastical Hierarchy*. But ignorance of itself indicates the character of punishment, although not every ignorance has the character of moral wrong. For example, being ignorant of things that one is not bound to know involves no moral wrong, but the ignorance whereby one does not know things that one is bound to know involves sin. And everyone is obliged to know the things that guide human persons in their actions. And so every human being is obliged to know things belonging to faith, since faith guides our striving, and the commandments of the Decalogue, which enable us to avoid sin and do good. And so the commandments of the Decalogue were also promulgated before all the people, as Ex. 20:22-26 relates, while Moses and Aaron heard the more specialized precepts from the Lord. And each person is obliged to know about the latter precepts things that belong to the person's office. For example, bishops are obliged to know things that belong to their office, and priests things that belong to their office, and so forth. And ignorance of such things involves moral wrong.

Therefore, we can consider such ignorance in three ways. We can consider it in one way as such, and then it has the character of punishment but not the character or moral wrong. For I have said before that the evil of moral wrong consists of the privation of due order in human acts, and the evil of punishment consists of the privation of perfection from the subject who acts. And so the privation of grace or knowledge has the nature of punishment if we consider such privation as such. We can consider such ignorance in a second way in relation to its cause. For just as applying the mind to acquiring knowledge causes knowledge, so not applying the mind to acquiring knowledge causes ignorance. And not applying the mind to acquiring knowledge of what one ought to know is a sin of omission. And so if we understand such privation together with its prior cause, there will be an actual sin in the way in which we call omissions sins. And we can consider such ignorance in relation to its results, and then it sometimes causes sin, as I have said before.

Ignorance can also be related to original sin, as Hugo of St. Victor says. And we should consider this as follows. There is in original sin something formal, namely, the lacking of original justice, which belongs to the will. And original justice, which united the will to God, produced an overflowing of perfection into other powers, namely, that knowledge of truth enlightened the intellect, and that the irascible and concupiscible appetites received direction from reason. Just so, when original justice was taken away from the will, the intellect's knowledge of truth and the irascible and concupiscible appetites' direction by reason are deficient. And so ignorance and concupiscence are the material elements in original sin, just as the turning toward a transient good is the material element in actual sin.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- The privations of knowledge and grace have the nature of moral wrong insofar as we understand them along with their cause, which belongs to the genus of action. For we consider acting and nonacting to belong to the same genus, according to the rule introduced by Augustine.

-
The foregoing makes clear the solution to the second and third objections.

Ignorance, although it deprives persons of some perfection of reason, does not take away the very power of reason, by which power we differ from irrational animals. And so the argument is not valid.

The root of every sin consists of the will, as I have said before. Nor does it thereby follow that the willed act is not a sin. And so neither also does it follow that ignorance is not a sin, although the root of the sin consists of the will of the one who is ignorant.

Augustine in the cited text is speaking about the sin committed due to ignorance. And this sin sometimes consists only of the will and not of the ignorance itself, for I have said before that not every ignorance is a sin that causes sin.

Altogether involuntary ignorance is not a sin, and this is what Augustine says: "Moral wrong is not imputed to you if you are unwillingly in a state of ignorance." And by what he adds, "But if you have neglected to know something, moral wrong is imputed to you," he gives us to understand that ignorance has the character of sin from prior negligence, which is simply the failure to apply the mind to know something that one ought to know.

Nothing prevents us from willing something as such and by nature that we nevertheless do not will because of an additional consideration. For example, people by nature will to preserve the integrity of their bodies, and yet they sometimes will that an infected hand be amputated should they fear a danger to the whole body from it. And likewise, human beings by nature will to know, and yet they reject knowledge because of the toil involved in learning or the fear of being kept from the sins they love. And so the will can in some way command ignorance.

Although people in a state of ignorance do not know the things of which they are ignorant, they still know either their very state of ignorance or the reason why they do not shun ignorance. And so ignorance can be a voluntary sin.

Although ignorance abides after repentance, the guilt of ignorance is taken away.

The sin of ignorance consists both of the privation of knowledge and the ignorance associated with its prior cause, which is the failure to acquire knowledge. And, indeed, if this neglect were actually to continue, the guilt regarding it would not pass away. But there is a condition of ignorance relating to original sin with which all of us are born, as I have said.

As persons in other sins of omission do not continuously sin when they do not act, but only at the times when they are obliged to act, so is it also about ignorance, and we should so affirm.

**Eighth Article**

**Does Ignorance Excuse or Diminish Sin?**

It seems that ignorance does not, for the following reasons:

- What makes sin more serious neither wholly nor partially excuses it. But ignorance makes sin more serious, for Ambrose comments on Rom. 2:4, "Do you not know that the kindness of God," etc.: "You sin most seriously if you do not know." Therefore, ignorance does not excuse sin either in whole or by ever so much.

- The *Decretum* says that those who have taken communion with heretics have sinned more seriously by
the very fact that they did not know the heretics were in error. Therefore, ignorance makes sin more serious and does not excuse.

• Drunkenness results in ignorance. But the drunkard who commits homicide or any sin because he is drunk merits "double censures," as the Ethics says. Therefore, ignorance increases rather than diminishes sin.

• Sin added to sin becomes greater sin. But ignorance itself is a sin, as I have said. Therefore, ignorance increases rather than diminishes sin.

• What is common to every sin does not diminish sin. But ignorance is common to every sin, since every wicked person is ignorant, as the Ethics says. And what Prov. 14:22 says, "Those who do evil err," is in accord with this. Therefore, ignorance does not diminish or excuse sin.

On the Contrary:

Sin consists especially of contempt of God. But ignorance diminishes or completely takes away contempt. Therefore, ignorance either wholly or partially excuses.

Answer:

Since it belongs to the nature of sin to be voluntary, ignorance has the ability to excuse sin in whole or in part insofar as ignorance takes away voluntariness. And we should consider that ignorance can take away subsequent but not antecedent voluntariness.

And since ignorance rests in the intellect, we can consider the relation of ignorance to the voluntary by the relation of the intellect to the will. For an act of the intellect necessarily precedes an act of the will, since the understood good is the object of the will. And so when ignorance takes away knowledge by the intellect, the act of the will is taken away, and so the voluntary regarding what is unknown is taken away. And so if regarding the same act, one knows something and is ignorant of something else, there can be something voluntary regarding what is known. But regarding what is unknown, there is always something involuntary. This may be because the deformity of an act is unknown. For example, a person who does not know that fornication is a sin indeed voluntarily commits fornication but does not voluntarily commit sin. Or else there is something involuntary because the circumstance of an act is unknown. For example, a person who has intercourse with a woman he thinks to be his wife indeed voluntarily has intercourse with the woman but not voluntarily with a woman not his wife. And although ignorance always causes something to be not voluntary, it does not always cause something to be involuntary. For we speak of something not being voluntary only by reason of the absence of an act of the will, but we speak of something being involuntary by reason of the fact that the will opposes what is being done. And so the involuntary results in regret, which nonetheless does not always result from something not being voluntary. For example, suppose that a man has intercourse with a woman not his wife whom he believes to be his wife. Although he does not actually will to have intercourse with a woman not his wife, since he does not know that the woman with whom he has intercourse is not his wife, he may habitually will to do so and would actually will to do so if he were to know the fact. And so when he later perceives that the woman was not his wife, he is happy rather than regretful, unless he has changed his will.

And, again, an act of the will can precede an act of the intellect, as when a person wants to understand. And by the same argument as above, willed ignorance falls within the will and becomes voluntary.

And this happens in two ways. First, indeed, it happens when a person directly wills to ignore knowledge of salvation lest the person be drawn away from the sins the person loves. And so Job 21:14 speaks of some who said to God: "Depart from us. We do not want knowledge of your ways." Second, we call ignorance indirectly
voluntary because people do not exercise themselves to know, and this is the ignorance of negligence. But since we call persons negligent only when they omit to do what they ought to do, it does not seem to belong to negligence that persons do not apply their minds, to know every kind of thing. And it seems that it does belong to negligence if they fail to apply their minds to know things that they ought to know, whether absolutely and at all times, and this is the reason why we reckon ignorance of the law negligence, or in a particular case. For example, we reckon a person who shoots an arrow in a place where human beings customarily pass by to be negligent if the person makes no effort to know whether anyone is passing by at the time. And we reckon such ignorance by reason of negligence to be voluntary.

Third, we speak of ignorance being accidentally voluntary, namely, because a person directly or indirectly wills something from which the very state of ignorance results. A person indeed wills such a thing directly in the evident case of the drunk who wills to drink too much wine, which deprives him of the use of reason. And a person wills such a thing indirectly when the person neglects to resist rising emotional movements that in their intensity limit the exercise of reason in particular choices. And it is in this respect that we call every wicked person ignorant.

Therefore, since we reckon in moral matters that the effects of voluntary things are voluntary, ignorance is voluntary insofar as it lacks what would cause something not to be voluntary and so what excuses from sin. Therefore, when persons directly will to be ignorant so that knowledge does not draw them away from sin, such ignorance neither in whole nor in part excuses from sin but rather increases it. For it seems that some persons out of love of sinning may prefer to suffer loss of knowledge in order to cling freely to sin. And when persons indirectly will to be ignorant because they neglect to learn something, or even when persons will ignorance accidentally by directly or indirectly willing something that results in ignorance, such ignorance does not completely cause the subsequent act to be involuntary. This is so because the subsequent act is voluntary in one respect by the very fact that it proceeds from an ignorance that is voluntary. And yet the antecedent ignorance lessens the nature of the voluntary. For an act that proceeds from such ignorance is less voluntary than if a person were knowingly without any ignorance to choose such an act. And so such ignorance does not excuse the subsequent act altogether but to a degree. Still, we should note that sometimes both the subsequent act itself and the antecedent ignorance constitute one sin in the way in which we call the will and an exterior act one sin. And so it may be the case that a sin is made more serious by the voluntariness of the antecedent ignorance no less than it is excused by the diminished voluntariness of the subsequent act.

And if ignorance is not voluntary in any of the aforementioned ways, as when the ignorance is invincible and without any disorder of the will, then the ignorance makes a subsequent evil act completely involuntary.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- The statement of Ambrose is customarily explained as follows: "You sin most seriously," that is, with the greatest risk, "if you are in a state of ignorance," since you do not look for a remedy if you do not know that you are sinning. Or he is speaking about the affected ignorance when they will to be ignorant lest they be drawn away from sin. Or he is speaking about ignorance of benefits received, since it is the highest grade of ingratitude for people not to be zealous to know the benefits they have received. Or he is speaking about the ignorance of unbelief, which in itself is the most serious sin, although even sin committed out of such ignorance is diminished, as the Apostle says in 1 Tim. 1:13: "I obtained mercy because I acted in ignorance in my unbelief."

- The cited authority is speaking about the ignorance of unbelief.

- Drunks who commit homicide merit double censures because they commit two sins. And yet they sin less regarding the homicide than if they were to kill when sober.
• Even ignorance that is sinful insofar as it is voluntary diminishes the voluntariness of the subsequent act and so diminishes the subsequent sin. And it may be that such ignorance diminishes more of the subsequent sin than may be the gravity of its own sin.

• In one who sins habitually and by choice, such ignorance is absolutely an affected ignorance and so does not diminish sin. But the ignorance of those who sin due to the state of their emotions is accidentally voluntary, as I have said, and diminishes sin. For this is to sin out of weakness, by reason of which sin is diminished.

Ninth Article

Can a Person Having Knowledge Sin out of Weakness?

It seems that such a person cannot, for the following reasons:

• We say that no one whose will has the power to keep the person from something does the thing out of weakness. But the will of everyone having knowledge has the power to keep the person from sin, for Sir. 15:16 says: "If you shall will to keep the commandments, they will keep you." Therefore, no one having knowledge sins out of weakness.

• No one who possesses the most powerful help against sin sins out of weakness. But everyone having knowledge possesses the strongest help against sin, namely, the certainty of knowledge. Therefore, no one having knowledge sins out of weakness.

• No power can be active except by reason of its object. For example, the power of sight cannot actually see unless it receive color from an object. But the object of the will, of whose act sin chiefly consists, is the good apprehended by the intellect, as the De anima says. Therefore, there can be sin in an act of the will only if there be a deficiency in apprehending the good. But knowledge excludes such a deficiency. Therefore, a person having knowledge cannot sin out of weakness.

• Only good or an apparent good is the object of the will, since evil is contrary to the will, as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names. But sin is not in the will insofar as the will's object is a true good. Therefore, every sin is in the will insofar as the will's object is an apparent and not a real good. And such cannot be the case without ignorance. Therefore, a person having knowledge cannot sin out of weakness.

• People have said that those with general knowledge can be ignorant about particular things related to action and so will sin. For example, such would be the case if a person should know in general that no one should commit fornication, and think that he or she should fornicate now. But as the Philosopher proves in his work On Interpretation, contradictory opinions are contraries. And a negative universal proposition and an affirmative particular proposition are contradictory. Therefore, since no one can hold contradictory opinions, as contraries cannot belong to the same thing at the same time, it seems that it is impossible for people who hold in general that no one should commit fornication, at the same time to hold in particular that they should.

• People have said that contradictory opinions are contraries, and knowledge is not contrary to opinion, since they belong to the same genus. But knowledge differs more from false opinion than true opinion, since fear of the contrary accompanies opinion but not knowledge. Therefore, if a person cannot simultaneously hold a true opinion and a contrary false opinion, much less will the person be able simultaneously to have knowledge and a false opinion.
Whoever knows something universal and at the same time knows that a singular is included in the universal, draws a conclusion and knows something about the singular, as the Posterior Analytics says. For example, one who knows that every mule is sterile and at the same time knows that this animal is a mule, knows that this mule is sterile. But we would reckon that one knowing that no one should commit fornication and not also knowing that a particular act is fornication sins in a state of ignorance, not knowingly. Therefore, if a person does not sin out of ignorance, the person has both universal and particular knowledge.

Words are the signs of things understood, as the Philosopher says. But those who actually choose to fornicate, were they asked, would say that this act of fornication is a sin and should not be committed. Therefore, it is not true that they have general but not particular knowledge, as people have said.

Augustine says in the City of God that shame extinguishes the fires of concupiscence. But knowledge gives rise to shame. Therefore, knowledge extinguishes the fires of concupiscence. But weakness of spirit belongs especially to concupiscence. Therefore, knowledge takes away sins committed out of weakness. Therefore, one having knowledge cannot sin out of weakness.

We say that those who know that what they are doing is a sin sin knowingly. But the nature of sin consists of offending God, and the thought of offending God fetters concupiscence, as Ps. 119:120 says: "Pierce my flesh with fear of you, for I am afraid of your judgments." Therefore, knowledge prevents sins committed out of the weakness of concupiscence. And the same conclusion follows as before.

Bede posits weakness as one of the four wounds resulting from sin, and so weakness has the nature of punishment. But punishment does not cause sin; rather, punishment is ordained to punish sins. Therefore, one having knowledge cannot commit sin out of weakness.

We take note of weakness of spirit by emotions, which reside in the sensory part of the soul, and sin consists of consent of the will, which resides in the intellectual part of the soul. But causes need to be joined to effects, since contact effects every action. Therefore, weakness cannot cause sin.

A proximate cause alters something passive more than a remote cause does. But knowledge, since it resides in the intellect, is closer to the will than is weakness or emotion, which we consider to come from the lower part of the soul linked to the flesh, as Mt. 26:41 says: "The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak." Therefore, it seems impossible for a person acting against conscience to sin out of weakness.

The higher part of the soul, in which the intellect and will rest, also commands the lower parts of the soul in which emotions rest, namely, the irascible and concupiscible appetites, or even bodily members. But defects in bodily members affect only the execution of acts, not commands of the will. Therefore, neither do defects that the irascible and concupiscible appetites have because of the weakness of the emotions affect commands of the will. But sin consists of the will's command. Therefore, no sin is committed out of weakness.

We neither merit nor incur demerit because of emotions. But demerit itself is sin. Therefore, no sin is committed because of emotions, which are weaknesses of the soul.

On the Contrary:

Isidore says in his work On the Supreme Good that some sins are committed out of weakness).

The Apostle says in Rom. 7:5: "Sinful emotions, which the Law occasioned, were operative in my
members so that the emotions bore fruit unto death." But what bears fruit unto death is sin, as Rom. 6:23 says: "Death is the wage of sin." Therefore, some sins are committed due to emotions, which are weaknesses of the soul.

Answer:

Most people hold that some sins are committed out of weakness. But we would not distinguish such sins from sins of ignorance unless persons having knowledge could sin out of weakness. And so we should admit that persons having knowledge can sin out of weakness.

And to prove this, we need first to consider what we understand by the term weakness. And we should understand the term by analogy to bodily weakness. And the body is weak when a fluid is not subject to the governing power of the whole body. For example, such would be the case if a fluid is excessively hot or cold or some such thing. And as there is a power that governs the body, so reason is a power that governs all the internal emotions. And so when the rule of reason does not temper an emotion, and there is too much or too little emotion, we speak of a weakness of the soul. And this especially happens regarding the emotions that we call passions, such as fear, anger, sexual desire, and the like. And so ancient thinkers called such emotions of the soul sicknesses of the soul, as Augustine relates in the City of God. Therefore, we say that human beings do out of weakness what they do out of some emotion, for example, anger or fear or sexual desire or some such thing.

And as Aristotle says in the Ethics, Socrates, noting the firmness and certainty of knowledge, held that emotion cannot overcome knowledge, namely, that human beings cannot due to emotion do anything contrary to their knowledge. And so Socrates called all virtues kinds of knowledge, and all vices or sins kinds of ignorance. And he concluded from this that no one having knowledge sins out of weakness, which is obviously contrary to things that we daily experience. And so we should consider that there are many ways in which one may have knowledge: in one way in general, in another way in particular; and in one way habitually, and in another way actually. First, it can indeed happen that, due to emotion, one does not actually consider what one knows habitually. For it is evident that whenever one power is intent on its act, another power is hindered or completely turned away from its act. For example, a person intent on hearing someone does not perceive that someone else is passing by. And this happens because all powers are rooted in one and the same soul, whose striving applies each power to its act. And so if a person should be strongly intent on the act of one power, the person's attention regarding the acts of other powers is diminished. Therefore, if there should be a strong desire, whether anger or some such thing, human beings are prevented from considering what they know.

Second, we should note that emotions, as they rest in sense appetites, regard particulars. For example, human beings desire particular pleasures and sensibly perceive particular sweet things. And knowledge regards universals. And yet universal knowledge is the source of acts only as connected to particulars, since acts regard particulars. Therefore, an emotion, if strong regarding some particular thing, resists the contrary movement regarding the same thing both by distracting a person from considering the person's knowledge, as I have just said, and by perverting one's knowledge by reason of the emotion's contrariety. And so even if a person who is constituted in a state of intense emotion should in some way consider regarding the universal, the person's consideration is nonetheless hindered regarding the particular.

Third, we should note that some bodily changes restrict the exercise of reason, so that reason either considers nothing at all or cannot freely reflect, as is evidently the case with those asleep and the insane. And emotions cause bodily changes, so that some persons at times go out of their mind due to anger or sexual desire or some such emotion. And so when such emotions are intense, they, because of the very bodily change, in some way restrict the exercise of reason, so that reason cannot freely judge about doing particular things. And so nothing prevents someone having habitual and general knowledge from sinning out of weakness.
Replies to the Objections:

- It belongs to the power of the will of human beings to preserve them from sin, but emotions weaken them in this regard, so that they do not fully will when the exercise of reason is fettered, as I have said.

- Although knowledge in itself is most certain, yet emotions impede it regarding particulars, as I have said, and so knowledge cannot then bring assistance against sin.

- The connection to an apprehended good moves the will, but emotions sometime impede particular desirable things being apprehended as good by judgments of reason, as I have said.

- The will always tends toward something under the aspect of good. But sometimes something not good may indeed seem good because the judgment of reason is perverted even regarding the universal, and then there is a sin out of ignorance. And sometimes something not good may seem good because reason is impeded regarding something particular because of emotion, and then there is a sin out of weakness.

- It is impossible for a person actually to have knowledge or a true opinion about an affirmative universal proposition and a false opinion about a negative particular proposition, or vice versa. But it can well happen that a person has habitual knowledge or true opinion about one contradictory and an actual false opinion about the other, for acts are contrary to acts, not habits.

- And the foregoing makes clear the solution to the sixth objection.

- Since sinful and virtuous acts are done by choice, and choice is the desire for something about which one has deliberated beforehand, and deliberation is an inquiry, there needs to be a quasi-syllogistic deduction regarding every virtuous or sinful act. And yet a temperate person syllogizes in one way, an intemperate person in another way, and a continent person in one way, an incontinent person in another way. For only the judgment of reason moves the temperate person. And so the temperate person employs a syllogism with three propositions and deduces like this: no fornication should be committed; this act would be fornication; therefore, I should not do it. And the intemperate person completely follows his desires, and so even such a person employs a syllogism with three propositions and quasi-deduces like this: everything pleasurable should be enjoyed; this act would be pleasurable; therefore, I should do it. But both the continent person and the incontinent person are moved in two ways: indeed by reason to avoid sin, and by concupiscence to commit it. And the judgment of reason prevails in the case of the continent person, while- the movement of concupiscence prevails in the case of the incontinent person. And so both employ a syllogism with four propositions but reach contrary conclusions. For the continent person syllogizes as follows. No sin should be committed. And although the judgment of reason proposes this, the movement of concupiscence causes the person to reflect that everything pleasurable should be pursued. But because the judgment of reason prevails in the person, the person subsumes under the first proposition and draws a conclusion as follows: no sin should be committed; this is a sin; therefore, this should not be done. And the incontinent person, in whom the movement of concupiscence prevails, subsumes under the second proposition and draws a conclusion as follows: everything pleasurable should be pursued; this is pleasurable; therefore, this should be pursued. And properly speaking, such a person is one who sins out of weakness. And so it is evident that such a person, although knowing regarding the universal, nonetheless does not know regarding the particular, since the person subsumes according to concupiscence and not according to reason.

- As the Philosopher says in the Ethics, just as drunks utter words that they do not inwardly understand, so a person overcome by emotion, although outwardly saying the words "This should be shunned," inwardly judges that it should be done. And so the person says one thing externally and thinks another.
thing internally.

- Knowledge indeed sometimes overcomes concupiscence, whether by arousing shame or by inciting dread of offending God. But this does not prevent knowledge also being overcome by emotion in particular cases.

- And so the solution to the tenth objection is evident.

- Every punishment taken into consideration deflects persons from sin, but not every punishment as already inflicted does so. For example, privation of grace is a punishment, and yet persons are not deflected from sin because they are deprived of grace, but because they consider that they are deprived of grace if they should sin. And we should say the like about ignorance.

- Consent to an act indeed belongs to the intellectual appetite, and yet there is no consent without connection to something particular, regarding which the emotions of the soul can be most powerful. And so emotions sometimes affect consent.

- Reason is closer to the will than emotions are, but emotions are closer to particular desirable things than reason, which universalizes, is.

- The soul governs the body like a slave, and a slave cannot resist the command of his master. But as the Philosopher says in the Politics, reason governs the irascible and concupiscible powers by a kingly and political governance, which is the governance proper to a free people. And so the irascible and concupiscible powers can resist even the commands of reason, just as free citizens sometimes resist the commands of rulers.

- We neither merit nor incur demerit by reason of emotions as if merit or demerit consists chiefly of them, and yet they can be a help or hindrance to meriting or incurring demerit.

**Tenth Article**

*Do We Impute Sins Committed out of Weakness to Human Beings as Mortal Sins?*

It seems that we do not, for the following reasons:

- We impute as mortal sin nothing that human beings do not do voluntarily. But human beings do not voluntarily commit sins done out of weakness, since the Apostle says about such sins in Gal. 5:17: "The flesh lusts against the spirit, so that you do not do the things you wish to do." Therefore, we do not impute such sins to human beings as mortal sins.

- No passive power can act except as its active power moves it to act. But properly speaking, nature constitutes reason to move the will. Therefore, if emotions should impede the judgment of reason, it seems that the will does not have the power to avoid sin. Therefore, we do not impute sin to the will as a mortal sin.

- The soul's emotions, by reason of their proximity, impede reason and the will more than the body's undergoing change does. But the body's undergoing change completely absolves disordered deeds of moral fault, as is evidently the case regarding deeds by those asleep and by the insane. Therefore, much more do the soul's emotions excuse persons from moral fault.

- People have said that the soul's emotions are voluntary, and that the body's undergoing change is not. But effects are not more powerful than their causes. And emotions as voluntary have only the nature of
venial, not mortal, sin. Therefore, neither can emotions cause mortal sin.

- Consequences do not make sins infinitely more serious, namely, so as to make sins mortal which are in themselves venial. But emotions themselves, were no evil choice to result, would not be mortal sins. Therefore, human beings do not incur the moral fault of mortal sin because of the fact that an evil choice results. And so sins committed out of weakness are not mortal.

On the Contrary:

The Apostle says in Rom. 7:5: "Sinful emotions were so active in our bodily members that the emotions bore fruit unto death." But only mortal sin bears fruit unto death. Therefore, sins committed due to emotions or weakness can be mortal.

Answer:

Since persons sometimes out of weakness or due to emotion commit adultery and many shameful or criminal deeds, as Peter did when he denied Christ out of fear, no one should doubt that sins committed out of weakness are sometimes mortal.

And to prove this, we should note that necessity does not take away the nature of mortal sin, if we assume that the necessity belongs to something subject to the will. For example, if a sword is thrust into someone's vital organs, the person necessarily dies, but the thrusting of the sword is voluntary. And so we impute the death of the person struck by the sword to the person who struck the blow, as a mortal moral fault. We should say likewise about the matter under discussion. For granted that emotion fetters reason, an evil choice necessarily results, but the will retains the power to resist the fettering of reason. For I have said that reason is fettered because the soul's attention is powerfully focused on the activity of a sense appetite, and so reason is diverted from considering regarding the particular what it knows habitually regarding the universal. And the will has the power to focus or not focus attention on something, and so the will has the power to eliminate the fettering of reason. Therefore, the deeds proceeding from such fettering are voluntary, and so the deeds are not excused from moral fault, even mortal moral fault. But if the fettering of reason by emotion were to progress to such a point that the will would not have the power to remove such fetters, as, for example, if some emotion of the soul were to make someone insane, we would not impute any deed committed to that or any other insane person as a moral fault. And yet, we might perhaps impute such deeds to such persons regarding the emotion's beginning, which was voluntary, for the will could at the start have prevented the emotion going so far. For example, we impute homicide committed due to drunkenness to a human being as a moral fault, since the initial drunkenness was voluntary.

Replies to the Objections:

- A person free of emotion does not will to do what the person fettered by emotion does, but emotion leads the person to will the deed when emotion fetters reason.

- The will is moved by the comprehension of reason fettered by emotion. And it has the power to exclude the fetters on reason, as I have said. And to that extent we impute deeds to the will as sins.

- The will does not have the power to remove matter's subjectivity to change. But it can remove the soul's emotions, since the nature of matter is not subject to the rational will as sense appetites are. And so there is no comparison.

- Nothing prevents something that is a mortal sin in a particular situation from not being a mortal sin absolutely. For example, not giving alms to a pauper dying of hunger is a mortal sin, but not giving alms
in other circumstances would not be a mortal sin. And likewise in the matter under discussion, not willing to resist some emotion, although not a mortal sin absolutely, is a mortal sin in the situation where the emotion inclines a person to the point of consenting to mortal sin.

- Future and unforeseen consequences do not make sins infinitely more serious, but associated and foreseen consequences can, so that there is a mortal sin that otherwise would not be mortal. For example, shooting an arrow is not a mortal sin, but shooting an arrow in conjunction with killing someone is. And likewise, not resisting an emotion that inclines one to mortal sin involves mortal sin.

Eleventh Article

*Does Weakness Make Sin Less or More Serious?*

It seems that weakness makes sin more serious, for the following reasons:

- An evil emotion is related to sin just as a good emotion is related to merit. But a good emotion increases merit, since it is more praiseworthy and meritorious that a person give alms with merciful compassion than without it, as Augustine makes evident in the *City of God*. Therefore, committing sin with emotion is more blameworthy and a greater sin. But sinning due to emotion is sinning out of weakness, as I have said. Therefore, weakness makes sin more serious.

- Since every sin results from inordinate desire, as Augustine says, the more inordinate the desire from which a person's sin results, the more the person seems to sin. But inordinate desire is an emotion of the soul and a weakness. Therefore, weakness makes sin more serious.

- Effects are greater when their causes are greater. For example, greater heat results in greater heating. Therefore, if weakness causes sin, then greater weakness causes greater sin. And so weakness makes sin more serious.

*On the Contrary:*

What makes sin pardonable makes sin less, not more, serious. But we say that weakness makes sin more pardonable. Therefore, weakness makes sin less, not more, serious.

*Answer:*

Sinning out of weakness is sinning due to emotion, as I have said. And the emotions of sense appetites are related to movements of the will in two ways: in one way as prior; in the second way as subsequent. Emotions indeed precede movements of the will, as when emotions incline the will to will something. And then emotions diminish the character of merit and the character of demerit, since merit and demerit consist of choice based on prior reasoning, and emotions cloud or even fetter the judgments of reason. And the purer the judgment of reason, the sharper the choice to gain merit or incur demerit. And so one whom the judgment of reason induces to perform a good work acts in a more praiseworthy manner than one whom only an emotion of the soul induces to do so, since the latter can sometimes err by being unduly compassionate. And likewise, one whom the deliberation of reason induces to commit sin sins more than one whom only an emotion of the soul induces to commit sin.

And we consider emotions as subsequent to movements of the will when strong movements of the will move lower appetites to emotions. And then emotions add to merit or demerit, since the emotions signify the greater intensity of the will's movements. And it is true in this sense that one who gives alms with greater compassion earns greater merit, and that one who commits sin with greater sexual lust sins more, since the emotions signify the greater intensity of the will's movements. But this is not to perform a good work or sin out of emotion;
rather, it is to be affected by the choice of good or evil.

Replies to the Objections:

• —

• And so the replies to the first and second objections are clear.

• It belongs to the nature of sin to be voluntary. And we call voluntary something whose source rests in the very one acting. And so, the greater the internal source, the more serious the sin also becomes, and the greater the external source, the less serious the sin becomes. But emotions are a source external to the will, and movements of the will the internal source. And so, the more intense the movement of the will to commit sin, the greater the sin, and the more intense the emotion inducing to commit sin, the lesser the sin.

Twelfth Article

Can a Person Sin out of Malice, That Is, Deliberate Malice?

It seems that a person cannot, for the following reasons:

• Human beings intend what they do deliberately. But as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names, no one does something with an intention to do evil. Therefore, no one does evil with deliberate malice.

• Powers can only be moved to their objects. But the will's object is the good apprehended by the intellect. Therefore, no person can will what the person knows to be evil, and so no one can sin out of deliberate malice.

• People have said that the will tends toward a good with an associated evil, and that the will to that extent tends toward evil. But the soul's acts of both understanding and desire can distinguish things really inseparable. For example, we can understand the spherical apart from sensibly perceptible matter, and a man may desire to be an abbot without wishing to be a monk. Therefore, although evil is associated with a good, it is nonetheless not necessary, as it seems, that one is borne to evil because one is borne to the good associated with the evil.

• We designate things by what belongs to them intrinsically, not by what they are accidentally, since we judge things in this way. But we do not say that a person, by willing something as such, wills something else associated with it, except incidentally. For example, one who loves wine because of its sweetness, loves wine only by chance. And so when a person wills a good with an associated evil, the person wills the evil only incidentally. Therefore, we should not say that one sins out of malice, as if one wills evil.

• Whoever sins out of weakness wills the evil associated with a good. Therefore, if we should say that one on that account sins out of malice, it also follows that one who sins out of weakness sins out of malice. And this conclusion is evidently false.

• People have said that the will of one who sins out of malice moves itself to evil in the aforementioned way, and that the will of one who sins out of weakness does not. Rather, it is as if emotions move the will of those who sin out of weakness. But for something to move itself is for its form or nature to incline it to do something, as, for example, heavy things are of themselves moved downward. And the will by its form and nature tends toward good, not evil. Therefore, the will cannot of itself tend toward evil, and so no one will sin out of malice.
• The will of itself tends toward the good by the general nature of good. Therefore, it is necessary regarding different kinds of good that the will tend to a good as some other determinant inclines the will. But there are different kinds of good, real good and apparent good, and the will tends toward real good by the judgment of reason. Therefore, regarding an apparent good with an associated evil, the will tends to such a good as something else inclines it, not of itself. Therefore, no one sins out of malice.

• We sometimes understand malice as moral fault, as malice is contrary to virtue, and we sometimes understand malice as punishment, as Bede says that sin draws in four things: ignorance, weakness, malice, and concupiscence. But we cannot say that one sins out of malice if we should understand malice as moral fault, since the same thing would cause its very self, namely, malice would cause malice. Nor, moreover, can we say that one sins out of malice if we should understand malice as punishment, since every punishment belongs to the aspect of weakness, and so sinning out of malice would be sinning out of weakness. And this conclusion is improper. Therefore, no one sins out of malice.

• A person may sometimes commit a very slight sin deliberately, as, for example, when a person says an idle word or a lie in jest. But we say that sins committed out of malice are the most serious. Therefore, sinning deliberately is not sinning out of malice.

• Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that good is the source and goal of every action. But that by reason of which one sins is either the internal source inclining one to commit sin, such as a habit or an emotion or some like thing, or the intended goal. Therefore, no one sins out of malice.

• If anyone sins out of malice, this seems especially true about one who chooses to sin. But every sin is by choice, according to Damascene. Therefore, every sin would be out of malice.

• Malice is contrary to virtue. And so inasmuch as virtue is a habit, malice is also a habit, since contraries belong to the same genus. And some virtuous habits rest in the irascible and concupiscible powers, as the Philosopher in the Ethics says that moderation and fortitude belong to the irrational parts of the soul. But it belongs to the power of free choice, not to the aforementioned powers, to choose. Therefore, we should not say that sins committed by choice proceed from malice.

• One who sins out of malice seems to will the very sinning and wrongdoing. But this cannot happen, since synderesis, which always murmurs against evil, is never extinguished. Therefore, no one sins out of malice.

On the Contrary:

• Job 34:27 says: "They deliberately, as it were, withdrew from God and did not want to know his ways." But to withdraw from God is to sin. Therefore, some sin deliberately, and this is to sin out of malice.

• Augustine says in his Confessions that when he happened to be stealing fruit, he loved his delinquency, namely, the very theft, not the fruit itself. But to love evil itself is to sin out of malice. Therefore, a person can sin out of malice.

• Envy is a kind of malice. But some sin out of envy. Therefore, some sin out of malice.

Answer:

Some thinkers held that no one voluntarily does evil, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. And the Philosopher says against them in the same place that it is contradictory to say that one wills to commit adultery and wills not to be unjust.
And the reason for this is that we call something voluntary both if the will is borne to it primarily and intrinsically as an end, and if the will is borne to it as the means to an end. For example, a sick person wills both to regain health and in order to regain health, to swallow bitter medicine that the person otherwise would not. And similarly, a merchant voluntarily jettisons cargo to prevent a ship from sinking. Therefore, suppose that persons happen to will to enjoy some pleasure (e.g., adultery or any like desirable thing) so much that they would not shun incurring the deformity of sin that they perceive to be involved in what they will. Not only will we say that the persons will the good that they chiefly will, but also that they will the very deformity that they choose to suffer lest they be deprived of the good they desire. And so the adulterer both chiefly wills the pleasure and secondarily wills the deformity. And Augustine gives a similar example in his work *On the Lord's Sermon on the Mount* that a man because of his love of a maid servant voluntarily endures harsh servitude under her master.

And it can happen in two ways that someone wills a transient good so much as not to flee being turned away from the permanent good. It happens in one way because the person does not know that such turning away is connected with the transient good, and then we say that the person sins out of ignorance. It happens in the second way because something internal inclines the will to that good. And something is inclined to something else in two ways. It is inclined in one way as it is acted upon by something else, as when a stone is thrown up in the air. It is inclined in a second way by its own form, and then it is of itself inclined to something, as when a stone falls down to the ground. And likewise, an emotion indeed sometimes inclines the will to the transient good with which a deformity of sin is connected, and then we say that a person sins out of weakness, as I have said before. And a habit sometimes inclines the will, when customary behavior has, as it were, turned the inclination to such a good into a habit or natural disposition for the transient good, and then the will of itself is inclined to the good by its own motion apart from any emotion. And this is to sin by choice, that is, deliberately, or purposely or even maliciously.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- No one by acting intends evil as the object chiefly willed, and yet the very evil consequently becomes voluntary for a person when the person, in order to enjoy the desired good, does not flee incurring the evil.

- The will is always chiefly borne to something good, and due to an intense movement to a good, the will may put up with an evil associated with such a good.

- It sometimes happens that the will is borne to a good with which an evil is connected, and yet is not borne to the evil. For example, such would be the case if a person were to desire the pleasure in adultery but flee the deformity of adultery and so also reject the pleasure. But it also sometimes happens that a person also voluntarily incurs the deformity of moral fault.

- What is connected with a good chiefly desired, if unforeseen and unknown, is not willed except by accident. For example, such would be the case if a person sinning out of ignorance wills something that the person does not know is a sin, although it is in fact a sin, since such a person wills evil only by accident. But if the person should know that it is a sin, the person consequently now wills the evil, as I have said, and not only by accident.

- When we say that a person sins "out of something, we are given to understand that the thing is the primary source of the sin. And in the case of one who sins out of weakness, the willing of evil is not the primary source of the sin; rather, emotion causes the sin. But in the case of one who sins out of malicious, the willing of evil is the primary source of the sin, since the will is of its very self and by its disposition,
and not by any external source, inclined to will evil.

• The form by which the sinner acts is both the very power of the will and the habits that internally incline the will as natural dispositions.

• The foregoing also makes clear the solution to the seventh objection.

• When we say that a person sins out of malice, we can understand malice in that context either as a habit contrary to a virtue or as moral fault, as we call internal acts of the will, or choices, moral faults and the causes of external acts. And so it does not follow that the same thing causes its very self.

• Malice is contrary to the virtue that consists of the good character of the mind, and venial sins are not contrary to this virtue. And so if a person deliberately commits a venial sin, it is not done out of malice.

• Good is primarily and chiefly the source and goal of action, but also evil can be willed secondarily and consequently, as I have said.

• There can be choice even in a sin of weakness, and yet choice is not the primary source of such sinning, since emotions cause the sinning. And so we do not say that such a person sins by choice, although the person sins when choosing.

• As emotions resting in the irascible and concupiscible powers cause choices insofar as such emotions fetter reason for the moment, so habits belonging to those powers cause choices insofar as such habits fetter reason as immanent forms, not as presently transient emotions.

• The universal principles of natural law, about which no one errs, belong to *synderesis*. But emotions and habits fetter reason in a person who sins regarding particular things to be chosen.

*Replies to the Arguments in the Section* On the Contrary:

• —

• Although the arguments presented in the section reach true conclusions, we should note regarding the second argument that when Augustine says that he loved his very delinquency, not the fruit that he was stealing, we should not so understand this statement as if the very delinquency or the deformity of moral fault could be primarily and intrinsically willed. Rather, he primarily and intrinsically willed either to exhibit typical behavior to his peers or to experience something or to do something against the rules or some such thing.

• And we should note regarding the third argument that we cannot say that every sin that another sin causes has been committed out of malice. This is because it can be the case that a first sin that causes another has been committed out of weakness or due to emotion, and that in order that a person sin out of malice, it is necessary that malice be the primary source of the sin, as I have said.

**Thirteenth Article**

*Does the Sinner out of Malice Sin More Seriously Than the Sinner out of Weakness?*

It seems that the sinner out of malice does not, for the following reasons:

• Rev. 3:15-16 says: "Would that you were hot or cold, but because you are lukewarm, I shall begin to vomit you out of my mouth." But one who does good deeds seems to be hot, and one who sins out of weakness (e.g., the incontinent person) seems to be lukewarm, and one who sins out of malice (e.g., the
intemperate person) seems to be completely cold. Therefore, it is more dangerous to sin out of weakness than to sin out of malice.

- Sir. 42:14 says: "The wickedness of a man is better than a woman doing a good deed." And some have understood this so that man means one who is energetic to act with courage, and woman means one who is lax and tepid about action. But the former seems to belong to the intemperate person who acts out of malice, as I have said, and the latter seems to belong to the incontinent person who sins out of weakness. Therefore, it is worse to sin out of weakness than to sin out of malice.

- The Collations of the Fathers says that the sinner attains the fervor for perfection more easily than the lax and tepid monk does. But the sinner is especially one who acts out of malice, and the lax person is one who is weak about acting. Therefore, it is worse to sin out of weakness than to sin out of malice.

- The person who cannot benefit from either the food or the medicine that supports others is most dangerously weak. But neither knowledge nor good intentions benefit the incontinent person who sins out of weakness, since emotions turn the person away from virtue. Therefore, the incontinent person sins most dangerously.

- The more intense the emotion that drives a person to sin, the less seriously does the person sin. But the impulse from habits is stronger than the impulse from emotions. Therefore, one whom habits incline to commit sin, one who, we say, sins out of malice, as I have said, sins less than one whom emotions incline to sin, one who, we say, sins out of weakness.

- Inherent forms, as natural dispositions, move to evil those who sin out of malice. But insofar as nature moves something to anything, the movement is necessary, not voluntary. Therefore, those who sin out of deliberate malice do not sin voluntarily. Therefore, they sin either not at all or the least seriously.

*On the Contrary:*

What leads to mercy makes sin less serious. But weakness leads to mercy, as the Ps. 103:1314 says: "The Lord has mercy on those who fear him, since he knows our constitution." Therefore, sins committed out of weakness are less serious than sins committed out of malice.

*Answer:*

Sins committed out of malice, other things being equal, are more serious than sins committed out of weakness.

And three arguments make the reason for this evident. The first, indeed, is that, since we call voluntary something whose source is in the very one who acts, the more the source of an act is in the one who acts, the more something is voluntary, and so the more sin there is if the act be evil. And it is clear from what I have said before, that when one sins due to emotion, the source of the sin is the emotion, which rests in a sense appetite, and so such a source is external to the will. But when one sins due to a habit, which is to sin out of malice, then the will of its very self, as now completely inclined to the act of sin by the habit as a natural inclination, tends to the act. And so the sin is more voluntary and consequently more serious.

The second argument is that in one who sins out of weakness, or emotion, the will is inclined to an act of sin as long as the emotion lasts, but immediately after the passage of the emotion, which passes quickly, the will recedes from the inclination and, repenting the sin committed, returns to its intention to do good. But in one who sins out of malice, the will is inclined to an act of sin as long as an evil habit remains, and the habit does not pass away but persists as a form already immanent and connatural. And so those who so sin continue to will to sin and do not easily repent. And so the Philosopher in the Ethics compares an intemperate person to a person who
suffers from a chronic disease (e.g., a victim of consumption or dropsy), an incontinent person to a person who suffers intermittently from a disease (e.g., an epileptic). And so it is evident that one who sins out of malice sins more seriously and more dangerously than one who sins out of weakness.

The third argument is that those who sin out of weakness have a will ordained to a good end, for they intend and seek to do good but sometimes retreat from their good intentions due to emotions. But those who sin out of malice have a will ordained to an evil end, for they have a fixed intention to sin. And it is clear that an end in matters of desire and action is like a first principle in theoretical matters, as the Philosopher says in the *Physics*. And a person who errs about first principles is ignorant in the most serious and dangerous way, since there are no prior principles to lead the person away from the error. And a person who errs only about conclusions can be led away from error by first principles, regarding which the person does not err. Therefore, one who sins out of malice sins most seriously and most dangerously and cannot be recalled from sin as easily as one who sins out of weakness, in whom there remains at least a good intention.

*Replies to the Objections*

- The cited text calls cold I he unbeliever, who has some excuse in that the unbeliever sins out of ignorance, as the Apostle says in 1 Tim. 1:13: "I obtained mercy because I in my unbelief acted out of ignorance." And the text calls lukewarm the Christian sinner, who sins more seriously in the same genus of sin, as the Apostle says in Heb. 10:29: "How much more severe punishments do you think one who has profaned the blood of the covenant deserves," etc. And so the authority of the cited text is not relevant to the matter under discussion.

- According to a gloss, the man in the cited text is a prudent and energetic person, who, although he sometimes sins, takes from the very sin an occasion for good (e.g., an occasion for humility and greater caution). And the cited text calls the woman an imprudent person, who takes from a good deed an occasion to endanger herself when pride in the good deed causes her to fall into sin. Or we can say in a literal sense that the wickedness of a man, that is, a wicked man to dally in conversation with a woman, is better than, a woman doing a good deed. This is because a man would be more easily precipitated into sin by familiar conversation with a good woman than with an evil man. And this is made clear by what precedes in the cited text, "Tarry not among women," and by what follows, "A woman confusing a man to his reproach." And so the cited text is not relevant to the matter under discussion.

- One who is lax in doing good deeds is immeasurably better than one who does evil. And by this very fact, sinners considering their evil may sometimes be so strongly moved against the evil that they achieve fervor for perfection. But those who do good, albeit laxly, have not done anything that they should much dread, and so they rest more content in their condition and are not so easily brought to better things.

- Those who sin out of weakness, although knowledge and good intentions do not help them when they sin, can later be helped by habituating themselves to resist emotions. But it is difficult to lead away from error one who sins out of malice, just as it is in the case of one who errs regarding first principles, as I have said.

- The impulses from emotions diminish sin, since they are from an external source, as it were. But the impulses from the will increase sin, since the more intense the will's movement to commit sin, the more seriously does the person sin. And habits make movements of the will more intense, and so one who sins habitually sins more seriously.

- Virtuous or vicious habits are forms of the rational soul, and every form is in something in the way the thing receives the form. And it belongs to the nature of a rational creature that it is free to choose, and so
virtuous and vicious habits do not incline the will in a necessary way, so that a person cannot act contrary to the nature of the habits. But it is difficult to act contrary to the things to which the habits incline.

**Fourteenth Article**

*Is Every Sin Done out of Malice a Sin against the Holy Spirit?*

It seems that not every sin done out of malice is, for the following reasons:

- Sins against the Holy Spirit are sins of speech, as Mt.12:32 makes clear: "Whoever shall speak against the Holy Spirit," etc. But sins done out of malice can be sins of desire or of deed. Therefore, not every sin done out of malice is a sin against the Holy Spirit.

- The sin against the Holy Spirit is a special genus of sin, for it has set species, namely, obstinacy, despair, and the like, as the Master makes clear in the *Sentences*. But sin done out of malice is not a special genus of sin, since there may be sinning out of malice, just like sinning out of weakness or ignorance, in every genus of sin. Therefore, not every sin done out of malice is a sin against the Holy Spirit.

- The sin against the Holy Spirit is the sin of blasphemy, as Lk. 12:10 makes clear: "There will be no pardon for one who has blasphemed against the Holy Spirit." But blasphemy is a species of sin. Therefore, since sin done out of deliberate malice is not a species of sin, as there can be such sin in every genus of sin, it seems that not every sin done out of malice is a sin against the Holy Spirit.

- We predicate sins done out of malice of those whom malice pleases for its own sake, as goodness pleases the pious for its own sake, as the Master says in the *Sentences*. But a set species of virtue is not constituted by the fact that virtue pleases someone for its own sake. Therefore, neither is a set species of sin constituted by the fact that malice pleases someone for its own sake. And so, since the sin against the Holy Spirit is a set species of sin, it seems that not every sin done out of malice is a sin against the Holy Spirit. Augustine says in a letter to his companion Boniface that every sin, in whatever way human beings have estranged themselves from God unto the end of their lives, is a sin against the Holy Spirit. But this may be the case regarding even sins done out of weakness and ignorance. Therefore, sinning against the Holy Spirit and sinning out of malice are not the same thing.

- The Master says in the *Sentences* that those who think that their malice surpasses God's goodness sin against the Holy Spirit. But those who think that err, and all who err are in a state of ignorance. Therefore, it seems that the sin against the Holy Spirit is more a sin of ignorance than a sin of weakness.

- We say in two ways that a person sins due to something: in one way as due to the power, habit, or disposition eliciting the act; in a second way as due to the end that causes the will's movement. But we cannot say that one sinning against the Holy Spirit sins due to malice as a habit or disposition eliciting the act, since then every sin would be a sin against the Holy Spirit. Nor, moreover, can we say that one sinning against the Holy Spirit sins due to malice as the end moving the will, since malice as such cannot be the end causing the movement. For no one acts intending to do evil, as Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names*. And if we should call malice a cause of the will's movement because of the apparent good associated with it, then every sin would be due to malice, since there is in every sin an apparent good associated with evil that is the cause of the will's movement. Therefore, a sin against the Holy Spirit is not the same as a sin done out of malice. There are two kinds of malice, namely: contracted malice (as Bede posits malice as one of the four things that result from the sin of our first parent) and committed malice, which is actual sin. But we cannot call a sin against the Holy Spirit a sin done out of committed malice, since contracted malice belongs to the deficiency and weakness of our nature, and so a
sin against the Holy Spirit would be a sin done out of weakness. Nor can we call a sin against the Holy Spirit a sin done out of committed malice, since then it would be necessary that an actual sin precede the sin against the Holy Spirit, and this is not true regarding every species of sin against the Holy Spirit. Therefore, a sin against the Holy Spirit is not a sin done out of malice.

- The masters call sins against the Holy Spirit sins that are not easily pardoned. But this is true about every sin that proceeds from a habit. For Augustine says in his *Confessions* that inordinate desire results from a perverse will, habituation from inordinate desire, and necessity from habituation." Therefore, every sin done out of habit, even if it be done out of weakness or ignorance, not out of malice, is a sin against the Holy Spirit, since habituation causes vicious habits. Therefore, sinning against the Holy Spirit and sinning out of malice are not the same thing.

*On the Contrary:*

- The Master says in the *Sentences* that those whom malice pleases for its very own sake sin against the Holy Spirit. But we say that such people sin out of malice. Therefore, sinning out of malice and sinning against the Holy Spirit are the same thing.

- As we appropriate power to the Father and wisdom to the Son, so we appropriate goodness to the Holy Spirit. But we can say that those who sin out of weakness, which is the contrary of power, sin against the Father, and that those who sin out of ignorance, which is the contrary of wisdom, sin against the Son. Therefore, we can say that those who sin out of malice, which is the contrary of goodness, sin against the Holy Spirit.

*Answer:*

Particular theologians have spoken in many ways about sin against the Holy Spirit. For example, the holy teachers who lived before Augustine, namely, Hilary, Ambrose, Jerome, and Chrysostom, said that the sin against the Holy Spirit occurs when one blasphemes the Holy Spirit, whether we consider the Holy Spirit essentially, as we can call the whole Trinity both spirit and holy, or we consider the Holy Spirit personally, as the third Person in the Trinity. And this seems to be in sufficient agreement with the text of the Gospel, from which this question originates. For example, the Pharisees, because they were saying that Christ cast out devils by Beelzebub, blasphemed both Christ's divinity and the Holy Spirit through whom Christ acted, and ascribed to the prince of devils what Christ did by the power of his divinity or by the Holy Spirit. And so also the sin against the Holy Spirit is contrasted with the sin against the Son, that is, the sin against the humanity of Christ. And because Mt. 12:32 says that the sin against the Holy Spirit is not pardoned in this world or the next, it would seem to follow that those who blaspheme the Holy Spirit or the divinity of Christ could never have their sin pardoned. But the church does not deny baptism, which pardons sins, to Jews or pagans or heretics who have blasphemed Christ's divinity and the Holy Spirit, as Augustine objects in his work *On the Words of the Lord.*

And so Augustine in his work *On the Lord's Sermon on the Mount* seems to limit the sin against the Holy Spirit to those who, after recognizing the truth and receiving the sacraments, blaspheme the Holy Spirit. They blaspheme the Holy Spirit in words, as unbelievers do when they blaspheme the very Person of the Holy Spirit, and in desire, when they envy the truth and grace that come from the Holy Spirit, or even in hostile deeds against the Holy Spirit. Nor is this contradicted by the fact that the Pharisees to whom the Lord spoke such things were unbelievers not previously initiated into the sacraments of faith. This is so because the Lord did not mean to say that the Pharisees themselves had hitherto sinned unpardonably against the Holy Spirit, since he adds: "Either make the tree good and its fruit good," etc. Rather, he meant to warn them lest they, by blaspheming as they were, at some point of time reach the level of unpardonable sin. But, again, Augustine in
his work *On the Words of the Lord* objects that the Lord does not say that there is no pardon in baptism for those who have sinned against the Holy Spirit, but says that there is no pardon for them in any way in this world or the next. And so this sin does not seem to fall upon the baptized rather than others, since, notwithstanding the sin, the Church does not deny forgiveness to any sinner if the sinner has repented.

And so Augustine in his work *Retractions* rejects the opinion of the teachers who preceded him, adding that those who attack known truth and envy the grace accorded brethren sin against the Holy Spirit only when they persist in this unto their dying breath. And to prove this, we should consider what he says about this in his work *On the Words of the Lord* For he in that work says that we should note that we should not understand as universally true everything indistinctly presented in sacred Scripture. For example, Jn. 55:22 says: "If I had not come and spoken to them, they would have no sin."

But this should not be understood to mean that they would have no sin at all, but to mean that they would not have a certain sin, the one they committed by despising the preaching and miracles of Christ. Therefore, when Mt. 12:32 says distinctly, "Those who spoke against the Holy Spirit," and the Gospels of Mark and Luke say likewise, "Those who blasphemed the Holy Spirit," we should understand the texts to mean those who blasphemed in a particular way.

And we should note that one may "speak" against the Holy Spirit both orally and in desire and deed, and that we call many words expressing one thought one word, as we frequently read in the prophets: "The word that the Lord spoke" to Isaiah and Jeremiah.

And it is clear that the Holy Spirit is charity, and charity causes the pardon of sins on the part of the church. And so the pardon of sins is an effect appropriated to the Holy Spirit, as Jn. 20:22-23 says: "Receive the Holy Spirit; whose sins you shall remit, they are remitted." Therefore, we say that those who in desire, word, and deed resist the pardon of their sins, so that they persist in sin to their dying breath, speak unpardonably against the Holy Spirit. And so, according to Augustine, impenitence persisting unto death is a sin against the Holy Spirit.

And we appropriate goodness to the Holy Spirit, just as we appropriate pardon of sins to him. And so masters following Augustine to some degree have said that one who sins out of malice, which is contrary to the goodness of the Holy Spirit, utters a word or a blasphemy against the Holy Spirit.

Therefore, if we should be speaking about sins against the Holy Spirit according to the opinion of the early saints or even according to the opinion of Augustine, not every sin done out of malice is a sin against the Holy Spirit, as can be seen from what I have just said.

But if we should be speaking according to the statements of the masters, which are not to be despised, then we can say that, properly speaking about the sin against the Holy Spirit, not every sin done out of malice is a sin against the Holy Spirit. For we say, as I have said before, that one sins out of malice whose will is intrinsically inclined to a particular good with an associated evil. And this indeed happens in two ways. For even in the case of natural things, something is moved in two ways: either by inclination, as heavy things move downward, or by the removal of something preventing movement, as water pours out of a glass when the glass is shattered. Therefore, the will is sometimes intrinsically borne to such a good by its own inclination from an acquired habit, and sometimes by the removal of something that keeps the person from sin, such as hope, fear of God, and other like gifts of the Holy Spirit that draw human beings away from sin. And so, properly speaking, a person sins against the Holy Spirit if the person's will tends to sin because it casts aside such bonds of the Holy Spirit. And so we posit both despair and presumption and obstinacy and the like as species of the sin against the Holy Spirit, as the Master makes clear in the *Sentences*.

But broadly speaking, we can say that those who sin by habitual inclination sin against the Holy Spirit, since
even they thereby resist the goodness of the Holy Spirit.

Replies to the Objections:

• According to the opinion of the older saints, the sin against the Holy Spirit is a sin of the speech whereby one blasphemes against the Holy Spirit, and it is necessary in the opinion of others to say that there are also the "words" of desires and deeds, since we also express things by desires and deeds. Accordingly, 1 Cor.12:3 says: "No one can say 'Lord Jesus' except in the Holy Spirit," that is, by words, desires, and deeds, as a gloss on that text explains.

• According to the explanation of the older saints and also the explanation of the masters, we can call sins against the Holy Spirit a special genus of sin, provided we understand sins done out of malice properly, insofar as persons sin by casting aside the benefits of the Holy Spirit that keep them away from sin. But if we should understand sins done out of malice insofar as they derive from habitual inclinations, then there is not a special genus of sin but a circumstance of sin that can be present in every genus of sin. And we should say the same if the sin against the Holy Spirit, according to the explanation of Augustine, should be final impenitence.

• The older saints understand blasphemy against the Holy Spirit as a special sin of speech. But in the opinion of Augustine and the masters, every resistance to the gifts of the Holy Spirit, whether in words, desires, or deeds, is included in blasphemy.

• If virtue for its own sake were to please someone due to considering a higher cause, the character of a special virtue would accordingly result. For example, if one were to delight in chastity because of love of God, this would belong to the virtue of chastity. And similarly, if malice pleases someone because of contempt regarding hope in, or fear of, God, this belongs to the nature of special sins, namely, despair and presumption, which are species of sins against the Holy Spirit.

• The argument of this objection is valid if we adopt the interpretation of Augustine, and then the sin against the Holy Spirit is not a special genus of sin.

• We do not say that those in a state of despair who think that their malice exceeds God's goodness sin against the Holy Spirit regarding their opinion, for then they would commit the sin of unbelief. Rather, we say that such persons sin against the Holy Spirit because they are disposed so to think as they despair of God's goodness by considering their evil deeds.

• As I have said before, we can say that persons indeed sin out of malice in one way from a habit so inclining them, as we call malice a habit contrary to a virtue. But it is not true that everyone who sins contrary to a virtue sins out of malice. For example, not everyone who does unjust deeds already has the habit of injustice, although human beings by unjust actions develop the habit of injustice, as the Ethics says. We can understand in a second wary lh,tt i uns sin out of malice because they will a good with an associated evil, uncl no cinot l n or ignorance inclines them to such a good. And so also it is clear that not every sinner sins out of malice.

• We call contracted malice a proneness to commit evil deeds that we have from the corrupting influence of concupiscence. And when we speak of persons sinning out of malice, we do not understand malice in that sense. Rather, we then understand malice to mean committed malice, as we call the very internal choice malice. And so we should understand that, when persons sin out of malice, it is always the internal act of sin that we call malice, from which the external sinful act springs.

• Sin committed by reason of habitual inclination indeed has such a nature that we can call it a sin against
the Holy Spirit. But we can also understand sins against the Holy Spirit in other ways, as I have said.

Fifteenth Article

Can Sins against the Holy Spirit Be Forgiven?

It seems that they cannot, for the following reasons:

- Mt. 12:32 says that those "who have spoken against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven in this world or the next." But every forgiveness is in this world or the next. Therefore, sins against the Holy Spirit are never forgiven.

- People have argued that we say that such sins are not forgiven because they are difficult to forgive. But Mk. 3:29 says: "Those who have blasphemed against the Holy Spirit never have forgiveness and will be guilty of an eternal sin." And one whose sin is forgiven is not guilty of an eternal sin. Therefore, sins against the Holy Spirit are never forgiven.

- We should pray for the forgiveness of every sin that can be forgiven. But we should not pray for the forgiveness of the sin against the Holy Spirit, for 1 Jn. 5:16 says: "There is sin unto death, and I do not say that one should pray for forgiveness of such sin." Therefore, the sin against the Holy Spirit can never be forgiven.

- Augustine says in his work On the Lord's Sermon on the Mount that "the destruction of this in is so great that the sinner cannot submit to the humility of begging for pardon." But since sin originates in pride, as Sir. 10:15 says, no sin can be healed except through humility, inasmuch as contraries heal contraries. Therefore, the sin against the Holy Spirit cannot be forgiven.

- Augustine says in his work Book of the 83 Questions that sins of weakness and ignorance but not sins of malice are venial sins. But we call sins of weakness and ignorance venial because they can be forgiven. Therefore, sins done out of malice cannot be forgiven.

On the Contrary:

- The Gospel of John says that "people shall be forgiven every sin and blasphemy."

- Persons do not sin in the hope of gaining the impossible. Therefore, if it were to be impossible for some sin to be pardoned, persons despairing of the pardon of such a sin would not sin. And this conclusion is obviously false.

- Augustine says that we should not despair of anyone as long as the person is in the pilgrimage of this life. But no sin removes a person from the condition of earthly pilgrimage. Therefore, we should not despair of any human being, and so every sin can be forgiven.

Answer:

The answer to this question is clear from what I have said before. For if we understand sin against the Holy Spirit as Augustine did, then it is obvious that such a sin can never be forgiven. For human beings are never forgiven sins if they persist in sin unto death without any repentance, assuming we are speaking about mortal sins. And we consider impenitence, which Augustine holds to be the sin against the Holy Spirit, a mortal sin. But there are some slight and venial sins that are forgiven in the world to come, as Gregory says.

And according to other understandings of the sin against the Holy Spirit, we do not call it unpardonable because it cannot be pardoned, but by reason of two other considerations. First, indeed, we can consider the
pardonability of sin in relation to punishment, so that we call a sin remissible that has some excuse that makes it less deserving of punishment, just as we say that heat is remitted when it is diminished. And it is in this way that we say that sins done out of ignorance or weakness are remissible because ignorance and weakness but not malice diminish the seriousness of sin. Likewise, even those who blasphemed against the humanity of Christ by calling him a wine tippler and a glutton seemed to have some excuse, since the weakness of his flesh moved them to their blasphemy. But those who blaspheme the divinity of Christ or the power of the Holy Spirit have no excuse that makes their sin less serious.

We can in another way call sin unpardonable in relation to moral wrong. And to demonstrate this, we should consider that, regarding lower things, we call something impossible by reason of the privation of an active power of the lower thing, although divine power is not excluded. For example, such would be the case if we should say that it is impossible for Lazarus to rise when his created source of life is taken away, but we do not thereby exclude that God could raise him up. And those who sin against the Holy Spirit cast aside the remedies for the remission of sin, since they contemn the Holy Spirit and his gifts whereby there is remission of sins in the church. And likewise, those whosin out of malice by habitual inclination lack knowledge of their proper end, whereby they could be led back to good, as I have said before.

And so we in accord with such understandings call the sin against the Holy Spirit unpardonable because the remedies whereby human beings are assisted for the remission of sin have been removed. But the sin is not unpardonable if we should consider the power of divine grace as the active source, and the presence of a power of free choice not yet confirmed in evil as the material source of the sin's remission.

Replies to the Objections:

• We need to understand the statement "Those who have spoken against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven in this world or the next" in different ways according to the opinion of Augustine and the others, as I have said. But Chrysostom explains himself more facilely by referring to the fact that the Jews were to suffer punishment for the blasphemies they brought against Christ, both in this life from the Romans and in the next in the damnation of hell.

• The Gospel of Mark calls the sin against the Holy Spirit an eternal sin because it, considered in itself, is eternal, though the mercy of God can bring it to an end. Just so, we say that charity, considered in itself, never falls away, although it sometimes falls away because of a sinner's sin.

• We can understand "sin unto death" as the sin in which the sinner persists even unto death. And then we should not pray for such a person, since supplications are of no benefit for the damned who died without repentance. But if we should understand "sin unto death" as the sin committed out of malice, then no one is prohibited from praying for such a sinner. Still, not all persons are of such great merit that they could by prayer obtain grace for those who sin out of malice, since the healing of such sinners is quasi-miraculous. This is as if the text were to say: "I do not say that one," that is, anyone, "should pray for resuscitation of the dead," but that one of great merit before God should.

• We should understand that statement to mean that such persons cannot easily become humble, not that it is altogether impossible for them to do so.

• We speak of sins being venial in three ways: in one way by reason of their kind; in a second way by reason of their result, as, for example, we call movements of concupiscence without consent venial sins; in a third way by reason of their cause, namely, that they have a cause for indulgence that makes the sins less serious. And it is in this way that we should understand that sins of weakness and ignorance are venial, but that sins committed deliberately or maliciously are not.
QUESTION IV

On Original Sin

First Article

Is a Sin Contracted by Physical Descent?

It seems that no sin is so contracted, for the following reasons:

- Sir. 15:18 says: "Life and death, good and evil are set before human beings; whichever they choose will be given to them." And we can understand from this that sin, which is the spiritual death of the soul, consists of human beings' willing sin. But nothing that human beings contract by their physical descent consists of their willing. Therefore, human beings do not contract any sin by their physical descent.

- Accidents are transmitted only if their subject is transmitted, and the subject of sin is the rational soul. Therefore, since the rational soul is not transmitted by physical descent, as the work On Church Dogmas maintains, it seems that neither is any sin transmitted by physical descent.

- People have said that although the subject of sin is not transmitted, the flesh is, and the flesh causes sin. But the transmission of insufficient causes does not suffice to transmit accidents, since given the insufficiency of causes, effects do not result. And the flesh is not a sufficient cause of sin, since it rests in the power of the will to consent or not consent to sin, however much the flesh entices persons to sin. And so the will itself is the sufficient cause of sin. But the will is not transmitted. Therefore, the transmission of the flesh does not suffice to transmit any sin.

- Sin, as we understand it here, is something that deserves punishment and reproach. But no defect contracted by physical descent deserves reproach and punishment, since, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics, there is no reproach if one is made blind by a physical defect, but there is if one is made blind by excessive drinking. Therefore, no defect contracted by physical descent has the nature of sin.

- Augustine in the beginning of his work On Free Choice distinguishes two kinds of evil: one that we commit, that is, the evil of moral wrong, and the second that we suffer, which belongs to the evil of punishment. But every defect caused by something else has the nature of being acted upon, since undergoing something is the effect and result of an action. Therefore, everything contracted by physical descent from another has only the nature of punishment, not the nature of sin.

- The work On Church Dogmas says: "Our flesh, because created by the good God, is good." But good does not cause evil, as Mt. 7:18 says: "A good tree cannot bear bad fruit." Therefore, we do not contract original sin by physical descent.

- The soul depends on the flesh more after being united to it than at the moment of the soul's very union with the flesh. But the flesh can corrupt the soul after the soul has been united to the flesh only by the soul's consent. Therefore, we cannot contract original sin by physical descent.

- If vitiated physical descent causes sin in the soul, the more vitiated the source, the greater the resulting sin. But the source regarding those begotten as a result of fornication is more vitiated than the source regarding those begotten in the course of lawful marriage. Therefore, those begotten as a result of fornication contract greater sin in their begetting. And this conclusion is clearly false, since they do not deserve greater punishment.
• If human beings contract original sin by physical descent, this is so only because the flesh is corrupt. Therefore, that corruption is either moral or physical. But the corruption cannot be moral, since the soul, not the flesh, is subject to moral corruption. And likewise, the corruption cannot be physical, since natural activity, namely, activity by reason of active and passive properties, would then corrupt the soul. But this conclusion is clearly false. Therefore, human beings in neither way contract original sin by physical descent.

• The defect that resulted from the sin of our first parent is the privation of original justice, as Anselm says. Therefore, since original justice is something immaterial, so also is the aforementioned defect. But corruption of the flesh is something material, and immaterial and material things belong to different genera. And so something immaterial cannot cause a material effect. Therefore, the sin of our first parent could not cause the corruption in our flesh whereby physical descent would transmit their sin to us.

• According to Anselm, original sin consists of the privation of original justice. Therefore, either original justice belonged to the soul of the first human being by nature from the moment of its creation, or original justice was something extra bestowed out of God's generosity. But if original justice was natural to the soul, the soul by sinning would never have lost it, since things bestowed by nature abide even in devils, as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names. And so also all human beings would have original justice, since what is natural to one soul is natural to all souls. And so no one would be begotten with original sin, that is, without original justice. And if original justice was an extra gift bestowed out of God's generosity, then God either gives or does not give the gift to the soul of human beings being begotten. If God does, the human being is begotten with original justice, and the flesh cannot corrupt the human being's soul. And if God does not, it seems that the lack of original justice should be imputed to God, who did not give it, not to the soul without it. Therefore, human beings can in neither way contract sin by physical descent.

• The rational soul is not added to a pre-existing form, since it would not be added as a substantial form to matter but as an accidental form to an already existing subject. Therefore, there can be no pre-existing form and so no accidents when the rational soul comes. Therefore, the semen's very corruption, if there was any from the begetter, also ceases. Therefore, the flesh cannot corrupt the soul when the soul comes.

• Movements result from the nature of the dominant element in composite material substances, and so all the properties of such composites result from the dominant element. But the soul dominates the body in human beings, who are composed of both, and the soul is by reason of its origin untainted. Therefore, even if the flesh by reason of its origin contracts some taint, it nonetheless seems that human beings at the time of their begetting deserve to be called untainted, not tainted, with sin.

• Sin is something deserving a punishment. But sin contracted by physical descent does not deserve any punishment. For privation of the vision of God, which theologians generally attribute as punishment for such sin, does not seem to be a punishment. It does not seem to be punishment because persons, if they were to die without any sin and without sanctifying grace, could not attain the vision of God. And eternal life consists of that vision, as Jn.17:3 says, "This is eternal life, that they know you, the one true God," and as the Apostle says in Rom. 6:23, "The gift of God is eternal life." Therefore, no sin is contracted by physical descent.

• As primary causes are more excellent than secondary causes, so secondary causes are more excellent than their effects. But if our first parent transmits sin, the soul of the first human being, by sinning, caused corruption in his flesh, and his flesh causes corruption in the souls of the human beings begotten of him. And so the soul of the first human being is like a primary cause, and his flesh like a secondary
cause, and the souls of human beings subsequently begotten like final effects. Therefore, the first human being's soul will be more excellent than his flesh, and his flesh more excellent than the begotten human beings' souls. But this conclusion is improper. Therefore, physical descent cannot transmit sin.

- Things can only cause insofar as they are actual. But there is no actual sin in semen. Therefore, discharged semen cannot corrupt souls with any sin.

- The same thing cannot cause the corruption of sin and cause merit. But acts of begetting can at times be meritorious, as when a man in the state of grace has intercourse with his wife to beget offspring or fulfill his marital duty. Therefore, such acts could not cause the corruption of sin in the offspring.

- A particular cause does not bring about a universal effect. But Adam's sin was something particular. Therefore, his sin could not corrupt the whole human race with a sin.

- In Ez. 18:4 and 20, the Lord says: "All souls are mine; sons will not be burdened with sin uliquity of their fathers." But sons will he so burdened if those begotten of the first human being were to be condemned for his sin. Therefore, sin is not transmitted to Adam's descendants because of his sin.

On the Contrary:

- Rom. 5:12 says: "Sin entered the world through one human being." But this does not happen by imitation, since it was thus that sin entered the world through the devil, as Wis. 2:24-25 says: "Death entered the world through the devil's envy, and his followers imitate him." Therefore, sin is transmitted from the first human being to his descendants through a vitiated physical origin.

- Augustine in City of God says that the first human being, corrupted of his own volition, begot corrupted offspring. But only sin causes corruption. Therefore, the offspring of Adam contract sin by their physical descent from him.

Answer:

The Pelagians denied that any sin can be transmitted by physical descent. But this in large part eliminates the need for the redemption achieved by Christ, which seems to have been especially necessary to eradicate the corruption of sin that was transmitted from our first parent to all of his posterity. Just so, the Apostle says in Rom. 5:18 that "as the sin of one human being resulted in the condemnation of all human beings, so also the justice of one human being resulted in life-giving acquittal for all human beings." The Pelagian position also eliminates the need to baptize infants, which the universal practice of the church, derived from the Apostles, affirms, as Dionysius says in his work On Ecclesiastical Hierarchy). And so we should say absolutely that physical descent from our first parent transmits sin to his posterity.

And to prove this, we should note that we can consider particular human beings in two ways: in one way as individual persons; in the second way as members of a community. And acts can belong to human beings in both ways. For example, acts that human beings do by their own choice and by their very selves belong to them as individual persons. And acts that are not done by their own choice or by their very selves but by the whole community or by the majority of the community or by the ruler of the community belong to human beings as members of the community. Just so, we say that the political community does what the ruler of the community does, as the Philosopher says. For we reckon such a community as if one human being, so that different human beings with different functions are united as if different members of the same natural body, as the Apostle points out in 1 Cor. 12:12 regarding members of the church. Therefore, we should consider the whole population of human beings receiving their nature from our first parent as one community, or rather as the one body of one human being. And regarding this population, we can indeed consider each human being, even Adam himself,
either as an individual person or as a member of the population that originates by physical descent from one human being.

And we should consider that God had bestowed a supernatural gift, namely, original justice, on the first human being at his creation. And by that original justice, that human being's reason was subject to God, and his lower powers subject to his reason, and his body to his soul. And God had given this gift to the first human being both as an individual person and as a source of the whole human race, namely, that he transmit the gift to his posterity by physical descent. And the first human being, when he by his free choice sinned, lost the gift in the same habitual condition in which he received it, namely, for himself and all his descendants. Therefore, the privation of this gift extends to all of his descendants, and so the privation is transmitted to them in the way in which human nature is transmitted. And human nature is indeed not transmitted totally but only partially, namely, regarding the flesh into which God infuses the soul. Therefore, as the souls infused by God belong to the human nature originating from Adam because of the flesh to which the souls are united, so also the aforementioned privation of original justice belongs to the souls because of the flesh that Adam propagated. The privation is due to the flesh propagated by Adam both regarding the material substance of the flesh and regarding the seminal source of the flesh, that is, both as matter and as proceeding from its active source, for it is thus that children receive human nature from their fathers.

Therefore, if we should consider this privation so transmitted by physical descent to a particular human being insofar as the human being is an individual person, then such privation cannot have the nature of moral fault, for which voluntariness is a prerequisite. But if we should consider a particular begotten human being as a member of the whole human nature propagated by our first parent, as if all human beings were one human being, then the privation of original justice has the nature of moral fault because of its voluntary source, that is, the actual sin of our first parent. This is as if we should say that the movement of a hand to commit homicide, insofar as we consider the hand as such, does not have the character of a moral fault, since something else moves the hand in a determined way. But if we should consider the hand as part of the human being who acts willingly, then the hand's movement shares the character of the moral fault, since then the movement is voluntary. Therefore, as we call the homicide the moral fault of the whole human being and not of the hand, so we call the privation of original justice a sin of the whole human nature and not a personal sin. Nor does the privation belong to the person except insofar as human nature corrupts the person. And different parts of a human being, namely, the will, reason, hands, eyes, and the like, are used to commit one sin, and yet there is only one sin because of its one source, namely, the will, from which the character of sin is transmitted to all the acts of the other parts. Just so, we consider original sin as if one sin by reason of its source in the whole human nature. And it is for this reason that the Apostle says in Rom. 5:12: "In which all sinned." And according to Augustine, we can understand "in which" in two ways: as in which person, that is, in the first human being, or as in which thing, that is, in the sin of the first human being, so that that sin is, so to speak, the common sin of human beings.

Replies to the objections:

- We call the sin contracted by physical descent voluntary by reason of its source, namely, the will of our first parent, as I have said.

- This sin extends to the whole human nature. And so the subject of the sin is the soul as part of human nature. And so as human nature is transmitted although the soul is not, so also original sin is transmitted although the soul is not.

- The flesh is not the sufficient cause of actual sin but is the sufficient cause of original sin, just as transmission of the flesh is the sufficient cause of human nature, albeit as to the matter.

- Something contracted by physical descent does not deserve punishment or reproach if we regard the
person contracting it, since such a thing does not have a voluntary character. But if we regard the nature contracting it, then it has a voluntary character, as I have said. And it is in this way that it deserves reproach and punishment.

- The privation of original justice contracted by physical descent indeed has the nature of being from another if we regard the person contracting the privation, but not if we regard the nature contracting it. For then it is from an internal source, as it were.

- Our flesh in its natural condition is good. But because of the sin of our first parent, our flesh causes original sin insofar as our flesh is deprived of original justice.

- Strictly speaking, original sin is a sin of human nature and only of the person by reason of the corrupted nature, as I have said. But the reproductive act properly serves nature, since the act is ordained for the preservation of the species, and it belongs to the constitution of a human person that the flesh is already united to the soul. And so the flesh as considered in the process of generation rather than as already united to the soul causes original sin.

- Regarding those begotten by fornication, there is indeed a doubly vitiated origin, namely, the moral fault of nature, which Adam transmits, and the moral fault of the person, that is, of the father who begets, from which defect no corruption abides in the offspring. For every father in begetting offspring transmits original sin because he begets as Adam, not because he begets as Peter or Martin, that is, he transmits original sin because he begets by what he has from Adam, not by what is particular to himself.

- The corruption in the flesh is indeed actually physical, although moral in its orientation and power. For the sin of our first parent deprived his flesh of the power to be capable of ejecting semen that would propagate original justice in others. And so the privation of this power in the semen is a defect involving moral corruption and an orientation of the flesh's corruption, just as we say that the orientation of color is in the air, and that the orientation of the soul is in the semen. And so as the semen has the power to produce human nature in the offspring begotten, the semen also has the power to produce like corruption in them.

- Nothing prevents an immaterial cause from producing a material effect. For Boethius too says in his work On the Trinity that the forms in matter came from forms without matter. And regarding ourselves, the will moves lower appetites, and the movements of those appetites cause material changes.

- Original justice was additionally bestowed on the first human being out of God's generosity. But that God does not bestow original justice on the souls of the first human being's posterity is not due to God but to human nature, in which there is something contrary that prevents the condition of original justice.

- The corruption of original sin is virtually, not actually, in the semen in the same way that human nature is virtually in the semen. And the active power in the semen t'sides in its foaming effluence, as Aristotle says in his work On the Generation of Animals, not in the matter that loses one form and gains another.

- As Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Name, good results from the whole and integral cause, while evil results from even a single defect. And so the defect regarding the body suffices to take away the integrity of human nature.

- Persons may lack the vision of God in two ways. They lack the vision of God in one way if they do not possess in themselves the means whereby they could attain the vision. And it is in this way that persons endowed only with natural powers who were to be without sin would lack the vision, for then lacking the vision is not a punishment but a deficiency resulting in every created nature. This is so because no
creature by its own natural powers can attain the vision of God. In the second way, persons can lack the vision if they possess in themselves something whereby they deserve to lack the vision, and then lacking the vision is a punishment of both original and actual sin.

- There are two kinds of efficient causes. One is the chief cause, which acts by its own form, and this cause as such is more excellent than its effect. The second is the instrumental cause, which acts insofar as something else moves it, not by its own form, and this cause need not be more excellent than the effect. For example, a saw used to build a house is not more excellent than the house. And it is in the latter way that bodily semen causes the human nature in offspring and also the original moral fault in the offspring's soul.

- An efficient cause is active in several ways. It is active in one way by its own form, which either contains the form of the effect by specific likeness, as fire causes fire, or only by its power, as the sun causes fire. An efficient cause is active in another way by being moved by something else, and then the instrument acts as an actual being. And so also semen is active insofar as it has its movement and orientation from the soul begetting, as the Philosopher says in his work On the Generation of Animals. And so semen his the power to cause both human nature and original sin.

- An upright man in having intercourse with his wife merits by what belongs to himself. And he transmits original sin by what he has from Adam, not by what belongs to himself, as I have said before.

- Adam, insofar as he was the source of the whole of human nature, had the nature of a universal cause, and so his act of disobedience corrupted the whole human nature that he propagates.

- The sin of the first human being is in a way a sin common to the whole human nature, as I have said. And so persons punished for the sin of our first parent are punished for their own sin, not the sin of another.

**Second Article**

**What Is Original Sin?**

It seems that original sin is concupiscence, for the following reasons:

- Augustine says in his work On the Punishment and Forgiveness of Sins and on the Baptism of Infants: "Adam, besides providing an example to imitate, has by the hidden corruption of his carnal concupiscence corrupted in himself all of those who are to come from his stock." And so the Apostle correctly says in Rom. 5:12 that Adam is the one "in whom all have sinned." But original sin is that in which all have sinned, as I have said. Therefore, original sin is concupiscence.

- Anselm says in his work On the Virgin Conception: "He [Adam] was so constituted that he did not have to experience disordered desires." But as Anselm says in the same work, there is sin both when human beings do not have what they ought to have, and when they have what they ought not to have. Therefore, contracted concupiscence is original sin.

- Augustine says in his work Retractions that the guilt of concupiscence is absolved in baptism. But properly speaking, the guilt of original sin is absolved in baptism. Therefore, concupiscence is original sin.

**On the Contrary:**

- Damascene says in his work On Orthodox Faith that sin exists because persons turn themselves from
what is according to nature to what is contrary to nature. And so we hold that sin is contrary to nature. But desire is natural, for nature has taught every animal to desire. Therefore, concupiscence is not original sin.

- People have said that concupiscence is natural in our corrupted nature but not in our nature as originally constituted. But desires are the proper acts of concupiscible powers. And concupiscible powers are natural even in our nature as originally constituted. Therefore, concupiscence is also natural.

- No sin is related to good and evil. But we can desire both good (e.g., wisdom) and evil (e.g., stealing). Therefore, concupiscence as such is not original sin.

- Concupiscence designates either a habit or an act. But as designating an act, concupiscence is actual sin, not original sin. And as designating a habit, concupiscence cannot be original sin, since habits that human beings acquire by their own evil acts are not sins; otherwise, they would continually sin and continually incur demerit. And so much less do we designate as sin the habitual concupiscence caused in particular human beings by the disobedient act of our first parent. Therefore, in neither way is concupiscence original sin.

- Every habit is either given by nature or acquired or infused. But original sin is not a habit given by nature, since nothing belonging by nature to something is evil for it, as Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names*. Likewise, neither is original sin an acquired habit, since acts cause acquired habits, as the Philosopher makes clear in the *Ethics*, and original sin is contracted by physical descent, not acquired by acts. Likewise, original sin is not an infused habit, since only God acting internally on the soul causes such habits, and he cannot cause sin. Therefore, in no way is original sin habitual concupiscence.

- In the common opinion of theologians, good habits precede good acts, since God infuses the habits, and we then perform the acts. But bad acts precede bad habits. Therefore, if original sin should be habitual concupiscence, then the evil acts that are actual sins would precede original sin. And this conclusion is improper.

- Original sin is the incendiary source of every sin. But malice and ignorance as well as concupiscence cause sins, as I have maintained before. Therefore, original sin is not concupiscence.

- Concupiscence, if it is original sin, is such by its essence, and then baptism would not have absolved original sin, since concupiscence abides after baptism. And to conclude that baptism does not absolve original sin is improper. Or else we call concupiscence original sin because of something associated with concupiscence, and then that other thing is more properly original sin. Therefore, original sin is not concupiscence.

- The sources of subjects cause the subjects' accidents. But the subject of original sin is the soul, and the flesh rather than the soul causes concupiscence. Therefore, concupiscence is not original sin.

- Concupiscence seems to be original sin especially insofar as concupiscence implies the necessity of desiring. But we can understand such necessity in two ways. We can understand the necessity in one way to be the necessity to consent to movements of concupiscence, and we indeed cannot call this necessity original sin, since the necessity does not remain after baptism, although the effects of original sin, with moral guilt remitted, remain actual. And the other way is the necessity of experiencing the movements of concupiscence, but neither can this be original sin. For either this of itself would be original sin, or it would be original sin because of something else. If of itself, it would follow that original sin would remain after baptism, since such necessity remains after baptism. And if because of something else, namely, because of the lack of original justice, neither does this seem possible. It seems
impossible because the necessity of experiencing such movements is related to original sin as actually experiencing the movements is related to actual sin. And actually experiencing movements of concupiscence is not an actual sin because grace does not accompany the experience. Otherwise, every concupiscible movement in those without grace would be a sin. And this conclusion is clearly false, since those without grace sometimes by their natural reason resist the movements of concupiscence. Therefore, neither is the necessity of experiencing such movements original sin because of the associated lack of original justice. And so in no way is concupiscence original sin.

- Concupiscence, if it is original sin, is such either essentially or causally. But concupiscence is not original sin essentially, since concupiscence causes original sin according to Augustine, and causes are extrinsic to the essences of the things they cause. And likewise, concupiscence is not original sin causally, since causes precede effects, and concupiscence does not precede the lack of original justice, of which the nature of original sin especially consists. Rather, concupiscence results from the lack of original justice. Therefore, in neither way is concupiscence original sin.

- As the concupiscible powers rebel against reason in the condition of our corrupt nature, so also do the irascible powers. Therefore, we ought no more call concupiscence original sin than we ought to call anger original sin.

II

Original sin has likewise been shown to be ignorance, for the following reasons:

- Anselm says in his work *On the Harmony of Foreknowledge and Predestination* that we attribute to human nature as original sin the inability to have and understand justice. But the inability to understand belongs to ignorance. Therefore, original sin is ignorance.

- The same work says that we attribute the diminished excellence of human nature to it as sin. But the excellence of human nature consists especially of the splendor of knowledge. Therefore, it seems that the original sin that we impute to human nature consists of the diminution of knowledge, namely, ignorance.

- Hugo of St. Victor says that the evil contracted at our begetting consists of mental ignorance and carnal concupiscence. But such evil is original sin. Therefore, original sin is just as much ignorance as concupiscence.

*On the Contrary:*

- Ignorance differs from concupiscence and has a different subject. But the same thing does not belong to different genera and does not belong to different subjects. There-lure, original sin, since it is concupiscence, cannot be ignorance.

- As the intellect suffers deficiency because of original sin, so also do lower powers like the reproductive, and even the body itself. Therefore, if we hold that ignorance, which is a deficiency of the intellect, is original sin, we should by like argument also hold that all the deficiencies of the lower powers and even of the body itself are original sin. And this conclusion seems inappropriate.

III

Original sin has likewise been shown to be the lack of original justice, for the following reasons:

- Anselm in his work *On the Virgin Conception* argues as follows: Every sin is injustice and so excludes some justice. But original sin excludes only original justice. Therefore, original sin is the lack of original
On the contrary:

- We speak of moral fault by reason of the privation of sanctifying grace. But original justice does not include sanctifying grace, since the first human being was constituted in original justice without sanctifying grace, as the Master makes clear in the Sentences. Therefore, the lack of original justice does not constitute the nature of a sin.

- Baptism does not restore original justice, since lower powers continue to rebel against reason. Therefore, if original sin were to be the lack of original justice, then baptism would not absolve original sin. And this conclusion is heretical.

- We ought to posit subjects in the definition of accidents. But if we say that original sin consists of the lack of original justice, we make no mention of the subject of original sin. Therefore, the definition is inadequate.

- As original sin takes away original justice, so actual sin takes away grace. But lack of grace is the effect of sin, not itself the actual sin itself. Therefore, neither is lack of original justice original sin itself.

IV

Original sin has likewise been shown to consist of punishment and moral fault, for the following reasons:

- On the words of Ps. 84:2, "Lord, you have blessed your earth," a gloss says that what we contract from Adam consists of punishment and moral fault. But what we contract from Adam is original sin. Therefore, original sin consists of punishment and moral fault.

- Ambrose says that defects or punishments corrupt nature, and that moral fault offends God. But original sin does both. Therefore, original sin is both moral fault and punishment.

On the Contrary:

- Hugo of St. Victor says that original sin is a mortal weakness from which the necessity of concupiscence results. But weakness designates a punishment. Therefore, original sin is only a punishment.

- Anselm, speaking about original sin, compares it to the slavery that persons suffer for the sin of fathers who committed the crime of treason. But such slavery is only a punishment. Therefore, original sin is only a punishment.

- Augustine says in his work City of God that original sin is a debility of human nature. But debility designates a punishment. Therefore, original sin is only a punishment.

Answer:

We can understand the answer to this question from what I have said before. For I have said before that original sin belongs to particular persons considered as parts of the population descended from Adam as if they were particular bodily members of the same human being. I have also said that original sin is one sin of one human sinner regarding the whole sin and the first cause of the sinning, although the sin is executed in different members. Therefore, original sin regarding particular human beings consists only of what accrues to them from the sin of our first parent by reason of their physical descent from him. Just so, sin regarding hands or eyes consists only of what accrues to them from the action of the first cause of sinning, that is, the will, although
physical descent causes the action in the case of original sin, and the command of the will causes the action of hands and eyes in the case of actual sin. And what accrues to hands from the sin of an individual human being is indeed an effect and imprint of the first disordered action, which belonged to the will, and so needs to bear a likeness to the disorder of the will. And the disordered action of the will consists of turning toward a transient good without proper ordination to the requisite end. And this disorder is indeed a turning away from the immutable good. And the turning away from God is the quasi-formal element, and the turning toward a transient good the quasi-material element, since we understand the formal aspect of a moral act in relation to the act's end. And so also what belongs to hands regarding a sin of one human being consists only of their use to produce an effect lacking any ordination of justice. And moreover, if the will's action reaches to something incapable of sin (e.g., a lance or a sword), we say that the thing has sin only virtually and in terms of the effect, namely, as the act of sin causes the motion of the lance or sword that accomplishes the effect. We do not say that the very lance or the very sword sins, since they, unlike hands or eyes, are not parts of the human being who sins.

Therefore, the sin of our first parent had a formal element, namely, turning away from the immutable good, and a material element, namely, turning toward a transient good. And our first parent lost the gift of original justice because he turned away from the immutable good. And his lower powers, which should have been elevated to reason, have been dragged down to lower things because he inordinately turned toward a transient good. Therefore, even regarding those who come from his stock, both the higher part of the soul lacks the requisite ordination to God, which it had through original justice, and the lower powers are not subject to the power of reason. Rather, the lower powers by their own impulse are turned toward lower things, and even the body itself tends toward dissolution by the inclinations of the contraries of which it is composed. And the higher part of the soul and even some lower powers subject to the will and constituted by nature to obey it incur this consequence of the first sin as moral fault, since such parts can incur moral fault. But lower powers not subject to the will, namely, powers of the vegetative soul, and also the body itself incur this consequence as punishment. They do not incur the consequence as moral fault except perhaps virtually, namely, as such punishment resulting from sin causes sin, as the reproductive power by discharging semen works to transmit original sin along with human nature.

And among the higher powers that incur the defect transmitted by physical descent as moral fault, there is one that moves all the others, namely, the will, and the will moves all the other powers to their own acts. And what regards an efficient cause and a cause of movement is always like form, and what regards the subject undergoing motion and being acted upon is like matter. And so the lack of original justice regards the will, and the proneness to desire inordinately, which we may call concupiscence, regards the lower powers moved by the will. Therefore, original sin in particular human beings consists only of concupiscence and the lack of original justice but in such a way that the lack of original justice is the quasi-formal element in original sin, and concupiscence the quasi-material element. Just so, the turning away from the immutable good is the quasi-formal element in actual sin, and the turning toward a transient good may be the quasi-material element. As a result, we may understand that the soul in the case of original sin is turned away from God and toward a creature just as acts in the case of actual sin are turned away from God and toward a creature, so to speak.

Replies to the Objections (I):

Therefore, we need to admit the arguments proving that original sin is concupiscence.

Replies to the Arguments in the Section On the Contrary (I):

- Things can be natural to human beings in two ways. Something can be natural to human beings in one way insofar as they are animals, and then it is natural to them that their concupiscible powers are, generally speaking, borne to what is sensibly pleasurable. Something can be natural to human beings in a second way insofar as they are such, that is, rational animals, and then it is natural for them that their
concupiscible powers are borne to what is sensibly pleasurable according to the ordination of reason. Therefore, the concupiscence whereby concupiscible powers are prone be borne to sense pleasure beyond the ordination of reason is contrary to the nature of human beings as such. And so concupiscence belongs to original sin.

- As concupiscible powers are natural to human beings as their nature was instituted, so also it is natural to them that the powers are subject to reason, according to the statement of the Philosopher in the *De anima* that sense appetites follow the rational appetite just as one sphere moves another.

- The object of desire is indeed good insofar as desire follows the ordination of reason, and the object of desire is evil insofar as the desire is contrary to the ordination of reason. This is so because, as Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Name*, it is evil for human beings to be beyond the bounds of reason. And so being angry beyond the bounds of reason is evil for human beings although good for dogs.

- Concupiscence as belonging to original sin is habitual rather than actual. But we should understand that habits make us apt to do things. And causes can in two ways be apt to do things. Causes can be disposed in one way to do something by forms that incline them to do it, as, for example, the forms that heavy material substances have from what produced them incline the substances to move downward. Causes can be disposed in another way to do something by the removal of an impediment, as, for example, wine pours out of a cask when the hoops preventing the outpouring are broken, and excited horses rush headlong when their restraining bridles are snapped. Therefore, we can speak about habitual concupiscence in two ways. We can speak about habitual concupiscence in one way as a disposition or habit inclines one to desire inordinately, as, for example, if frequent actual concupiscence were to cause habitual concupiscence. And then we do not call the concupiscence original sin. We can understand habitual concupiscence in a second way as the very proneness or disposition to desire inordinately, which happens because the concupiscible powers are not completely subject to reason when the restraint of original justice has been removed. And then original sin in a material sense is habitual concupiscence.

And yet it does not follow that if habitual concupiscence positively understood does not have the nature of actual sin as caused by personal acts, habitual concupiscence understood as the removal of an impediment does not on that account have the nature of original sin as caused by the act of our first parent. This is so because we do not call original sin sin for the same reason we call actual sin sin. For actual sin consists of a person's voluntary act, and so what does not belong to such an act does not have the nature of actual sin. But original sin belongs to a person by reason of the nature that the person gets from another by physical descent, and so every defect in the nature of offspring derived from the sin of our first parent has the character of original sin, provided the defect is in a subject capable of moral fault. For as Augustine says in his *Retractions*, we call concupiscence sin because it was caused by sin.

- As vicious habits belonging to particular persons have been acquired by the persons' acts, so also habitual concupiscence, which belongs to the sin of nature, has been acquired by the voluntary act of our first parent. But habitual concupiscence is not, properly speaking, natural, nor is it infused.

- The argument of this objection is valid about a personal habit in the positive sense. But such a habit is not original sin.

- We include both malice and ignorance in original sin. For as concupiscence contracted by physical descent consists only of stripping lower powers of the restraint of original justice, so contracted malice consists only of stripping the will itself of original justice. And so the will incurs every kind of
proneness to choose evil things. And so as I have said before, malice belongs to original sin as a formal element, and concupiscence as a material element. And I shall speak later about ignorance.

- We call something such because of something else both as it is such because of an accidental characteristic, and as it is such because of its formal source. For example, we call the body alive because of the soul, and yet it does not follow that the body is not a part of the living thing. And likewise, we call concupiscence original sin because of the lack of original justice, which is related to concupiscence as a formal element to a material element, as I have said. And so it does not follow that concupiscence is not part of original sin.

- The sources of a subject cause the subject's natural accidents but not accidents that do not belong to the subject's nature. And original sin is of the latter kind of accident. And yet even original sin is caused by the will of our first parent.

- Concupiscence as part of original sin does not designate a necessity to consent to the disordered movements of concupiscence. Rather, concupiscence as part of original sin designates a necessity to experience those disordered movements, which indeed remain after baptism but are no longer accompanied by the lack of original justice, from which lack the guilty condition of punishment results. And so we say that the effects of original sin remain, but its guilt is taken away. And yet the necessity of experiencing movements of concupiscence need not lack the character of original sin because lack of grace does not cause the experience of such movements to have the character of actual sin. For actual sin, as a disordered act, consists of an act. And so the defect that constitutes actual sin is the very disorder of the act and not the absence of grace, which is a defect in the subject who sins. But original sin is a sin of human nature. And so the disorder of human nature by the removal of original justice causes the character of original sin.

- We can consider concupiscence in two ways. We can consider it in one way as it belongs to a person other than the one contracting original sin, and it is in this way that we hold that a father's concupiscence causes original sin in his offspring. And this concupiscence does not belong to the essence of the original sin in the offspring but rather precedes it. We can consider concupiscence in a second way as it belongs to the same person contracting original sin. And then concupiscence causes original sin as matter, which belongs to the essence of things, and precedes original sin in a material way, just as the body precedes the soul in the order of material causality. For I have said before that the flesh, to which concupiscence belongs, corrupts the soul, to which the lack of original justice belongs.

- Corruption of the irascible powers, just like corruption of the concupiscible powers, is included in original sin in a material way. But we designate original sin by the corruption from the concupiscible powers rather than the irascible powers for two reasons. The first reason is indeed because all the irascible emotions arise from love, which rests in the concupiscible powers, and terminate in joy or sadness, which also rest in the concupiscible powers. And so we can generally call both concupiscible and irascible movements concupiscence. The second reason is because original sin is transmitted by the reproductive act, in which there is the highest degree of pleasure, and regarding which the disorder of a concupiscible power is obvious. And so we call the concupiscible powers both corrupt and tainted, since the acts of such powers transmit original sin.

*Replies to the Objections (II):*

Even the intellect is one of the powers moved by the will. And so a deficiency of the intellect is also included materially in original sin, and this deficiency indeed consists of the lack of the natural knowledge that human beings would have possessed in their original state. And it is in this way that ignorance is included materially in
original sin.

Replies to the Arguments in the Section On the Contrary (II):

- Since original sin is a sin of human nature, as human nature is composed of many parts, so many things, namely, the defects of different parts of human nature, compose original sin.

- Things not constituted by nature to be subject to reason are not capable of moral fault. And so transmitted defects in them have only the nature of punishment, not the nature of moral fault. But the intellect is capable of moral fault, since one can merit or incur demerit by acts of the intellect insofar as they are voluntary. And so there is no comparison.

Replies to the Objections (III):

Lack of original justice is a quasi-formal element in original sin, as I have said.

Replies to the Arguments in the Section On the Contrary (III):

- Original justice includes sanctifying grace, nor do I think that it is true that human beings were created with purely natural powers. But if original justice does not include sanctifying grace, it still does not on that account exclude the lack of original justice having the nature of moral fault. This is so because one incurs moral fault by the very fact that one sins contrary to a dictate of natural reason. For the rectitude of grace accompanies the rectitude of human nature.

- Baptism restores original justice as to the union of the higher part of the soul to God, by the privation of which the guilty condition of moral fault is present. But baptism does not restore original justice as to the subjection of lower powers of the soul to reason. For concupiscence, which remains after baptism, results from such defect.

- We posit the will in the definition of justice, for justice is the rectitude of the will, as Anselm says. And so, because we posit justice in the definition of original justice, original justice does not lack a subject. Just so, if we should posit pug-nosed in the definition of something, we would not need to posit nose in the definition, since nose is included in the definition of pug-nosed.

- The privation of grace belongs to the subject who acts, not to acts themselves, and so does not belong to actual sin. But the lack of original justice belongs to human nature and so can belong to original sin, which is a sin of human nature.

Replies to the Objections and Arguments (IV):

As I have said before, if we relate original sin to particular human beings as particular persons without regard to their nature, then original sin is a punishment. But if we relate original sin to the source in which all sinned, then original sin has the nature of moral fault. And this makes readily clear the reply to the arguments in the section On the contrary.

Third Article

Is Flesh or the Soul the Subject in Which Original Sin Inheres?

It seems that original sin inheres in the flesh and not in the soul, for the following reasons:

- God created the soul. But the soul does not have the impurity of sin from God, or from itself, since then the impurity would be actual sin. Therefore, in no way does original sin inhere in the soul.
• Persons in whom there is original sin have sinned in Adam, as the Apostle says of Adam in Rom. 5:12: "In whom all have sinned." But the souls of particular human beings have not sinned in Adam, since those souls were not in him. Therefore, original sin does not inhere in the soul.

• Augustine says in his work Against Five Heresies that the rays of the sun filter through refuse and are not soiled. But the soul is an immaterial light and so more powerful than material light. Therefore, the soul is not soiled by the impurities of the flesh.

• Punishment corresponds to moral fault. But the punishment for original sin is death, which belongs to the composite, not only to the soul. Therefore, original sin inhere in the composite, not the soul.

• Characteristics belong more truly to causes than to effects. Therefore, if the flesh causes the soul's corruption, it seems that original sin inhere in the flesh rather than the soul.

On the contrary:
Ambrose says that the same thing is the subject of virtue and vice. But flesh is not the subject of virtue. Therefore, neither is flesh the subject of vice.

Answer:
We need to consider two distinctions in order to understand this question. First, indeed, we need to consider that we speak in two ways about something being in something: in one way as in its proper subject; in the second way as in its cause. And the proper subject of an accident is proportioned to the accident itself. For example, if we wish to consider the proper subject of happiness and virtue, the proper subject of both, since they are properties of human beings, will be what is proper to human beings, namely, the rational part of the soul, as the Philosopher argues in the Ethics. And there are two kinds of causes, namely, the instrumental and the chief. An effect is indeed in its chief cause by a likeness of form, either of the same species if the cause is univocal (e.g., when human beings beget human beings, or fire generates fire) or regarding a more excellent form if the cause is nonunivocal (e.g., as the sun generates human beings). And an effect is in an instrumental cause by the power that the instrument receives from the chief cause insofar as the latter moves the former. For example, a house's form is in one way in the house's stones and wood as the form's proper subject, and in another way in the mind of the builder as the chief cause, and in another way in the saw and ax as instrumental causes.

And to be a subject of sin is evidently proper to human beings, and so the proper subject of every sin needs to be what is proper to human beings, namely, the rational soul by reason of which human beings are human beings. And so original sin inhere in the rational soul as the sin's subject. But as the bodily semen is the instrumental cause of the transmission of human nature to offspring, so is it the instrumental cause of the transmission of original sin. And so original sin inhere virtually in the flesh, that is, the bodily semen, as instrumental cause.

Second, we should consider that there are two ways of ordering, namely, the ordering of nature and the ordering of temporal succession. In the ordering of nature, the perfect is prior to the imperfect, and actuality is prior to potentiality, but in the ordering of generation and temporal succession, conversely, the imperfect is prior to the perfect, and potentiality is prior to actuality. Therefore, in the ordering of nature, original sin inhere in the soul as in a proper subject prior to inhering in the flesh as in an instrumental cause. But in the ordering of generation and temporal succession, original sin inhere first in the flesh.

Replies to the Objections:
• The rational soul has the impurity of original sin from its union with the flesh, not from itself or from
God. For it is thus that the soul becomes part of the human nature transmitted by Adam.

- Original sin, since it is a sin of human nature, belongs to the soul only insofar as the soul is part of human nature. And our human nature partially originated in Adam, namely, regarding the flesh and the aptitude for a soul. And we accordingly say that human beings have sinned in Adam by original sin.

- Augustine introduces this example to show that the Word of God was not stained by the incarnation, since the Word of God is not united to the flesh as a form and so is like light unmixed with matter, as the sun's rays are unmixed with refuse. But the soul is united to the body as a form and so is comparable to light immersed in matter. And the soul is soiled by the immersion., just as the sun's rays passing through cloudy air are evidently darkened.

- Death as a punishment of original sin is caused by the fact that the soul lost the power to preserve its body free of dissolution. And so even this punishment belongs chiefly to the soul.

- Something is more excellent in a chief cause than in an effect, but something is not more excellent in an instrumental cause than in an effect. And both human nature and original sin are in the bodily semen as their instrumental cause. And so as human nature is not more truly in the semen than in an already integrated body, so neither is original sin more truly in the flesh than in the soul.

**Fourth Article**

**Does Original Sin Inhere in the Powers of the Soul Prior to Being in the Soul's Essence?**

It seems that original sin does, for the following reasons:

- Original sin consists of the lack of original justice according to Anselm, as I have said before. But original justice inheres in the will, as he himself says. Therefore, original sin inheres first in the will, which is a power.

- Original sin is concupiscence according to Augustine, as I have said before. But concupiscence belongs to the powers of the soul. Therefore, original sin inheres first in the powers.

- We say that original sin insofar as it inclines persons to acts of sin is the incendiary source of sin. But the inclination to acts belongs to powers. Therefore, original sin inheres in the powers of the soul.

- Original sin is a disorder contrary to the ordination of original justice. But order and disorder presuppose the distinction of parts, and the soul's essence has no parts. And so there can be no disorder in the soul's essence. But the powers of the soul are distinct. Therefore, original sin inheres in the soul's powers prior to being in the soul's essence.

- The original sin in particular begotten human beings derives from the sin of Adam, which corrupts the powers of the soul prior to corrupting the soul's essence. But effects are like their causes. Therefore, original sin also corrupts the soul's powers prior to corrupting the soul's essence.

- The soul is essentially the form of the body, and the soul gives being and life to the body. Therefore, the defect belonging to the soul's essence is deficiency of life, that is, death or the necessity of dying. But such defect has the nature of punishment, not the nature of moral fault. Therefore, original sin does not inhere in the soul's essence.

- The soul is capable of sin only insofar as it is rational. But we call the soul rational by reason of certain rational powers. Therefore, sin inheres in powers of the soul prior to inhering in the soul's essence.
On the Contrary:

- The soul contracts original sin by its union with the flesh. But the soul is essentially united to the flesh as the form of the flesh. Therefore, original sin inheres first in the soul's essence.

- Original sin is first a sin of human nature, not a personal sin, as I have said before. But the soul as form of the body constitutes an essential part of human nature. And the soul by its powers is the source of acts, which belong to persons, since acts belong to individuals, as the Philosopher says. Therefore, original sin inheres in the soul's essence prior to being in the soul's powers.

- There is one original sin in each human being, and there are many powers in each human being, which are nonetheless united in the one essence of each soul. But one accident belongs to several subjects only insofar as they are united. Therefore, original sin inheres in the soul's essence prior to being in the soul's powers.

- We contract original sin by physical descent. But the soul's essence is the terminus of our origin, since the end of generation is the form generated. Therefore, original sin directly regards the soul's essence.

- According to Anselm, original sin consists of the lack of original justice. But, original justice was a gift bestowed on human nature, not to the person of Adam; otherwise, it would not have been transmitted to his offspring. And so original justice belonged to the essence of the soul, which is the nature and form of the body. Therefore, by like reasoning, original sin also inheres in the soul's essence prior to being in the soul's powers.

- Whatever inheres in the soul's powers prior to being in the soul's essence inheres in the soul as related to objects. And what is in the soul by a relation to the subject is in the soul's essence prior to being in the soul's powers. But original sin does not inhere in the soul by a relation to objects; rather, original sin inheres in the soul by a relation to the subject, that is, the flesh, from which the soul contracts corruption. Therefore, original sin inheres in the soul's essence prior to being in the soul's powers.

Answer:

Original sin in some respect inheres both in the soul's essence and in the soul's powers, since the defect from the moral fault of our first parent extends to the whole soul. And we need to consider whether original sin inheres in the soul's essence prior to being in the soul's powers. And at first glance, it may indeed seem to some that original sin inheres first in the soul's essence because there is one original sin, and the soul's powers are unified in the soul's essence as their common source. But this argument is not convincing, since the powers of the soul are also unified in another way, namely, by the unity of their orderly arrangement as well as by the unity produced by the primary power moving and directing them.

And we need to undertake our inquiry into this question from another perspective. And indeed, since the flesh transmits original sin to the soul, there can be no doubt that original sin in some way, at least in the process of generation and temporal succession, inheres in the soul's essence prior to being in the soul's powers. This is so because the soul is by its essence and not by its powers directly united to the body as the body's form, as I have shown elsewhere. But one cannot maintain that original sin in the order of generation and temporal succession inheres in the soul's essence prior to being in the soul's powers but in the order of nature inheres first in the soul's powers, as I have previously said about the soul and the flesh as the subject of original sin. For the soul's essence is not related to its powers as the body is to the soul, since the body is related to the soul as matter is to form. And matter precedes form in the process of generation and temporal succession, and form precedes matter in the process of perfection and nature. But the Soul's essence is related to its powers as substantial form to
resulting natural properties, and substances are prior to accidents both in the order of temporal succession and in
the order of nature and conceptually, as the *Metaphysics* proves.

And so original sin in every way inheres in the soul's essence prior to being in the soul's powers, and original
sin is transmitted from the soul's essence to its powers, just as nature progresses from the soul's essence to its
powers. And original sin concerns human nature, as I have said.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- Original justice, since it was a gift conferred on human nature, was not in the will so as not to be first in
  the soul's essence.
- Concupiscence is original sin materially and by derivation from something higher, as it were, as I have
  said before?
- The soul's essence is related to its powers as substantial form to resulting properties, as, for example, the
  form of fire is related to its heat. But heat acts only by reason of fire's substantial form; otherwise, it
  would not act to induce the substantial form of fire. And so substantial form is the first source of
  activity. And so also the soul's essence is the source of activity prior to its powers.
- The disorder of the soul's powers is from the defect of human nature, which first and chiefly regards the
  soul's essence.
- Regarding Adam, the person corrupted his nature, and so the corruption in him was first in the powers
  of his soul rather than in its essence. But regarding human beings begotten from Adam, nature corrupts
  the person, and so corruption in them belongs to their souls' essence prior to belonging to their souls'
powers.
- The soul's essence is both the form of the body giving the body life and the source of powers. And so
  original sin is first in the soul's essence.
- The rational powers themselves are derived from the soul's essence insofar as the soul causes human
  nature. And so the soul's essence transmits the capacity to be the subject of sin to its powers.

**Fifth Article**

*Does Original Sin Inhere in the Will Prior to Being in Other Powers?*

It seems that original sin does not, for the following reasons:

- Original sin is a corruption. But of the powers of the soul, we say that the reproductive is the most
  corrupted. Therefore, original sin inheres in the reproductive power prior to being in the will.
- We discern the lack of original justice, of which Anselm says that original sin consists, in the rebellion
  of lower powers against reason. But such rebellion belongs to lower powers. Therefore, original sin
  inheres first in lower powers.
- In the case of actual sin, turning away from the immutable good results from turning toward a transient
  good. But in the case of original sin, concupiscence is like the turning toward a transient good in actual
  sin, as I have said before. Therefore, since concupiscence rests in lower powers, original sin is first in
  lower powers.
- Original sin consists of the lack of original justice, as I have said. But justice is a moral virtue, and all
moral virtues rest in the nonrational parts of the soul, as a commentator on *the Ethics* says. Therefore, original sin as well inheres first in the nonrational parts of the soul.

- Original sin is a warping of the soul's governance. But the soul's governance belongs to reason. Therefore, original sin as well inheres in the power of reason prior to being in the power of the will.

- The punishment of original sin consists of being deprived of the vision of God, which belongs to the intellect. But punishment corresponds to moral fault. Therefore, original sin inheres in the intellect prior to being in the will.

*On the Contrary:*

Anselm says in his work *On the Virgin Conception* that justice consists of rectitude of the will. But original sin consists of the privation of original justice. Therefore, original sin inheres first in the will.

*Answer:*

We find that the subjects of virtues or vices are parts of the soul insofar as the subjects partake of something from a higher power. For example, the irascible and concupiscible powers are subjects of certain virtues insofar as the powers partake of reason. And so we need to say that something rational is primarily and intrinsically the subject of virtue. Therefore, in order to discover the first subject of original sin among the powers of the soul, we need to consider which is the power from which all the others are capable of being subjects of sin. For it is to that power that original sin must necessarily be first transmitted from the soul's essence. And it is clear that sin, as we are now speaking of sin, deserves punishment. And our acts, because they are voluntary, deserve punishment and reproach. And so the will transmits the capacity of being a subject of sin to other powers. And so it is evident that original sin inheres in the will prior to being in other powers.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- As I have said before, we say that the corruption of sin is in something either actually, as in its proper subject, or virtually, as in its cause. But the cause of original sin is the reproductive act. And the reproductive act indeed belongs to the reproductive power regarding the power of execution, to concupiscible power regarding the power of desiring and commanding, and to the sense of touch regarding the power of experiencing and communicating pleasure. And so we say that the corruption of original sin inheres first in those powers virtually, as in its cause, and not actually, as in its proper subject.

- The rebellion of the lower powers against the higher powers is due to the loss of power previously present in the higher powers, as I have said before. And so original sin inheres in the higher powers rather than the lower powers.

- In the reproductive process, turning away from the immutable good results from turning toward a transient good, but the character of actual sin is accomplished in the turning away. And likewise, the character of original sin is accomplished in the privation of original justice. And so original sin inheres first in the will.

- The statement of the commentator is only true about those moral virtues that regard emotions, which belong to the nonrational parts of the soul. But justice regards activities, not emotions, as the *Ethics* says. And so justice does not inhere in the irascible and concupiscible powers but in the will. And so there are four chief virtues in four powers capable of being subjects of virtue: practical wisdom in the power of reason; justice in the power of the will; temperance in concupiscible powers; fortitude in irascible
powers.

- The warped governance of reason has the nature of moral fault only insofar as it is voluntary. And so also reason has from the will the capacity to be the subject of sin.

- The lack of the vision of God is a punishment insofar as the lack is contrary to the will of the person lacking the vision. For such contrariness belongs to the nature (if punishment, as I have said before. And so the lack as punishment relates to the will.

**Sixth Article**

*Is Original Sin Transmitted by Adam to All Descendants from His Seed?*

It seems that original sin is not, for the following reasons:

- Death is punishment for original sin. But at the end of the world, when the Lord comes to render judgment, some of the living will not die, as Jerome says to Marcella. Therefore, they will not be begotten with original sin.

- People have said that not everybody held the position of Jerome on this matter, and so the argument is not absolutely conclusive. But a necessary inference from a probable proposition is not falsified nor contrary to faith any more than a possible but false proposition yields an impossible conclusion. And it is probable that some human beings begotten of Adam do not die. Therefore, the conclusion from the latter proposition, that some human beings are begotten without original sin, is also not falsified. Rather, the conclusion is probable.

- As Augustine says in his *Enchiridion*, we ask for eternal things in the first three petitions of the Lord's Prayer and earthly things in the other four petitions. But among the latter, we ask forgiveness of out debts, one of which is the necessity to beget children with original sin. Therefore, since it is inappropriate to say that the prayer of the whole church is not heard, it seems that some could in this earthly life beget children without original sin.

- No one can receive from another what the other does not have. But the baptized do not have original sin, since baptism takes away original sin. Therefore, no one begotten by a father who has been baptized contracts original sin.

- The Apostle says in Rom. 11:16, "If the trunk is holy, so are the branches," and the Lord says in Mt. 7:17, "A good tree bears good fruit." Therefore, a father, if he is both holy and good, does not beget children tainted by original sin.

- If the contrary species belongs to the contrary genus, the species in question also belongs to the genus in question. But human beings who are sinners beget sinners. Therefore, by the same token, human beings who are just beget just human beings. Therefore, just human beings do not beget human beings corrupted by original sin.

- The Apostle says in Rom. 5:15 that "the gift of Christ is not like the sin of Adam," and that the gift of Christ is much more powerful. But the sin transmitted by Adam to someone is transmitted by that one to his children. Therefore, the gift of Christ transmitted by baptism to someone is also transmitted by that one to his children. And so the children of the baptized are begotten without original sin.

- Augustine says in his work *On the Punishment and Forgiveness of Sins and on the Baptism of Infants*: "The transgression of the first sinner did not do more harm to human beings than the incarnation and
remnedion of the Saviour brought them profit." Butlu- rrcicaption of the SaviOI did tot h ing profit to all human beings. Therefore, neither did the transgression of Adam harm all human beings. And so not all begotten of Adam's seed contract original sin from him.

- The more general is not destroyed when the less general is. For example, it does not follow that if there is no human being, there is no animal; rather, the converse is true. Rut human nature is more general than any person possessing human nature. Therefore, the personal corruption of Adam himself could not corrupt the whole human nature by original sin.

- Baptism either does or does not take away the corruption of human nature. If baptism does, then no act of human nature transmits original sin to offspring. And if baptism does not, the corruption is equally related to the soul of the begetter and to the soul of the offspring begotten. Therefore, if the corruption does not corrupt the soul of the begetter with original sin, neither will original sin corrupt the soul of the offspring begotten.

- Anselm says in his work On the Virgin Conception that sin is no more in semen than in spittle. But nothing can convey to another what it does not possess. Therefore, the generation produced by Adam's seed does not cause original sin in his offspring.

- Augustine says in his work On the Perfection of Human Justice: "What comes about by natural necessity lacks moral fault." But semen by natural necessity causes everything it causes in offspring. Therefore, everything semen causes lacks moral fault. Therefore, those begotten of Adam's seed do not contract original sin.

- Semen is a material substance. But the action of material substances is successive, not instantaneous, and moral fault corrupts the soul instantaneously. Therefore, semen does not cause such corruption.

- The Philosopher says in his work On the Generation of Animals that semen is an overflow of nutriment, and so the semen that begets particular human beings was not in Adam. But particular human beings contract original sin insofar as they sinned in Adam, as the Apostle says in Rom. 5:1 Therefore, impregnation of semen does not transmit original sin from Adam to all human beings.

- A proximate cause has a greater impact than a remote cause does. And the proof of this is that a proximate cause produces something specifically like itself, and a remote cause does not. For example, the human being begotten is specifically like the human being who begets, not like the sun. But the corruption of human nature as it was in Adam is also in the same way in the immediate parent. Therefore, we ought to say that those presently begotten contract original sin from their immediate parents, not from Adam.

- Augustine says in his work On Marriage and Concupiscence that lust, not propagation, transmits original sin to offspring, and so it seems that if there were generation without lust, sin would not be transmitted to offspring. But generation when with or without lust causes different dispositions of the semen only by a greater or lesser intensity of heat. For as semen is a material substance composed of elements, we trace its different disposition in activity to active properties of the elements. But causes distinguished only by greater or lesser intensity of heat do not produce specifically different effects. Therefore, as propagation without lust would not transmit original sin, so neither does propagation accompanied by lust.

- Charity lessens sexual lust. But charity can be increased endlessly. Therefore, since sexual lust is not infinite, it seems that charity can completely eliminate it. And so some human beings need not be
begotten with original sin.

- Sexual lust belongs either to disordered sensuality or to a wicked will. But neither one of these alternatives is true about the just begetting offspring. Therefore, those begotten of the just do not contract original sin.

- As good pours itself out, as Dionysius says, so evil draws itself in. But the good that Adam did (e.g., his repentance) is not poured out to all human beings. Therefore, much less is the evil he did.

- Sin is transmitted from Adam to others insofar as they sinned in him. But Adam sinned by eating the forbidden apple, and we cannot say that all human beings ate the forbidden apple when Adam did. Therefore, neither can we say that they sinned when he did. And so original sin is not transmitted from Adam to all human beings.

On the Contrary:

- The Apostle says in Rom. 5:12: "Sin entered the world through one human being, and death through sin, and so death passed to all human beings from Adam, in whom all sinned."

- Augustine says in his work On Faith, to Peter that as human beings cannot copulate without lust, so they cannot be conceived without original sin.

Answer:

It is false to say that any are descended from Adam's seed without original sin. For then there would be some human beings who would not need the redemption accomplished by Christ. And so we should absolutely concede that all propagated from Adam's seed contract original sin immediately at the very moment of their conception.

And we can demonstrate this from things that I have said before. For I have said before that original sin is related to the whole of human nature propagated from Adam as actual sin is related an individual human person, as if all human beings as descendants of the one Adam should be one human being whose different bodily members are different persons. And it is clear that actual sin inheres first in its source, namely, the will, which is the first subject of sin, as I have said before. And actual sin is transmitted from the will to other powers of the soul and even bodily members insofar as the will moves these powers and members, since it is in this way that acts are voluntary, and acts need to be voluntary in order to have the nature of sin. Therefore, we ought also consider original sin first in Adam as its source, from which it is transmitted to all produced by that source. And as the command of the will moves the parts of one and the same human being, so fathers by their reproductive power produce children. And so the Philosopher says in the Physics that fathers by impregnating semen cause offspring, and he says in his work On the Generation of Animals that semen has its causal power from the soul of the begetter that disposes matter to receive the form of the begotten. Therefore, such movement, which originated from our first parent, is transmitted to all who come from his seed. And o all who come from his seed contract original sin from him.

Replies to the Objections:

- Jerome does not propose this as his own opinion but as the opinion of some people, as Is evident in the letter that he writes to Minierius about the resurrection of the flesh, in which letter he posits several opinions on the subject. And of these opinions, he reports that some people thought that those alive at the coming of the Lord will not die because of what the Apostle speaking in their person says in 1 Thes. 4: 17: "We who are alive will .slang with them be snatched up into the clouds to meet Christ in the air."
And others explain this text to mean that those alive at the coming of the Lord, rising immediately, would be dead only for a little while, not that they do not die. And this is the more common opinion.

- Granted that those alive at the coming of the Lord would never die, it does not necessarily follow that they did not contract original sin. For the special punishment of original sin is the necessity of dying, as the Apostle says in Rom. 8:10, "The body is indeed dead because of sin," that is, consigned to the necessity of death, as Augustine explains. And it may happen that some have the necessity of dying but will never die due to the power of God preventing death, just as it may happen that something by nature heavy is not borne downward due to some impediment.

- The debt of begetting offspring with original sin is remitted in this life as to Christ's power cleansing of sin some begotten with sin, not as to one begetting offspring without sin. For debts mean sins, as Augustine explains in his work On the Lord's Sermon on the Mount.

- Original sin is the contrary of original justice. And by reason of original justice, the higher power of the soul both was joined to God and commanded lower powers and could even preserve the body from corruption. Therefore, baptism takes away original sin regarding the gift of grace, which unites the superior part of the soul to God, but baptism does not give the soul the power to be able to preserve the body from corruption, or the higher part of the soul the power to be able to preserve the lower powers from every kind of rebellion. And so there remains after baptism both the necessity of dying and concupiscence, which is the material element in original sin. And so as to the higher part of the soul, it shares in the new condition of Christ. But as to the lower powers of the soul and the body itself, there still remains the old condition that comes from Adam. And it is clear that the baptized beget offspring by their lower powers and the body, not by the higher part of the soul. And so the baptized transmit to their offspring the old condition of Adam, not the new condition of Christ. And so, although the baptized do not themselves have original sin regarding moral fault, they still transmit original sin to their offspring.

- And the foregoing makes clear the reply to the fifth objection.

- This way of arguing is valid regarding what belongs to contraries as contraries but not regarding what is common to both contraries. For example, it follows that if black concentrates vision, white disperses vision, but it does not follow that if black is visible, white is invisible, since visibility belongs to black as a color, and color is the genus of both black and white. And the old condition of Adam regarding lower powers and the body itself is common to the just and to sinners, and sinners in that respect beget sinners. And so it does not follow that the just beget offspring without original sin.

- The gift of Christ is more powerful than the sin of Adam, since Christ's gift restores human beings to a higher state than Adam had before he sinned, namely, the state of glory, which involves no risk of sinning. But this needs to be accomplished by conforming oneself to Christ, so that the effect is like its cause. For Christ assumed the old condition of punishment in order by his death to redeem us from death, and so he by his resurrection restored our life. Just so, human beings through Christ are first conformed to Christ through grace, with the old condition of punishment remaining, and are at last brought to glory at the resurrection. And by reason of the penal condition that remains in the baptized regarding their lower powers, they transmit original sin. Nor is it inappropriate that punishment cause moral fault, since lower powers can be subjects of moral fault only insofar as higher powers can move them. And so when moral fault has been removed from the higher part of the soul, the nature of moral fault does not actually remain in the lower powers, but the nature of moral fault remains in those powers virtually insofar as the powers are the source of human generation.

- As the sin of Adam harms all those begotten of his seed, so the redemption of Christ profits all those
spiritually begotten of him.

- Human nature absolutely considered belongs to more things than a person does, but human nature considered as belonging to the person is included in the bounds of the person. And the person can corrupt human nature in this way. And since all those propagated from the seed of our first parent receive human nature from him, such corruption of human nature is transmitted to all of them. Just so, if water were to be tainted at its source, the taint would affect the whole stream coming from the source.

- The soul of a baptized parent has something that resists the corruption of original sin, namely, the sacrament of Christ, and the soul of the begotten offspring indeed does not have this impediment to corruption. Or we should say that the corruption of human nature passes to the soul by the reproductive act, which is a natural act, and so the corruption passes to the soul of the begotten, who is the end product of generation, and not to the soul of the begetter.

- Original sin is virtually, not actually, in the semen, inasmuch as the semen is the source of human generation, as I have said before.

- The defect of original sin does not have the nature of moral fault because generation from semen necessarily transmits the sin. Rather, the defect has the nature of moral fault because human nature has been corrupted by a taint that is imputed as voluntary on account of its source, as I have said before.

- Semen causes corruption of the soul in the same way it causes completion of human nature. Therefore, as the causal action of the semen is successive, but the completion of human nature instantaneous at the advent of the ultimate form, so also the corruption of original sin is caused instantaneously, although the causal action of the semen is not instantaneous.

- Some believed that original sin could be transmitted from our first parent to his posterity only if all human beings were materially in Adam, and so they held that semen is matter transmitted from Adam himself, not an overflow of nutriment. But this cannot be the case, since then semen would be something distinct from the substance of the begetter. And what is distinct from the substance of something is separate from its nature and in the process of dissolution, and so cannot be the source of generating the same nature. And the Philosopher concludes from this that semen is an overflow of nutriment, not something distinct. But this does not preclude original sin being contracted from our first parent. For the condition of the begotten depends on the efficient cause that disposes its matter and gives it its form rather than on the matter, which, leaving its prior disposition and losing its prior form, receives a new disposition and form from the cause. And so, regarding the contraction of original sin, it does not matter whencesoever the matter of the human body came. Rather, it matters by what cause the matter of the human body was changed into the human species.

- We can distinguish proximate and remote causes in two ways: in one way intrinsically; in the second way accidentally. We can indeed distinguish them accidentally when we consider remoteness and distance only spatially or temporally or some such thing accidental to the cause as cause. And then it is true that the proximate cause causes a deeper imprint on the effect than the remote cause does. For example, a fire it hand heats something more than a distant fire does, and an evil at hand causes more anxiety than a remote evil does. And we distinguish proximate and remote causes intrinsically by the natural ordering of the causes in causing, and then the remote cause has more influence on the effect than the proximate cause does. For the Book of Causes says that every primary cause has more influence on its effect than a secondary cause does, since the secondary cause acts only by the power of the primary cause. that the effect sometimes receives the species of the proximate rather than the remote cause is due to the deficiency of matter that is incapable of receiving so excellent a form, not to lack of efficacy on the
part of the remote cause. And so matter will receive the form of the chief cause rather than the form of the proximate cause if the matter is capable of doing so, just as a house receives the form of the builder's craft rather than the form of his tools. Therefore, since all human beings have the old condition of original sin insofar as they are caused by our first parent, as I have said before, so no one transmits original sin except insofar as he begets in virtue of the first cause. And that is why we say that offspring contract original sin from Adam rather than from their immediate parents.

• Lust designates actual inordinate desire. And I have said before that the material element in original sin is habitual concupiscence, which comes from the fact that reason does not have the power completely to restrain lower powers. Therefore, the actual lust in sexual intercourse is evidence of the habitual concupiscence that is the material element in original sin. And the reason why human beings transmit original sin to offspring is because there remains in them even after baptism something of original sin, namely, concupiscence or the incendiary source of sin, as I have said. Therefore, it is clear that actual lust is not the reason why original sin is transmitted. Rather, it is evidence of the sin. And so, if actual lust were miraculously to be completely eliminated from sexual intercourse, the offspring would nonetheless contract original sin, since the cause of original sin remains. And so when Augustine said that lust transmits original sin, he posited the sign of original sin for the thing signified. And the objection was arguing on the basis of such actual lust, with which more intense heat is associated. But the heat is not the whole cause; rather, the more important cause derives from the power of such a soul, which power is chiefly active in the semen, as the Philosopher says.

• Charity lessens actual lust insofar as the concupiscible powers obey reason. But concupiscible powers in the present condition of corrupted human nature do not obey reason in such a way that they do not partially retain their own spontaneous movement, even movement contrary to the ordination of reason. And so sexual lust is not altogether taken away, however much the charity of one's life is increased.

• Even the just experience actual lust in the sexual act when the concupiscible appetite tends unrestrainedly for the pleasures of the flesh, and the will, even if it does or wills nothing contrary to reason, nonetheless, due to the emotional intensity, does not pay attention to the ordination of actual reason.

• We are the source of sin, and God is the source of meritorious good. And so there was in Adam some good that could have been communicated to all human beings, namely, original justice, which he notwithstanding had from God. But he had from himself the evil that he transmitted to others. And so we could rather say that God would have been the transmitter of good, and the human being is the transmitter of evil. And the good of Adam's very repentance is not transmitted to others, since its source was the grace personally bestowed on him.

• Eating signifies a personal act, but sinning can belong both to a person and to human nature. And so we say that those who receive their human nature from Adam sinned in Adam, not that they ate in Adam.

**Seventh Article**

*Do Those Begotten Only from Adam's Matter Contract Original Sin?*

It seems that they do, for the following reasons:

• The corruption of the flesh to which the soul is united taints the soul with original sin. But the corruption of sin actually tainted the flesh of the human being who sinned, and the corruption of sin only virtually tainted his semen, since the semen, lacking a rational soul, is incapable of receiving the taint of sin. Therefore, a human being miraculously formed out of the flesh of one having original sin (e.g., out of the rib or hand or foot) Would contract the stain of original sin to a greater degree than a human being
begotten I mm the semen of such a man.

- A gloss on Gen. 4:1 says that the whole posterity of Adam was corrupted in his loins, since his posterity was not previously separated from him when he lived in paradise but was later separated from him when he was exiled. But if a human being were to be formed out of the body of another human being (e.g., out of the hand or the foot), the flesh of the former would be separated from the flesh of the latter when the latter's flesh was in a penal condition. Therefore, the human being so formed would contract original sin.

- Original sin is a sin of the whole human nature, as I have said before. But a human being formed out of the flesh of another human being would belong to human nature. Therefore, the human being so formed would contract original sin.

- In the begetting of human beings and all animals, the female provides the matter of the body. But the corruption of sin taints the soul because the soul is united to the matter of the body. Therefore, even if Adam were not to have sinned, and Eve did, the offspring begotten of both would contract original sin simply because of the matter, not because of the corruption of Adam's semen.

- Death and every corruption results from a property of matter. But mothers provide the matter of offspring. Therefore, if Eve by sinning were to have become subject of death and suffering, and Adam did not sin, the children begotten would have been subject to death and suffering. But there is no punishment without moral fault. Therefore, the children would have contracted original sin.

- Damascene says in his work *On Orthodox Faith* that the Holy Spirit came over Mary and purified her. But we cannot say that her purification was superfluous, since no created nature, much less the Holy Spirit, does anything superfluous. Therefore, the body of Christ, if it were to have been taken from the Virgin without her being previously purified, would still have contracted original sin. And so it seems that time very fact that one receives flesh from Adam's matter suffices to contract original sin.

*On the Contrary:*

Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that Christ did not sin in Adam, nor was he destined for punishment in the loins of Abraham, since Christ was in the loins only regarding their bodily substance, not regarding their reproductive nature.

*Answer:*

We can understand the answer to this question from what I have explained before. For I have said before that original sin is transmitted from our first parent to his descendants insofar as our first parent caused them by physical descent. And it is clear that it is the nature of matter to undergo motion, not to cause motion. And so however a person comes from Adam's matter or from his descendants, the person would contract original sin only if the person were to be propagated from Adam's seed. Just so, neither would a person contract original sin if the person were to be freshly formed out of the earth. For regarding the condition of a person, it matters by what cause the person is formed, not out of what matter the person is formed, since human beings receive their form and dispositions from their efficient causes, as I have said, and matter, losing its prior form and disposition, acquires a new one by generation.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- If a human being were to be formed out of the finger or flesh of another human being, this could only be the case if the flesh of the other ceased to be such and abandoned its prior disposition, since the coming to be of one thing is the ceasing to be of something else. And so the previous corruption in the flesh
would not remain to corrupt the soul.

- We should not understand the gloss as if the condition of exile causes a human being to contract original sin, since if Adam were to have remained in the earthly paradise after sinning, he would still have transmitted original sin to his posterity. Rather, the cause of the transmission of original sin is the corruption of human nature in our first parent, and the condition of exile accompanies the corruption. And so the gloss posits the condition as something accompanying the cause, not as the cause of the transmission of original sin.

- Original sin does not belong to human nature absolutely, but Adam transmits human nature through his semen, as I have said.

- Children begotten of an Adam who did not sin and of an Eve who did would not contract original sin, since original sin is contracted through the power that causes the movement toward human nature, and this power is in the semen of the male, as the Philosopher says. And so, although Eve sinned first, the Apostle nonetheless expressly says in Rom. 5:12 that sin entered the world through one man.

- Some thought that those begotten of an Adam who did not sin and of an Eve who did would be subject to death and suffering because those things result from the matter, which mothers provide, and then mortality and suffering would be natural and not punitive defects. But we should more accurately say that those so begotten would not be subject to suffering or death. For if Adam had not sinned, he would have transmitted original justice to his descendants, to which justice belongs both that the soul is subject to God, and that the body is subject to the soul. And this excludes the capacity to offer and die.

- Christ was unable to contract original sin because he was conceived of the Virgin without semen from a man. And the Virgin was previously purified because complete purity befitted the flesh that the Word of God received, not because her purification was necessary in order that Christ should be conceived without original sin.

**Eighth Article**

*Are the Sins of Immediate Parents Transmitted by Physical Descent to Their Posterity?*

It seems that those sins are, for the following reasons:

- David, begotten of a lawful marriage, says in Ps. 51:5: "Behold, I was conceived in iniquities, and my mother conceived me in sins." And it seems from this that one and the same human being has many original sins. But this could not be if the sins of immediate parents were not to be transmitted by physical descent to their posterity, and if only the sin of the first man were to be. Therefore, the sins of immediate parents are transmitted by physical descent to their posterity.

- As human nature belonged to Adam, so does human nature belong to individual human beings. But Adam by his actual sin corrupted human nature and also transmitted the corrupted nature to his posterity, since he communicated the nature as he possessed it. Therefore, every other man by his actual sin also corrupts human nature in himself and transmits such corruption to his posterity. And so the actual sins of immediate parents pass by physical descent to their posterity just as the sin of our first parent does.

- People have said that Adam had an integral human nature, and so he could corrupt it by his actual sin, but other human beings have a corrupt human nature, and so their actual sins cannot corrupt that nature. But Rev. 22:11 says: "Let the holy be made holier, and let the filthy become filthier." And to be in the filth of sin is to be corrupt. Therefore, the corrupt nature in someone can still be further corrupted.
People have said that the corruption of human nature that the sin of our first La.trent brought about corrupted an integral human nature and so could cause the transmission of original sin, but that other corruptions of human nature, which our immediate parents' actual sins bring about, do not corrupt an integral human nature. And so other corruptions do not cause the transmission of original sin. But the mean in relation to one of the extremes has the nature of the other extreme; for example, gray is related to white as blacker, and to black as whiter. And the less corrupt is the mean between the integral and the more corrupt. Therefore, the corruption by which human nature is transformed from integral to corrupt, and the corruption by which human nature is transformed from less corrupt to more corrupt, produce the same effect.

People have said that human nature belonged to the first man as its first source, and so it could be corrupted in him but not in others. But if the first man were not to have sinned, and a male of his posterity were to have sinned, the latter would have a corrupted human nature and would transmit such a nature to his posterity. And yet human nature would not belong to him as the first source. Therefore, in order to transmit an original sin, the first source of human nature need not corrupt that nature.

Ex. 20:5 says: "I am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of fathers on sons unto the third and fourth generations." And this can only be referring to the actual sins of immediate parents. Therefore, the actual sins of immediate parents are transmitted by physical descent to their posterity.

People have said that we should understand the foregoing text about the transmission of sins regarding punishment and not moral fault. But there can be no effect without its cause. And punishment is an effect of moral fault. Therefore, if punishment be transmitted, it is necessary that moral fault also be transmitted.

People have said punishment does not always suppose moral fault in the same person but sometimes supposes moral fault in another. But punishment is from God, and it is just. And justice is a certain equality between the wrong and the punishment. Therefore, punishment needs to reduce the inequality of moral fault to equality. But this could only be so if the punishment were to bring about equality in the same person in whom moral fault previously brought about inequality, that is, that one who by sinning of his or her own will acted contrary to the will of God suffer something contrary to his or her will by the will of God. Therefore, punishment needs to be transmitted to the same person to whom moral fault is transmitted.

According to Mt 27:25, the Jews said: "His blood be upon us and our children." And explaining this, Augustine in a sermon on the Lord's passion says: "Behold what goods they transmit to their heirs by such a testimonial to their sacrilege; they imbue themselves with the stain of his blood, and they ruin their posterity." Therefore, the actual sin of men other than Adam are transmitted to posterity even regarding moral stain.

All of us sinned in Adam when he sinned, as the Apostle says in Rom. 5:12, and this is so because we were in him by reason of the power of his semen to beget us, as Augustine says. But as we were in Adam by his seminal power, so also are we in our immediate parents by their seminal power. Therefore, we also sinned in them when they sinned, and so their sins are transmitted to us by physical descent.

Death, which is the privation of life, is a punishment of original sin. But the life of human beings is ever being shortened more and more, since human beings at the beginning lived longer than they do now. Therefore, since the punishment is increasing, it seems that it is increasing from moral fault. So actual sins of immediate parents add something to the original sin that we contract from our first parent.
Before the institution of circumcision, male children were saved only by the faith it their parents, as Gregory says." Therefore, the children were damned by their parents' lack of faith. But lack of faith is an actual sin. Therefore, the actual sin of immediate parents is transmitted to their posterity.

It is a greater effect to produce something that exists in the imagination and in reality than to produce something that exists only in the imagination. But an imaginary bodily ugliness, which exists only in the imagination of a begetter, is transmitted to offspring, and so Jerome in his work Book of Hebraic Questions on Genesis relates that a certain woman gave birth to a black child after looking at the picture of an Ethiopian on the wall. Therefore, much more is the ugliness of sin, which is in a father's soul both in reality and in his imagination, transmitted to his offspring.

Persons can better share with others what they possess of themselves than what they possess from others. But immediate parents transmit to their descendants the corruption of original sin transmitted to them by Adam. Therefore, much more do they transmit the corruption of their actual sins.

Canon and civil law hold children liable for the sins of their parents. For example, the children of pagan priests, although born of free women, are bound to slavery, and canon law holds the heirs of a thief liable for the theft of their father even if they do not share in the proceeds of the theft, and even if no suit was brought against the father. And the children of traitors bear the shame of their parents. Therefore, the sins of parents are transmitted to their children.

Children have more in common with their immediate parents than with their first parent and are more directly related to their immediate parents. Therefore, if the sin of the first parent is transmitted to all of his posterity, much more are the sins of immediate parents transmitted to their children.

Things of the body are transmitted when the body is transmitted. But some actual sins belong to the body. For example, the Apostle says in 1 Cor. 6:18: "Every other sin that a human being shall commit is outside his body, but a fornicator sins in his body." Therefore, such actual sins are transmitted by physical descent from immediate parents to their offspring.

On the Contrary:

Sin is contrary to merit. But the merits of parents are not transmitted to their offspring; otherwise, all of us would not be begotten children of wrath. Therefore, neither are the actual sins of immediate parents transmitted to their offspring.

Ez.18:20 says: "Children shall not incur the iniquity of their fathers." But they would if their fathers' iniquity were to be transmitted to them. Therefore, the sins of immediate parents are not transmitted to their children.

Answer:

Augustine considers this question in his Enchiridion and leaves it unresolved. But if we should consider the question carefully, we would conclude that the actual sins of immediate parents cannot be transmitted by physical descent to their offspring.

And to prove this, we need to note that a univocal begetter transmits the nature of his species to the begotten, and so all the accidents that result from the species. For example, as a human being begets a human being, so a being capable of laughter begets a being capable of laughter. And if the power of the begetter happens to be intense, he transmits his likeness to the begotten even regarding individual accidents. But this is so regarding accidents that in some way belong to the body and not regarding accidents that belong to the soul, especially the
rational soul, which is not a power in a bodily organ. For example, a light-skinned father usually begets a light-skinned son, and a tall father usually begets a tall son, but a grammarian does not beget a grammarian, nor a natural scientist a natural scientist.

And because sin takes away the gift of grace, we should consider regarding sin the same thing that we consider regarding the gift of grace taken away by sin. And at the beginning of the human condition, God bestowed on the first human being a gratuitous gift both regarding his person and regarding the whole human nature transmitted by him, and this gift was original justice. And the power of this gift did not rest only in the higher part of the soul, that is, the rational part. It was also diffused to the lower parts of the soul, which the power of the aforementioned gift kept completely subject to reason, and even diffused to the body, in which nothing contrary to the gift's presence in the soul could happen as long as the gift remained. And so this gift would have been transmitted to Adam's posterity for two good reasons: first, indeed, because it was befalling human nature by God's gift, albeit not by the ordination of nature; second, because it reaches even to the body, which is transmitted by generation. But the first sin of our first parent took away this gift. And so it was also reasonable that that sin for the same reasons be transmitted to Adam's posterity by physical descent.

But other actual sins, whether of the first parent himself or also of other ancestors, are contrary to the gift of grace that God bestows on someone only regarding the person. And moreover, the power of this gift of grace rests only in the rational soul and is not transmitted to the body so that such grace takes away dissolubility of the body. And so the very grace is not transmitted, nor are the actual sins of any ancestors, even the actual sins of Adam himself aside from his first sin, transmitted to offspring by way of physical descent. But the actual sins of immediate parents can be transmitted to their children by way of example, because of the continuous interaction of children with their parents.

Replies to the Objections:

- Original sin in a human being is only one sin. But the text, "My mother conceived me in sins," uses the plural for four reasons. First, it is customary for Scripture to use the plural for the singular, as Mt. 2:20 does when it says, "Those who were seeking the life of the child are dead," meaning only Herod. Second, original sin is in a way the cause of subsequent sins and so includes many sins virtually. Third, there were in the actual sin of our first parent, who causes original sin, many deformities of sin; for example, there were pride, disobedience, gluttony, and theft. Fourth, the corruption of original sin belongs to different parts of human beings. And yet we can accordingly speak of original sin being many in one human being only relatively.

- Adam by his actual sin corrupted human nature by taking away the gratuitous gift that could be transmitted to his posterity. And the actual sins of our immediate parents if not do this, as what I have said makes clear, although the sins add to the corruption by taking away grace or the disposition for grace itself, which is a personal gift.

- —

- —

- And the foregoing makes clear the replies to the third, fourth, and fifth objections.

- The cited text says this because sin is transmitted from parents to offspring regarding punishment. But we should consider that there are two kinds of punishment. One kind of punishment is spiritual, and such punishment belongs to the soul. And children are never punished for their fathers by such punishment. And this is so because the souls of children do not come from the souls of fathers; rather, God directly creates the children's souls. And Ez.18:4 and 20 gives this explanation: "As the soul of a
father belongs to me, so also does the soul of his son," and "the son will not incur the iniquity of his father." The second kind of punishment is bodily or of things belonging to the body, and regarding such punishment, children are sometimes punished for their parents, especially when the children are likened to the parents in moral fault. For regarding the body that is transmitted by the parent, the child is part of the father.

- The temporal punishment with which a child is sometimes punished has as its cause the previous moral fault in the child's parent.
- Insofar as the child is part of the father, so also is the father punished in the punishment of the child.
- The descendants of the Jews are liable for the blood of Christ insofar as the descendants imitate the wickedness of their ancestors by approving it.

We were in our first parent and our immediate parents by sharing their nature, not by sharing their persons. And so we share in the sin that takes away the gift bestowed on the nature but not in sins that take away gifts of the persons.

The fact that human beings now live shorter lives than at the beginning of the world is not due to the original sin becoming more punitive or the continual weakening of human nature, as some have said; otherwise, the human lifespan would in the course of time become ever shorter and shorter. And this conclusion is evidently false, since human beings now live as long as in the time of David, who said in Ps. 90:10: "The span of our years is three score and ten." Therefore, the extended duration of life at the beginning of the world was due to God's power in order to secure the multiplication of the human race.

From the beginning of the world, only Jesus Christ, the mediator between God and human beings, could apply a remedy for original sin. Therefore, the ancients' faith and its profession did not profit their children for salvation as if their faith was a meritorious act of believers, and so it was not necessary that their faith be an act of perfect faith. Rather, their faith profited their children regarding the object of their faith, namely, the very mediator. For it is also in this way that the subsequently instituted sacraments profit us insofar as they are professions of faith. And so it does not follow that the parents' lack of faith would harm their children, except by accident, for example, by taking away the remedy for sin.

Imagination is a power in a bodily organ. And so as to an image in the imagination, there is a change in the bodily effluence, on which the causal power at work in the semen is based. And so a change comes about in the offspring through the imagination of the parent in sexual intercourse itself, if the intercourse is intense. But the corruption of sin, especially actual sin, abides entirely in the soul and does not belong to the body. And so there is no comparison.

The argument of this objection is valid, other things being equal.

The argument of this objection is valid regarding the transmission of sin as to bodily punishment.

Human beings would contract sin from their immediate parent rather than from their first parent if the sin of the immediate parent were to take away a gift bestowed on human nature, as the sin of our first parent did.

We do not say that the fornicator sins in his body because the stain of this sin is in his body; rather, the stain is in the soul just as grace, its contrary, would be. But we say that the fornicator sins in his body because the sin abounds in bodily pleasure and relaxation of the body unlike any other sin. For example, there is no relaxation of the body in the sin of gluttony, and there is no bodily pleasure in spiritual sins.
**QUESTION V**

*On the Punishment of Original Sin*

**First Article**

*Is Privation of the Vision of God a Fitting Punishment for Original Sin?*

It seems that the privation of the vision of God is not, for the following reasons:

- As the *Physics* says, means that do not attain their end are pointless. But nature irdains human beings for happiness as their ultimate end, and this happiness consists of the vision of God. Therefore, the existence of human beings is pointless if they should not attain the vision of God. But God did not cease to cause the generation of human beings because of original sin, as Damascene says. Therefore, since nothing regarding the works of God is pointless, it seems that human beings do not incur the guilty condition of privation of the vision of God because of the sin that they contract by their physical descent.

- Ez.18:4 says: "All souls belong to me; as the soul of a son is mine, so also is the soul of the father." And we can understand from this that God directly creates all souls, and that one is not transmitted by another. Therefore, a person should not be punished for the original sin transmitted by our first parent with a punishment that belongs only to the soul. But the privation of the vision of God is a punishment that belongs only to the soul, just as the very vision of God belongs only to the soul. Therefore, the privation of the vision of God is not a proper punishment for original sin.

- Augustine says in his *Enchiridion* that the punishment of those punished only for original sin is the mildest. But Chrysostom says in a homily on the Gospel of Matthew that the privation of the vision of God is the greatest punishment and worse than hell. Therefore, the privation of the vision of God is not a fitting punishment for original sin.

- People have said that the privation of the vision of God by itself is a lesser punishment than the privation along with the punishment of the senses incurred for actual sins. But punishment as an evil consists of the privation of a good. And the relation of privations to one another is like the relation of the things deprived to one another. For example, deafness is related to blindness as hearing is to sight. But the privation of the vision of God deprives human beings of God, and punishment of the senses deprives human beings of created goods, namely, sense pleasures or the like. And created goods added to the uncreated good do not make human beings happier. For Augustine, addressing God, says in his *Confessions*: "Those who know you and them," namely, creatures, "are happy because of you alone and not happier because of them." Therefore, those whom the privation of the vision of God deprives of the uncreated good alone are not less unhappy than those who suffer punishment of the senses along with the privation.

- People have said that although human beings may not be less happy regarding the essential reward, they are nonetheless less happy regarding the accidental reward. But the accidental reward is accidentally related to happiness. And increasing an accident does not increase the thing to which the accident belongs. For example, if something is whiter, it is not on that account more a human being. Therefore, happiness, which consists essentially of enjoying the highest good, is not increased by adding any created good.

- Since the uncreated good infinitely surpasses created goods, a created good is related to the uncreated
good like a point to a line. But adding a point does not make a line greater. Therefore, neither does adding a created good make greater the happiness that consists of enjoying the uncreated good.

- People have said that although God is infinite good, the vision of God is not, since a finite intellect beholds God in a finite way, and so a person deprived of the vision of God is not deprived of infinite good. But those whose perfection is taken away are deprived of their perfection. And the object seen is the perfection of those who see. Therefore, those whose vision is taken away are deprived of the very object seen. And so those deprived of the vision of God are deprived of infinite good, since the object seen in the vision of God is infinite good.

- God himself is human beings' reward, since he said to Abraham in Gen. 15:1: "I am your exceedingly great reward." Therefore, those deprived of their ultimate reward, which consists of the vision of God, are deprived of God himself, who is infinite good.

- Original sin deserves less punishment than venial sin does; otherwise, the punishment of original sin would not be the mildest, as Augustine says. But venial sin deserves punishment of the senses and not privation of the vision of God. Therefore, since privation of the vision of God without punishment of the senses is undoubtedly greater than punishment of the senses without privation of the vision of God, it seems that original sin does not deserve privation of the vision of God as its punishment.

- People have said that even venial sin deserves privation of the vision of God for a time, just as it deserves punishment of the senses for a time. But adding eternity worsens the punishment of the privation of the vision of God more than adding temporal punishment of the senses does, since no rightly disposed person would not will to undergo every temporal punishment rather than to lack the everlasting vision of God. Therefore, if original sin is punished with the everlasting privation of the vision of God, original sin is punished more than venial sin and so is not the mildest punishment.

- According to the law, one who has suffered for another's wrongdoing deserves mercy. But those who are punished only for original sin have suffered for the wrongdoing of another, namely, our first parent. Therefore, they deserve mercy. Therefore, they do not deserve the worst punishment, that is, privation of the vision of God.

- Augustine says in his work On TwoSouls: "To hold anyone a criminal because he did not do what he could not do partakes of the greatest injustice and insanity. But no such thing is consistent with God. Therefore, since the child who is begotten could not avoid original sin, it seems that the child accordingly would not incur the guilty condition of any punishment.

- Original sin is the privation of original justice, as Anselm says. But the vision of God is not due to those having original justice, since they could have original justice without grace. Therefore, neither does privation of the vision of God correspond to original sin as punishment.

- As we read in Gen. 3:12, Adam excused himself, saying: "The woman you gave the gave. it to me, and I ate." And this would have been an excuse sufficient not to merit punishment if he were to have been unable to resist the woman's prompting. But God gave our souls flesh whose corruption they cannot resist. Therefore, it does not seem that our souls accordingly deserve any punishment.

- The privation of the vision of God, which human beings can attain only through grace, would be proper for them as constituted in their natural powers even if they had never sinned. But sin properly deserves punishment. Therefore, we cannot call the privation of the vision of God a punishment of original sin.

On the Contrary:
• Gregory says in his work Morals: "The mind in its pilgrimage cannot see the light as it is, since the captivity of its condemnation hides the light from the mind."

• Innocent III says in the Decretals that original sin deserves the privation of the vision of God as punishment.

Answer:

Privation of the vision of God is a fitting punishment of original sin. And to prove this, we should consider that although two things seem to belong to something's perfection, one of being capable of a great good or of actually possessing it, and the second of needing no or little external help, the first condition outweighs the second. For it is far better to be capable of a great good although needing much help to attain it than to be capable of only a little good that can be attained with little or no external help. For example, we say that the body of a human being is better disposed if it could attain perfect health albeit with much help from medicine than if it could attain only imperfect health without the help of medicine. Therefore, rational creatures surpass every other kind of creature in being capable of the highest good in beholding and enjoying God, although the sources from their own nature do not suffice to attain it, and they need the help of God's grace to attain it.

And we should note regarding this point that every rational creature without exception needs a particular divine help, namely, the help of sanctifying grace, in order to be able to attain perfect happiness, as the Apostle says in Rom. 6:23: "The grace of God is eternal life." But in addition to this necessary help, human beings needed another supernatural help because of their composite nature. For human beings are composed of soul and body, and of an intellectual and a sensory nature. And if the body and the senses be left to their nature, as it were, they burden and hinder the intellect from being able freely to attain the highest reaches of contemplation. And this help was original justice, by which the mind of human beings would be so subject to God that their lower powers and their very bodies would be completely subject to them, nor would their reason impede them from being able to tend toward God. And as the body is for the sake of the soul, and the senses for the sake of the intellect, so this help whereby the body is under the control of the soul, and sense powers under the control of the intellect, is almost a disposition for the help whereby the human mind is ordained to see and enjoy God. And original sin takes away this help of original justice, as I have said before."

And when persons by sinning cast away the means whereby they were disposed to obtain a good, they deserve that the good that they were disposed to obtain be taken away. And the very taking away of the good is a fitting punishment for the sin. And so the fitting punishment of original sin is the taking away of grace and thereby of the vision of God for which grace ordains human beings.

Replies to the Objections:

• Human beings would have been created uselessly and in vain if they were to be unable to attain happiness, as would be the case with anything that cannot obtain its ultimate end. And so, lest human beings begotten with original sin be created uselessly and in vain, God from the beginning of the human race intended a remedy for them by which they would be freed from such frustration, namely, Jesus Christ, the very mediator between God and human beings. And the impediment of original sin could be removed through faith in him. And so Ps. 89:47 says: "Remember what my substance is, for have you constituted all the children of human beings in vain?" And an explanatory gloss says that David is asking for the incarnation of the Son, who was to take his flesh from David's substance and to free human beings from empty purpose."

• The souls of children who die without baptism are not punished with the privation of the vision of God because of the sin of Adam as his personal sin. Rather, those children are so punished for the taint of
original sin, which they incur by union with the body transmitted from their first parent by physical
descent. For it would be unjust that the guilty condition of punishment be transmitted unless there were
to be the taint of moral fault. And so also the Apostle in Rom. 5:12 explains the transmission of
punishment by the transmission of moral fault, saying: "Sin entered the world through one man, and
death through sin."

- We can consider the gravity of punishments in two ways. We consider it in one way regarding the very
good that the evil of punishment takes away, and then lacking the vision and enjoyment of God is the
worst punishment. We consider the gravity of punishments in a second way in relation to the one
punished, and then the punishment is worse as the thing taken away is proper and connatural to the one
from whom it is taken away. For example, we would say that human beings would be punished more if
they were deprived of their inheritance than if they were prevented from coming into possession of a
kingdom to which they had no right. And we say in this way that the privation of the vision of God by
itself is the mildest of all punishments, insofar as the vision is an altogether supernatural gift.

- Created goods added to the uncreated good do not make good or happiness greater. This is so because if
two things sharing in something are combined, what they share in can be increased in them, but if a
sharing thing is added to what is by its essence such, nothing greater results. For example, two
conjoined hot things can cause greater heat, but if there were to be something that was by its essence
subsistent heat, no added hot thing would increase the heat. Therefore, since God is the very essence of
goodness, as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names, and everything else is good by
participation, no added good makes God a greater good, since the goodness of every other thing is
included in his very self. And so since happiness is simply attainment of the perfect good, no other good
added to the vision and enjoyment of God will cause greater happiness; otherwise, God would have
become happier by creating creatures. But the reasoning about happiness and the reasoning about
unhappiness differ, since as happiness consists of union with God, so unhappiness consists of
withdrawal from God, and a person indeed departs from his likeness and partaking of him by the
privation of any good. And so every privation of good causes greater unhappiness, although not every
addition of good causes greater happiness. This is so because human beings are not more united to God
by an added good than if they be directly united to him, although they are more separated from him when
a good is taken away.

- The addition of an accidental reward does not cause greater happiness, since we recognize an accidental
reward as a created good, and the happiness of human beings as the uncreated good. But as a created
good is a likeness and sharing of the uncreated good, so the attainment of a created good is a happiness
analogous to true happiness, although true happiness is not thereby increased.

- As a point does not increase the size of a line, so a created good does not increase happiness.

- We concede the seventh and eighth objections, since those deprived of the vision and enjoyment of God
are deprived of God himself.

- Venial sin is in one respect greater and in another respect lesser in relation to original sin. For venial sin
in relation to this or that person has more of the nature of sin than original sin does, since venial sin is
something willed by the will of such a person, and original sin is not. But original sin in relation to
human nature is more serious, since original sin deprives human nature of a greater good, namely, the
good of sanctifying grace, than the good of which venial sin deprives the person. And so those with
original sin ought to lack the vision of God, since they attain that vision only through sanctifying grace,
which venial sin does not preclude.

- The perpetuity of punishment results from the perpetuity of moral fault, and the perpetuity of moral fault results from the privation of grace, since moral fault cannot be remitted except through grace. And since original sin excludes grace, and venial sin does not, original sin deserves perpetual punishment, and venial sin does not.

- The child who dies without baptism has indeed suffered for the sin of another regarding the sin's cause, namely, because the child contracted the sin from another, but the child has suffered for its own sin insofar as the child contracted moral fault from its first parent. And so the child deserves mercy that lessens but does not completely remit punishment.

- The child who dies without baptism does not have a guilty condition because the child did not do anything, for this would be a sin of omission. Rather, the child has a guilty condition because the child contracted the taint of original sin.

- The argument of this objection is valid in the opinion of those who hold that sanctifying grace is not included in the nature of original justice. But I believe that opinion to be false. I so believe because inasmuch as original justice would originally consist of the subordination of the human mind to God, which can be steadfast only through grace, there could be no original justice without grace. And so one having original justice deserved the vision of God. But still, assuming the aforementioned opinion, the conclusion does not follow, since original justice, although it would not include grace, was nonetheless a disposition prerequisite for grace. And so what is contrary to original justice is also contrary to grace, just as what is contrary to natural justice, such as theft, murder, and the like, is contrary to grace.

- If Adam were not to have been able to resist Eve's influence, he would have been excused from actual sin, which one commits with one's own will. And so also the soul of a child is excused from the guilty condition of actual sin but not that of original sin, the corruption of which the soul contracted by union with the flesh.

- Human beings constituted only with natural powers would indeed lack the vision of God if they were to die in that condition. Nevertheless, they would not deserve not to have the vision. For it is one thing not to deserve to have something, which nonpossession has the nature only of a deficiency and not the nature of punishment, and it is another thing to deserve not to have something, which nonpossession has the nature of punishment.

**Second Article**

*Does Original Sin Deserve Punishment of the Senses?*

It seems that original sin does, for the following reasons:

- Augustine says in his *Hypognosticon* that infants who die without baptism experience hell. But hell designates punishment of the senses. Therefore, original sin deserves punishment of the senses.

- Augustine says in his work *On Faith, to Peter:* "Firmly believe and doubt not that infants who have departed this life without the sacrament of baptism are to be punished by eternal torment." But torment designates punishment of the senses. Therefore, original sin deserves punishment of the senses.

- On Job 9:17, "He has multiplied my wounds without cause," Gregory in his work *Morals* says that "the sacraments do not free them [infants who die without baptism] from the moral fault of their origin, and although they themselves have done nothing wrong in this world, they arrive at torments in the next
world." But torments designate punishment of the senses. Therefore, original sin deserves punishment of the senses.

• The original sin of such a child seems to belong to the same species as the actual sin of our first parent, since the former sin derives from the latter sin as an effect from a proper cause. But the actual sin of our first parent deserves punishment of the senses. Therefore, the original sin of such a child also deserves punishment of the senses.

• An efficient cause in contact with something capable of suffering brings about punishment of the senses. But the souls of children as well as their bodies after the resurrection are capable of punishment, since they do not have the gift of incapacity to suffer. Therefore, they will suffer punishment of the senses surrounded by fire.

• After the judgment, the punishment of sinners will be consummated. But the punishment of children who die without baptism, who are punished only for original sin, could not be consummated after the judgment unless a punishment of the senses were to be added to the privation of the vision of God, which they already suffer. Therefore, original sin deserves punishment of the senses.

• Moral fault deserves punishment. But the flesh causes original sin. Therefore, since the flesh deserves only punishment of the senses, it seems that original sin especially deserves punishment of the senses.

• If persons should die with original sin as well as venial sin, they will perpetually suffer punishment of the senses. But venial sin does not deserve perpetual punishment. Therefore, original sin deserves perpetual punishment of the senses.

On the Contrary:

• Bernard says that only one's own will burns in hell." But original sin is not a sin of one's own will; rather, it results from the will of another. Therefore, original sin does not deserve punishment of the senses.

• Innocent III says in the Decretals that actual sin deserves punishment of the senses. But original sin is not actual sin. Therefore, original sin does not deserve punishment of the senses.

Answer:

According to the common opinion, original sin deserves only the punishment of loss, namely, privation of the vision of God, not punishment of the senses. And this seems convincing for three reasons. First, it indeed seems convincing because every person is an individual substance of a certain nature, and so persons of themselves are directly ordained for things that belong to that nature, and indirectly, by means of the nature, ordained for things superior to the nature. Therefore, it can be due to a fault of human nature or a personal fault that persons suffer harm regarding things superior to human nature, but it seems that it can be due only to a person's own fault that persons suffer harm regarding things that belong to human nature. And as is evident from what I have explained before, original sin is a fault of human nature, and actual sin is a fault of the person. And grace and the vision of God are superior to human nature, and so persons deserve privation of grace and privation of that vision both for their actual sins and for original sin. But punishment of the senses is contrary to the integrity of human nature and its right disposition, and so persons deserve punishment of the senses only for their actual sins.

Second, original sin does not deserve punishment of the senses because punishments are proportioned to moral fault. And so actual mortal sin, in which there is a turning away from the immutable good and a turning toward a
transitory good, deserves both the punishment of loss, namely, the privation of the vision of God corresponding to the turning away from God, and punishment of the senses corresponding to the turning toward a creature. But there is no turning toward a creature in original sin and only a turning away from God, or something corresponding to such turning away, namely, the soul's forsaking original justice. And so original sin deserves only the punishment of loss, namely, the privation of the vision of God, not punishment of the senses.

Third, original sin does not deserve punishment of the senses because habitual dispositions never deserve such punishment. For example, persons are not punished because they are disposed to steal but because they actually steal. Nonetheless, habitual privations unaccompanied by any act deserve to lose things; for example, one who is illiterate is by that very fact unworthy of elevation to the episcopal dignity. And original sin indeed involves concupiscence by way of an habitual disposition that renders infants apt to desire inordinately, as Augustine says, and causes adults actually to desire inordinately. And so an infant who died with original sin does not deserve punishment of the senses but deserves only the punishment of loss, namely, that the privation of original justice render the child unsuitable to attain the vision of God.

Replies to the Objections:

- We should understand the words torment, anguish, hell, and torture, or any other like expressions of the saints to mean punishment in a broad sense, as we posit the specific for the general. And so the saints used such a way of speaking to make abominable the error of the Pelagians, who asserted that infants have no sin and deserve no punishment.

- The foregoing makes evident the replies to the second and third and all like objections.

- All sinned in the one sin of our first parent, as the Apostle says in Rom. 5:1. But not everyone is related to that one sin in the same way. For the sin belongs to Adam by his own will and is his actual sin, and so he deserved actual punishment for such sin. But the sin belongs to others by reason of their physical descent and not by reason of their own will, and so others do not deserve punishment of the senses for such sin.

- In the condition of the future life, fire and other like causes do not act on the souls or bodies of human beings by a necessity of nature but rather by the ordination of divine justice, since that condition is one of receiving reward according to one's deserts. And since divine justice does not require that children who die only with original sin deserve punishment of the senses, they suffer nothing from such causes.

- The punishment of children who die with original sin will be consummated after the judgment insofar as the very children punished with this punishment will be consummated by the restoration of their bodies.

- Original sin, although it is transmitted to the soul by the flesh, has the nature of moral fault only insofar as it extends to the soul. And so the disposition of the flesh does not deserve punishment, and if the flesh is sometimes punished, this is because of the moral fault in the soul.

- Many deem impossible the position that some die with original sin and only venial sin. Lack of maturity, since it sometimes excuses from mortal sin due to lack of the use of reason, far more excuses from venial sin. And after persons attain the use of reason, they are obliged to attend to their salvation. And if they have done this, they will now be free from original sin with the advent of grace, and if they have not done this, such omission on their part will be a mortal sin. But if it were to be possible for persons to die with original and only venial sin, I say that they would be punished with eternal punishment of the senses. For eternal punishment accompanies privation of grace, which results in eternal moral fault, as I
have said. And so venial sin in one who dies with mortal sin, since it is never remitted, is punished with eternal punishment due to the person's privation of grace. And the argument would be the same if one were to die with original and only venial sin.

**Third Article**

Do Those Who Die with Only Original Sin Suffer the Torment of Internal Anguish?

It seems that they do, for the hollowing reasons:

- Everything naturally desired, if not possessed when it should be, causes torment and anguish, as is evidently the case if one lacks food when nature requires it. But human beings by nature desire happiness, and they should possess it after this life. Therefore, since those who die with original sin do not attain happiness, in that they lack the vision of God, it seems that they suffer torment.

- As baptized children are disposed to receive the merit of Christ, so unbaptized children are disposed to receive the demerit of Adam. But baptized children are joyful because of the merit of Christ. Therefore, unbaptized children are sorrowful because of the demerit of Adam.

- It belongs to the nature of punishment to be contrary to the will of the one punished. But everything contrary to one's will makes one sorrowful, as the Philosopher says in the *Metaphysics*. Therefore, if persons suffer any punishment, they are necessarily made sorrowful.

- To be perpetually separated from one's beloved is especially a source of torment. But unbaptized children by nature love God. Therefore, since they know that they are eternally separated from him, it seems that they cannot be in this condition without torment.

*On the Contrary:*

The pleasure in moral fault deserves the pain or torment of punishment, as Rev. 18:7 says: "Give her as much torment and grief as she indulged herself in pride and pleasures." But there was no pleasure in original sin. Therefore, neither will there be any pain or torment in its punishment.

*Answer:*

Some have held that children who die with original sin experience an internal anguish and torment from their privation of the vision of God, although the anguish does not have the nature of the worm of conscience, since they are not conscious of having been able to avoid original sin. But there seems to be no reason why we should deny that they suffer external punishment of the senses if we affirm that they suffer internal anguish, which is far more a punishment and more contrary to the mildest punishment that Augustine ascribes to them. And so it seems to others, and with better reason, that the children experience no internal torment.

And particular theologians explain this in different ways. For example, some say that the souls of children who die with original sin are so darkened with ignorance that they do not know that they have been created for happiness, nor do they think at all about it, and so they suffer no anguish about it. But this does not seem to be properly stated. First, indeed, it is not properly stated because inasmuch as the children have no actual sin, which is personal sin in the proper sense, they do not deserve to suffer any loss in natural goods, for the reason previously ascribed. And it is natural for separated souls to be more rather than less endowed with knowledge than souls in the present life, and so it is unlikely that separated souls suffer such great ignorance. Second, the aforementioned opinion is inappropriately expressed because those condemned to hell, having less darkness of ignorance, would accordingly be in a better condition regarding their most excellent part, namely, their intellect. And as Augustine says, there is no one who would not prefer to suffer anguish being of sound mind than to be
joyful being of unsound mind.

And so some ascribe the children's lack of torment to the disposition of their will. For the disposition of the will in the soul, whether to good or evil, is not changed after death. And so, since children before they reach the use of reason do not have a disordered act of the will, neither will they have a disordered act of the will after death. But there is disorder of the will if one should grieve about not having what one could never obtain. For example, it would be inordinate if a peasant were to grieve about not inheriting a kingdom. Therefore, since the children after death know that they could never have obtained that heavenly glory, they will not grieve over its privation.

But combining the two positions, we can hold a middle position. And so we say that the children's souls indeed do not lack the natural knowledge that the separated soul by its nature deserves. And the separated souls lack the supernatural knowledge that faith implants in us in this life, since they did not actually have faith in this life, nor did they receive the sacrament of faith. And it belongs to natural cognition that the soul know that it is created for happiness, and that happiness consists of attainment of the perfect good. But that the perfect good for which human beings have been created is the glory that the saints possess is beyond natural knowledge. And so the Apostle says in 1 Cor. 2:9 that "the eye has not seen, nor the ear heard, nor has it entered into the heart of human beings, what things God has prepared for those who love him," and then (v. 10) adds: "And God has revealed them to us through his Spirit." And this revelation indeed belongs to faith. And so the children's souls do not know that they are deprived of such a good, and they accordingly do not grieve. But those souls possess without anguish what they have by natural knowledge.

Replies to the Objections:

- The souls of children who die in original sin indeed know happiness in general regarding its common aspect but not in particular. And so they do not grieve about losing it.

- As the Apostle says in Rom. 5:15, Christ's gift is greater than Adam's sin. And so it is not necessary that unbaptized children should be sorrowful because of Adam's sin if baptized children are joyful because of Christ's merit.

- Punishment does not always correspond to one's actual will. For example, punishment does not correspond to one's actual will when persons are defamed in their absence or despoiled of their possessions without their knowing about it. But it is necessary that punishment should always be either contrary to one's actual will or contrary to one's habitual will or at least contrary to one's natural inclination, as I have said before when I dealt with the evil of punishment.

- Children who die in original sin are indeed eternally separated from God regarding their loss of the glory of which they are ignorant but not regarding their partaking in the natural goods that they know.

Fourth Article

Are Death and Other IIs of This Life Punishment of Original Sin?

It seems that they are not, for the following reasons:

- Seneca says: "Death is the nature, not a punishment, of human beings." Therefore, by the same reasoning neither are other ills connected with death punishment.

- What many things have in common belongs to them by reason of something common to them. But death and other ills connected with death are common to human beings and other animals. Therefore, human beings and animals have death and other ills by reason of something common. But death and other ills do not belong to other animals by reason of moral fault, which the animals cannot incur. Therefore, death
and other ills do not belong to human beings by reason of moral fault and so are not punishment of original sin.

- Punishment should be proportional to sin, as Dt. 25:2 says: "The number of scourges will be proportioned to the crime." But original sin equally befalls all begotten of Adam, and the aforementioned ills do not equally befall all of them, since some at the first moment of their existence are begotten sickly, some maimed, some well disposed. Therefore, such ills are not punishment of original sin.

- Such ills are punishments of the senses. But sin deserves punishment of the senses because of an improper turning toward a transitory good, and there is indeed no such turning in original sin. Therefore, such ills do not correspond to such turning as punishment of original sin.

- Human beings are punished more severely after this life than during it. But original sin does not deserve punishment of the senses after this life, as I have said. Therefore, neither does original sin in this life, and so the same conclusion follows as before.

- Punishment corresponds to moral fault. But moral fault belongs to human beings as such. Therefore, since death and the like do not belong to human beings as such, inasmuch as other living things suffer them, it seems that such ills do not belong to punishment.

- Original sin is the privation of original justice, and original sin belonged to Adam as regards his soul. But death and like ills belong to the body. Therefore, they do not correspond to original sin as punishment.

- If Adam were not to have sinned, his offspring could have. And if they were to have, they would die. But their death would not be due to original sin, since they would not have had it. Therefore, death is not punishment for original sin.

**On the Contrary:**

- Rom. 6:23 says: "The wages of sin are death." And Rom. 8:10 says: "The body is dead because of sin." And Gen. 2:17 says: "On whatever day you shall eat it, you shall die the death."

- Augustine says in his works *On the Trinity* and *City of God* and *Against the Letter of the Foundation* that such ills derive from the condemnation of sin. Isidore also says in his work *On the Supreme Good* that water would not drown human beings, nor fire burn them, nor other like things come about, if a human being were not to have sinned. Therefore, all such ills are punishment of original sin.

**Answer:**

In accord with the Catholic faith, we undoubtedly need to hold that death and all such if our present life are punishment for original sin.

But we should note that there are two kinds of punishment: one, indeed, as a penalty for sin; the second as something concomitant. For example, we perceive that a judge sentences men to be blinded for their crimes, and that many ills, such as the need to beg and the like, result from their blindness. But the blindness itself is the punishment allotted for sin, since the judge intends to deprive the sinner of his sight because of his sin, and the judge does not consider the ills that result from blindness. And so if the judge sentences several persons to be blinded for the same kind of sin, more ills may result in in one person than in another. And yet this does not redound to the injustice of the judge, since he did not inflict such concomitant ills as punishment for sin; rather, they resulted incidentally as regards the judge's intention. And we can say the same about the matter under discussion. For God had bestowed on human beings in their original condition the help of original justice,
which preserved them from all such ills. And the whole human nature was indeed deprived of that help because of the sin of our first parent, as is evident from what I have said before. And different ills result from the privation of this help, and different persons have these deficiencies in different ways, although they equally share the moral fault of original sin.

But there seems to be a difference between God punishing and a human judge imposing punishment. The human judge cannot foresee ensuing events, and so he cannot consider them when he imposes punishment for wrongdoing. Therefore, the inequality of such ills does not plausibly derogate from his justice. But God foreknows all future events, and so it would seem to belong to his justice if such ills unequally befall those equally linked to moral fault.

Therefore, in order to remove this difficulty, Origen proposed that souls earned different merits before their union with the body, and in proportion to such merits, greater or lesser ills result in the bodies with which the souls are united." And so some are troubled by evil spirits soon after birth or are born blind or suffer some such ills, as he himself says, But this is contrary to the teaching of the Apostle. For the Apostle, speaking of Jacob and Esau, says in Rom. 9:11: "Before they were yet born or had done anything good or evil," etc. And the argument is the same regarding all human beings. And so we should not say that souls earned merits or demerits before their union with the body. And it is also contrary to reason. For the soul, inasmuch as it is by nature part of human nature, is incomplete when it is without the body, as is any part separated from the whole. And it would have been inappropriate for God to begin his work of creation with incomplete things. And so it is just as unreasonable to suppose that God created souls before he created bodies as it is to suppose that he formed hands apart from human beings.

And so we need to say otherwise, that God indeed sometimes foresees and ordains such difference as occurs in human beings regarding those ills because of the sins of parents, not indeed because of merits that come from another life. For inasmuch as an offspring is part of its father regarding the body that it takes from its father but not regarding its soul, which God directly creates, it is not improper that an offspring for the sin of its father suffer corporal punishment but not spiritual punishment, which belongs to the soul. Just so are human beings punished in other affairs of theirs. And such ills are sometimes ordained as a remedy against future sin or to develop the virtue either of the one who suffers the ill or of another, not as the punishment of any sin. For example, the Lord says in Jn. 9:3 of the man born blind: "Neither this man nor his parents sinned, but the works of God were to be manifested in him." And this was helpful for human salvation. But the very fact that human beings are in such a condition that such ills or deficiencies help them either to avoid sin or develop virtue is due to the weakness of human nature, which weakness results from the sin of our first parent. Just so, the fact that the body of a human being is so disposed as to need surgery in order to cure it belongs to its weakness. And so all these ills correspond to original sin as a concomitant punishment.

Replies to the Objections:

- The help bestowed on human beings by God, namely, original justice, was gratuitous, and so reason could not account for it. And so Seneca and other pagan philosophers did not consider such ills under the aspect of punishment.

- Such help was not conferred on other animals, nor did they previously lose anything through moral fault, from which such ills would result, as in the case of human beings. And so the reasoning is not the same. Just so, in the case of those who stumble along because of the blindness with which they have been born, their stumbling walk has the character of a natural defect, not of a punishment relating to human justice. But in the case of those who have been blinded because of their crimes, their stumbling walk has the character of punishment.
• Such ills are not a punishment imposed for sin but a concomitant punishment, as I have said.

• Only actual turning toward a transitory good deserves the imposition of punishment of the senses, but there is another argument regarding a concomitant punishment.

• The condition of persons after death is one of receiving reward or punishment according to one's merits, not one of advancing in virtue or failing through sin. And so all ills imposed after death are imposed for moral fault and ordained neither for the advancement of virtue nor for the avoidance of sin. And so unbaptized children after death do not deserve punishment of the senses.

• Anything that in human beings has the nature of moral fault (e.g., killing a human being) can indeed be found in other animals but without having the nature of moral fault. And moral fault consists of the fact that something is willed, and irrational animals do not have this power. And similarly, ills common to human beings and other animals have in human beings the nature of punishment, which consists of the fact that something is contrary to the will, but not so in other animals. For the nature of punishment and moral fault belongs to human beings as such.

• Original justice, although it belonged to the soul, preserved the proper relationship of the body under control of the soul. And so bodily ills properly result from original sin, which took away original justice.

• According to certain theologians, if Adam when tempted had not sinned, he would have been immediately confirmed in justice, and all his posterity would have been begotten confirmed in justice. And if one accepts that view, the objection is irrelevant. But I believe the opinion to be false, since the condition of the body in its first state corresponded to the condition of the soul, and so as long as the body was animal, the soul, not yet made completely spiritual, was also capable of change. And generation belongs in animal life. And so it follows that the offspring of Adam would not be begotten confirmed in justice. Therefore, if one of Adam's posterity sinned, while Adam did not, such a person would indeed die for his own actual sin as Adam did, but his posterity would (lie because of original sin.

Fifth Article
Are Death and Like Ills Natural to Human Beings?

It seems that death and like ills are, for the following reasons:

• The body of human beings is composed of contrary things. But everything composed of contrary things can by nature dissolve. Therefore, human beings are by nature mortal and so subject to other ills.

• People have said that the fact that the body of human beings is dissolved because of the contrariety present in it results from the withdrawal of original justice and so is a punishment rather than something natural. But if the withdrawal of original justice, which prevents those ills, brings about death and dissolution in human beings, it follows that sin causes such ills by removing an impediment to them. And the movement resulting from the removal of an impediment is natural even if what removes the impediment is a free cause. For example, when someone removes a column, a stone on top of it falls, and the stone's movement is natural. Therefore, notwithstanding the withdrawal of original justice, death and dissolution are natural to human beings.

• Human beings in their first condition were immortal insofar as they could not die, and they in their final condition will be immortal insofar as they will be unable to die, and they in their intermediate condition are in every respect mortal insofar as they are necessarily subject to death. But the immortality of the final condition will not be natural; rather, that immortality will be consummated by the grace that consists
of glory. Therefore, neither was the immortality of the first condition natural. Therefore, dying was natural.

- Human beings in their natural condition, if left to themselves, die. And in their first condition, a gift bestowed by God would have preserved them from death. But if God causes something in a thing above the thing's nature, the contrary disposition is nonetheless natural to the thing. For example, if God were to cause water to boil, the water would still be cold by nature. Therefore, human beings in their first condition were by nature mortal notwithstanding God's gift.

- As it was supernaturally given to human beings to have been able not to die, so it is supernaturally given to them to be able to see God. But the fact that human beings lack the vision of God is not contrary to their nature. Therefore, neither is it contrary to their nature that they lack immortality. Therefore, death is not contrary to their nature.

- The human body, even before sin, was composed of four elements, and so there were active and passive qualities in it. But these qualities naturally bring about dissolution of the body. For active qualities naturally assimilate passive qualities. And when this is done, the passive qualities cease to be, and so the very composite ceases to be. Therefore, the human body, even before sin, was by nature capable of dissolution.

- The action of natural heat, which is a natural cause, preserves human life. But every natural cause in causing undergoes some diminution, since it acts after it has been acted upon, according to the Philosopher. And it is necessary that every finite thing be completely consumed if parts of it are continuously cast off. Therefore, since the natural heat in the human body was finite, it is necessary that it would by its nature be finally consumed. And so human beings, even before sin, would have naturally died.

- The human body was finite. But it underwent depletion; otherwise, it would not have needed food. Therefore, since continuous depletion at some time consumes every finite thing, it seems that it was by nature necessary that the human body be dissolved, even before sin.

- Augustine says that the ability not to die belonged to human beings by benefit of the tree of life. But this seems to be impossible, since the tree of life could not bestow indissolubility if it was dissoluble, and it could not be useful for human beings as nourishment if it was indissoluble. Therefore, human beings did not have the ability not to die and would naturally and necessarily have died.

- Something of itself contingent is never made necessary by something else. And so something of itself dissoluble is never made indissoluble by something else, for the dissoluble and the indissoluble differ generically, as the Metaphysics says, and generically different things are not transformed into one another. But the human body as such was dissoluble, since it was composed of contrary things. Therefore, nothing else could in any way make it indissoluble. Therefore, human beings would naturally die even if no human being had sinned.

- If human beings before sin could not die, the ability not to die was due either to grace or to nature. If due to grace, then human beings could merit it, and this is contrary try the Master. And if due to nature, then human beings could be wounded but not completely destroyed, since sin stripped them of their gifts and wounded them in their natural powers, as a gloss says. Therefore, in neither way did human beings before sin have the ability not to die.

- According to philosophers, there is necessarily inequality in everything composed of contrary things. For example, if contrary things were to belong equally to the constitution of composite matter, one
would not be more a form than the other; rather, everything would be equally actual. And several things do not constitute one thing unless one of them is related to the other as potentiality to actuality. And inequality is necessarily a source of dissolubility, since what is stronger destroys what is weaker. Therefore, the human body was by natural necessity dissoluble even if no human being had sinned.

- Human beings before and after sin have substantially the same nature; otherwise, they would not belong to the same species. But the necessity of dying belongs to human beings after sin by reason of the nature of their substance, namely, because matter has potentiality for other forms. Therefore, human beings before sin would also have died by natural necessity.

- People have said that, before sin, God preserved human beings from dying. But God never causes something whose logical consequence is that contradictory propositions are simultaneously true. And from the assertion that something potential is subject to causal activity and does not dissolve, it logically follows that contradictory propositions are simultaneously true, namely, that something is and is not potential. For it belongs to the nature of something potential that a cause bring it into actuality. Therefore, the human body before sin would not have been indissoluble if God prevented the dissolution.

- Augustine says in his *Commentary on the Book of Genesis* that God so administers things that he allows them to cause their own movements. But the proper and natural movement of a material substance composed of contrary things is to tend toward dissolution. Therefore, God did not prevent this.

- Created powers cannot cause things superior to the natural order, since every created power acts by causal principles implanted by nature, as Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*. But original justice was a created gift. Therefore, its power could not preserve human beings from dissolution.

- Something in all or most is not contrary to nature. But death belongs to all human beings after sin. Therefore, death is not contrary to nature.

*On the Contrary:*

- Every means is proportioned to an end. But human beings were created for everlasting happiness. Therefore, they by their nature have everlasting life. Therefore, death and dissolution are contrary to their nature.

- Matter is by nature proportioned to form. But the rational soul, which is the form of the body, cannot be dissolved. Therefore, the human body is also indissoluble, and so death and dissolution are contrary to the nature of the human body.

*Answer:*

According to the Philosopher in the *Physics*, we speak of natural in two ways: either of what has a nature, as we call material substances natural, or of what results from a nature, something in accord with a nature, as we say that it is natural for fire to be borne upward. And so we are now speaking about the natural that is in accord with a nature. And so since we speak of a nature in two ways, namely, as form and as matter, we call things natural in two ways, either regarding their form or regarding their matter. We indeed call things natural regarding their form. For example, it is natural for fire to cause heat, for causal action results from something's form. And we call things natural regarding their matter. For example, it is natural for water to be capable of being heated by fire. And since form is more the nature than matter is, it is more natural to be natural regarding form than to be natural regarding matter.

And we can in two ways understand what results from matter: in one way as befitting form, and this is what the
cause chooses in matter; in the second way not as befitting form but rather as perchance contrary to both the form and the end although due to a necessity of matter, and the cause does not choose or strive for such a condition. For example, a blacksmith making a saw for cutting wood seeks out iron, since iron because of its hardness is matter fit for the saw's form and end. But iron has a condition by which it is unsuitable for both the form and end of the saw, for instance, that it can break or rust or some such thing, and these things impede attainment of the end. And so the blacksmith does not choose these things but rather would reject them if he were able to do so. And so also the Philosopher says in his work *On the Generation of Animals* that we should look only for the material and not the final cause of something in the accidental characteristics of an individual of that kind of thing. We should do so because accidental things result from the disposition of the matter, not the aim of the cause. Therefore, some things are natural to human beings regarding their form, for example, understanding, willing, and the like, and other things are natural to them regarding their matter, that is, their body.

And we can consider the condition of the human body in two ways: in one way as befitting the form; in the second way as what results in it only by a necessity of the matter. Regarding the disposition for the form, it is indeed necessary that the human body be composed of elements and harmoniously composed. For inasmuch as the human soul is potentially intellectual, it is united to the body so that it may through the senses acquire intelligible forms, by means of which it actually understands. For the union of the soul with the body is for the sake of the soul, not for the sake of the body, since matter exists for the sake of form, not form for the sake of matter. And the primary sense is that of touch, which is in a way the foundation of the other senses, and the organ of touch needs to be a mean between contraries, as the *De anima* says. And so the body befitting such a soul was a body composed of contrary things, and it follows from a necessity of the matter that the body is dissoluble.

But the body in this condition opposes rather than befits the form. And every dissolution of every physical thing is indeed not by reason of its suitability for form. For inasmuch as form is the source of existing, dissolution, which is the process leading to nonexisting, is contrary to it. And so the Philosopher says in *On Heaven and Earth* that the disintegration of the elderly and all deficiencies are contrary to the particular nature of a particular thing as determined by its form, although in accord with the whole of nature, by whose power matter is brought into the actuality of every form for which matter has potentiality. And he says that when one thing comes to be, another thing necessarily passes away. And the dissolution resulting from a necessity of matter is in a special way tinbefitting the form that is the rational soul. For other forms can pass away at least incidentally, but the rational soul can pass away neither intrinsically nor incidentally. And so if there could be in nature a body composed of elements, and the body were to be indissoluble, such a body would undoubtedly be naturally suitable for the soul. Just so, if one could find iron incapable of breaking or rusting, it would be most suitable matter for a saw, and a blacksmith would seek it. But because one cannot find such iron, the blacksmith takes such as he can find, namely, hard but breakable iron. And likewise, since there can be no body composed of elements that is by the nature of matter indissoluble, an organic but dissoluble body is by nature suitable for the soul that cannot pass away.

But since God, who creates human beings, could by his omnipotence prevent this necessity of matter from coming about, his power conferred on human beings before sin that they be preserved from death, until they by sinning proved themselves unworthy of such a benefit. Just so, a blacksmith, if he could, would endow the iron he molds with the incapacity to break.

Therefore, death and dissolution are natural to human beings by reason of a necessity of matter, but immortality would befit them by reason of the form's nature. And yet natural sources do not suffice to provide immortality. Rather, a natural disposition for it indeed befits human beings by reason of their soul, and supernatural power fulfills it. Just so, the Philosopher says in the *Ethics* that we by nature have a disposition for moral virtues, but
habits perfect them in us. And death and dissolution are contrary to our nature insofar as immortality is natural for us.

Replies to the Objections:

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding the necessity of matter.
- And we need to say likewise in reply to the second objection.
- The argument of this objection is valid about immortality with respect to its consummation and not with respect to the disposition for it.
- Boiling is contrary to water by reason of water's form, but immortality is not contrary to being human, as I have said, and so the two situations are dissimilar. And yet we need to say that what God directly effects in things is indeed beyond nature but not contrary to it, since every created thing is by nature subject to its creator. Indeed, every created thing is much more subject to God than lower material substances are to heavenly bodies, although what the influence of heavenly bodies brings about in lower material substances, such as the ebb and flow of the sea, are not contrary to nature, as the Commentator says in his *Commentary on On Heaven and Earth*.
- The vision of God is superior to human nature not only regarding the matter of human nature but also regarding its form, since the vision surpasses the nature of the human intellect.
- There are contrary qualities in composite material substances in the same way that there are contrary elements in the world. And contrary elements do not destroy one another, since the power of a heavenly body, which governs their activities, preserves them. Just so, substantial forms, which bear an imprint from a heavenly body, govern and preserve contrary qualities in composite material substances so that the contrary qualities do not destroy one another, since earthly material substances act to preserve their species only through the power of a heavenly body. And so as long as a form has its force from the imprint of a heavenly body, a composite material substance is preserved in existence. And so a heavenly body by drawing closer and more distant causes the coming to be and the passing away in earthly material substances, and the cycle of heavenly bodies measures the duration of all earthly material substances. And so if there were to be a form whose force would ever abide from the imprint of its cause, dissolution would never result from the activity of active and passive qualities.
- The power of a physical cause, although it is diminished by being acted upon, can be restored. And so we observe restoration of active power happening in parts of the universe because warm elements, whose power is diminished by the absence of the sun in winter, are restored by the nearness of the sun in summer. And this happens in every composite material substance as long as the power of the form preserving the composition of elements perdures.
- Adam's consumption of food restored the loss of water that the action of natural heat caused in his body, and so he could be preserved from being completely wasted away.
- What food produces is almost extraneous regarding the initial basis of the power of the human species. And so as adding water gradually dilutes the strength of wine and finally destroys it, so adding nutrient fluids gradually weakens the power of the species and finally destroys it. And so animals necessarily become weaker and finally die, as the work *On Generation and Corruption* says. And the tree of life provided assistance against this deficiency, by restoring the power of the species to its pristine force by the tree's power. But the tree did not do this in such a way that it, once taken as nourishment, would bestow the power to last forever, for it was perishable, and so it could not be the intrinsic cause of
perpetuity. But it strengthened the natural power to endure longer by a fixed period of time, at the conclusion of which it could be ingested again in order to live longer, and so on until human beings would be brought to the condition of glory, in which they would no longer need nourishment. Therefore, the tree of life was an aid to immortality, but the chief cause of immortality was the power conferred by God on the soul.

- Something of its nature contingent is never made necessary regarding its nature by something else, namely, that it have a necessary nature. Still, something of itself contingent is made necessary by something else, although not by nature necessary, as happens in the case of everything coerced, which we call necessary by reason of something else, as the *Metaphysics* says.

- The ability not to die was due to grace but not sanctifying grace according to some theologians, and so human beings in that condition could not merit. But according to others, the gift of immortality resulted from sanctifying grace, and human beings in that condition could merit.

- The power of the form preserves the inequality of the elements in a composite material substance as long as the form's cause preserves it.

- Matter has potentiality for other forms, and yet an external cause cannot bring the potentiality into actuality unless the cause is stronger than the force of the form that the form has from the influence of its cause. And God alone, whose power infinitely surpasses every power of other causes, causes the form that is the human soul. And so no external or internal cause could cause human beings to pass away as long as God willed to preserve them in existence by his power. Just so do we also clearly perceive that the power of a heavenly body preserves material forms in existence against the action of destructive causes.

- It belongs to the nature of potentiality that a cause bring it into actuality, but an actuality in the potentiality prevents the potentiality being brought to another actuality. And so an external cause will not bring a potentiality into actuality unless the cause be stronger than the power of the form existing in the matter, whether the power that the form has of itself, or the power that the form has from what preserves it. For example, a small fire cannot destroy a large quantity of water. And so it is not surprising if the human soul in the condition of innocence could by the influence of God resist every contrary cause.

- God by his governance does not prevent the proper movements of things, movements that belong to the things' perfection. But God out of the abundance of his goodness sometimes takes away movements that belong to the things' deficiency.

- The form itself is the effect of the cause. And so what the cause causes as efficient cause, and what the form causes as formal cause are one and the same thing. For example, a painter, and also the color of paint, color a wall. In this way, therefore, God alone is the efficient cause of the immortality of human beings, and the soul is the formal cause of immortality by a gift conferred by God on the soul, whether in the state of innocence or in the state of glory.

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding things absolutely contrary to nature, for such in no respect belong to all or to many. But death is in one respect in accord with nature and in another respect contrary to nature, as I have said.

*Replies to the Arguments in the Section* On the Contrary:

What I have explained easily makes clear the answer to those arguments. For the eternal happiness for which human beings are ordained is superior to human nature, and so immortality need not belong by nature to human
beings. And likewise, even the body, although dissoluble, is proportioned to the human soul, as I have explained.

QUESTION VI
On Human Choice

Article On Human Choice

Do Human Beings Have Free Choice in Their Acts, or Do They Choose Necessarily?

It seems that human beings choose necessarily and not freely, for the following reasons:

• Jer. 10:23 says: "The path of human beings is not theirs, nor do they walk and direct their steps." But acts regarding which human beings enjoy liberty are their own, as acts in their control. Therefore, it seems that human beings do not enjoy free choice regarding their paths and acts.

• People have said that the aforementioned text refers to the execution of choices, and human beings sometimes do not have the power to execute their choices. But the Apostle says in Rom. 9:16: "It," that is, willing, "does not belong to the one willing, nor does it," that is, running, "belong to the one running," but willing belongs to God showing mercy. And as running belongs to the external execution of acts, so willing belongs to internal choice. Therefore, human beings do not have power even over their internal choices, and God moves human beings to their choices.

• People have said that internal impulses, namely, those from God himself, inevitably cause human beings to choose what they choose, and this is not contrary to human freedom. But although every animal moves itself by its appetites, animals other than human beings do not have free choice. Other animals do not have free choice because an external cause, namely, the power of a heavenly body or the action of another material substance, moves their appetites. Therefore, if God inevitably moves the wills of human beings, then human beings do not enjoy free choice in their acts.

• Something is coerced it it muwr is from without, and what is being coerced contributes nothing. Therefore, if an external cause should cause the will's choice, it seems that coercion and necessity determine the will to act. Therefore, the will does not have free choice in its acts.

• The human will cannot fail to be in accord with God's will, since either human beings do what God wills, or God fulfills his will regarding them, as Augustine says in his Enchiridion. Therefore, all human choices result from an inevitable choice.

• The acts of every power can relate only to their proper object. For example, the acts of sight can relate only to visible things. But the will's object is the good. Therefore, the will can only will the good. Therefore, the will necessarily wills the good and does not have free choice of good or evil.

• Every power to which an object is related as a cause of movement to something moveable is a passive power, and its function is to be acted upon. For example, a sensibly perceptible object moves the external senses, and so the senses are passive powers, and sense perception is a condition of being acted upon. But the object of the will is related to the will as a cause of movement to something moveable. For the Philosopher in the De anima and the Metaphysics says that the desirable causes movement without itself being moved, and the appetite causes movement and is moved. Therefore, the will is a passive power, and willing consists of being acted upon. But an efficient cause if sufficient necessarily moves every
passive power. Therefore, it seems that the desirable necessarily moves the will. Therefore, human beings are not free to will or not to will.

- People have said that the will has a necessity regarding the ultimate human end, since human beings necessarily will to be happy, and that the will does not have any necessity regarding means to that end. But both the end and the means are the will's object, since both have the nature of good. Therefore, if the will is necessarily moved to the end, it seems that it is also necessarily moved to the means.

- Where the cause of movement is the same, and the moveable thing is the same, there is the same kind of movement. But when one wills the end and the means, the thing moved, namely, the will, is the same, and the cause of movement is the same, since one wills the means only insofar as one wills the end. Therefore, there is the same kind of movement, namely, that just as one necessarily wills the ultimate end, so one necessarily wills the means.

- The will, just like the intellect, is a power distinct from matter. But the intellect's object necessarily moves the intellect, since the force of reason necessarily compels human beings to assent to truths. Therefore, by the same reasoning, the will's object also necessarily moves the will.

- The disposition of a first cause of movement is imparted to all subsequent causes of movement, since all secondary causes of movement cause movement insofar as the first cause of movement has moved them. But in the ordering of voluntary movements, the first cause of movement is the desirable object the intellect understands. Therefore, since intellectual understanding of a desirable object admits necessity, it seems that necessity results in all subsequent movements if reason demonstrates something to be good. And so the will is necessarily, not freely, moved to will.

- Real things cause movement more than mental things do. But according to the Philosopher in the Metaphysics, good belongs to things, and truth to the mind. And so good is a real thing, and truth is a mental thing. Therefore, good rather has the character of a cause of movement more than truth does. But truth necessarily moves the intellect, is I have said. Therefore, the good necessarily moves the will.

- Love, which belongs to the will, is a more intense movement than knowledge, which belongs to the intellect, since knowledge assimilates things, but love transforms them, as we learn from Dionysius in his work On the Divine Names. Therefore, the will is more moveable than the intellect. Therefore, if the intellect is necessarily moved, it seems that much more is the will.

- People have said that the intellect's activity concerns a movement to the soul, and the will's acts concern movements away from the soul. And so the intellect has more the nature of something passive, and the will more the nature of something active. And so the will's object does not necessitate the will. But assent belongs to the intellect as consent belongs to the will. And assenting signifies a movement toward the thing to which the intellect assents, just as consenting signifies a movement toward the thing to which the will consents. Therefore, the will's movement is no more away from the soul than the intellect's movement is.

- If the will is not necessarily moved regarding the objects willed, we need to say that it is disposed toward contrary things, since something that need not exist can not exist. But everything that has potentiality for contrary things is brought into the actuality of one of contraries only by an actual being that makes what had potentiality have actuality. And we call what makes something actual the thing's cause. Therefore, if the will definitively wills something, there is necessarily a cause that makes the will itself so will. And given a cause, we necessarily posit its effect, as Avicenna proves, since if the effect can not exist when the cause is posited, the effect will still need something else to bring potentiality to
actuality, and so the first thing was not a sufficient cause. Therefore, the will is necessarily moved to will things.

- No power disposed toward contrary things is active, since every active power can do that regarding which it is active. And if something is possible, nothing implied by it is impossible. And if a power were active regarding contrary things, it would follow that two contrary things would simultaneously exist, which is impossible. But the will is an active power. Therefore, it is not disposed to contrary things and is necessarily determined to one of them.

- The will sometimes begins to choose when it did not previously choose. Therefore, the disposition in which it previously was either was or was not altered. If not, then the will no more chooses now than it did previously. And so the will not choosing would choose, and this is impossible. And if the will's disposition is changed, something needs to change it, since everything moved is moved by something else. But a cause of movement imposes necessity on the moveable thing; otherwise, the cause would be insufficient to move the thing. Therefore, the will is necessarily moved.

- People have said that such arguments reach valid conclusions about natural powers, which belong to matter, not about an immaterial power like the will. But the senses are the source of all human knowledge. Therefore, human beings can know things only insofar as either the things themselves or their effects fall within the power of the senses. But the very power disposed toward contrary things does not fall within the power of the senses. And regarding the power's effects that fall within the power of the senses, no two contrary acts exist simultaneously; rather, we always perceive that only one actually results in a definite way. Therefore, we cannot judge that human beings have an active power disposed toward contrary things.

- Since we speak of powers in relation to their acts, one power is related to another power as one kind of act is related to another kind of act. But two contrary acts cannot exist simultaneously in the same power. Therefore, neither can one power be disposed toward two contrary things.

- According to Augustine in his work On the Trinity, nothing is the cause of its own existence. Therefore, by like reasoning, nothing is the cause of its own movement. Therefore, the will does not move itself. But something needs to move the will, since the will, hitherto inactive, begins to act, and what begins to act is in some respect moved. And so also we say about God, because of his immutability, that he does not begin to will after not willing. Therefore, something else needs to move the will. But something moved by another undergoes necessity from the other. Therefore, the will wills necessarily, not freely.

- We trace everything of many kinds to something of one kind. But human movements are various and of many kinds. Therefore, we trace the cause of human movements to a uniform movement, that is, the motion of the heavens. But what the motion of the heavens causes results necessarily, since natural causes necessarily produce their effects unless there is an impediment. And nothing can prevent the motion of a heavenly body from attaining its effect, since we would need to trace the cause of even an impediment's property to a heavenly source. Therefore, it seems that human movements result from necessity, not free choice.

- Those who do what they do not will do not have free choice. But human beings do what they do not will, as Rom. 7:15 says: "I do the evil I hate." Therefore, human beings do not have free choice in their acts.

- Augustine says in his Enchiridion that "human beings who use their free choice wrongly have lost themselves and it." But choosing freely is simply enjoying free choice. Therefore, human beings do not
Augustine says in his *Confessions* that "there is necessity where there is no resistance to habits." Therefore, it seems that the will, at least in those habituated to do things, is necessarily moved.

**On the Contrary:**

- Sir. 15:14 says: "God from the beginning constituted and left human beings in the hands of their own deliberation." But this would only be the case if they were to have free choice, which is the desire for things about which there has been deliberation, as the *Ethics* says. Therefore, human beings have free choice in their acts.
- Rational powers are disposed toward contrary things, as the Philosopher says. But the will is a rational power, since the will belongs to reason, as the *De anima* says. Therefore, the will is disposed toward contrary things and is not moved necessarily to one of them.
- As the Philosopher says in the *Ethics*, human beings are masters of their acts, and they have the power to act or not to act. But this would not be the case if they were not to have free choice. Therefore, human beings have free choice in their acts.

**Answer:**

Some have held that the human will is necessarily moved to choose things. But they did not hold that the will is coerced, since only something from an external source, not everything necessary, is coerced. And so also some necessary movements are natural but not coerced. For what is coerced is as contrary to what is natural as to what is voluntary, since the source of both the natural and the voluntary is internal, and the source of what is coerced is external.

But this opinion is heretical. For it takes away the reason for merit and demerit in human acts, as it does not seem meritorious or demeritorious for persons to do necessarily what they could not avoid doing.

It is also to be counted among the oddest philosophical opinions, since it is not only contrary to faith but also subverts all the principles of moral philosophy. For if nothing is within our power, and we are necessarily moved to will things, deliberation, exhortation, precept, punishment, and praise and blame, of which moral philosophy consists, are destroyed. And we call like opinions that destroy the foundations of parts of philosophy odd, as, for example, the position that nothing is moving, which destroys the foundations of natural science. And some individuals were indeed led to hold such positions partly because of impudence, partly because of sophistical arguments that they could not refute, as the *Metaphysics* says.

Therefore, to show the answer to this question, we need first to consider that human beings, like other things, have a source of their proper acts. And properly speaking, the intellect and the will are the active or causal source in human beings, as the *De anima* says. And this source partially accords with, and partially differs from, the active source in things of nature. There is indeed agreement. For things of nature have forms, which are the source of action, and inclinations resulting from the forms, which we call natural appetites, and actions result from these inclinations. Just so, human beings have an intellectual form and inclinations of the will resulting from understood forms, and external acts result from these inclinations. But there is this difference, that the form of a thing of nature is a form individuated by matter, and so also the inclinations resulting from the form are determined to one thing, but the understood form is universal and includes many individual things. And so since actualities regard singular things, and none of them exhausts the potentiality of the universal, inclinations of the will remain indeterminately disposed to many things. For example, if an architect should conceive the form of house in general, under which different shapes of house are included, his will can be
inclined to build a square house or a round house or a house of another shape.

And the active source in irrational animals is midway between both those sources. For forms perceived by the senses, like the forms of things of nature, are individual, and so forms perceived by the senses, like the forms of things of nature, result in inclinations to act in only one way. And yet the senses do not always receive the same form, as in the case of the things of nature (since fire is always hot), but forms perceived by the senses are at one time one form and at another time another. For example, forms perceived by the senses are at one time pleasurable and another time disagreeable. And so animals sometimes flee and at other times seek what they perceive. And in this respect, the active source in irrational animals is like the human active source.

Second, we need to consider that powers are moved in two ways: in one way regarding the subject; in a second way regarding the object. A power is indeed moved regarding the subject, as, for example, the alteration of the disposition of a bodily organ causes the power of sight to see more or less clearly. And a power is moved regarding the object, as, for example, the power of sight sometimes perceives white, sometimes black. And the first kind of alteration indeed belongs to the very performance of the act, namely, that it be or not be performed, or performed better or worse. And the second kind of alteration belongs to specifying the act, since objects specify acts.

And we need to consider that the specification of acts in things of nature indeed comes from the things' forms, and that the very performance of the acts comes from the cause that causes the very movement. And the cause of movement acts for the sake of an end. And so we conclude that the first source of movement as to the performance of an act comes from the end. And if we should consider the objects of the will and the intellect, we find that the object of the intellect belongs first and chiefly to the genus of formal cause, since its object is being and truth. But the object of the will belongs first and chiefly to the genus of final cause, since its object is the good, in which all ends are included, just as all understood forms are included in the true. And so good itself, insofar as it is a comprehensible form, is included in the true as something true, and the true itself, insofar as it is the end of intellectual activity, is included in the good as something good.

Therefore, if we should consider the movement of the soul's powers regarding the object specifying the act, the first source of movement comes from the intellect, since the understood good in this way moves even the will itself. And if we should consider the movement of the soul's powers regarding performance of the act, then the source of the movement comes from the will. For the power to which the chief end belongs always moves to action the power to which the means to the end belongs. For example, the art of war causes a bridle maker to make bridles. And thus does the will move both itself and all the other powers. For example, I understand because I will to do so, and I also use all my other powers and habits because I will to do so. And so also the Commentator in his Commentary on the De anima defines habit as what a person uses at will. Therefore, in order to show that the will is not moved necessarily, we need to consider the movement of the will both regarding performance of the will's act and regarding specification of the act, which is by the object.

Therefore, regarding performance of the act, it is indeed first of all evident that the will moves its very self. For just as it moves other powers, so also does it move itself. Nor (does it follow from this that the will is potential and actual in the same respect. For human beings by using their intellect in the process of discovery move themselves to knowledge, as they move from things actually known to unknown things that were only potentially known. Just so, they by actually willing something move themselves actually to will something else. For example, human beings, by willing health, move themselves to will to take medicine, since they, because they will health, begin to deliberate about things that conduce to health and finally will to take medicine when deliberation has so determined. Therefore, deliberation, which indeed results from the will of one willing to deliberate, precedes the will to take medicine. Therefore, since the will moves itself by deliberation, and deliberation is an inquiry that does not yield only one conclusion but leads to contrary conclusions, the will does
not move itself necessarily. And since the will has not always willed to deliberate, something else needs to move the will to will to deliberate. And if the will indeed moves itself to deliberate, it is also necessary that deliberation precede the movement of the will, and that an act of the will precede the deliberation. And since there cannot be an infinite regression, we need to hold that regarding the first movement of the will, something external, at whose instigation the will would begin to will, moves the will of anyone not always actually willing.

Therefore, some have held that that instigation comes from a heavenly body. But this cannot be so. For as the will belongs to the power of reason, as the Philosopher says in the *De anima*, and the power of reason, that is, the intellect, is not a material power, the power of a heavenly body cannot directly move the will itself. And to hold that an imprint of a heavenly body moves the human will itself, as such an imprint moves the appetites of irrational animals, follows the opinion of those who hold that the intellect does not differ from the senses. For the Philosopher in the *De anima* attributes to them the words of those who say that the human will is such "that the source of human beings and the gods," that is, the heavens or the sun, "daily induces the will to act."

Therefore, we conclude, as Aristotle concludes in the chapter on good fortune in the *Eudemian Ethics*, that what first moves the intellect and the will is something superior to them, namely, God. And since he moves every kind of thing according to the nature of the moveable thing, for example, light things upward, and heavy things downward, he also moves the will according to its condition, as indeterminately disposed to many things, not in a necessary way. Therefore, if we should consider the movement of the will regarding the performance of an act, the will is evidently not moved in a necessary way.

And if we should consider the movement of the will regarding the object determining the act of the will to will this or that, we need to note that the object moving the will is a good apprehended as suitable. And so a good, if it is presented to us as good but not as suitable, will not move the will. And since deliberations and choices regard particular things, which are the objects of the will's acts, we need to apprehend good and suitable things as good and suitable in particular and not only in general. Therefore, if we apprehend something as a suitable good in every conceivable particular, it will necessarily move the will. And so human beings necessarily seek happiness, which Boethius says is "a condition made complete by combining all good things." And I say "necessarily" regarding specification of the act, since human beings cannot will the contrary, and not regarding performance of the act, since a person may at a particular time not will to think about happiness, as even the very acts of the intellect and the will are particular acts.

But if the good is such as not to be found good in every conceivable particular, it will not necessarily move the will even regarding specification of the act. This is so because a person will be able to will its contrary, even when thinking about it, since the contrary is perhaps good or suitable regarding some other particular consideration. For example, something good for health is not good for enjoyment, and so forth.

And that this or that particular condition moves the will toward what is presented to it can happen in three ways. It happens in one way, indeed, as one particular predominates, and then reason moves the will. For example, such is the case when human beings prefer what is useful for health to what is useful for pleasure. And it happens in a second way when a person thinks about a particular circumstance and not about another, and this often happens through a favorable opportunity offered either from within or from without, so that such consideration absorbs the person. And it happens in a third way from the disposition of a human being, since "ends seem to a person as the person is disposed," as the Philosopher says. And so the will of one who is angry and the will of one who is calm are moved in different ways regarding an object, since the same object is not suitable to both persons, just as a healthy person and a sick person regard food in different ways.

Therefore, if the disposition whereby something seems good and suitable to a person is natural and not subject to the will, the will by natural necessity will choose it. For example, all human beings by nature desire to exist, live, and understand. But if the disposition is such as to be subject to the will and not a natural disposition, as,
for example, when a habit or emotion so disposes a person that something seems to the person to be either good or evil in a particular respect, the will will not necessarily be moved. This is so because persons will be able to alter such a disposition, so that the thing does not seem the same to them, as, for example, if persons calm their anger so as not to judge in anger about something. And yet emotions are more easily altered than habits.

Therefore, regarding its object, the will is necessarily moved toward some but not all things. And regarding performing its act, the will is not moved necessarily.

Replies to the Objections:

- We can understand the cited authority in two ways. We can understand it in one way such that the prophet is speaking about the execution of choice, since human beings do not have power to put into effect what they deliberate about in their minds. We can understand the authority in a second way as regards the fact that a superior power, that is, God, moves even the internal will. And regarding this, the Apostle says in Rom. 9:16 that something, namely, willing, does not belong to the one willing, nor does something. Namely, running, belong to the one running, as the first source of the acts. Rather, the acts belong to God who inspires them as their first source.

- And so the reply to the second objection is evident.

- The impulse of a higher cause moves irrational animals to definite things by way of particular forms, and the perception of these forms activates animals' sense appetites. And God indeed inevitably moves the will because of the efficacy of his causal power, which cannot fail. But because the nature of the will so moved is indifferently disposed to different things, no necessity results, and freedom abides. Just so, God's providence works infallibly in every kind of thing, although effects result contingently from contingent causes, insofar as God moves every kind of thing proportionally, each in its own way.

- The will when moved by God contributes something, since the will itself acts even though God moves it. And so the will's movement, although from an external source as the first source, is nevertheless not coerced.

- The human will is not in accord with God's will in one way, namely, insofar as the human will wills something that God does not will, as when the human will willed to sin. But God also does not will that the human will not will this, since the human will would not if God were so to will. For the Lord accomplished everything that he willed. And although the human will is in this respect not in accord with God's will regarding the human will's movement, the human will nonetheless can never be in discord with God's will regarding the outcome or result, since the human will always achieves the result that God fulfills his will regarding human beings. And as to the way the human will wills, the human will is not necessarily the same as God's will, since God eternally and infinitely wills everything, but human beings do not. And so Is. 55:9 says: "As the heavens are exalted above the earth, so are my ways exalted above your ways."

- Because good is the object of the will, we can conclude that the will wills things only under the aspect of good. But because many and different kinds of things are included in the aspect of good, we cannot conclude from the necessity to will things under the aspect of good that the will is necessarily moved to this or that.

- Something active necessarily causes only when it overcomes the power of something passive. And since the will is potential regarding good in general, only something good in every respect overcomes the power of the will so as necessarily to move the will, and the only such good is the perfect good that is happiness. And the will cannot not will this good; that is, the will cannot will the contrary. Nevertheless,
the will is able not actually to will happiness, since the will can avoid thinking about happiness insofar as the will moves the intellect to its activity. And in this respect, neither does the will necessarily will happiness itself. Just so, persons would not necessarily become warm if they could at will repel heat.

- The end is the reason for willing means, and so the will is dissimilarly related to each.
- If there is only one possible way to achieve the end, then the reason for willing the end and the reason for willing the means are the same. But such is not the case in the matter under discussion, since there are many ways to achieve happiness. And so human beings, although they necessarily will happiness, do not necessarily will any of the things leading to happiness.
- The intellect and the will are similar in one respect and dissimilar in another. They are indeed dissimilar regarding performance of their acts, for the will moves the intellect to activity, and the will is moved by itself, not by another power. But both the intellect and the will are similar regarding their objects. For as an object good in every respect necessarily moves the will, and an object that can be understood as evil in some respect does not, so also necessary truths (truths that cannot be conceived to be false) necessarily move the intellect, and contingent truths (which can be conceived to be false) do not.
- The disposition of the first cause of movement abides in the things it moves insofar as it itself moves them. For it is thus that they receive the first cause's likeness. But they do not need to receive the first cause's likeness completely. And so the first cause of movement cannot be moved, and the other causes can.
- Because the true is a concept that exists in the mind, it has a more formal element than the good does, and more power to move as regards the object. But the good has more power to move as regards the end, as I have said.
- We say that love transforms the lover into the beloved as love moves the lover toward the very thing beloved, and knowledge assimilates as the likeness of the known thing is produced in the knower. And the former belongs to the alteration that the efficient cause seeking the end causes, but the latter belongs to the alteration that the form causes.
- Assenting designates the movement of the intellect toward rightly understanding something one has in one's mind rather than a movement of the intellect toward the thing, and the intellect assents to conceptions when it judges them to be true.
- Not every cause necessarily brings about an effect even if the cause is sufficient, since the cause can be prevented from sometimes achieving its effect. For example, natural causes produce their effects for the most part but not necessarily, since they are prevented from so doing in relatively few cases. Therefore, the cause that makes the will will something need not necessarily achieve this, since the will itself can present an obstacle, whether by removing the consideration that induces the will to will it or by considering the contrary, namely, that what is presented as good is not good in some respect.
- The Philosopher in the *Metaphysics* by this means shows that an active power disposed toward contrary things does not necessarily produce its effect, not that a power disposed toward contrary things is not an active power. For if we suppose that an active power disposed toward contrary things necessarily produces its effect, it would obviously follow that contradictory things would exist simultaneously. But if we should grant that an active power is disposed toward contrary things, it does not follow that the contraries exist simultaneously, since one is not compatible with the other even though each contrary toward which the power is disposed is possible.
The will, when it freshly begins to choose, is transformed from its prior disposition regarding its previous potentiality to choose and its subsequent actual choice. And a cause indeed effects this change as the will moves itself to act and also as an external cause, namely, God, moves the will. And yet the will is not moved necessarily, as I have said.

The source of human knowledge comes from the senses, but not everything that human beings know needs to be subject to the senses or known directly through perceptible effects. For the intellect also knows itself through its activity, which is not subject to the senses. And it likewise also knows internal acts of the will as acts of the intellect in one respect move the will, and the will in another respect causes acts of the intellect, as I have said, as effects are known through causes, and causes through effects. But granted that we can know the power of the will as a power disposed toward contrary things only through perceptible effects, the argument of the objection is still invalid. For we know universals, which are everywhere and always, through singulairs, which are here and now, and we know prime matter, which has potentiality for different forms, through the succession of forms, which nonetheless do not exist simultaneously in matter. Just so, we know the power of the will as a power disposed toward contrary things because contrary acts follow one another successively from the same source, not indeed because contrary acts exist simultaneously.

The proposition, "As one kind of act is related to another kind of act, so one power is related to another power," is true in one respect and false in another. For if we understand the acts of powers to be as commensurate with the powers as the powers' universal objects, the proposition is true, since then hearing is related to sight as sound is to color. But if we understand what is included in the universal object as a particular act, then the proposition is false. For example, there is one power of sight although white and black are different colors. Therefore, although human beings have the power of the will as a power disposed toward contrary things, the contraries toward which the will is disposed do not exist simultaneously.

The same thing as such does move itself; rather, the same thing as different can move itself. For it is thus that the intellect as it actually understands first principles moves itself from potentiality to actuality regarding conclusions, and that the will as it wills the end moves itself to act regarding the means.

We trace movements of the will, since they are of different kinds, to a uniform source. But this source is God, not a heavenly body, as I have said, if we should mean the source that directly moves the will. And if we should be speaking about movements of the will as external perceptible objects on favorable occasions move the will, then we trace the movements to a heavenly body. And yet the will is not necessarily moved, since the will does not have to desire pleasurable things when they are presented to it. Nor is it true that things heavenly bodies directly cause result necessarily from the heavenly bodies. For as the Philosopher says in the Metaphysics, if every effect were to result from a natural cause, and every natural cause necessarily to produce its effect, then everything would be necessary. But both of these suppositions are false. For some causes, even if they be sufficient, do not produce their effects, since the causes can be prevented from doing so, as is evident in the case of every kind of natural cause. Neither, moreover, is it true that everything that happens has a natural cause. For natural efficient causes do not cause things that happen by accident, since things that happen by accident are neither beings nor intrinsically one. Therefore, we do not trace encountering an obstacle to a heavenly body as the cause, since encountering the obstacle is due to chance. For heavenly bodies act in the way of natural causes.

Persons who do what they do not will do not have free action, but they can have free will.

Human beings who sin have lost free choice regarding freedom from moral fault and unhappiness but
not regarding freedom from coercion.

- Habits do not cause necessity absolutely, although they especially do so in sudden situations. For however much persons are habituated, they can still by deliberation act contrary to habit.

**QUESTION VII**

*On Venial Sin*

**First Article**

*Do We Properly Contradistinguish Venial Sin from Mortal Sin?*

It seems that we do not, for the following reasons:

- As Augustine says in his work *Against Faustus*, "Sin is a word or deed or desire contrary to the eternal law." But every sin contrary to the eternal law is mortal. Therefore, every sin is mortal. Therefore, we do not properly distinguish sin into mortal and venial sin.

- Sin by its nature deserves punishment. But pardon, which takes away punishment, is contrary to punishment. Therefore, the venial is contrary to the nature of sin. But no specific difference dividing a genus is contrary to the genus. Therefore, the mortal and the venial cannot properly distinguish sin.

- Whoever turns inordinately, turns toward a transitory good and away from the immutable good, since in every movement, one who approaches one terminus recedes from the other. Therefore, whoever sins turns away from the immutable good. But this is to sin mortally. Therefore, whoever sins sins mortally. Therefore, there are not two kinds of sin: one mortal, the other venial.

- Every sin consists of an inordinate love of a creature. But whoever loves loves either as one using a means or as one enjoying an end. And whoever loves a creature as one using it as a means does not sin, since the person relates the creature to the end of happiness, which is to make use of it as a means, as Augustine says in his work *On Christian Doctrine*. And if a person loves a creature as one enjoying it, the person sins mortally, since the person makes a creature the ultimate end. Therefore, one who loves a creature either does not sin or sins mortally, and so the same conclusion follows as before.

- If two things are contrary, one does not pass into the other. For example, whiteness never becomes blackness, nor the converse. But venial becomes mortal, for a gloss on Ps. 32:1, "Blessed are they whose iniquities are forgiven," says: "Nothing is so venial that it could not become mortal when one approves it." Therefore, we should not contra-distinguish the venial from the mortal.

- If one does not approve something evil, it is not a sin, since it is not voluntary. But if one approves it, it is a mortal sin, as the cited gloss makes clear. Therefore, either it is not a sin, or it is a mortal sin.

- We do not contradistinguish what inclines to something from the thing, since one contrary does not incline to the other. But venial sin disposes toward mortal sin. Therefore, we should not contradistinguish venial sin from mortal sin.

- Anselm says in his work *Why God Became Man* that a rational creature's will ought to be subject to God's will; whoever takes away this subordination takes away the honor due to God and dishonors him. But to dishonor God is to sin mortally, and whoever sins dishonors God thereby, since the person does not subject his or her will to God's will. Therefore, whoever sins sins mortally.
Human beings are obliged by precept to ordain everything they do to God as their end. For 1 Cor. 10:31 says: "Whether you are eating or drinking or are doing anything else, do everything for the glory of God." But we cannot ordain venial sin to God. Therefore, whoever sins venially acts contrary to the precept. Therefore, such a person sins mortally.

Augustine says in his work Book of the 83 Questions: "Using as the means what ought to be enjoyed as the end or enjoying as the end what ought to be used as the means is the whole and sole evil for human beings." But both of these things are mortal sins. For those who use as the means what ought to be enjoyed as the end do not make God their ultimate end, whom alone they should enjoy as their end. And those who enjoy as the end what ought to be used as the means make creatures their ultimate end. And both of these constitute mortal sin. Therefore, every evil of moral fault is mortal sin.

Since punishment corresponds to moral fault, it seems that there is the same nature of moral fault wherever there is the same punishment. But venial sin deserves the same punishment as mortal sin, since Augustine says in a sermon on purgatory that it is a venial sin to flatter persons of higher station, and yet clerics are defrocked for such adulation, as the Decretum maintains. Therefore, the nature of venial and mortal moral fault is the same. Therefore, we do not properly contradistinguish venial sin from mortal sin.

People have said that venial and mortal sin differ in their subject, since venial sin belongs to sense powers, and mortal sin to the power of reason. But consent to an act belongs to higher reason, as Augustine says in his work On the Trinity. And venial sin involves some consent to an act, for example, consenting to an idle word. Therefore, the attributed difference is improper.

The first movements of spiritual sins are venial sins. But spiritual sins belong to the power of reason rather than to sense appetites. Therefore, venial sin does not belong only to sense appetites.

What we share with irrational animals does not seem to be the subject of sin, since irrational animals have no sin. But we share sense appetites with irrational animals. Therefore, there cannot be either mortal or venial sin in sense appetites.

Necessity excludes the character of sin, since there is neither praise nor blame regarding things done out of necessity. But sense appetites are subject to necessity, since they are linked to bodily organs. Therefore, sin cannot belong to sense appetites.

Anselm says that only the will is punished. But sin deserves punishment. Therefore, sin belongs only to the will. Therefore, sin does not belong to sense appetites.

If mortal sin belongs to higher reason, this will be so either directly or indirectly. But mortal sin cannot belong to higher reason directly and as such, since higher reason cannot err, inasmuch as it has the power according to Augustine to contemplate the eternal natures of things, regarding which there is no error. "And they err who do evil," as Prov.14:22 says. Likewise, neither can mortal sin belong to higher reason indirectly, since higher reason does not control lower powers. For higher reason does not have this power, inasmuch as it lost the power to control lower powers as a result of original sin, as Augustine says. Therefore, mortal sin cannot belong to higher reason.

People have likewise said that venial and mortal sins differ in that one who sins mortally loves a creature more than God, and one who sins venially loves a creature less than God. But let us suppose that one thinks that plain fornication is not a mortal sin, and that the person fornicates while holding that view but would forgo fornicating were he or she to know that the action is contrary to the will of God. It is
evident that the person sins mortally, since ignorance of the law does not excuse the person, and yet he or she loves God more than fornication. For that is loved more for which something else is forgone. Therefore, not everyone who sins mortally loves a creature more than God.

- More and less do not distinguish species. But mortal and venial distinguish species. Therefore, mortal and venial do not differ in the fact that one loves a creature more or less than God.

- We can find equality wherever we find more and less, since if we take away what is surplus, equality results. But a person may love a creature more than God and also less than God. Therefore, a person may love a creature equally as much as God. Therefore, there will be a sin in between mortal and venial, and so the division into mortal and venial sin will be inadequate.

- People have likewise said that mortal and venial sins differ in their effects, in that mortal sin deprives one of grace, and that venial sin does not. But there can be no grace without virtue. And venial sin takes away virtue, which consists of rightly ordered love, as Augustine says in his work *On Church Customs*. And venial sin takes away the right order of love; otherwise, it would not be sin. Therefore, even venial sin takes away grace.

- It belongs to grace to direct human beings to God as their end. But venial sin takes away their ordination to God as their end, since sin cannot be ordained to God as its end. Therefore, venial sin takes away grace.

- Whoever offends God does not have God's grace. But one offends God by venial sin, since God punishes such a person. Therefore, venial sin takes away grace.

- People have likewise said that venial sin differs from mortal sin regarding liability to punishment, since mortal sin makes a person liable to eternal punishment, and venial sin makes a person liable to temporal punishment. But Augustine says in his *On the Gospel of John* that lack of faith is a sin whose retention causes all sins to be retained. And so it is evident that the venial sins of unbelievers are not forgiven. But liability to punishment is not taken away as long as moral fault remains. Therefore, the venial sins of unbelievers are punished with eternal punishment. Therefore, venial sin does not differ from mortal sin, and so venial sin cannot be contradistinguished from mortal sin.

*On the Contrary:*

- Jn. 1:8 says: "We deceive ourselves if we say that we have no sin." But we cannot understand this about mortal sin, since, as Augustine says, there is no mortal sin in the saints. Therefore, there is some venial sin that we can contradistinguish from mortal sin.

- Augustine says in a homily on the Gospel of John that serious sins deserve damnation, and venial sins do not. Therefore, we properly contradistinguish venial sin from mortal sin.

*Answer:*

We derive the word "venial" from "pardon" [Latin: *venia*]. And we call something venial from pardon in three ways. First, indeed, we call something venial from pardon because something obtained pardon, as Ambrose says that confession makes mortal sin venial, and some call such venial by reason of the outcome. And it is obvious that we do not contradistinguish venial in this sense from mortal sin. Second, we call sin venial because it has in itself a reason for pardon, not that it be unpunished, but that it be less punished. And it is thus that we call sin venial that is done out of weakness or ignorance, since weakness either totally or partially excuses from sin. And some call such sin venial by reason of its cause. But we also do not contradistinguish venial in this
sense from mortal sin, since someone sinning out of ignorance or weakness may sin mortally, as I have maintained in previous questions. We call a sin venial in a third way because, inasmuch as it does not of itself exclude pardon, that is, a limit to punishment, and it is in this way that we contradi anguish venial from mortal sin, which of itself deserves eternal punishment and so excludes pardon, that is, a limit to punishment. And some call such sin venial in general.

And in order for us to seek the specific difference that distinguishes venial sin from mortal sin, we need to consider that they indeed differ regarding punitive liability. For mortal sin deserves eternal punishment, and venial sin temporal punishment. But this difference results from rather than constitutes the nature of mortal and venial sin. For a sin is not such a kind of sin because it deserves such a punishment. Rather, conversely, a sin deserves such a punishment because it is such a kind of sin. Likewise, they differ regarding their effects. For mortal sin deprives one of grace, and venial sin does not. But neither is this the difference we are looking for, since the difference results from the nature of the sin. For a sin has such an effect because the sin is such a kind of sin, and not the converse.

And the difference regarding the subject of sin would constitute a different nature of sin if venial sin were always to belong to sense appetites, and mortal sin always to the power of reason. For it is thus that we essentially distinguish intellectual virtue from moral virtue, according to the Philosopher in the *Ethics*, since moral virtue belongs to reason insofar as reason participates in the activities of sense appetites, that is to say, moral virme belongs to sense appetites, and intellectual virtue belongs to the very power of reason. But this is not true, since venial sin can also belong to the power of reason, as one of the objections indicates, and so this difference does not explain the different nature of each kind of sin.

And the fourth difference, which regards the way of loving, indeed constitutes a different nature of sin but only regarding the act of the will, which relates to the efficient cause of sin. And venial sin consists both of internal acts of the will and of external acts. For there are certain external acts that are venial sins by reason of their kind, as, for example, to utter an idle word or a lie in jest or the like. And there are certain sins that are mortal by reason of their kind, such as homicide, adultery, and the like. And the difference that regards acts of the will does not differentiate kinds of external acts. For one can do something generically good with an evil will. For example, such would be the case if one should give alms for the sake of vainglory. Likewise, something generically venial can be mortal because of the will of the doer. For example, such would be the case if one should utter an idle word in contempt of God. But external acts differ generically by reason of their objects. And so theologians commonly say that acts in regard to proper subject matter are generically good, and that acts in regard to improper subject matter are generically evil. Therefore, we need to call evil generically venial and generically mortal because it concerns certain improper subject matter.

Therefore, in order to pursue this inquiry, we need to consider that sin consists of a disorder of the soul, just as physical disease consists of a disorder of the body. And so sin is a disease of the soul, as it were, and pardon is for sin what healing is for disease. Therefore, as there are some curable diseases and some incurable diseases, which we call mortal, so there are some quasi-curable sins, which we call venial, and some sins of themselves incurable, which we call mortal, although God can cure them.

And we call incurable and mortal a disease that destroys a life principle. For if such a principle is taken away, there remains nothing whereby the principle might be restored, and so such a disease cannot be cured and brings about death. And there is a kind of disease that does not destroy anything belonging to life principles but destroys something that results from life principles, something that life principles can restore. For example, there is tertian fever, which consists of an overabundance of heat, and the power of nature can overcome the fever. And according to the Philosopher in the *Ethics*, the source in human activity is the end. And so the source of spiritual life, which consists of right action, is the end of human actions. And the end of human actions is love
of God and neighbor: "For the end of the commandments is love," as 1 Tim. 1:5 says. For the virtue of charity unites the soul to God, who is the life of the soul as the soul is the life of the body. And so if charity be excluded, there is mortal sin. For there remains no life principle that would restore the deficiency, and only the Holy Spirit can do so, since "the Holy Spirit given to us pours love of God in our hearts," as Rom. 5:5 says. And if the deficiency of rectitude be such as not to exclude charity, there will be venial sin. For charity, remaining as a life principle, as it were, can restore all deficiencies: "For love covers all sins," as Prov. 10:12 says.

And it can happen in two ways that a sin does or does not exclude charity: in one way regarding the sinner; in the second way from the very type of sin.

It can indeed happen regarding the sinner in two ways. It happens in one way because the act of sin belongs to a kind of power that is not constituted to ordain its acts to the end, and so not to be turned away from the end. And so the movements of sense appetites can be only venial sins, not mortal sins, since ordaining things to the human end belongs only to the power of reason. It happens in the second way because the power that can ordain things toward or away from the end can ordain to the contrary of the end acts that are not also of themselves such. For example, if one should utter an idle word in contempt of God, which would be contrary to charity, this will be a mortal sin because of the evil will of the doer, not because of the type of deed.

It happens in the second way that a sin be or not be contrary to charity from the very type of deed, which regards the object or matter that is or is not contrary to charity. Analogously, some food (e.g., poisonous food) is of itself opposed to life, and some food (e.g., coarse and not easily digestible food or even easily digestible food consumed in excessive amounts) is not opposed to life although such food offers an impediment to one's proper vital disposition. Just so regarding human acts, there are things of themselves contrary to love of God and neighbor, namely, things that destroy the obedience and reverence that human beings owe to God, for example, blasphemy, devil worship, and the like. And there are also things that destroy the common life of human society, for example, theft, homicide, and the like. For human beings could not live in harmony with one another where such things were to be perpetrated promiscuously and indiscriminately. And such things are mortal sins by reason of their kind with whatever intention or will they are done. And there are some things that, although containing a disorder, nonetheless do not directly exclude either of the aforementioned things (love of God, love of neighbor). For example, such would be the case if a person should tell a lie to please or even help someone, not in a position of trust or to harm the person's neighbor, or if a person should be excessive in eating or drinking or the like. And so these things are venial sins by reason of their kind.

Replies to the Objections:

- There are two kinds of division. One is the kind that divides a univocal genus into its species, species that equally share the genus, as, for example, the division of animal into ox and horse. The other is a division of a common analogue regarding the things of which we predicate the analogue by what is prior and what is subsequent, as, for example, we divide being into substance and accident and into potentiality and actuality. And in such things, the common aspect is in one contained completely but in the others contained in a respect and by what is subsequent. And such is the division of sin into venial and mortal. And so the cited definition of sin indeed belongs completely to mortal sin but incompletely and in a respect to venial sin. And so we properly say that venial sin is beyond the law but not contrary to it, namely, that venial sin somewhat recedes from the ordination, f the law but does not destroy the very ordination of the law. For venial sin does not destroy love, which is the fullness of the law, as Rom. 13:10 says.

- Venial is a difference that takes away from the nature of sin, and such a difference belongs to all the
things that in some respect incompletely share something common.

- An end has the nature of a terminus, and a means does not. But venial sin is not turned toward a transitory good as an end. And so venial sin is not turned to that very good as a terminus other than God, so that the sinner is necessarily on that account turned away from God.

- One who sins venially uses a creature as a means rather than enjoys it as an end, since the person relates it habitually but not actually to God. Nor does the person in so doing act against precept, since the person is not always bound actually to relate creatures to God.

- Venial sin as venial never becomes mortal sin, just as whiteness does not become blackness. But an act generically venial can become a mortal sin from the will of one who Constitutes a creature as the person's end, since even something by its nature cold, like water, can become hot.

- Venial sin becomes mortal sin when one approves it as an end, not when one approves it in any way.

- We sometimes contradistinguish one thing from another because they are essentially contrary, as, for example, white from black, hot from cold, and the one does not incline to the other. But things are sometimes distinguishable in relation to one another because they are cant rat y Iw reason of being complete and incomplete. And one of these contraries is ordainvil for the olhnr, as, for example, accident for substance, and potentiality for actuality. And we in this way also contradistinguish venial sin from mortal sin, and venial sin inclines to mortal sin.

- The will of a rational creature is obliged to be subject to God, but this is achieved by affirmative and negative precepts, of which the negative precepts oblige always and on all occasions, and the affirmative precepts oblige always but not on every occasion. Therefore, when one sins venially, one indeed does not render due honor to God by actually observing an affirmative precept. But this is not to sin mortally, as one sins mortally who dishonors God by transgressing a negative precept or not fulfilling an affirmative precept on an occasion when it obliges.

- Since the cited precept of the Apostle is affirmative, it does not always oblige one actually to observe it. And one always observes it habitually when one habitually has God as one's ultimate end. And venial sin does not exclude this habitual disposition.

- Augustine in the cited text is speaking about the complete evil of moral wrong, and such evil is mortal sin.

- Flattering only to please is a venial sin by reason of its genus, since it is a form of vanity. But flattering to deceive is a mortal sin, as Is. 3:12 says: "O my people, those who are calling you happy are deceiving you." And the canon speaks of such flattery. And so the canon says that clerics who spend their time in flatteries and deceits should be defrocked.

- The difference regarding the subject does not constitute sin as mortal or venial, but the difference accompanies the two kinds of sins. And so nothing prevents a venial sin belonging to higher reason.

- And the reply to objection 13 is the same.

- The sense appetites of irrational animals do not in any way share in reason, as they do in us, as the Ethics says. And so the sense appetites of irrational animals cannot be the subjects of sin.

- The bodily organs themselves obey reason to some degree, and there can accordingly be sin in their acts, and likewise in the acts of sense appetites.
Sin belongs only to the will as the first cause of movement but also to other powers as commanded and moved by the will.

Mortal sin can belong to higher reason both directly and indirectly. For higher reason, although it does not err insofar as it contemplates the eternal natures of things, can still err insofar as it can be turned away from the natures. Likewise, we need to say that original sin does not result in lower powers in no way obeying reason, but results in lower powers not completely obeying reason, as they did when human beings were in the condition of innocence.

The cited difference is proper insofar as we understand the difference between mortal and venial sin regarding the will. But some sins are mortal by reason of their kind, and these are always mortal sins, with whatever will they are done, and the argument of the objection is valid regarding these sins. And in such things, the very deed is by reason of its kind contrary to the love of God, as, for example, one acts against charity by the very deed if one harms someone.

More and less resulting from different considerations differentiate species of sin, and so it is in the case of the matter under discussion. For example, loving something as an end and loving something as a means do not consider love in the same way.

One without charity may well love a creature more than God, a creature as much as God, and a creature less than God. But such a person cannot love a creature as much as God without loving some creature more than God, since human beings necessarily constitute the ultimate end of their will in one thing.

The cited difference results from and does not constitute mortal and venial sin. And one who sins venially lacks rightly ordered love in an act regarding means, not absolutely regarding the end itself. And so venial sin does not take away virtue or grace.

It is one thing not to be rightly ordered to God, which belongs to venial sin, and another thing to exclude the right ordination to God, which belongs to mortal sin.

God does not hatefully punish the person who sins venially; rather, he punishes such a person as a father who purifies and corrects the son whom he loves.

The venial sins of those who die in a state of unbelief or any mortal sin are hatefully punished because of the conjoined mortal sin, which takes away grace, not because the venial sins, which do not.

Second Article
Does Venial Sin Diminish Charity?

It seems that venial sin does, for the following reasons:

Augustine says in his Confessions: "Those love you less who love anything besides you that they do not love for your sake." But those who sin venially love something besides God that they do not love for God's sake; otherwise, they would not sin in so loving. Therefore, those who sin venially love God less.

Contraries are constituted to concern the same kind of thing, and increase and decrease are contraries. And charity is increased, as Phil. 1:9 says: "I pray that your charity more and more abound." Therefore, it is also diminished. But mortal sin does not diminish charity; rather, mortal sin takes away charity. Therefore, venial sin diminishes charity.

People have said that venial sin diminishes charity regarding its acquisition, namely, that venial sin
causes persons to receive less charity but cannot diminish the charity already received. But according to the Philosopher in the *Ethics*, the same things produce, destroy, and diminish virtue. Therefore, venial sin, if it causes less charity to be infused, also causes the charity possessed to be diminished.

- Whatever diminishes the constitutive difference of a species diminishes the species' essence. But difficulty to change is the constitutive difference of habits, and venial sin diminishes a habit, since venial sin makes human beings more prone to fall into mortal sin, and they lose charity by mortal sin. Therefore, venial sin diminishes the habit of charity.

- Every love is either a love of desire or a love of charity, as Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*. But one who sins venially indeed does not love a creature with the love of charity, since "charity does not act perversely," as I Cor.13:4 says. Therefore, one who sins venially loves a creature with a love of desire. But an increase of desire seems to decrease charity, since the very nourishment of charity diminishes desire, as Augustine says in his work *Book of the 83 Questions*. Therefore, it seems that venial sin diminishes charity.

- Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that charity or grace is related to the soul as light is to air. But the light in air is diminished if there is an obstacle to light, for example, if steam makes air denser. Therefore, it is also the case that venial sin, which is an obstacle to charity and a clouding of the mind, diminishes charity or grace.

- Everything that is being continuously destroyed can be diminished. But charity is being continuously destroyed. Therefore, venial sin can diminish charity. We prove the minor of that syllogism in two ways. The first argument is indeed as follows: everything being destroyed is a subject of destruction; but charity is being destroyed; therefore, charity is a subject of destruction. Therefore, part of it is destroyed, and part of it still remains and so is being continuously destroyed. The second argument is as follows: Charity is not destroyed when it exists; nor is it being destroyed when it does not exist at all, since it has already been destroyed; therefore, it is being destroyed when part of it exists, and part of it does not. Therefore, charity is being continuously destroyed. Therefore, it can be diminished. But mortal sin does not diminish it. Therefore, venial sin does.

- As there is disorder in mortal sin absolutely, so there is disorder in venial sin in some respect. But disorder without qualification, which belongs to mortal sin, takes away the order of charity absolutely. Therefore, disorder in some respect takes away the order of charity in that respect. Therefore, venial sin diminishes charity.

- Many acts of venial sin produce a habit. But acts of venial sin prevent acts of charity. Therefore, habits of venial sin prevent the habit of charity. Therefore, venial sin diminishes charity.

- Every offense diminishes love. But venial sin is an offense, since it has the nature of moral wrong. Therefore, venial sin diminishes the love of charity.

- Bernard says in a sermon on the purification of Mary that not to progress in the way of God is to regress. But those who sin venially do not progress in the way of God. Therefore, they regress. And this would not be the case unless venial sin were to diminish charity.

- All integrated virtue is stronger than diversified virtue. And so also is integrated love stronger than love dispersed to many things. And the Philosopher accordingly says in the *Ethics* that one cannot love many things intensely. But those who sin venially disperse their love to things other than God. Therefore, the virtue of charity is thereby diminished.
Prov. 24:16 says, "The upright person falls seven times a day and rises again," and a gloss interprets this as the falls occasioned by venial sin. But human beings do not fall out of charity through venial sin. Therefore, they fall out of the full degree of charity. Therefore, venial sin diminishes charity.

Human beings through charity earn the glory of eternal life. But venial sin retards human beings from attaining eternal life. Therefore, venial sin diminishes charity.

Things that impede the body's life or its health diminish its very life. But venial sin is an obstacle to the spiritual life, which thrives by charity, as I have said before. Therefore, venial sin diminishes charity.

Activity results from form. Therefore, what hinders activity diminishes form. But venial sin hinders acts of charity. Therefore, venial sin diminishes charity itself.

Fervor is a property of charity, and so Rom. 12:11 speaks of the "fervent in spirit." But according to the common opinion, venial sin diminishes the fervor of charity. Therefore, venial sin diminishes charity.

On the Contrary:

- Additions and subtractions to something infinitely distant from another thing neither increase nor decrease the other thing, as is clear in the case of adding points to or subtracting points from a line. But venial sin is infinitely distant from charity, since charity loves God as the infinite good, and venial sin loves a creature as a finite good.

- The reward of eternal life is proportionate to the amount of charity and is diminished when charity is diminished. But venial sin does not diminish the reward of eternal life; otherwise, the punishment of venial sin would be an eternal punishment, namely, the eternal diminution of glory. Therefore, venial sin does not diminish charity.

- Continuous diminution will completely destroy any finite thing. But charity is a finite habit of the soul. Therefore, venial sin, if it should diminish charity, will destroy charity itself when there are many such sins. And this conclusion is improper.

Answer:

Since we consider increase and decrease in quantitative terms, we need to consider what the quantity of charity is in order to answer this question. And since charity is a form and a habit or virtue, we need to consider its quantity in two ways: in one way, indeed, insofar as it is a form; in the second way insofar as it is the kind of form that is a habit or virtue.

And some quantity of forms is accidental, and some quantity of forms intrinsic. Some quantity of forms is indeed accidental, as, for example, we say that a form has a magnitude by reason of the subject, as we say that whiteness has a magnitude by reason of the surface in which it inheres. But such quantity is irrelevant to the matter under discussion, since the soul, which is the subject of charity, is not quantified. And we consider the intrinsic quantity of a form in two ways. We consider it in one way regarding the efficient cause, since the stronger the causal power, the more perfect the form it induces, more perfectly bringing the subject from potentiality to actuality. For example, a great deal of heat heats more than a little heat does. We consider the intrinsic quantity of a form in the second way regarding the subject, which indeed receives form more perfectly from the activity of the cause the more disposed the subject is to do so. For example, dry wood can be more easily heated than green wood, and air more easily heated than water, by the same fire.

We consider the quantity of a form in a third way insofar as the form is a virtue or habit, regarding the object of
the virtue. For we call virtues that are capable of doing great things great virtues, and every habit derives its species and its magnitude from its object. Therefore, if we should consider the magnitude of charity regarding its object, then the magnitude can in no way be increased or decreased, since things whose nature consists of something indivisible cannot be increased or decreased. And this is the reason why no specific number increases or decreases, since the unit completes the species. For example, an added unit always causes a new specific number. And the object of charity has an indivisible nature and consists of the terminus, for the object of charity is God as the highest good and ultimate end.

But charity can be greater or lesser regarding the efficient cause and the subject. Charity can indeed be greater or lesser regarding the cause, not because of God's greater or lesser power, but because of his wisdom and virtue, according to which he distributes different measures of grace and charity to human beings. Just so, Eph. 4:7 says: "Grace has been given to each one of us according to the measure of Christ's gift." And charity can be greater or lesser regarding the subject insofar as one by good deeds disposes oneself more or less to receive grace or charity. But we should note that the good deeds of human beings are related in one way to the magnitude of charity regarding the very coming to be of charity and in another way regarding the charity already actually existing. For the deeds of human beings before charity are related to charity itself and its magnitude only by way of a material disposition, not by way of merit, since charity is the source of meriting. On the other hand, charity, when already possessed, itself merits to be increased because of its deeds, so that increased charity also merits to be perfected, as Augustine says.

And venial sin cannot cause the charity possessed to be diminished either regarding the efficient cause, namely, God, or regarding the recipient, namely, the human being. Venial sin indeed cannot cause diminution of charity regarding the cause, since venial sin cannot merit diminution of charity as acts done out of charity merit its increase, inasmuch as persons merit that to which their will is inclined. And one who sins venially is not so inclined to a creature as to be in any way turned away from God. For such a person is turned to a creature as a means, not as the person's end, and the affection for the end by those who are inordinately disposed to certain means is not thereby diminished. For example, if persons are inordinately disposed regarding the taking of medicine, their desire for health is not thereby diminished. And so it is clear that venial sin does not merit the diminution of charity already possessed.

Likewise regarding the subject, neither can venial sin diminish charity itself. And this is evident for two reasons. First, it is indeed evident because venial sin does not belong to the soul in the same way that charity belongs to the soul. For charity belongs to the soul regarding the soul's higher part, inasmuch as the soul is ordained for something as its highest good and ultimate end, while venial sin has some disorder but not one that extends to the soul's ordination to its ultimate end. And so venial sin, even if it were to be contrary to charity, would not diminish charity, as, for example, blackness in a foot does not diminish whiteness in the head. Second, it is evident because the form in a subject is diminished by any admixture of its contrary, as the Philosopher says that something is "whiter that is less mixed with black." But venial sin has no contrariety to charity, since they do not by their nature concern the same object. For venial sin is not a disorder regarding the ultimate end, which is the object of charity.

And so venial sin in no way diminishes the charity possessed. But venial sin can cause less charity to be initially infused, namely, insofar as it impedes the acts of free choice whereby human beings are disposed to receive grace. And venial sin can in this way prevent the charity possessed from increasing, namely, by preventing the meritorious acts whereby persons merit an increase of charity.

Replies to the Objections:

- Those who sin venially love something as well as God, something that they habitually, although not
actually, love for the sake of God.

- Things meritorious on the part of human beings and efficacious on the part of God's goodness, to which the movement toward good always belongs, can cause an increase of charity. But charity cannot be diminished by things either demeritorious on the part of human beings, as I have said, or inefficacious on God's part, since God does not make human beings worse, as Augustine says in his *Book of the 83 Questions*.

- The argument of this objection would be valid if venial sin were directly to cause less charity to come to be. But venial sin by accident, as it were, and indirectly causes less charity to come to be, namely, as it impedes the acts of free choice whereby persons are disposed to receive charity. And regarding adults, acts of free choice are required for the infusion of grace or charity but not for the preservation of the habit already possessed. And so the charity possessed is not diminished when such acts are prevented.

- Difficulty to change is not the difference constitutive of habits. For dispositions and habits are not different species of things; otherwise, one and the same quality that was previously a disposition could not subsequently become a habit. But facility and difficulty to change are related as perfect and imperfect regarding the same thing. And granted that difficulty to change were to be a constitutive difference, the argument would still fail. This is so because a habit may be easily changeable for two reasons. It may be easily changeable in one way intrinsically, namely, because the habit is not so perfect in the subject. And so whatever would diminish the resistance of a habit to change would diminish the habit itself. A habit may be easily changeable in a second way by accident, namely, because a disposition to the contrary is introduced, as if, for example, we should say that the form of water becomes less difficult to change when the water is heated, and yet the substantial form is obviously not diminished. And it is also in this way that venial sin diminishes the resistance of charity to change. And it is in this way that we should understand the opinion of those who say that venial sin diminishes charity at its roots in the subject, by accident and indeed not intrinsically, as I have said.

- Augustine says that the decrease, not the increase, of desire nourishes or preserves charity, namely, in that decrease of desire decreases venial sins, which dispose one to loss of charity.

- Dense steam is received in the same part of the air in which light is received, and so diminishes the light. But venial sin does not extend to the highest part of the soul regarding the soul's disposition toward the highest good and so cannot diminish the charity already possessed, although venial sin can limit its magnitude regarding its acquisition. Just so, the darkness of air outside the house would not diminish the brightness inside the house produced by a source of light inside the house, although the darkness would diminish the intense brightness of rays of the sun coming into the house from outside. And the perfection of the higher part of the soul regarding the acquisition of charity depends on the right disposition of the lower parts of the soul, but the perfection of the higher part of the soul regarding the preservation of charity does not. For example, human beings by their natural constitution arrive at internal intelligible things by means of lower and sensibly perceptible external things. And so also deficiency of sight or hearing can prevent human beings acquiring knowledge but not diminish the knowledge they have already acquired.

- It is not universally true that everything successively ceasing to be is diminished, since a substantial form is being successively lost if we should consider the preceding changes. Accordingly, the Philosopher says in the *Physics* that what is ceasing to be was ceasing to be and will cease to be, and yet its substantial form is not diminished. And so charity is sometimes being successively lost if we should consider the preceding disposition for the loss. But charity is not being successively lost if we should consider the very loss as such. And it is altogether false to say that charity, because it is being destroyed,
is the subject of the dissolution. Just so, we do not say that whiteness or any form ceases to be because it itself is the subject of the dissolution. Rather, the subject of whiteness is the subject of dissolution because it ceases to be white. Likewise, we should say that being dissolved and the first moment of having been dissolved are the same thing if we should consider the very dissolution of the form as such as it belongs to the terminus of the dissolution. Just so, being illumined and the first moment of having been illumined are the same thing. And something ceases to exist at the very moment when it has been dissolved, as the Physics says." And so charity ceases to exist at the moment it is being destroyed.

- Disorder without qualification destroys the right order of charity without qualification, since such disorder extends to the higher part of the soul. And disorder in a qualified sense destroys the right order of charity in a qualified sense by certain acts, as the right order of charity is transmitted from the higher part of the soul to the lower parts. But disorder in a qualified sense does not at all diminish charity itself, just as blackness in a foot does not at all diminish whiteness in the head.

- Many venial sins can cause a habit, but the habit so acquired neither destroys nor diminishes charity, since the habit does not belong to, nor concern, the same thing as charity does.

- Venial sin, since it does not imply turning away from God, does not have the nature of an offense in the strict sense.

- One advances in the way of God both when charity is actually increased, and when one is disposed to receive an increase of charity. Just so, a child does not actually grow during the whole span of its growing to maturity; rather, the child sometimes actually grows and sometimes is disposed to grow. And likewise, one regresses in the way of God not only by a decrease of charity but also by being retarded from progressing, or even by being disposed to fall into mortal sin. And venial sin causes both of the latter.

- Love is diminished when it is diffused to many things in the same respect. But the diffusion of love in one respect does not diminish love in other respects. For example, if a man should have many friends, he would not on that account love his son or wife less, but if he were to love many wives, the love for each of them would be diminished, and if he were to have many sons, the love that would be for an only son is diminished. And venial sin does not disperse the love of human beings for creatures in respect to the end, since they love God as their end. And so their habitual love for God is not diminished, although their actual love perhaps is.

- Venial sin causes one to fall away from acts of charity, not indeed from charity itself or the perfect degree of charity.

- Venial sin does not at all diminish glory but only retards the acquisition of glory. And likewise, venial sin does not at all diminish charity but only retards its acts and its increase.

- Some things impede perfect health and healthy functioning but do not diminish health. For example, some foods are hard to digest because they prevent easy digestion.

- Action can be diminished in two ways. It is diminished in one way regarding the capacity to act, as, for example, if a person could not do so much, and then what diminishes the action diminishes the source of the action, that is, the form. It is diminished in a second way regarding the performance of acts, and then what diminishes the action need not diminish the form. For example, a column that keeps a stone from falling down does not diminish the weight of the stone, nor does one who ties up another diminish the power of the other to walk. And venial sin diminishes the action of charity in the second, not the first,
way.

- We can understand fervor in two ways. We understand it in one way insofar as it implies the intensity of the inclination of the lover for the beloved, and such fervor is essential for charity and not diminished by venial sin. We speak of fervor in a second way insofar as the movement of love even redounds to lower powers, so that both the heart and the flesh in some way praise God. And venial sin diminishes such fervor without diminishing charity.

Third Article
Can Venial Sin Become Mortal?

It seems that venial sin can, for the following reasons:

- Augustine says in his On the Gospel of John, explaining Jn. 3:6, "Whoever does not believe in the Son will not see life:" "Many small sins, if they are not attended to, kill." But we call a sin mortal because it kills spiritually. Therefore, many small sins, that is, venial sins, produce mortal sin.

- On the words of Ps. 40:13, "They are more than the hairs on my head," a gloss says: "You have avoided rocks; beware lest you be crushed by grains of sand." But grains of sand mean small, namely, venial, sins. Therefore, many venial sins crush or kill human beings, and so the same conclusion follows as before.

- People have said that we say that many venial sins kill or crush insofar as they dispose one to mortal sin. But Augustine says in his Rule that "pride creeps into good deeds in order to destroy them," and so it seems that even good deeds dispose toward mortal sin. And yet we do not say that good deeds kill or crush human beings. Therefore, neither can we say that venial sins kill or crush human beings for the cited reason. Therefore, it seems that venial sin of itself becomes mortal.

- Venial sin is an inclination toward mortal sin. But inclinations become habits, as the Philosopher says in the Categories Therefore, venial sin becomes mortal.

- The movements of sense appetites are venial sins. But they become mortal sins when reason consents, as Augustine makes clear in his work On the Trinity. Therefore, venial sins can become mortal.

- A movement of unbelief may arise surreptitiously in higher reason itself, and such a movement is a venial sin. But the advent of consent does not destroy the essence of the prior movement that was a venial sin, and yet the consent makes the sin mortal. Therefore, venial sins can become mortal.

- Venial and mortal sins sometimes differ by reason of the different stations of persons. For example, the Decretum says that not to reconcile enemies is a venial sin for the laity, but it seems to be a mortal sin for bishops, since they are to be deposed for that offense, as the Decretum holds. But persons of lower station can be transferred to a higher station. Therefore, venial sins can become mortal.

- According to Chrysostom, laughter and jesting are venial sins. But laughter can become a mortal sin, for Prov. 14:13 says: "Laughter will be mixed with sorrow, and lamentation takes possession of the extremities of joy." (A gloss says "perpetual lamentation.") And yet only mortal sin deserves this. Therefore, venial sins can become mortal.

- [Of things distinguished only by accident, one can become the other. But venial and mortal sin are distinguished only by accident. For things distinguished intrinsically are not transformed into one another, and venial and mortal sin are transformed into one another, since nothing is so venial that it does
not become mortal when approved. And likewise, confession renders every mortal sin venial. Therefore, venial sins can become mortal.]

- By access to God, the least good becomes the greatest good. For example, movements of free choice informed by grace become meritorious. Therefore, by withdrawal from God, the least evil can become the greatest evil. But the least evil in the genus of sin is venial sin, and the greatest such evil is mortal sin. Therefore, venial sins can become mortal.

- Boethius says in his work *Consolation* that sins are related to the soul as sicknesses are to the body. But the least sickness can become the greatest if it grows worse. Therefore, the least sin, namely, venial sin, can become the greatest sin, namely, mortal sin.

- The gifts of graces formally constitute the orders of angels. But the orders of angels differ specifically. Therefore, the gifts of graces also differ specifically. But those who initially merited to be assumed to a lower order of angels later merit to be assumed to a higher order through an increase of merit. Therefore, a lesser grace becomes a greater grace, although they differ specifically. Therefore, by like reasoning, venial sins can become mortal.

- The condition of innocence does not infinitely surpass the condition of corrupted human nature. But every venially sinful movement in the condition of innocence would have been mortally sinful. Therefore, venial sins can also now become mortal in the condition of corrupted human nature.

- Good and evil differ more than the two kinds of evil, namely, venial and mortal sin, do, since good and evil differ generically, and the two kinds of evil belong to the same genus. For good and evil are the genera of other things, as the *Categories* says. But the numerically same action can be good and evil, for example, if a slave grudgingly gives alms at the command of his master, who commands it out of charity. Therefore, much more can the numerically same action be venial and mortal sin.

- Sin is a weight upon the soul, as Ps. 38:5 says: "My iniquities have fallen on my head, and they as a heavy burden have weighed me down." But the least weight can by addition become so great that it exceeds the strength of the bearer. Therefore, venial sins can by addition become mortal and exclude virtue.

- As Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*, the process in every sin is like the process in the sin of our first parents, and so sense appetites represent the serpent, reason the woman, and higher reason the man. But it was impossible for the man to eat from the forbidden tree without sinning mortally. Therefore, sin in higher reason can only be mortal. Therefore, a sin venial in lower reason, when brought to higher reason, will become mortal.

- If a habit deserves condemnation, the acts proceeding from it also will. But there remains in unbaptized infidels with unpardoned original sin the habit of the original condemnation, to which the corruption of concupiscence belongs. Therefore, even the first movements arising from such corruption deserve condemnation and are mortal sins, and yet the movements as such are evidently venial sins. Therefore, venial sins can become mortal.

*On the Contrary:*

- Things that infinitely differ do not change into one another. But mortal and venial sins differ infinitely, since one deserves temporal punishment, and the other deserves eternal punishment. Therefore, venial sins cannot become mortal.
• Things that generically or specifically differ do not change into one another. But venial and mortal sins differ generically or even specifically. Therefore, venial sins can never become mortal.

• One kind of privation does not become another. For example, blindness never becomes deafness. But mortal sin encompasses privation of the end, and venial sin privation of ordination to the end. Therefore, venial sins can never become mortal.

Answer:

We can understand this question in three ways. For we can understand the question in one way as to whether a sin numerically one and the same that was previously venial can afterward become mortal. Second, we can understand the question as to whether a sin by its kind venial can in some respect become mortal. Third, we can understand the question as to whether many venial sins constitute one mortal sin.

Therefore, if we understand the question in the first way, we need to say that venial sin cannot become mortal. For inasmuch as the sin of which we are now speaking presumes a morally evil act, the sin needs to be one act morally for it to be numerically one and the same sin. And it is a moral act because it is voluntary, and so we need to consider the unity of the moral act regarding the will. For an act may sometimes be numerically one insofar as it belongs to a physical genus, and not one insofar as it belongs to a moral genus, because of different acts of the will. For example, such would be the case if one on the way to church should initially intend vainglory and later on intend to give service to God. Therefore, in an act that is one regarding its physical species there may be a venial sin at the beginning and a mortal sin later if the will should grow into so immoderate desires as to perform a venially sinful act (e.g., uttering an idle word, or the like) also in contempt of God. And so there are two sins, not one, since there is not one act regarding the moral genus of acts.

And if we should understand the question in the second way, then we need to say that what is a venial sin by reason of its kind can become a mortal sin, not indeed by reason of its kind but by reason of its end. And to prove this, we need to consider that we can note two objects, namely, the object of the external act and the object of the internal act, since an external act belongs to the moral genus insofar as it is voluntary. And the two objects sometimes coincide, as, for example, if one willing to go somewhere goes there. And sometimes the two objects are different, and one may be good, and the other evil, as, for example, if one gives alms wanting to please people, the object of the external act is good, and the object of the internal act evil. And because the external act is constituted in the moral genus insofar as it is voluntary, we need to consider the moral species of the act formally according to the object of the internal act. For we consider the species of acts by their objects. And so the Philosopher says in the Ethics that one who commits adultery in order to steal is an avaricious person rather than an adulterer. Therefore, an external act that is a venial sin by reason of the species it has from its external object changes into thy species of mortal sin by reason of the object of the internal act. For example, such would be the case if one utters an idle word intending to incite someone to lustful desire. Something as such may also be a venial sin because of its incomplete state, not because of its object. For example, movements of concupiscence to commit adultery, which movements belong to a sense appetite, indeed belong to the genus of mortal sin regarding their object. But such movements do not completely attain moral wickedness, since they lack the deliberation of reason, and so they cannot be mortal sins, which are complete wickedness in the moral genus. And such sins may become mortal if they should reach completion, as, for example, happens with the advent of the deliberate consent of reason.

And if we should understand the question in the third way, then we need to say that many sins indeed do not directly and as efficient causes constitute one mortal sin, namely, so that many venial sins have the punitive liability of one mortal sin. And this is evident for two reasons. First, indeed, it is evident because whenever many accumulated things constitute one thing, there needs to be the same measure of magnitude regarding both
the many things and the one thing. For example, many small lines constitute one long line. And where there are different measures of magnitude, many things do not constitute one thing. For example, many numbers do not constitute one line, nor the converse. And venial sin does not have the same measure of magnitude as mortal sin. For the magnitude of mortal sin results from turning away from the ultimate end, and the magnitude of venial sin regards a disorder concerning a means. Second, many venial sins do not constitute one mortal sin because venial sin does not diminish charity, as I have said before, and mortal sin destroys charity. Dispositively, however, many venial sins lead to the commission of mortal sin, since the repetition of acts produces habits, and the eagerness and pleasure in sin increase and can increase so much that one is inclined more easily to sin mortally. But this disposition is not necessarily prerequisite for mortal sin, since human beings can sin mortally even without previous venial sins, and human beings through charity can resist mortal sin when there is the aforementioned previous disposition from venial sins.

Replies to the Objections:

- Many small sins kill in a diapositive way, as I have said.
- We should reply likewise to the second objection.
- Good deeds do not dispose one to sin mortally as venial sins do, but good deeds can by accident be an occasion of mortal sin.
- Inclinations are related to habits as the imperfect to the perfect. But this occurs in two ways. It occurs in one way such that the perfect and the imperfect belong to the same species, and then an inclination becomes a habit. It occurs in the second way such that the perfect and the imperfect belong to different species, and then an inclination never becomes that to which it inclines. For example, heat does not become the form of fire. And likewise, neither does venial sin become mortal sin.
- The movements that were venial sins in sense appetites will never become mortal sins. But the very advent of consent will intrinsically constitute mortal sin.
- Disbelief does not always creep into higher reason but can sometimes creep into the imagination, as, for example, if one imagines the three persons in God like three human beings and is suddenly moved to unbelief. And unbelief sometimes creeps into lower reason, as, for example, if one considers certain things in creatures repugnant to belief in the Trinity. And unbelief sometimes creeps into higher reason, as, for example, if one suddenly begins to think disrespectfully about the Trinity of persons in God, such surreptitious intrusion belongs to higher reason, and the added consent is a different movement. And so it does not follow that the same sin is venial and mortal.
- A person is something abiding and so can be promoted to a higher station. But an act is something that immediately passes away, and so there is no comparison.
- Extreme lamentation takes possession of the extremities of the joy whereby one enjoys a creature as an end, not of every kind of joy.
- Mortal sin by reason of its kind is always such and never becomes venial sin if we understand the sin to be venial by reason of its kind. And we understand equivocally the word "venial" in the saying that repentance renders mortal sin venial, as the previously posited distinction of venial makes clear."
- We can understand the least good in the genus of human acts as an act that is generically good but not meritorious because not informed by grace. And such a numerically identical act never becomes a meritorious act that we can call the greatest good in the genus of human acts, just as a venial sin never
becomes a mortal sin.

- Sickness, like health, is a disposition or habit, not an act, and so something numerically the same can be changed from less imperfect to more perfect. But sin is a transient act, and so there is no comparison in that respect. But we note a comparison only regarding the fact that as sickness is a physical disorder, so sin is the disorder in a human act.

- Since we hold angelic orders to be parts of a hierarchy that constitutes a sacred dominion, it is evident that the orders consist essentially of gifts of grace. And we distinguish angelic orders by the different gifts gratuitously bestowed, although we presuppose different natural goods as the matter endowed and as disposing angelic orders for the gifts. But we should note that we can consider the gifts of grace in two ways. We can consider the gifts of grace in one way regarding what unites the angels to God, and the angelic orders do not differ in this respect. Rather, they are the same, and so Dionysius says that the entire hierarchy of angels is related to God as much as likeness and unity allow. We can consider the gifts of grace in a second way insofar as they are ordained for the angels' work, and the different angelic orders have different kinds of grace as the angelic orders are ordained for different duties. But we do not say in this connection that human beings are assumed into angelic orders because of their duties but because of their measure of glory and enjoyment of God. And so it does not follow that human beings have specifically different graces according to their different condition of perfection.

- Human beings in the condition of innocence could not sin venially because they could not do anything that is venial sin by reason of its kind, not indeed because they could not do things venially sinful by reason of their kind that would be mortally sinful for them to do. For there could not be disorder in the lower parts of their soul regarding means unless it here would be a previous disorder in the higher part of their soul regarding the end.

- The action of the servant and the action of the master proceed from different wills, and so there is not one action morally.

- There is one measure of magnitude regarding all material weights but not regarding mortal and venial sin. And so the argument is invalid.

- By tasting of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, Adam acted contrary to God's command and so sinned mortally. And likewise, higher reason, whenever it sins by acting against God's command, sins mortally. But higher reason does not always sin by acting against God's command. And so the argument is invalid.

- The cited proposition, namely, that if a habit deserves condemnation, so do its acts, is false. For mortal sin consists of an act, not a habit. And so not every movement resulting from the inclination of a habit need be a mortal sin if many acts of mortal sin should produce the habit. For example, no one has so confirmed a habit of sexual lust or mother vice that the person may not sometimes by the use of reason resist the vice's movements, and it would be stupid to say that such movements would be imputed as mortal sins to those who resist the movements. And so although habitual concupiscence deserves condemnation in the case of an unbeliever not yet baptized, every movement of concupiscence does not need to deserve condemnation in the way of mortal sin. And yet we call concupiscence habitual in a privative way, namely, by the withdrawal of original justice, as I have said before, not in a positive way. And so the movements resulting from natural powers themselves do not always need to be sin, still less mortal sin. Therefore, we should not say that the first movements of sense appetites in unbelievers are mortal sins, since they would much more be mortal sins for the faithful. For the faithful sin more regarding the same kind of act than unbelievers do, other things being equal, as the Apostle in Heb.
10:29 makes clear: "How much more severe punishments do you think those who made the blood of the covenant unclean deserve?" And 2 Pet. 2:21 says: "It was better for them not to know the way of truth than for them after they have known the truth to go back on what the holy commandments had transmitted to them."

*Replies to the Arguments in the Section On the Contrary:*

What I have said before makes clear the reply to the arguments in the section *On the Contrary.*

**Fourth Article**

*Do Circumstances Make Venial Sins Mortal?*

It seems that circumstances do, liar the following reasons:

- Augustine says in his sermon on purgatory that if anger should be retained for a long time, aind Inebriation is constantly repeated, they become numbered with mortal sins. But such sins are venial by reason of their kind; otherwise, they would always be mortal sins. Therefore, venial sins become mortal sins by reason of the circumstance of constant repetition or long duration.

- Prolonged pleasure in sinful thoughts is a mortal sin, as the Master says in the *Sentences*. But if the pleasure is not prolonged, the sin is venial. Therefore, the circumstance of prolongation makes venial sins mortal.

- In human acts, good differs from evil more than venial sin differs from mortal sin, since good and evil, inasmuch they are the genera of other things, as the *Categories* says, differ generically. But circumstances make good acts evil. Therefore, much more do circumstances make venial sins mortal.

- We posit among other circumstances of a human act the reason for which it is done, and this circumstance belongs to the end of the act. But venial sins become mortal sins on account of their ends, as I have said. Therefore, circumstances make venial sins mortal.

*On the Contrary:*

A circumstance is something accidental to a moral act, as the very name indicates. But being a mortal sin belongs to the species of sin. Therefore, since no accident constitutes the species of that of which it is an accident, it seems that circumstances cannot make venial sins mortal.

*Answer:*

We call moral acts generically good or evil by reason of their object. And two kinds of goodness or wickedness can be added to the generic goodness or wickedness of moral acts: one, indeed, from the intended end; the second from circumstances. And because an end is the first object of the will, the internal act acquires its species from its end, and if the internal act has the nature of mortal sin from its end, the external act will move into the species of the internal act and be constituted a mortal sin, as I have said before. But circumstances do not always specify moral acts but only do so when they add a new deformity belonging to a different species of sin. For example, such would be the case if a man in addition to having intercourse with a woman who is not his wife has intercourse with a woman who is the wife of another, and then the act has the incidental deformity of injustice. And so this circumstance give a new species to the act, and properly speaking, it is not now a circumstance but becomes the specific difference of the moral act.

Therefore, if an added circumstance should add a deformity such that the act be against God's command, then the circumstance will make what is venial sin by reason of its kind to be mortal sin. Therefore, what is venial sin
by reason of its kind can become mortal sin only by reason of a circumstance that transfers the sin into another species, not by reason of a circumstance that remains in the nature of a circumstance. But something may sometimes be a venial sin because of the incomplete character of the act, since the act does not attain the deliberate consent of reason, which consent completes the nature of a moral act, and not because of the thing's kind, namely, regarding its object. And then such a circumstance completing the moral act, for example, the advent of deliberate consent, makes venial sin mortal.

Replies to the Objections:

• Anger implies a movement to harm one's neighbor. And to cause harm to one's neighbor is by reason of its kind a mortal sin, since it is contrary to charity regarding love of neighbor. And when the movement remains in a lower appetite, and reason does not consent to cause serious harm to one's neighbor, there is only a venial sin due to the incomplete character of the act. And anger cannot be long continued without the deliberation of reason being added. And we do not understand anger to be retained for a long time whenever it persists for a long time. Rather, we understand anger to be retained because one has the power to resist it by the use of reason, in which case the movement of anger is not retained even if it should persist. We should say the same about inebriation, since it as such actually turns reason away from God, namely, so that reason cannot turn toward God while the condition of inebriation lasts. And since human beings are not obliged always actually to turn their reason toward God, inebriation is accordingly not always a mortal sin. And if human beings are repeatedly inebriated, it seems that they are not solicitous that their reason be turned toward God, and inebriation under that hypothesis is a mortal sin. For then it seems that one because of the love of wine contemns the turning of reason toward God.

• We should say the same about prolonged pleasure in sinful thoughts as we said about anger that persists for a long time.

• A circumstance, when it changes a good act into an evil one, constitutes a new species of sin and so transfers the act into another moral genus. And also in such a case, a circumstance can make a venial sin mortal.

• An end as the object of an act specifies the moral act and can for that reason make a venial sin mortal.

Fifth Article

Can Venial Sin Belong to Higher Reason?

It seems that venial sin cannot, for the following reasons:

• In his work On the Trinity, Augustine says that higher reason cleaves to the eternal natures of things, and so it seems that sin can belong to higher reason only by turning away from the eternal natures. But every such sin is a mortal sin. Therefore, only mortal sin can belong to higher reason.

• Sin can belong to a power only by reason of a disorder of the power's act in relation to its object. For example, there can be error in acts of sight only in relation to color. But the object of higher reason is the ultimate end consisting of the eternal good. Therefore, sin can belong to higher reason only by reason of disorder regarding the ultimate end. But every such sin is a mortal sin, since venial sin concerns means, and mortal sin concerns the end, as I have said? Therefore, only mortal sin can belong to higher reason.

• Higher reason is the power of reason that partakes of the light of grace. But the light of grace is more powerful than material light. And material light unless destroyed or diminished is not deficient in its activity, and so much less is spiritual light. Therefore, no deficient act can belong to higher reason unless grace is either destroyed or diminished. But venial sin neither destroys nor diminishes grace, as I have
said before. Therefore, the deficiency of venial sin cannot belong to higher reason.

- The object of higher reason is the good to be enjoyed, that is, the eternal good. But as Augustine says in his *Book of the 83 Questions*, every human evil consists of enjoying means as the end or using the end as means. Therefore, sin can belong to higher reason only by using the end, which is God, as a means. But this is to love something more than God, and to do so constitutes mortal sin. For using something is to relate it to something else as the end. Therefore, only mortal sin can belong to higher reason.

- Higher and lower reason are not different powers but differ in that higher reason reaches conclusions from the eternal natures of things, and lower reason from their temporal aspects, as Augustine maintains in his work *On the Trinity*. But there can be error when one reaches conclusions from the eternal natures only because one errs regarding the natures, and that is always a mortal sin. Therefore, only mortal, not venial, sin can belong to higher reason.

- According to the Philosopher in the *De anima*, reason is always correct. But sin is contrary to rectitude. Therefore, venial sin cannot belong to higher reason.

- The Philosopher says in the *Ethics* that we praise the reason of the temperate and the intemperate person, and so he praises reason in both the good and the wicked. But sin does not belong to what is praised. Therefore, no sin, either mortal or venial, belongs to reason.

- Reason implies deliberation. Therefore, if a sin belongs to reason, it needs to belong to reason by deliberation, since everything in something else belongs to it in the way of the subject. But deliberate sin is intentional or committed out of pure malice, which is especially mortal because it is a sin against the Holy Spirit. Therefore, only mortal sin can belong to higher reason.

- Consulting the eternal nature of things belongs to higher reason. But consultation is a kind of deliberation. Therefore, higher reason never sins except by deliberate consent, and so the same conclusion follows as before.

- Venial sin becomes mortal sin because of one's contempt, as I have said before. But that a person deliberately sin seems to be done with contempt. Therefore, it seems that ,a sin of higher reason, since done deliberately, is always mortal and never venial.

- We observe that venial sin creeps into the lower powers of the soul. But sin, insofar as it creeps into higher reason, apparently cannot be venial. Therefore, venial sin can in no way belong to higher reason. We prove the minor as follows. The advent of deliberate consent makes a venial sin that occurs surreptitiously a mortal sin, since reason in deliberating considers another, greater good, and to act against such a good is a more serious sin. For example, when concupiscence arises surreptitiously, a person considers only the pleasurable aspect in the object desired. But reason in deliberating considers something higher, namely, the law of God contrary to concupiscence, and a human being sins mortally by contemning that law through concupiscence. And we cannot understand anything higher than the object of higher reason that is the eternal good. Therefore, if a sin arising surreptitiously were to be venial regarding its object, deliberate consent could not make the sin mortal as belonging to higher reason, although the sin is evidently mortal by reason of the deliberate consent. Therefore, the sin is mortal by reason of deliberate consent even if it arises surreptitiously. Therefore, in no way can a venial sin belong to higher reason.

- Higher reason is the source of spiritual life as the heart in animals is the source of their material life. And so also does Prov. 4:23 compare higher reason to the heart: "Guard your heart with every protection, since life comes from it." But only mortal sickness can belong to the material heart. Therefore, no venial
sin and only mortal sin can belong to higher reason.

**On the Contrary:**

- Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity* that every consent to an act belongs to higher reason. But some actual consent constitutes a venial sin, as, for example, when one consents to utter an idle word, since consent to a venial sin is venial in the same way that the consent in mortal sin is mortal. Therefore, venial sin can belong to higher reason.

- As the will takes delight in the good, so reason takes delight in the truth. But the will can sin venially if it loves a created good inferior to the uncreated good. Therefore, higher reason can sin venially if it should take delight in a created truth inferior to the uncreated truth.

**Answer:**

Since reason directs our desire, sin may belong to reason in two ways. Sin belongs to reason in one way regarding reason's own activity, as when one errs in some regard by embracing the false and rejecting the truth. Sin belongs to reason in a second way because our desire after the deliberation of reason is borne inordinately toward something. And if the deliberation of reason rests on certain temporal considerations (e.g., that something is useful or not, becoming or unbecoming in the common estimation), we shall indeed say that the sin hrlmigs to lower reason. And if the deliberation rests on the eternal natures of lungs (e.g., that something is in accord or discord with the commandments of God), we shall say that the sin belongs to higher reason. For we call the reason that fastens on the eternal natures higher reason, as Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*. And reason fastens on them in two ways, namely, in contemplating them and in deliberating about them. Reason indeed fastens on the eternal natures by contemplating them as its proper object and by deliberating about them as the means that it uses to direct a desire or action.

And both venial and mortal sin can belong to higher reason in both ways. For reason, insofar as it fastens on the eternal natures, which constitute its proper object, can in contemplating them have deliberate acts, or indeliberate acts, which we call surreptitious movements. And although it belongs to reason to deliberate, every deliberation still needs to include an absolute consideration, since deliberation is simply a discursive process and a process of successive consideration, and every movement has irreducible elements (e.g., moments in time and points in lines). Therefore, if sin arising surreptitiously should belong to higher reason regarding its proper object, there will be a venial sin. For example, such would be the case if one should without reflection think that God cannot be triune and one. For this is not a mortal sin before reason adverted to the fact that the thought is contrary to the command of God, since going contrary to his command belongs to the nature of mortal sin. Therefore, when reason through deliberation has perceived that disbelief is contrary to his command, the sin will become mortal if one were to disbelieve.

And no sin can arise surreptitiously in one who consults and fastens on the eternal natures as the means to direct a desire or action, since consultation itself causes deliberation. Nevertheless, venial and mortal sin can belong to higher reason in this way, since we in deliberating seek both how something can be done, and how something can be done better. Therefore, there can be sin regarding deliberation in two ways. There is sin regarding deliberation in one way insofar as we as a result of such deliberation approve something altogether contrary to our end, such that one cannot attain the end if the act is posited, and then there is mortal sin. For example, the person who in deliberating considers that fornication is contrary to God's law and nonetheless chooses to fornicate sins mortally. But if the person approves something that does not preclude the person's end, and yet the person could attain the end better without it, since the thing in some respect impedes one from the end or disposes one to the contrary of the end, then there is venial sin. For example, such would be the case if one utters an idle word also considering in deliberation that such an act is a venial sin that disposes the person to
mortal sin and in some respect falls short of the rectitude of justice leading to God.

Replies to the Objections:

- Higher reason does not need to turn away from the eternal natures of things whenever it sins, since it sometimes sins by approving something not contrary to them, as I have said.

- There can in two ways be disorder regarding the end: either because one withdraws from the end, and this is mortal sin, or because one approves something that retards one from the end, and this is venial sin.

- Material light acts out of natural necessity, and so as long as the whole of it abides, it always acts, and its activity is never diminished. But putting charity and grace into practice is subject to the will's choice. And so human beings in possession of charity do not always make use of its perfection and sometimes act less perfectly.

- Augustine in the cited text speaks of mortal sin, which is wickedness and evil in an absolute sense. But we can in a proper sense call venial sin wickedness only relatively, as I have said.

- Reason sins mortally when it draws the right conclusion from the eternal natures of things but approves something contrary to them. But sometimes reason sins because it disposes one to something contrary to the natures and impedes one from the end, not because what one approves may be contrary to them.

- We say that reason is always correct either in that it is disposed toward first principles about which it does not err, or in that error results from defective reasoning rather than the properties of reason. And error results from a property of imagination insofar as imagination perceives the images of things not at hand.

- Both the temperate and the intemperate person at least possess right reason about the universal, since even the intemperate person by right reason judges that it is evil to approve unworthy pleasure, although passion leads the person to rebel against this general consideration. But it does not thereby follow that every sinner's reason in relation to the universal is praiseworthy, since the intemperate person even when free of passion, as one making evil use of reason, judges it good to enjoy unworthy pleasure.

- Although reason may deliberate, it is still necessary that it have an absolute consideration included in the very deliberation, as I have said. But one does not necessarily sin out of pure malice whenever one deliberately sins. Rather, one necessarily sins out of pure malice only when one approves something contrary to virtue, as the Ethics says. And venial sin is not contrary to virtue. Therefore, when one deliberately consents to venial sin, one does not on that account sin out of malice.

- The above makes clear the answer to objection.

- Deliberate consent does not cause contempt of God unless one should approve as contrary to God that to which one consents.

- Both higher and lower forms of knowledge can consider the object of higher reason, which is the most exalted object. For the knowledge that God has of the eternal good that is himself is superior to the knowledge that human beings have of him by human reason. And so the knowledge human beings have about God insofar as they believe his revelation of himself corrects the knowledge human beings have of him by their reason. Therefore, when one spontaneously thinks that God is not triune and one, one does so according to human reason, and it is a venial sin. But when a person deliberates, the person, considering that disbelief in the Trinity of the one God is contrary to what God has revealed, adds to the
knowledge by human reason the knowledge from God. And so the sin becomes a mortal sin, brought into contrariety by a higher means of knowledge, as it were.

- Sickness that alters the heart's components or what flows from it is always mortal, but sickness that brings about a disorder in its movement is not always mortal. And likewise, sin that takes away charity from higher reason is mortal, but sin that causes disorder in an act of reason is not.

**Sixth Article**

*Can Venial Sin Belong to Sense Appetites?*

It seems that venial sin does not, for the following reasons:

- Ambrose says that only what is capable of virtue is capable of vice. But sense appetites are not capable of virtue, since the serpent represents the sense appetites, as Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*. Therefore, sense appetites cannot cause vice.

- According to Augustine, every sin belongs to the will, "since only the will sins." But sense appetites are different from the will. Therefore, sense appetites are not venial sin.

- Irrational animals have no sin. But sense appetites are common to us and irrational animals. Therefore, sin cannot belong to sense appetites.

- People have said that the sense appetites in irrational animals do not obey reason, but that those in us do. And so the sense appetites in us can be the subject of sin in us but not in irrational animals. But sense appetites according to this opinion will be the subject of venial sin only insofar as they are subject to reason. And that on account of which things are such is such more and first. Therefore, we should ascribe reason rather than sense appetites as the subject of venial sin, since the Philosopher says in the *Topics* that they err who do not ascribe a first subject to accidents.

- Disposition and habits belong to the same subject. But venial sin is a disposition to mortal sin. Therefore, since mortal sin cannot belong to sense appetites, neither will venial sin be able to belong to sense appetites.

- Augustine says in his *On Genesis against the Manicheans* that one is rewarded rather than endangered if one does not consent to the movements of sense appetites. But no one sinning venially is on that account rewarded. Therefore, the movements of sense appetites are not venial sins.

- Augustine says in his sermon on the works of mercy: "Every sin is contempt of God, since his commandments are contemned." Therefore, sin can belong to the part of the soul that can perceive the commands of God. But only reason, not sense appetites, can perceive the commands of God. Therefore, venial sin cannot belong to sense appetites.

- No one sins in what one cannot avoid by the power of the will. But human beings cannot by the power of their will avoid movements of concupiscence arising, as Rom. 7:15 says: "For I do not do the good that I will," namely, not to desire inordinately, as a gloss explains. Therefore, the movements of sense appetites are not sin.

*On the Contrary:*

The Master says in the *Sentences* that movements of concupiscence, if they belong only to sense appetites, will be venial sins, and this is taken from Augustine's work *On the Trinity*. 
Answer:

Strictly speaking, sins regard acts, as is clear from what I have said before. And since we are now speaking of sin in moral matters, sin may belong to a power's act that can be a moral act. And an act is moral because reason and the will ordain and command it. And so sin can belong to the act of every part of a hurran being that obeys reason. And both bodily members regarding external acts and senst appetites regarding some internal movements obey reason and the will. And so also sin can belong to external acts and the movements of the sense appetites that we call sens.tality.

And we should consider that because we attribute acts to their chief and primary cause rather than to their instrumental cause, we attribute sin to reason, not to sense appetites or bodily members, when internal sense appetites or external bodily members act at the command of reason. And it never happens that an external bodily member acts unless it is moved to act either by reason or at least by imagination or memory in conjunction with a sense appetite. And so we never say that sin belongs to external bodily members (e.g., a hand or a foot). But sense appetites are sometimes moved to act without any command of reason and the will, and then we say that the sin belongs to the sense appetites. And yet this sin can be only venial, not mortal. For mortal sin consists of turning away from the ultimate end ordained by reason, and sense appetites cannot reach so far. And so only venial sin, not mortal sin, can belong to sense appetites. And when reason commands movements of sense appetites, as is evidently the case regarding one who wills to lust for something mortally sinful, such movements are mortal sins, but we attribute them to reason commanding them, not to the sense appetites.

Replies to the Objections:

- Ambrose is speaking about the vice of mortal sin, which is contrary to virtue. But venial sin is not contrary to virtue, although certain virtues belong to the nonrational parts of the soul, according to the Philosopher in the *Ethics*, insofar as the parts can partake of reason, not indeed insofar as they belong to the senses.
- Augustine means that every sin belongs to the will as the first cause of sensual movements or the first power causing the movements. For movements of sense appetites are venial sins because the will can prevent them.
- Sense appetites are the subject of sin insofar as they are subject to reason, and they are not in this respect common to us and irrational animals.
- When an act of the will or reason is involved in a sin, we can directly attribute it to reason or the will as the first cause of the movement to sin and the sin's first subject. But when no act of the will or reason is involved in a sin but only the act of a sense appetite, which we call sin because reason and the will can forbid it, we attribute the sin to the sense appetite.
- When a disposition and a habit differ as the perfect and the imperfect regarding the same species of thing, they belong to the same subject; otherwise, it is not necessarily the case. For example, the goodness of the imagination consists of its disposition for knowledge, and the movement of sense appetites can also be a disposition for mortal sin, which belongs to reason.
- When an illicit movement belongs to a sense appetite, reason can be related to it in three ways. Reason can be related to the illicit movement of a sense appetite in one way as resisting the movement, and then there is the merit of reward and no sin. And reason is sometimes related to the illicit movement as commanding it. For example, when one deliberately arouses the movement, there will be mortal sin if the illicit object belongs to the genus of mortal sin. And reason is sometimes related to the illicit movement
as neither prohibiting it nor commanding or consenting to it, and then there is venial sin.

- Augustine in the cited text is speaking about mortal sin, which is sin without qualification, since venial sin is sin in a qualified sense, as I have said.

- Since sense perceptions affect sense appetites, and yet sense appetites are powers belonging to bodily organs, the movements of sense appetites can arise in two ways: in one way from the disposition of the body; in the second way from sense perception. And the disposition of the body is not subject to the command of reason, but every sense perception is subject to the command of reason. For reason can forbid the exercise of any power of sense perception, especially in the absence of something perceptible by touch, which sometimes cannot be removed. Therefore, since sin belongs to sense appetites insofar as they can obey reason, the first movements of sense appetites, which arise from the disposition of the body, are not sin, and some call these movements the very first movements. And the second movements, which sense perceptions arouse, are sin. For reason cannot in any way avoid the first movements, and reason can avoid some but not all second movements, since reason, turning its attention from one thing, encounters another, from which an illicit movement can arise.

**Seventh Article**

*Could Adam in the Condition of Innocence Have Sinned Venially?*

It seems that he could, for the following reasons:

- On i Tim. 2:14, "Adam was not deceived," a gloss says: "Having no experience of God's severity, he could have been deceived to believe that he was committing venial sin." And so it seems that Adam in the condition of innocence believed that he could sin venially even before he sinned mortally. But he himself knew the condition of his state better than we do. Therefore, we should not say that he could not have sinned venially.

- People have said that the cited text does not understand venial to mean generically venial as we call an idle word a venial sin, but venial as we call a sin easily pardoned a venial sin. But Gregory says in his work *Morals* on Job 10:9, "Remember, I urge you, I hat you made me like clay": "Human beings commit venial sins, but such sins are unpardonable in angels." Therefore, Adam would not have been deceived if he were to have thought that his sin was pardonable. Therefore, we should not explain the gloss in such a way that we understand venial to mean pardonable.

- Venial sin is a disposition for mortal sin. But dispositions precede habits. There-tore, venial sin preceded mortal sin in Adam.

- Since we can sin venially, it was only because of the integrity of Adam's condition if he could not. But venial sin is less contrary to the integrity of the original condition than mortal sin is, and yet he committed mortal sin. Therefore, much more could he commit venial sin.

- Sins are contrary to acts of virtue. But acts of virtue did not in the condition of innocence belong to a different genus than they do now. Therefore, neither do acts of sin. Therefore, if some sins are now venial, they would also have been such in the condition of innocence.

- We reach the less distant before we reach the more distant. But mortal sin is more distanced from the rectitude of the original condition than venial sin is. Therefore, Adam arrived at venial sin before he arrived at mortal sin.

- Adam could sin or act rightly. But he could do something more or something less good. Therefore, he
could do something more or something less evil, by sinning mortally or venially.

- There is a condition of rational creatures in which they can sin mortally or venially, as happens in us. There is also another condition of rational creatures in which they cannot sin either venially or mortally, as is the case in the condition of glory. There is also a condition of rational creatures in which they can only sin mortally, not venially. Therefore, there is a condition in which they can sin venially but not mortally as long as the condition lasts. But the latter condition can only he the condition of innocence. Therefore, it was possible in the condition of innocence to sin venially as long as the condition lasted.

- The soul had rightly ordered governance in the condition of innocence, and so Eccl. 7:29 says that God made human beings rightly ordered. But rightly ordered governance can be weakened before it is destroyed. Therefore, venial sin could weaken the soul's governance before mortal sin completely destroyed it.

- Grace does not take away human nature. But the free choice of human beings has the power to act rightly and the power to sin mortally and venially. Therefore, the gratuitous gift of original justice did not preclude the possibility of sinning venially.

- Nothing prevents the activity of a secondary cause being deficient although there is no deficiency in the activity of the primary cause. For example, a plant's power to germinate may be deficient with no deficiency in the causal action of the sun. But reason and sense appetites in the soul are related as superior and inferior powers. Therefore, venial sin could belong to acts of sense appetites without mortal sin belonging to acts of reason even in the condition of innocence.

- Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that "Adam was tempted by an inordinate desire to acquire knowledge because he saw that the woman did not die after she ate the fruit. And yet he, if he was already endowed with a spiritual way of thinking, could in no way believe that God would out of envy have forbidden them to eat of the fruit of that tree." But Adam did not have a spiritual way of thinking after he sinned. Therefore, he was tempted before his sin by the inordinate desire to acquire knowledge. But an inordinate desire to acquire knowledge is a venial sin. Therefore, Adam committed a venial sin before he committed mortal sin.

- A sudden movement to unbelief is a venial sin. But Eve had a sudden movement to unbelief before she sinned, and this is evident by what she said while in a state of doubt, as it were: "Lest we perhaps die." Therefore, she sinned venially before she sinned mortally.

- According to Augustine in his work *Enchiridion*, sins belong to the soul as sicknesses belong to the body. But Adam incurred a sickness that weakened his powers before he incurred death: Therefore, by like reasoning, he incurred weakness through venial sin before he incurred spiritual death through mortal sin.

- Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis*: "We should not think that the tempter would have caused Adam to fall unless some pride that ought to be checked were to have previously belonged to his soul." But that pride could not be checked after he consented to it. Therefore, it had arisen in him even before he should have checked it by rejecting it. But such movements that ought to be checked are venial sins. Therefore, Adam committed venial sin before he consented.

- The tempter caused Adam to fall through mortal sin. But pride warranting suppression preceded the fall, as the very words of Augustine imply. Therefore, Adam committed venial sin before he committed mortal sin.
On the Contrary:

- The first sin of Adam caused death according to the Apostle in Rom. 5:12: "Sin entered the world through one man, and death through the sin." But we call sin mortal because it causes death. Therefore, the first sin of Adam was necessarily a mortal sin.

- Anselm says in his work *On the Virgin Conception* that as irrational animals are ordained to act without reason, so human nature is ordained to act with reason. But those who sin venially act without reason; otherwise, their actions would not be evil, since Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names* that it is evil for human beings to act without reason. Therefore, human beings could not sin venially in the condition of innocence, in which the order of human nature was integral.

- Every movement comes from a source that prevails. But justice prevailed in human beings during their innocence. Therefore, every movement in that condition was in accord with justice. Therefore, human beings could not sin venially while that condition lasted.

Answer:

Theologians commonly hold that Adam in his original condition did not sin venially before he sinned mortally. And one could think that this is so because sins venial in us would have been mortal for human beings in the condition of innocence due to the excellence of their condition.

But we cannot say this. For one and the same sin may be more serious because of the status of a person. And the circumstance of a person's station does not infinitely increase the seriousness of sin so as to make a venial sin mortal unless the circumstance transfer the sin to another species, since only such a circumstance makes a venial sin mortal, as I have maintained before. And this transformation happens when something becomes contrary to a precept for a person because of a condition of the person's station, something that in a person of lower station does not have the nature of being contrary to the precept. For example, for a priest to marry is contrary to the precept to observe one's vow of continence, but not for a layman who has taken no such vow, and so what is either a venial sin or no sin for a layman is a mortal sin for a priest. And if the act of a person of higher station be not contrary to a precept specifically constituted for such a person, there is no mortal sin, since every mortal sin is contrary to a precept of God's law, as I have said before. (But such an act may by accident be a mortal sin by reason of resulting scandal, since it is also contrary to a precept of God's law to provide a brother with the occasion of his destruction.) And we cannot say that venially sinful acts would have been for the first man in his condition of innocence contrary to a precept in a different way than the acts are for us. And so we cannot say that acts that are venial sins for us would have been mortal sins for him, if he were to have committed them, because of the excellence of his station.

Rather, we should say that the condition of Adam's status was such that he could in no way commit venial sin as long as the status lasted. And this is because human beings were instituted in the condition of innocence in such a way, as Augustine says in the *City of God*, that as long as the higher part of human beings clung firmly to God, all lower things, both lower parts of the soul and the body itself and other external things, were subject to the higher part. And only mortal sin, which consists of turning away from God, could remove the higher part of human beings, namely, the intellect, from the rectitude whereby it was subject to God. Therefore, no disorder could belong to lower parts of the soul before Adam sinned mortally. And so the venial sin that belongs to sense appetites without the deliberation of reason was evidently impossible in the condition of innocence, since every movement of lower parts would follow the ordination in the higher part.

And because venial sin may also belong to higher reason in the way I previously explained, it could seem to some that there could beat least such venial sin in Adam in the condition of innocence. But we also find the same
explanation regarding this if we should carefully consider the matter. For inasmuch as we distinguish powers by their objects, there is also a ranking of the powers by the ranking of their objects. And there may also be a ranking of higher and lower reason regarding the objects of reason in both theoretical and practical matters. For as self-evident first principles are the highest in theoretical matters, so ends are the highest in practical matters. And so as long as the higher reason of human beings were to have been well disposed regarding the human end, in no way could it have been deficient regarding the means, because of the indefectible ordination of lower things for higher things by the condition of the state of innocence. Just so in theoretical matters, no defect regarding conclusions will be possible as long as human beings properly esteem first principles unless there be a defect in connecting the principles to the conclusions. And it is clear from what I have said before that mortal sin results from turning away from the end, and venial sin is a disorder regarding means. And so Adam in the condition of innocence could not sin venially before he sinned mortally.

Replies to the Objections:

• The gloss does not understand venial to mean generically evil, as we are now speaking about venial, but to mean easily pardonable.

• The sin of Adam was indeed venial as Gregory uses the term, since it could be pardoned, although not so easily as he himself thought, namely, that it be pardoned without loss of Adam's condition.

• Something disposes to something else in two ways. Something disposes in one way by a necessary and natural ordination, as heat disposes to the form of fire, and such a disposition always precedes that to which it disposes. Something disposes in the second way contingently and as if by accident, as anger disposes to, but does not necessarily precede, a rise in the body's temperature, and venial sin in this way disposes one to mortal sin without venial sin always preceding mortal sin.

• Both venial and mortal sin are so contrary to the integrity of the original condition that integrity is incompatible with either. But mortal sin is so much more contrary that it could destroy the integrity of the original condition, and venial sin could not.

• The argument of this objection is valid on the supposition that Adam could have done things that are venial sins for us, and yet those things would be mortal sins for him. And what I have explained before makes clear that such a supposition is false.

• The argument of this objection is valid when one cannot arrive at a more distant terminus except by way of a fixed less distant terminus. But when one can arrive at a more distant terminus by way of different less distant termini, no one of the less distant termini need pre-exist. For example, if one could go to a destination by several routes, it is not necessary that, before reaching a more distant point, one arrive at a less distant point on one of those routes. And likewise, human beings do not necessarily sin venially before they sin mortally.

• Adam originally could commit a more serious or a less serious mortal sin. But it does not follow that he could sin venially, since not every lesser sin is a venial sin.

• Such arguments are not always valid. For there can be one thing without a second thing (e.g., a substance without accidents, or a form without matter), and yet there cannot be the second thing without the first. And likewise, we can say that although there is a condition in which there could be only mortal sin, it is not thereby necessary that there be a condition in which there is necessarily only venial sin. But we may say that there is a condition in which there could be venial sin but not mortal sin, as in the case of those sanctified in the womb, namely, Jeremiah and John the Baptist and the Apostles. And Scripture says of those so sanctified: "I have strengthened their pillars," and we believe them to have been so
confirmed in grace that they could sin only venially, not mortally.

- The fact that a governance is weakened before it is completely overturned can result either from the deficiency of a ruler who is lacking in wisdom or justice, or from the deficiency of subjects who are not completely obedient. But Adam's intellect in the condition of innocence was perfect in wisdom and justice, and his lower powers were completely subject to him. And so venial sin could not weaken his soul's governance before mortal sin destroyed its governance.

- Grace takes away the deficiency of human nature, not its perfection. And the capacity to sin belongs to the deficiency, and so also grace can take away such a capacity, so that it is impossible to sin, as is evident especially in the blessed.

- The action of a lower cause may be deficient without the action of a higher cause being deficient because the lower cause is not completely subject to the higher. But this was not the case in the condition of innocence, and so the argument does not follow.

- That inordinate desire to acquire knowledge was subsequent to the pride that Adam conceived at the words of Eve, and Augustine so states when he says that the inordinate desire to acquire knowledge tempted Adam because of an intellectual pride. And that pride was the first sin and was a mortal sin consisting of pride against God. And yet the inordinate desire to know something forbidden by God can be a mortal sin. And the statement that Adam was endowed with a spiritual way of thinking needs to be related to the time before the arousal of his pride, although we could say that Adam even after his sin had a spiritual way of thinking by reason of the spirituality of keen intelligence, not indeed of the spirituality of grace.

- We cannot call a movement of unbelief or doubt also expressed in words a sudden movement. And yet the pride arising in Eve's mind at the words of the serpent, whereby the serpent tempted her about what the precept of her superior would restrain, preceded even that expressed doubt of hers. For the pride whereby she shrank from the constraints of God's precepts arose immediately in Eve's mind, and her doubt resulted from this.

- We call the very necessity of dying that Adam immediately incurred a death of humankind, as Rom. 8:10 says: "The body is indeed dead because of sin." Just so, we call mortal sin the death of the soul. But actual death corresponds analogously to future damnation.

- When Augustine says that the arousal of pride should be checked, he is saying that pride should not be permitted to arise. For at the words set forth by the tempter, Adam should have so disposed himself as not to allow pride to enter.

- We can understand Adam's fall so described as the externally sinful act or even the loss of the condition of innocence, which is subsequent to the pride, as effects are subsequent to causes.

**Eighth Article**

*Are the First Movements of the Sense Appetites of Unbelievers Venial Sins?*

It seems that such movements are not, for the following reasons:

- Anselm says in his work *On Grace and Free Choice*: "Those experiencing fleshly desires who do not belong to Christ are following the path of damnation even if they do not act according to fleshly desires." But experiencing fleshly desires and not acting according to them is the first movement of concupiscence. Therefore, since only mortal sin deserves condemnation, it seems that the first
movements of concupiscence in unbelievers, who do not belong to Christ Jesus, are mortal sins, not venial sins.

- The Apostle says in Rom. 7:15: "For I do not do the good that I will," namely, willing not to experience concupiscence. And on that account he concludes that he cannot be condemned, provided he does not act according to the flesh, since he belonged to Christ Jesus. For he says in Rom. 8:1: "Therefore, there is no condemnation," namely, for experiencing concupiscence, "for those who belong to Christ Jesus and do not act according to the flesh." But when a cause is removed, its effect is removed. Therefore, concupiscence is condemnable in those who do not belong to Christ Jesus.

- As Anselm says in the same work, human beings were created in such a way that they would not be required to experience concupiscence." And the grace of baptism that unbelievers do not possess seems to remit the liability of human beings to experience concupiscence. Therefore, whenever unbelievers experience concupiscence, even if they do not consent, they act contrary to the way they ought to act. Therefore, they sin mortally.

On the Contrary:

Other things being equal, Christians sin more seriously in a sinful act than unbelievers do, as is evident by what the Apostle says in Heb. 10:29: "How much worse punishment do you think those deserve who have trodden Christ under foot," etc. But Christians experiencing concupiscence do not sin mortally if they do not consent. Therefore, much less do unbelievers.

Answer:

Some have held regarding unbelievers that even their first movements of concupiscence are mortal sins. But this cannot be. For we can consider the movements of sense appetites in two ways. We can consider such movements in one way as such, and then there evidently cannot be mortal sin, since mortal sin consists of turning away from the ultimate end and out of contempt for the command of God. But sense appetites are not capable of moral response to a divine command, and they cannot arrive at the ultimate end. And so their movements considered as such can in no way be mortal sins. We can consider the movements in a second way regarding their source, which is original sin. And they cannot in this way have more of the nature of sin than original sin would have, since an effect as such cannot be more powerful than its cause. And original sin indeed belongs to unbelievers as to both moral fault and punishment, and regarding believers, punishment indeed remains, but moral fault is taken away, as I have said before when I discussed original sin.

And so movements of sense appetites in believers are indeed venial sins insofar as they are personal acts, but insofar as they arise as a consequence of original sin, they belong only to a punishment, not to culpable condemnation. And regarding unbelievers, there is likewise venial sin insofar as the movements are personal acts, but insofar as they derive from original sin, they incur some culpable condemnation by reason of the condemnation that belongs to original sin, not indeed by reason of actual mortal sin.

Replies to the Objections:

- Those experiencing fleshly desires who do not belong to Christ obtain the condemnation due to original sin, not the condemnation due to mortal sin.

- The Apostle, when he says: "Therefore, there is no condemnation," etc., intends us to conclude that the rebellion of concupiscence in those who belong to Christ Jesus does not incur the condemnation of original sin. And we can infer from this that the incendiary material of sin along with original sin belong to those who have not obtained the grace of Christ Jesus.
• The nonliability to experience fleshly desires is due to having original justice. And so it follows that those not having original justice or anything in its place, such as the grace of baptism, have original sin, but not that they incur mortal sin in every movement of their sense appetites.

Ninth Article
Can a Good or Bad Angel Sin Venially?

It seems that a good or bad angel can, for the following reasons:

• As Gregory says in a homily on the Ascension, human beings share with angels the capacity to understand. But venial sin can belong to human beings even regarding the intellectual part of their soul, namely, higher and lower reason, as I have said before. Therefore, by like reasoning, venial sin can belong to angels.

• Mortal sin consists of the fact that one loves a creature more than God, and in venial sin, one loves something lesser than God. But angels could love a creature more than God, since they sinned mortally. Therefore, they could also sin venially by loving a creature lesser than God, since one who can love more can also love less.

• Mortal sin is infinitely different from venial sin, and this is evidenced by their different punishments, since venial sin deserves temporal punishment, and mortal sin eternal punishment. But angels are not infinitely different from human beings. Therefore, the bad angels we call devils sometimes do things that are venial sins for human beings, as, for example, when bad angels utter a few idle words or induce others to utter them. Therefore, it seems that such sins by angels are venial sins, not mortal sins.

• Sin that is venial by reason of its kind becomes mortal only from some contempt. But devils sometimes induce human beings to things venial by reason of their kind, and as devils themselves sometimes say, they do not do this out of contempt of God, nor to induce human beings to mortal sin. Therefore, they sin venially.

On the Contrary:

Venial sin especially happens surreptitiously. But there are no surreptitious movements in good or bad angels, since they have a godlike intellect, as Dionysius says. Therefore, neither good nor bad angels can commit venial sin.

Answer:

No angel, good or bad, can commit venial sin. And the reason for this is that angels do not have a discursive intellect as we do. And it belongs to the nature of a discursive intellect sometimes to consider first principles and conclusions separately, and so the discursive intellect may go from one to the other, considering now the one, now the other. But this cannot belong to a godlike, nondiscursive intellect; rather, such an intellect always considers conclusions in considering the principles themselves without any discursive reasoning. And I have said that the end is related to the means in matters of desire and action as self-evident principles are related to conclusions in theoretical matters. And so we may sometimes think or be affected only about the means or sometimes only about the end. And this cannot be so in the case of angels. Rather, movements of the angelic intellect are always borne simultaneously to the end and the means. And so angels can never have any disorder regarding the means without a simultaneous disorder regarding the end itself. But we may have a disorder through venial sin regarding the means to our end with our intellect habitually fixed on the end. And so human beings but not angels may commit venial sin without mortal sin. And angels have every disorder as a result of
turning away from their ultimate end, and this turning away constitutes mortal sin. For angels sin because they adhere to a created good by turning themselves away from the uncreated good.

Replies to the Objections:

- We indeed share with the angels regarding the capacity to understand but only in general. There is still a specifically big difference, since the angelic intellect is godlike, and out intellect is discursive, as I have said.

- Angels do not have a composite nature as human beings do. And the sentient and material nature of human beings induces them to love something they ought not love or ought not love so much. But angels can sin only because they love an agreeable good without relating it to God, which is to be turned away from God and to sin mortally. And so they can desire something inordinately only by turning away from God.

- The devil sins mortally in all of his voluntary acts, since his acts of free choice proceed from his intention to do evil.

- The very fact that the devil induces human beings to exaggerated speech shows that he has the wicked intention of leading them into mortal sin. We impute to human beings as sin even the very familiarity with him, since we should not even look for truth from him, as Chrysostom says. And so also the Lord forbade the devil to profess truths about the Lord's divinity, as Mk. 1:24 and Lk. 4:34-34 hold. Nor should we believe the words of the devil, since he is a liar and the father of lies, as Jn. 8:44 says.

**Tenth Article**  
*Is Venial Sin by One without Charity Punished by Eternal Punishment?*

It seems that such venial sin is not, for the following reasons:

- When a cause is taken away, its effect is also. But the reason why mortal sin is punished by eternal punishment is because it destroys the eternal good. For Augustine says in his work the *City of God* that "the man who destroyed in himself the good that could be eternal became worthy of eternal evil." And venial sin does not do this. Therefore, venial sin accompanied by mortal sin is not punished by eternal punishment.

- As Dt. 25:2 says, "The number of lashes shall also be in proportion to the crime." But venial sin does not become greater because it is accompanied by mortal sin. Therefore, it is not punished by a greater punishment. But it is not punished with eternal punishment when it is unaccompanied by mortal sin in one who has charity. Therefore, neither will it be punished by eternal punishment when it is accompanied by mortal sin.

- People have said that the addition of mortal sin makes venial sin more serious in one who dies without charity, because of the person's final impenitence. But according to Augustine in a sermon on the words of God, final impenitence is a sin against the Holy Spirit. Therefore, venial sin, if final impenitence should make it more serious, will become a sin against the Holy Spirit. And so the sin will now be mortal rather than venial.

- Even persons who possess charity may not repent before their death of venial sins they have committed, and yet they are not punished for such sins with eternal punishment. Therefore, final impenitence does not make venial sin accompanied by mortal sin so much more serious that the impenitence makes the venial sin deserving of eternal punishment.
The higher a person's station, the more serious the person's sin seems to be. But a person who has charity seems to have a higher station than a person who has mortal sin. Therefore, venial sin is more serious in one who has charity.

Persons dying in a state of mortal sin may sometimes repent of venial sins they have committed, changing the will they had during their life about sinning venially. But the soul remains with the same condition of the will that the soul has when it leaves the body. Therefore, those who die in this state will be free of such venial sin after death. Therefore, they will not be eternally punished for such venial sin.

God always punishes less than one deserves. And so also Ps. 77:9 says that God does not in anger withhold his mercies. But God does not mitigate the severity of the punishment of venial sin in the future life, since the punishment of purgatory is greater than any present punishment, as Augustine says, and the punishment of hell is much greater. Therefore, he mitigates the duration of the punishment of venial sin. Therefore, venial sin accompanied by mortal sin is not eternally punished.

Original sin, like mortal sin, is the condition of one without grace. But venial sin accompanied by original sin is not punished eternally. For venial sin is not punished in the limbo of unbaptized children, since there is no punishment of the senses there, and it is not punished in the hell of the damned, since only mortal sin is punished there. And one is not punished eternally in purgatory. Therefore, neither will venial sin accompanied by mortal sin be eternally punished.

People have said that venial sin can accompany original sin only if mortal sin is simultaneously present. They have said this because human beings cannot sin venially before they have the use of reason, and after they have the use of reason, they are in a condition of mortal sin unless they be turned toward God, and if they be turned toward God, they will already have the grace that destroys original sin. But an affirmative precept requires that one actually turn oneself to God, and affirmative precepts, although always obligatory, do not oblige under all circumstances. Therefore, a person does not instantly sin mortally if the person be not actually turned toward God at the moment the person acquires the use of reason. And a person can then sin venially. Therefore, there can be venial sin without mortal sin in the state of original sin.

The punishment of mortal sin is proportionate in severity to the punishment of venial sin, since the severity of both punishments is finite, and everything finite is proportional to every other finite thing. Therefore, if venial sin accompanied by mortal sin, just like mortal sin, deserves eternal punishment, the punishments of the two kinds of sin will differ only regarding the severity of the punishments. Therefore, the punishment of a mortal sin surpasses the punishment of venial sin proportionally. Therefore, venial sins could be so great in number that they will deserve the punishment equivalent to one mortal sin. But this conclusion is false, since many venial sins do not constitute one mortal sin, as I have said before. Therefore, the premise of the conclusion, namely, that venial sin accompanied by mortal sin is punished by eternal punishment, is also false.

On the Contrary:

That the punishment of venial sins comes to an end is due to the merit of the sinner's fundamental condition, as the Apostle makes clear in 1 Cor. 3:11-12. And this fundamental condition is indeed habitual faith, as Augustine says in his works City of God and On Faith and Works. But one who dies in a condition of mortal sin does not have this fundamental condition. Therefore, the punishment of venial sins in such a one will not end.

Answer:
Moral wrong deserves punishment because punishment rectifies the moral wrong, since human beings by their own willing to sin neglect to follow the proper order of God's justice. And that order is repaired only by justice being administered to human beings when they are punished according to God's will contrary to their own.

And perpetual punishment corresponds to mortal sin according to the ordination of God's justice both by reason of the sin's very species and by reason of the sin's inherence in the sinner. The punishment corresponds to mortal sin by reason of the sin's species because mortal sin is directly contrary to love of God and neighbor, which remits the punishment due sin. And those who sin against something deserve for that very reason to be deprived of its benefit. For example, in human affairs, those who commit crimes against the commonwealth are for that very reason perpetually deprived of fellowship in the commonwealth, whether by perpetual exile or even by death. And regarding the Punishment of death, as Augustine says in his work *City of God*, the span of time required to execute the criminal is irrelevant. Rather, the relevant consideration is that death forever deprives the criminal of the benefit of the commonwealth, although the crime committed was perchance momentary or perpetrated in a short span of time. And so also those who sin mortally, insofar as they sin against charity, deserve to be deprived of pardon, which is the product of charity. And if the Lord does pardon such sinners, he does so out of his mercy, not because of the merits of human beings.

And regarding the inheritance of mortal sin in the human subject, the sin has perpetual punishment because the sin deprives the human being of the grace whereby the sin can be pardoned. But the punishment is not remitted as long as the sin remains, since there can be nothing disordered in the works of God. And so just as a man who were to jump into a well from which he could not by his own power extricate himself would cause himself to be there forever insofar it lies within his power, so also those who sin mortally bring themselves to eternal punishment insofar as it lies within their power.

But venial sin, since it is not contrary to charity, does not deserve eternal punishment by reason of its species of sin, nor, properly speaking, by reason of the sin's inherence in the human subject, since venial sin does not deprive the human subject of grace. Nonetheless, venial sin by accident becomes unpardonable when it is accompanied by mortal sin, insofar as it belongs to a subject deprived of grace. And then it is by accident punished by eternal punishment.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding the cause of eternal punishment by reason of the species of the act. But venial sin deserves eternal punishment in another way, not this way, as I have said.

- The severity of punishment corresponds to the magnitude of sin, but the eternity of punishment corresponds to the indelibility of sin. And such indelibility indeed sometimes befits venial sin by accident, as I have said.

- That final impenitence constitutes a sin against the Holy Spirit and is contrary to charity, which is the special gift of the Holy Spirit. And so not to repent of venial sin, since it is not contrary to charity, does not constitute a sin against the Holy Spirit. But venial sin, insofar as it is accompanied by mortal sin and final impenitence, by accident has indelibility, as I have said.

- One who repents of mortal sin but not venial sin does not have an impenitence contrary to the remission of sin. And so there is no reason for eternal punishment.

- Venial sin accompanied by mortal sin is punished longer because of the indelibility that comes from what accompanies venial sin, not because of the gravity of venial sin itself, as I have said. And yet it is
not always true that venial sins accompanied by mortal sin are lesser than those accompanied by charity; rather, the former are very often greater because they result from a more disordered desire that charity does not restrain. And in those with complete charity, venial sins for the most part arise surreptitiously and are quickly pardoned in virtue of charity, as 2 Chr. 30:18-19 says: "The good Lord will grant mercy to all who with their whole heart seek the Lord God of their fathers, and he will not impute to them the fact that they are not sanctified."

- Sin, after it actually ceases, can abide in liability to punishment, which only the alteration that charity causes, not any change of the will, takes away.

- The punishment of venial sin, even in hell, is mitigated regarding its severity, although it is punished more severely than human beings would punish it. It is punished more severely because it has greater gravity in relation to God, as punished by God, than in relation to human beings, as punished by human beings.

- A person cannot die with original and venial sin but without mortal sin. A person cannot because a child before having the use of reason is excused from mortal sin, so that it does not incur the punitive liability of mortal sin even if it should commit an act that is by reason of its kind a mortal sin, since the child does not yet have the use of reason. And so much more is the child excused from the guilt of venial sin, since what excuses the greater sin much more excuses the lesser sin. But the child, after it has the use of reason, sins mortally if it does not do what lies in its power to acquire its salvation, and if it should do so, it will obtain the grace whereby it will be free from original sin.

- Although affirmative precepts, commonly speaking, do not oblige under all circumstances, the natural law still obliges human beings to be first of all solicitous about their salvation, as Mt. 6:33 says: "Seek first the kingdom of God." For their ultimate end is by nature the first thing to fall within their will, just as first principles are the first thing to fall within their comprehension. For all desires presuppose the desire of the ultimate end, just as all theoretical considerations presuppose the theoretical consideration of first principles.

- [Although a finite proportion belongs to things of the same nature, something of a less perfect nature, however much it be perfected, cannot become equal to something of a more perfect nature. For example, blackness, however much intensified, is always less perfect than whiteness. And the punishment properly deserved for mortal sin is the privation of the vision of God, and this kind of punishment does not correspond to venial sin. And so the punishment deserved for venial sin cannot be made equal to the punishment deserved for mortal sin.

Or we should say that the punishments of the senses inflicted in hell for mortal and venial sin are not infinitely different. We should say this because both punishments are finite and correspond to the creature's turning toward a transient good, which even in mortal sin is finite, although perhaps the remorse of conscience called the worm of conscience is incomparably greater in one than in the other sin. But the infinite difference between mortal and venial sin is due to the turning away from God, and this turning away belongs only to mortal sin, which eternally deprives the sinner of the vision of God. And venial sin does not cause this except by accident, as I have said. Nor does it follow that more venial sins cause punishment equal in intensity to the punishment of mortal sin. Rather, more venial sins cause more extensive punishment, since they will be punished in more ways. And so the argument is invalid.]

**Eleventh Article**
Are Any Venial Sins Remitted in Purgatory after This Life Ends?

It seems that none are, for the following reasons:

- Eccl. 11:3 says: "If a tree be cut down, it will lie wherever it falls, whether pointing to the south or to the north." But death causes human beings to be cut down. Therefore, human beings after death will ever remain in the condition in which they die. Therefore, no sin of human beings is remitted after their death.

- Only a change in the will of the sinner that caused the very sin can transform the sin, since an effect is not removed as long as its cause remains. But the will after death cannot be changed, as angels cannot change after their fall. For death is for human beings what the fall was for the angels, as Damascene says. Therefore, venial sin cannot be remitted after this life ends.

- People have said that mortal sin, because absolutely voluntary, requires for its remission an actual change in the will. But this is not true about original sin, which is not a voluntary sin by the person's will. Nor is it true about venial sin, which is not absolutely voluntary, since human beings cannot avoid sinning venially, although they can avoid particular venial sins. But Augustine says in his sermon on repentance that human beings cannot begin the new life unless they repent of their old ways of life. And the pardon of sin belongs to the beginning of the new life, and every sin, even original and venial sin, belongs to the old ways of life. Therefore, since he calls repentance a change of one's actual will, it seems that neither original sin nor venial sin can be remitted without an actual change of the will.

- By the same habit, one is pleased with one contrary and displeased with the other. For example, by the habit of generosity, one is pleased to be generous and displeased to be stingy. But we are pleased with the goodness of grace by the habit of charity. Therefore, we are displeased with the evil of moral fault by the habit of charity. Therefore, if habitual displeasure were to suffice for the pardon of venial sin, venial sin would never be simultaneously present with charity.

- Pardon of venial sin belongs to perfecting the spiritual life. But perfecting the spiritual life, since it belongs to the condition of pilgrimage, cannot happen after death, which ends the condition of pilgrimage. Therefore, venial sin cannot be pardoned after this life ends.

- It seems to belong to the same consideration that one merits a substantial or an accidental reward, and that one's sins are pardoned, since by the same consideration whereby something advances toward one contrary, the thing retreats from the other. But human beings after death cannot merit either a substantial or an accidental reward. Therefore, by like reasoning, they cannot obtain the pardon of sin, whether mortal sin or venial sin.

- Human beings fall into sin more easily than they are forgiven their sins, since human beings are spiritual beings who enter into sin of their own accord and do not by their own effort abandon sin. But human beings after death cannot sin venially. Therefore, neither can they then be forgiven venial sin.

- No sin meriting eternal punishment is forgiven after this life ends. But venial sin seems to merit eternal punishment. For if human beings can merit eternal life for avoiding venial sin, they can, conversely, merit eternal punishment for committing venial sin. Therefore, venial sin cannot be pardoned after this life ends.

- There is both grace and punishment in purgatory. But venial sin is not pardoned in purgatory by reason of the sin's punishment, both because punishment as the product of moral fault does not affect the moral fault, and because every punishment would by like reasoning take away moral fault. And the latter proposition is evidently false about the punishment of hell. Likewise, venial sin is not pardoned in
puratory by reason of grace, since grace is compatible with, and not contrary to, venial sin. Therefore, venial sin is not pardoned in purgatory.

• People have said that venial sin is remitted in purgatory because human beings in this life merited its remission. But the merits of Christ are more efficacious than the merits of any human being. And the sacraments, which derive their efficacy from the merits of Christ, can absolve no one from a future sin. Therefore, much less can human beings merit the remission of a future sin.

• As mortal sin is contrary to charity, so venial sin is contrary to the intensity of charity. But the intensity of charity that destroys venial sin cannot take place in the future life, since there will be no new movement of the will then. Therefore, venial sin cannot be remitted then, just as mortal sin cannot be remitted without the fresh advent of charity.

• Whatever is compatible with the antecedent is compatible with the consequent. For example, if white is compatible with human, white is compatible with animal; otherwise, it would follow that contrary things would be simultaneously asserted. But glory, with which venial sin is incompatible, necessarily results from the final state of grace. Therefore, venial sin is incompatible with the final state of grace. Therefore, venial sin cannot be remitted after this life ends.

• Purgatory is a condition in between the condition of our present life and the condition of future glory. But there is both moral fault and punishment in the present life, and there is neither moral fault nor punishment in the condition of glory. And between these conditions, there is either moral fault without punishment or punishment without moral fault. But there cannot be moral fault without punishment, since this is contrary to the ordination of God's justice. Therefore, there will be punishment without moral fault in purgatory. Therefore, no sin can be remitted in purgatory after this life ends.

• No sacrament of the church has been instituted in vain. But extreme unction, because instituted for the remission of venial sins, would seem to have been instituted in vain if venial sin were ahh to he remitted in purgatory after this life ends. Therefore, venial sins cannot be remitted after this life ends.

• A disposition resulting from a form does not remain in matter when the form withdraws. For example, heat does not remain in ignited matter when the fire has been extinguished. Therefore, neither does the disposition of matter remain in a form separated from matter. But venial sins arise from the body's corruption that burdens the soul, since there could be no venial sins in the condition of integral human nature, as I have said before. Therefore, venial sin does not remain in the soul separated from the body and so cannot be remitted after this life ends.

• When a great good is deferred, and a great evil threatens, there arises an intense desire to acquire the good and to avoid the evil. But a great evil, namely, the bitter pain of purgatory, threatens the separated soul liable to the punishment of purgatory, and the separated soul is kept from the good most hoped for, namely, eternal life. Therefore, an intense desire immediately arises in the separated soul. But intensity of charity is incompatible with venial sin. Therefore, the separated soul in purgatory cannot have venial sin. Therefore, venial sin cannot be remitted in purgatory.

• The fire of purgatory as the instrument of God's justice punishes the soul. But we do not suppose that the fire is the instrument of God's mercy, to which it belongs to remit sins. Therefore, venial sin is not remitted in purgatory after this life ends.

On the Contrary:

• Gregory says in his Dialogues: "We are given to understand that some slight sins are remitted after this
On Ambrose Augustine says that "the transitory fire of purgatory purges slight sins, not capital sins.

Augustine says that "the transitory fire of purgatory purges slight sins, not capital sins."

Ambrose says in his work On a Good Death: "As our physical eyes cannot see the physical sun if they have any injury, so injured spiritual eyes cannot see the spiritual sun." But venial sin is an injury of the soul. Therefore, the soul cannot arrive at the vision of God as long as it has the stain of venial sin. Therefore, such stain needs to be cleansed in purgatory.

Answer:

To establish the answer to this question, we need first to understand what remission of sin is, and it is simply that sin not be imputed to the sinner. And so Ps. 32:1-2, when it says, "Blessed are those whose sins are forgiven," adds as if in explanation: "Blessed is the man to whom God has not imputed sin." And sin is imputed to someone inasmuch as it prevents a human being from attaining the ultimate end consisting of eternal happiness, which sin prevents human beings from attaining both by reason of moral fault and by reason of liability to punishment. Sin indeed prevents human beings from attaining their ultimate end by reason of moral fault because eternal happiness, as the perfect good of human beings, is incompatible with any diminution of goodness. And by the very fact that human beings committed an act of sin, they incurred some diminution of goodness, namely, insofar as they became blameworthy and unworthy of so great a good. And because they deserve punishment, they are also prevented from attaining perfect happiness, which excludes all sorrow and punishment. "For sorrow and pain in Sion shall flee away," as Is. 35:10 says.

And both mortal and venial sin prevent perfect happiness, mortal sin in one way, venial sin in another way. For human beings by mortal sin suffer diminution of goodness by being deprived of the chief thing that leads to their end, namely, charity. And human beings by venial sin suffer diminution of goodness and an impediment by reason of something unbecoming in the sinful act, as if by an impediment in the very act whereby they were advancing toward their end, but with the source directing their actions to their end intact. Just so, something heavy can be prevented from moving downward either because it has lost its heaviness, or because there arises an impediment that prevents its movement from attaining its natural end. There is also a difference regarding the liability to punishment, since one by mortal sin merits destructive punishment as an enemy, and one by venial sin merits corrective punishment.

Therefore, venial sin is pardoned in one way, and mortal sin in another. For regarding moral fault, in order for mortal sin not to be imputed, a new infusion of charity and grace needs to take away the impediment that resulted from the destruction of their source. And this is not required in the case of venial sin, since charity abides, although a strong impulse contrary to the impediment attached by the obstacle of venial sin needs to be removed. Just so, the impediment that results from the destruction of the heaviness of something can be removed only by reproducing the same heaviness, and a violent movement removing an attached obstacle takes away the impediment that would result from the very obstacle. And so regarding moral fault, intensity of charity even remits venial sin, but the infusion of new grace remits mortal sin. And regarding punishment, mortal sin is not remitted, since it incurs endless and eternal punishment, but venial sin is remitted by the discharge of finite temporal punishment. And this indeed makes sufficiently clear how both the moral fault and punishment of venial sin are remitted in this life.

And in the future life, mortal sin can never be remitted regarding moral fault, since no new infusion of grace and
charity transforms the soul essentially after this life ends. And because the moral fault has not been remitted, neither is the punishment, as I have said.

And some have said about venial sin that, in those who possess charity, it is always remitted in this life regarding moral fault, and remitted after this life only regarding punishment, namely, by discharge of the punishment. And this indeed seems probable enough in the case of those who depart this life with the use of reason, since it is unlikely that one possessing charity and conscious of imminent death would not be moved by an impulse of charity both toward God and contrary to every sin committed, even venial sins. And this suffices for the remission of venial sins regarding moral fault, and perhaps also regarding punishment if there be intense love. But it sometimes happens that some during their very acts of venial sin or while intending to sin venially are drowsy or overcome by emotions that take away the use of reason, and death overtakes them before they can use reason. And for such persons, venial sins are evidently not remitted in this life. And yet such persons are not on that account kept forever from eternal life, and they in no way attain eternal life unless they are completely free of every moral fault they have committed.

And so we need to say that venial sins are remitted after this life even regarding moral fault in the same way that they are remitted in this life, namely, by an act of love of God contrary to venial sins committed in this life. Nonetheless, because there is no condition of meriting after this life ends, the movement of love in persons in purgatory indeed takes away the impediment of venial sin but does not merit the discharge or diminution of punishment, as the movement of love in this life would.

Replies to the Objections:

• Venial sin does not alter the condition or status of human beings but is an impediment whereby human beings are put off from attaining their ultimate end.

• In the future life, there is no essential change of the will, namely, change of the will regarding the ultimate end or charity or grace, but an accidental change can result from the removal of an impediment, since the removal of an impediment causes incidentally, as the Physics says.

• It belongs to the same consideration that the will is borne to desire one contrary and to detest the other. But persons possessing the exercise of free choice can begin the new life that results from the infusion of grace only if they desire and love the goodness of grace. And so they need to detest every contrary evil. They need to do so in such a way that they specifically detest the mortal sins that they have personally committed, and which are directly contrary to grace. As a result, the infusion of grace takes away the effect of mortal sin, namely, the privation of grace, when the displeasure with mortal sin has removed the cause taking away grace. And original sin is not contracted by such a person's own will, and venial sin is indeed committed by the person's own will but does not cause the privation of grace. And so such a person needs to have only displeasure with venial sin in general, insofar as it has a nature contrary to grace, and not in particular.

• Habitual displeasure with venial sin does not suffice for remission of such sin. Rather, actual displeasure is required, although general displeasure suffices.

• The remission of venial sin does not intrinsically cause spiritual progress, namely, regarding an increase of spiritual goodness. Rather, the remission of venial sin does so only incidentally, namely, regarding the removal of an impediment to the increase.

• The merit of substantial or accidental glory belongs intrinsically to the spiritual progress that is due to the increase of spiritual goodness. And so the reasoning is dissimilar to that regarding the remission of sin.
• The soul after death passes into another condition, one like that of the angels. And so for the same reason, separated souls, like angels, cannot sin venially. But the soul's venial sins can be remitted even after death because the soul nonetheless retains the exercise of charity, which causes the remission of venial sin.

• We can understand avoidance of venial sin in two ways. We can understand it in one way as a pure negation, and then it does not merit eternal life, since those asleep also do not sin venially and yet do not merit. We can understand it in a second way as an affirmation, insofar as we say that one who wills not to commit venial sin avoids it. And because such a will can be due to charity, avoiding venial sin can for that reason merit eternal life. But committing venial sin is not contrary to charity. And so venial sin does not merit eternal punishment.

• Purgatory effects the remission of venial sin regarding punishment, and human beings by suffering the punishment of purgatory discharge the debt they owe, and so their punitive liability ceases. But regarding moral fault, punishment does not remit venial sin insofar as one actually undergoes punishment, since punishment is not meritorious. Nor does punishment remit venial sin insofar as one reflects on the punishment, since it would not be a movement of charity for one to detest venial sin because of the punishment; rather, it would be a movement of servile or natural fear. Therefore, the power of grace remits venial sin in purgatory regarding moral fault both as grace is habitual, for then it is compatible with venial sin, and as grace issues in an act of charity detesting venial sin.

• No one can merit the remission of a future moral fault, but one can merit the condition of purgatory, where moral fault can be remitted.

• There will be after death no new movement of the will that did not previously have in this life a foundation in either nature or grace. But there will be after this life many new actual movements of the will, since the soul will additionally have movements of the will regarding what the soul then knows and learns.

• When the antecedent and the consequent of a conditional proposition relate to the same time, everything compatible with the antecedent is compatible with the consequent. But when the antecedent and the consequent relate to different times, that is not necessarily so. For example, it follows that an animal will die if it is alive, but it is not true that everything compatible with life is compatible with death. And likewise, it is not true that everything compatible with the final state of grace is compatible with glory.

• Something intermediate in one respect is not necessarily intermediate in every respect. Therefore, the condition of purgatory is indeed intermediate regarding things between the condition of our present life and the condition of glory, but not intermediate regarding there being moral fault without punishment or punishment without moral fault.

• All the sacraments of the new law were instituted to confer grace. But the infusion of new grace is not needed to remit venial sins, as I have said. And so neither extreme unction nor any sacrament of the New Law was chiefly instituted against venial sins, although the sacraments do remit venial sin. Rather, extreme unction was instituted to remove the remains of sins.

• Although the corruption of the body is a cause of venial sins, venial sins belong to the soul, not to the body, as their subject. And so they are dispositions of our form, not of our matter.

• The argument of this objection validly concludes that venial sin is instantly remitted in purgatory, not that venial sin is not remitted there. And this seems quite likely.
• As I have already said, punishment does not cause the remission of sin, but the use of grace, which God's mercy produces, does.

Twelfth Article

Does Sprinkling Holy Water, Anointing the Body, and the Like Remit Venial Sins in This Life?

It seems that such things do not, for the following reasons:

• Conferring grace belongs to the sacraments of the New Law. But we do not call such things as sprinkling holy water, etc., sacraments. Therefore, such things do not confer grace. Therefore, such things do not remit any sin.

• Mortal sin is not simultaneously compatible with grace, but venial sin is. And so the infusion of grace suffices for the remission of mortal but not venial sin. Therefore, it seems that more is required for the remission of venial sin than for the remission of mortal sin. But sprinkling holy water and the like cannot remit mortal sin. Therefore, much less can they remit venial sin.

• Acts of charity remit venial sin. But acts of charity come from within and cannot be caused by sprinkling holy water and the like. Therefore, sprinkling holy water and the like cannot remit venial sin.

• Sprinkling holy water and the like are equally related to all venial sins. Therefore, if such things remit one venial sin, they by like reasoning remit all venial sins. And so if venial sins are remitted regarding moral fault, those without mortal sin can very frequently say: "We have no sin." But this is contrary to 1 Jn. 1:8. And if sprinkling holy water and the like should remit venial sin regarding punishment, most will immediately after death escape without experiencing the punishment of purgatory. And this conclusion seems inappropriate. Therefore, sprinkling holy water and the like do not remit venial sins.

On the Contrary:

Nothing about the church's customs are done in vain. But the formula for blessing water mentions the remission of sin. Therefore, sprinkling holy water remits some sin. But sprinkling holy water does not remit mortal sin. Therefore, it remits venial sin.

Answer:

Intensity of charity remits venial sins, as I have said. And so things constituted by their nature to arouse the intensity of charity can cause the remission of venial sins. And acts of charity belong to the will, which is indeed inclined to things in three ways. They are indeed sometimes inclined by reason alone demonstrating something, and sometimes by reason accompanied by an internal impulse from a higher cause, namely, God, and sometimes additionally by the inclination of a settled habit. Therefore, some things cause the remission of venial sins insofar as they incline the will to intense acts of charity in the three mentioned ways. And the sacraments of the New Law remit venial sins in all of these ways, since reason also considers them to be salutary remedies, and God's power in the sacraments effects salvation in hidden ways, and the sacraments confer the gift of habitual grace. And some things cause the remission of venial sin in two of the mentioned ways, since they, although not causing grace, cause reason to consider something that arouses intensity of charity, and we also piously believe that God's power by arousing intensity of love is at work interiorly. And holy water, papal blessings, and like sacramentals cause the remission of sin in this way. And some things (e.g., the Lord's prayer, striking one's breast, and the like) cause the remission of venial sin only by arousing the intensity of charity by way of contemplation.
Replies to the Objections:

- The conferring of new grace is not necessary for the remission of venial sin. And so something not a sacrament can remit venial sin.

- A person possessing the exercise of free choice receives an infusion of new grace with an intensity of charity. And so more things are required for the remission of mortal sin than for the remission of venial sin.

- Sprinkling holy water and the like cause intensity of charity by inclining the will itself, as I have said.

- Although sprinkling holy water and the like are equally related to all venial sins, the intensity such things arouse is still not always equally so related but sometimes concerns particular venial sins and acts more efficaciously against them. And the intensity, i l i t concerns venial sin generally, may not have an effect on all venial sins. This is so because the affections of human beings are sometimes habitually inclined to commit certain venial sins, namely, so inclined that if the person were to recall the sins, the person would not disapprove them, or the person would perhaps commit the sins if an opportunity were to present itself. And it rarely happens that human beings during the course of their mortal life are free from such defects. And so we cannot say with confidence that we have no sin. And if human beings by such remedies should acquire even for an hour freedom from all venial sins regarding moral fault, it still does not follow that they are freed regarding all punishment, unless there perhaps be so much intensity of love as to suffice for the remission of all punishment.

QUESTION VIII
On the Capital Sins

First Article
How Many Capital Sins Are There, and Which Sins Are?

It seems that there are seven capital sins, for Gregory says in his work Morals: "There are seven chief sins, namely, vainglory, envy, anger, spiritual apathy, avarice, gluttony, and lust." But there are not, for the following reasons:

- We seem to call sins capital from which other sins arise. But all sins arise from one or two sins. For 1 Tim. 6:10 says: "Covetousness is the root of all evils." And Sir. 10:15 says: "Pride is the origin of all sin." Therefore, there are not seven capital sins.

- People have said that the Apostle in 1 Tim. 6:10 is speaking about covetousness to signify a general disorder of desire, not a special kind of sin. But covetousness as a special kind of sin is the inordinate desire of riches that we call avarice. And the Apostle is speaking in the cited text about such covetousness, which is evident from what he says in 1 Tim. 6:9: "Those who wish to become rich fall into temptation and the snare of the devil." Therefore, the covetousness that is the root of all evils is a special kind of sin.

- Vices are the contraries of virtues. But there are only four cardinal virtues, as Ambrose says in commenting on Lk. 6:20-22, "Blessed are the poor," etc. Therefore, there are only four capital vices.

- Other sins seem to arise from the sins whose ends they serve. For example, if a person should lie in
order to acquire money, the lie arises from avarice. But every sin can be ordained for the end of any other sin. Therefore, one sin is not more capital than another.

- We cannot hold that things of which one by nature arises from another are equally of chief rank. But envy by nature arises from pride. Therefore, we ought not to hold that envy is a capital sin equal to pride.

- Sins that have ends of chief rank seem to be chief or capital. But there are more than seven capital sins if we should understand by ends the proximate ends of sins. And if we should understand by ends the remote ends of sins, we shall not distinguish gluttony from sexual lust, both of which aim at pleasures of the flesh as their remote end. Therefore, we do not appropriately assign seven as the number of capital sins.

- Heresy is a sin. But none of the aforementioned sins causes heresy in a person who incurs it out of pure ignorance. Therefore, there is a sin that does not arise from the aforementioned sins, and so we insufficiently assign those sins as the chief sins.

- A sin may arise from a good intention, as, for example, is evidently the case if one steals in order to give alms. But such a sin does not derive from one of the aforementioned sins. Therefore, not every sin arises from those sins.

- Gluttony seems designed for the pleasures of taste, and sexual lust for the pleasures of touch. But there are also pleasurable objects of the other senses. Therefore, we ought to understand chief sins by the other senses.

- All sins seem to belong to the will, since it is by the will that we sin or live righteously, as Augustine says. But movements of the will come from the soul to things. And things have either good or evil, as the Metaphysics says. Therefore, there ought to be only two capital sins, one with respect to good and the other with respect to evil.

- The will, to which sin belongs, is the intellectual appetite, which seems to belong to things in general, since activity of the will results from intellectual cognition, which regards universals. But the universals regarding the genus of appetite are good and evil, which universals are the genera of other things and do not belong to a genus, as the Categories says. Therefore, we ought to distinguish capital sins only in general, so that there are two capital sins corresponding to the difference between good and evil, not into any particular goods and evils.

- Evil happens in more ways that good does, since good results from a unified and integral cause, and evil from individual defects, as Dionysius says in his work The Divine Names. But we seem to understand four capital sins by their relations to good. For example, gluttony and sexual lust concern pleasurable goods, avarice useful goods, pride worthy goods, since "it [pride] sneaks into good works in order to destroy them," as Augustine says. Therefore, there ought to be more than three other capital sins.

- There are different sources of different genera of things, as the Metaphysics says. But ends in practical matters and desirable things are like first principles in theoretical matters, as the Ethics says. Therefore, we cannot trace different genera of sins to the end of one sin, and so many kinds of sin cannot arise from one kind of sin.

- If one sin arises from another as if the former sin is ordained for the end of the latter sin, then both sins would have the same end. Therefore, both sins would have the same end either in the same respect or in different respects. If in different respects, we shall need to say that there are several ends, not one end, since we note the multiplicity and diversity of the objects corresponding to powers, habits, and acts of
the soul by the natures of the objects rather than materially by the very things. And so one sin will not be subordinated to the end of another; rather, each will intrinsically in equal measure have its own end. And if the end of each sin is the same in the same respect, then both sins are specifically the same. Just so, things of nature possessing one and the same form belong to the same species, since ends specify moral acts as forms specify things of nature. And so one sin will not originate from another, but sins will rather be of one kind. Therefore, we ought not hold that the aforementioned sins are capital sins.

- The Philosopher says in the *Ethics* that one who commits adultery in order to steal is a thief rather than an adulterer. And so it seems that a sin subordinated to the end of another sin passes into the species of the latter sin. Therefore, one sin will accordingly not arise from another.

- On Ps. 19:13, "I shall be washed clean of the greatest sin," a gloss says that "the greatest sin is pride, and those without pride are free of every sin." And so it seems that pride is sin in general. But we do not contradistinguish the general from the particular. Therefore, we should not hold that pride is a capital sin.

- On Rom. 7:7, "I would not have known what it was to covet had the law not said, 'Thou shalt not covet'," a gloss says: "The law that in forbidding covetousness forbids every evil is good." And so also it seems that covetousness is sin in general. Therefore, we ought not hold that covetousness or avarice is specifically one of the seven capital sins.

- We call sins that have ends of the first rank capital sins, as I have said. But riches, which are the goal of avarice, do not have the nature of an end of first rank, since people seek riches only as useful and a means to other things. And so the Philosopher demonstrates in the *Ethics* that happiness cannot consist of riches. Therefore, we should not hold that avarice is a capital sin.

- The soul's emotions incline us to sins, and so also Rom. 7:5 calls them "sinful emotions." But the primary emotion is love, whence all the affections of the soul arise, as Augustine says in the *City of God*. Therefore, we should in particular hold that disordered love is a capital sin, especially since Augustine says in the same work that self-love unto the contempt of God causes the city of Babylon.

- We designate four chief emotions of the soul, namely, joy and sadness, hope and fear, as Augustine makes clear in the *City of God*. But there are among the seven capital sins some that belong to joy or delight, like gluttony and sexual lust, and some that belong to sadness, like spiritual apathy and envy. Therefore, we ought also to designate some capital sins that belong to hope and fear. We ought to do so especially because some sins arise from hope, since we say that only hope causes interest-taking. And likewise, some sins arise from fear, since on Ps. 80:16, "Things set on fire and undermined," etc., Augustine says that every sin arises from a love that wickedly inflames or from a fear that wickedly undermines.

- We do not designate anger a chief emotion. Therefore, it seems that we also ought not to designate anger a capital sin.

- The chief vices are the contraries of the chief virtues. But charity is a chief virtue that we call both the mother and the root of virtues, and hate is its contrary. Therefore, we ought to designate hate a capital vice.

- Jn. 2:16 says: "Everything in the world is either lust of the flesh or lust of the eyes or pride of life." But we call persons worldly or belonging to the world because of their sin. Therefore, we ought to designate only these three things capital sins.
Augustine says in his homily on the fire of purgatory that there are several capital sins, namely, sacrilege, murder, adultery, fornication, false testimony, rape, theft, pride, envy, avarice, anger if it is retained for a long time, and inebriation if it is habitual. And the Decretum holds the same. Therefore, the previously cited seven capital sins seem to be inappropriately assigned.

Answer:

We call sins capital from the word "head" [Latin: caput], and we understand head in three ways.

For we first of all call one member of an animal's body the head, and 1 Cor. 11:4 so understands head: "Every man praying or prophesying with covered head disgraces his head." And second, since the head is a source of animal life, the word "head" has been given an extended meaning to signify every kind of source. For example, Lam. 4:1 says: "The stones of the sanctuary are scattered at the head of all the streets leading from it." And Ez. 16:25 says: "You have erected a sign of your prostitution at the head of every street." Third, head signifies the chief or ruler of a people. For the head of a political body in some way also rules the other bodily members. And 1 Sam. 15:17 understands head in this way: "When you were an infant in your eyes, you were constituted head of the tribes of Israel." And Am. 6:1 so understands head: "Heads of the people processing in state into the house of Israel."

And we can call sins capital in these three meanings of head. For we sometimes call sins capital from head in the sense of the bodily member, and we in this way call crimes capital that are punished by capital punishment. But we are not now speaking about capital sins in this sense. Rather, we are now speaking about capital sins as we speak of head meaning source. And so Gregory calls capital sins fonts of sin.

And we should now that one sin can arise from another sin in four ways. The first way indeed regards the withdrawal of grace, which keeps human beings from sin, as 1 Jn. 3:9 says: "Every person born of God does not commit sin, since God's seed abides in the person." And so the first sin that takes away grace causes the sins resulting from the privation of grace. And so any sin can be caused by any other sin. And this way of causing is through the removal of an impediment to sin. And removing an impediment causes by accident, as the Physics says, And no practical or theoretical knowledge contemplates accidental causes, as the Metaphysics says. And so we do not assign capital sins by this way of causing or being the source. In the second way, one sin causes another by way of inclination, namely, insofar as a previous sin causes a disposition or habit that inclines one to sin, and every sin in this way of causing causes another specifically the same. And so we also do not call sins capital in this way of originating. In the third way, one sin causes another regarding the matter, namely, insofar as one sin serves as the matter for the other sin. For example, gluttony serves as the matter for sexual lust, and avarice for dissension. But we also do not call sins capital in this way of originating, since what serves as the matter for sin causes sin potentially and as the occasion of sin, not actually. In the fourth way, one sin causes another regarding the end, namely, insofar as human beings commit one sin to attain the end of another sin. For example, avarice causes fraud because avaricious persons commit fraud in order to acquire money. And one sin in this way actually and formally causes another. And so we call sins capital in this way of originating, to which the third meaning of head also consequently belongs. For a ruler evidently directs his subjects to attain his objective, as, for example, a commander deploys his army to attain his objective, as the Metaphysics says. And so capital sins are commanders, and the sins arising from capital sins the army, as it were, as Gregory says.

And it can happen in two ways that one sin is subordinated to the end of another sin. It happens in one way regarding the very sinner, whose will is more prone to the end of one sin than to the end of another. But this is incidental to the sins, and so we do not in that way call any sins capital. It happens in the second way regarding the very relationship of two ends, one of which befits the other, so that one is for the most part designed for the other. For example, deception, which is the end of fraud, is ordained to amass riches, which is the end of
avaries. And we should understand capital sins in this way. Therefore, those sins are capital that have ends chiefly desirable as such, so that other sins are subordinated to such ends.

And we should note that it belongs to the same consideration that one pursues a good and shuns the contrary evil. For example, a glutton seeks pleasure in food and shuns the distress that results from the absence of food, and it is likewise regarding other sins. And so we can appropriately distinguish capital sins by different goods and evils, namely, that one capital sin is distinguished from others whenever there is a particular aspect of desirability or avoidance. Therefore, we should consider that good by its nature attracts the will to itself, and that the will avoids a good because of a particular aspect that one apprehends regarding such a good. And so we need by such aspects to consider capital sins that differ from those ordained to pursue a good.

And there are three kinds of human good, namely, goods of the soul, goods of the body, and goods consisting of external things. Therefore, pride or vainglory aims to attain a good of the soul, which is a good conceived in the mind, namely, the excellence of honor and glory. And gluttony aims to attain a good of the body relating to preservation of the individual, which consists of food. And sexual lust pertains to a good of the body relating to preservation of the species as regards sexual intercourse. And avarice pertains to a good consisting of external things. And a good is avoided insofar as it is an impediment to another good inordinately desired. And the will indeed has two movements regarding a good that is an impediment, namely, the movement of aversion and the movement of resistance against it. Therefore, regarding the movement of aversion, we understand two capital sins as we consider in itself or something else a good that prevents a desired good. There is indeed one capital sin as we consider the impediment in itself, as a spiritual good prevents tranquility or bodily pleasure, and then there is spiritual apathy, which is simply apathy about a spiritual good as that good prevents a bodily good. And there is a second capital sin as we consider the impediment as belonging to another, as the good of another prevents one's own excellence, and then there is envy, which is chagrin at the good of another. And anger imports resistance against a good preventing a desired good.

Replies to the Objections:

- Regarding virtues, we consider two kinds of ends, namely, the ultimate and general end, that is, happiness, and the particular end of each virtue. So also regarding vices, we can understand their particular ends, by which we understand capital sins, as I have said, and an ultimate and general end that is a particular good, since all the mentioned capital sins aim at a particular good. But a particular good can be the end of sins only insofar as one inordinately desires that good, and one inordinately desires that good insofar as one desires it contrary to the ordination of God's law. And so also we say that two things are involved in every sin, namely, turning toward a transitory good and turning away from the immutable good. Therefore, regarding the turning toward a creature, we designate as the source of every sin a general covetousness, which consists of an inordinate desire for one's own good. And regarding the turning away from God, we designate as the source of sins a general pride, insofar as human beings do not make themselves subject to God. And so Sir. 10:14 says that "the source of pride in human beings is their turning away from God." Therefore, we indeed do not call covetousness and pride, understood in a general way, capital sins, since they are not particular vices. Rather, we call covetousness and pride in general certain roots and sources of vices, just as if we were to say that the desire for happiness is the root of all virtues. But we can say that even covetousness and pride as particular sins, by reason of their ends, have a general causal influence on all sins. For example, the end of avarice is related to the ends of all other sins as a source, since human beings can with riches acquire everything that other vices desire. For money by its power includes all such objects of desire, as Sir. 10:19 says: "Everything obeys money." And the particular end of pride, namely, the excellence of honor or glory, is the end of all such ends, as it were, since human beings can obtain honor or glory by great riches and by indulging certain desires. And although one of these ends in the course of executing the
ends is the first, and another the last, so to speak, we still ought not on that account to designate only these two sins capital, since the will's intention is not chiefly ordained only to those two ends.

- The foregoing makes clear the answer to objection 2.
- Virtue is constituted by the fact that the ordination of reason is imposed on an appetitive power, and vice derives from the fact that an appetitive movement withdraws from the ordination of reason. But the same thing brings about the imposition of the ordination of reason on an appetite and the withdrawal of an appetite from the ordination of reason. And so although vices are the contraries of virtues, the chief vice does not have to be contrary to the chief virtue, since there is a different reason for the origin of virtue and vice.

- The disposition of the sinner can bring it about that any sin is subordinated to the end of any other sin. But by reason of the relationship that the objects and ends of sins have for one another, certain sins arise in a settled way from other sins, and the former also result more frequently from the latter. And in considering moral matters, as in considering things of nature, we attend to what happens for the most part.

- It is clear from what I have said that envy for the most part arises from pride. For example, human beings are especially chagrined at the good of another because that good prevents their own pre-eminence. But we designate envy as a capital sin distinct from pride because the movement of envy has a particular nature.

- We understand capital sins by reason of the proximate ends of certain sins from which other sins for the most part naturally arise, not the proximate ends of all particular kinds of sins. And so also we distinguish gluttony from sexual lust, since the pleasure that is the object of gluttony and the pleasure that is the object of sexual lust have different natures.

- Four things seem to belong to deficient knowledge, namely, lack of knowledge, ignorance, error, and heresy. Of these, lack of knowledge is the most common, since it signifies the simple absence of knowledge, and so also Dionysius supposes some lack of knowledge in angels, as his work On Ecclesiastical Hierarchy makes clear. And ignorance is a kind of lack of knowledge, namely, of things that human beings are by nature constituted to know and ought to know. And error adds to ignorance the turning of the mind to the contrary of truth, since it belongs to error to approve the false as true. And heresy adds to error something both regarding the matter, since heresy consists of error about things that belong to faith, and regarding the one in error, since heresy implies obstinacy, which alone produces a heretic. And this obstinacy indeed arises from pride, since it belongs to great pride that persons prefer their own opinion to divinely revealed truth. Therefore, heresy arising out of pure ignorance, if it is a sin, arises out of one of the aforementioned capital sins. For if persons do not take care to learn things they are obliged to know, we impute the ignorance to them as sin. And this seems to result from spiritual apathy, to which belongs avoidance of a spiritual good insofar as it prevents a bodily good.

- We call the aforementioned sins capital because other sins for the most part arise from them, although sins sometimes arise from good. And yet we can say that even when one steals in order to give alms, even this sin in one respect arises from one of the capital sins, since to do evil for the sake of good derives from some ignorance or error, and we trace ignorance or error to spiritual apathy, as I have said.

- Sexual lust and gluttony concern the pleasure of touch. For we call someone a glutton because the person as if delighted by the touch takes pleasure in the consumption of food, not because the person takes pleasure in its taste, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. And the pleasures of other senses are not
chief ends, since other senses are related either to knowledge of truth, as in the case of human beings, or to the pleasures of touch, as in the case of other animals. For example, a dog scenting a rabbit takes pleasure in the food he expects to consume, not in the smell of the rabbit. And so we do not designate capital sins by the pleasures of other senses.

- Things have good or evil in different respects. And so there does not need to be only one capital sin in relation to good.

- Many more particular universals can be subsumed under a general universal, just as particular genera are subsumed under a universal genus, and the more particular universals also fall within our understanding. So also can the intellectual appetite be borne in different ways to different specific goods.

- We do not distinguish sins by the difference of good and evil, since the same sin concerns a good and its contrary evil, as I have said.

- Things that belong to different most general genera, as it were, have really different, although analogously the same, sources, as the Metaphysics says. But things included in a universal genus, although they belong to different particular genera, can have the same sources regarding the commonality of that genus. And we can in this way trace the particular sins of different genera to the same source, which is the end that is the common ground of their origin.

- When one sin is subordinate to the end of another sin, the end of both sins is the same and in the same respect, although not by the same relation, since the end of one sin is the proximate end, and the end of the other sin is the remote end. And so it does not follow that both sins belong to the same species, since moral acts take their species from their proximate, not their remote, end.

- We designate persons thieves or adulterers from their habits, as the Philosopher speaks in the Ethics about the just and the unjust, not from their acts or emotions. And the strivings of human beings come from their habits, and so when one steals in order to commit adultery, one indeed actually commits the sin of theft. And yet the striving derives from the habit of adultery, and so we call the person an adulterer, not a thief.

- We can understand pride in two ways, as I have said. We understand it in one way as it signifies a rebellion against the law of God, and then it is the universal root of all sins, as Gregory says. And so he lists vainglory, not pride, among the capital sins. We can understand pride in the second way as an inordinate desire for a pre-eminence, and then we posit it as a capital sin on a par with the others. And because human glory seems to belong especially to such pre-eminence, Gregory substitutes vainglory for this particular kind of pride.

- And we need to say the like in reply to objection 17, since the objection also understands covetousness as a general root of sin.

- Riches, because they have the nature of a useful good, indeed lack the nature of a chief end, but this deficiency is compensated because of the general utility of riches, which in one respect by their power include all worldly objects of desire.

- Love consists of willing good for another, as the Philosopher says in the Rhetoric. Therefore, in that human beings desire certain goods for themselves, it seems that they love their very selves. And so love of self is not separately designated either the root of sin or even a capital sin, since all roots and sources of sin include disordered love of self.
• Fear and hope are irascible emotions, and all irascible emotions derive from concupiscible emotions. And so we understand the first sources of sins to belong to joy and sadness rather than fear and hope. For although some sins spring from fear and hope, yet even fear and hope themselves spring from other emotions, namely, love or covetousness of some good.

• Anger signifies a particular movement, namely, resistance against something. And so although even that movement arises from other movements, we designate it separately as a capital sin, since it has a different particular nature from the others.

• We do not call a vice chief by reason of its contrariety to a chief virtue. And so hate does not need to be a chief vice even though charity is a chief virtue.

• The three things that John designates indicate certain first sources and roots of sins, namely, pride and covetousness. For both lust of the flesh and lust of the eyes are included in general covetousness.

• Augustine calls sins punishable by capital punishment capital sins. For capital sins are thus the same as mortal sins.

**Second Article**

*Is Pride a Special Kind of Sin?*

It seems that pride is not, for the following reasons:

• Every particular kind of sin destroys a particular kind of virtue and power of the soul. But pride destroys all virtues and powers of the soul. For Gregory says in his work *Morals*: "Pride, in no way satisfied with destroying one virtue, spreads through all parts of the soul, and like a pervading and deadly disease corrupts the whole body." And Isidore says in his work *On the Supreme Good* that pride is the ruin of all the virtues. Therefore, pride is not a special kind of sin.

• To prefer one's own will to the will of a superior is to be proud. But those who sin mortallyprefer their own will to the will of a superior, namely, God. Therefore, they are proud. Therefore, every sin is pride, and so pride is not a special kind of sin.

• People have said that pride as love of one's own excellence is a special kind of sin, but pride as signifying contempt of God is sin in general. But every special kind of sin has its own matter. For example, gluttony has food as its matter, lust sexual pleasures, avarice riches. And pride as love of one's own excellence does not have its own matter, since, as Gregory says in his work *Morals*: "One person takes pride in gold, another in eloquence, another in base and earthly things, another in exalted and heavenly virtues." Therefore, pride as love of one's own excellence is not a special kind of sin.

• It likewise seems that pride as signifying contempt of God is not sin in general, since those who sin out of weakness or ignorance do not sin out of contempt. But many who sin mortally sin out of weakness or ignorance. Therefore, not every mortal sin is committed out of contempt of God, and so pride as signifying contempt of God is not sin in general.

• Good in general, not a particular good, is the contrary of evil in general. But the particular good consisting of reverence for God, which belongs particularly to the gift of religious fear, is the contrary of contempt for God. Therefore, contempt of God is not sin in general and so not pride as signifying contempt of God. And so the aforementioned distinction does not avail.

• What completes every sin in the aspect of wickedness is sin in general. But pride is such, as Gregory
says in his *Commentary on Ezekiel*. Therefore, pride is sin in general.

- We distinguish sins by their objects, just as we distinguish virtues. But pride has the same object as other sins. For example, pride has the same object as envy, which in seeking a person's own excellence grieves at the good of another, and the same object as vainglory, which seeks a person's excellence in courting human favor, and the same object as anger, which seeks vengeance, which belongs to an excellence of victory. Therefore, pride is not a special kind of sin distinct from other sins.

- That without which there can be no sin is common to all sins. But pride is such, for Augustine says in his work *On Nature and Grace* that you will not find any sin without the name of pride. And Prosper says in his work *On the Contemplative Life* that there neither can nor could nor will be able to be any sin without pride. Therefore, pride is sin in general.

- What is convertible with every sin is sin in general. But pride is such. For Augustine says in his work *On Nature and Grace* that "as to be proud is to sin, so to sin is to be proud. Therefore, pride is sin in general.

- On Sir. 10:14, "The origin of sin by human beings is apostasy from God," a gloss says: "There is no greater apostasy than to withdraw from God, which we rightly call pride." But those who sin mortally withdraw from God. Therefore, they are proud, and so pride is sin in general.

- On the same text, another gloss says: "Let us beware covetousness and pride, which are one thing, not two things." Therefore, pride is not a special kind of sin distinct from other sins.

- On Job 33:17, "To turn human beings from evil," etc., a gloss says: "To be proud Against the creator is to transgress his commands by sinning." But those who sin transgress God's commands. For Augustine says in his work *Against Faustus* that "sin consists of a word or deed or desire contrary to the eternal law," Therefore, those who sin are proud, and every sin is pride.

- Anselm says that the soul necessarily seeks its own good. And what necessarily happens is not sin. Therefore, pride is not a sin and so not a special kind of sin.

- If pride were to be a special kind of sin, it would be one of the seven chief sins. But Isidore in his work *On the Supreme Good* does not list pride among the seven chief sins and lists vainglory in its place. Therefore, pride is not a special kind of sin.

- Augustine says in his work *On Free Choice* that pride is the love of one's own good. But this is common to every sin. Therefore, pride is sin in general.

- What is the formal element in every sin is not a special kind of sin. But pride is such. For Augustine says in his work *On Free Choice* that to sin is to spurn the immutable good and to embrace transitory goods. And the former, namely, spurning the immutable good, belongs to the turning away from God that is the formal element in every sin, just as the turning toward God, which is accomplished by charity, is the formal element in virtues. And spurning God belongs to pride. Therefore, it seems that pride is sin in general.

- Nothing ordained by God is a sin. But God ordains pride. For on Is. 60:15, "I shall put you in a condition of everlasting pride," a gloss of Jerome says that there is good and evil pride. And in Prov. 8:18, the wisdom of God says: "Riches and glory, proud riches and justice, are with me." Therefore, pride is not a special kind of sin.
Augustine says in his work *On Nature and Grace*: "Let a person seek, and the person will find that according to the law of God, pride is a sin very different from other sins."

Augustine says in the same place that many things are done wickedly but not with pride." Therefore, pride is not sin in general.

No other sin is prior to sin in general. But another sin is prior to pride, for Sir. 10:14 says: "The origin of pride in human beings is apostasy from God." Therefore, pride is not sin in general.

Every sin on a par with other sins is a special kind of sin. But pride is such, as 1 Jn. 2:16 makes clear: "Everything belonging to the world is lust of the flesh or lust of the eyes or pride of life." Therefore, pride is a special kind of sin.

Every sin involving a particular act is a particular kind of sin. But pride is such. For as Augustine says in his work *On Nature and Grace*, we need be wary only of pride in good deeds. And Gregory says that the first pride withdraws from God, the last returns. Therefore, pride is a special kind of sin.

What we predicate as a superlative belongs to only one thing. But pride is the greatest sin, as a gloss says on Ps. 19:13, "I shall be washed clean of the greatest sin." Therefore, pride is a special kind of sin.

*Answer:*

To answer this question, we need to perceive what a sin of pride is, so that we can afterward perceive if it be a special kind of sin.

Therefore, we should consider that every sin is based on a natural appetite. And human beings by every natural appetite seek likeness to God, inasmuch as every good naturally desired is a likeness of God's goodness. Therefore, Augustine, speaking to God, says in his *Confessions*: "The soul commits fornication," namely, in sinning, "when it is turned away from you and seeks apart from you what it cannot find pure and clean except when it returns to you." But it belongs to reason to direct appetites, and especially insofar as the law of God informs reason. Therefore, an appetite will be morally right and virtuous if the appetite is borne to a naturally desired good by the rule of reason, and there will be sin whether the appetite exceeds the rule of reason or falls short of it. For example, the desire to know is natural to human beings, and so it will be virtuous and praiseworthy if human beings strive for knowledge as right reason dictates. And there will be the sin of excessive striving for knowledge if one exceeds the rule of reason, and there will be the sin of negligence if one strives too little for knowledge.

And one of the things that human beings naturally desire is excellence. For it is natural for both human beings and everything to seek in desired goods the perfection that consists of a certain excellence. Therefore, the will will indeed be morally right and belong to loftiness of spirit if it seeks excellence in accord with the rule of reason informed by God. Just so, the Apostle says in 2 Cur. 10:13: "And we do not glory in something beyond our measure," as it in the measure of another, "but by the measure by which God has measured us." And one will incur the sin of pusillanimity if one should fall short of the rule of reason. And there will be the sin of pride if one should exceed the rule, as the very name "pride" [Latin: *superbia*] demonstrates, since to be proud is simply to exceed the proper measure in the desire for excellence. And so Augustine says in the *City of God* that pride is "the appetite for perverse eminence." And because not all things have the same measure, something that would be imputed to one person as pride may not be so imputed to another. For example, we do not impute pride to a bishop if he happens to perform functions belonging to his excellent state, but we would impute pride to an ordinary priest if he were to attempt to perform functions reserved to a bishop. Therefore, pride is
evidently a special kind of sin if excellence has the proper nature of a particular desirable object, although materially present in many things. For we specifically distinguish acts and habits by the formal aspects of their objects. And so also Augustine, specifically assigning to individual sins their proper objects, in the desire for which our acts faintly represent likeness to God, speaks thus of pride when he addresses God: "Pride mimics eminence, since you are a God exalted above all things."

But pride may be sin in general in two ways: indeed in one way by diffusion; in a second way by its effects.

Regarding the first way, we should consider what Augustine says in the City of God. He says that as the love of God produces the city of God, so disordered love of self pro-luces the city of Babylon. And he says that as God himself is the ultimate end in his love, all things loved with a proper love are ordained for him, so we find that the excellence in loving him is the ultimate end for which all other things are ordained. For those who seek to abound in riches or knowledge or honors or anything else strive for an excellence through all such things. And we should consider regarding all skills and practical habits that the skill or habit to which their end belongs governs the movements of the skills or habits regarding the means to achieve the end. For example, the skill of piloting, to which navigation, that is, the end of piloting, belongs, governs the skill of shipbuilding, and we can see the same thing regarding all skills. And so also charity, that is, Dive of God, governs all the other virtues. And so charity, although it is a special virtue if we should consider its proper object, is nonetheless common to all the virtues by reason of the diffusion of its governance. And so we call charity the form and mother of all the virtues. And likewise, pride, although it is a special kind of sin by reason of its proper object, is nonetheless a sin common to all sins by reason of the diffusion of its governance. And so also we call pride the root and queen of all sins, as Gregory makes clear in his work Morals.

And regarding the second way, we should note that we can consider every sin regarding both the person's intent and the sin's effect. Bor there may sometimes be a sin as to its effect but not as to the person's intent. For example, if one should kill one's father thinking the father to be an enemy, the person indeed commits the sin of patricide as to the sin's effect but not as to the person's intent. And it has also been said of certain Milesians that "they are indeed not simpletons, but they act like simpletons." Therefore, if we should understand the sin of pride by its effect, it is common to every sin, since it is an effect of pride that one refuses to be subject to the rule of a superior, which every sinner does insofar as the sinner does not subject himself or herself to the law of God. But if we should consider the sin of pride regarding the sinner's intent, the sin of pride does not always belong to every sin, since sinners do not always commit particular sins out of actual contempt of God or his law. Rather, they sometimes commit sins out of ignorance and sometimes out of weakness or because of an emotional state. And so Augustine says in his work On Nature and Grace that the sin of pride is distinct from other sins.

** Replies to the Objections:**

- Pride extinguishes all the virtues and weakens all the powers of the soul by the diffusion of its governance, as I have said.

- To prefer one's own will to the will of a superior is indeed an act of pride but does not always arise from an intent to be proud, as I have said.

- Pride has its own matter if we understand by pride the formal character of its object, as I have said, although this character can be in every kind of thing. Similarly, loftiness of spirit is a special kind of virtue and yet strives for greatness in every virtuous act, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics.

- Pride, insofar as it signifies intentional contempt of God, cannot be sin in general. Rather, such pride is an even a more particular kind of sin than pride as signifying the desire for perverse eminence, since
there can be a desire for perverse eminence both if one should contemn God and if one should contemn a
human being. But if we should understand pride as contempt of God by reason of its effect, then there is
pride in every sin, even those committed out of weakness or ignorance, as I have said.

- As pride, although a special kind of sin, belongs to every sin by reason of its diffusion and effect, so
  also fear of God, although a special gift, can belong to every virtuous act in the same ways.
- Pride complements all the cited sins by reason of their wickedness, not that pride is essentially every
  kind of wickedness but that pride is wickedness in the two aforementioned ways.
- Envy, vainglory, and anger do not have the same object as pride, and the objects of envy, vainglory, and
  anger are subordinated to the object of pride as their end. For envy is chagrined at a neighbor's good, and
  vainglory seeks praise, and anger seeks vengeance, so that one gain it pre-emience through such means.
  And we can conclude from this that pride governs envy, vainglory, and anger, not that pride is the same
  thing, as what I have said makes clear.
- We understand the cited authorities to mean pride as regards its effect, without which there can be no sin,
  and not as regards the intention to be proud.
- We need to say the same in reply to objection 9, since pride as regards its effect is t lien convertible with
  sin. But one can say in reply to objections 8 and 9 that Augustine in his work On Nature and Grace
  introduces those words as the words of another person, against whom he is arguing, and not as his own
  opinion. And so also he afterward rejects them, saying that one does not always sin out of pride.
- Withdrawal from God is pride as regards pride's effect.
- We need to reply to objection 11 in the same way, since to transgress God's commands by sinning is to
  be proud as regards pride's effect but not as regards the sinner's intent.
- If we should understand pride as it belongs to every sin by pride's effect, then pride is simply turning
  away from the immutable good, and covetousness turning toward a transitory good. And one sin is
  constituted by these two turnings as the formal and material elements, since every sin is a turning away
  from the immutable good and a turning toward a transitory good.
- There may be sin in desiring the soul's own good if there is a withdrawal from the rule of reason, as I
  have said.
- Gregory in his work Morals likewise does not list pride as one of the chief sins, but he does list it as the
  queen and root of all sins insofar as it:diffuses its governance to all sins. And the latter does not preclude
  pride being a special kind of sin.
- Disordered love of one's own good belongs generally to all sins and so also belongs to pride insofar as
  what belongs to a genus belongs to its species. But we can say that pride is in a strict sense love of one's
  own good if we understand what we call "one's own" with a precision, namely, in such a way that one
  loves one's own good not as if a good belonging to a superior. And this way of loving one's own good
  belongs in a strict sense to pride; in other words, in such a way that one does not acknowledge that one's
  own good comes from another.
- The argument of this objection is valid about pride as regards its effect, since we in such a way spurn the
  immutable good in every sin, but not as regards the sinner's intent.
- We can call something pride in one way because it exceeds the rule of reason, .tul then pride is always a
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And people commonly so understand pride. We can call %)u1u('thing pride in a second way
because it exceeds something else, and then pride can lw- good, as Jerome says. For example, such
would be the case if one wishes to perform works of the evangelical counsels, which surpass the general
works of the commandments. Or one can say that, by the words "I shall put you in a condition of
everlasting pride," we understand pride in a material sense, that is, "I shall give you great excellence, of
which worldly persons are proud." And we can similarly understand the words "proud riches," that is,
the riches about which persons are usually proud.

Third Article
Does Pride Belong to Irascible Power?

It seems that pride does not, for the following reasons:

• Since irascible power belongs to sense appetites, movements of such power are necessarily emotions
because the soul's emotions are the movements of sense appetites. But pride does not seem to consist of
any emotion belonging to irascible power, no emotion of fear or daring or hope or despair or anger.
Therefore, pride does belong to irascible power.

• Since irascible power belongs to the sensory part of the soul, the object of irascible power can only be a
sensibly perceptible good. But pride seeks pre-eminence in both perceptible goods and immaterial and
purely intelligible goods, as Gregory says in his work Morals. Therefore, irascible power cannot be the
subject to which pride belongs.

• Devils have no sensory part of the soul, since they have no body. Therefore, if pride were to belong to
irascible power, then devils could not have pride. And this conclusion is obviously false.

• Pride in the strict sense is contempt of God. But irascible power cannot attain such an object, that is,
God, since irascible power is power of the sensory soul. Therefore, irascible power is not the subject to
which pride belongs.

• Avicenna defines irascible power as the power that moves to repel or destroy the harmful, seeking to
vanquish it. But this does not belong to pride, since pride strives to excel in what is good, not to repel the
harmful. Therefore, pride does not belong to irascible power.

• Pride causes envy. But envy belongs to concupiscible power, since envy consists of "hatred of another's
happiness." Therefore, pride does not belong to irascible power.

• Pride seems to belong to the power of reason, not to irascible power. For Gregory, designating four
kinds of pride, says in his work Morals: "There are four kinds of pride that manifest the inflated egos of
the arrogant: either when they judge that they have their goodness from themselves, or when if they
believe that goodness has been given to them from above, they think that they have received it because of
their merits, or surely when they boast of having what they do not have, or when, in despising others,
they desire to appear to have in a singular way what they have." But all of these things, namely, judging,
thinking, believing, and comparing themselves to others, belong to reason. Therefore, pride belongs to
reason.

• Prov. 11:2 says: "Where there is humility, there is wisdom." But wisdom belongs to reason. Therefore,
humility also does. Therefore, pride, which is the contrary of humility, also does, since contraries are by
nature constituted to belong to the same kind of thing.

• Bernard in his work On the Degrees of Humility says that the perfection of humility consists of
knowledge of truth. But knowledge of truth belongs to reason. Therefore, humility belongs to reason. Therefore, pride also does.

- The Philosopher says in the *Ethics* that the proud person pretends to be brave. But pretension belongs to reason, since to pretend is to represent, which belongs only to reason, as the Philosopher says in the *Poetics*. Therefore, pride belongs to reason.

- A gloss on Hab. 2:5, "How wine deceives the tippler," says that pride first makes a person believe loftier things about self. But believing is an act of reason. Therefore, the first act of pride belongs to reason. Therefore, pride itself belongs to reason.

- Ambrose says on Ps. 119:1, "Blessed are the blameless," that only the law of God can repel the powerful movements of pride. But the law of God belongs to reason. Therefore, the pride that it repels also does.

- Gregory says in his work *Morals* that pride is the queen of all sins. But ruling belongs to reason. Therefore, pride belongs to reason.

- A gloss on Jer. 49:16, "Your pride and your arrogance," etc., says: "Pride, not error, produces the heretic." But heresy belongs to reason. Therefore, pride also does.

- Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity* that sin belongs to lower reason insofar as higher reason does not restrain it, or even insofar as higher reason consents to it. And so it seems that the first sin belongs to higher reason. But pride is the first sin. Therefore, pride belongs to higher reason.

- Augustine says, and the *Decretum* maintains, that pride is a movement to obtain what justice forbids. But justice belongs to reason, since reason obliges human beings to render to others their due. Therefore, pride belongs to reason.

- Augustine says, and the *Decretum* maintains: "God would never bring destruction on vessels of his wrath unless he were to find voluntary sins in them." But we call things subject to the command of reason voluntary. Therefore, since vessels of his wrath especially incur destruction because of pride, it seems that pride belongs to reason.

- Seneca says in a letter that the highest good of human beings consists of the rational. But the rational is the power that pride corrupts, as I have said. Therefore, pride likewise belongs to reason, not irascible power.

- It seems that pride belongs to the will, not to irascible power, since a gloss on Mt. 3:15, "Thus it becomes us to fulfill all justice," adds: "That is, perfect humility." But justice belongs to the will. Therefore, humility also does.

- The desire for honor seems especially to belong to pride. But desiring honors belongs to the will. Therefore, pride belongs to the will.

- To be proud is to be exalted, and so it seems that pride especially belongs to a higher power that transcends other powers. But transcending other powers belongs to the will, which moves all the other powers. Therefore, pride seems to belong to the will and not to irascible power.

- It seems that pride belongs to concupiscible power, for Prosper says in his work *Sentences Derived from Augustine* that "pride is love of one's own excellence." But love belongs to concupiscible power. Therefore, pride also does.
• Seeking joys and avoiding sorrows belong to pride, according to Augustine. But these things belong to concupiscible power. Therefore, pride belongs to concupiscible power.

• It belongs to pride to take pleasure in one's own goodness. But this belongs to concupiscible power. Therefore, pride seems to belong to concupiscible, not irascible, power.

On the Contrary:

• Gregory in his work Morals designates the gift of fear of God the contrary of pride.

• Augustine says in the City of God that pride is "the desire for perverse eminence." But the difficult is the Abject of irascible power. Therefore, pride belongs to irascible power.

• Pusillanimity seems to be the vice contrary to pride. But pusillanimity, like loftiness of spirit, belongs to irascible power. Therefore, pride also belongs to irascible power.

Answer:

To answer this question, we need first to consider to which power of the soul sin or virtue can belong, so that we can consider to which power of the soul, as subject, pride belongs.

Therefore, we should consider that every virtuous or sinful act is voluntary. And we have two sources of voluntary acts, namely, reason or intellect, and will, since these are two causes of movement, as the De anima says, and especially causes of movement regarding the proper acts of human beings. And reason, since it is cognitive, differs from the will in that the activity of reason and every cognitive power is actualized by the known object belonging to the knowing subject. For the intellect actually understanding is the object actually understood, and the senses actually perceiving are the objects actually perceived. But the activity of appetitive powers consists of the desiring subject being moved to the object desired. And it evidently belongs in the strict sense to pride that one inclines to one's own excellence inordinately, by magnifying oneself, as it were, as Ps. 10:18 says: "To judge in favor of the orphan and lowly, so that human beings do not presume to magnify themselves further over the earth." And so pride evidently belongs to an appetitive power.

And since a cognitive power in one respect moves an appetitive power, inasmuch as a known good moves an appetite, we need to distinguish appetitive powers by the different ways of knowing. We need to do so because things acted upon are proportioned to the things acting upon them and to the causes of the movements, and we distinguish powers by their objects. And there is a power to know universals, namely, the intellect or reason, and a power to know singulars, namely, the external senses and imagination. And so there are two kinds of appetitive powers: one belonging to the rational part of the soul, the one we call the will, and the other belonging to the sensory power of the soul, the one we call sensuality or sense appetite.

Therefore, the rational appetite, that is, the will, has good in general as its own formal object and is not divided into several powers. And sense appetites attain particular aspects of perceptible or imaginable goods, not the universal nature of good. And so we need to distinguish sense appetites by the particular aspects of such goods. For things have the nature of being desirable because they are pleasurable to the senses, and they are in this respect the object of concupiscible power. And other things have the nature of being desirable because animals imagine them to have an excellence enabling the animals to repel everything harmful and use their powers to enjoy their good. And such desirable goods indeed completely lack sensory pleasure and are sometimes even accompanied by physical pain, as when animals fight in order to survive. And we understand the object of irascible power by this aspect of imagined goods. And every particular is obviously included in the universal, although the converse is not true. And so the will
can borne to whatever the irascible and concupiscible powers can be borne, and to many other things. But the will is borne to its object without emotion, since the will does not have any bodily organ, although the irascible and concupiscible powers are borne to their objects accompanied by emotions. And so all the movements of the irascible and concupiscible powers accompanied by emotions, such as the emotions of love, joy, hope, and the like, can belong to the will but without emotion.

And it is clear from whith I have said before that the object of pride is excellence. Therefore, if only the excellence of perceptible or imaginable things belongs to pride, we would need to hold that pride belongs only to irascible power. But pride also regards intelligible excellence, which belongs to spiritual goods, as Gregory says in his work Morals, and pride in addition belongs even to purely spiritual substances, in which there are no sense appetites. Therefore, we need to say that pride belongs both to irascible power, insofar as pride regards a perceptible or imaginable excellence, and also to the will, insofar as pride regards an intelligible excellence, and insofar as devils have pride.

Replies to the Objections:

- Pride is the inordinate desire for pre-eminence. And so hope is related to a difficult future good as desire is related to good absolutely considered. And so it is clear that pride chiefly regards hope, which is an irascible emotion, since presumption, which is inordinate hope, also seems especially to belong to pride.

- The pride that regards intelligible excellence belongs to the will, not to irascible power, as I have said. And yet intelligible excellence sometimes results in an imagined effect, with respect to which pride can belong to irascible power. For example, such would be the case if persons are praised for the excellence of their knowledge or receive some sensibly perceptible honor.

- The pride of devils, although it does not belong to an irascible power, nonetheless belongs to the will, as I have said.

- Things are objects in two ways. There is one object considered as the terminus at which an action is directed, and God cannot be such an object of irascible power. There is an object in a second way considered as the terminus from which an action originates, and then what is contemned is the object of the very act of contempt. And nothing prevents God being the object of irascible power in the latter way, namely, insofar as irascible power, unrestrained by reverence for God, is borne to its own object.

- We designate irascible power, although the subject of many emotions, from anger as the ultimate emotion. And so Avicenna designates irascible power only by the emotion of anger and not other emotions.

- Envy belongs to concupiscible, not irascible, power, since there is chagrin at the good of another, and sadness, like pleasure, belongs to concupiscible power, and hate and love belong to the same kind of power. But if envy were to belong to irascible power, pride would not on that account be prevented from belonging to irascible power, since pride causes envy. For nothing prevents one act or emotion of a power causing another act or emotion of the same power, as, for example, love causes desire, although both belong to concupiscible power.

- An act can belong to a sin in three ways: in one way directly; in the second way antecedently; in the third way as a consequence. For example, the desire for vengeance indeed belongs directly and essentially to anger, and resentment over an injury inflicted belongs to anger antecedently, and pleasure over the punishment of the one who inflicted the injury belongs to anger as a consequence. Therefore, the intemperate desire for excellence indeed belongs to pride directly and quasi-essentially. And the
judgment that one is so great that such an excellence is due to oneself belongs to pride antecedently. And that one proceeds from such a judgment and desire to ostentatious words and deeds belongs to pride as a result of pride. And of these three, the first belongs to irascible power and the other two to reason, since the cognition of reason precedes the movement of desire, and the command of reason regarding external execution results from the very desire.

- We find humility and wisdom in the same individuals insofar as humility disposes them to wisdom, since those who are humble subject themselves to the wise in order to learn and do not rely on their own perceptions. But wisdom and humility need not belong to the same part of the soul, since what belongs to the soul's lower part can dispose one toward what belongs to the higher part. For example, good imagination disposes one to acquire knowledge.

- Knowledge of truth is related antecedently to humility, since persons do not exalt themselves beyond their measure as long as they are mindful of the truth.

- Pretense is related to pride as a consequence. For the consequence of desiring ones pre-eminence is that one shows oneself externally to be such that one excels in some way in comparison to others.

- We say that thinking lofty thoughts about oneself is the first act of pride because it precedes the desire for pre-eminence.

- Reason insofar as it governs lower powers and moves them draws them away from inordinate movements. And so the law of God insofar as it belongs to reason excludes pride effectively, as a painter excludes blackness, not indeed formally, as blackness excludes whiteness, for then the law of God and pride would have the same subject. And so pride does not need to belong to reason, to which the law of God belongs.

- Gregory says that pride is the queen of other sins insofar as it diffuses its commands to all the other sins because of the ordination of its end for the ends of other sins, not because it belongs to reason.

- The cited authority proves that heresy is an effect of pride. And nothing prevents what belongs to one power of the soul having an effect on another power of the soul.

- Augustine says the first sin belongs to reason antecedently and to desire essentially, namely, insofar as appetitive powers incline toward something illicit, or a judgment of reason restrains them from it.

- Sin belongs to a lower power of the soul because the lower power withdraws Irum the rectitude of reason. And so if justice belongs to reason in one respect, reason need not on that account be the subject to which every sin essentially belongs.

- The cited authorities say that sin is voluntary or spontaneous both when the will elicits the sinful act, and when the will, which commands the acts of lower powers, commands it. And so nothing prevents a voluntary sin belonging to a lower power of the soul.

- Socrates held that all virtues are certain kinds of knowledge, as the Ethics says. And so he and the Stoics, who agreed with him on this, held that all virtues belong essentially to reason. But because moral virtue directly perfects appetitive powers rather than reason itself, we should more accurately say, as Aristotle does, that moral virtues belong to appetitive powers, which are rational by participation insofar as the commands of reason move them.

- Every virtue is justice in one respect, insofar as justice ordains us to obey the law, as the Ethics says. And so although justice belongs to the will, we nonetheless need not say that all virtues, which receive
the name of justice in the cited way, belong to reason or the will, since reason and the will can also move other powers of the soul.

• To receive perceptible or imaginary honors insofar as they have the nature of the difficult or excellent belongs both to the will and to irascible power.

• To be proud is to be exalted by exceeding one's own measure, which can belong both to higher and lower powers.

• All the emotions of irascible power originate from love, which is an emotion of concupiscible power, and terminate in pleasure or sadness, which also belong to concupiscible power. And so nothing prevents things belonging to concupiscible power, if they be attributed antecedently or consequently to pride, which belongs to irascible power.

• —

• The foregoing makes clear the answers to objections 23 and 24.

**Fourth Article**

*Does Gregory Appropriately Assign Four Species of Pride?*

Gregory assigns four species of pride, saying: "There are indeed four species that manifest the inflated egos of the arrogant: either when they judge that they have their goodness from themselves, or when if they believe that their goodness has been given to them from above, they think that they have received it because of their merits, or surely when they boast that they have what they do not have, or when, despising others, they desire to appear to have in a singular way what they have." And it seems that Gregory inappropriately does so, for the following reasons:

• Judging that one has one's goodness from oneself, not from another, belongs to unbelief, since correct belief holds that God causes all good. Therefore, we ought to hold that judging one has goodness from oneself is a species of error or unbelief rather than a species of pride.

• Of all the goods we have in this life, the good of grace, even about which some may be proud, is the most powerful. But to believe that grace is given to human beings because of their merits belongs to the heresy of the Pelagians. Therefore, we ought not designate as a species of pride that persons believe that God has because of their merits given to them what they have.

• To boast that one has what one does not have belongs to lying, which is a different sin than pride. Therefore, we ought not designate such boasting a species of pride.

• Wishing to be noticed belongs to vainglory, which is the daughter of pride, not pride, as Gregory says in his work *Morals*. Therefore, we ought not designate as a species of pride that one wishes to be noticed in a singular way.

• Jerome says that nothing is so proud as to seem ungrateful. But Gregory does not list ingratitude among the four species of pride. Therefore, it seems that Gregory insufficiently enumerates the species of pride.

• Augustine says in the City of God that to excuse oneself from a sin one has committed belongs to pride. But Gregory does not list such among the species of pride. Therefore, Gregory insufficiently deals with the species of pride.

• It seems especially to belong to pride that one presumptuously strive to acquire something above oneself.
But Gregory does not mention this among the four species of pride. Therefore, it seems that he insufficiently deals with the species of pride.

On the Contrary:

The cited authority of Gregory suffices.

Answer:

A unified and integral cause causes good, and individual defects cause evil, as Dioynisius says in his work *On the Divine Names*. For example, beauty results because all parts of the body are becomingly disposed, and ugliness will result if even one of them is unbecomingly disposed. Therefore, it belongs to virtue that the rule of reason and the measure of the will convey the will of human beings to an excellence, and the evil of pride consists of a person who desires an excellent good exceeding the person's due measure. And so there are as many species of pride as there may be ways of exceeding one's due measure in the desire for one's own excellence.

And this happens in three ways. It happens in one way regarding the excellent good itself that one desires, namely, as when one's desire is borne to something that exceeds one's measure. And this corresponds to the third species of pride, namely, when one boasts that one has what one does not. It happens in a second way regarding the way of obtaining the good, namely, that one attributes to oneself or one's merits an excellence that one can obtain only by the favor of another. And then we understand the first two species of pride, since something can be from us in two ways, either absolutely, as when we do something, or by some preparation for it, as when we merit something. In the third way, one can exceed one's due measure regarding the way one possesses an excellence, namely, as one affects to have something above others that it belongs to the person to have in the same way as others do.

Replies to the Objections:

- The judgment of reason is corrupted in two ways: in one way regarding a universal proposition; in the second way regarding a particular proposition because of an emotion. Therefore, corruption of judgment regarding things that belong to faith or good morals belongs to the sin of heresy if the corruption should indeed regard a universal proposition, but not if the corruption should regard a particular proposition because of emotion, as Prov. 14:22 says: "All who do evil err." For example, one who were to hold as a universal proposition that fornication is not a sin would lack faith, but we do not think that a fornicator who chooses fornication as good because of a lustful emotion lacks faith. And likewise it would pertain to heresy if one were to judge universally that God does not cause every good, or that the good of grace is due to one's merits. But it would not belong to heresy if the judgment of reason is corrupted regarding a particular proposition because of an inordinate love of excellence that originates in inordinate desires, so that one imagines that one can have some good from oneself or from one's own merits. And such belongs to pride.

- The foregoing makes clear the reply to objection 2.

- We do not designate boasting a species of pride regarding the external act itself, which is related to pride as a consequence, as I have said. But we designate boasting a species of pride regarding the internal desire from which such an external act derives, namely, when human beings imagine themselves to have what they do not, and their will strives for such excellence, which is appropriate for them only if they were to have what they do not.

- Even wishing to be noticed in a singular way belongs to pride as a consequence. But the fourth species
of pride essentially consists of human beings imagining themselves to excel all others in a singular way, and their will is moved to such excellence.

- The first two species of pride belong to ingratitude, since persons who do not acknowledge that a benefit has been gratuitously bestowed on them, or who judge that they have obtained a benefit due to their merits, are ungrateful.

- We understand that to lack evil belongs to the nature of good, as the Philosopher says. And so as it belongs to the third species of pride that one should boast that one has what one does not, Sso also it belongs to that species that one excuses oneself from a sin that one has committed.

- The sin of pride sometimes seems more evident by reason of its antecedents and consequences than by reason of that of which it essentially consists. And so Gregory assigns species of pride by certain antecedent and consequent acts, although all species of pride consist essentially of a presumption of the soul.

**QUESTION IX**

**On Vainglory**

**First Article**

**Is Vainglory a Sin?**

It seems that vainglory is not, for the following reasons:

- Vainglory consists of persons wishing their good deeds to be apparent to others. But this is praiseworthy rather than a sin. For Mt. 5:16 says: "Let your light shine before human beings, so that they see your good works." Therefore, vainglory is not a sin.

- The desire for vainglory consists of persons seeking that human beings praise their good deeds. But the Apostle in Rom. 12:17 commands this of us: "Provide good deeds both in the sight of God and in the sight of all human beings." Therefore, vainglory is not a sin.

- Every sin consists of the disorder of a natural appetite. But vainglory does not seek, Inything that is not naturally desirable, since it is by nature desirable that human beings know truth, and that they themselves be known. Therefore, vainglory is not a sin.

- Eph. 5:1 says: "Model yourselves on God as his dearly beloved children." But human beings in seeking glory imitate God, who seeks his own glory. Therefore, it seems that seeking glory is not a sin.

- Seeking what recompenses human beings as their reward is not a sin. But glory is promised human beings as their reward, for Job 22:29 says: "The lowly will be in glory." And Prov. 3:35 says: "The wise will possess glory." Therefore, the desire for glory is not a sin.

- What arouses virtuous deeds does not seem to be a sin. But the desire for glory is such, for Cicero says in his Tusculan Disputations: "Glory inflames everyone to zealous endeavors." Therefore, the desire for glory is not a sin.

- What the good and the wicked equally desire does not seem to be a sin. But Sallust says in the Catilinarian War: "The good and the wicked equally desire glory, honor, and power for themselves,"
Therefore, the desire for glory is not a sin.

- Augustine says that vainglory is the judgment of others thinking well of one. But seeking this is not a sin, since "those who neglect their reputation are unfeeling," as he himself says. Therefore, vainglory is not a sin.

- The object of covetousness is not a sin, although the covetousness itself is, as is evident in the case of money and greed for money. But vainglory is the object of covetousness, as is evident from what Gal. 5:26 says: "Let us not become covetous of vainglory." Therefore, vainglory is not a sin.

- Sin is contrary to virtue regarding the same matter. But vainglory is not contrary to true glory, since they can belong to the same thing, so it seems. Therefore, vainglory is not a sin.

**On the Contrary:**

What keeps human beings from faith, which gives access to God, is a sin. But the desire for human vainglory is such, for Jn. 5:44 says: "How can you believe who receive glory from one another and seek not the glory that is from God alone?" Therefore, vainglory is a sin.

**Answer:**

To answer this question, we first need to perceive what glory is, and second, what vainglory is, and then, third, we shall be able to determine how vainglory is a sin.

Therefore, we should note that, as Augustine says in his his work *On the Gospel of John*, glory signifies a clarity, and so the Gospel understands being glorified and being clarified to be the same. And clarity implies some evidence that makes something apparent and manifest in its splendor, and so glory implies a manifestation of someone's goodness. And if someone's wickedness be manifested, we then call it ignominy rather than glory. And Ambrose on that account says that glory is "clear recognition accompanied by praise."

And we consider glory in three conditions. For in its greatest condition, glory consists of someone's goodness being manifested to the people, since we call clear what all or most people can clearly see. And so also Cicero says that "glory is a persistent good reputation accompanied by praise." And Livy introduces Fabius, who says: "It is not the time for me to glory when I am with only one person." And yet we speak of glory in a second way regarding its condition as the goodness of one person is manifested even to a few or only one person. We also speak of glory in a third way insofar as one's goodness consists of reflecting on it, namely, insofar as one considers one's own goodness under the aspect of its clarity, as something to be manifested to, and admired by, many people. And we accordingly say that one glories when one desires or even takes pleasure in the manifestation of one's own goodness, whether to the people or to a few or to one person or only to one's very self.

And in order to know what vainglory or vainly taking glory is, we should note that we are accustomed to understand vain in three ways. For we sometimes understand vain to mean what lacks subsistence, as we call false things vain. And so Ps. 4:2 says: "Why do you love vanity and seek after lying?" And we sometimes understand vain to mean what lacks solidity or stability, as Eccl. 1:2 says: "Vanity of vanities, and all is vanity," which we say because of the transitory nature of things. And we sometimes call things vain when they do not attain their due end, as we say that a person who did not recover health took medicine in vain. And so Is. 49:4 says: "I have labored in vain, and I have wasted my strength without cause and in vain."

Accordingly, therefore, we can speak of vainglory in three ways. First, we indeed speak of vainglory when one glories in something false, for example, in a good one does not have. And so 1 Cor 4:7 says: "What do you
have that you have not received? And if you have received it, why do you glory as if you have not received it?"
Second, we speak of vainglory when one glories in a good that easily passes away, as Is. 40:6 says: "All flesh
is grass, and all its glory like the flowers of the field." We speak of vainglory in a third way when the glory of a
human being is not subordinated to the human being’s proper end. For example, it is natural for human beings to
desire knowledge of truth, since this perfects their intellect. But to desire that others know one's goodness is not
a desire for one's own perfection. And so such a desire involves a vanity unless it is useful for an end.

And we can laudably ordain such a desire for three things. First, we can indeed ordain such a desire for the
glory of God, since manifesting one's goodness glorifies God, to whom as first cause that goodness chiefly
belongs. And so Mt. 5:16 says: "Let your light shine before human beings, so that they see your good deeds
and glorify your Father who is in heaven." Second, such a desire is useful for the salvation of one's neighbors,
who, perceiving one's goodness, are drawn to imitate it, as Rom.15:2 says: "Let all please their neighbors for
good in order to build up the community." One can in a third way ordain such a desire for the benefit of oneself,
who when considering that others praise one's good deeds, gives thanks for them and persists in them more
resolutely. And so also the Apostle often calls to the mind of the Christian faithful their good deeds, that they
may more resolutely persist in them.

Therefore, there will be vainglory if one should desire to manifest one's good deeds or even to take pleasure in
such manifestation for any reason other than the three just cited. But vainglory in any of the cited ways evidently
denotes a disordered desire that constitutes the nature of sin. And so vainglory howsoever understood is sin.
And yet vainglory understood in the third way is the most general, for one can in this way vainly glory both in
what one has and in what one does not, and in both spiritual and material goods.

Replies to the Objections:

- The Lord in the cited text commands us to make our good deeds known to others for the glory of God.
  And so he adds: "That they see your good deeds and glorify your Father who is in heaven." And this is
  not vainglory.

- The Apostle commands that we do good deeds in the sight of human beings for their benefit, and so he
  adds: "Having peace with everyone, if possible, insofar as it lies within your power." And this aim
  excludes vainglory.

- Every perfect thing by nature communicates itself to other things as much as it can, and this belongs to
everything because everything imitates the first perfect thing, namely, God, who communicates his
goodness to everything. And one's goodness is communicated to others regarding both others' existence
and others' knowledge. And so it seems to belong to a natural appetite that one wish one's goodness to
become known. Therefore, if one relates this desire to a proper end, it will belong to virtue, and if one
does not, it will belong to vanity.

- To know God's goodness is the ultimate end of a rational creature, since happiness consists of this. And
  so the glory of God is not to be related to anything else. Rather, it is proper to God himself that rational
  creatures seek his glory for its very self. But the knowledge of no creature's goodness makes a rational
  creature happy. And so we should seek no glory of a creature for its own sake but for the sake of
  something else.

- True, not vain, glory is promised as a reward, and true glory consists of knowledge of God. And such
  glory is never sin.

- Many human beings are stirred to spiritual deeds for the sake of some temporal goods, but the
disordered covetousness of temporal goods is not on that account sinless. So also although many
perform virtuous deeds for the sake of glory, the disordered desire for glory is not on that account sinless, since we should perform virtuous deeds for their own sake, or rather for God's sake, not for the sake of glory.

- As Sallust in the cited text adds, "The good strive for glory by the true path," that is, by virtue. And this is to strive for it in a proper way and not to desire glory vainly.

- The judgment of those thinking well of one so belongs to vainglory when one desires it without spiritual benefit to others or oneself.

- Glory insofar as it pertains to those who know our goodness is an object of covetousness. And then it is not a sin, since one can desire it rightly or wrongly. Glory is in another way insofar as it belongs to the covetous appetite itself, and then it has vanity and the nature of sin.

- True glory and vainglory can belong to the same person but not in the same respect.

**Second Article**  
*Is Vainglory a Mortal Sin?*

It seems that vainglory is, for the following reasons:

- Only mortal sin precludes eternal reward. But vainglory precludes eternal reward, for Mt. 6:1 says: "Beware lest you perform your justice in the sight of human beings in order that they notice you; otherwise, you will not have reward with your Father in heaven." Therefore, vainglory is a mortal sin.

- Chrysostom, commenting on the same text says of vainglory that "it enters secretly and imperceptibly steals all our interior goods." But only mortal sin takes away interior and spiritual goods. Therefore, vainglory is a mortal sin.

- Job 31:26-28 says: "If I saw the sun when it were to shine, and the moon when it processes brightly, and my heart rejoiced secretly, and I kissed my hands, this is the greatest evil." And Gregory in his work *Morals* interprets this to mean vainglory." Therefore, vainglory is the greatest sin and mortal sin.

- Jerome says nothing is so dangerous as the inordinate desire for glory and the sin of boasting and a spirit swollen with consciousness of its own virtues. But what is especially dangerous seems to be mortal. Therefore, vainglory is a mortal sin.

- [Every capital sin is a mortal sin. But vainglory is a capital sin. Therefore, vainglory is a mortal sin.]

- Whoever steals what is proper to God sins mortally much more than one who steals property belonging to a neighbor. But those who desire vainglory usurp for themselves what is proper to God, for Is. 42:8 says: "I shall not give my glory to another." And 1 Tim. 1:17 says: "To God alone be honor and glory." Therefore, it seems that vainglory is a mortal sin.

- It seems to be the sin of idolatry that one attribute the glory of God to a creature, as Rom.1:23 says: "They have transformed the glory of the indestructible God into the likeness of the image of a destructible human being." But those who desire glory seem to desire for themselves what belongs to God, since glory in the strict sense belongs to God, as I have said. Therefore, vainglory is the sin of idolatry. And so it follows that vainglory is a mortal sin.

- Augustine says in the *City of God* that to contemn glory belongs to great virtue. But great evil is the contrary of great good. Therefore, to desire glory is a great sin.
• Vainglory seeks to please fellow human beings, since "glory is something that one would not rush to possess if no one were around to know it," according to the Philosopher. But to seek to please fellow human beings is a mortal sin, since it excludes us from the service of Christ, as Gal. ii:io says: "If I were still to please human beings, I would not be a servant of Christ." Therefore, vainglory is a mortal sin.

• As form bestows species in the case of things of nature, so the object specifies in moral matters. But things that share in one natural form do not differ specifically. Therefore, in moral matters, things that share in one object do not differ specifically. Therefore, since vainglory has only one object, it seems that it cannot be that some vainglory is a mortal sin, and some vainglory is a venial sin. But some vainglory is evidently a mortal sin. Therefore, all vainglory is a mortal sin.

On the Contrary:

• A gloss on Mt. 10:14, "Shake the dust from your feet," says: "Dust is the shallowness of earthly knowledge, from which not even the loftiest teachers are immune when they minister to the cares of those subject to them." But what even the loftiest teachers cannot avoid is venial sin. Therefore, the shallowness of earthly knowledge, which belongs especially to vainglory, is a venial sin.

• Chrysostom says in his Unfinished Work on Matthew that while other sins are found in the servants of the devil, vainglory is found in the servants of Christ. But no mortal sin is found in those who serve Christ. Therefore, vainglory is not a mortal sin.

• A sin of word or deed is more serious than a sin of desire. But not every vanity in deeds or words is a mortal sin. Therefore, we should in no way say that all vainglory that consists of desire is a mortal sin.

Answer:

The answer to the previous question can show the answer to this question. For I have said that we call glory vain when one glories either in something false or something temporal, or when one does not relate one's glory to a proper end.

Therefore, regarding the first two, it is evident that not every vainglory is a mortal sin. For example, no one would say that persons sin mortally who glory in their singing, judging that they sing well when they sing poorly, or who glory in possessing a horse that is a good racer. But there seems to be a more serious cause for doubting about the third way of vainglory. For inasmuch as it is vain for something not to be related to a proper end, it seems that the glory of a human being either is not vain if it is related to God, or it is a mortal sin if it is not related to God and one posits in it the end of one's striving. For then one would enjoy a creature as an end, and one cannot do this without mortal sin.

And so we should consider that it can happen in two ways that an act is not related to God as its end. It happens in one way regarding the act, namely, because the very act is not ordained to that end, and no such disordered act can be related to the ultimate end, whether the sin be mortal or venial. For a disordered act is not a proper means to achieve a good end, just as a false proposition is not a proper means to arrive at true knowledge. It happens in the second way regarding the one who acts, namely, the one whose mind is not actually or habitually ordained to our proper end. For then the act proceeding from such a frame of mind is ordained to something else as the ultimate end, and then the human act not related to God as the ultimate end is a mortal sin. And I am speaking about a mind that is not actually or habitually ordained to our proper end, since it sometimes happens that human beings do not actually ordain their acts for God although the acts of themselves include no disorder by reason of which the acts cannot be related to God. And yet these acts are not only not sins but also meritorious, since the mind of such human beings is habitually related to God as their end.
Therefore, we need to say that if we should call glory vain because it is not related to God as its end inasmuch as the mind of a human being glorying in something is not actually or habitually turned toward God, then vainglory is always a mortal sin. For then a human being glories in a created good not related actually or habitually to God. And if we should call glory vain because it is not related to God as its end regarding the act itself, namely, an act that cannot be related to the end because it is disordered, then vainglory is not always a mortal sin, since disordered glory of any kind makes glory incapable of being ordained to God. For example, there is a disordered act if one glories in something about which one ought not glory or glories more than one ought or does not observe some other due circumstance, but mortal sin results only when the disordered act is contrary to the law of God, not because any due circumstance is not observed.

Therefore, we should say that vainglory is not always a mortal sin.

Replies to the Objections:

- The Lord is speaking about situations when a person relates works of justice to human glory as the person's ultimate end, since vainglory is then a mortal sin and completely excludes the person from eternal reward. And we can say that vainglory, even when a venial sin, excludes a person from eternal reward, not indeed absolutely but by the nature of a particular act, namely, insofar as vainglory causes the act that proceeds from it to be incapable of receiving eternal reward, just as venial sin does. But vainglory that is venial sin does not absolutely exclude a person from the reward of eternal life.

- Vainglory takes away the interior goods of human beings in two ways. It takes them away in one way regarding the acts of interior virtues, for which one does not merit the reward of eternal life if one does them for the sake of vainglory, even if the vainglory be a venial sin. Vainglory takes interior goods away in a second way regarding interior habits themselves, namely, as it deprives human beings of interior virtues, but vainglory does not do this unless it is a mortal sin.

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding vainglory insofar as one glories in one's goods in oneself, neither actually nor habitually relating them to God, that is, as vainglory is mortal sin.

- What easily leads a person to perish is dangerous, and vainglory easily leads human beings to perish inasmuch as it causes them to trust in themselves. And so we say that vainglory is the most dangerous sin both because of its seriousness and because it disposes one to sin more seriously.

- We should not judge that all sins called capital are mortal sins by reason of their kind. Otherwise, it would follow that every sin of gluttony and anger would be a mortal sin, and this is clearly false. And so neither need every vainglory be a mortal sin, although vainglory is a capital sin. But because we call capital a sin from which other sins arise, whether the other sins be venial or mortal, we can say that every sin capital in relation to other mortal sins is a mortal sin, if we should understand capital sins to be such insofar as one sin arises from another as if ordained for its end. For it is evident that a person so greatly influenced by one sin that he will sin mortally in order to attain the end of that sin also sins mortally in the first sin. For example, if one is so greatly drawn to the pleasure of taste that one wills to sin mortally in order to attain the end of that sin also sins mortally in the first sin. For example, if one is so greatly drawn to the pleasure of taste that one wills to sin mortally because of it, the very gluttony will also be a mortal sin for the person. And so also vainglory is a mortal sin when one commits a mortal sin for the sake of vainglory.

- As in a kingdom, we owe honor and glory to the king in one way, to commanders and soldiers in another way, so also in the universe, we owe certain honor and glory only to God, and if one were to will to usurp such honor and glory for oneself, one would attribute to oneself what belongs to God. Just so, were a soldier in a kingdom to desire the glory that he owes to the king, he would thereby desire the kingly dignity for himself. But not everybody who vainly desires glory desires the honor or glory due
only to God. Rather, some who vainly desire glory desire the glory due to a human being because of some excellence. Still, they sometimes sin against God in not relating such glory to its proper end. And then although they do not substantially usurp God's glory for themselves, they still usurp God's glory for themselves in the way they possess glory. For it belongs to God alone that his glory not be related to another end.

- Those who would usurp for themselves the glory and honor of the Godhead, as we read many tyrants to have done, would truly be idolaters. But not all who vainly glory usurp God's glory in this way. And so not all who are vainglorious are idolaters.

- Avoiding lesser sins belongs to more abundant virtue, as what the Lord says in Mt. 5:21-22 makes clear, that the justice that avoids both homicide and anger abounds more than the justice of the Old Law forbidding homicide does. And so we cannot conclude from the fact that contemning vainglory belongs to great virtue that vainglory is a serious sin.

- We can rightly or wrongly desire to please human beings. For example, if one should wish to please human beings in order to be able to inspire them for good, this is virtuous and praiseworthy. And so also the Apostle says in 1 Cor.10:33 and Rom. 15:2: "Let all of you please your neighbor for good to build up the community, just as I please all persons in all things." But wishing to please human beings only for the sake of worldly glory is the sin of vainglory, indeed sometimes mortal sin, namely, if one, loving human favor more than observance of God's commandments, constitutes one's end in human favor and accordingly excludes oneself from the service of God. And wishing to please human beings only for the sake of worldly glory is sometimes a venial sin, when one takes inordinate pleasure in the favor of human beings, but subject rather than contrary to God.

- In moral matters, the object constitutes the species by reason of the formal aspect of the object, not by its material element. And the object of vainglory, insofar as vainglory is a venial or mortal sin, has different formal aspects, that is, different ends and means. For there is mortal sin when one constitutes one's end in human glory, and there is venial sin when one does not.

Third Article

Do We Appropriately Assign Disobedience, Boasting, Hypocrisy, Contention, Obstinacy, Discord, and Audacity for Novelties as the Daughters of Vainglory?

It seems that we do not, for the following reasons:

- All these things seem to belong to pride, whose daughter is also vainglory itself. Therefore, we ought not to designate such sins the daughters of vainglory, In it we ought to designate them daughters of pride accompanied by vainglory.

- We ought not to derive sin in general from another sin. But disobedience is sin in general, for Ambrose says that sin is "transgression of the law and disobedience of the heavenly commandments." Therefore, we ought not to designate disobedience a daughter of vainglory.

- Boasting is the third species of pride, as is clear from what I have said before. Therefore, if boasting is the daughter of vainglory, pride is the daughter of vainglory. And this conclusion is clearly false, since pride is the mother of all sins, as Gregory says in his work Morals.

- Contentions and discords seem especially to originate from anger. But anger is a capital sin contradistinguished from vainglory. Therefore, we ought not to designate discord and contention...
daughters of vainglory.

On the Contrary:

The authority of Gregory in his work Morals says that these are daughters of vainglory.

Answer:

We call a sin capital and the mother of sins by the same consideration, namely, insofar as other sins arise from it, ordained to its end. For such a consideration belongs to the nature of head insofar as the head has the power to rule over things subject to the head, and we understand the nature of every governance from its end. And such a consideration also belongs to the nature of mother, since a mother conceives offspring within her very self. And so we say that a sin from which other sins arise is the mother of the others, which result from the sinner conceiving their end.

Therefore, since the special end of vainglory is to manifest one's own excellence, we rill the sins whereby human beings strive to manifest their own excellence daughters of vainglory. And human beings can manifest their own excellence in two ways: in one way directly, and in a second way indirectly. Human beings can indeed manifest their own excellence directly either by words, and then there is boasting, or by real deeds that are a source of astonishment, and then there is audacity for novelties. (For novelties are usually a greater source of astonishment to human beings.) Or human beings can manifest their own excellence directly by imaginary deeds, and then there is hypocrisy. And human Icings manifest their excellence indirectly by striving to show that they are not inferior to others. And human beings do this as regards four things. First, they do this as regards the intellect, and then there is obstinacy, by which they, unwilling to accept a sounder opinion, rely on their own opinion. Second, they do this as regards their will, and then there is discord when human beings do not accommodate their will to the will of their superiors. Third, they do this as regards their words, and then there is contention when they do not wish to be outdone by others in argument. Fourth, they do this as regards deeds when they do not wish to subject their deeds to the commands of superiors.

Replies to the Objections:

- We designate pride generally as the mother of all sins and the seven capital sins under it, among which vainglory is especially akin to it, as I have said before. Vainglory is so related to pride because vainglory strives to manifest the excellence that pride desires, and because pride seeks an excellence by that very manifestation. And so all the daughters of vainglory have an affinity with pride.

- We designate disobedience a daughter of vainglory insofar as disobedience is a particular sin, for then it is simply contempt of a precept. But disobedience as sin in general denotes an absolute withdrawal from the commands of God, which is sometimes done out of weakness or ignorance, not contempt, as Augustine says in his work On Nature and Grace.

- We designate boasting a species of pride regarding the internal desires whereby persons desire an excellence exceeding their measure, as I have said. But regarding the external acts whereby persons manifest their excellence in words, boasting belongs to vainglory.

- Anger only in conjunction with vainglory causes contention and discord, when persons do not wish to seem inferior by subjecting their wills to the will of others or by having their arguments seem less valid that those of others.
QUESTION X
On Envy

First Article
Is Envy a Sin?

It seems that envy is not, for the following reasons:

• We do not praise or blame emotions, as the Philosopher says in the *Ethics*. But envy is an emotion, for Damascene says in his work *On Orthodox Faith* that "envy is chagrin at the good things belonging to others." Therefore, we blame no one on that account. But one is rendered blameworthy because of sin. Therefore, envy is not a sin.

• The involuntary is not a sin, as Augustine says. But envy, inasmuch as it is the emotion of sadness, is involuntary, for "sadness concerns things that befall us against our will," as Augustine says in the *City of God*. Therefore, envy is not a sin.

• Since good is the contrary of evil, good does not move one to sin, which is evil, just as one contrary never moves anything to the other contrary. But the cause of envy is good, for Remigius says that envy is sorrow over the good of another.

• Augustine says in *The City of God* that there is in every sin a disordered turning toward a transitory good. But envy is a turning away from, rather than a turning to, a transitory good, since envy is chagrin at the good of another. Therefore, envy is not a sin.

• Augustine says in his work *On Free Choice* that every sin results from inordinate desire. But envy, inasmuch as it consists of sadness, does not result from inordinate desire, which is the desire for pleasure. Therefore, envy is not a sin.

• What cannot exist cannot be a sin. But it is apparently impossible for a person to envy, since inasmuch as good is what everything desires, no one can sorrow over the good, which is to envy. Therefore, envy cannot be a sin.

• Every sin consists of an act. But envy, inasmuch as it consists of sadness, lessens activity, which pleasure induces. Therefore, envy lessens sin. Therefore, envy is not a sin.

• We call moral acts good or evil by the formal aspect of their object. But the object of envy is a good, as I have said, since envy consists of sorrow over the good of another, as I have said. Therefore, acts of envy are good. Therefore, they are not sins.

• We contradistinguish the evil of punishment from the evil of moral fault, as Augustine makes clear in his work *On Free Choice*. But envy is a penal evil, as Isidore in his work *On the Supreme Good* says that "spite, that is, envy, punishes its author. Therefore, envy is not a sin.

• Augustine says in the *City of God* that every sin consists of wicked love. But envy is not wicked love, since love makes one rejoice at the good fortune of friends and be sad at their misfortunes. Therefore, envy is not a sin.

• It seems more serious to envy someone about spiritual goods than material goods. But envy of spiritual goods is not a sin, for Jerome says to Leta regarding the education of her daughter: "Let her have companions with whom she may learn, whom she may envy, whose praises may influence her."
Therefore, envy is not a sin.

On the Contrary:

Extremes in moral matters are sinful. But envy is an extreme, as the Ethics makes clear. Therefore, envy is a sin.

Answer:

Envy is a sin by reason of its kind.

Since moral acts take their species or are assigned to a genus by reason of their object, we can know that a moral act is evil by reason of its kind if the very act is not properly related to its matter or object.

And we should consider that a good or evil object belongs to the appetitive power just as objects of the intellect are true or false. And we trace all acts of the appetitive power to two common things, namely, to pursuit or avoidance, just as the acts of the intellectual power is related to affirmation or negation. And this consists of pursuit regarding the will and affirmation regarding the intellect, and avoidance regarding the will and negation regarding the intellect, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. And good has the nature of attracting, since good is what everything desires, as the Ethics says." And conversely, evil has the nature of repelling, since evil is contrary to the will and other appetites, as Dionysius says in On the Divine Names.

Therefore, every act of the appetitive power pertaining to pursuit whose object is evil is an act not proper for its matter or object. And so all such acts (e.g., loving evil and rejoicing in evil) are evil by reason of their kind, just as it is a mistake of the intellect to affirm what is false. And likewise, every act pertaining to avoidance whose object is good is an act not proper for its matter or object. And so every such act (e.g., hating good and despising good and being saddened at good) is a sin by reason of its kind, just as it is a mistake of the intellect to deny what is true. But it does not suffice for an act to be good that the act involve pursuit of good or avoidance of evil unless it involve pursuit of a suitable good and avoidance of the evil contrary to such a good. This is so because more things are required for good, which the entire and integral cause accomplishes, than for evil, which results from individual defects, as Denis says in his work On the Divine Names. But envy implies sadness over good. And so the sadness is a sin by reason of its kind.

 Replies to the Objections:

• Since emotion is the movement of a sense appetite, as Damascene says in his work On Orthodox Faith, emotion considered as such cannot be a virtue or a vice, or something praiseworthy or something blameworthy, since these things belong to reason. But insofar as sense appetites are in one respect rational inasmuch as they can obey reason, so also even emotions themselves can be praiseworthy or blameworthy insofar as they can be ordained or restrained. And so the Philosopher says in the same place that a person who is angry in a certain way, that is, according to the ordination of reason or contrary to it, is praised or blamed, but a person who is angry without qualification is not.

• The cited authority does not say that sadness is an involuntary movement, but that the object of sadness is involuntary in a qualified sense. But nothing prevents a voluntary human action regarding something involuntary being good or evil, namely, insofar as one can bear something involuntary rightly or wrongly.

• Good as such always induces one to good, but an evil affective disposition may move a person to the evil of envy, just as a bad disposition of the body may make healthy food harmful for it.

• We understand lack of a good as an evil, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. And so to oppose good through sadness comes to the same thing as to turn toward the evil associated with an inordinately loved
transitory good.

- As good by nature is prior to the evil that is its privation, so also the soul's desires whose object is good are by nature prior to the soul's desires whose object is evil. And so desires for evil originate from desires for good. And so a love, desire, or pleasure causes hate and sadness, and an inordinate desire causes envy in such a way.

- Good as such cannot make a person sad, but one can be sad about good as understood under the aspect of evil, whether real or apparent. And envy in this way consists of chagrin at the good of another, namely, insofar as the good of another is an impediment to one's own excellence.

- As pleasure perfects the activity belonging to it, so pleasure prevents extraneous activity, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. For example, one who takes pleasure in learning studies more and is less concerned about other things. Therefore, chagrin about the good of neighbor prevents actions that strive for the neighbor's good and moves a person to contrary activities that hinder the neighbor's good.

- As there can be sin in love of good only insofar as something loved, although understood under the aspect of good, is nonetheless evil, not really good, so also sadness regarding a good understood as an evil that is an apparent, not really, an evil is nonetheless evil. This is so because such sadness does not befit an object that is really good. For moral acts are good by reason of their object insofar as they befit the object.

- Certain penalties are affixed to certain sins, and then the same thing is a punishment and a moral fault in different respects. The thing is indeed a moral fault insofar as it proceeds from the disordered will of a human being, and then God is not the cause. And it is a punishment insofar as it has a conjoined penal affliction, and God does cause this, as Ps. 50:21 says: "I shall reprove you, and I shall set myself against your face." And Augustine says in his Confessions: "You have commanded, O Lord, and so it is that every disordered affection is its own punishment." And envy can in this way be both punishment and sin.

- Every sin is a love that is wicked by reason of its cause, not by reason of its essence, since every emotion of the soul, even sadness, proceeds out of love, as Augustine says in the cited work.

- Aristotle in the Rhetoric, distinguishing between zeal and envy, says that zeal out of goodness belongs to the virtuous, but "envy is wicked and belongs to the wicked." For the zealous out of emulation prepare themselves to obtain good things, but the envious out of envy want their neighbor not to have good things. For example, there is envy when persons are saddened at the fact that their neighbor has good things that they themselves do not, but there is zeal when persons are saddened at the fact that they themselves do not have the good things that their neighbor does. And Jerome in the cited authority understood envy as zeal, since it is praiseworthy for persons to strive to learn what others are learning, as the Apostle says in 1 Cor. 12:31: "You are to be zealous for better gifts."

Second Article
Is Envy a Mortal Sin?

It seems that envy is not, for the following reasons:

- Gregory says in his work Morals: "It very often happens that the ruin of enemies gladdens us, and their glory saddens us, without our loss of charity." But this is to envy. Therefore, envy does not take away charity, and so we do not call envy a mortal sin.
Damascene says in his work *On Orthodox Faith* that emotion is the movement of a sense appetite. But we call this movement of sense appetites sensuality, as Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*. Therefore, envy, inasmuch as it is an emotion of the soul, belongs to sensuality, in which there is only venial sin, as Augustine says in the same place. Therefore, envy is not a mortal sin.

Things good by reason of their kind can be done in an evil way, but things evil by reason of their kind cannot be done in a good way, as Augustine says in his work *Against Lying*. Just so, things venial by reason of their kind can become mortal, but things mortal by reason of their kind cannot in any respect be venial. The latter is, for example, evident in the case of homicide and adultery. But not all envy is a mortal sin. Therefore, envy is not a mortal sin by reason of its kind.

A sin of deed is more serious than a sin of desire, assuming both sins belong to the same kind of sin. But actively to prevent a neighbor's good is not always a mortal sin. Therefore, it is not always a mortal sin to grieve at a neighbor's good, which is to envy.

Mortal sin cannot belong to perfect human beings. But a movement of envy arising surreptitiously can belong to them. Therefore, envy is not a mortal sin.

Children not yet able to talk cannot commit mortal sin, since they do not yet have the use of reason, only in which there is mortal sin. But children can have envy, for Augustine says in his *Confessions*: "I have seen and known a jealous child; he was not yet able to talk, but he became pale, casting bitter looks at his foster-brother." Therefore, envy is not a mortal sin.

Every mortal sin is contrary to the ordination of charity. But envy, which is chagrined at the good of another, inasmuch as it redounds to one's own harm is not contrary to the ordination of charity. And all people by that ordination ought to love themselves more than others, and neighbors more than strangers, as Ambrose says. Therefore, envy is not a mortal sin.

Every mortal sin is the contrary of some virtue. But envy is not the contrary of any virtue but rather the contrary of an emotion that the Philosopher in the *Ethics* calls just anger. Therefore, envy is not a mortal sin.

*On the contrary:*

Gregory, explaining Prov. 14:30, "Envy is rottenness of the bones," says: "The sin of envy causes even strong acts of virtue to vanish before the eyes of God." But only mortal sin does this. Therefore, envy is a mortal sin.

The *Journey Reading of Clement* relates that Peter said that three sins merit equal punishment: when one kills with one's hands, when the tongue detracts, and when the heart envies or hates. But homicide is a mortal sin. Therefore, envy also is.

Isidore says in his work *On the Supreme Good*: "There is no virtue of which envy is not the contrary, since only misery lacks envy." But only mortal sin is the contrary of every virtue. Therefore, envy is a mortal sin.

As Augustine, on Ps. 105:25, "He [God] turned their hearts to hate his people," says: "Envy is hatred of another's happiness." But hatred is long-standing anger, as he himself says. Therefore, all envy is something long-standing and so cannot be a venial sin arising suddenly, as it were.

Only mortal sin kills spiritually. But envy kills spiritually, as Job 5:2 says: "Envy slays the childish."
And a gloss on 2 Cor. 2:15, "We are the sweet fragrance of Christ," says: "This fragrance brings life to those who love and death to those who envy." Therefore, envy is a mortal sin.

**Answer:**

As I have said, we note the genus or species of a moral act by its matter or object. And so also we call a moral act good or evil by its genus. But the soul lives by charity, which joins us to God, who gives life to the soul. And so 1 Jn. 3:14 says: "One who does not love abides in death," since death is the privation of life.

Therefore, when we understand something as contrary to charity by the relation of an act to its matter, the act is necessarily a mortal sin by reason of its kind. For example, killing a human being imports something contrary to charity, by which we love our neighbor and wish our neighbor to live and to exist and to have other good things. For such belong to the nature of friendship, as the Philosopher says in the *Ethics*. And so homicide is a mortal sin by reason of its kind. And if there should not seem to be anything contrary to charity by the relation of an act to its object (e.g., uttering an idle word or the like), there is not mortal sin by reason of its kind. And yet such things can become mortal sins by something else being added, as I have maintained before. And envying implies something contrary to charity by the very relation of the act to its object, since it belongs to the nature of friendship that we wish as good things for our friends as we do for ourselves, as the *Ethics* says, inasmuch as a friend is in one respect another self. And so for a person to be chagrined at the happiness of another is evidently contrary to charity, since one loves one's neighbor through charity. And so Augustine says in his work *On True Religion*: "One who envies a good singer does not love the good singer." And so envy is a mortal sin by reason of its kind.

But we should consider that there can belong to the genus of mortal sin an act that is not a mortal sin because it is not completely such a sin, namely, because the act does not attain the complete nature of that genus of sin. And this indeed happens in two ways. It happens in one way regarding the efficient cause, namely, that the act does not proceed from deliberative reason, which is the proper and chief efficient cause of human acts. And so sudden movements, even in the genus of homicide or adultery, are not mortal sins, since they do not completely attain the nature of moral acts, whose source is reason. It can happen in a second way regarding the object, namely, that an act's object because of its slight gravity does not attain the complete nature of the object, since reason understands something small as if it were nothing. For example, this is evident in the case of I heft; if one should take an ear of corn or the like from the field of another, we should not think that such a person sins mortally, since both the one who takes the thing and i he one from whom it is taken regard it as nothing.

Therefore, it can accordingly happen that although envy is a mortal sin by reason of its kind, a movement of envy is not a mortal sin because of the incompleteness of the movement itself. A movement of envy may be incomplete either because the movement is sudden and does not proceed from deliberative reason, or because a human being is chagrined at a good of another so little as to seem to be nothing. For example, the latter would be the case if one playing a game, such as running a race or some such sport, should envy the winner.

**Replies to the Objections:**

- We posit in the definition of something only what is intrinsic, not what is accidental. Therefore, when we say that envy is sadness at the happiness or glory of another, we need to understand this insofar as one is saddened at the very happiness of another, as is such, at which one is saddened because one wants to excel in a singular way. And so we say in a strict sense that one who is surpassed by someone in glory or happiness and grieves over it is envious. But one can be saddened at the happiness of another for other reasons, which sometimes belong to other sins, not to envy. For example, one who hates someone
is not saddened at that person's happiness insofar as it is an excellence, but insofar as it is simply a good of the person one hates. For inasmuch as one wishes evil on an enemy, one is consequently saddened at any good the enemy has. And so the difference between the envious and the hateful is that the envious are saddened at the good of another only if the other should thereby excel, or the envious should lose the uniqueness of their glory, while the hateful are saddened at every good of their enemy. There can also be still another reason why persons are saddened at the happiness of another, namely, because they fear that some harm may come to them or those they love because of the other's good. And this sadness belongs to fear rather than envy, as the Philosopher says in the Rhetoric. And fear can be good or evil. And so it can occur either with sin, when the fear is evil, or without sin, when the fear is good. And so Gregory, explaining the cited words, adds that "we believe this when we think that some justly rise at the fall of someone, and when we fear that many are unjustly crushed at rise of another." And so he also adds that such sadness is without the moral fault of envy.

- There cannot be mortal sin when there is only the movement of a sense appetite, but there is the movement both of a sense appetite and of reason when the movement of sadness results from the deliberation of reason. And so there can be mortal sin. But we can also say that such names of emotions sometimes signify only the very acts of the will, and sadness in this way will belong to the rational part of the soul, not to a sense appetite.

- What is mortal sin by reason of its kind cannot become venial if the act be completely such an act, but this can happen because of the incomplete nature of the act, as I have said.

- One can without mortal sin prevent the good of someone because of the incomplete nature of the act, since the good impeded does not have the complete nature of good, either because the good is slight, or because the good is undeserved.

- A surreptitious movement of envy is incomplete, and even such a movement of envy belongs to children lacking the use of reason.

- And so the reply to objection 6 is evident.

- When persons are saddened at the happiness of another because of the harm that thereby threatens them or their families, such sadness belongs to fear, not envy. And so it can sometimes be without sin, as I have said.

- Envy regards two objects, since it consists of sadness at the prosperity of a good person. And envy can accordingly be contrary to two virtues. For regarding the prosperity at which one grieves, pity, which grieves at the adversity of good persons, is the contrary of envy. And regarding the good person at whose prosperity one is saddened, the zealous anger that we understand as retribution, namely, when one is saddened at the fact that evil persons prosper in their wickedness, is the contrary of envy. And although pity and zealous anger seem to be emotions that regard the nature of sadness, they take the nature of virtue insofar as rational choice supervenes.

Replies to the Arguments in the Section On the Contrary:

- Gregory is speaking in the cited text about envy insofar as it is a mortal sin. And St. Peter is also speaking about such envy of desire, which indeed merits the same punishment as homicide as to the kind of punishment, since both merit eternal punishment.

- And so the reply to argument 2 is clear.
• Mortal sin is contrary to the virtue of the one who sins, and envy is contrary to every virtue of another, not every virtue of the one who sins, as Isidore says. And so he could not prove from this that envy is a mortal sin.

• Envy consists of hatred of another human being's happiness, not of the human being, as we include under hatred all the emotions of the soul inclining toward evil that originate from hatred. And we should not understand the statement of Augustine that hatred is long-standing anger as if all hatred be such, as a condition of the movement of hatred, but because long-standing anger causes hatred.

• The cited authorities are speaking about envy as a mortal sin.

Third Article
Is Envy a Capital Sin?

It seems that envy is not, for the following reasons:

• It belongs to a capital sin to have daughters but not to be the daughter of anything else. But envy is the daughter of pride, as Augustine says in his work On Holy Virginity. Therefore, envy is not a capital sin.

• Envy is a sadness, as I have already said. But sadness signifies the terminus of an appetitive movement, since human beings are saddened when they incur an evil they hitherto hated. Therefore, envy is not a capital sin, since it belongs to the nature of a capital sin that all other sins originate from it.

• We attribute daughters to any capital sin. But envy does not seem to have any daughters, for Gregory in his work Morals attributes five daughters, which are: hatred, gossiping, detraction, exultation over those suffering adversity, and distress about those prospering. And none of these seem to be daughters of envy, since it is rather hatred and gossiping and detraction and exultation over those suffering adversity that produce hatred, and distress about those prospering seems to be the same as envy. Therefore, envy is not a capital sin.

On the Contrary:

Gregory in his work Morals lists envy among the capital sins.

Answer:

Capital sins are those from which other sins naturally arise by reason of being the final causes of other sins, as I have said before. But ends have the nature of good, and the appetite strives in the same way for good and the enjoyment of good, that is, pleasure. And so as the desire for good moves the appetite to do something, so also does the desire for pleasure.

And we should consider that as good is the end of the appetitive movement that consists of pursuit, so evil is the end of the appetitive movement that consists of avoidance. For as one who wills to acquire a good pursues it, so one who wills to be without an evil avoids the evil, and as pleasure is the enjoyment of good, so sadness is a malaise by which an evil depresses the spirit. And so human beings, because they reject sadness, are induced to do many things that repel sadness or to repel things inclining them to sadness. Therefore, since envy is sadness at the glory of another as conceived to be an evil, it follows that human beings out of envy strive to do disordered deeds against their neighbor, and envy is accordingly a capital sin.

And regarding this striving of envy, one thing is like a starting point, and another thing like an end point. The starting point is indeed that a person excludes the glory of another that causes the person to be sad. And one
As Gregory says in his work *Morals*, pride is the common mother of all sins. And so the fact that envy is the daughter of pride does preclude envy being a capital sin.

Sadness, although the end point in execution, is nonetheless first in intention, namely, insofar as many other movements result from avoidance of sadness.

Nothing prevents the same sins arising from different sins in different respects. Therefore, anger produces hate as one provoked to anger inflicts an injury, and envy produces hate as one conceives the good of the person envied as an impediment to one's own excellence. Likewise, gossiping and detraction and exultation over those suffering adversity arise out of hate as persons belittle every good and exaggerate every evil of their enemy. These things result from envy only in respect to taking away another's excellence. And distress at those prospering is in one respect envy itself and in another respect envy's daughter. For insofar as one is saddened at another prospering as much as one is adverse to the other's singular excellence, then the distress is envy itself. And insofar as one is saddened at another's prosperity because it results despite one's own striving to prevent it, then the distress is the daughter of envy.

**QUESTION XI**

*On Spiritual Apathy*

**First Article**

*Is Spiritual Apathy a Sin?*

It seems that spiritual apathy is not, for the following reasons:

- Virtue and sin, since they are contraries, belong to the same genus. But virtue belongs to the genus of love, for Augustine in his works *On Church Customs* and *City of God* says that virtue is the right ordination of love. Therefore, since spiritual apathy does not belong to the genus of love and is rather a sadness, as Damascene says, it seems that spiritual apathy is not a sin.

- A gloss on Ps. 107:1, "Give thanks to God," designates four temptations, namely, error, the difficulty of overcoming inordinate desires, apathy, and worldly turmoil. But error and difficulty and worldly turmoil are not sins. Therefore, neither is apathy, which is a spiritual apathy, a sin.

- Every sin is due to human beings, as Hos. 13:9 says: "Your destruction is due to you, O Israel." But spiritual apathy, since it is a sadness, is not attributable to human brings. For a gloss on 2 Cor. 9:7, "Not
glumly or by compulsion," etc., says: "If you act with sadness, the deed is done regarding you, but you do not do it." Therefore, spiritual apathy is not a sin.

• An act cannot simultaneously be meritorious and a sin. But an act done with spiritual apathy is meritorious. For example, such would be the case if one fasts out of devotion or obedience and yet the very fasting makes the person sad, and then there is in the fasting spiritual apathy, which is apathy about a virtuous spiritual good. Therefore, spiritual apathy is not always a sin.

• Damascene says in his work On Orthodox Faith that spiritual apathy is oppressive sadness. But oppression seems to be punishment rather than sin. Therefore, spiritual apathy is punishment rather than sin.

• Spiritual apathy seems to be sadness or boredom concerning an interior good, about which a gloss on Ps. 107:18 says: "Their souls abhorred every kind of food." Therefore, if spiritual apathy is a sin, either it is a sin because it does not receive a spiritual good, or it is a sin because, spurning the spiritual good, it receives a bodily good. But it cannot be sin because it does not receive a spiritual good, since not to receive is a privation, not an act, and every praise or blame results from an act, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics, and blame is due to sin. Therefore, if spiritual apathy be a sin, we conclude that it is a sin because, contemning a spiritual good, it pursues a bodily good. But pursuit of good belongs to concupiscible power, as avoidance of evil belongs to irascible power. Therefore, it seems that spiritual apathy, although it seems rather to belong to irascible power, belongs to concupiscible power.

• Gregory says in his work Morals that spiritual apathy is an interior sadness of mind whereby one prays or chants psalms less devoutly. But human beings do not have the power to pray devoutly. Therefore, they do not have the power to avoid spiritual apathy. Therefore, spiritual apathy is not a sin, since no one sins regarding what one cannot avoid.

• Damascene in his work On Orthodox Faith designates spiritual apathy a species of sadness, which is one of the four emotions. But emotions are not sins, since we are neither praised nor blamed on their account. Therefore, spiritual apathy is not a sin.

• What the wise choose is not a sin. But the wise choose spiritual apathy or sadness, for Eccl. 7:4 says that "the heart of the wise is where there is sadness." Therefore, spiritual apathy or sadness is not a sin.

• What God rewards is not a sin. But God rewards sadness, for Mal. 3:14 says in the person of the wicked: "What reward have we because we kept his ordinances and walked sorrowful before him?" Therefore, spiritual apathy or sadness is not a sin.

On the Contrary:

Gregory in his work Morals lists spiritual apathy with other sins, and so does Isidore in his work On the Supreme Good.

Answer:

As Damascene makes clear, spiritual apathy is a certain sadness, and so also Gregory in his work Morals sometimes substitutes sadness for spiritual apathy. And the object of sadness is a present evil as Damascene says. And there are two kinds of good, one that is truly good, and one that appears to be good because it is good in some respect, but is not truly good because it is not good in every respect. Just so, there are two kinds of evil, one that is truly and absolutely evil, and one that is apparently and in some respect evil but, in reality, absolutely good.
Therefore, love and desire and pleasure regarding a true good are praiseworthy, and love and desire and pleasure regarding an apparent but false good are blameworthy. So also, hate, aversion, and sadness concerning a true evil are praiseworthy, and hate, aversion, and sadness regarding what is in some respect and apparently an evil but absolutely good are blameworthy and sins. And spiritual apathy consists of boredom or sadness regarding a spiritual and interior good, as Augustine says on Ps. 107:18, "Their souls abhorred every kind of food." And so since interior and spiritual good is truly good and can only be apparently evil, namely, insofar as it is contrary to carnal desires, spiritual apathy as such is evidently sinful.

But we should note that we can consider spiritual apathy in two ways, since it is a sadness: in one way as the act of a sense appetite; in the second way as the act of the intellectual appetite, that is, the will. For all names of such dispositions as indeed acts of sense appetites designate emotions, but as acts of the intellectual appetite designate only movements of the will. And sin intrinsically and in the strict sense belongs to the will, as Augustine says. And so spiritual apathy, if it should designate an act of the will avoiding an internal and spiritual good, can have the complete nature of sin. But if we should understand spiritual apathy as the act of a sense appetite, it has the nature of sin only from the will, namely, insofar as the will can forbid such a movement. And so if the movement is not forbidden, it has some nature of sin but not the complete nature.

Replies to the Objections:

- Love is the source of all dispositions, as Augustine makes clear in his work City of God. And so when he says that virtue is the right ordination of love, the predication is by virtue's cause, not by its essence. For not every virtue is essentially love, but every disposition to virtue originates from a rightly ordered love, and likewise, every disposition to sin origins from a disordered love.

- The mode of argument of this objection is not valid. For it is not necessary that everything predicated of a subdivision of something common should also be predicated of other subdivisions. For things listed one after another as subdivisions of something common share in that common thing but not necessarily in anything else. And so the four temptations share in the common nature of temptation, but nothing prevents one of them being a sin, and the others not being sins. For example, temptation from the flesh is not without sin, but temptation from an enemy can be altogether without sin.

- Acts done out of sadness or fear are mixtures of the voluntary and the involuntary, as the Ethics says, and insofar as they are partially involuntary, they are not attributable to us. But the very movement of sadness is attributable to ourselves.

- Nothing prevents a deed considered in itself living a source of sadness and yet being a source of pleasure as related to the service of God. And so also we say that even the martyrs in their tears produced fruit, as Augustine explains. Nor is emotional sadness spiritual apathy, since such sadness concerns an external evil, not an interior good. For example, the martyrs rejoiced over their interior good, and the more the external evil saddened them, the more their joy gained them merit. And likewise if one willingly fulfilling obedience or a precept should be sad about some distressful or difficult assignment, such sadness is not spiritual apathy, since it relates to an external evil, not an interior good.

- We say that sadness is oppressive insofar as it suppresses the desire to act, and the oppression of sadness regarding good deeds accordingly has the nature of sin rather than punishment, since it springs from ourselves.

- We do not distinguish irascible and concupiscible powers by pursuit and avoidance, since it belongs to the same power to seek good and avoid the contrary evil. Rather, we distinguish them by the fact that pursuit of a good difficult to obtain or avoidance of an evil difficult to avoid belongs to irascible power,
and pursuit or avoidance of good absolutely belongs to concupiscible power. And accordingly, as hope and fear belong to irascible power, so joy and sadness belong to concupiscible power. And so spiritual apathy insofar as it belongs to a sense appetite belongs to concupiscible power. And yet spiritual apathy is not necessarily without sin because it avoids a spiritual good. This is so both because the very avoidance is an appetitive movement and not only a privation, and because even if it were to be only a privation, which is not to receive a spiritual good, this also could have the nature of moral fault, in which case we say that there is a sin of omission.

- The devotion of human beings originates from God. But insofar as human beings can dispose themselves to having or preventing devotion, lack of devotion is for that reason a sin. Nevertheless, the cited authority does not say that spiritual apathy is lack of devotion, but that lack of devotion results from spiritual apathy.
- Damascene is not speaking about spiritual apathy as a sin, namely, as it consists of sadness about an interior spiritual good, but generally as sadness about any evil. And so he is speaking about spiritual apathy as a species of emotion, not as a sin.
- —
- In reply to objections 9 and 10, we should say that the arguments are valid about the sadness over something absolutely evil, and such sadness is praiseworthy.

**Second Article**

Is Spiritual Apathy a Special Kind of Sin?

It seems that spiritual apathy is not, for the following reasons:

- Spiritual apathy, since it is sadness, is contrary to pleasure. But pleasure is not a special kind of virtue, since virtuous persons take pleasure in their virtuous acts, as the *Ethics* makes clear. Therefore, sadness over a spiritual good is not a special kind of sin.
- What results from every sin is not a special kind of sin. But sadness over a spiritual good results from every sin, since what is contrary to a person's good is a source of sadness for the person, and a virtuous spiritual good is contrary to every sin. Therefore, spiritual apathy is not a special kind of sin.
- People have said that spiritual apathy is sadness over a spiritual good in a particular respect, namely, inasmuch as spiritual apathy prevents bodily rest. But to desire bodily rest belongs to carnal sins. And to desire something and to be sad at its prevention belong to the same consideration. Therefore, if spiritual apathy be a special kind of sin only because it prevents bodily rest, then spiritual apathy would be a sin of the flesh, although Gregory lists spiritual apathy with spiritual sins, as his work *Morals* makes clear. Therefore, spiritual apathy is not a special kind of sin.

**On the Contrary:**

Gregory in his work *Morals* lists spiritual apathy with other kinds of sin. Therefore, it is special kind of sin.

**Answer:**

If spiritual apathy were to be absolutely sadness at whatever spiritual good in whatever respect, then it would necessarily be a consequence of every sin, not a special kind of sin.

Therefore, in order that spiritual apathy be designated a special sin, we need to say that there is sadness about a
spiritual good in a particular respect. And we cannot say that there is a particular respect insofar as the sadness prevents a bodily good, since spiritual apathy accordingly would not be a sin distinct from the sin that concerns the bodily good. This is so because it is regarding the same consideration that we take pleasure in something and flight from its impediment. Just so, in the case of things of nature, it is by the same natural power that heavy things go down from higher places and strive for lower places. And so we see that as one takes pleasure in food because of gluttony, so also one by reason of the same sin is saddened over abstinence from food. What prevents a bodily good is the reason why a spiritual good causes sadness, but it is not the reason why sadness about the good is a special kind of sin.

Therefore, we should consider that nothing prevents something considered in itself being a particular kind of good, something that is nonetheless the general end of many things. And so charity is a particular virtue, since it is first and chiefly love of the divine good and secondarily love of our neighbors' good, and such good is the end of all or many other goods. Therefore, a deed of a special virtue (e.g., chastity) can be loveable and pleasurable in two ways: in one way as the act of such a virtue, and this belongs to chastity; in the second way as the act is ordained for the divine good, and then it belongs to charity. Therefore, we should say that to be saddened over the special good that is the interior and divine good causes spiritual apathy to be a special kind of sin, as loving this good causes charity to be a special virtue. And this divine good is a source of sadness for human beings because of the contrariety of the spirit to the flesh, since "the flesh lusts against the spirit," as the Apostle says in Gal. 5:1And so when desire of the flesh is dominant in human beings, they have distaste for spiritual good as contrary to their good. Just so, human beings with infected taste buds have distaste for healthy food and grieve over it whenever they need to consume such food. Therefore, such sadness and abhorrence or boredom regarding a spiritual and divine good is spiritual apathy, which is a special sin. And so, in order to repel this apathy, the wise man in Sir. 6:26 warns: "Bow your shoulders and bear it [spiritual wisdom], and do not grow weak in its bonds."

Replies to the Objections:

• Pleasure over a spiritual and divine good belongs to the special virtue that is charity, as Gal. 5:22 says: "The fruit of the spirit is charity, joy, peace."

• Every sinner is saddened at spiritual good by reason of the special nature of the virtue that is contrary to the sinner's sin. But a sinner is saddened at spiritual apathy itself by reason of the nature of a divine spiritual good, which is the special object of charity.

• The reply to objection 3 is evident from what I have said. For the contrariety to bodily rest causes a spiritual good to be a source of sadness but does not cause a special nature of sin.

Third Article

Is Spiritual Apathy a Mortal Sin?

It seems that spiritual apathy is not, for the following reasons:

• Perfect human beings have no mortal sin. But spiritual apathy is a sadness we find in perfect human beings, and the Apostle in 2 Cor. 6:10 says in their person: "As if sad but always rejoicing." Therefore, spiritual apathy is not a mortal sin.

• Every mortal sin is contrary to a precept of God. But spiritual apathy does not seem to be contrary to any precept, since no precept about pleasure is included in the precepts of the Decalogue. Therefore, spiritual apathy is not a mortal sin.
Since sadness concerns a present evil, as Damascene says in his work On Orthodox Faith, spiritual apathy, which is a sadness, needs to concern a present evil, which is indeed truly good but apparently evil. Spiritual apathy cannot concern the truly good, which is the uncreated good. This is so both because the presence of such good involves no boredom or sadness, as Wis. 8:16 says about divine wisdom that "no conversation or company with her is boring," and because there can be no mortal sin if the uncreated good be present. Therefore, we conclude that spiritual apathy is sadness over a present created good. But turning away from a created good does not cause mortal sin. Rather, only turning away from the immutable good does. Therefore, spiritual apathy is not mortal sin.

A sin of deed is not less than a sin of desire if they belong to the same genus. But to refrain in deed from a created spiritual good leading to God is not a mortal sin. For example, one who does not fast or pray does not sin mortally. Therefore, even withholding of desire from a created good through sadness is not always a mortal sin. And so spiritual apathy is not it mortal sin by reason of its kind, since then it would always be a mortal sin like homicide and adultery.

People have said that withdrawal in deed from an obligatory created good causes mortal sin. But deeds that are not obligatory are sometimes more spiritual, and yet to withdraw from them is a mortal sin only if a vow makes them obligatory. Indeed, there is also no sin if one does not observe virginity or poverty. Therefore, neither is every sadness over a spiritual good a mortal sin.

To refrain in deed from a spiritual good is a mortal sin only insofar as human beings are obliged to do that good deed. But even if human beings are obliged to do a spiritual good deed, they are still not obliged to do it with pleasure, since the pleasure realized in a deed is the sign of an inherent habit. And so those without a virtuous habit cannot be obliged to do it with pleasure. Therefore, even spiritual apathy concerning an obligatory spiritual good is not a mortal sin.

Every mortal sin is contrary to the spiritual life. But the spiritual life does not require that we do things with pleasure; it suffices that we do them; otherwise, all who were to do something that they ought to do, if they were to find no pleasure in it, would sin mortally. Therefore, spiritual apathy, which is contrary to spiritual joy, is not a mortal sin.

Not every inordinate desire is a mortal sin, since proneness to inordinate desire threatens us from the corruption of our nature. But proneness to seek rest and to avoid toil, which seems to belong to spiritual apathy, threatens us from the same corruption. Therefore, not all spiritual apathy is a mortal sin.

On the Contrary:

• Damascene says that spiritual apathy is a sadness. But it is not sadness in accord with God, since then it would not be a sin. Therefore, it is worldly sadness. But worldly sadness produces death, as the Apostle says in 2 Cor. 7: Therefore, spiritual apathy is a mortal sin.

• Augustine says in his Literal Commentary on Genesis that Jacob, saying to his sons: "You will bring my old age with sadness down to hell," seems to have feared that he would be so disturbed by excessive sorrow that he would go to the hell of sinners and not to the repose of the blessed. And everything that withdraws persons from the repose of the blessed and brings them to the hell of sinners is a mortal sin. Therefore, the sadness that is spiritual apathy is a mortal sin.

• On Ps. 43:5, "Why are you sad, O my soul?" a gloss says that "it teaches that we should avoid worldly sadness, which extinguishes patience and charity and hope and inflounds the whole good life." Therefore, spiritual apathy is a mortal sin, since we call what extinguishes charity and the other virtues
mortal sin.

Answer:

We can easily show from what I have said before that spiritual apathy as a special sin is a mortal sin by reason of its kind. For spiritual apathy signifies a sadness arising out of the repugnance of human desires for divine spiritual good, since such repugnance is obviously contrary to charity, which belongs to a divine good and rejoices in possession of that good. Therefore, since what is contrary to charity, which gives life to the soul, is a mortal sin, it evidently follows that spiritual apathy is a mortal sin by reason of its kind, since "Those who do not love abide in death," as I Jn. 3:14 says.

And we should consider that envy, which is sadness at a neighbor's good, is a mortal sin by reason of its kind insofar as it is contrary to charity regarding love of neighbor. Just so, spiritual apathy, which is sadness over a divine spiritual good, is a mortal sin by reason of its kind insofar as it is contrary to charity regarding love of God. But it is true regarding all sins mortal by reason of their kind that movements incompletely belonging to the genus of such sins, namely, movements without the deliberation of reason, are not mortal sins. And so such movements of spiritual apathy are venial sins, as I have said before about movements of envy. Nonetheless, when carnal desire so prevails over reason that human beings are deliberately saddened over a divine spiritual good, such movements of the will are evidently mortal sins.

Replies to the Objections:

• Perfect human beings can have incomplete movements of spiritual apathy at least regarding sense appetite, since no human beings are so perfect that they retain no opposition of the flesh to the spirit. But the Apostle in the cited text seems to be speaking about sadness over temporal evils, not about sadness over a spiritual good.

• Spiritual apathy is contrary to the precept to keep holy the Sabbath, which as a moral precept commands repose of the mind in God.

• God as present in our minds does not allow sadness or mortal sin to accompany his presence. And so spiritual apathy is sadness about a good that is divine by way of participation, not sadness about the presence of God himself.

• Spiritual apathy is not withdrawal of the mind from every spiritual good but withdrawal from a spiritual good to which the mind is necessarily obliged to adhere, and that spiritual good is a divine good, as I have already said.

• [And the foregoing makes clear the reply to objection 5.]

• The argument of this objection is valid about the spiritual good of the particular acts of particular virtues, since no precept commands that human beings take pleasure in everything. But a precept does command that human beings take joy in God, just as a precept commands that they love God, since pleasure results from love.

• The pleasure resulting from charity, to which spiritual apathy is contrary, necessarily belongs to the spiritual life, just as charity itself does, and so spiritual apathy is a mortal sin.

• As inordinate desire belongs only to a sense appetite, which results from the corruption of human nature, is not a mortal sin because it is an incomplete movement, so also neither is such spiritual apathy a mortal sin.
Fourth Article

Is Spiritual Apathy a Capital Sin?

It seems that spiritual apathy is not, for the following reasons:

- As pleasure results from love, so sadness results from hate. But hate is not a capital sin. Therefore, much less is spiritual apathy, which is a sadness.

- Capital sins are those that dispose us to the acts of other sins. But spiritual apathy seems to render us immobile rather than dispose us to the acts of other sins. For it is oppressive sadness, as Damascene says. Therefore, spiritual apathy is not a capital sin.

- A capital sin has daughters. But spiritual apathy does not seem to have the daughters Gregory in his work *Morals* assigns to it. For malice is common to all sins. And rancor belongs to hate, which anger generates. And pusillanimity and despair belong to irascible power, but spiritual apathy belongs to concupiscible, not irascible, power. And torpor regarding precepts seems to be the same as spiritual apathy. And letting the mind wander seems to be contrary to the nature of sadness, which restricts the mind. Therefore, we ought not designate spiritual apathy a capital sin.

On the Contrary:

The authority of Gregory in his work *Morals* lists spiritual apathy or sadness among the capital sins.

Answer:

Those sins are capital from which other sins arise by reason of the capital sins being the final causes of other sins, as I have said before. And as human beings proceed to do or avoid many things in order to seek pleasure, so also they proceed to do or avoid many things in order to avoid sadness. For both ways of proceeding seem to have the same nature, that is, to seek good and avoid evil. And spiritual apathy is sadness over an interior divine good, as envy is sadness over a neighbor's good, as I have said. Therefore, as many sins arise out of envy because human beings do many things inordinately to repel the sadness that results from a neighbor's good, so also is spiritual apathy a capital sin. And no human being can long remain pleasureless and sad, as the Philosopher says in the *Ethics*. Therefore, two things result from sadness, one of which is that human beings withdraw from things that make them sad, and the other of which is that they turn to other things in which they find pleasure. And the Philosopher accordingly says in the *Ethics* that those who cannot enjoy spiritual pleasures turn their endeavors for the most part to bodily pleasures. And so due to the sadness conceived regarding spiritual goods, their minds then wander over the illicit things in which the carnal spirit takes pleasure. And in avoiding such sadness, we note the progression wherein human beings indeed first avoid spiritual goods and then attack them. And both withdrawal from a divine good hoped for, which is despair, and withdrawal from spiritual good deeds to be done belong to avoidance of spiritual goods. And the latter withdrawal as regards the general things necessary for salvation is indeed torpor concerning the commandments. And withdrawal from spiritual good deeds as regards difficult things falling within the counsels is pusillanimity. And further, persons may, indeed, if they be unwillingly made to engage in spiritual good deeds that cause them sadness, first conceive indignation at prelates or any persons who make them engage in such deeds, and this is rancor. And they may then conceive indignation and hatred against even the spiritual good deeds, and this is malice in the strict sense.

Replies to the Objections:

- Among the virtues, we designate love, from which pleasure results, the chief virtue, that is, charity, since
the divine good and the good of neighbor are loveable as such. And the divine good and the good of neighbor are not hateable as such but only insofar as they incidentally cause sadness. And so we understand capital sins by reason of sadness rather than by reason of hatred.

- Spiritual apathy indeed immobilizes the persons subject to it from the things that cause their sadness but renders them prone to contrary things.
- Gregory does not understand malice insofar as it is common to every sin, but insofar as it signifies hostility to spiritual goods. And nothing prevents anger and spiritual apathy generating rancor, since different causes can cause the same thing in different respects. And that pusillanimity and despair belong to irascible power does not prevent spiritual apathy causing them, since concupiscible emotions cause all irascible emotions. And torpor regarding the very deeds to be done is not sadness itself but an effect of sadness. And so spiritual apathy results in sadness, as if the heart is weighed down because apathy restricts it, and so the heart shrugging off such heaviness escapes to other things.

**QUESTION XII**

**On Anger**

**First Article**

*Is All Anger Evil, or Is Some Anger Good?*

It seems that all anger is evil, for the following reasons:

- Jerome, explaining Mt. 5:22, "Everyone angry with his brother," etc., says: "Some codices add 'without cause,' but the statement is unqualified in authentic codices, and anger is completely reproved. For if we are commanded to pray for our persecutors, every occasion for anger is removed. Therefore, we should delete 'without cause,' since human anger does not accomplish God's justice." Therefore, all anger is evil and forbidden.
- As Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names*, anger is natural to dogs but unnatural to human beings. But what is contrary to the nature of human beings is evil and sin, as Damascene makes clear in his work *On Orthodox Faith*. Therefore, all anger is sin.
- Evil for the human soul consists of being contrary to reason, as Dionysius says in the same chapter.' But anger is always contrary to reason, for the Philosopher says in the *Ethics*: "Anger seems in some respect to listen to reason but to mishear it," that is, not to hear it perfectly, as he afterwards explains. Therefore, anger is always evil.
- The Lord in Mt. 7:3-4 reproves those who have a beam in their own eye and wish to cast out a mote from another's eye. Therefore, much more are those to be reproved who put a beam in their own eye in order to cast out a mote from another's eye. But such are those who become angry in order to correct another, for Cassian says in his work *The Institutes*: "Intense emotion of anger for whatever reason blinds the eye of the heart." Therefore, those are to be reproved who become angry in correcting their brother, and much more are those who become angry for any other reason.
- The perfection of human beings consists of imitation of God. And so Mt. 5:48 says: "Be perfect as your Father is perfect." But "God judges with tranquility," as Wis. 12:18 says. "Anger, however, takes away peace of mind," as Gregory says in his work *Morals*. Therefore, all anger detracts from human
perfection, as it separates us from the likeness of God.

- Everything good or morally indifferent is useful for virtuous acts, since the use of good things is a virtuous act, as Augustine says in his work *On Free Choice*. But no anger is useful for virtue, for Cassian says in the cited work: "When the Apostle says in Eph. 4:3 r: 'Let us put all anger away from us,' he makes absolutely no exception for what is necessary or useful for us." And Cicero says in his *Tusculan Disputations*: "Courage does not need to call on anger; it is perfect enough when armed with its own weapons." Therefore, no anger is good.

- Gregory says in his work *Morals*: "When anger strikes down peace of mind, anger brings the mind torn and rent into complete confusion, so that the mind is not in harmony with its very self and loses the force of its inner likeness." And so it is evident that anger especially harms the soul. But we call something evil because it causes harm, as Augustine says in his *Enchiridion*. Therefore, all anger is evil.

- A gloss on Lev. 19:17, "Hate not your brother in your heart," says that anger is inordinate desire for revenge. But to seek revenge is contrary to God's law, for Lev. 19:i8 adds: "Do not seek revenge." Therefore, anger is always a sin.

- There is like judgment about like things. Therefore, we ought also to judge similarly about things with the same name. But we designate anger among the capital sins. and every one of the other things called capital sins is always evil and never good, as is evident to anyone going through the capital sins one by one. Therefore, anger is always evil and never good.

- Causes can be most powerful even if they be least in size, as the Philosopher says. But capital sins cause sins. Therefore, they are the greatest in evil. Therefore, they have no admixture of good. And so no anger is good.

- What prevents the best activity of human beings is evil. But even anger out of zeal for rectitude prevents the best activity of human beings, namely, contemplation. For Gregory says in his work *Morals*: "When even striving for righteousness troubles a person, the contemplation that only a tranquil heart can perceive is destroyed." Therefore, all anger is evil.

- As Cicero says in his *Tusculan Disputations*, emotions are diseases of the soul. But all bodily diseases are evils of the body. Therefore, all emotions of the soul are evils of the soul. Therefore, all anger is evil.

- The Philosopher says in the *Topics* that one who undergoes emotion but refrains from it is one who undergoes emotion but is not controlled by it, and a gentle and temperate person is one who does not undergo emotion. And the Philosopher thereby holds that being virtuous consists of undergoing no emotion, and so every emotion is contrary to virtue. But everything contrary to virtue is evil. Therefore, all anger, since it is an emotion, is evil.

- All those who usurp for themselves what belongs to God sin. But all those who become angry usurp to themselves vengeance, which belongs only to God, as Dt. 32:35 says: "Vengeance is mine, and I shall repay." For anger is the desire for vengeance, as the Philosopher says. Therefore, all those who become angry sin.

- Valerius Maximus relates of Archytas of Tarentum that when his slave had offended him, he said: "I would punish you severely were I not angry with you." Therefore, it seems that anger prevents due correction.

- If any anger be good, only anger that rises up against sin is. But no anger is such, since anger, as the
emotion of a sense appetite, arises only against evils perceived by the senses. Therefore, no anger is good.

On the Contrary:

- Chrysostom says: "Those who become angry without cause will be guilty, and those who become angry with cause will not. For if there be no anger, teaching is bootless, the judicial process undermined, and crimes unchecked." Therefore, some anger is good and necessary.

- Divine precepts lead only to good. But a divine precept instructs us to be angry, as Eph. 4:26 says: "If you are angry, do not sin." And a gloss explains: "Be angry at sinners, for this is a natural movement of the soul customarily associated with correction of the wayward. Therefore, it tells us to be angry at sinners, indicating that such anger is good." Therefore, not all anger is evil.

- Gregory says in his work *Morals*: "Those who wish us to be angry only with ourselves and not also with our wayward neighbors do not understand correctly. For if we are commanded to love our neighbors as ourselves, it follows that we should be as angry at their sins as with our own."

- Damascene says in his work *Orthodox Faith* that Christ was angry, and yet Christ had no sin, as 1 Pet. 2:22 says. Therefore, not all anger is sin.

- Every sin is blameworthy. But some who become angry are not blameworthy, as the Philosopher says in the *Ethics*. Therefore, not all anger is a sin.

Answer:

There was a controversy about this question among ancient philosophers, for the Stoics said that all anger is evil, and the Aristotelians said that some anger is good.

Therefore, in order to perceive what is closer to the truth in this matter, we should note that we can consider two things regarding anger or any other emotion: one the formal element, as it were; the other the material element, as it were. The formal element in anger indeed concerns the appetitive soul, namely, that anger desires vengeance, and the material element belongs to a bodily disturbance, namely, that anger increases the circulation of blood around the heart.

Therefore, if we should consider anger by its formal element, then it can belong both to a sense appetite and to the intellectual appetite, that is, the will, insofar as one can will to take vengeance. And so anger can evidently be either good or evil. For it is evidently virtuous for one to seek vengeance according to the proper ordination of justice, as, for example, when one seeks vengeance for the correction of sin without violating what the law prescribes. And this is to be angry at sin. And anger is a sin when one inordinately desires vengeance, or because one seeks vengeance contrary to what the law prescribes, or because one seeks vengeance with the aim of doing away with the sinner rather than the sin-and this is to be angry at one's brother. And there would have been no disagreement between the Stoics and the Aristotelians on this point, for even the Stoics conceded that willing vengeance is sometimes virtuous. But the whole controversy concerned the second element, the material element in anger, namely, the disturbance of the heart, since such disturbance prevents the judgment of reason, of which virtuous good chiefly consists. And so for whatever reason one is angry, this seems to be to the detriment of virtue, and all anger to that extent seems to be evil.

But if one should consider the matter rightly, one will find that the Stoics in their evaluation erred in three ways. First, they indeed erred regarding their failure to distinguish between the unconditionally best and the best in a particular case. For something better unconditionally may not be better in a particular case. For example, it is
better, absolutely speaking, to philosophize that to have money, but for one in need of necessities, it is better to have money, as the *Topics* says. And it is good for dogs by reason of their natural condition to be ferocious, although this is not good for human beings. Therefore, since human nature is a composite of soul and body, and of an intellectual nature and a sensory nature, it belongs to the human good that the whole composite as such be subject to virtue, namely, both regarding the intellectual part and the sensory part and the body. And so the virtue of human beings requires that a desire for due vengeance belong to both the rational part of the soul and the sensory part and the body itself, and that the body itself be moved to observe virtue.

Second, the Stoics did not consider that anger and other such emotions can be related to judgments of reason in two ways. Anger can be related to judgments of reason in one way antecedently, and then anger and all such emotions necessarily always prevent judgments of reason, since the soul can best judge truth in a certain tranquility of mind. And so also the Philosopher says that the soul becomes knowledgeable and prudent when at rest." Anger can be related to judgments of reason in a second way as a consequence, namely, because after reason has judged and ordained a mode of vengeance, then emotion arises to achieve it. And then anger and other such emotions do not prevent the previous judgments of reason but rather help to execute the judgments more readily, and the emotions in this way are useful for virtue. And so Gregory says in his work *Morals*: "One should take the greatest care lest the anger that we adopt as an instrument of virtue dominate the mind and give orders as if our mistress. Rather, let anger never withdraw from following reason like a handmaid ready to render service. For anger stands up more firmly against sin when it serves reason as a subject."

Third, the Stoics erred in not correctly understanding anger and other emotions. For although not all appetitive movements are emotions, they failed to distinguish emotions from other appetitive movements in that the other appetitive movements belong to the will, and emotions to sense appetites, since they did not distinguish the two kinds of appetite. But they did distinguish the appetites by calling emotions appetitive movements that transgress the moderation of well-ordered reason. And so they called emotions diseases of the soul, as diseases of the body transgress the moderation of health. And so all anger and emotion was necessarily evil. On the other hand, we rightly call anger any movement of the sense appetite, and reason can ordain such movements, and anger insofar as it results from a judgment of reason serves reason in readily executing the judgment. And the condition of human nature requires that reason control sense appetites. Therefore, we need to say in agreement with the Aristotelians that some anger is good and virtuous.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- Jerome is speaking about the anger whereby one is angry at one's brother, as the words III the Lord that he explains make clear. And all such anger is evil, but the anger at sin is good, as I have said.
- Anger prevailing over reason is not natural to human beings. Rather, it is natural for them that they obey reason.
- The Philosopher is speaking in the cited text about intemperate anger, which is punt subject to reason.
- Anger, when it obeys judgments of reason, indeed disturbs reason to a degree, but it helps to promote readiness to execute the judgments. And so such anger does not take away the ordination of reason that judgments of reason have already previously established. And so Gregory says in his work *Morals* that sinful anger blinds the eye of the mind, but zealous anger only disturbs rather than blinds the eye of the mind.
- God is incorporeal. Therefore, as he does not act with bodily members, so he does not act with sense appetites. But it belongs to the virtue of human beings that they use the movements of sense appetites, just as they use bodily instruments.
The anger preceding judgments of reason is useless for, and harmful to, virtue. But the anger subsequent to judgments of reason is useful for executing the judgments of reason, as I have said.

We should understand the words of Gregory about sinful anger. And so he himself also shows in what follows that there is another kind of anger that is praiseworthy and virtuous.

God's law prohibits punishment inflicted only out of malicious vengeance but not punishment inflicted out of zeal for justice.

We should make judgments based on the nature of things, not their names. And so things with the same name need not be judged the same way; otherwise, the fallacy of equivocation would be ignored. Therefore, we should note that sins contrary to gentleness lack a name, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. And so we substitute the word "emotion" for the expression "capital sin." And because emotions can be good or evil, anger can be good or evil. But we designate other capital sins by the names proper to the sins, and so the other capital sins are always evil.

Evil causes only through the power of good, as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names. And so capital sins have the power to be sources of sins by reason of good, insofar as the capital sins' ends are desirable and cause movements to certain acts, not by reason of evil. And so capital sins do not need to be especially and simply evil. And yet we can say that anger as a capital sin is never good.

Not everything that prevents something better is evil; otherwise, matrimony would be evil, since it prevents virginity. And moreover, what prevents something good at a particular time can also be better for the moment. And so although contemplation is the best of human activities, absolutely speaking, an action that anger supports can be better in a particular case.

The argument of this objection is valid about anger insofar as anger designates a disordered movement, as the Stoics understood it.

The Philosopher in the Topics introduces as examples things he thinks to be false, but others think to be probable. And such is his statement that virtue consists of undergoing no emotion, since this was the position taken by the Stoics. And he in the Ethics argues against the opinion of those who said that virtues are emotionless states. And yet we can say that virtue consists of undergoing no disordered emotion.

Those who are angry at the sin of their brother seek the vengeance of God, not their own vengeance. For sin is only an offense against God, and so those who are justly angry do not usurp for themselves what belongs to God.

Archytas had not determined the means of avenging the wrong, and so he was unwilling to determine it while angry lest he punish too much.

We can consider two things regarding anger, namely, the reason for anger that reason communicates, and this can be sinful, and second, the harm to which a sense appetite inclines, and this is always something perceptible.

Second Article

Can Anger Be a Sin?

It seems that anger cannot, for the following reasons:
Anger is an emotion. But we neither merit nor incur demerit for our emotions, nor are we praiseworthy or blameworthy because of them, as the Philosopher makes clear in the Ethics. Therefore, anger is not a sin.

As a lame man is a human being, so our fallen nature is a nature. But getting angry belongs to our fallen nature. Therefore, anger is something befitting our nature. But nothing such is a sin. Therefore, anger is not a sin.

We should not judge that what of itself can be ordained for good or evil is a sin. But anger can be ordained for good or evil. Therefore, anger as such is not a sin.

The proper acts of the natural powers of the soul are not sins, since sin is contrary to nature, as Damascene says in his work On Orthodox Faith. But anger is an act of irascible power, which is a natural power of the soul. Therefore, anger is not a sin.

Every sin is voluntary, as Augustine says. But anger is not voluntary, since an angry person acts with sadness, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics, and sadness concerns things that happen to us against our will, as Augustine says in the City of God. Therefore, anger is not a sin.

Things beyond our power are not sins, since no one sins regarding what one cannot avoid, as Augustine says. But anger is beyond our power, since a gloss on Ps. 4:4, "If you are angry, do not sin," says that movements of anger are beyond our power. Therefore, anger is not a sin.

The Philosopher says that anger consists of increased circulation of blood around the heart. But this does not imply any sin. Therefore, anger is not a sin.

Jerome says in his Letter to Antoninus the Monk that becoming angry belongs to human beings, but that not inflicting injury belongs to Christians. But what belongs to human beings as such is not a sin. Therefore, anger is not a sin.

Every sin involves a turning toward a transitory good. But anger is a turning toward an evil, that is, harm to be inflicted on a neighbor, not toward a transitory good. Therefore, anger is not a sin.

On the Contrary:

The Apostle says in Eph. 4:31: "Every indignation and anger is removed from us." But he would not say this unless anger were to be a sin. Therefore, anger is a sin.

Answer:

Anger signifies a certain appetitive movement. But it signifies pursuit, not avoidance. And because the proper object of pursuit is a good, not an evil, all appetitive movements whose objects are evil (e.g., loving or desiring an evil, and rejoicing at an evil) are evil if they belong to pursuit of the objects, as I have said. And anger indeed signifies a desire for some evil, that is, the harm one seeks to inflict on a neighbor, but anger desires that evil under the aspect of good, namely, righteous vengeance, not under the aspect of evil. For an angry person seeks to injure another in order to avenge an injury inflicted on the person. And we judge appetitive movements by the formal rather than the material element of their object. And so we should say that anger is the pursuit of good rather than the pursuit of evil, since what anger seeks is good in a formal sense but evil in a material sense. And although every pursuit of evil is evil, not every pursuit of good is good. Rather, we need to consider whether the good is really and absolutely good or apparently and relatively good. For the pursuit of something really and absolutely good (e.g., the love of and desire for and joy over wisdom) is good. And the pursuit of something
apparently and relatively good but really and absolutely evil is evil, as is evident in the case of gluttony and sexual lust, regarding which we condemn the desire for something apparently and falsely good. Therefore, we should say regarding the question at issue that anger will be good and virtuous and called zealous if it be a desire for vengeance insofar as it is really righteous. But anger is a sin if it should belong to a vengeance apparently and falsely righteous. And Gregory in his work *Morals* calls such anger sinful.

And a vengeance so desired is apparently righteous because of a previous injury that reason dictates should be avenged, but the vengeance is not really and absolutely righteous, since it does not observe the proper ordination of justice. This may be so because a person seeks a greater retribution than the person ought, or because a person seeks vengeance on the person's own authority when such is not permitted to the person, or because a person does not seek vengeance for a proper end. And so the Philosopher says in the *Ethics* that an angry person indeed begins to hear reason, namely, as the person judges that an injury should be avenged, but does not fully listen to reason because the person does not take heed to follow the right ordination of vengeance as reason dictates. And so the Philosopher compares anger to servants who hasten to carry out commands before they hear them in their entirety, and so make mistakes.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- We say that emotions are neither praiseworthy nor blameworthy because they, as such, do not signify anything in accord with, or contrary to, reason. But if we add to emotions something that renders them in accord with reason, such emotions will be praiseworthy. And if we add to emotions something that renders them contrary to reason, such emotions will be blameworthy. And so we designate anger a sin insofar as anger does not fully listen to reason, as I have said. And yet we say that anger is a sin both as an emotion, that is, the movement of a sense appetite, and as designating an act of the intellectual appetite, that is, the will, as I have said.

- Something can belong to a lame man as a human being, and this belongs to him intrinsically as a human being and accidentally as a lame man. For something accidentally related to the man as a human being can belong to him insofar as he is lame. And likewise, anger can belong to our fallen nature insofar as it is fallen, for this results in movements of anger departing from the ordination of reason.

- As I have said before, we substitute the name of the emotion, which is intrinsically indifferent, for the name of the vice, since the vice contrary to gentleness lacks a name. And it is in this way that we call anger a sin. And so such anger is related only to evil.

- And we should say the same in reply to objection. For anger designates the act of a natural power insofar as anger is an emotion indifferently related to good or evil.

- An angry person acts with a sadness that results from an injury inflicted on the person. And so we cannot conclude from this that anger is involuntary. Rather, we can conclude that something involuntary causes anger, since people would never become angry unless something were to be inflicted on them against their will.

- The gloss is speaking about a disordered anger as belonging to a sense appetite before full deliberation by reason. And such movements of sense appetite are indeed within our power in particular cases, since we can prevent such movements by turning our thoughts to other things, although we cannot prevent disordered movements from arising.

- The Philosopher gives that definition of anger by its material element, since the increased circulation of blood around the heart belongs to a bodily alteration. But such a bodily disturbance results from the will's movement that constitutes the formal element in anger. And the nature of sin consists of that
We sometimes understand the name "human being" to mean human weakness, as 1 Cor. 3:3 does: "Since there are still jealousy and strife among you, are you not carnal and walking in a human way?" And this is the way in which we speak of disordered anger belonging to human beings, since such anger belongs to human weakness.

The object of anger is an evil under the aspect of something good, and so it signifies a turning toward a good.

**Third Article**

**Is Anger a Mortal Sin?**

It seems that anger is, for the following reasons:

- A gloss on Eph. 4:26, "Do not let the sun set on your anger," says that Christ never dwells where there is anger. But only mortal sin is incompatible with Christ dwelling in our soul. Therefore, anger is a mortal sin.

- The Lord says in Mt. 5:21-22: "You have heard that it was said to our forefathers, 'Thou shalt not kill, and whoever kills will be liable to judgment.' But I say to you that everyone who is angry with his brother will be liable to judgment." And it is clear from this that anger deserves the same punishment in the New Law that murder deserved in the Old. But murder was always a mortal sin in the Old Law. Therefore, anger is a mortal sin in the New Law.

- Everything that deserves eternal damnation is a mortal sin. But anger deserves eternal damnation, for a gloss on Mt. 5:22 says these three things, namely, judgment, the court, hell, express in particularity different stages in the process of eternal damnation corresponding to different kinds of sin. Therefore, anger is a mortal sin.

- Gregory says in his work Morals: "Through anger, justice is abandoned, peace disrupted, the splendor of the Holy Spirit expelled." But only mortal sin does these things. Therefore, anger is a mortal sin.

- Every willful desire for what Christ has reserved to himself is a mortal sin. But "anger is the lust for vengeance," as Augustine says in the City of God. And Christ reserves vengeance to himself, as Dt. 32:35 says: "Vengeance belongs to me, and I shall repay." And that text says in other words: "Mine is punishment." Therefore, anger is a mortal sin.

- What increases evil deeds seems to be an evil deed, that is, a mortal sin. But anger increases evil deeds, as a gloss on Prov. 29:22, "An angry man provokes quarrels," says. Therefore, anger is a mortal sin.

- Only a remarkable sin weakens the intellect, since the remarkable qualities of perceptible objects similarly weaken the senses. But anger weakens the intellect, for Gregory says in his work Morals that anger blinds the eye of reason. Therefore, anger is a remarkable sin, and such sin is mortal.

- What is contrary to reason seems to be a mortal sin. But inordinate anger is contrary to the judgment of reason, as is clear from what I have said before. Therefore, anger is a mortal sin.

- What is contrary to the nature of human beings is a mortal sin. But anger is such, for human beings are by nature gentle animals, and anger is contrary to gentleness. Therefore, anger is a mortal sin.

- Whatever is contrary to acts of charity is a mortal sin. But anger is contrary to acts of charity that will
good for a neighbor, and anger wills harm to a neighbor. Therefore, anger is a mortal sin.

- We call sins mortal because they kill spiritually. But Job 5:2 says that "anger kills a stupid man." Therefore, anger is a mortal sin.

On the Contrary:

- A gloss on Ps. 4:4, "If you are angry, do not sin," says: "Anger that is not carried into effect is venial." But consent by itself never renders venial things that are mortal sins by reason of their kind even before they are carried into effect. Therefore, anger is not a mortal sin by reason of its kind.

- A sin of deed is no less a sin than a sin of desire. But an angry deed is not always a mortal sin. For example, such is the case when one through anger inflicts a slight harm on a neighbor, whether by striking the neighbor lightly or by rebuking the neighbor or by doing some such thing. Therefore, neither is anger a mortal sin by reason of its kind.

- Augustine says in the City of God that Christian teaching does not consider whether one is angry but rather why a pious soul is angry, But no mortal sin can accompany piety. Therefore, anger is not a mortal sin.

- Some anger is virtuous, as I have maintained before, and some anger is a mortal sin. Therefore, some anger in between is a venial sin.

- No mortal sin can coexist with the Holy Spirit. But anger can coexist with the Holy Spirit, for we read in 2 Kgs. 2:15 that the spirit of Elijah rested on Elisha, and yet Elisha immediately afterward cursed the young boys, and "two bears came out of the forest and mauled forty two of them." And the cursing seems to belong to extreme anger. I'herefore, anger is not a mortal sin.

- The New Law permits no mortal sin. But the New Law permits anger, as a gloss on Eph, 4:26, "If you are angry, do not sin," makes clear. Therefore, anger is not a mortal sin.

- Concupiscence is baser than anger, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. But concupiscence is not always a mortal sin. Therefore, neither is anger.

- No appetitive movement prior to full deliberation by reason is a mortal sin. But larger is always prior to the full deliberation of reason, since anger never fully listens to reason, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. Therefore, anger is not a mortal sin.

Answer:

We should consider whether moral acts are good or evil by reason of their kind, and whether the acts, if evil, are mortal or venial sins, in relation to their objects, since the acts derive their species from their objects. And I have said that the object of anger as sin is unrighteous anger, which is simply the harm that one inflicts on a neighbor contrary to the obligations of justice. And such anger by its nature signifies mortal sin. For inasmuch as the duty of justice falls under a precept, everything contrary to the obligations of justice is contrary to the precept and so is a mortal sin. And so sinful anger is a mortal sin by reason of its kind, since such anger is simply the will to harm one's neighbor unjustly because of a previous offense by the neighbor.

But a sin may be mortal by reason of its kind and nonetheless venial because of the incompleteness of the act, as I have said regarding other sins. I have said before that acts of human beings can be incomplete in two ways. The acts are incomplete in one way regarding the one who acts, and then the incomplete acts of human beings belong only to sense appetites prior to judgments of reason, which is the proper source of activity by human
beings. And such movements of sense appetites to commit mortal sins, even to commit adultery or homicide, are venial sins. We call acts incomplete in the second way regarding their object, which we consider as if nothing because it is slight. For reason understands something slight as if it were nothing, as the Philosopher says in the Politics. And so although taking someone else's property is a mortal sin by reason of its kind, taking something trivial, which is as if of no value or no importance, is not a mortal sin. For example, such would be the case if one were to take a small bunch of grapes from someone's vineyard. And there may be venial sins in the genus of sins of anger in both ways: in the first way as a sudden movement of anger to which reason does not consent is a venial sin; in the second way because the harm inflicted is slight. For example, the harm may be slight if one angry at a child wants to pull the child's hair or ear a little, or do some other slight thing, to punish the child. But when one desires to avenge oneself without observing justice, by inflicting serious harm with the consent of deliberative reason, such anger is always a mortal sin.

And since some anger is a mortal sin, and some anger a venial sin, we need to reply to both sets of arguments.

Replies to the Objections:

- The gloss is speaking about sinful anger, when the movement of anger is complete both regarding the one who acts and regarding the object. For then there is always mortal sin, as I have said.
- And we should say the like in reply to objections 2, 3, and 4.
- God reserves part of retribution to himself alone. For he has committed infliction of retribution regarding public sins to others legally constituted in positions of power; as Rom. 13:4 says of those holding legitimate power that they are "avengers of God's wrath on evildoers." But he has reserved to himself alone judgment and retribution regarding hidden sins, as 1 Cor. 4:5 says: "Do not judge before the appointed time." God has also reserved to himself alone that he be avenged for his own sake, since human beings should be avenged because of the moral fault committed against them that is an offense against God, not for their own sakes. Therefore, when one seeks vengeance for one's own sake or contrary to the prescriptions of legally constituted authority, one usurps to oneself what belongs to God, and so one sins mortally unless the act be incomplete, as I have said.
- Both adding evil deeds to evil deeds and providing the occasion for sin can cause in increase of sins. And anger that is a venial sin can cause an increase of sins by providing an occasion for sin.
- Something can weaken the intellect or reason in two ways. Something weakens the intellect or reason in one way intrinsically and directly by reason of a contrariety, and only mortal sin does so in this way. Something weakens the intellect or reason in a second way indirectly and by accident insofar as a bodily alteration prevents the use of reason. And even anger that is a venial sin can in this way prevent the use of reason, but we do not in the strict sense say that anger blinds reason except when anger leads reason to consent to sin.
- Reason directs everything for an end. Therefore, what excludes our proper end is directly contrary to reason, and only mortal sin does this. But if the disorder regards means without excluding our proper end, the disorder is, strictly speaking, outside reason but not contrary to it, and a venial sin.
- Anger is contrary to the nature of human beings, who are rational animals, insofar as anger is contrary to reason, and such anger belongs only to the anger that is mortal sin.
Charity wills the good of one's neighbor under the aspect of good, and so hatred is strictly contrary to charity. But anger desires evil for one's neighbor under the aspect of retributive justice, not as evil, as I have said. And so anger regarding an object apparently but not really just is contrary to justice, and anger as an emotion is contrary to gentleness, which is the mean regarding anger.

We should understand the cited authority to be speaking about completely sinful movements of anger.

**Replies to the Arguments in the Section**

On the Contrary:

- The gloss is speaking about anger that consists only of sense appetite, and the gloss says that such anger is carried into effect both in external deeds and by internal consent, which God imputes as a deed.

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding anger that is incomplete regarding its object.

- A pious soul is angry with zealous anger, which is virtuous, as I have said.

- There is nothing in between just and unjust vengeance, and so also neither is there anything in between virtuous and mortally sinful anger, except perhaps incomplete anger, which is a venial sin.

- Elisha cursed the young boys out of zeal for divine justice, not out of sinful anger as if because of vengeful spite.

- The Apostle allows movements of incomplete anger that consist solely of sense appetite.

- If complete inordinate desire should belong to something a mortal sin by reason of its kind, it is also a mortal sin. But if the inordinate desire is incomplete, it is a venial sin, just as I have said about anger.

- Anger does not fully listen to dissuading reason, but anger sometimes fully listens to consenting reason.

**Fourth Article**

*Is Anger a Less Serious Sin Than Hate and Envy and the Like?*

It seems that anger is not, for the following reasons:

- We call things evil because they harm, as Augustine says in his work *Enchiridion*. Therefore, the more harm something causes, the more serious the sin. But anger causes greater harm to human beings than envy does, for Hugo of St. Victor says in his work *On the Five Sevens* that "pride takes God away from human beings, envy takes away their neighbor, anger takes away themselves."

- Effects are like their causes. But anger is the effect of envy, as Hugo says in the same work. Therefore, anger is not a less serious sin than envy.

- It likewise seems that anger is not a lesser sin than hate, since we note the seriousness of sins by their effects. But hate and anger have the same effects, namely, inflicting harm on one's neighbor. Therefore, hate is not a more serious sin than anger.

- It likewise seems that anger is a more serious sin than concupiscence of the flesh, since one thing is greater than another if the greatest of the one is greater than the greatest of the other, as the Philosopher says in the *Topics*. But the greatest sin in the genus of anger, namely, homicide, is more serious than any sin in the genus of concupiscence of the flesh. Therefore, anger is absolutely a more serious sin than concupiscence of the flesh.

- The more serious a sin, the greater repentance it induces. But repentance is more associated with anger
than with concupiscence of the flesh, since an angry person sins with sadness, but a concupiscent person does not, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. Therefore, anger is a more serious sin than concupiscence.

- Ez. 16:44 says: "Like mother, like daughters." But blasphemy, which Gregory calls the daughter of anger, is the most serious sin. Therefore, anger is a more serious sin than all the aforementioned sins.

Answer:

We should look for the differences in these sins where we find some agreement. The sin of anger agrees with the three sins regarding their object. For the object of anger is an evil to be inflicted under the aspect of a good, as I have said. Therefore, regarding the evil, anger agrees with hate, which desires evil for another, and with envy, which grieves at the good of another. And regarding the desired good, anger agrees with concupiscence, which is also a disordered desire of a good.

But absolutely speaking, anger is less serious than the three aforementioned sins. For hate seeks the evil of neighbor under the aspect of evil, and envy is contrary to the good of neighbor under the aspect of good, but anger seeks a neighbor's evil and prevents a neighbor's good only under the aspect of good, that is, just retribution. And so what causes hate and envy to strive intrinsically for an evil and accidentally for a good causes anger to strive intrinsically for a good and accidentally for an evil. And an intrinsic cause is always more powerful than an accidental cause. And so envy and hate surpass the sin of anger in malice. Likewise, the sin of concupiscence results from striving for a sensibly pleasurable good, while anger strives inordinately for an apparently righteous good in accord with reason. And so since the good proper to reason is better than the good proper to the senses, movements of anger come closer to virtue than movements of concupiscence do. And so absolutely speaking, anger is a lesser sin. And so the Philosopher says in the Ethics that the lack of restraint in concupiscence is baser than the lack of restraint in anger. And we indeed note this comparison by the very kinds of sins, since nothing prevents anger being more serious than the others by reason of additional circumstances.

Replies to the Objections:

- Envy takes one's neighbor away from oneself by a contrariety to oneself, but anger does not take oneself away from oneself in this way. Rather, anger takes oneself away from oneself indirectly insofar as the bodily disturbance of anger prevents the exercise of reason whereby human beings are self-composed.

- According to the Philosopher, sadness causes anger, and so envy, since it is a sadness, may cause anger. But anger need not be equal to envy, since effects are not always equal to their causes, although effects are like their causes.

- Anger and hatred come to inflict harm on our neighbor in different ways. And we can consider the difference in several respects, as the Philosopher says in the Rhetoric. First, indeed, anger, because it strives for harm only under the aspect of just retribution, seeks to harm only those who have injured us or our relatives, in order to inflict some retribution. But there can be hatred against strangers who have never injured us at all, because their disposition is contrary to ours. Second, anger and hatred differ because anger is always directed at particular persons, since injurious acts cause anger, and acts belong to particular persons. But hatred can be directed at a group with a common characteristic, as, for example, human beings hate the whole class of robbers. Third, anger and hatred differ because angry people seek their neighbor's harm only up to the measure that seems to them just retribution, and anger is indeed quieted when just retribution is obtained. But hatred is not satisfied with any evil, since it seeks the neighbor's evil as such. Fourth, anger and hatred differ because an angry person seeks that the other on whom the person inflicts harm perceive the fact that the evil happens to the other because of the injury
the other has committed. But a hateful person does not care howsoever undeservedly the evil befalls the other. And these things also make clear that hate is a more serious sin than anger.

- The argument of this objection would be valid if homicide were a species of anger, but homicide is an effect of anger, not one of its species. And a greater evil may sometimes result from a lesser evil.

- Concupiscence can be repented of even more than anger, since anger belongs more to reason. And the sadness associated with anger does not belong to repentance, since the sadness regards the cause provoking to anger, namely, the injury inflicted, not the act of anger.

- Since evil causes only by the power of good, sinners in sinning progress from what has a greater semblance of good, and so lesser sins very often lead human beings to commit greater sins. And so anger is not necessarily as serious as blasphemy.

**Fifth Article**

*Is Anger a Capital Sin?*

It seems that anger is not, for the following reasons:

- There is no head of a head. But anger has a head, for sadness causes anger, as the Philosopher also says. Therefore, anger is not a capital sin.

- Every capital sin is a special kind of sin. But anger, since it is contrary to many virtues, not only to one, seems to be sin in general. For example, anger is contrary to charity and justice and gentleness. Therefore, anger is not a capital sin.

- Other sins are contrary to other capital sins. For example, pusillanimity is contrary to pride, vain joy to spiritual apathy. But no other sin is contrary to anger. Therefore, anger is not a capital sin.

*On the Contrary:*

A gloss on Prov. 29:22, "An angry man provokes quarrels," says: "Anger is the gateway to all sins. And if it be shut, virtues will bestow internal peace; if it be open, the spirit will be armed to commit every kind of villainy."

*Answer:*

A capital sin is one from which other sins arise by reason of the capital sin being their final cause, as I have said before. And many things may for the most part be done inordinately to attain the end of anger, that is, to take vengeance, and those inordinate deeds are indeed sins. And so anger is a capital sin. And Gregory in his work *Morals* designates six daughters of anger, namely, quarrels, inflated ego, insults, exclamations, indignation, blasphemies. And he does so because we can consider anger in three ways: in one way as in desire; in a second way as in speech; in a third way as also resulting in deeds.

And as in desire, a sin indeed arises from anger regarding the cause of anger, that is, the injury inflicted. For the harm inflicted provokes one to anger only insofar as one considers the harm under the aspect of injustice, since retribution is then warranted for it. And the more inferior and subject one person is to another, the more unjust the harm inflicted on the superior person. And so angry persons contemplating the harm inflicted on them magnify the injustice in their minds and go on from this to avenge the lack of respect by the person who inflicted the harm. And this is indignation in the strict sense. And anger in desire causes another sin regarding what an angry person desires. For angry people mull over different ways and means whereby they can avenge themselves, and such thoughts inflate their egos, as Job 15:2 says: "The wise will never fill their bellies with fire." And then an inflated ego results from anger. Anger also issues in speech, both against God, who permits
the injury to be inflicted, and then anger causes blasphemy, and against the neighbor who inflicted the injury, and then there are two grades of anger, on which Mt. 5:22 touches. And one of these grades of anger in speech occurs when a person bursts into inordinate speech without expressing injurious words toward an individual, as in the case of one who says to a brother, "Fool," which is the exclamation of an angry person. The second grade of anger in speech occurs when a person bursts into even injurious words toward an individual, as in the case of one who says to a brother, "You fool," and insults belong to such anger in speech. And anger, as it culminates in action, causes quarrels, in which all the deeds resulting from anger, such as wounds, homicides, and the like, are included.

Replies to the Objections:

- The sadness from which anger arises is not only the sadness that is a capital sin [spiritual apathy], and so anger is not included under a capital sin.

- Anger is a special kind of sin, but it is contrary to different virtues in different respects. For example, it is contrary to gentleness regarding its very disorder of emotion, and contrary to charity regarding the harm that an angry person strives to inflict, and contrary to true justice regarding the aspect of apparent justice that an angry person contemplates. But it is more contrary to gentleness, which moderates anger.

- There is also a sin contrary to anger, namely, inordinate abatement of anger. And Chrysostom on Mt. 5:22, "Everyone angry at a brother," etc., says: "Unreasonable patience begets sins, nourishes negligence, and invites both the wicked and the virtuous to evil." But because this sin lacks a name, no other sin seems to be contrary to anger.

**QUESTION XIII**

**On Avarice**

**First Article**

*Is Avarice a Special Kind of Sin?*

It seems that avarice is not, for the following reasons:

- Every special kind of sin has a special kind of matter, since the objects of moral acts always determine the species of the acts. But avarice has a general, not a special, kind of matter, for Augustine says in his work *On Free Choice*: "We should understand avarice, which is called *philarguria* in Greek, both regarding silver or coins and regarding all immoderately desired things whenever one at all wants more than is sufficient." Therefore, avarice is not a special kind of sin.

- What includes in itself different kinds of sins is not a special kind of sin. But avarice includes in itself different kinds of sins, since even pride, which is the disordered desire for pre-eminence, is included in avarice. For Gregory in a homily on Mt. 4:1, "Jesus was led," etc., says: "There is avarice not only for money but also for high position when one desires a status above one's measure." Therefore, avarice is not a special kind of sin.

- Cicero says that "avarice is the immoderate love of possessing." But we are said to possess everything that belongs to us, both our substantial parts and our qualities and our size and our external accidents, as the Philosopher says in the *Categories*. Therefore, avarice is not a special kind of sin.

- Every special kind of sin has another sin contrary to it, as the *Ethics* says. But avarice has no other sin
contrary to it, as the Philosopher makes clear in the Ethics. Therefore, avarice is not a special kind of sin.

- What is related to all kinds of sins does not seem to be a special kind of sin. But avarice is related to all kinds of sins, for 1 Tim. 6:10 says: "Covetousness is the root of all evils." And we understand covetousness to mean avarice, as Augustine says in his Literal Commentary on Genesis. Therefore, avarice is not a special kind of sin.

- If avarice should be a special kind of sin, this is especially so inasmuch as avarice is an inordinate desire for money. But avarice is in this way sin in general, since every sin consists of a turning toward a transitory good, as Augustine says, and almost every temporal good can be acquired with money, as Eccl. 10:19 says: "Everything obeys money." Therefore, avarice is in no way a special kind of sin.

- No special kind of sin is contrary to different virtues, since only one thing is contrary to another, as the Metaphysics says. But avarice is contrary to different virtues. For it is contrary to charity, as Augustine says in his Literal Commentary on Genesis. And it is contrary to generosity, as people generally say. And it is contrary to justice as a special virtue, as Chrysostom, explaining Mt. 5:6, "Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for justice," says, since he says that justice is either virtue in general or a special virtue contrary to avarice." Therefore, avarice is not a special kind of sin.

- It belongs to avarice to hoard things that should not be hoarded. But we should especially not hoard spiritual things, since shared spiritual things are increased, not diminished. Therefore, avarice regards spiritual goods. And it is evident that avarice regards material goods. Therefore, avarice regards all goods. Therefore, avarice is a general sin, not a special kind of sin.

**On the Contrary:**

- We do not contradistinguish general things from special things. But we contradistinguish avarice from special kinds of sins. For Gregory in his work Morals contradistinguishes avarice from other capital sins. And a gloss on Gen. 3:1 says the devil tempted the first human being regarding gluttony, pride, and avarice, and so the gloss contradistinguishes avarice from other kinds Of sins. Therefore, avarice is a special kind of sin.

- A special kind of sin is contrary to a special virtue. But avarice is contrary to justice as a special virtue, as the cited authority of Chrysostom makes clear." Therefore, avarice is a special kind of sin.

- A root has the nature of a source. But we distinguish sources by the things of which they are the sources, since nothing is the source or cause of itself. Therefore, since avarice is the root of all evils, as the Apostle says, it seems that avarice is a sin distinct from other sins" And so it is a special kind of sin, not sin in general.

**Answer:**

Avarice as to the primary application of the name signifies the inordinate desire for money, for we call a person avaricious as if to say avid for money, as Isidore says in his work Etymologies. And it is consonant with this that avarice is called philarguria in Greek, love of silver, as it were. And so inasmuch as money is a special matter, it seems that avarice as to the primary application of the name is a special kind of sin. But we by an analogy amplify the name avarice to signify inordinate desire for any good, and avarice in this sense is sin in general, since every sin involves a turning toward a transitory good through inordinate desire. And so Augustine says in his Literal Commentary on Genesis that there is avarice in general when one desires anything more than one ought, and there is special avarice commonly called love of money.
And we make this distinction for the following reason. Since avarice is the inordinate love of possessing, we can understand possessing in a general way and in a second, special way, as we say we possess the things with which we can do whatever we want. Just so, we understand avarice in a general way to mean the inordinate love of possessing anything, and in a special way to mean love of possessing all of the things that we understand under the name *money*, since money measures their value, as the Philosopher says in the *Ethics*.

But because sins are contrary to virtues, we need to consider that both justice and generosity are concerned about possessions or money, although in different ways. For the mean of the equality constituted in the very things possessed belongs to justice, namely, that every person possess what is due the person. And generosity constitutes the mean in the very dispositions of the soul, namely, that no one love or desire money too much, and that everyone dispense them with pleasure or without sadness when and where one should. Therefore, some speak of avarice as the contrary of generosity, and then avarice signifies a defect regarding dispensing money and surplus goods, a defect regarding the acquisition and retention of such things due to an excessive love of money." And the Philosopher in the *Ethics* speaks of avarice as the contrary of justice, and he accordingly calls avaricious a person who takes or keeps another's goods contrary to the obligations of justice. For he contrasts lack of generosity, not avarice, with generosity, as the *Ethics* makes clear. And the cited authority of Chrysostom is consonant with this. And so is what Ez. 22:27 says: "Her rulers in her midst are like wolves seizing their prey to shed blood and to pursue plunder avariciously."

*Replies to the Objections:*

- Augustine is speaking in the cited text about avarice in the general sense.
- We should say the like in reply to objection 2.
- We say that we possess especially the possessions of which we are completely the masters. And so we should understand in the strict sense the statement of Cicero that avarice is the immoderate love of possessing, as when we speak of having possessions.
- The argument of this objection is valid regarding avarice as contrary to justice. For justice is indeed the mean between too much and too little and not the mean between two vices, as other virtues are, as the *Ethics* says. But for a person to abound in taking or keeping things beyond the obligations of justice is a vice and belongs to avarice. And for a person to have less than the person's due is to suffer injustice, not to commit it, and a punishment rather than a moral fault. And so avarice is not contrary to any other sin.
- Avarice belongs to all sins as their root and source, not as their genus. And so one can conclude from this that avarice is a general cause of sins, not that avarice is sin in general.
- We acquire with money things that are desirable in the same respect as money, namely, as they are useful for the necessities of life, so that all the things we call possessions both are included under the name "money" and constitute the matter of avarice in the special sense. And there are some things that we can acquire with money but have a different aspect of desirability. And such things belong to other special kinds of sins, for example, exalted honors to inordinate desire for fame, and excessive praise to vainglory, and pleasure in food to gluttony, and pleasure in sex to lust.
- Avarice as conceived in different ways is contrary to justice and generosity, but avarice is contrary to charity just as every mortal sin constitutes its end in a created good.
- Spiritual goods are to be shared, not hoarded, but there is not the same way of possessing or sharing those goods as one possesses or shares possessions. And so they do not belong to avarice in the strict
Second Article

Is Avarice a Mortal Sin?

It seems that avarice is, for the following reasons:

- Only mortal sin excludes one from the kingdom of God. But avarice excludes one from the kingdom of God, for Eph. 5:5 says: "No fornicator or unclean person or avaricious person, that is, a worshiper of idols, inherits the kingdom of Christ and God." Therefore, avarice is a mortal sin.

- Every sin contrary to charity is mortal, since charity brings life to the soul, as 1 Jn. 2:15 says: "The perfect love of the Father is not in one who loves the world." But avarice is contrary to charity, for Augustine says in his work Book of the 83 Questions that covetousness poisons charity. Therefore, avarice, which is the same as covetousness, is a mortal sin.

- Jn. 2:15 says: "The love of the Father is not in one who loves the world." But avarice results from inordinate love of the world. Therefore, avarice excludes the love of God from human beings and so is a mortal sin.

- What is contrary to justice seems to be mortal sin, since justice has the nature of an obligation that falls under a precept. But avarice is contrary to justice, since avarice withholds things that can bring about the benefit of neighbors. For Basil says: "It is the bread of the hungry that you hoard, the cloak of the naked that you keep to yourself, the money of the needy that you retain. And so you could help as many as you have wronged." Therefore, avarice is a mortal sin.

- A gift of the Holy Spirit is more perfect than virtue. But avarice is contrary to a gift of the Spirit, namely, piety, as a gloss on Lk. 6:35 holds. Therefore, avarice is a mortal sin.

- Mortal sin is a turning away from the immutable good and a turning toward a transitory good. But such especially belongs to avarice, which is the inordinate desire of a transitory good. Therefore, avarice is a mortal sin.

- What presses the mind down to earthly things so that it cannot rise to heavenly things seems to be mortal sin. But avarice is such, for Gregory says in his work Morals that "avarice renders the mind it has infected so heavy that the mind cannot be lifted to seek lofty things." Therefore, avarice is a mortal sin.

- Incurability is the condition of a most serious sin, since we call the sin against the Holy Spirit, which is the most serious, unforgivable. But avarice is incurable, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. Therefore, avarice is a mortal and most serious sin.

On the Contrary:

- A gloss on i Cor. 3:12, "If one has built on this foundation," etc., says that "one who thinks about worldly things, how one pleases the world, builds on wood, hay, and straw," and this belongs to the sin of avarice. But this signifies venial, not mortal, sin, for 1 Cor. 3:15 adds: "Such a one will be saved as if by fire." Therefore, avarice is not a mortal sin.

- Avarice is contrary to prodigality. But prodigality is not by reason of its kind a mortal sin. Therefore, neither is avarice, since contraries belong to the same genus.

- Superfluous accumulation of temporal things belongs to avarice in the strict sense. But such is not
always a mortal sin, since it is not contrary to a precept. Therefore, avarice is not a mortal sin.

- It seems that it is praiseworthy not to take things belonging to another. But avaricious persons sometimes do not want to take things belonging to another, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. Therefore, avarice is sometimes not evil and so not a mortal sin:

**Answer:**

We speak of avarice in two ways, as I have said. For we sometimes understand avarice as the contrary of justice, and then avarice is always a mortal sin, except perhaps because the act is incomplete, as I have said before about other sins. For then unjustly taking or keeping the things of another belongs to avarice, and this is always a mortal sin, although the first movements in this type of act are not mortal sins. And we sometimes understand avarice as the contrary of generosity, which contrary the Philosopher in the Ethics calls stinginess, and then it belongs to avarice to be excessive in the love and desire of money and all the things that money can buy. And so if we are speaking of such love and desire in a general way, avarice is not always a mortal sin. But if we are speaking of such love and desire in the strict sense, then avarice is always a mortal sin. For good is the object of love and desire, and good is in the strict sense and chiefly an end, and what is ordained to an end has the intrinsic nature of good only because of its ordination to the end. Therefore, the end is in the strict sense and chiefly the object of love and desire, and the means are the object of love and desire secondarily.

Therefore, if we call avarice the love and desire of temporal goods in such a way that we make them our end, avarice will always be mortal sin. For turning toward a created good as our end causes turning away from the immutable good, which ought to be our ultimate end, since there cannot be several ultimate ends. But if we in a general way speaking call avarice an inordinate love or desire for things of this world, then avarice is not always a mortal sin. This is so because some still love worldly things and are wrapped up in earthly affairs but in such a way that their hearts do not withdraw from Christ, and they put nothing ahead of Christ, as a gloss on 1 Cor. 3:12, "If one builds," etc., maintains.

**Replies to the Objections:**

- The Apostle does not say absolutely that an avaricious person does not participate in the kingdom of Christ and God but adds the qualification: "That is, a worshiper of idols." For avarice as idolatry excludes one from the kingdom of Christ and God because, inasmuch as one makes temporal goods one's end, one gives a creature the honor owed to God, and one ought to give such honor to God alone.

- The covetousness extinguishing charity is one that makes temporal goods a person's end. But the covetousness that does not make temporal goods a person's end, although exceeding due measure, impedes the virtue of charity from its acts but does not extinguish it.

- The foregoing makes clear the reply to objection 3.

- The argument of this objection is valid about avarice as contrary to justice. But the avarice that is the same as lack of generosity is not always contrary to justice. For persons may be ungenerous because they do not give what it would be praiseworthy to give, although they are not under an obligation of justice to give it, or because they give with regret or niggardly even what they do give. Basil is speaking about the case where people are obliged to disburse their goods to the poor, as when the goods are superfluous for a person's needs, as Lk. 11:41 says: "Give your surplus goods as alms." And avarice in such a case is contrary to piety, as the gloss cited in objection 5 says.

- And the foregoing makes clear the reply to objection 5.
• The argument of this objection is valid about avarice as constituting temporal goods one's end.

• And we should say the like in reply to objection 7.

• There is incurable avarice in one way, and the sin against the Holy Spirit in another. For we call the sin against the Holy Spirit incurable because the will adheres completely to sin. For a sinner out of ignorance chooses sin only incidentally, as the sinner chooses something sinful without knowing that it is a sin. And a sinner out of weakness indeed chooses what is intrinsically a sin but due to an impulse that quickly passes away, namely, an emotional impulse. And a sinner out of pure malice chooses sin as desirable as such, and so such incurability belongs to the seriousness of the sin. But we call avarice incurable because of the condition of the subject, since human life continually verges on deficiency of temporal goods, and every such deficiency incites to avarice. For we seek temporal goods in order to relieve the deficiencies of the present life.

Replies to the Arguments in the Section On the Contrary:

• The argument of this objection is valid about avarice as not constituting temporal goods one's end, goods that one loves or desires inordinately.

• Avarice or lack of generosity is more contrary to the virtue of generosity than prodigality is, as the Philosopher shows in the Ethics. And so prodigality is not a mortal sin as easily as lack of generosity or avarice is.

• The accumulation of temporal goods contrary to justice is always a mortal sin. And so Hab. 2:6 says: "Woe to those who pile up things not their own." Likewise, the accumulation of temporal goods, even if not contrary to justice, is a mortal sin if one makes them one's end.

• Considered as such, not taking things belonging to another does not have the nature of sin, but not taking things given by another in order not to be obliged to give to others is blameworthy.

Third Article

Is Avarice a Capital Sin?

It seems that avarice is not, for the following reasons:

• Avarice is in one way contrary to generosity, as I have said. But generosity is not a chief virtue. Therefore, neither is avarice a capital sin.

• We call a sin from which other sins arise because the sin is the final cause of the other sins a capital sin, as I have said before. But such does not seem to be the case with avarice, since money, which is the matter of avarice, does not have the nature of end but is always desired as the useful means for an end, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. Therefore, avarice is not a capital sin.

• A capital sin is a sin from which other sins arise. But avarice arises from other sins. For Gregory says in his work Morals that avarice sometimes arises out of feeling superior, sometimes out of fear, as some, fearing that they will lack things necessary for their expenses, let their minds contemplate avarice. And he says there are others who, desiring to seem more powerful, are inflamed to strive for things that belong to others. Therefore, avarice is not a capital sin.

On the Contrary:
Gregory in his work *Morals* lists avarice among the capital sins.

*Answer:*

We should count avarice among the capital sins. The reason why is that we call a sin with a chief end for which many other sins are by nature ordained a capital sin, as I have said before, and thus many other sins arise from such a sin as their final cause. But the end of all human life is happiness, which all human beings seek. And so insofar as something regarding human affairs apparently or actually shares any condition of happiness, that thing has a chief place in the genus of ends.

And there are three conditions of happiness, as the Philosopher says in the *Ethics*, namely, that it be a complete good and intrinsically sufficient and accompanied by pleasure. And a good seems to be complete insofar as it has an excellence, and so excellence seems to be something chiefly desirable, and we accordingly designate pride or vainglory a capital sin. And regarding perceptible things, the greatest pleasure regards touch in foods and sex, and so we designate gluttony and sexual lust capital sins. And riches especially promise sufficiency of temporal goods, as Boethius says in his work *On Consolation*, and so we also designate avarice, which is the inordinate desire of riches, a capital sin.

And Gregory in his work *Morals* designates seven daughters of avarice, namely, treachery, fraud, falsehood, perjury, restlessness, violence, and hardheartedness against mercy. And we can understand the distinction of these things as follows. For two things belong to avarice, one of which is to be excessive in retaining things, and this part of avarice results in hardheartedness against mercy, or lack of humanity, namely, that avaricious persons harden their hearts so as not to dispense their possessions to help someone out of mercy. And the second thing belonging to avarice is to be excessive in taking things, and we can accordingly indeed first consider avarice as it belongs to an avaricious person's heart. And then avarice leads to restlessness, since avarice brings unnecessary anxieties and cares to human beings, "for money does not satisfy an avaricious person," as Eccl. 5:9 says. And second, we can consider avarice in excessive taking as executed in deed, and then an avaricious person indeed sometimes uses force in taking things belonging to another, and so there are acts of violence. And sometimes an avaricious person uses deceit, which if done by words will be falsehood in the ordinary speech whereby one deceives another for gain, and which if done by words confirmed under oath will be perjury. And if one perpetrates deceit in deeds, then there will be fraud regarding things and treachery regarding persons, as is evident in the case of Judas, who betrayed Christ out of avarice.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- Reason brings about virtue, and the inclination of sense appetites brings about vice. And so a chief vice is not necessarily contrary to a chief virtue, since we note the chiefness in virtue and vice by different considerations.

- Money, although it has the nature of utility, is analogous to happiness because it has an aspect of universality, for "everything obeys money," as Eccl. 10:19 says. And so avarice is accordingly a capital sin, as I have said.

- Nothing prevents a capital sin, from which many sins for the most part arise, also sometimes arising from other sins, as I have also said before.

**Fourth Article**

*Is Lending at Interest a Mortal Sin?*

It seems that lending at interest is not, for the following reasons:
The divine law permits no mortal sin. But the divine law permits lending at interest, for Dt. 23:19-20 says: "You shall not lend money to your brother at interest, nor the fruits of the earth, nor any other thing. But you may to the foreigner." Therefore, lending at interest is not a mortal sin.

Some have said that this was not approved for the people but rather tolerated because of the people's hardness of heart, just as bills of divorce were. But what is tolerated as an evil is not assured as a just reward. For what is assured as a reward is introduced as good and something to be desired. And lending at interest is assured in the law of God as a just reward, for Dt. 28:12 says: "You shall lend to many peoples, and you yourself shall not borrow from anyone." Therefore, lending at interest is not a mortal sin.

To forgo a counsel is not a mortal sin, since as 1 Cor. 7:28 says, a woman does not sin if she marries, although she forgoes the counsel of virginity. But Lk. 6:27 and 35 designates lending without interest among the counsels when it says: "Love your enemies, and do good to those who hate you, and lend expecting no return," whereby interest-taking is enjoined, as many explain. Therefore, lending at interest is not a mortal sin.

As human beings own their homes or horses, so also they own their money. But human beings can lease their homes or horses for a price. Therefore, human beings by like argument can take interest for the money they loan.

A contract obliging a person to do what the natural law obliges the person to do does not seem to be illicit. But the natural law obliges human beings to recompense those who have bestowed benefits on them, and the lender of money bestows a benefit, for the lender comes to the aid of those in need. Therefore, if the lender should oblige the borrower by a fixed contract to recompense the lender for such a benefit, this does not seem to be an illicit contract.

Positive law derives from natural law, as Cicero says in his Rhetoric. But civil law allows interest-taking. Therefore, it is not contrary to the natural law to lend at interest. Therefore, lending money at interest is not a sin.

Lending at interest, if it be a sin, needs to be contrary to a virtue. And lending at interest, since it consists of a transaction, namely, the loan, seems to be especially contrary to justice if it be a sin, for justice consists of such transactions, as the Ethics says. But lending at interest is not contrary to justice. This is so because we cannot say that the borrower paying interest suffers injustice, neither from himself or herself, since no people do injustice to themselves, as the Philosopher shows in the Ethics, nor from another, since one suffers injustice from another only through the other's deceit or coercion. And neither deceit nor coercion is involved in the matter under discussion, since the borrower pays interest knowingly and willingly. Therefore, neither does the lender at interest commit injustice. Therefore, the lender at interest does not sin.

People have said that there is partial coercion in a loan at interest, since the borrower pays interest as if coerced. And there is partial coercion when a necessity threatens, as is evident in the case of one who jettisons cargo into the sea to save a ship. But people sometimes borrow at interest without any great need. Therefore, it is not a mortal sin to lend at interest at least in such a case.

Anyone can alienate what one owns. But a borrower paying interest owns the money he pays the lender. Therefore, the borrower can alienate the money, and so the lender receiving it can licitly keep it.

In contracting a loan, two persons, namely, the debtor and the creditor, come to an agreement. But the
creditor can licitly forgo what the debtor owes. Therefore, the debtor can also give more without committing sin.

- It is far more serious to kill a human being than to take interest for money lent. But to kill a human being is sometimes licit. Therefore, it is sometimes far more licit to lend money at interest.

- What human beings obligate themselves to do can be licitly exacted of them. But those who pay interest obligate themselves to do this when they take a loan. Therefore, the lender at interest can licitly exact it.

- One commits simony no matter what recompense is received, whether praise or money or service. Therefore, if receiving recompense in money for money lent were to be a mortal sin, it would also seem by like argument that even any service one were to receive for money lent would be a mortal sin. And this seems very harsh.

- There are two kinds of compensation. There is indeed one kind of compensation because something is not present, namely, that one did not acquire what one could have acquired, and one is not obligated to compensate for this. There is another kind of compensation because something is wanting, namely, that something a person had has been taken away from the person, and an obligation for such compensation is generated. But persons may sometimes because of money lent suffer loss regarding what they had. Therefore, it seems that one can without sin receive some compensation for this.

- It seems more praiseworthy to lend someone money for a useful purpose than only for show. But when one lends someone money for show, to show that one is rich, one can on that account receive recompense without sin. Therefore, far more can one receive recompense if one lends money to alleviate the need of another.

- Sacred Scripture proposes the deeds of Christ for us to imitate, as Jn.13:15 says: "I gave you an example so that you may do as I have done." But the Lord in Lk. 19:23 says of himself: "I on my return might have exacted it," namely, the money lent, "with interest." Therefore, to exact interest is not a sin.

- Those who consent to others sinning mortally also themselves sin mortally. For Rom. 1:32 says that "both those who do such things and those who consent to those doing the things deserve death." But those who borrow money at interest consent to those who lend at interest. Therefore, if lending money at interest is a mortal sin, borrowing money by a loan subject to interest will also be mortal sin. And this seems to be false because of the contrary practice of many good people.

- Those who assist sinners sinning mortally seem to sin, as, for example, if one were to lend weapons to an enraged person or one bent on killing. Therefore, if lenders lending money at interest sin mortally, it seems that those who deposit money with them also sin mortally.

- People have said that those who without necessity borrow money by loans subject to interest, or who deposit their money with moneylenders, sin mortally, and that those who do so out of necessity are excused from sin. But people commonly need to borrow money at interest to avoid a temporal loss. And we should not consent to, or furnish the matter for, another's sin, since we ought to love a neighbor's soul more than all temporal goods. Therefore, the aforementioned borrowers are not excused from mortal sin because of such necessity.

- Theft seems to be a greater sin than lending money at interest, since the former is altogether involuntary regarding the victim, while the latter is in a respect voluntary regarding the borrower paying interest. But theft can sometimes be licit, as is evident in the case of the children of Israel who took vessels from the Egyptians and did not return them, as Ex. 12:35-36 says. Therfore, much more can lending money at
interest be without sin.

On the Contrary:

- Gregory of Nyssa says: "If anyone should call the malign contrivances of interest-taking theft or homicide, that person will not be in error, for what does it matter whether one possesses things snatched through a breached wall or things illicit by compelling payment of interest?" But homicide and theft are mortal sins. Therefore, lending money at interest is also a mortal sin.

  "If what is affirmed in a proposition is true, the contrary in a contrary proposition is true," as the Philosopher says. But not lending money at interest leads human beings to life, for Ez.18:17 says that those who do not lend at interest live, and Ps.14:5 and Ps. 24:5 say, "One who has not lent at interest… will receive a blessing from the Lord." Therefore, lending at interest leads to death and takes away God's blessing. Therefore, lending at interest is a mortal sin.

- Everything contrary to a precept of the divine law is a mortal sin. But lending money at interest is contrary to a precept of the divine law, for Ex. 22:25 says: "If you lend your money at interest to poor people of mine who dwell with you, you shall not squeeze them as if a tax collector nor oppress them with interest charges." Therefore, lending money at interest is a mortal sin.

Answer:

Lending money at interest is a mortal sin. And it is not a sin because it is prohibited, but rather prohibited because it is as such a sin. For lending money at interest is contrary to natural justice. And this is evident if one should correctly consider the nature of interest. For we call interest [Latin: usura] such from the word use, namely, because one receives a recompense for the use of money, as if one should sell the very use of lent money.

And we should consider that there are different uses of different things. For there are some things whose use consists of consuming the things themselves. For example, the proper use of wine consists of drinking it, and the substance of the wine is thereby consumed, and the proper use of wheat or bread likewise consists of eating it, and this consumes the wheat or bread itself. So also the proper use of money consists of spending it in exchange for other things, since money was devised to facilitate exchange, as the Philosopher says in the Politics.

And there are some things whose use does not consist of consuming the things themselves. For example, the use of a house is as a dwelling, and it does not belong to the nature of inhabitation that the house be razed. And if the house by people dwelling in it should happen to be improved or suffer deterioration, this is incidental. And we should say the same about horses and clothes and the like. Therefore, since use does not consume such things, strictly speaking, the thing itself or its use can be separately leased or sold, or both together can be alienated. For example, one can sell a house while retaining one's use of the house for a time, and one can likewise sell the use of a house while retaining one's title and ownership of the house. But regarding the things whose use consists of consuming them, the use of the thing is only the thing itself, and so whoever is granted the use of such things is also granted the ownership of the things themselves, and vice versa. Therefore, when a person lends money with the stipulation that the entire sum be returned, and the person in addition wants to have a fixed recompense for the use of the money, the person evidently sells separately the use of the money and the very substance of the money. And the use of money is only its substance, as I have said, and so the lender of money at interest sells nothing or sells the same thing twice, namely, the very money whose use consists of its consumption. And this is evidently contrary to the nature of natural justice. And so lending money at interest as such is mortal sin. And the same argument applies to everything else whose substance is consumed in its use, as
is evidently so in the case of wine, wheat, and the like.

Replies to the Objections:

- The divine law allowed the Jews to take money as interest from foreigners as something tolerated but not licit, namely, that the Jews would not be punished for it by temporal punishment. And the reason for this was that the Jews were prone to avarice. And so the lesser evil, namely, taking interest from Gentiles, was permitted to the Jews in order to avoid a greater evil, namely, taking interest from Jews, who worship God. But the prophets later warned them that they should completely abstain from taking interest, as the authorities introduced in the section On the Contrary make clear.

- Lending is sometimes broadly understood to mean lending with or without taking interest, as Sir. 29:7 evidences: "And many out of wickedness have not lent," that is, have not lent without taking interest. And lending without taking interest pertains to those who have surplus goods, and so we should understand the statement "You shall lend" to mean "You shall lend without taking interest," so that we are thereby given to understand that the Jews will so abound in temporal goods that they could lend to others without taking interest and would not need to borrow from anyone.

- Superficially, the meaning of the Gospel text can be that lending is a counsel, but if a loan be made, it is a precept that it be made without expecting interest as profit. And regarding the first point, lending is listed with the counsels. Or we can say that some things are really prescriptions or prohibitions that are above the precepts as understood by the Pharisees. For example, in Mt. 5:21-22, the Lord, commenting on the precept "Thou shall not kill," which the Pharisees understood to mean external homicide, adds: "Those who hate their brother will be liable to judgment." And it is in this way that regarding the opinion of the Pharisees that lending money at interest is not absolutely forbidden, the Lord lists among the counsels that one lend without expecting interest as profit. Or we can say that the Lord is not speaking there about expecting interest as profit but about the hope we put in human beings, for we ought not do our good deeds expecting reward from human beings but only expecting reward from God.

- Some say that homes and horses, unlike money, suffer deterioration through use, and so lenders can receive something as compensation for this. But this is no argument, since one accordingly could not justly receive greater compensation for a rented house than the house would thereby lose value. Therefore, we should say that it is licit to sell the use of a house but not the use of money, for the reason I mentioned before.

- As the Philosopher says in the Ethics, one makes recompense in one way for a benefit received in the case of a useful friendship and in another way in the case of a virtuous friendship. This is so because the utility that the beneficiary of the benefit received should be the measure of recompense in the case of useful friendship, and the disposition of the donor of the benefit given should be the measure of recompense in the case of virtuous friendship. And to oblige one by a fixed contract to recompense a benefit does not belong to virtuous friendship. This is so because a beneficent friend in such a friendship affects the disposition of the friend receiving the benefit, namely, that the beneficiary freely and generously recompense the donor when the opportunity will arise. But to oblige one by a fixed contract to recompense a benefit is proper to useful friendship, and so the beneficiary ought not be obliged to render more than the benefit received. And the beneficiary did not receive anything more than the very sum of money, since its use, which consumes the money, is only the very money, and so the beneficiary ought not be obliged to do more than return the money.

- Positive law strives chiefly for the common good of the people. And it sometimes happens that the greatest harm comes to the community if an evil is prevented, and so positive law sometimes permits
something as an exception lest the community suffer greater disadvantage, not because it is just that the thing permitted be done. For example, even God permits that some evils be done in the world so as not to prevent the good deeds that he knows how to elicit from the bad deeds. And it is in this way that positive law permits interest-taking because of the many advantages that some gain from money lent, albeit lent subject to interest.

- Those who pay interest on loans do not suffer injustice from themselves but from lenders. And lenders, although not compelling borrowers absolutely, nonetheless compel borrowers in a partially voluntary way, namely, in that the lender imposes a heavy burden on one in need of a loan, namely, that the borrower pay back more than the lender lends. And this is as if one were to sell something to another in need for much more than the value of the thing, for such a sale would be unjust, just as loans at interest are unjust.

- Things are necessary in two ways, as the *Metaphysics* says. Something is indeed necessary in one way if something else cannot exist without it, as, for example, food is necessary for human life. And something is necessary if something else can exist without it but not so well or suitably, and we accordingly call all useful things necessary. And the borrower is under necessity in either the first or the second way.

- A borrower paying interest to a lender does not pay interest completely voluntarily but under some compulsion, as I have said.

- As creditors can of their own accord licitly accept less payment of a debt, so also debtors can of their own accord pay more than the debt, and the creditor licitly receive more payment. But if this is included in a contract for a loan, the contract and receiving more payment are illicit.

- We should consider killing in general as we consider lending in general, and each can be done righteously or unrighteously. But killing an innocent person brings in a species of evil, and this cannot be done righteously, just as lending at interest cannot.

- When an obligation is licit, one can licitly exact from another that to which the other obligated self. But the very obligation to pay interest is by nature unjust, and so the lender at interest cannot exact that to which the borrower illicitly obligated self.

- A lender of money by reason of making a loan can in two ways expect a recompense from a borrower, whether in money or praise or service. A lender of money can expect a recompense from a borrower in one way as if the recompense is a debt by reason of a tacit or express obligation. And then the lender illicitly expects any such recompense. A lender of money can expect a recompense from a borrower in a second way as if the recompense is gratuitous and offered without obligation, not as if a debt. And then the lender can licitly expect a recompense from the borrower, as one who does a service for another trusts that the other will in the spirit of friendship return the favor. But the considerations regarding the simonist and regarding the lender of money differ. The simonist gives what belongs to Christ, not what belongs to self, and so the simonist ought expect only the honor of Christ and the benefit of the Church, not any recompense for self, but the lender of money gives to another only what belongs to the lender, and so the lender can expect a friendly recompense in the aforementioned way.

- A lender by reason of money lent can in two ways incur the loss of something already possessed. The lender incurs loss in one way because the borrower does not return the money lent at the specified date, and then the borrower is obliged to pay compensation. The lender incurs loss in a second way when the borrower returns the money lent within the specified time, and then the borrower is not obliged to pay
compensation, since the lender ought to have taken precautions against loss to self, and the borrower ought not incur loss regarding the lender's stupidity. And it is similar regarding buying, for the buyer of something justly pays for it as much as it is worth and not as much as the seller is hurt by its privation.

As the Philosopher says in the *Politics*, things can have two uses: one specific and primary; the other general and secondary. For example, the specific and primary use of shoes is to wear them, and the their secondary use is to exchange them for something else. And conversely, the specific and primary use of money is as a means of exchange, since money was instituted for this purpose, and the secondary use of money can be for anything else, for example, as security or for display. And exchange is a use consuming, as it were, the substance of the thing exchanged insofar as the exchange alienates the thing from the one who exchanges it. And so if persons should lend their money to others for use as a means of exchange, which is the specific use of money, and seek a return for this use over and above the principal, this will be contrary to justice. But if persons lend their money to others for another use in which the money is not consumed, there will be the same consideration as regarding the things that are not consumed in their very use, things that are licitly rented and hired out. And so if one gives money sealed in a purse to sotnronr to post it as security and then receives recompense, this is not interest-taking, sin n nlrs;1 renting or hiring out, not a contract for a loan. And the reasoning is the same if a person gives money to another to use tier display, just as, conversely, if one gives shoes to another to use as a means of exchange and on that account were to seek a recompense over and above the value of the shoes, there would be interest-taking.

The cited text calls an increase of the spiritual goods that God demands of us for our benefit interest in a metaphorical sense, and no proof can be drawn from metaphorical expressions.

It is one thing to consent with someone in wickedness; it is another thing to use the wickedness of someone for good. For one who approves that another practice wickedness, and who perhaps induces the other to do so, consents with the other in wickedness, and this is always a mortal sin. But one who turns the evil that another does to some good uses the wickedness of the other for good, and even God in this way uses the sins of human beings and brings some good out of the sins. And so also it is licit for human beings to use the sin of another for good. And when Publicola inquired whether it would be licit to use the oath of persons who swear by false gods, in which the persons evidently sin, Augustine gave the following reply. "One who uses the trustworthiness of those who have openly sworn by false gods, and does so for good, not for evil, does not associate himself or herself with their sin of swearing by devils but with their virtuous promise to tell the truth. But one who were to approve that another swear by false gods, and who were to induce the other to do so, would sin. We should likewise say regarding the matter under discussion that a person does not sin if the person borrows at interest and uses the wickedness of the lender for some good. But if one were to urge a lender who was not ready to lend at interest to do so, one would undoubtedly in every such case sin as consenting with the other sinning.

If a person were to deposit money with someone who lends at interest with the aim of seeking profit thereby from the interest, such a person would undoubtedly sin as one consenting to the sin. And it seems that we should say the same about persons who knowingly give their money to another whom the persons believe will use it to acquire profit from interest that the other could not otherwise acquire. But if people give their money to a lender who at other times lends at interest, in order that the lender's need occasioned by the loan be alleviated, not that the lender make profit, the people use the lender's wickedness rather than consent to the lender's sin. Or they provide the lender only with the matter for sinning. And so this can be done without sin.
• Human beings ought not to consent to the sin of others to avoid any material inconvenience. And yet human beings to avoid a material inconvenience can licitly use the wickedness of others or provide, not remove, the matter of sin. For example, if a robber were to intend to slay someone, and the victim were to reveal the location of his treasure to the robber, who would plunder it, in order to avoid death, the victim would not sin. And we have the example of the ten men who said to Ismael: "Do not kill us, since we have treasure in the fields," as Jer. 41:8 relates.

• It was not theft for the children of Israel to have carried off the borrowed vessels, since the authority of the one who is master of all transferred the vessels to their ownership.

QUESTION XIV

On Gluttony

First Article

Is Gluttony Always a Sin?

It seems that gluttony is not, for the following reasons:

• No one sins regarding what one cannot avoid, as Augustine says in his work On Free Choice. But no one can avoid gluttony, for Gregory says in his work Morals that "in eating, pleasure is mixed with need; we do not know what need requires, or what pleasure suffices." Therefore, gluttony is not a sin.

• Augustine says in his Confessions: "Who is there, O Lord, who does not partake of food a little beyond the measure of need?" But doing such belongs to gluttony. Therefore, we cannot avoid gluttony. Therefore, gluttony is not a sin.

• Augustine says in his work On Free Choice that there is no moral fault where nature and need dominate. But nature and need move us to gluttony. Therefore, it seems that gluttony is not a sin.

• Hunger is a desire for food, as the Philosopher says in the De anima. Therefore, intemperate hunger is an intemperate desire to consume food, and the nature of gluttony consists of this. But it is not within our power not to be intemperately hungry. Therefore, it is not within our power to avoid gluttony. Therefore, gluttony is not a sin.

• Augustine says in his Confessions: "You have taught me to approach the consumption of food as I would medicine." But we do not hold there to be any sin in the consumption of medicine. Therefore, it seems that gluttony, which consists of the consumption of food, is not a sin.

• Every sin is contrary to a virtue as an extreme to a mean, as the Philosopher makes clear in the Ethics. But gluttony is not contrary to moderation or sobriety as an extreme to a mean, since inadequate consumption of food would necessarily destroy the virtue. And this seems to be false, since inadequate consumption of food belongs to abstinence, as is evident in the case of penitential fasts and the like. Therefore, gluttony is not a sin.

On the Contrary:

What as an enemy keeps us from spiritual combat seems to be a sin. But gluttony is such, for Gregory says in his work Morals that "we do not rise to the conflict of spiritual struggle unless we first conquer the enemy
Replies to the Objections:

- The rule of reason in this matter is that human beings consume the food appropriate to sustain their substance and good condition and to enjoy the company of those with whom they live, as the *Ethics* says. Therefore, when human beings desire and consume food according to this rule of reason, they consume food according to their need. And when they exceed this limit, they go beyond the rule of reason and depart from the virtuous mean in order to satisfy their appetite for pleasure. But as the Philosopher says in the *Ethics*, there is indeed sometimes a great departure from the virtuous mean, which can be easily perceived, and there is sometimes a slight departure, which is imperceptible, and so has little of the nature of sin. And we should understand the words of Gregory in this way.

- Not everyone who consumes food beyond the measure of need sins by the sin of gluttony. For it may be the case that what one thinks necessary for oneself is superflu- ous, and then the desire for food is not intemperate, since the desire does not depart from the rule of reason. And gluttony primarily and intrinsically signifies the intemperate desire to consume food, not the intemperate consumption of food, as I have said. And we understand the measure of the consumption of food by the norm of our bodily nature. And so medical skill can ascertain that norm better than practical reason can. But practical reason can determine whether the desire for food is moderate or immoderate, even if this cannot be easily discerned when there is no great departure from reason, as I have said. Nonetheless, human beings can do so, especially with the help of God. And so Augustine after the cited words adds: "Whoever the persons are," namely, the persons who do not consume food beyond the measure of need, "they are great; let them magnify your name.

- Nature and need induce us to consume food, but the natural need for food, in accord with which reason moderates desire, is exceeded in acts of gluttony.

- There are two kinds of appetites for food. One is indeed a natural appetite, by which the appetitive, ingestive, digestive, and excretive powers serve the nutritive power of the vegetative soul, and hunger, which results from a natural need, not any sense perception, is such an appetite. And so excessive...
hunger is not a moral fault but rather lessens or completely excuses fault. The second kind of appetite is a sense appetite that results from sense perception, and emotions of the soul belong to such appetites. And the immoderate desire of such an appetite to consume food has the nature of gluttony. And so the argument of the objection was based on an equivocation.

- Food and medicine are similar in that we take both to counter the deficiencies of our bodily nature. But we can consider two differences regarding them. We note first, indeed, that we take medicine according to the rules of medical skill, and so if there be something out of order in taking medicine, we impute the mistake to the doctor administering it rather than the patient taking it. But human beings for the most part impart food by their own choice, and so we impute it to them as sin if they take too much food out of the immoderate desire for the pleasure of food. Second, taking food and taking medicine differ in that the taking of medicines, unlike the taking of food, is not pleasurable, and so in taking medicine, unlike taking food, there is no sin out of an inordinate desire for pleasure. But if a sick person, contrary to the advice of the person's doctor, were to take more of a pleasurable medicine than prescribed because of a desire for pleasure, the person would likewise sin by the sin of gluttony.

- We understand the excessive and the deficient and the mean regarding moral virtues in relation to right reason, which determines the virtuous mean, and not as to absolute quantity, as the very definition of virtue in the Ethics makes clear. And so virtue may sometimes belong to an extreme as to absolute quantity but belong to the mean in relation to right reason. Just so, the Philosopher says in the Ethics that the greatsouled person is indeed extreme in greatness," namely, in that such a person strives for the greatest things, but the person "is at the mean by what is proper." Therefore, virginity and poverty and penitential fasting belong to an extreme as to absolute quantity but to the mean in relation to right reason, and it is a sin if one should likewise fail to observe the mean by excessive abstinence. And so also Gregory says in his work Morals: "The flesh when restrained more than right is often weakened even for the performance of good deeds, so that while hastening to stifle the forces of sin within, it does not have enough strength to pray or preach. And so while pursuing the enemy, we slay the citizen we love."

**Second Article**

**Is Gluttony a Mortal Sin?**

It seems that gluttony is, for the following reasons:

- A gloss on Heb. 12:16, "Lest there be a fornicator or profane person like Esau," etc., says that Esau was profane because he was a voracious eater, that is, a glutton. But we call someone profane because of mortal sin. Therefore, gluttony is a mortal sin.

- Only mortal sin destroys virtues. But gluttony destroys virtues, for Gregory says in his work Morals: "When the sin of gluttony prevails, human beings lose everything they have done bravely, and all their virtues are destroyed when they do not restrain their belly." Therefore, gluttony is a mortal sin.

- Everything that destroys a virtuous mean destroys virtue, which consists of the mean, and so is a mortal sin. But gluttony destroys a virtuous mean, as I have said. Therefore, gluttony is a mortal sin.

- It is a more serious sin for a human being to commit suicide than to kill another, and it likewise seems to be a more serious sin to inflict harm on one's own body than on the body of another. But gluttony inflicts harm on one's own body, for Sir. 37:33-34 says: "There will be sickness in eating much food," and "Many have perished because of drunkenness." Therefore, gluttony is a mortal sin just like anger, which strives for the harm of neighbor.
As the priority of affirmative precepts is evident in the good deeds prescribed, so the priority of prohibitions is evident in the sins forbidden. But the first prohibition enjoined on human beings concerned the sin of gluttony, as Gen. 2:17, where God commanded Adam not to eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, makes clear. Therefore, the sin of gluttony is the first and greatest sin and so seems to be a mortal sin.

Mortal sin consists of turning away from God. But gluttony turns human beings away from God, since it makes human beings idolaters, as Ex. 32:6 says: "The people sat down to eat and drink, and they rose to play," that is, to worship an idol. Gluttony also causes human beings to fornicate, for Hos. 4: io says: "They shall eat and not be satisfied, they have fornicated and not stopped fornicating." Therefore, gluttony is a mortal sin.

Jerome says in his work Against Jovinian: "Greed for food, which is the mother of avarice, binds the soul with fetters." But only mortal sin binds the soul. Therefore, gluttony is a mortal sin.

Jerome says in the same work that it is contrary to nature to sink into pleasures. But what is contrary to nature is a mortal sin, since such is necessarily contrary to reason. Therefore, gluttony, which consists of a stream of pleasures, is a mortal sin.

Everything whose effect is always a mortal sin is a mortal sin. But the effects of gluttony are always mortal sins, since a gloss on Ps. 136:10, "Who struck down Egypt in their firstborn," says: "Sexual lust, pride, avarice are sins that the belly first begets." Therefore, gluttony is a mortal sin.

Sir. 39:31-32 says: "The sources of things necessary for human life are water, fire and iron, salt and milk and wheat bread and honey and clusters of grapes, and oil and clothing. All these things will be turned into blessings for the holy but into curses for the wicked and sinners." A gloss on this says: "For sinners, that is, for those who abuse these things, the things will be turned into evils, that is, into eternal damnation." But gluttony for the most part causes abuse of these goods. Therefore, gluttony deserves eternal damnation and so is a mortal sin.

What makes human beings bestial is a mortal and most serious sin. But lack of moderation, part of which consists of gluttony, makes human beings bestial, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. Therefore, gluttony is a mortal sin.

Idolatry is a mortal sin. But gluttony is a form of idolatry, for Rom. 16:18 says that some worship their belly rather than Christ the Lord, and Phil. 3:18-19 says: "Many have a way of life whose end is destruction, whose god is their belly." Therefore, gluttony is a mortal sin.

On the Contrary:

Holy persons have no mortal sin. But holy persons are sometimes gluttonous, for Augustine says in his Confessions: "Drunkenness sometimes crept upon your servant. You will be merciful, so that it be far from me." But drunkenness (belongs to gluttony. Therefore, gluttony is not a mortal sin.

Every mortal sin is contrary to a precept of the law. But gluttony is not contrary to any precept of the law, as is evident to anyone who goes through the precepts of the decalogue one by one. Therefore, gluttony is not a mortal sin.

Gregory, explaining Job 11:11, "He knows the vanity of human beings," says in his work Morals: "We are led, Job says, from vanity to iniquity when we first sink into slight sins, so that from habit making light of all things, we are not at all afraid later to commit more serious sins." And Gregory adds among
other examples an example about gluttony: "When we rest in gluttony, we immediately hand ourselves over to the folly of levity." And so he lists gluttony with slight sins. But we do not call mortal sins slight. Therefore, gluttony is not a mortal sin.

- Augustine says in his sermon on purgatory: "As often as a person takes more in food or drink than necessary, the person should know that this belongs to little sins." But taking more in food or drink than necessary belongs to gluttony. Therefore, gluttony is not a mortal sin.

**Answer:**

When we ask whether a sin is generally a mortal sin, we should understand the question to mean whether the sin is mortal by reason of its kind. This is so because, as we have said many times previously, one can find a movement that is venial sin in any kind of mortal sin (e.g., homicide or adultery). And one can likewise find an act that is mortal sin in any kind of venial sin. For example, the latter would be the case regarding the genus of idle word when an idle word is related to the end of a mortal sin. And we take the species of a moral act from its object. And so if the object of a sin is contrary to charity, of which the spiritual life consists, the sin is necessarily a mortal sin by reason of its genus or species. For example, blasphemy by reason of its object would be contrary to charity regarding love of God, and homicide by reason of its object would be contrary to charity regarding love of neighbor. And so both are mortal sins.

And the sin of gluttony consists of inordinate desire for the pleasure of food. And the very pleasure in food considered as such is contrary to charity neither regarding love of God nor regarding love of neighbor. But insofar as a disorder is or is not added, the desire can in that way be or not be contrary to charity. For the desire for such pleasure can be disordered in two ways. It can be disordered in one way such that it excludes the ordination of the ultimate end. And this indeed happens when human beings desire such pleasure as their ultimate end, since a single human being cannot have many ultimate ends. And such disorder is contrary to charity regarding love of God, whom we ought to love as our ultimate end. There can be disordered desire in a second way regarding means that leave the ordination of the ultimate end intact. For example, such is the case if one desires too much food but not in such a way that the person would want to transgress the divine precepts to obtain it. And such disorder is not contrary to charity. And a disorder in the desire for food but not a disorder taking away the ordination of the ultimate end belongs to the nature of gluttony. And so gluttony is not a mortal sin by reason of its species, but it can sometimes be a mortal or venial sin in the two aforementioned ways of disorder.

**Replies to the Objections:**

- The gloss called Esau profane on account of his gluttony because he had so great a disordered desire for food that he sold his birthright for food. And so he seemed in some respect to desire the pleasure of food as his end.

- A sin takes away virtues in two ways. A sin takes away virtues in one way directly by its contrariety to virtue, and gluttony as a mortal sin in this way takes away virtues just as other mortal sins do. A sin takes away virtues in a second way dispositionally, and even venial sins take away virtues in this way, since "one who contemns little things falls little by little," as Sir. 19:1 says.

- Every sin, both venial and mortal, takes away an actual virtuous mean, since there would be sin only if one were to depart from the mean fixed by reason. But only a sin contrary to charity, on which all virtues depend, takes away habitual virtue, and gluttony that is a venial sin accordingly takes away an actual, not the habitual, virtuous mean.

- Harm of neighbor is intrinsically the object of anger, for anger desires just retribution, which consists of
harm of neighbor. But harm of one's own body is not the proper object of gluttony. Rather, harm of one's own body sometimes results from the object apart from one's aim, and such harm is not part of the nature of gluttony. But if one knowingly out of an immoderate desire for food inflicts serious harm on one's own body by eating too much or consuming harmful foods, one would not be excused from mortal sin.

- The prohibition enjoined on Adam was not a prohibition of the sin of gluttony, since Adam could have eaten the apple without any sin were there to have been no added prohibition. But the precept was disciplinary, namely, that Adam would learn the difference between the good of obedience and the evil of disobedience, as Augustine says in his Literal Commentary on Genesis. And so the first sin of Adam was disobedience or pride, not gluttony.

- Gluttony induces one to idolatry and lust dispositively but not in such a way that the latter two sins belong to the nature of gluttony. And so it does not follow that the sin of gluttony is a mortal sin, since even a venial sin can dispose one to mortal sin.

- Mortal sin absolutely binds the soul insofar as mortal sin prevents the soul from being capable of itself to return to the ordination of charity. But venial sin binds the soul in one respect insofar as venial sin prevents actual virtue. And so gluttony as a venial sin hinds the soul in one way, and as mortal sin binds the soul in another way.

- Reason belongs to human beings by nature. And so whatever is contrary to reason is contrary to the nature of human beings. Therefore, to sink in pleasure insofar as this goes beyond the rule of reason is contrary to the nature of human beings. This is so whether one goes beyond the rule of reason by taking away the ordination of the end, which is to be absolutely contrary to reason, or by taking away the ordination of means to the end, which is to be contrary to reason in one respect, or rather, outside reason.

- We say that these three things are effects of gluttony insofar as gluttony disposes one to these sins. But it does not follow from this that gluttony is always a mortal sin.

- To use as a means is to relate things to the ultimate end that makes us happy. And so, properly speaking, those who constitute created things as their end by not relating the things to their ultimate end abuse the things, and this deserves damnation in the case of gluttony as in the case of other sins whereby human beings abuse created things in this way.

- The Philosopher does not say that intemperance in an absolute sense makes human beings bestial, but that enjoying such pleasures and especially loving them is bestial. And enjoying and loving such pleasures is bestial because such pleasures belong to things that we share with beasts. For there are other pleasures that are proper to human beings, and those who constitute their end in such pleasures love them above other pleasures.

- Those who constitute their end in the pleasure of foods pertaining to the belly, which end ought to be constituted in God alone, worship their belly as their god.

Replies to the Arguments in the Section On the Contrary:

The replies to those arguments are readily evident, since the arguments are valid regarding gluttony as a venial sin.

And we need to reply to the second argument that it seems to demonstrate that gluttony, since it is not contrary to any precept, is never a mortal sin. For we should say that precepts of the Decalogue command and forbid
things that natural reason clearly judges should or should not be done, since they fall within everyone's understanding. And so not all mortal sins are directly contrary to the precepts of the Decalogue, but some are reductively. For example, we can trace the prohibition of plain fornication to the precept "Thou shalt not commit adultery." And the prohibition of gluttony as a mortal sin is likewise by implication contrary to the precept about keeping holy the Sabbath, by which precept we understand spiritual tranquility, and the intemperance of gluttony prevents such tranquility.

**Third Article**

**Does Gregory Appropriately List the Species of Gluttony?**

Gregory in his work *Morals* lists the species of gluttony, saying: "The sin of gluttony tempts us in five ways. For it sometimes anticipates times of needing food. It sometimes seeks more sumptuous foods. It sometimes desires that foods to be consumed he prepared more meticulously. It sometimes exceeds the measure of replenishment in the very quantity of consumption. One sometimes sins in the very fervor of ravenous desire." And these are summarized in the verse: "Hastily, sumptuously, excessively, ravenously, fastidiously." And it seems that he inappropriately distinguished these five species of gluttony, for the following reasons:

- The aforementioned modes of gluttony differ regarding different circumstances, since *hastily* regards time, *sumptuously* regards the quality of the food, and so forth regarding the other modes. But circumstances, since they are accidents of acts, do not differentiate species. Therefore, we should not distinguish different species of gluttony by the aforementioned five modes.

- One may in any sin transgress the rule with respect to different circumstances. For example, an ungenerous person takes things when and where that person should not, and likewise regarding other circumstances, but we do not distinguish different species of lack of generosity in this way. Therefore, neither should we distinguish different species of gluttony by the aforementioned five modes.

- As we designate time as one kind of circumstance, so also we designate place and the person of the sinner as circumstances. Therefore, if we understand time as a species of gluttony, we should also understand place and the seven other kinds of circumstance as other species, so that there be seven or eight species of gluttony.

- As the Philosopher says in the *Ethics*, moderation, which is the contrary of gluttony, does not regard pleasures of taste as such but as pleasures of touch. But *sumptuously* and *fastidiously* seem to belong to the good flavor of food, which is the proper object of taste. Therefore, Gregory inappropriately lists these two modes as species of gluttony.

- Augustine says in his *Confessions* that "the people in the desert deserved to be reproved because they murmured against God in their desire for food, not because they desired fleshmeat." But Gregory says in his work *Morals* that the people "disdained the manna and sought fleshmeat that they esteemed more sumptuous." Therefore, desiring sumptuous food does not seem to belong to the sin of gluttony, and so it seems that Gregory inappropriately assigns the aforementioned species of gluttony.

*On the Contrary:*

The authority of Gregory, who distinguishes such species, stands to the contrary.

*Answer:*

In distinguishing species of moral acts, we need especially to consider the causes of movement that are the proper objects of voluntary acts, since the object moving the will is as if the will's form. And so we distinguish
voluntary acts by the different causes of movement, as we distinguish the acts of things of nature by the different forms of efficient causes. And the same cause of movement may sometimes be the reason why human beings transgress the virtuous mean regarding different circumstances, and then we do not understand different species of sin by different inordinate circumstances. For example, one and the same cause of movement, namely, to accumulate money, moves human beings to take things belonging to another both at a time when they ought not and in a place where they ought not and from persons from whom they ought not. And so we do not distinguish species of avarice in this way. But if there were to be different causes of movement to sin, then there would be different species of avarice, as, for example, if one were to aim to transgress some circumstances by giving too little and to transgress other circumstances by taking too much. Therefore, we should say that we distinguish the aforementioned species of gluttony by the different causes of movement. For the sin of gluttony consists of an inordinate desire for food, as I have said, and the disorder can be related either to the pleasure or the very desire.

And the cause of the pleasure can be natural or the product of human skill. The cause is indeed natural, for example, when one excessively takes pleasure in eating expensive and choice foods, as Am. 6:4 says: "You who eat lambs of the flock and calves from the midst of the herd." And the cause of the pleasure is the product of human skill, for example, when one excessively desires foods that are overdelicately prepared. Therefore, regarding the first kind of cause, we speak of eating sumptuously, and regarding the second kind of cause, we speak of eating fastidiously.

And regarding the desire, we can in three ways distinguish the disorder regarding the causes of movement. For the desire is indeed the movement of an appetitive power aiming at pleasure. And we can consider the inordinate vehemence of the movement even regarding its bodily elements in three stages. First, we can indeed consider the vehemence of the movement before the movement arrives at its intended term, and then the vehement movement hastens to arrive at the term. And likewise, desire when inordinately vehement cannot brook delay in taking food and hastens to eat. And we understand the expression hastily in this sense. Second, we consider the vehemence of the movement regarding the very arrival at the movement's term, since anything moved violently in a material way is inordinately united with the object for which it strives. And likewise, human beings are inordinately disposed regarding the consumption of food when they have a vehement desire for food. And the expression ravenously pertains to this aspect of disorder. Third, we consider inordinate the vehemence of a bodily movement after the movement has arrived at the object for which it strives, since it does not rest there but continues further. And likewise, human beings are inordinately disposed regarding the consumption of food when they desire food inordinately and their desire does not rest in the moderate amount of food that nature requires but they take more. And the expression excessively pertains to this aspect of disorder.

Replies to the Objections:

• We differentiate the aforementioned species because of different causes of movement, not different circumstances, as I have said.

• —

• The foregoing makes clear the replies to objections 2 and 3, since transgressions of different circumstances do not always have different causes of movement.

• A glutton does not take pleasure in sumptuous and meticulously prepared foods in order to judge flavors, as wine testers do, which is proper to taste as such. For the disorder of such pleasure belongs to curiosity rather than gluttony, but a glutton takes pleasure in the very consumption of sumptuous and meticulously prepared food, and this consumption is indeed the result of touching.
• Eating sumptuous food is not a sin, as Augustine says. But inordinate desire for sumptuous food can be a sin according to Gregory's scheme.

Fourth Article

Is Gluttony a Capital Sin?

It seems that gluttony is not, for the following reasons:

• As pleasure may belong to the senses of taste and touch, so also pleasures may belong to the other senses. But we do not designate capital sins regarding the pleasures of other senses. Therefore, neither should we designate gluttony, which regards the pleasure of taste, a capital sin.

• As Gregory says in his work Morals, pride is designated the queen of sins, not a capital sin, because all kinds of sins arise from it. But drunkenness is the root of all kinds of sins, for the Decretum says: "Before all else, clerics should avoid drunkenness, which inflames and nourishes all kinds of sins." And drunkenness is a species of gluttony. Therefore, we ought not list gluttony among the capital sins.

• One capital sin is not listed among the daughters of another. But sexual impurity, which Gregory in his work Morals designates a daughter of gluttony, belongs to lust, as Eph. 5:3 says: "Every fornication is sexual impurity," etc. Therefore, since sexual lust is a capital sin, it seems that gluttony is not a capital sin but superior to capital sins.

• Desiring joyful things belongs in the strict sense to the proud, as Bernard says.48 But pride is not the daughter of any capital sin. Therefore, since Gregory designates improper joy a daughter of gluttony, it seems that gluttony is not a capital sin.

On the Contrary:

Gregory in his work Morals lists gluttony among the capital sins.

Answer:

As I have said regarding previous questions, we call sins capital because they give rise to other sins as the final cause of the other sins. That is to say, a capital sin gives rise to other sins insofar as that sin's object is very desirable and desirable from the beginning, and especially insofar as the object simulates happiness, which everybody by nature desires. And one of the conditions of happiness is pleasure, without which there can be no happiness. And so the sin of gluttony, which regards one of the greatest pleasures, consisting of food and drink, is a capital sin.

Some sins arise from gluttony and are called its daughters as sins that can result from immoderate pleasure in food and drink. And we can indeed consider this regarding the body, whose sexual impurity readily results from excessive consumption of food, and then we designate sexual impurity a species of gluttony. Or else we can consider sins that can result from gluttony regarding the soul, to which governance of the body belongs, and immoderate pleasure in food and drink prevents that governance in many ways. And immoderate pleasure in food and drink indeed first prevents the soul's governance of the body by reason, whose sharpness is blunted by excessive consumption of food or excessive concern regarding its consumption, since reason itself is impeded when the lower powers of the body are disturbed by the inordinate consumption of food. And then we designate dullness of the senses in relation to the use of intelligence a daughter of gluttony. Second, a disorder results in one's disposition, which is inordinately affected when the governance of reason is lulled to sleep, and then there is improper joy. Third, disordered speech results, and then there is garrulosity, since human beings fall into verbosity when reason does not weigh their words. Fourth, disordered deeds result, and then there is rudeness,
that is, a jeering in external gestures that comes from lack of reason, to which composure of external bodily members belongs. Therefore, gluttony is a capital sin, and it has five daughters, as Gregory says in his work *Morals*, namely, improper joy, rudeness, garrulousness, sexual impurity, and dullness of the senses in relation to the use of intelligence.

Replies to the Objections:

- The pleasures of other senses result from being united with the pleasurable object only by a cognitive likeness, but the pleasures of touch result from being united with the pleasurable object physically. And so we designate capital sins regarding the pleasures of touch as more important and greater pleasures, and not regarding the pleasures of other senses except taste insofar as it is a form of touch.

- All kinds of sins result from drunkenness by the removal of an impediment to the sins, namely, insofar as drunkenness removes the judgments of reason whereby human beings are kept from sin, not by way of final causality. And so it does not follow that gluttony or drunkenness is the source of all sins, as pride is, but the source of some sins in particular that directly result out of gluttony as its special effects.

- Emission of semen can result from a cause related to the animal nature of human beings, for example, from the desire for a perceived sense pleasure, and such belongs chiefly to sexual lust. Or emission of semen can result from an internal bodily cause, namely, from surplus fluid abounding within the body, surplus fluid that causes a man to have an emission of semen, and we accordingly designate sexual impurity a daughter of gluttony.

- It belongs to pride to desire joyful things, but it belongs to gluttony that improper joy result from gluttony, since reason is impeded, as I have said.

**QUESTION XV**

**On Sexual Lust**

**First Article**

*Is Every Act of Sexual Lust a Sin?*

It seems that not every act of sexual lust is, for the following reasons:

- Fornication is an act of sexual lust. But we list fornication with things permitted, not with things that are sinful as such. For Acts 15:28-29 says: "It seemed good to the Holy Spirit and us not to impose on you any burden beyond what is necessary, that you abstain from foods sacrificed to idols, from the blood of animals, from the meat of strangled animals, and from fornication." And no consumption of food as such is sinful, since 1 Tim. 4:4 says: "We should reject nothing that we receive with thanksgiving to God." Therefore, neither is fornication a sin, and so not every act of sexual lust is sinful.

- Having intercourse with a woman is a natural act, and so the act considered as such is not a sin, just as looking at a woman is not, since each of these acts is the act of a natural power. But looking at a woman who is not one's wife is not a sin. Therefore, neither is having intercourse with a woman not one's wife a sin.

- If fornication is a sin, this is so either because of the power that elicits the act or because of the matter or because of the purpose. But fornication is not sinful because of the power, since the power that elicits the act is natural. And fornication is not sinful because of the matter, since the matter consists of women
created by God for this purpose, as Gen. 2:18 says: "Let us make for the man a helper like himself." It also may be the case that fornication is not sinful because of its purpose, as, for example, if one fornicates with the intention of begetting a child in order to foster worship of God. Therefore, it seems that not every act of fornication is sinful.

- As the Philosopher says in his work On the Generation of Animals, semen is surplus food.' But it is licit to discharge other surplus foods in any way, and one does this without sin.'Herc1orc, it seems that the like happens in the emission of semen. Therefore, not every act of sexual lust is sinful.

- We are not permitted to do for any good end what is sinful by reason of its kind, as Rom. 3:8 says: "It is not as some accuse us of saying, that we may do evil things in order to bring about good things." But a just man, a virtuous man, commits adultery with the wife of a tyrant in order to kill the tyrant and liberate his country, as a commentator says in his Commentary on the Ethics. Therefore, even adultery as such is not a sin. Therefore, much less are other acts of sexual intercourse outside of marriage, as such, sins.

- No act of a just person as such is sinful. But fornication seems to be a just act, for Gen. 38:26 says that Judas said of Tamar, with whom he had fornicated, "She is more just than I," or "She acted justly because I was guilty," as in the Hebrew text cited by Jerome. Therefore, fornication is not a sin.

- Augustine says in City of God that every sin is contrary to nature.' But fornication is not contrary to nature, since a gloss on Rom. 1:26, "Their women substituted unnatural for natural intercourse," says "Natural intercourse consists of a man and a woman copulating together." Therefore, fornication is not a sin.

- One commits no sin following the command of God. But some have fornicated at the command of God, for Hos. 1:2 says: "The Lord said to Hosea, 'Go, take to yourself a harlot wife and beget of her a harlot's children." Therefore, fornication as such is not sinful.

- Contrary to every vice consisting of excess is a vice consisting of deficiency. But sexual lust designates excess regarding desires for sexual pleasures, and its contrary deficiency, virginity or perpetual continence, is not a sin but something praiseworthy. Therefore, neither is sexual lust sinful.

On the Contrary:

- Heb. 13:4 says: "Honor marriage in every respect and keep the marriage bed undefiled, for God will condemn fornicators and adulterers." But things for which human beings are subject to God's condemnation are sins. Therefore, fornication and adultery and all such acts of sexual lust are sins.

- Tob. 4:13 says: "Be careful, my son, to keep from all fornication and never allow yourself to have intercourse with a woman not your wife." But we call acts of intercourse other than those with one's lawful wife acts of sexual lust. Therefore, every act of sexual lust is sinful.

Answer:

Sexual lust is a sin contrary to temperance insofar as temperance moderates desires for things pleasurable to touch regarding sex, just as gluttony is contrary to temperance insofar as temperance moderates desires regarding things pleasurable to touch in food and drink. And so sexual lust indeed chiefly signifies a disorder by reason of excess regarding desires for sexual pleasures. And such disorder can belong either to internal emotions alone or also in addition to external acts that are of their very selves disordered and not only because of the disordered desires from which they spring. For it belongs to disordered desire that, because of a desire for something pleasurable, one does something intrinsically disordered. For example, such is evidently the case
regarding desires for money. For one can inordinately desire to acquire or keep money that belongs to oneself, and then such acquisition or retention of money is sinful only because it springs from excessive desire, and not as such. But the disordered desire for money sometimes leads human beings also to want to acquire or keep things that belong to another, and then such acquisition or retention is disordered as such and not only because the product of disordered desire. And both of these sins belong to the vice of lack of generosity, as the Philosopher makes clear in the Ethics.

We should say the like about sexual lust. For sexual lust indeed sometimes signifies only the disorder of internal desire, as is evidently the case regarding one who out of disordered desire has intercourse with his wife, since the very act is disordered only because it springs from disordered desire and is not disordered as such. And sometimes the disorder of desire is also accompanied by a disorder in the very external act as such, as happens in every use of the genital organs outside the conjugal act.

And every such act is evidently disordered of its very self, since we call every act that is not properly related to its requisite end a disordered act. For example, eating is disordered if it be not properly related to bodily health, for which as end eating is ordained. And the end of using genital organs is to beget and educate offspring, and so every use of the aforementioned organs that is not related to begetting and properly educating offspring is as such disordered. And every act of the aforementioned organs outside the sexual union of a man and a woman is obviously unsuitable for begetting offspring.

And every sexual union of a man and a woman outside the law of marriage is disproportional to the proper rearing of offspring. For the law of marriage was instituted to prohibit promiscuous copulation, which would prevent ascertaining the father of offspring. This is so because if any man could indiscriminately have intercourse with any woman, and no woman were to be limited to intercourse with him, ascertaining the father of offspring would be impossible, and so the care of fathers in rearing their children would be removed. And this is contrary to what befits human nature, since human beings are by nature solicitous to identify their offspring and to rear their children. This concern also belongs more to fathers than to mothers, since the rearing of children for which mothers are responsible concerns the child's infancy, and it is subsequently the responsibility of fathers to educate and instruct and enrich the children throughout their lives. And so we see even in other animals that in any species in which the newborn need to be commonly reared by the male and the female, copulation is not promiscuous but of males with particular females, as is evident in the case of all kinds of birds who build their nests together. And so it is evident that every sexual union of a man and a woman outside the law of marriage, which prohibits extramarital copulation, is of itself disordered. And we are not now considering whether this limitation is to one wife or several, whether several successively or simultaneously, for these matters belong to questions about marriage. But howsoever these questions are resolved, every sexual union of a man and a woman outside the law of marriage is necessarily disordered.

Therefore, every act of sexual lust is a sin either because of the disorder of the act or even because of the disorder of the desire alone, which disorder primarily and intrinsically belongs to sexual lust. For Augustine says in the City of God: "Sexual lust is not the sin of beautiful and pleasant bodies but of souls wickedly loving bodily pleasures to the neglect of moderation, which makes us fit for things that are spiritually more beautiful and pleasant."

Replies to the Objections:

- The Apostles, wishing to unify the Gentile and Jewish converts of the primitive Church, excluded obstacles to this union by cutting out from each group what would be burdensome to the other. And so they forbade to the Gentiles certain things offensive to the Jews only because the things were causing scandal, but without considering whether such things would be sins. And the Gentiles thought that every kind of food as such was licit to eat, which is true, but the Jews abhorred this because of their ancient
customary law. And so the Apostles for the time being forbade to the Gentiles foods most abominable to the Jews. Conversely, the Gentiles falsely judged that fornication, absolutely speaking, was not a sin, and the Jews, instructed by the Law, rightly abominated fornication as a sin. And so the Apostles also forbade this as a sin as well as a cause of dissension.

- Nothing prevents something proper for me to look at being nonetheless not proper for me to use in another way. For example, gold displayed in the street is proper for me to look at but not to possess. Likewise, a woman can be proper for someone to look at or even to possess as a maidservant but not for me to use for sexual intercourse except by prescription of the law of marriage.

- Acts of sexual lust are sinful because of the power involved, namely, insofar as concupiscible power is not kept subordinate to reason, and because of the matter, since acts fit for begetting and rearing offspring require both women as the matter and women appointed by marriage, as I have said. The end of acts of sexual lust is also by its nature disordered, even if the human agent intends a good end. And the good end intended by a human agent does not suffice to excuse such acts, as is evident in the case of one who steals in order to, give alms.

- As the Philosopher says in the same place, semen is indeed surplus regarding the nutritive power's activity but necessary for begetting offspring, and so every voluntary emission of semen is licit only if suitable for the end for which nature strives. But other surplus things, such as sweat, urine, and the like, are unnecessary for begetting offspring, and so it does not matter how they are discharged.

- We should not agree with the commentator on this point, since one ought not commit adultery for any benefit, just as one ought not tell a lie for any benefit, as Augustine says in his work Against Lying.

- The text says that Tamar acted justly because she did not want her offspring to be from a stock other than the one from which a husband was proper for her, not because of the fornication she committed.

- We can speak in two ways about acts of sexual lust being contrary to nature. We can say this in one way absolutely, namely, because they are contrary to the nature of every kind of animal. And then we say that every act of sexual lust outside the sexual union of male and female is contrary to nature insofar as the act is not related to begetting, which the sexual union of the two sexes effects in every species of animal. And the gloss speaks in this sense. We say in a second way that something is contrary to nature because it is contrary to the proper nature of human beings, to whom it belongs to ordain the reproductive act for the proper rearing of offspring, and then every act of fornication is contrary to nature.

- What would otherwise have been theft was not theft for the children of Israel when they despoiled the Egyptians, as Ex. 12:35-36 relates, because of the command of God, to whose power all things belong. Just so, the copulation that would otherwise have been fornicacious was not such because of the authority of God himself, who is superior to the law of marriage. And so the cited text speaks of the harlot wife and the harlot children, meaning that there would otherwise have been fornication, not that there was fornication on that occasion.

- Virginity or perpetual continence is not contrary to sexual lust as an extreme but as a mean, since we measure the mean in virtues by right reason, not quantity, as the Philosopher says of the magnanimous person in the Ethics. But there would be an extreme by deficiency if one were, contrary to right reason, to abstain from sexual intercourse, as is evidently the case when a husband disdains to fulfill his marital duty to his wife, or when one abstains because of fear of devils, as sorcerers do, and vestal virgins did.

**Second Article**
Is Every Act of Sexual Lust a Mortal Sin?

It seems that not every act of sexual lust is, for the following reasons:

- A gloss of Ambrose on 1 Tim. 4:8, "Godliness is beneficial for all sorts of things," says: "The whole of Christian training consists of mercy and godliness. And if a person following this path suffers lapses of the flesh, the person will undoubtedly be punished but will not perish." But whoever sins mortally both is punished and perishes. Therefore, not everyone who suffers lapses of the flesh through acts of sexual lust sins mortally.

- Every mortal sin is contrary to a precept of the divine law. But of the sins of sexual lust, only adultery is contrary to a precept of the divine law, namely, the precept "Thou shalt not commit adultery." Therefore, of the acts of sexual lust, only adultery is a mortal sin.

- People have said that we are to understand a prohibition of every illicit copulation to be included in the prohibition against marital infidelity, that is, against adultery. But we do not understand the prohibition of a lesser sin to be included in the prohibition of a greater sin. And adultery is a greater sin than plain fornication. Therefore, we are not to understand the prohibition of plain fornication to be included in the prohibition of adultery.

- Every mortal sin is contrary to charity, which gives life to the soul, as 1 Jn. 3:14 says: "We have been brought from death to life because we love our brothers." But plain fornication is neither contrary to love of God, since it is not a sin against God, nor contrary to love of neighbor, since it inflicts no injury on one's neighbor. It inflicts no injury on neighbor because a woman free to do as she wishes suffers no injury when she consents to an act of plain fornication, as no one suffers injustice if the person wills it, as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. Therefore, fornication is not a mortal sin by reason of its kind.

- Isidore says in his work On the Supreme Good that if the pleasure of fornicating pleases a person more than the love of chastity, sin still reigns in the person." And it seems from this that fornication and the virtue of chastity can coexist in a person. But no mortal sin in a person can coexist with virtue. Therefore, fornication is not a mortal sin.

- Sins are less serious in two ways: in one way due to an individual's weakness; in the second way due to the magnitude of a temptation. But human beings experience greater weakness regarding sins of sexual lust than sins of gluttony, since the reproductive power, to which sins of sexual lust belong, is both weakened like the nutritive power, to which the sins of gluttony belong, and tainted. Likewise, the temptations of the enemy regarding sexual lust are greater than the enemy's temptations regarding gluttony, since the devil especially assails human beings in regard to sexual lust. Just so, the statement in Job 40:11, "His strength is in his loins, and his power is in the navel of his belly," which Gregory relates to sins of sexual lust, makes this clear. Therefore, it seems that sins of sexual lust are less serious” than sins of gluttony. But not every act of gluttony is a mortal sin, as I have said before. Therefore, not every sin of sexual lust is a mortal sin.

- The corruption of human nature consists of the flesh's rebellion against the spirit. But this rebellion resulted from the sin of gluttony, since Bernard, explaining what Gen. 3:6 recounts, "The woman saw that the tree was good for food," says that rebellion of the flesh against the spirit resulted from the disordered desire for the forbidden tree. Therefore, the nutritive power, to which such desire belongs, is more corrupt than the reproductive power. And so inasmuch as not every act of gluttony is a mortal sin, it seems that much less is every act of sexual lust.
Punishment corresponds to moral fault. But the sin of our first parent resulted in greater punishment for the nutritive power than any other power of the soul, since hunger and thirst and the like, which sometimes bring human beings even to the point of death, belong to the nutritive power. Therefore, greater moral fault regards the nutritive power than the reproductive power, and so we reach the same conclusion as before.

Mortal sin can belong only to the power of reason, as Augustine makes clear in his work *On the Trinity*. But acts of sexual lust sometimes take place without deliberation by reason, as is evident in the case of Lot, who unwittingly had intercourse with his daughters, as Gen. 19:33-37 relates. Therefore, it seems that acts of sexual lust are not always mortal sins.

When reason is preoccupied, we do not impute deeds as mortal sins. But in acts of sexual lust, reason is totally preoccupied. For a gloss on 1 Cor. 6:18, "A fornicator sins against his own body," says: "Here the soul is in a proper sense the slave of the body inasmuch as a human being at the very moment and experience of so great shame cannot plan or strive for anything else, since the very submersion and absorption in sexual lust holds the mind captive." Therefore, it seems that acts of sexual lust are not mortal sins.

A gloss on Dt. 23:17, "There shall be no whore in your midst," says: "It forbids intercourse with those whose wickedness is venial." Therefore, intercourse with whores is a venial sin.

The sexual union of a man and a woman is ordained for the begetting and rearing of offspring. But fornication can sometimes fittingly result in begetting and rearing offspring. Therefore, not every fornication is a mortal sin.

A man who intends to be perpetually continent prevents the good of begetting and rearing offspring more than the man who has fornicacious intercourse with a woman. Therefore, if fornication were to be a mortal sin because it impedes the rearing of offspring, much more would observing continence be a mortal sin, since observing continence completely prevents the begetting of offspring.

Obviously, the begetting of offspring cannot result from intercourse with a sterile and somewhat old woman. But there can sometimes be such intercourse in the state of marriage without mortal sin. Therefore, even other acts of sexual lust from which no begetting or requisite rearing of children results can be without mortal sin.

Mt. 5:28 says that if desire has excited the soul, there is no serious sin even if there is sin. But such excitement is an act of sexual lust. Therefore, not every act of sexual lust is a serious or mortal sin.

The pleasure in only thinking about fornication is not a mortal sin. But consenting to sin venially is not a mortal sin. Therefore, neither is the consent of reason to such pleasure a mortal sin, although it is an act of sexual lust. Therefore, not every act of sexual lust is a mortal sin.

What is a mortal sin for one person is not a mortal sin for another. But consent to pleasure is not a mortal sin for a man who is having intercourse with his wife, since the act itself is not a mortal sin for him. Therefore, neither is consent to pleasure in sexual lust a mortal sin for others. Therefore, not every act of sexual lust is a mortal sin.

Acts of sexual lust also include touches, embraces, and kisses. But such things do not seem to be mortal sins. For although the Apostle in Eph. 5:3-4 had said: "Let not fornication or sexual impurity or greed or obscenity," which things consist of embraces and kisses, as a gloss says, "or foolish talk or scurrility even be mentioned among us," he then adds (v. 5): "Every fornication or sexually impure or greedy
person has no inheritance in the kingdom of Christ or God." He thereby omits obscenity and foolish talk and scurrility. Therefore, it seems that the latter such things are not mortal sins excluding one from the kingdom of God.

On the Contrary:

- The Apostle says in Gal. 5:19: "The deeds of the flesh, which include fornication, sexual impurity, shamelessness, sexual lust, are manifest," and he then adds (v. 21): "Those who do such things will not possess the kingdom of God." But only mortal sin excludes one from the kingdom of God. Therefore, every act of sexual lust is a mortal sin.

- Mt. 5:28 says: "Anyone who looks at a woman with lust has already committed adultery with her in desire." And so such a person sins mortally. But of all the acts of sexual lust, the first and least is the act of gazing lustfully at a woman. Therefore, much more are all other acts of sexual lust mortal sins.

Answer:

As I have said before acts of sexual lust can be disordered in two ways: in one way only because of the disorder in the desire; in a second way also because of the disorder of the very act.

Therefore, when there is a sin of sexual lust only because of the disorder of the desire, for example, when one has intercourse with one's wife lustfully, we need to make a distinction. We need to make the distinction because the disorder is sometimes such as to exclude the ordination of one's ultimate end. For example, such is the case when a man desires sexual pleasure to such a degree that he would not abstain from it because of God's precept and would will to have intercourse with his wife, or even another woman, contrary to the law of marriage. And then there is mortal sin, since the desire for sex is not kept within the bounds of marriage. And the disorder of the desire sometimes does not eliminate the ordination of the ultimate end, namely, when a man, although excessively desiring sexual pleasure, would abstain from it before he would act contrary to God's precept, and he would not have intercourse with any woman unless she were his wife. And then the desire stays within the bounds of marriage and is a venial sin. (We have previously made just such a distinction in the case of gluttony.)

But if acts of sexual lust are sins because of the very disorder of the acts, namely, because the acts are not properly related to the begetting and rearing of offspring, then I say that they are always mortal sins. For we perceive that mortal sin includes both homicide, which takes away the life of a human being, and theft, which takes away external goods ordained to sustain human life. And so Sir. 34:25 says: "The bread of the needy is the life of the poor; the person who defrauds the poor takes blood." And human semen, in which there is a potential human being, is more closely ordained for human life than any external things. And so also the Philosopher says in the Politics that there is something divine in human semen, namely, inasmuch as there is a potential human being. And so the disorder regarding the emission of semen concerns human life in proximate potentiality.

And so it is clear that every such act of sexual lust is a mortal sin by reason of its kind. And since an interior desire derives its goodness or wickedness from the object desired, it follows that even the desire for such a disordered act is a mortal sin if the act be fully desired, namely, with the deliberation of reason. Otherwise, there is venial sin.

Replies to the Objections:

- Ambrose is speaking in the cited text about lapses of the flesh as venial sins, as is evident in conjugal acts, as I have said. Or we can say, and better, that he is even speaking about the lapses of mortal sin. But we should not understand in an absolute sense that if a person were to persevere in such lapses of
the flesh even to the time of death, the person would escape condemnation because of works of piety. Rather, we should understand that repeated works of piety dispose human beings to repent more easily, and after they have repented, to expiate their past sins more easily. And it is also for this reason that the Lord in Mt. 25:41-46 imputes lack of mercy to the damned, namely, that they did not endeavor to expiate their past sins by works of mercy, as Augustine says in City of God.

- We understand by the commandment "Thou shalt not commit adultery" that every illicit use of the genital organs, which is a mortal sin by reason of its kind, is forbidden.

- God directly transmitted the commandments of the Decalogue to his people. And so he transmitted them in that format exactly as they are evident to the natural reason of every human being, even ordinary human beings. And everyone by natural reason can immediately perceive that adultery is a sin, and so the prohibition of adultery is included among the commandments of the Decalogue. But subsequent prescriptions of the law, which God transmitted to the people through Moses, prohibited fornication and other corrupt practices. God did so because the disorder of those acts, inasmuch as it does not clearly include injury to neighbor, is not evident to everybody but only to the wise, who ought to transmit knowledge about it to others.

- All the corruptions of sexual lust besides legitimate conjugal acts are sins against neighbor inasmuch as the corruptions are contrary to the good of begetting and rearing children, as I have said.

- Love of chastity can please both one who has the virtue and one who does not, inasmuch as human beings by natural reason esteem the good in the virtue and love it and are pleased with it even if they lack it.

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding the gravity of sin we note by reason of its circumstances, which gravity is outweighed by the gravity of sin we note by reason of the act's species. And so it is clear that however much one is induced to commit homicide, homicide is a more serious sin than uttering an idle word even without inducement. Likewise, although human beings are more severely tempted to commit acts of sexual lust than acts of gluttony and are weaker regarding acts of sexual lust, it does not follow that sins of sexual lust are less serious than sins of gluttony. For acts of sexual lust as such are mortal sins, since they have improper matter contrary to charity, and acts of gluttony do not. But it would perhaps follow that a sin of sexual lust is less serious than a sin of gluttony in a case in which the act of sexual lust is a venial sin. For a person who consumes food needlessly, just like a man who has intercourse with his wife needlessly, sins venially, unless there be something else to make the sin mortal in both cases. And a person who eats stolen or legally forbidden food sins mortally but less than a fornicator, inasmuch as food and every external thing is more remotely related to human life than human semen is, as I have said.

- In the sin of our first parent, gluttony was the material element, but the formal and chief element was the sin of pride in which Adam was unwilling to be subject to the rule of God's command. And the rebellion of the flesh against the spirit resulted from this, as Augustine says in City of God, and not from the sin of gluttony.

- The rebellion of the flesh, which we experience especially in the genital organs, is a greater punishment than hunger and thirst, since the latter punishment is purely material, and the former spiritual.

- Since it belongs to reason to consent to an act, as Augustine says in his work On the Trinity, there cannot be an act of fornication without the deliberation of reason, except perhaps in the case of one lacking the use of reason. And then if an illicit cause should be responsible for preventing the use of
reason, the person is not altogether excused from sin. For example, such was evidently the case with Lot, who committed incest because he was drunk, unless perhaps his drunkenness happened without him sinning, as happened to Noah because he did not know the strength of wine. And if the cause of such deficiency of reason is blameless, as is evidently so in the case of maniacs and the insane, then ensuing acts of sexual lust or whatever sin are not imputed as sin.

- Reason cannot deliberate in the very act of sexual lust, but it could deliberate beforehand, when it consented to the act. And so we impute acts of sexual lust to persons as sins.

- The copy of the gloss has been corrupted. For it should read: "whose wickedness is venal," not "whose wickedness is venial.

- The reproductive act is ordained for the good of the species, which is the common good. And law can only ordain the common good, but private good is subject to the ordination of each person. And so individuals regarding acts of the nutritive power, which is ordained for the preservation of individuals, can determine for themselves the food suitable for themselves. But it belongs to the lawmaker, to whom it belongs to make ordinances regarding the procreation of children, and not to individuals, to determine under what conditions the reproductive acts should take place, as the Philosopher in the Politics also says. And law considers what is wont to happen generally, not what can happen in a particular case. And so although the aim of nature regarding the begetting and rearing of offspring can be provided for in particular cases of acts of fornication, the acts as such are still disordered and mortal sins.

- Both human and divine law made it sinful that one abstain completely from reproductive acts at the time in which abstinence needed to be prohibited in order to multiply the human race. But in the present period of grace, we need more to pursue spiritual growth, for which those living celibate are more fit. And so we esteem it more virtuous in this period of time to abstain from reproductive acts.

- General laws are laid down regarding general conditions, not accidental particulars. And so we say that an act in the genus of sexual lust is contrary to nature if begetting offspring cannot result from the act by reason of the act's species, not if begetting offspring cannot result from the act because of an accidental particular such as old age or infirmity.

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding acts of sexual lust in which there is sin only because of a disordered desire, but which do not exclude the ordination of one's ultimate end.

- Consent to what is a venial sin by reason of its kind is not a mortal sin. But pleasure in thinking about fornication is a mortal sin by reason of its kind just as much as fornication itself. And that pleasure in thinking about fornication happens to be a venial sin is accidental to it because of the incomplete nature of the act, the deliberation of reason being lacking. And at the advent of deliberation, deliberate consent restores the act to the nature of its kind so as to constitute a mortal sin.

- As the Philosopher says in the Ethics, the goodness or wickedness of pleasures results from the activities that are pleasurable. And so as copulation is not a mortal sin for the married but is for the unmarried, there is also a like difference between the pleasure in copulation and consent to the pleasure. For consent to a pleasure cannot be a more serious sin than consent to the act, as Augustine makes clear in his work On the Trinity.

- Touches, embraces, and kisses, insofar as they are ordained for acts of fornication, result from consent to fornication, and insofar as they are ordained only for the pleasure in them, result from consent to the pleasure, which consent constitutes a mortal sin. And so they are mortal sins in both cases. But because such things are not specifically mortal sins, like fornication and adultery, but only mortal sins because
they are ordained for something else, that is, the aforementioned consents, the Apostle does not repeat mention of obscenity and sucrility and foolish talk but only of things that are as such mortal sins.

Third Article
Are Fornication, Adultery, Incest, Seduction of a Virgin, Rape, and Sins Contrary to Nature the Species of Sexual Lust?

It seems that we unsuitably distinguish these acts as species of sexual lust, for the following reasons:

- Different matter does not distinguish species. But we distinguish the aforementioned acts only by reason of their matter, namely, as one defiles either a married woman or a virgin or a woman neither married nor a virgin. Therefore, the aforementioned acts do not constitute different species of sexual lust.

- Sexual lust consists intrinsically of the sexual pleasures in the copulation of a man and a woman. But it is accidental to a woman whether she is married or single or a virgin. Therefore, the aforementioned acts differ only accidentally and so are not different species, since accidental differences do not distinguish species.

- Sexual lust is intrinsically contrary to moderation. But some of the aforementioned acts, especially adultery and rape, are contrary to justice. Therefore, it seems that the aforementioned acts inappropriately designate the species of sexual lust.

On the Contrary:
The Master in the Sentences designates these species.

Answer:
As I have said before, sins of sexual lust can be disordered in two ways: in one way regarding the desire, and such disorder does not always cause mortal sin; in a second way regarding the acts themselves, which are of themselves disordered, and then there is always mortal sin. And so we understand the aforementioned species of lust in the latter regard whereby the sins are more serious. And so acts of sexual lust are disordered because the acts cannot result in the begetting of offspring, and then there are sins contrary to nature, or because the acts cannot result in the proper rearing of offspring, namely, in that the woman is not bound to the man so as to be his by the law of marriage. And this indeed happens in three ways. It happens in one way because the woman is not absolutely specified as his, and then there is fornication, which is the sexual union of an unmarried man and an unmarried woman. And we derive the name fornication from fornice, that is, a decorative arch, because women prostitutes gathered at such public places. Second, it happens because the law of marriage does not permit the woman to be bound to the man. And this can happen by reason of kinship, whereby the man owes the woman a respect contrary to performing such an act, and then there is incest, which is sexual union with a woman who is a relative by blood or marriage. Or else the law of marriage does not permit the woman to be bound to the man because of an inviolability or purity of the woman, and then there is seduction of a virgin, which is illicit intercourse with a virgin. Third, it happens because the woman belongs to another either by the law of marriage, and then there is adultery, or in another way, and then there is rape, as, for example, when a girl is abducted from the home of her father, to whose care she is entrusted.

Replies to the objections:

- The aforementioned six categories of acts differ both materially and by different kinds of deformity, and so the six categories constitute different species of sin.
• Although the aforementioned acts are accidental to women as such, they are nonetheless intrinsic considerations regarding women in relation to marriage.

• Because the deformity of the injustice in acts of sexual lust is related to the end of intemperance, the entirety of the acts belongs to the genus of lack of moderation.

**Fourth Article**

*Is Sexual Lust a Capital Sin?*

It seems that sexual lust is not, for the following reasons:

• Gregory in his work *Morals* designates sexual impurity a daughter of gluttony. But we do not designate one capital sin the daughter of another. Therefore, since sexual impurity belongs to sexual lust, as Eph. 5:3 makes clear, it seems that sexual lust is not a capital sin.

• Isidore says in his work *On the Supreme Good:* "Those in the grip of pride fall into lust of the flesh." Therefore, sexual lust is a daughter of pride. Therefore, sexual lust is not a capital sin.

• Despair is a daughter of spiritual apathy, as Gregory makes clear in his work *Morals.* But despair causes sexual lust, as Eph. 4:19 says: "Those who despair of themselves have given themselves over to unchastity." Therefore, sexual lust is not a capital sin.

*On the Contrary:*

Gregory in his work *Morals* lists sexual lust among the capital sins.

**Answer:**

As I have said before, since pleasure is one of the conditions for happiness, sins that have pleasure for their object are capital sins inasmuch as they have an especially desirable end to which other sins are by nature related.

And pleasure in sex, which is the end of sexual lust, is the greatest of physical pleasures. And so we ought to designate sexual lust a capital sin, and it has eight daughters, namely, "blindness of mind, lack of consideration, inconstancy, temerity, self-love, hatred of God, love of this world, and despair of the next," as Gregory makes clear in his work *Morals.* For when the attention of the soul is strongly concentrated on the activity of a lower power, the soul's higher powers are evidently weakened and disordered in their activity. And so when the whole attention of the soul is drawn to lower powers (i.e., the concupiscible power and the sense of touch) in acts of sexual lust because of the strong pleasure therein, the higher powers, namely, reason and the will, necessarily suffer deficiency.

And there are four acts of reason insofar as reason directs human acts. And the first of the acts is an understanding whereby a person correctly esteems the ultimate end, which is the starting point, as it were, in practical matters, as the Philosopher says in the *Physics.* And insofar as sexual lust prevents this understanding, we designate blindness of mind a daughter of sexual lust, as Dan. 13:56 says: "Beauty has deceived you, and lustful desire has perverted your heart." The second act of reason consists of deliberation about what is to be done, which deliberation sexual lust takes away. For example, Terence says regarding Eunuchus: "And there is no deliberation or moderation in this matter; you cannot control it by deliberation." And Terence is speaking about lustful love. And in this respect, we designate sexual lust lack of consideration. The third act of reason consists of judging what is to be done, and sexual lust also prevents this. For Dan. 3:9 says that "they averted their minds so as not to be mindful of right judgments." And in this regard, we designate sexual lust temerity,
namely, when one is inclined to consent rashly without awaiting the judgment of reason. The fourth act of reason consists of a command about doing something, which sexual lust also prevents inasmuch as human beings do not persist in their decisions, as Terence also says regarding Eunuchus, "These words," namely, the ones whereby you tell your mistress that you will leave her, "are undone by a small false tear." And in this regard, we designate sexual lust lack of constancy.

And we should note two things regarding the disorder of desire in sexual lust. The first is that there is a desire for pleasure toward which the will is borne as one's end. And in this regard, we designate sexual lust self-love, namely, that one inordinately desires pleasure for self. And by contrast, one has hatred for God, namely, inasmuch as God forbids the desired pleasure. And the second thing to be noted is the desire of the means whereby one attains the end of pleasure. And in this regard, we designate sexual lust love of this world, that is, of all the things whereby those who belong to this world attain the end they strive for. And we by contrast designate sexual lust despair of the next world, since the more one desires pleasures of the flesh, the more one despises spiritual pleasures.

Replies to the Objections:

• We designate sexual impurity a daughter of gluttony insofar as a physical cause, that is, an excess of fluids, and not a perceived cause, namely, desire, which especially belongs to sexual lust, causes an emission of semen.

• It is not contrary to the nature of a capital sin that it arise out of pride, from which all sins originate.

• Despair incidentally causes sexual lust insofar as it takes away the hope of future happiness, for the sake of which one desists from sexual lust. But we note the origin of capital sins by their intrinsic causes, not their accidental causes.

QUESTION XVI

On Devils

First Article

Do Devils Have Bodies Joined to Them by Nature?

It seems that devils do, for the following reasons:

• Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis*: "Regarding the spirit of a rational creature, the very fact that it lives and gives life to bodies is good, whether ethereal bodies, as in the case of the spirit of the devil himself and other devils, or earthly bodies, as in the case of the souls of human beings." But a body given life is by nature joined to the spirit giving life, since life is something natural. Therefore, devils have ethereal bodies joined to them by nature.

• Many memories of the same thing from past sense perceptions produce experience, as the opening of the *Metaphysics* says. And so there is sense perception wherever there is experience. And there is no sense perception without a body joined by nature to one with experience, since sense perception is the activity of a bodily organ. But devils have experience, for Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that they know some truths in part because they thrive with more subtle mental powers, in part because of their shrewder experience, in part because they learn from holy angels. Therefore, devils have bodies joined to them by nature.
• Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names* that the evil in devils is "an irrational rage, a demented desire, and a shameless imagination." But these three things belong to the sensory part of the soul, which possesses the power of imagination and the irascible and concupiscible powers, and the sensory part of the soul does not exist apart from a body. Therefore, devils have bodies joined to them by nature.

• The higher something belonging to a lower rank, the greater the link it has with a higher rank. And so the *Book of Causes* says that of faculties of mental perception, there is a kind that is only a faculty of mental perception, namely, the lower, and a kind that is divine. And of souls, there is a kind that is only a soul, as in the case of irrational animals, and a kind that is an intellectual soul, as in the case of human beings. And of material substances, there is a kind that is only a material substance and a kind that is a living material substance. And so Dionysius says in *On the Divine Names* that "divine wisdom joins the highest qualities of lower things to the lowest qualities of higher things." But air is a more excellent material substance than earth. Therefore, since there are some living earthly material substances, much more will there be some living ethereal material substances. And we call such living ethereal material substances devils.

• That whereby something belongs to another can receive more of that thing. For example, if diaphanous material substances are the means whereby opaque material substances are illumined, diaphanous substances can receive more illumination. But living spirits, that is, ethereal material substances, give life to the earthly bodies of human beings and other animals. Therefore, ethereal material substances are more endowable with life than earthly material substances. And so we reach the same conclusion as before.

• A mean partakes of the nature of extremes. But the highest material substances, namely, heavenly bodies, partake of life, since philosophers call them living.' Likewise, in lower material substances, namely, the earth, water, and the lower atmosphere, there are some living material substances. Therefore, there are some living material substances in the middle atmosphere. But only devils are such, since birds cannot climb so high. Therefore, devils are animals with bodies joined to them by nature.

• What a creature has in relation to God the creature has by its nature, since the relations of creatures to God are grounded in creatures. But Gregory says in his work *Morals* that the spirits of angels in comparison with the spirits of our bodies are indeed spirits, but "in comparison with the highest and boundless spirit are bodies." And Damascene says in his work *On Orthodox Faith* that we call angels "incorporeal and spiritual in relation to us, as everything is both gross and material in comparison to God, since God alone is by his essence spiritual and incorporeal." Therefore, devils have bodies joined to them by nature, since they have the same nature as angels.

• What we posit in the definition of something belongs by nature to the thing, since a definition signifies the thing's nature. But we posit body in the definition of devils. For example, Calcidius says in his *Commentary on the Timaeus*: "Devils are rational animals, immortal, capable of experience in their soul, ethereal in their bodies." And Apuleius says in his work *On the God of Socrates* that devils are animal by their kind, capable of experience in their soul, rational of mind, ethereal of body, everlasting in time." And Augustine brings this description of devils into the *City of God*. Therefore, devils have bodies joined to them by nature.

• Things that are by reason of their bodies subject to the punitive action of material fire have bodies joined to them by nature. But devils are such, for Augustine says in the *City of God* that "fire will be applied to punish devils as well as human beings, since devils also have evil bodies." Therefore, devils have bodies joined to them by nature.
What things have from the beginning of their creation and ever after belong to the things by nature. But devils have bodies from the beginning of their creation and ever after, for Augustine says in the *City of God*: "Plotinus thought that it belongs to the mercy of God the Father that human beings be mortal regarding the body in order that they not be eternally bound to the misery of this life. The devils' wickedness was deemed unworthy of such mercy and has received, not a mortal body as in the case of human beings, but an everlasting body in the wretched condition of a soul capable of suffering." Therefore, devils have bodies joined to them by nature.

Augustine says in the *City of God*: "That we were to understand that we should not estimate the worth of souls by the qualities of bodies, the wickedest devil possesses an ethereal body, while human beings, both in the present age (although they have far less and far less harsh wickedness than the devils) and before the advent of sin, have received a body of clay." But human beings have bodies of clay joined to them by nature. Therefore, devils likewise have ethereal bodies joined to them by nature.

The more perfect a substance, the more it possesses what it needs for its activity. But the human soul, which has a lower nature than devils, has joined to it by nature the bodily organs that it needs for its activities. Therefore, since devils need bodies for some activities (otherwise, they would not assume bodies), it seems that they have bodies joined to them.

More goods are better than fewer goods. But body and spirit are more goods than spirit alone. Therefore, since human beings, who have a lower nature than devils, are composed of body and spirit, much more are devils, who have a higher nature than human beings, so composed.

Only the intellect and the will are powers distinct from bodily organs. But devils effect some things in lower material substances, as Job 1:2 and 2:7 make clear. And the will alone does not effect these things, since it belongs to God alone that corporeal matter obey him at his bidding, as Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*, and so also neither does the intellect alone, which has effects on external things only through the will. And so devils have other active powers besides the intellect and the will. Therefore, they have bodies joined to them by nature.

Nothing can act on something distant unless some medium conveys its power to the distant object. But a material medium cannot convey the power of a pure spirit, since a material substance is incapable of spiritual power. Therefore, since devils act on distant things, it seems that devils are not pure spirits but things composed of body and spirit.

There is no power of imagination without a bodily organ. But angels and devils have a power of imagination, for Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that they by their knowledge of future events preform in their spirit the images of material things. Therefore, angels and devils have bodies joined to them by nature.

Augustine says in the same work that "when a spirit takes and seizes a soul, that soul is carried off to perceive the images of material substances." But the soul could not perceive the images of material substances in completely spiritual substances. Therefore, the spirit of an angel or a devil seizing a soul has bodily organs in which such forms are preserved.

Matter causes numerical multiplicity. But both angels and devils are numerically multiple, for we designate them as distinct persons. Therefore, they have matter that causes their numerical multiplicity. But such is matter bounded by dimensions, and its substance is indivisible if the dimensions are severed from the substance, as the *Physics* says. And then the division of matter could not cause numerical multiplicity. Therefore, angels and devils have material dimensions and so matter joined to them by
nature.

- Wherever there is the property of a material substance, there is also a material substance. But locomotion and change belong in the strict sense to material substances, and such belong to devils, for Job 1:12 says that Satan departed from the presence of the Lord. Therefore, devils have matter joined to them by nature.

On the Contrary:

- We do not call anything composed of soul and body a spirit. And so Is. 31:3 says: "The Egyptians are human beings and not gods, and their horses have flesh and not spirit." But we call devils spirits, as Mt. 12:43 makes clear: "When an unclean spirit has gone out of a human being," etc. Therefore, devils do not have bodies joined to them by nature.

- Devils and angels have the same nature, for Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that "devils were not always, nor are they by nature, evil; rather, they are evil by reason of lacking angelic virtues." But angels are immaterial, as he himself says in the same chapter. Therefore, neither do devils have bodies joined to them by nature.

- Mk. 5:9 says that when the Lord asked the devils, "What is your name?" they replied: "Legion, for we are many." But a legion comprises 6,666 soldiers, as Jerome says in his work On Matthew But it would be impossible for so many devils to belong to one human body if they were to be material. Therefore, devils do not have bodies joined to them by nature.

- Damascene says in his work On Orthodox Faith that angels "are not circumscribed or contained, nor are they confined by walls or doors or bolts or seals." But if they were to have bodies joined to them by nature, they would be able to be confined by doors and bolts, since many material substances cannot simultaneously occupy the same space. Or the death of the devils would result if cleaving them were to free them from confinement. Therefore, devils do not have bodies joined to them by nature.

Answer:

Whether devils have bodies joined to them by nature does not matter much for the doctrines of Christian faith. For Augustine says in the City of God: "As it seemed to some learned persons, devils also have bodies made of the dense and humid air whose impact we feel when the sirocco is blowing. But if anyone were to assert that devils have no bodies, we ought not belabor the point or contest the issue with laborious inquiry or contentious debate." Still, in order to learn the truth of the matter, we should consider what we find some have perceived about the material and the immaterial, and about devils.

For those who first began to investigate these matters thought that only material substances existed, as was the case with the first philosophers, who studied things of nature. And the error of the Manicheans, who held that even God was a material light, derived from that opinion, which arose because the first philosophers were unable to use their understanding to transcend their imagination. But the activity of understanding itself, which could not be the activity of a bodily organ, evidently demonstrates that something immaterial exists, as the De anima proves.

Therefore, with the opinion of the first philosophers excluded, some held that there is indeed something immaterial but always such as to be united to a body. And so they even held that God is the soul of the world, as Augustine relates about Varro in the City of God. But Anaxagoras indeed rejected this opinion by reason of the universality of the power to move everything, holding that the intellect that moves everything ought not be mixed with anything. And Aristotle rejected the opinion by reason of the eternity of movement, which perpetual
motion is only possible by reason of the infinite power of the first cause of movement, and a finite magnitude cannot possess infinite power. And so Aristotle concludes in the *Physics* that the first cause of movement lacks material magnitude. And Plato rejected the opinion by way of abstraction, holding that the good and the one, which we can understand without reference to material substance, subsist in the first cause without materiality."

And so assuming that the first cause, that is, God, is neither a material substance nor joined to material substance, some held that such a condition belongs only to God, and that other spiritual substances are joined to material substances. And so Origen says in his work *On First Principles* that "it belongs only to God that we understand him to exist apart from material substances and any union with a material supplement." But an obvious argument excludes this position. For what is joined to something by reason of something else and not by reason of the thing's own nature can always exist without what is added. For example, fire exists without a mixture of other elements that do not belong to its nature, and accidents do not exist apart from substances, since inhering in a substance belongs to the nature of accidents. And it is evident that intellects are joined to bodies regarding other powers and not as such. And so it is evident that other intellects exist without bodies. But God is superior to such intellects.

Therefore, with these things understood about the material and the immaterial, we need to consider regarding devils that the followers of Aristotle held that devils do not exist. And the followers of Aristotle claimed that the things ascribed to devils come about from the power of heavenly bodies and other things of nature. And so Augustine says in the *City of God* that it seemed to Porphyry that "human beings, by plants and stones and animals, and by definite sounds and words, and by forms and figments, some of which human beings even observe in the heavenly motions of the stars, construct earthly powers fit to bring about various effects." But this position is obviously false, since there are some activities of devils that can in no way result from natural causes, as, for example, that a person possessed by a devil speaks an unknown language. And there are many other deeds of devils—both in cases of possession and in the arts of black magic that only an intellect can produce.

And so still other philosophers were forced to admit that devils exist. And as Augustine relates in the *City of God*, one of these, Plotinus, "said that devils are human souls, and the souls change from human beings to deities if they should deserve reward, and to malevolent ghosts or shades if they should deserve punishment, and benevolent spirits if it is uncertain whether they deserve reward or punishment." But as Chrysostom says in a homily on the Gospel of Matthew, "Devils came forth out of the tombs in order to spread a pernicious doctrine, namely, that the souls of the dead become devils. And so many soothsayers even killed their children in order to have the children's souls as coworkers. But there is no reason why an immaterial power should be able to be transformed into a different substance, namely, a human soul into the substance of a devil. Nor is there any reason why a soul separated from the body should wander here on earth, for the souls of the just are in the hands of God, and the souls of sinners are immediately taken away from here."

And so with the latter opinion eliminated, as Augustine relates in the *City of God*, others held that "there is a triple division of animals having a rational soul: gods, human beings, and devils. And they said that gods have heavenly bodies, devils ethereal bodies, human beings earthly bodies." And so Plato held that these three ranks of substances united to bodies were lower than intellectual substances entirely separated from matter.

But regarding devils, the latter position seems to be impossible. First, indeed, it seems impossible because, as the air is like in its entirety and its parts, the whole would be alive if we assume that some parts of it are. And this conclusion is plainly false, since we perceive no vital activity in the whole air by reason of its movement or anything else. Second, the position seems impossible because every living body on earth has organs to suit the diverse activities of its soul, and bodies can only be organic if they in themselves can have limit and shape. And the air does not have such a property. And so no ethereal material substance can be living, especially since it
could not be distinguished from the surrounding air if it were in itself incapable of limit. Third, since form is not for the sake of matter but rather the converse, the soul is not united to the body because the body is such a body, but rather the body is united to the soul because the body is needed for animal activities, namely, sense perception or other movements. And no movement of any part of the air is needed for generating things, as the movement of heavenly bodies, which bodies some hold to be alive, is necessary. And so a spiritual substance would be united to ethereal matter only in order to move that matter. Therefore, we conclude that a union of spirit with matter in devils would be chiefly for the sake of sense perception, just as in our case. And so also the Platonists held that devils are animals capable of experience in their spirit, and such capacity to experience belongs to the sensory part of the spirit. But there cannot be sense perception without a sense of touch, which is the foundation of all the senses, and so an animal is destroyed when its sense of touch is destroyed. And neither an ethereal nor any simple material substance can be an organ of touch, as the De anima proves. And so we conclude that no ethereal material substance can be alive. And so we say that devils do not have bodies joined to them by nature.

Replies to the Objections:

- Augustine in the cited text and many other places speaks about the bodies of devils as they seemed to some learned persons, that is, the Platonists, as his previously cited authoritative statement makes clear.

- Experience in the strict sense belongs to the senses. For although the intellect knows both separate forms, as the Platonists held, and material substances, the intellect knows these things by their general nature, not as they exist here and now, which is to have experience. For we also apply the term experience to intellectual knowledge, just as we apply the very names of the senses (e.g., seeing and hearing) to such knowledge. Still, nothing prevents us from saying that Augustine posits experience in devils insofar as he assumes they have bodies and so senses.

- It is quite likely that Dionysius, who followed the opinion of the Platonists for the most part, agreed with them that devils are animals with sense perception and sense appetites. But we can say that he ascribes anger and desire to devils in a metaphorical sense because of the likeness of their activity. He does not do so as anger and desire signify emotions of the sensory part of the soul belonging to irascible and concupiscible powers, since we also ascribe anger and desire to the holy angels in a metaphorical sense, as Augustine in the City of God and Dionysius in his work On the Celestial Hierarchy make clear. And likewise, we ascribe to devils the power of imagination, which gets its name from vision, as the De anima says, just as we ascribe vision to the intellect.

- Although air is a more excellent material substance than earth, both air and all the other elements are related to complex material substances as the matter of the latter. And so the forms of complex material substances are more excellent than the forms of elements. And the soul, because it is the most excellent form, cannot be the form of ethereal material substances. Rather, the soul can be only the form of complex material substances, in which earth and water are quantitatively more abundant, in order that the mixture have balance.

- The soul is related to the body in two ways. The soul is related to the body in one way as its form, and then spirits, that is, ethereal material substances, are not a mean between the soul and complex earthly matter. Rather, the soul is directly united to complex matter as its form. In a second way, the soul is related to the living body as the cause of its movement, and ethereal material substances, that is, spirits, in this respect are a mean between the soul and a living body. And because the relation of form is prior to the relation of causing movement, complex earthly matter capable of life is consequently prior to ethereal material substances.
If we should assume that heavenly bodies are living, as some hold, it is still not necessary on that account that there be living bodies in the middle atmosphere. For the lowest material substances, which the mixture of elements brings to a mean, have a greater resemblance to heavenly bodies by reason of lacking the contrariety that simple material substances like fire and air (which have very contrary qualities) have.

Damascene may have followed Origen in this regard and so believed that both angels and devils have bodies joined to them by nature, by reason of which we call them spirits in comparison with ourselves but corporeal in comparison with God. But we can say that both Damascene and Gregory understood corporeal to mean composite, so that their words mean no more than that angels and devils are simple in comparison with ourselves but composite in comparison with God.

The cited definition of devil is presented regarding the opinions of the Platonists.

Augustine is also speaking in the cited text regarding the Platonists. And so he said in the same place: "As it seemed to some learned persons."

Augustine in the cited text is speaking against the Platonists, who held that divine reverence should be shown to devils because of the eternity of their bodies." And Augustine uses their own position, showing that they are more wretched if they have indestructible bodies, since they are then capable of experiencing pain in their spirit.

Augustine in the cited text is speaking against Origen, who held that different spirits received more or less excellent bodies according to their different merits. And devils, whose wickedness is greater, would accordingly have grosser bodies than human beings.

The soul has the bodily organs necessary for its natural activities joined to it by nature. But appearing to human beings is not a natural activity of devils, nor is there any other natural activity of theirs for which a bodily organ is necessary. And so devils do not need to have bodies joined to them by nature.

Many goods are better than fewer, provided that each of them belongs to the same rank. But what has the perfection of its goodness in one good, namely, as God does, is far better than what has its perfection dispersed in different parts. And angels, who are pure spirits by their nature, are accordingly better than human beings composed of body and spirit.

Angels and devils, if we should hold them to be immaterial, have no power other than intellect and will. And so Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that "all their substances, powers, and activities are intellectual." For the powers and activities of everything needs to result from its very nature. But angels are intellectual as to their whole nature, not as to a part of themselves like a human soul. And so angels can have no power or potentiality except one belonging to intellectual cognition or desire. And it is not unfitting that angels move, at least locally, some material substances simply at the command of their will, since we perceive that the human soul moves the body joined to it by intellect and will alone. And the higher an intellectual substance, the more universal the power it has to cause movement. And so an intellectual substance separate from a body can at the command of its will move material substances not joined to the intellectual substance. And the higher the intellectual substance, the more it can do so, to such a degree that people say that the ministry of some angels moves even heavenly bodies. But it belongs to God alone that corporeal matter obey his bidding regarding the reception of forms.

Angels do not act directly on material substances distant from them, since angels are active where they are, as Damascene says. But they nonetheless act on distant material substances by using other material
substances, whose power is diffused between the angels and the distant substances, and they move the other substances locally simply by the command of their will. Just so, they use the power of material things to produce material effects, as Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*.

- Augustine states that opinion tentatively, not categorically, and this is clear from his very mode of expression. For he says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis*: "It is both most difficult to know, and most laborious to discuss and explain if we should know, how these visions enter the spirit of human beings. We do not know and cannot explain whether the visions are initially formed there, or already formed visions are impressed and perceived by such a conjunction that angels reveal to human beings the angels' own thoughts and the images of material things they preform in their spirit by their knowledge of future events." And the first alternative, namely, that angels form in the imagination of human beings images of the things they reveal, is more probable, and it does not seem probable that angels fashion images in their spirit, or that human spirits perceive such images fashioned in angels.

- And so also does the foregoing make evident the reply to objection 17.

- Matter subject to dimensions is the source of numerical distinction regarding things that comprise many individuals of the same species, for such things do not differ in form. But angels differ both specifically and individually, since each angel belongs to a different species, as I have shown elsewhere.

- Angels are not materially in a place. And so we do not predicate things pertaining to locomotion univocally of angels and material substances.

*Replies to the Arguments in the Section* On the Contrary:

- If one were to maintain that devils have ethereal bodies, the answer could be that devils are not subject to their bodies, as we are, but rather have their bodies subject to them, as Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis*. And so we can call devils spirits more than we can call ourselves spirits, although devils have bodies joined to them by nature, especially since we call even air itself a spirit.

- We can say that Dionysius certainly thought that higher angels are immaterial, just as the Platonists held. But he may have thought that devils are among lower angels who have bodies joined to them by nature, not among the higher angels. And so Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that "some of us do not think that they [the devils] are celestial or supercelestial angels," and Damascene says that their chief "presided over the terrestrial order."

- [missing]

- As air, since it is a material substance, cannot be in the same place with another material substance, nor even confined by locks or doors, since it can escape through the thinnest cracks, so also can we speak of the bodies of devils. We can so speak especially because we do not need to suppose that devils have big bodies joined to them by nature.

**Second Article**

*Are Devils Evil by Their Nature or Their Will?*

It seems that devils are evil by their nature, not their will, for the following reasons:

- Devils, since they are intellectual substances without a body, have only an intellectual appetite, which we call the will. But absolutely speaking, only the good is the object of an intellectual appetite, as the *Metaphysics* says. But no one becomes evil by desiring what is good without qualification. Therefore,
devils could not become evil by their will. Therefore, devils are evil by their nature.

- Nothing unnatural belongs immutably to things, since everything left to itself returns to its nature. But wickedness belongs immutably to devils. Therefore, wickedness belongs to them by nature.

- People have said that the devils' will causes such immutability. But a mutable cause cannot produce an immutable effect. And the devils' will is mutable; otherwise, they from being good could not have become evil by their will. Therefore, the devils' immutable wickedness cannot be due to their will. Therefore, it is due to their nature.

- A power can strive only for its object. For example, the power of sight can see only visible things. But the object of the will is the good as understood. Therefore, the will can strive only for things as understood under the aspect of good. Therefore, either the good is really good, and then the will does not become evil by desiring it, or the good is not really good, and then one's understanding will be false, and one's will cannot be evil. But devils' knowledge is only through understanding, in which there is no falsity. For Augustine says in his Book of the 83 Questions that one who understands falsely, understands nothing, and the Philosopher says in the De anima that the intellect is always correct, and so it also cannot err regarding first principles, which it understands. Therefore, neither can the devils' will become evil.

- Our intellect can have falsity only insofar as it composes and divides things in judgments, just as the power of sight can see only visible things, and also insofar as imagination beclouds reason in the course of reasoning. But the intellect of substances without bodies does not understand by composing and dividing things in judgments, nor by reasoning, nor by sense images, which do not exist without a body. Therefore, devils, who are substances without bodies, cannot err regarding the intellect. And so also it seems that their will cannot become evil.

- The substance and activity of pure intelligences exist beyond time and in the moment of eternity. But such substances are immutable. Therefore, since devils are purely intellectual substances, no activity of their will can change their activity from good to evil.

- Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that evil corrupts good. But things having contrariety (namely, elements and composites of elements), not things lacking contrariety (e.g., heavenly bodies), are corrupted. And reason indeed has contrariety, since reason is open to contrary things, but understanding, whose object is one thing, does not. And so understanding is related to reason as the center of a circle is to its circumference, and an instant to the whole of time, as Boethius says in his work On Consolation. Therefore, devils, who, like angels, are substances that understand, and not, like human beings, substances that reason, cannot have the evil of voluntary sin.

- Spiritual substances are more excellent than heavenly bodies. But there can be no error in the motion of heavenly bodies. Therefore, much less can there be error in the voluntary movements of spiritual substances.

- Human beings can become evil by their will because they can desire things good for them as to their sensory nature but evil for them as to their intellectual nature. But this is not so with devils, since they are not composed of spirit and matter like human beings. Therefore, devils could not become evil by their own will.

- The Book of Causes says that a purely intellectual substance "when it knows its essence knows other things, and knows other things when it knows its essence." Therefore, it knows all things when it knows any one thing. Therefore, regarding desirable objects, a purely intellectual substance could not
consider one circumstance by which an object is good, and another circumstance by which an object is evil. But wickedness of the will seems to result from the fact that one considers things as good in one respect and not as absolutely evil. Therefore, it seems that intellectual substances like devils cannot have wickedness of the will.

- Wickedness of the will corrupts virtue by excess or defect. But there cannot be any excess regarding truth, which is the good that purely intellectual substances desire, since the truer something is, the better it is. And so devils do not have wickedness of the will.

- If devils became evil by their will, they did so either by a defective will or by a will that is not defective. But we cannot say that their will became evil by a will that is not defective, since such a will is a good tree that cannot bear bad fruit, as Mt. 7:18 says. And if devils become evil by a defective will, the very deficiency of good is an evil, as Dionysus says in his work On the Divine Names. And then we will again ask regarding that evil whether a deficient will causes it, and so on endlessly. Therefore, since an infinite regress is impossible, it seems that devils' nature rather than their will is the first cause of their wickedness.

- Three things, namely, the flesh, the world, and the devil, induce human beings to evil. But these things do not influence the will of devils. Therefore, devils did not become evil by their will.

- Grace added to nature is more powerful than nature alone. But if grace added to nature does not increase, it decreases, since charity either increases or decreases, as Bernard says. Therefore, if nature alone does not progress, it likewise declines. But the devils' nature could not intrinsically progress. Therefore, devils, necessarily declining, became evil. Therefore, they are evil by their nature, not their will.

- What things have at the first moment of their creation, they have by their nature. But devils could have been evil at the first moment of their creation. And we perceive this by the fact that physical light and some other created things can have their actuality at the first moment when they begin to exist. Even a child's soul is stained by original sin at the first moment when it is created. Therefore, devils are evil by their nature.

- God's activity is of two kinds: creation and governance. But it is not contrary to the goodness of governance that something evil is subject to his governance. Therefore, it is not contrary to the goodness of him as creator that he create something evil. And so he could have created evil devils, and so they would be evil by their nature, since what things have at their creation belongs to them by nature.

- One who has power over a whole also has power over its parts. But God has the power to take away both nature and righteousness from righteous angels by reducing them to nothingness. Therefore, he could also from the beginning have deprived angels of righteousness. Therefore, he could have made them evil. And so they would be evil by their nature, since what anything has from God is natural to it.

- Some human beings have a natural inclination to evil by reason of their bodies. For example, some human beings are angry or sexually lustful by reason of their nature. But some think that devils have bodies joined to them by nature. Therefore, devils could accordingly be evil by nature.

On the Contrary:

- Dionysius says that "devils are not evil by nature."

- What things have by nature, they always have. But devils were once good, as Ez. 28:12-13 says: "Full of wisdom, you were in the delights of paradise." Therefore, devils are not evil by nature.
A gloss on Ps. 69:5, "I did not pay back what I did not steal," says that the devil wanted to steal divine status. Anselm also says in his work On the Fall of the Devil that the devil abandoned righteousness by willing what he ought not have willed. Therefore, the devil is evil by will, not by nature.

Answer:

We call things evil in two ways. Things are evil in one way because they are intrinsically evil (e.g., theft and homicide), and such things are evil in an absolute sense. In a second way we call things evil for particular persons, and nothing prevents such things being good in an absolute sense and evil in some respect. For example, justice, which as such and in an absolute sense is good, turns into an evil for a bandit who is punished to satisfy justice. And we can understand in two ways the statement that things are evil by their nature. We can understand the statement in one way to mean that the things' nature or part of their nature or a property resulting from their nature is evil. We can in a second way call things evil by their nature because they have a natural inclination to evil, as, for example, some human beings are irascible or lustful because of their constitution.

Therefore, nothing prevents something being evil by nature in the first way regarding things to which contrariety belongs by nature. For example, fire in itself is good but is by nature evil for water, since fire destroys water, and vice versa. And wolves are by the same reasoning evil for sheep. But it is impossible that something in this way be by nature evil in itself. For it signifies a contradiction, since we call anything evil because it is deprived of a perfection due it, and a thing is perfect inasmuch as it attains what belongs to its nature. And Dionysius in his work On the Divine Names so proves in many ways that devils are not evil by nature.

And if we should in the second way call things evil because they have a natural inclination to evil, it does not even then belong to devils to be evil by nature. For if devils are intellectual substances without bodies, they can for two reasons have no natural inclination to evil. First, they indeed cannot because desires are inclinations of things that desire, and purely intellectual substances as such have desires regarding good in an absolute sense. And so all their natural inclinations are for good in an absolute sense. And since natures incline to things like themselves, and every being as to its nature is good, as I have just shown, it follows that natural inclinations are only for some good. But insofar as that good may be particular and contrary to good in an absolute sense or even to something else's particular good, there is to that: degree a natural inclination for evil in an absolute sense or for something else's evil. For example, the inclination of a desire for the sensibly pleasurable, which is a particular good, if it be immoderate, is contrary to the rational good, which is good in an absolute sense. And so devils, if they are purely intellectual substances, evidently cannot have natural inclinations for evil in an absolute sense. This is so because the inclination of every nature is for something like itself and so for what is befitting and good for it, and something is evil in an absolute sense only if it is evil in itself, as I have just said. And so we conclude that whatever has a natural inclination to evil in an absolute sense is composed of two natures, the lower of which has an inclination toward a particular good befitting the lower nature and contrary to the higher nature by which we consider good in an absolute sense. For example, human beings have a natural inclination for things agreeable to the carnal senses contrary to the rational good. And this is not so regarding devils if they are purely intellectual and simple substances without bodies.

And if devils have bodies joined to them by nature, then they cannot have a natural inclination for evil by reason of their whole nature. First, they indeed cannot because as matter is for the sake of form, the whole matter of a species cannot have a natural contrariety to its formal good, although this perhaps happens in a few instances because of some alteration. And so it is impossible that all devils have an inclination for evil by reason of the nature of their bodies. Second, they cannot because devils are not subject to their bodies, as we are, but have bodies subject to them and change their bodies into any shape they wish, as Augustine says in his Literal Commentary on Genesis. And so by reason of their bodies, they could not have any natural inclination that would greatly impede them from good. Therefore, devils are evidently in no way evil by nature. Therefore, we
conclude that they are evil by their will.

And it remains for us to consider how this happens. Therefore, we should note that desires are simply inclinations for desirable things. And as natural desires result from natural forms, so sensory or rational, that is, intellectual, desires result from perceived forms, since the only objects of sensory and intellectual desires are goods perceived by the senses or the intellect. Therefore, such desires can be evil because they are not in accord with a higher rule, not because they are not in accord with the perception that gives rise to them. And so we should consider whether a higher rule can direct the perception that gives rise to the inclination of such desires.

For if the perception does not have a higher rule that ought to direct it, then such desires cannot have evil. And this indeed happens in two ways. For the perception of irrational animals does not have a higher rule that ought to direct it, and so their desires cannot have evil, since it is good that sensibly perceived forms induce such animals to desire or avoid things. And so Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that it is good for dogs to be fierce. Likewise, God's intellect does not have a higher rule that can direct it. Therefore, his desire or will cannot have evil.

But human beings have two modes of perception that a higher rule ought to direct. For reason ought to direct sense perception, and wisdom, or God's law, ought to direct the cognitive activity of reason. Therefore, the desires of human beings can have evil in two ways. They can have evil in one way because reason does not govern sense perception, and Dionysius accordingly says in his work On the Divine Names that the evil of human beings consists of being contrary to reason. The desires of human beings can have evil in a second way because wisdom and God's law ought to direct human reason, and Ambrose accordingly says that sin is the transgression of God's law.

And substances without bodies have only one kind of knowledge, namely, intellectual knowledge, which the rule of God's wisdom should direct. And so their will can have evil because it does not follow the ordination of a higher rule, namely, God's wisdom. And devils in this way became evil by their will.

Replies to the Objections:

- Evil is a privation of form or of due measure and order, as Augustine says in his work On the Nature of the Good. And so the will can have evil in two ways. The will can have evil in one way because it strives for what is evil in an absolute sense, something lacking the form of good, as it were. For example, such is the case when one chooses theft or fornication. The will can have evil in a second way when one wills what is good in an absolute sense and as such (e.g., to pray or meditate) but does not strive for it according to the ordination of God's rule. Therefore, we should say that the first evil of the devils' will was not because they willed evil in an absolute sense, but because they willed what is good in an absolute sense and befits them but did not follow the direction of a higher rule, that is, God's wisdom. Just so, Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that the evil in devils consists of a turning away," namely, from a higher rule, "and too much of suitable things," namely, in that they, as if ungoverned by a higher rule, willed to obtain a suitable good that exceeded their rank.

- Things can immutably belong to a thing in two ways. Things can belong immutably in one way as caused positively, and then nothing contrary to the thing's nature can be immutable, since what is contrary to a thing's nature is accidentally related to the thing and so can be absent. Things can belong immutably in a second way as caused privatively, and then nothing prevents something immutably present being contrary to the thing's nature, since a natural cause can be irreparably removed. For example, blindness is contrary to an animal's nature and yet immutably perdures because the animal's sight cannot be restored. Therefore, wickedness irreparably belongs to devils because they are deprived of grace.
• A mutable cause cannot positively produce an immutable effect. But a mutable cause can do so privatively. For example, one human being's will causes the immutable blindness of another human being.

• Evil consists both of the privation of form and the privation of due measure and order, as Augustine says in his work On the Nature of the Good. And so acts of the will have evil both from their object, which gives the acts their form because one wills evil, and from taking away the due measure or order of the acts themselves, as, for example, if one in the very course of willing good does not observe due measure and order. And such was the sin of devils that made them evil. For they desired a suitable good, not an evil. But they desired it inordinately and immoderately, namely, in that they desired to acquire it by their own power and not by God's grace, and this exceeded the due measure of their status. Just so, Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names: "Evil for devils, therefore, consists of a turning away," namely, inasmuch as their desires turned away from the direction of a higher rule, and "too much of suitable things," namely, inasmuch as they exceeded their due measure in desiring suitable goods. But regarding sin, defect of intellect or reason and defect of will always accompany one another proportionally. And so we do not need to suppose that there was in the devils' first sin such a defect of intellect that they judged falsely (e.g., that evil is good), but that they failed to comprehend the rule governing them and its ordination.

• Because devils do not use imagination or discursive reasoning, and by other such things, we can hold that they do not err regarding things that belong to natural cognition so as to judge something false to be true. But because they cannot comprehend God because of his infinity, nothing prevents their intellect having failed to comprehend adequately the ordination of God's governance. And this resulted in the sin in their will.

• Not everything beyond time belongs in the same way to eternity, and so not every such thing has immutability in the same way. For example, God is completely eternal and immutable, but other substances beyond time, each according to its grade of being, partake of eternity and immutability. For we perceive that immutability results from a wholeness. For things receiving something as a part, exchange one part for another, as it were. For example, the matter of elements, since it does not simultaneously receive all material forms or a perfect form that virtually contains in itself all forms (as is evident regarding the matter of heavenly bodies), exchanges one particular form for another. (And this does not happen regarding the matter of heavenly bodies, although their orbits repeat because they have a fixed orbit.) Therefore, regarding its object, the angels' intellect, which understands universal forms themselves as such, indeed has a wholeness that contrasts with our intellect, which gathers universal forms from different kinds of individual things. But in contrast with God's intellect, the angels' intellect has particularity regarding its object. For God's intellect universally comprehends all being and all truth in one object. And so his intellect in its activity is altogether immutable, as it has no need to pass from one thing to another, since it contemplates everything at once in one thing. And the angels' intellect, which contemplates particular things in themselves as particular things, not everything in one, can pass from one thing to another. Still, its activity is immutable in that it has its understanding from the beginning. And we should observe the like regarding the angels' will, whose activity is proportional to their intellect's. And so it is not inconsistent with the angels' nature if their will should change from good to evil.

• The devils' sin did not result from a defect that would have the nature of contrariety, since they did not approve evil as good or truth as falsity, but only from a defect having the nature of negation, namely, inasmuch as their will did not obey the rule of God's governance. And purely intellectual substances
lacking contrariety can indeed have such a defect.

- Heavenly bodies are subject to the rule of God's governance as acted upon or moved by another, not as if they themselves cause their motions. And if there were to be any defect or deviation from the ordination of God's rule in their motions, this would not be credited as a defect of the ordination of God, who cannot be deficient. But intellectual and rational natures are subject to God's governance as they direct themselves by God's rule. And so they can have disorder from a defect of theirs without any defect of his rule.

- The argument of this objection proves that devils could not have sin in such a way that they would desire something evil for them as if it were good, since, because of the simplicity of their nature, something cannot be good for one part of them and not good for another part of them.

- Purely intelligent beings, when they know their essence or other things, know by the modality of their substance. But the first cause surpasses the modality of an angel's or devil's substance. And so an angel in knowing its essence need not comprehend the entire ordination of God's governance.

- The argument of this objection also proves that devils did not sin because they desired something that was evil by excess or defect.

- Devils sinned by a defective will, and the very defect of the will is their sin. Just so, human beings run by their body's movement, and their body's very movement is their running.

- One of the three things inducing to sin, namely, the devil, induces by way of persuasion, but the other two, namely, the flesh and the world, induce to sin by way of attraction. And although devils did not sin because of another's persuasion, nor because they were attracted by the flesh, which they do not have, nor by the sensibly perceptible things of the world, which they do not need, they sinned because they were attracted by the excellence of their nature. And so Ez. 28:17 says: "You have lost your wisdom in your comeliness."

- We should not understand that charity always actually diminishes when it does not actually increase. Rather, when charity does not increase in human beings, they are disposed to defects because of the seeds of sins stemming from the corruption of human nature. But this is not so regarding angels.

- Angels at the first moment of their creation could have an act of the will, but their act at the first moment of their creation could not be the act whereby they became evil, and I shall luttr show the reason why. Nor is it like the case of the human soul, which is stained with original sin at the first moment of its creation, since this stain is not due to the activity of the soul but to the soul's union with the body, and we cannot say this about angels.

- Everything included in the works of creation comes from God as the cause. And because God does not cause evils, nothing included in the works of creation can be evil. But many things are included in the deeds of God's governance that God only permits and does not cause. And so some evils can be included in his governance.

- God can withdraw his freely bestowed righteousness from human beings without violating justice even if human beings did not sin, since he out of his generosity freely bestowed righteousness on them beyond what was due human nature. And if he were to withdraw his freely bestowed righteousness in the aforementioned way, they would remain naturally good and not become evil. But natural righteousness results from an intellectual and rational nature, whose intellect is by nature ordained for truth, and whose will is ordained for goodness. And so God cannot withdraw such righteousness from a
rational nature as long as that nature abides. But regarding his absolute power, he cannot reduce a rational nature to nothingness by withdrawing his influx of existence.

- Even if devils were to be corporeal, they would not have a natural inclination to evil, by reason of the argument mentioned previously.

**Third Article**

*Did the Devil in Sinning Desire Equality with God?*

It seems that the devil did not, for the following reasons:

- Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names* that "the evil in devils consists of a turning away." But one who desires equality or like status with another turns toward, not away from, the other. Therefore, the devil did not sin by desiring equality with God.

- Dionysius in the same place says that the devils' evil consists of "an excess of suitable things," namely, in that they desired to have in a pre-eminent way what befitted them. But having equality with God in no way befitted them. Therefore, they did not desire equality with God.

- Anselm says in his work *On the Fall of the Devil* that the devil desired what he would have attained had he remained steadfast. But he would never have attained equality with God. Therefore, he did not desire equality with God.

- People have said that the devil desired equality with God in one respect, namely, to be chieftain of the angels, but not absolutely. But the devil did not sin by desiring what belonged to him by the ordination of nature, but fell from what accords with his nature into what exceeds his nature, as Damascene says." And to be chieftain over all the other angels belonged to him by the ordination of nature, which constituted him more excellent than the other angels, as Gregory says in a homily. Therefore, he did not sin because he desired to be chieftain of the angels.

- Perhaps someone will say that the devil desired to be chieftain of the angels just like God. But Jn. 5:19 says: "Whatever the Father does, the Son also does," and Augustine proves that the Son is absolutely equal to the Father from the fact that the Son does just as the Father does. Therefore, the devil accordingly would have desired equality with God absolutely.

- People have likewise said that the devil desired equality with God as regards not being subject to God. But things can exist only by sharing God's existing, which is subsistent existing itself. And everything sharing is subject to what is shared. Therefore, if the devil desired not to be subject to God, then he desired not to exist. And this conclusion is inappropriate, since everything desires to exist.

- People have said that even impossible things can be the object of the will, as the *Ethics* says, and so angels could have willed to exist without being subject to God, although this is impossible. But although impossible things can be the object of the will, things not understood cannot, since understood goods are the object of the will, as the *De anima* says. And it is incomprehensible that something other than God exist and not be subject to him, since it involves a contradiction. For existing predicated of anything other than God signifies being subject to God by way of participation. Therefore, angels could in no way have desired not to be subject to God.

- People have said that what implicitly signifies a contradiction sometimes falls within a desire of the will because reason is confused, and so devils because their cognitive power was confused could have desired something signifying a contradiction. But confusion of reason is either a punishment or a moral
fault. And neither moral fault nor punishment preceded the first sin of the devil, about which we are presently concerned. Therefore, the devil out of confusion of reason could not have desired anything signifying a contradiction.

- The devil sinned by free choice, and the act of free choice is choosing. But impossible things are not the object of choosing, although impossible things can be the object of the will, as the Ethics says. Therefore, the devil could not have desired not to be subject to God, or equality with God, since this is impossible.

- Augustine says in his work On the Nature of the Good: "Sin is not the desire for evil things but the abandonment of better things." But nothing can be better than being equal to God. Therefore, the devil could not have sinned by seeking equality with God by abandoning something better.

- As Augustine says in his work On Christian Doctrine, "all wickedness consists of enjoying as the end things that should be used as means or using as means things that should be enjoyed as the end." But if the devil desired equality with God, he did not desire it as a means, since he could not have related it to anything better. And if he desired equality with God as an end, he did not sin, since he enjoyed as an end what should be. Therefore, he in neither way sinned by desiring equality with God.

- As the intellect is borne to what is connatural with it, so also is the will. But it is not connatural for the devil to be equal to God. Therefore, he could not have desired it.

- There is only desire for good. But it would not have been good for the devil to be equal to God, since he would abandon his own nature if he were transformed to the rank of a higher nature. Just so, if a horse were to become a human being, it would not be a horse. Therefore, the devil did not desire equality with God.

- Isidore says in his work On the Supreme Good that the devil did not desire things that belong to God but things that are his own. But equality with God is pre-eminently proper to God. Therefore, the devil did not desire equality with God.

On the Contrary:

- A gloss on Phil. 2:6, "He [Christ] did not think it robbery to be God's equal," says that the devil usurped for himself equality with God. But Phil. 2:6 is speaking about the equality of the Son with the Father, which is an absolute equality. Therefore, the devil sought absolute equality with God.

- A gloss on Ps. 69:5, "I did not repay what I did not steal," says that the devil wished to steal divinity and lost happiness. Therefore, he desired equality with God.

- Is. 14:13 says that Lucifer declared: "I shall ascend to heaven." But we cannot understand this to mean the empyrean heaven, where he was established with the other angels. Therefore, we understand it to mean the heaven of the Holy Trinity. Therefore, Lucifer wished to ascend to equality with God.

- As we can understand from Augustine in his work On the Trinity, the will is moved more than the intellect. And so the soul, which does not know itself perfectly, desires to do so. But an angel's intellect knows that God is infinite. Therefore, still more could an angel's will strive in desire to be equal to God.

- Things indivisible by nature are sometimes divisible by the will and reason. And so nothing prevents a person desiring something (e.g., to be free of miseries) that results in the person nonexisting, although such a person does not desire not to exist. Therefore, it likewise seems that nothing prevents the devil
having desired equality with God although the consequence of this is for the devil himself not to exist.

- Augustine says in his work *On Free Choice* that excessive desire predominates in every sin. But the devil's sin was the greatest, since it was the first of its kind. Therefore, it had the most excessive desire. Therefore, the devil desired the greatest good. And such is equality with God.

- Isidore says in his work *On the Supreme Good* that the devil sinned in that he wanted his power to be preserved by himself and not by God. But preserving creatures and not being preserved by anything higher belongs to God. Therefore, the devil wanted what belongs to God and so to be equal to God.

*Answer:*

Various authorities seem to incline to the view that the devil sinned by inordinately desiring equality with God, but it cannot be the case that he desired equality with God absolutely.

The reason why is evident, first, indeed, regarding God, to whom it is not only impossible that anything be equal, but such is also contrary to the nature of his essence. For God by his essence is subsistent existing itself. And no two such beings can exist, just as it would be impossible for two intrinsically subsistent separate human forms or whitenesses to exist. And so everything other than God needs to exist as something sharing existence, which cannot be equal to what is by its essence existing itself. Nor could the devil in his status not know this, for it is natural for a purely intelligent being or bodiless intellect to understand its substance. And so the devil by his nature knew that his existing was shared from something higher, and sin indeed had not yet corrupted this knowledge of his. And so we conclude that his intellect could not have understood equality with God to be within the nature of the possible. And no one strives for what the person understands to be impossible, as he *De caelo et mundo* says. And so the movement of the devil's will could not have inclined to desire equality with God absolutely.

Second, this is clear regarding the very angel who desires. For the will always desires a good for oneself or another. And we say that the devil sinned because he desired equality with God for himself, not for another, for he could without sin have wanted the Son to be equal to the Father. For the Philosopher says in the *Ethics* that everyone seeks good for oneself, and one does not care what would happen to oneself if one were to become the other. And so the devil evidently did not desire something whereby he himself would no longer be the same individual. But he would no longer be the same individual if he were to be equal to God, even if this were possible, since his form would be destroyed if he were to be transformed into the rank of a higher nature. And so we conclude that he could not have desired absolute equality with God. And by like argument, he could not have desired not to be absolutely subject to God, both because this is impossible, and he could not understand it to be possible, as the foregoing makes clear, and because he himself would cease to exist if he were not completely subject to God.

And his evil could not have consisted of anything else belonging to the order of nature. For only things in which potentiality can be distinguished from actuality, not things that are always actual, can have evil, as the *Metaphysics* says. But all angels were instituted such that they immediately at the moment of their creation had everything proper to their nature, although they had potentiality for supernatural goods that they could obtain through God's grace. And so we conclude that the devil's sin regarded something supernatural, not something belonging to the order of nature. Therefore, the devil's first sin was that, to attain the supernatural happiness consisting of the complete vision of God, he did not elevate himself to God so as to desire with holy angels his ultimate perfection through God's grace. Rather, he wanted to attain his ultimate perfection by the power of his own nature without God bestowing grace, although not without God acting on his nature. And so Augustine in his work *On Free Choice* holds the devil's sin to consist of his desire in his own power. And Augustine in his *Commentary on the Book of Genesis* says that "if an angelic substance were to turn to itself, and the angel
were to delight in itself more than in the one in whose participation it is happy, it would swell with pride and fall." And because having one's ultimate perfection by the power of one's own nature, not through the favor of something higher, is proper to God, the devil in this regard evidently desired equality with God. And he also desired in this regard not to be subject to God, namely, so as not to need God's grace in addition to the power of his nature. And this agrees with what I said before, that the devil did not sin by desiring an evil but by desiring a good, namely, his ultimate happiness, improperly, that is, not as a happiness obtained through God's grace.

Replies to the Objections:

• By desiring equality with God, devils indeed turned toward God regarding what they desired, which was in itself good, but they turned away from God regarding the way they desired, namely, in that they thereby turned away from the ordination of the divine rule. Just so, every sinner insofar as the sinner desires a transitory good turns to God, by sharing in whom everything is good, but turns away from God, that is, the ordination of his justice, insofar as the sinner desires such a good inordinately.

• The devils' evil consisted of "an excess regarding suitable things," namely, insofar as they desired the happiness for which they were made, and that they would have attained if they were to have desired it in the proper way. But they exceeded the measure of right order, as I have said.

• The latter makes clear the reply to objection 3.

• The devil sinned because he desired to be chieftain of the angels, not in accord with the ordination of nature but insofar as he wanted to obtain by his own nature the happiness that other angels would obtain through God's grace.

• In this regard, he also did not desire to preside over lower angels in the same way that God presides, namely, so as to preside as their first cause, as I have said.

• The argument of this objection is valid with respect to not being absolutely subject to God. And the devil could not have desired such regarding things that belong to the ordination of nature.

• And we should give a like reply to objection 7.

• Angels could not have confused knowledge except perhaps after they sinned. But they could have had deficient knowledge regarding supernatural things, as I have said.

• The will, of which we say impossible things can be the object, is not the complete will striving to obtain something, since no one strives for something the person thinks impossible, as I have said. But such a will is an incomplete will, which we call wishing for what we think impossible, supposing that it were to be possible. And such is the will of turning away and turning toward, of which sin and merit consist.

• We call sin an abandonment of better things regarding the turning away from God, which formally fulfills the nature of sin. But regarding the devils' sin, we do not consider the turning away from God regarding what they desire. Rather, we consider the turning away regarding the fact that they withdrew from the ordination of God's justice, and they accordingly abandoned better things, namely, in that the rule of God's justice is better than the rule of the angels' will.

• Whoever desires something for oneself desires it for one's own sake and delights in oneself as the end and uses what one desires as a means. And so devils, desiring equality with God for themselves in the way described, used as means things that should be enjoyed as the end.

• The sinning angels' will indeed strove for something for which their natures were ordained, although the
good surpassed the good of their nature itself, but the way did not befit their nature.

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding the desire for absolute equality with God. Because the will's movements take their species from their end, we say that one desires things to be one's own who desires things as one's own even if the things should belong to another. And the devil by desiring for himself what belongs to God desired things to be his own in this way.

- To be like God as befits each thing is praiseworthy. But one who desires likeness to God contrary to the ordination established by him desires wickedly to be like God.

Replies to the Arguments in the Section On the Contrary:

- It belongs to the excellence of Christ, which the Apostle in the cited text means to commend, that Christ has absolute equality with the Father. And Adam and the devil sinned by desiring equality with God in one respect, not absolutely.

- And we should give a like reply to the second argument.

- As Augustine says in his Literal Commentary on Genesis, some held that the devils who sinned were not in the number of heavenly angels but of those who had charge of the terrestrial order, and so we can understand in a literal sense their ascent to the physical heavens. But if they were in the number of heavenly angels, as is more commonly held, we should say that they wanted to ascend to the heaven of the Holy Trinity by desiring a kind of equality with God, but not an absolute equality, as I have said before.

- As to its object, the will cannot desire more than the power of understanding understands, since only a good comprehended by the intellect can be an object of the will. But as to intensity, acts of the will can surpass one another, since desire is sometimes more intense than understanding is clear, and sometimes the converse is true. It can also happen that the intellect knows something but does not possess it, and the will can desire it as known. And in this way, because the intellect understands what perfect knowledge is, the will can desire perfect knowledge of the intellect although the intellect does not know itself perfectly, just as, conversely, the intellect can understand what is beyond the power of the will. And so it does not follow that the devil would desire to be something that he could not understand.

- When one wishes something to be taken away from oneself, one constitutes oneself as the starting point, which does not need to be preserved in the process, and so one can desire not to exist so as to be free of miseries. But when one desires a good for oneself, one constitutes oneself as the end point, and such a terminus needs to be preserved in the process. And so one cannot desire for oneself a good the possession of which would result in the person not existing.

- The most excessive desire does not need to regard the greatest good but the greatest good among those that can be desired.

- The devil wanted his power to be preserved with respect to obtaining happiness itself and being preserved in it by his own power, not with respect to everything.

Fourth Article

Did the Devil Sin, or Could He Have Sinned, at the First Moment of His Creation?

It seems that he did or could have, for the following reasons:

- Jn. 3:8 says that the devil sinned from the beginning. But we cannot understand "from the beginning" to
mean when the devil brought death to human beings by tempting Adam, since he himself was evil before
that. Therefore, we understand it to mean from the beginning when he himself was created.

- Jn. 8:44 says that the devil did not stand fast in the truth. But he would have stood fast in the truth if he
were not to have sinned at the first moment of his creation. Therefore, it seems that the devil could have
sinned at the first moment of his creation.

- The power the devil had at the first moment of his creation was neither increased nor decreased before he
sinned. But he could and did sin after the first moment of his creation. Therefore, he could also have
sinned at the first moment of his creation.

- People have said that if the devil were to have sinned at the first moment of his creation, that sin would be
imputed to God, who causes the devil's nature. But God causes an angel's existence as long as the
angel exists and not only when he was first created, as Augustine makes evident in his Literal
Commentary on Genesis. And so Jn. 5:17 says: "My Father and I are active even until now." Therefore,
if we should impute to God any sin committed by the devil at the first moment of his creation, then by
like reasoning, we would impute to God any sin the devil were to commit at any other moment. And this
conclusion is evidently false.

- Angels' natural power bestowed on them by God is disposed to two things, namely, good and evil. And
they would have gone on to do evil only had something determined them to do so. But only their own
will, not God, could have determined them to do evil. Therefore, even if angels had sinned at the first
moment of their creation, their sin would be imputed to their will, not God.

- The effects produced by a secondary cause can be deficient without being imputable to the primary
cause. For example, we impute lameness to a deformed leg, not to the power to walk. But God is related
to angels' activity as the primary cause of the activity. Therefore, if angels were to have sinned at the first
moment of their creation, their sin would be imputed to their free choice, not God.

- Likewise, people have said that if the devil were to have sinned at the first moment of his creation, he
could never have been sinless and so would have had evil necessarily and not by free choice, and this is
contrary to the nature of sin. But such necessity is only the necessity by which something needs to exist
while it exists, and every act of sinning indeed has such necessity. Therefore, if such necessity is
counter to the nature of free choice, then no sin would be the product of free choice. And this
conclusion is improper.

- People have said regarding other sins that a moment when the sinner is not subject to the aforementioned
necessity precedes the act of sinning. But no one sins before one causes the act of sinning, and things
belonging to the nature of sin coexist with the sin. Therefore, the possibility of sinning or not sinning is
not required prior to the act of sinning.

- The devil's sin consisted of his having desired his happiness in a disordered way. But he could have
understood the nature of his happiness at the first moment of his creation. Therefore, he could also have
willed his happiness in a disordered way at the first moment of his creation.

- Any efficient cause not acting out of natural necessity can avoid what it causes. But if the devil were to
have sinned at the first moment of his creation, he would not on that account have sinned out of natural
necessity. Therefore, he could still have avoided sin, and so nothing seems to prevent the devil having
been able to sin at the first moment of his creation.

- If the devil did not sin at the first moment of his creation, something improper seems to result from any
perspective. For if the devil did not know about his fall before he sinned, and good angels were sure of their future steadfastness, without which they could not be happy, then God would have differentiated between the latter and the former by revealing to some and not to others what destiny awaited them, without a previous difference of merits. And this conclusion seems improper. And if the devil did foreknow his fall, he had the punishment of sadness before moral fault. And this conclusion also is improper. Therefore, we should not say that the devil did not sin at the first moment of his creation.

- As Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis*, the formlessness of the creatures instituted by God was prior to their formation, described in the deeds of the six days, only in nature and origin, not in temporal duration. But as he himself says afterward, we understand by the separation of light from darkness the separation of good angels from bad angels. Therefore, there were some good and some bad angels immediately at the first moment of the creation of the world.

- The bad angels turned away from God at the same time that the good angels turned toward him; otherwise, there would be no reason why God would have confirmed the latter and not the former if there would have been no obstacle regarding those not confirmed. But it seems that the good angels at the first moment of their creation turned toward God. For as Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis*, we understand "the evening of the first day" to mean the turning of the angels' intellect toward its nature, and we understand "the morning of the following day" to mean the turning of the angels' intellect toward the Word. Therefore, if Augustine thought that all the things related in the deeds of the six days were made at the same time, it seems that the angels turned toward God or away from him by sinning at the same time that they knew themselves at the first moment of their creation.

- According to Dionysius in his work *On the Divine Names*, angels, unlike us, do not have discursive knowledge, namely, the process of reasoning from first principles to conclusions, but contemplate both principles and conclusions at the same time. But ends are related to means as principles are to conclusions, as the Philosopher says in the *Physics*. Therefore, since the angels' nature is related to God as their end, it seems that they were at the same time moved regarding themselves and God by turning toward or away from him. And so the same conclusion follows as before.

- If angels at the first moment of their creation were good, they obviously loved God. And they by nature loved themselves. Therefore, either they loved themselves, and God for their sake, and so sinned by delighting in themselves as their end, or they loved themselves for God's sake, which is to turn toward God by the virtue of charity. Therefore, angels would necessarily turn either toward or away from God at the first moment of their creation. And so the same conclusion follows as before.

- God created human beings to compensate for the fall of the angels, as the saints say. Therefore, human beings were not created before the devil fell by sinning. But human beings seem to have been created at the beginning of the creation of the world, according to Augustine, who held that all things were created at the same time. Therefore, the devil also sinned at the first moment of his creation.

- Spiritual creatures are more powerful than any material creature. But some material creatures (e.g., light and rays of light) have instantaneous movement. Therefore, much more could angels have movements of sin at the first moment of their creation.

- The more excellent something is, the less idle it is. But the will seems to be more excellent than the intellect is, since the will moves the intellect to its activity. Therefore, since the angels' intellect was not idle at the first moment of its creation, it seems that neither was their will. And so it seems that angels could have by their will sinned at the first moment of their creation.
A kind of eternity measures the duration of angels. But we say that the whole of eternity exists at once. Therefore, whenever angels sinned, they sinned at the first moment of their creation.

As one sins by free choice, so also does one merit. But one creature, namely, Christ's soul, merits at the first moment of its creation. Therefore, the devil could also have sinned at the first moment of his creation.

As angels are creatures of God, so also is the soul. But a child's soul at the first moment of its creation is subject to sin. Therefore, by like reasoning, angels could have been evil at the first moment of their creation.

As a creature would dissolve into nothingness were the power of God not to encompass it, as Gregory says, so also would a rational creature fall into sin were grace not to encompass it. Therefore, if an angel did not possess grace at the first moment of its creation, it could not have been without sin. And if it possessed grace and did not use it, it likewise sinned. And if it used grace to turn to God, it was confirmed in good so as also not to be capable of sinning. Therefore, all angels who sinned, did so at the first moment of their creation.

A property exists at the same time as the thing to which the property belongs. But sin is a property of the devil, as Jn. 8:44 says: "When he [the devil] speaks lies, he speaks in character." Therefore, the devil sinned at the first moment when he was created.

On the Contrary:

Ez. 28:12-13 says to the devil in the person of the king of Tyre: "You were full of wisdom and perfect in beauty, enjoying the pleasures of God's paradise."

The Book of Causes says: "Between something whose substance and activity exists in the moment of eternity and something whose substance and activity exists in a moment of time, there is something whose substance exists in eternity, and whose activity exists in time." But God's substance and activity exist in eternity, and the substance and activity of material things exist in time. Therefore, angels' substance, which is in between, exists in eternity, and their activity in time. Therefore, angels could not have sinned at the moment of their creation.

We call things evil because they cause harm, as Augustine says in his Enchiridion. But evil harms because it takes away good, and God made angels good regarding their entire nature. Therefore, since nothing can be at the same time intact and diminished, it seems that angels could not have been evil at the first moment of their creation.

Nothing indeliberate can be a sin, at least a mortal sin. But nothing momentary can be deliberate. Therefore, nothing momentary can be a mortal sin. Therefore, it seems impossible for an angel to have become evil by sinning at the first moment of its creation.

Answer:

Augustine deals with this question in his Literal Commentary on Genesis and the City of God. But in neither work does he reach a definite conclusion on the matter, although he seems in the Commentary to incline more to the view that devils sinned at the first moment of their creation, and in the City of God more to the view that they did not.

And so some latter-day writers presumed to claim that the devil was evil at the first moment of his creation by
the movement of free choice whereby he sinned, not indeed by his nature. But all the masters then teaching at the University of Paris rejected this position. And the authority of the canon of Scripture seems to maintain that angels were once good and did not sin at the first moment of their creation. For example, Is. 14:12 says: "How you, O Lucifer, who rose in the morning, fell." And Ez. 28:13 says: "You enjoyed the pleasures of paradise." But Augustine in his Literal Commentary on Genesis explains these texts so as to understand the statements to be about the devil regarding his followers, that is, human beings who fall away from the grace of Christ.

But it is necessary, though difficult, to assign the reason why the devil could not have sinned at the first moment of his creation. For some have assigned the reason for this to the angels' nature established by God. And so they say that the devil at the first moment of his creation was necessarily good as created by God, lest we designate something at once intact and diminished, as was counterargued above. But this argument seems to have no force, since the wickedness of moral fault is not contrary to the goodness of a substance but rather is grounded in the substance as its subject. And so also Augustine says in the City of God that those who hold the view that the devil sinned at the first moment of his creation do not agree with the Manicheans, who claim that the devil has an evil nature contrary to God. Nor would it be improper to say that angels as created by God had their nature completely intact from the first moment of their existence but in such a way that the resistance of the angels' will thereupon prevented their nature being intact. Just so, for example, might the rays of the sun be prevented from illumining the air at the very moment of the sun's rising.

And some assign the reason why angels could not have sinned at the first moment of their creation to the fact that deliberation is required regarding every sin. And since deliberation cannot be instantaneous, they hold that the angels' sin could not have been instantaneous. But angels were evil only when they ended up sinning. And so they conclude that angels could not have been evil at the first moment of their creation.

But they are deceived because they judge the angels' intellect by the mode of the human intellect, although the angels' intellect is far different. For the human intellect is discursive. And so as it advances in theoretical knowledge by reasoning deductively about theoretical matters, so also it advances in practical knowledge by reflecting or deliberating about practical matters, since deliberation is an inquiry, as the Ethics says. But the angels' intellect understands truth without discursive reasoning and inquiry, as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names. And so nothing prevents an angel being able to choose at the first moment when it understands truth, and doing so is an act of free choice. Just so, human beings, at the very moment deliberation makes them certain, choose what they are to do. And if they were to be sure about what they should do, they would choose immediately without deliberation, as is evident in the skill of handwriting and the like, in which there is no need of deliberation. Therefore, if angels could understand at the first moment of their existence what they should desire, they could immediately at that very moment choose, since they would not need to deliberate. Therefore, the reason why angels could not have sinned at the first moment of their creation is not because they could not choose at that moment, and choosing is an act of free choice. Therefore, we need to look for the reason elsewhere.

Therefore, we should consider the difference between the motion so measured by time that it causes time (e.g., the first heavenly motion) and the motion measured by time but not causing it (e.g., the movements of animals). And regarding the movements of animals, temporal succession does not correspond to the difference or sameness of moveable objects, since animals may stay put and time march on, for time measures rest as well as motion, as the Physics says. But regarding the motion that causes time, the succession of time and the succession of motion accompany one another, since the before and after of motion causes the before and after of time, as the Physics says. And so everything we distinguish in such motion exists in different moments of time, and what we do not distinguish in such motion cannot exist in different moments. And so time necessarily ceases at the moment when the heavenly motions cease, as Rev. 20:7 says: "There will be no more time."
And we should consider that the angels' thoughts and desires have a temporal succession, as Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that God moves spiritual creatures through time. For angels do not actually understand everything at once, since angels understand different things by different forms, not everything by one form, and the higher an angel, the more things it naturally knows by fewer forms. And so Dionysius says in his work *On the Celestial Hierarchy* that higher angels have more universal knowledge, and the *Book of Causes* says that higher, purely intelligent beings possess more universal forms, that is, forms that encompass a greater number of knowable things. Just so, we perceive regarding human beings that the more superior a person's intellect, the more things the person can know from fewer principles. But only God knows everything by knowing one thing, namely, his essence.

And so human beings cannot actually understand many things at once, since different forms cannot completely and definitively actualize their intellect, just as different shapes cannot actualize the same material substance. And so also we should say regarding angels that they can know at the same time all the things that they know by one form, and that they can know successively, not simultaneously, all the things that they know by—different forms. And the time caused by the heavens' motion, above which are the angels' thoughts and desires, does not measure this succession—and nothing lower measures something higher. Rather, the very thoughts and desires succeeding one another necessarily cause different moments of such time. Therefore, regarding things that an angel cannot understand by one form, the angel necessarily comes to understand them at different moments of its time.

And things above nature belonging to grace, regarding which the angels sinned, as I have maintained, differ more from any things naturally known than any things naturally known differ from one another. And so if an angel cannot by one form and at the same time understand all the things naturally known because of their difference, much less can an angel come at the same time to understand things known by nature and supernatural things, which are freely bestowed. And angels' movements are evidently first to things connatural to them, since they through such movements attain what transcends their nature. And so angels at the first moment of their creation must have turned to natural knowledge of themselves, by which they could not sin, as is clear from what I have said before. But they could later have turned toward or away from what transcends their nature. And so angels at the first moment of their creation were neither in a blessed state by completely turning toward God nor sinners by turning away from him. And so Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that after the evening of the first day, it becomes morning, when the spiritual light, namely, the angels' nature, after recognizing its nature not to be divine, turns back to praise the light that is God himself, by contemplating the one who fashions it.

*Replies to the Objections:*

- Augustine in the *City of God* explains the statement, "The devil sins from the beginning," to mean that he persists in sin from its beginning. But some explain "from the beginning" to mean immediately after the beginning.

- John says that the devil did not stand fast in the truth because he did not persist in it, as Augustine explains in the *City of God*, not because he never stood in it.

- That the angels could not have sinned at the first moment was neither because of the lack of any power that would have been supplied later, nor because of a perfection that would have been taken away before their sin. Rather, it was because of the ordination of their activity, since they first needed to contemplate what belongs to their nature and later to be moved regarding supernatural things by turning toward or away from God.

- The activity that something has at the beginning of its existence corresponds to its nature. And so we need to impute such activity to the author of the nature. But angels could later move, rightly or wrongly,
from considering natural things to other things, and this should be imputed to the will of angels who sin, not to the author of their nature.

- The will of rational creatures is predetermined to one thing, and nature moves their will to such things. For example, every human being by nature wills to exist and to live and to be happy. And these are things toward the understanding or willing of which nature first moves rational creatures, since other actions presuppose natural actions. And so if angels were to have sinned at the first moment of their creation, it would seem that this belongs to their nature and so would be in some way imputable to the author of nature.

- We do not impute deficiencies resulting from primary causes to secondary causes regarding things that secondary causes do not have from primary causes. For example, legs do not have crookedness from the power of locomotion. But the angels' first activity is by their natural powers, which they have from God. And so the argument fails.

- The argument of this objection proceeded on the assumption that the angels' movement of free choice resulted from consultative deliberation, for one needs to take counsel by deliberating about two alternatives, either one of which one can do in order to choose one of them in the future. But when deliberation does not precede choice, it is not necessary that one have the power to choose or not choose before one chooses. Rather, one is at that very moment freely borne to this or that.

- —

- —

- And so we concede objections 8, 9, and 10.

- As bad angels did not sin at the first moment of their creation, so good angels were not completely happy at the first moment of their creation. And so it was not necessary that the good angels foreknew their future steadfastness, just as the bad angels did not foreknow their fall before they sinned. And because an angel's happiness is chiefly from God, and sin is from a creature's free choice, God could have made angels happy at the first moment of their creation by inducing them to what surpasses nature, since God even caused the very fact that they were at that moment induced to what lay within their natural power. But angels by their own power could have been moved wickedly toward what transcends their nature only after the first moment of their existence.

- We can understand the distinction of light from darkness throughout the whole span of time, which we are now considering, in which we distinguish the good from the wicked, not indeed at the beginning of the world. But such understanding seems to belong to allegory, as Augustine says in the same work. And so he there proposes another explanation, that we understand light to mean the formation of the first creatures, and darkness to mean the formlessness of creatures not yet formed. But he says in the City of God that light and darkness signify the distinction between the good angels and the bad angels as God foreknew their distinction. And so he says there: "Only he who could foreknow before they fell those who will fall could have discerned those things."

- Augustine in his Literal Commentary on Genesis leaves in doubt whether angels know at the same time or successively all the deeds related in the six days and so knew day and evening and the next morning at the same time or successively. And whatever the case, it is enough for his meaning that we understand the distinction of days as angels know them and not as days occurring temporally.

- Angels at the first moment of their creation, when they were moved to understand their own nature, were
at the same time moved to know God as the author of their nature, since purely intelligent beings know their cause when they know their essence, as the Book of Causes says. But they were not at that moment moved to know God as the author of grace.

- Loving oneself for the sake of God as the object of supernatural happiness and the author of grace is an act of charity. But loving God above all things and oneself for the sake of God insofar as the natural good of every creature consists of him, by nature befits not only rational creatures but also irrational animals and inanimate material substances insofar as they share natural love of the highest good, as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names. And angels at the first moment of their creation loved themselves for the sake of God in this way.

- The argument of this objection fails on three counts. First, it indeed fails because human beings were created chiefly to enjoy God and to complete the universe, even if angels had never fallen, not to compensate for the fall of angels. Second, the argument fails because human beings, at least regarding their body, were in the opinion of Augustine created in the deeds of the six days only virtually, not actually. And according to Augustine, only things that could not exist virtually before they actually existed were created at the beginning of the creation of the world. Third, the argument fails because nothing prevents something being done for the sake of a future end that a human being foreknows. For example, one prepares wood in summer for the cold coming in winter.

- A spirit's movement of free choice can exist in a moment. But by the argument previously elaborated, a spirit could not have a movement to sin at the first moment of its creation.

- Although angels had a movement of the will as well as one of the intellect at the first moment of their creation, it does not follow that they had a movement of the will to sin.

- A kind of eternity measures angels' existing. But it does not measure angels' actions, and their acts both of the will and the intellect are successive, as is evident from what I have said before.

- The nature of merit and the nature of sin are different. For merit results from God, who can from the beginning induce creatures to what he has willed, moving the mind of rational creatures. But the very mind of rational creatures, which can move itself only in accord with the requirements of the natural order, moves itself to sin.

- The soul's union with the tainted body, not its own action, makes it evil at the first moment of its creation. And so the argument regarding angels, who could become evil only through their own actions, is different.

- The argument of this objection fails in two ways. First, the argument fails because as creatures would dissolve into nothingness were God's power not to sustain them, so also would they fail to be good were God not to sustain them. But it does not follow that they would fall into sin were God not to sustain them through his grace, excepting only the case of a corrupted nature that of itself inclines to evil. Second, the argument fails because the need to keep the commandments does not always bind human beings to use grace, since affirmative precepts do not bind under all circumstances. And so it is not necessarily the case that a person at every moment either merits or sins.

- John says that the devil characteristically speaks lies because the devil has truth from God and not from himself, and falsity from himself and not from God, not because lying is a natural property of his.

**Fifth Article**
Can Devils' Free Choice Return to Good after Their Sin?

It seems that their free choice can, for the following reasons:

- Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names* that the things in devils by nature remain intact after their sin. But devils before their sin could have turned toward good. Therefore, devils could also turn toward good after their sin.

- Nothing regarding what is contrary to nature remains such permanently, since something contrary to nature is accidental, and accidents can be easily taken away because "accidents are present or absent without destroying their subject." But sin is contrary to the nature of angels, since they fell from what is in accord with their nature to what is contrary to their nature, as Damascene says in his work *On Orthodox Faith*. Therefore, the devils' free choice could not have permanently persisted in evil.

- People have said that it belonged to devils by reason of their condition that they by sinning immediately lost their condition as wayfarers, to which changing from good to evil and the converse belong. But the condition of reward or punishment, which God bestows or inflicts, succeeds the condition of wayfarer. And God cannot cause permanence in sin, since he does not preserve anything of which he is not the author. Therefore, permanence in sin cannot belong to angels by reason of the condition that they now have.

- Everything that does not belong intrinsically to something needs to belong to it from a cause. But irrevocably sinning does not belong to angels as such, for then such sinning would belong to them by nature, and so they would be evil by nature, which we have disproved. Nor, moreover, does it belong to them from a cause, since it is not from God, or their nature, as I have proved, or even their own will, since inasmuch as a rational creature's will can change, it does not seem that their will can cause irrevocability. Therefore, irrevocably sinning in no way belongs to devils.

- Augustine says in his work *On True and False Repentance*. "If devils could hope in God and acknowledge their moral fault, they would find in God's kindness what they do not find in themselves," namely, forgiveness of their sin. But devils can hope in God, since hope, like fear, springs from faith, and Jas. 2:19 says that "devils believe and tremble." Therefore, devils can obtain forgiveness of their sin and so not persist irrevocably in their sins.

- If devils cannot hope for God's mercy, this impossibility of mercy regards either themselves or God. But this does not regard God, since as Augustine says in the same place, every wickedness is shallow in relation to God's mercy. And if we should say that this regards the devils, namely, in that they cannot by their own efforts rise from sin, this would by like reasoning befit everyone who sins mortally, since no one can by one's own efforts abandon sin unless freed by God, and yet not all who sin mortally persist irrevocably in evil. Therefore, devils do not persist irrevocably in evil.

- It is valid to argue: I can run if I want to; therefore, I can run. But devils can turn to good if they want to, since turning to good consists of the very act of so willing. Therefore, devils can turn to good.

- If a state of motion be natural, then a state of rest is natural, since something comes to rest in a place by the same nature that moves it to the place. Therefore, by like reasoning, if movement is voluntary, rest is voluntary. But a devil's movement to evil was voluntary. Therefore, his resting in evil is voluntary. Therefore, he does not rest in evil necessarily.

- According to Chrysostom in his *Commentary on the Gospel of John*, as the light of the sun is related to the air, so the untreated light is related to spiritual substances. But the purer the air, the more it can
receive the light of the sun, and of spiritual substances, angels have a finer nature than human souls do. Therefore, since human souls after sin can receive the light of grace, it seems much more likely that angels can. Therefore, it seems that angels would not persist irrevocably in evil.

- What is by nature such is always such. But angels by nature have the capacity to turn to good. Therefore, they always have the capacity to turn to good, as much after sin as before.

- Devils did not gain any advantage out of their sin. But they were obliged to turn to God before they sinned. Therefore, they were also obliged to turn to God even after they sinned. But no one is obliged to what is impossible. Therefore, devils can turn to God. And so it seems that they do not remain permanently in sin.

- The lower the nature of an efficient cause, the more it is determined to one thing. For example, heavy and light material substances are more determined to one motion than is reason, which can move to different things. But the soul is by the ordination of nature inferior to the angels. Therefore, since the soul is not so determined to one thing as not to be able to return to good after sin, it seems that much less are the angels.

- Higher appetites can govern lower appetites, as, for example regarding us, our rational appetite governs our sense appetites, as the De anima says." But other appetites, namely, the appetites of God and good angels, are superior to the appetites of devils. Therefore, the appetites of devils, which strive for evil, can be directed to good.

- By nature, everything turns to what is better. But devils understand that the divine good is better than their own good. Therefore, devils can turn to the divine good. Therefore, devils do not persist irrevocably in turning away from God, which is evil for them.

- The devils' changed condition does not take away their free choice, which naturally belongs to them. But the capacity to turn to good belongs intrinsically to free choice, since the capacity to sin is not free choice or part of freedom, as Anselm says. Therefore, the devils' changed condition does not take away from them their capacity to turn to good.

- Devils, before they sinned, could have turned to good. And if they cannot turn to good after they sinned, this results either from a subtraction or an addition. But this does not result from a subtraction, since their natural powers remain intact, just as their other natural goods do, as Dionysius says. And likewise, it does not result from an addition, since things receive additions according to their way of existing. And so since angels' free choice as such can change, it seems that any addition to them belongs to them subject to change. Therefore, devils do not persist irrevocably in evil.

- The will is proportioned to the intellect, which moves the will. But the angels' intellect does not understand one thing so as not also to be able to understand something else. Therefore, their will does not will one thing so as not also to be able to return to will something else. And so devils do not persist irrevocably in evil.

- Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names that devils both understand and will good. But only their consent to such a will seems to be required for them to turn to good. Therefore, it seems that they can return to good.

- Anselm says that if devils have free choice, they must have it so as to be able either to preserve or to abandon or to recover rectitude." But they do not have free choice so as to be able to preserve rectitude, since they do not have it. Nor do they have free choice so as to be able to abandon rectitude, since this
belongs to the capacity to sin, which is not part of freedom. Therefore, we conclude that they have free choice so as to be able to recover rectitude. And so they do not persist irrevocably in evil.

- Things deformed in the same way can be reformed in the same way. But the devil is deformed in the same way that many human beings, who sin for the same reason, namely, wickedness, are. Therefore, since human beings can be reformed, devils also could be.

- As the will is disposed to good and evil, so the intellect is disposed to truth and falsity. But there is no intellect that so adheres to falsity that it cannot return to truth. Therefore, the devil's will does not so adhere to evil that it cannot return to good.

**On the Contrary:**

- Jn. 3:8 says: "The devil sins from the beginning." And Augustine in the *City of God* explains this to mean that the devil sins forever from the beginning of his sin.

- Gregory says in his work *Morals*: "The heart of the ancient enemy will be hardened like a stone, since no repentant conversion will soften it."

- Angels are in between God and human beings. But God has immutable free choice before and after he chooses, and human beings have mutable free choice before and after they choose. Therefore, angels are disposed in a middle way, namely, that they have free choice before but not after they choose, since the contrary is impossible, namely, that they have free choice after but not before they choose. Therefore, angels cannot return to good after they choose to sin.

**Answer:**

Origen, thinking that the free choice of any creature in any condition can change from evil to good and from good to evil, was mistaken on this question. And so he thought that even devils could at some time by their free choice return to good and by God's mercy obtain forgiveness of their sins. But Augustine says in the *City of God*: "The Church condemned Origen on account of this and other errors, since he lost even the appearance of being merciful by causing the saints real misery, whereby they would suffer punishment for their sins, and false happiness, in which they would not have real and secure (i.e., without fear, certain) joy of eternal good." For Origen by like reasoning held that even good angels and human beings at some time could by their free choice sin and so fall out of the state of blessedness. And this is evidently contrary to the judgment of the Lord, who says: "These [the damned] will go to everlasting punishment, and the just to eternal life."

We should note that the error of Origen arose from the fact he failed to consider what belonged to the power of free choice intrinsically, without which, it does not exist in any condition. Therefore, we should consider that it belongs to the nature of free choice that it can be for different things. And so things lacking knowledge, whose actions are determined to one thing, do nothing by free choice. And irrational animals indeed do things by choice but not free choice, since nature determines the judgments whereby they seek or avoid things, so that they cannot go counter to them. For example, sheep can flee from wolves only when they see them. But everything possessing intellect and will acts by free choice, namely, as the choice whereby it acts results from intellectual or rational comprehension, and such comprehension is disposed to many things. And so it belongs to the nature of free choice that it can be for different things, as I have said.

And we can consider this difference in three ways. We can consider the difference in one way by the difference of means chosen for the sake of ends. For everything has an end from nature that it seeks by natural necessity, since a nature always strives for one thing. But because many things can be ordained for one end, the appetite of an intellectual or rational nature can strive for different things by choosing means to the end. And thus does God
also by nature will his goodness as his end and can only will it. But because different modes of being and ranks of things can be ordained for his goodness, his will is not borne to one of his effects so as not to be able, as such, to be borne to another. And God in this way has free choice. Likewise, angels and human beings have happiness as the end bestowed on them by nature. And so they by nature desire it and cannot will unhappiness, as Augustine says in his work On the Trinity. But since different things can be ordained for happiness, the will of both human beings and good or bad angels in choosing means to that end can be borne to different things.

We note a second difference regarding which there can be free choice as the difference between good and evil. But this difference does not intrinsically belong to the power of free choice but is incidentally related to the power inasmuch as natures capable of defect have such free choice. For inasmuch as the will of itself is ordained for good as its proper object, the will can strive for evil only insofar as evil is understood under the aspect of good, and such understanding belongs to a deficiency of the intellect or reason, which causes choice to be free. But it does not belong to the nature of a power to be deficient in its activity. For example, it does not belong to the nature of the power of sight that one see things indistinctly. And so nothing prevents there being a power of free choice that so strives for good that it is in no way capable of striving for evil, whether by nature, as in the case of God, or by the perfection of grace, as in the case of the saints and the holy angels.

And we note a third difference regarding which there can be free choice as the difference of change. And this difference indeed does not consist of the fact that one chooses different things, for God himself also wills that there be different things as befits different times and persons. But changes in free choice consist of the fact that one does not will the same thing and at the same time what the person willed previously, or that one wills what the person previously did not will. And this difference also does not belong intrinsically to the nature of free choice but happens incidentally to the power by reason of the condition of a changeable nature. Just so, it does not belong to the nature of the power of sight to see in different ways, but this sometimes happens because of the different disposition of the seer, whose eyes are sometimes clear and sometimes blurred. And likewise, the mutability or diversity of free choice does not belong to its nature but happens to it insofar as it belongs to a nature subject to change. For example, internal and external causes alter our free choice. An internal cause indeed does, either because of reason, as when one knows later what one did not know before, or because of the will itself, as emotions or habits sometimes dispose one to strive for things as suitable that are not suitable in the absence of the emotions or habits. And an external cause alters free choice, as when God by grace changes the will of a human being from evil to good, as Prov. 21:1 says: "The heart of the king is in God's hands, and God will turn it whithersoever he willed."

These two causes cease to act on angels after their first choice. And first, indeed, nature immutably disposes them regarding things that belong to the natural order, for change belongs to things having potentiality, as the Physics says. And it belongs to the angels' nature to have actual knowledge of everything they can know naturally, as we by nature have actual knowledge of first principles, from which we by a process of deductive reasoning proceed to acquire knowledge of conclusions. But angels do not have such a process of reasoning, since they intuit in the principles themselves all the conclusions proper to natural knowledge of them. And so as we are permanently disposed regarding knowledge of first principles, so the angels' intellect is permanently disposed regarding everything it knows by nature. And since the will is proportioned to the intellect, it follows that their will is also by nature irrevocable regarding what belongs to the natural order. But it is also true that they have potentiality regarding movements to supernatural things, whether by turning toward them or by turning away from them. And so they can only have the change of moving from the order of their nature to things transcending their nature by turning toward or away from them. But since everything added to something is added to it according to the mode of its nature, it follows that angels persist irrevocably in turning from or toward a supernatural good.

And regarding an external cause, angels are immutable in either good or evil after their first choice, since the
condition of wayfarer is ended for them. And so it does not belong to the nature of God's wisdom to infuse more grace to recall them from the evil of their first turning away from him, in which they persist irrevocably. And so, although they choose various things by free choice, they still sin regarding everything they choose, since the force of their first choice abides in their every choice.

*Replies to the objections:*

- The devils' natural goods are intact as regards the ordination of nature, but they are corrupt, that is, evil, or diminished in relation to grace or glory.

- Sin is contrary to nature by reason of the disorder whereby sin has the nature of evil, not by reason of what the one sinning desires. And so nothing prevents the sinner persisting irrevocably in what the sinner desires by sinning.

- By not imparting his grace, not indeed by causing or preserving their wickedness, God causes the condition whereby devils persist in evil. For we in this way say that he hardens some in their sin, as Rom. 9:18 says: "He has mercy on those on whom he wills to have mercy, and he hardens those whom he wills to harden."

- It belongs to devils to persist irrevocably in evil by reason of two causes, not one. For being in a condition of evil belongs to them by reason of their own will, and adhering irrevocably to the object willed belongs to them by reason of their nature.

- Properly speaking, the devil cannot acknowledge moral fault in himself, namely, so that he understands and rejects his sin as a culpable evil, since this would belong to a change in free choice. And so he cannot hope for forgiveness by God's mercy from moral fault, as it were.

- Not only can devils not rise from sin by their own powers, just as human beings cannot, but it also belongs to them by the mode of their nature to adhere irrevocably to what they by their will have chosen. And so their sin is more irremediable than the sins of human beings.

- When I say, "I can run if I want to," the antecedent is possible, and so the consequent is possible. But when I say, "Devils can return to good if they want to," the antecedent is impossible, as is evident from what I have said. And so the reasoning is different.

- As the devils' movement of turning away from God was voluntary, so also is their remaining in what they willed voluntary, since they voluntarily persist in evil. And their will abides irrevocably in evil, for the reason already mentioned.

- The uncreated light illumines spiritual substances in two ways: in one way by natural light, and then good or bad angels are more illumined than human souls are; in a second way by the light of grace, and then bad angels are less capable of such illumination than human souls are, because of the impediment to grace that remains permanently in bad angels, as I have said.

- By nature, devils' free choice cannot change regarding their natural goods, but their free choice can change only regarding supernatural goods, and devils can turn toward or away from them. And when they have done so, they persist irrevocably in it, as I have said.

- Drunkards are morally obliged not to sin, not indeed in light of their present condition but in light of the fact that they are the voluntary cause of their drunkenness, by reason of which we impute some moral fault to them for their actions. So also can we understand that devils are morally obliged to turn to God, although this is impossible for them in their present condition, since they arrived at their present
condition voluntarily.

- Lower things are more determined to one thing regarding their object because higher powers extend to more than one thing. But the highest things are more determined to one thing because of their immutability, and the devils' free choice is determined to evil in this way.

- Only God can move the will, and he could also by his absolute power turn the devils' will to good. But this is not congruent with the devils' nature, as I have said. And so there is no comparison with sense appetites, which are by their nature subject to change.

- Devils understand that the divine goodness as the source of natural goodness is better than their own, but not that the divine goodness as the source of supernatural goodness is better than their own, since they still abide in the first wickedness whereby they willed to obtain the highest happiness by their natural powers.

- By the devils' change of condition, they did not lose free choice so as not to be able to be borne to connatural goods, but they lost the capacity to be borne to the good of grace.

- The devils' irrevocability in evil, properly speaking, results from their adherence to evil, which has the nature of an addition. And because they adhere to things according to the mode of their nature, it follows that devils adhere to them irrevocably rather than revocably.

- The devils' will can indeed desire various things, as I have said in the answer. But devils persist irrevocably in evil regarding everything they desire, as is evident from what I have said.

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding devils' knowledge and willing of natural goods, but we are presently speaking about supernatural good and the evil of moral fault contrary to that good.

- Devils would have the freedom to preserve rectitude if they were to have it, since, as Anselm says in the cited work, free choice always has the power to preserve rectitude, both when it possesses rectitude and when it does not, just as one has the power to retain money if one were to have money, even if one does not have money.

- Human beings, although they may sin for the same reason that devils did, they are not completely deformed in like manner. Rather, devils are deformed irrevocably, and human beings revocably, according to what befits their respective natures.

- As devils persist irrevocably in the evil to which they adhere, so also would they persist in the falsity to which they would assent.

**Sixth Article**

*Is a Devil's Intellect So Darkened after Sin That It Can Err or Be Deceived?*

It seems that a devil's intellect is that darkened, for the following reasons:

- Job 41:23 says of the Leviathan, by which we understand the devil: "It will think the depths come to an end." And Gregory explaining this in his work *Morals* says: "One who thinks that heavenly condemnation regarding punishments will sometime end thinks that the depths come to an end." But this is false. Therefore, the devil has false or erroneous opinions.

- Whoever is in doubt can err. But the devil is sometimes in doubt, as is evident by what Mt. 4:33 says: "If you are the Son of God, tell these stones to become loaves of bread." Therefore, the devil can err.
People have said that a devil can err regarding supernatural knowledge but not regarding natural knowledge. But Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names: "We affirm that the angelic goods bestowed on them," namely, the devils, "have never been altered and are intact and most splendid, although the devils themselves, blocking their powers to contemplate the good, do not perceive the goods." But those who do not perceive because they block their vision can be deceived or err. Therefore, a devil can err even regarding his natural goods.

There can be evil wherever there can be potentiality without actuality, as the Philosopher makes evident in the Metaphysics. But the angels' intellect can have potentiality without actuality even regarding their natural knowledge, since they do not actually contemplate at the same time everything to which their natural knowledge extends; otherwise, they would not change over time, as Augustine says in his Literal Commentary on Genesis. Therefore, the angels' intellect can have evil. But the intellect's evil is falsity, as the Ethics says. Therefore, although the devil has the nature of an angel, nothing prevents his intellect having false opinions.

A devil's will can be defective by reason of sin because the will is made out of nothing, as Augustine makes clear in the City of God. But the a devil's intellect is likewise made out of nothing. Therefore, by like reasoning, his intellect can be deficient by reason of error.

Sin excludes one from happiness. But happiness belongs to the intellect rather than to the will, as Jn.17:3 says: "This is eternal life, that they know you, the only true God," etc. Therefore, since sin makes a devil's will wicked insofar as it abides forever in sin, much more does sin make his intellect so depraved that it persists forever in error.

Anselm in his work On Truth proves that there is only one truth, namely, uncreated truth. And Augustine likewise says that everything is perceived in the divine light. But devils are excluded from sharing in God, as 2 Cor. 6:14 says: "What does light have in common with darkness?" Therefore, devils cannot know any truth.

On Job 41:33, "He was made to fear no one," Gregory says in his work Morals that the devil "turned the desire for pre-eminence into a rigidity of mind so that now due to his hardheartedness, he who sought to be pre-eminent in glory does not think that he has done evil." But he evidently did evil. Therefore, he has a false opinion about his very self.

One who thinks false what one previously thought i rue errs in one or the other opinion. But this happens to the devil, since a gloss on Mt. 27:19, "When he [Pilate] was sitting as judge, his wife sent to him," etc., says: "As the devil had first brought death through a woman, so he, at last understanding that he was about to lose his spoils through Christ, now wants to deliver Christ from the hands of the Jews through a woman in order not to lose power over death through Christ's death." And so it seems that he once deemed it expedient that Christ die, when he was working for Christ's death, and it afterward seemed to him that this was not expedient for his power. Therefore, it seems that he had a false opinion at one or the other time.

Augustine says in his work On True Religion: "You should be on your guard against the lower parts of hell," that is, the greater punishments after this life, "where there can be no recollection of truth because there is no rational activity. And there is no rational activity because there is no diffusion of the true light that enlightens every human being that comes into this world." But devils rest in the condition of those lower parts of hell. Therefore, they know no truth, and they have no rational activity.

As true knowledge is related to right desire, so false knowledge is related to wicked desire. But there can
be right desire only if true knowledge precedes it. Therefore, false knowledge always precedes wicked desire. But devils always have a wicked desire. Therefore, they have false knowledge.

- A gloss on Lk. 10:30, "After beating the man, they went away, leaving him half dead," says that sin wounds human beings in their natural powers. But grace restores in human beings what sin wounded. Therefore, since grace restores the whole image of God, which includes both the will and the intellect, it seems that a devil's sin wounded his intellect even regarding his natural knowledge. And so it seems that there can be error or deception even in his natural knowledge.

- Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names* that no one perceiving evil does evil. But a devil does evil. Therefore, he is deceived in his perception.

- Augustine says in his work *On True Religion*: "The devil by loving himself rather than God was unwilling to be subject to God and swelled up with pride and abandoned the supreme being," that is, fell through sin. "And he is something less because he wanted to enjoy something lesser, inasmuch as he wanted to enjoy his own power rather than God's." But because he wickedly clung to his own nature and power and so began to be something less, it seems that he departed from the ordination of his natural powers. Therefore, he can have falsity or deception even regarding his natural knowledge.

- Gregory says in his *Book of the Pastoral Rule* that what is right seems wicked to a mind filled with rage. But the devil's mind is filled with rage, for Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names* that the devil's evil consists of irrational rage. Therefore, the devil thinks that everything right is wicked. And so he is deceived in his opinion.

- Universal knowledge is a source of deception for us. For example, if we consider the whiteness of lilies, which is common to them and many other things, we are deceived into thinking that being white is identical with being a lily. But angels know by universal forms, and the higher the angel, the more universal the forms it has. Therefore, since Lucifer was the highest of the angels and so has the most universal forms, it seems that he can be deceived.

- Noncomposite beings turn completely to what they turn toward. Therefore, by like reasoning, they turn completely away from what they turn away from. But a devil is noncomposite by reason of his essence. Therefore, since he has turned away from God, it seems that he has turned completely away from him, namely, both regarding desire and knowledge. Therefore, it seems that his knowledge completely departs from truth, since God is truth.

- A gloss on 2 Cor. 6:15, "What harmony is there between Christ and Belial?" says that the devil does everything wickedly. But understanding itself is an activity. Therefore, it seems that the devil is wrongly disposed even in his understanding. And so it seems that his intellect has false opinions.

**On the Contrary:**

- Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names* that angels are pure intellects. But there can be no falsity in pure understanding, even human understanding. Therefore, much less can there be in angels' knowledge. But a devil has the nature of an angel. Therefore, his knowledge has no falsity.

- Devils, since they are immaterial substances, have only intellectual knowledge. But understanding is always correct, as the Philosopher says in the *De anima*, and Augustine likewise shows in his *Book of the 83 Questions* that no one understands something false. Therefore, it seems that the devils' knowledge cannot be deceived.
• People have said that the devils' knowledge can be deceived regarding supernatural knowledge, not natural knowledge. But supernatural knowledge is particularly related to God as he surpasses the natural knowledge of creatures. And as the Philosopher proves in the *Metaphysics*, the knowledge of pure substances, who are superior to us, can have no falsity; rather, their knowledge has deficiency only when they do not attain knowledge. Therefore, devils only fail to have supernatural knowledge and cannot have false opinions about it.

• Everything added to a thing comes to the recipient according to the mode of the recipient's nature, as the *Book of Causes* says. Therefore, if devils cannot err regarding their natural knowledge, it seems that they also cannot err regarding their additional knowledge of supernatural things.

• People have likewise said that devils can err regarding practical knowledge. But angels' knowledge surpasses all human knowledge, and human beings have a cognitive power that even in sinners does not err, namely, *synderesis*. Therefore, it seems much more likely that the knowledge of sinful angels is without error.

• Devils sinned by their free choice, which is a capacity of the will and reason. But reason and the will are related to different objects, for the will regards the good, and reason regards truth. But nothing prevents the will of devils being deficient regarding the good without their intellect being deficient regarding truth.

• Nothing is destroyed or diminished except by its contrary. But sin is not contrary to nature. Therefore, it seems that sin neither destroys nor diminishes natural good. But natural knowledge is not subject to error. Therefore, it seems that neither can a devil err even after he sinned.

• Gregory says in his *Dialogues* that human souls elevated from the body know truth without error. But angels, even bad angels, are more elevated from bodies than human souls are. Therefore, it seems that much less do bad angels err.

**Answer:**

False opinions are defective intellectual activities, as monstrous births are defective natural activities, and so also the Philosopher says in the *Ethics* that the intellect's evil is falsity. And defective activity always results from a cause's defect. For example, defects in semen cause monstrous births, as the *Physics* says. And so every false judgment necessarily results from a defective source of knowledge; for example, we often have false opinions due to faulty reasoning. But nothing can be defective regarding that in relation to which it is by its nature always actual, although it can be defective regarding that in relation to which it is potential. For the potential can be subject both to perfection and privation. And actuality is contrary to privation, to which every defect belongs.

And angels by the condition of their nature actually have complete knowledge of everything to which their cognitive power by nature extends, as I have said before. For they immediately perceive conclusions in knowing first principles and do not reason from the principles to the conclusions; otherwise, if they, having actual knowledge of the principles were to know the conclusions potentially, they just like ourselves would need to acquire knowledge of the conclusions by discursive reasoning from the principles. And Dionysius demonstrates the contrary in his work *On the Divine Names*. Therefore, as we cannot have false opinions regarding the first principles that we know by nature, so neither can angels have false opinions regarding whatever things are subject to their natural knowledge. And since devils by sinning did not lose what belongs to their nature, and their natural gifts abide intact and most splendid, as Dionysius says in his work *On the Divine Names*, it follows that devils cannot have false opinions regarding things that belong to their natural knowledge.

And although their minds are actual regarding things that they can by nature know, their minds are nonetheless
potential regarding things that surpass their natural knowledge, and a higher light needs to enlighten their minds to know such things. For as the higher a causal power, the more things the power can reach to act upon, so a higher cognitive power extends to knowledge of more things. And so a lower intellect, needing to be perfected by a higher intellect, is necessarily potential, as it were, regarding things about which the higher intellect surpasses the lower intellect. Therefore, regarding things belonging to God's knowledge, every angelic intellect, needing a supernatural light, that is, the light of God's grace, to enlighten it, is potential.

And so regarding such supernatural knowledge, every angelic intellect can have a deficiency, but some angelic intellects have deficiency in a different way than others. For good angels can indeed have defective knowledge regarding such things but one of pure negation, as Dionysius says in his work On Ecclesiastical Hierarchy that they are freed from their ignorance. And they cannot have the defective knowledge of false opinion, since inasmuch as their will is properly ordered, they do not use their intellect to judge things exceeding their knowledge. But bad angels, because of their disordered and proud will, can also have the defective knowledge of false opinion regarding such things, since they presumptuously use their intellect to judge things exceeding them. And they can have false opinions regarding such things both in theoretical matters, namely, as they rashly rush to false judgments, and in practical matters of desire, as they erroneously judge that things should be desired or one in relation to the aforementioned knowable things.

 Replies to the Objections:

- The permanence of God's condemnation belongs to supernatural knowledge, since the reason for God's judgments surpasses all the natural knowledge of creatures, as Ps. 36:6 says: "Your judgments are a great abyss." And the devil knows the permanence of his punishment. For ignorance of its permanence would lessen his unhappiness, since as the certainty of the permanence of glory relates to an increase of happiness for the blessed, so the certainty of the permanence of unhappiness relates to an increase of unhappiness for the damned. And so we need to say, as Job says, that the devil thinks that the deep will come to an end because, as Gregory explains in the cited text, the devil in this world impresses on the minds of human beings the idea that the punishments of sin come to an end, to induce human beings to have less fear about sinning.

- This doubt of the devil concerns the mystery of the incarnation, which mystery exceeds the natural knowledge even of the angels.

- Dionysius does not say that devils do not perceive the natural goods bestowed on them in such a way that they do not perceive them at all; otherwise, they could know nothing, since purely intelligent beings understand all other things by understanding their own essence, as the Book of Causes says." Rather, he means that devils, adhering definitively only to their natural goods, do not perceive these goods in relation to supernatural goods, from the contemplation of which they avert their attention.

- We speak of having actual knowledge in two ways: in one way as to actual consideration, and then we do not understand that angels have actual knowledge of all the things to which their natural knowledge extends; in a second way as to habitual knowledge. For we say that a person has potential knowledge in one way before the person learns, namely, when the person does not yet have habitual knowledge, and in another way before the person considers what the person knows habitually, as the De anima and the Physics say. And angels have actual knowledge in a habitual way regarding all the things they can know naturally. And this suffices to reject contrary falsity, since we do not always actually contemplate first principles. Rather, the habit of first principles suffices to reject every contrary error regarding them.

- Because something originates out of nothing, it follows that it is mutable in some respect, but it does not need to be mutable in every respect. Heavenly bodies are indeed subject to locomotion but not to
substantial change. And likewise, the angels' intellect, because it originates out of nothing, can err regarding supernatural things, although not regarding their natural knowledge, since even the angels' will can err regarding supernatural things, as I have maintained before.

- Happiness consists of activity of the intellect, to which the vision of God belongs, rather than activity of the will, to which pleasure belongs, since pleasure results from activity as an effect from a cause and is added to it as an extra perfection. And so the Philosopher says in the Ethics that pleasure perfects activity as comeliness perfects youth. But desiring one's end and striving for it belong particularly to the will, and sin prevents this. And so sin regards the will rather than the intellect.

- Devils are excluded from sharing in God's truth and light insofar as these are shared through grace, but not insofar as they are shared through nature.

- The devil does not think that he has done evil because he does not understand his moral fault as evil and still persists in evil with an obstinate mind. And so this belongs to the falsity of practical knowledge or knowledge related to desire.

- The effect of Christ's passion belongs to supernatural knowledge, regarding which the devil, could err.

- When Augustine says that there is no recollection of truth in hell, we should not understand this as if the devils should know no truth; otherwise, they would not know that they had committed acts of sin, and so the worm of conscience would be excluded. Rather, we should understand by Augustine's words that devils are not in a condition to acquire knowledge of the truth that would perfect their intellect.

- A complete and integral cause produces good, but individual defects result in evil, as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names. And so more things are required for good than for evil. And so it does not follow that there cannot be a wicked will without false knowledge if true knowledge of the intellect is required for rectitude of the will. And we can also say that the will can even be upright when antecedent knowledge is false. For example, such would be the case if one shows paternal honor to a man whom one falsely thinks to be the person's father. And likewise, a wicked will is always accompanied by some false practical knowledge.

- Moral fault wounds human beings in their natural powers as to the powers' capacity for supernatural things but not so as to take anything away from their essential nature. And so it follows that a devil's intellect errs only regarding supernatural things.

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding practical knowledge or knowledge related to desire, whereby one perceiving good chooses evil.

- The devil, in adhering to love of self rather than love of God, sinned regarding the relation of natural goods to supernatural goods, since he did not relate love of his nature to God. And also in this regard, Augustine says that the devil is something lesser insofar as he is deprived of supernatural existence.

- Dionysius speaks metaphorically about the devil's rage, and we do not ascribe sound arguments to such figures of speech. But we can also say that even the devil's thinking wrong to be right belongs to practical knowledge.

- We do not say that angels have universal knowledge because they know only the universal nature of things, in which way our universal knowledge causes deception. Rather, we say that eir knowledge is universal insofar as it extends universally to many knowable things, nd they have proper and complete knowledge regarding those things.
• Angels re noncomposite in essence but multiple in power, namely, insofar as their power extends to many things, not indeed by different kinds of powers, as we have sense appetites and an intellectual appetite. For such diversity would be contrary to the simplicity of their essence. Therefore, because of their intellectual appetite, as it can extend to many things, angels can turn away from something in one respect but not in another. And so the devils' will has turned away from God regarding supernatural things but not regarding natural things.

• The devil does everything evilly regarding what he does by free choice. But properly speaking, his natural actions are good, since those natural actions are from God, who established their nature.

Replies to the Arguments in the Section On the Contrary:

• Angels have a pure intellect in that they immediately intuit the truth of conclusions in first principles and do not understand truth by reasoning from the principles to conclusions. Just so, they in simple contemplation of subjects immediately contemplate the things proper to the subjects and the things excluded from them, and do not understand by adding predicates to subjects by the way of judgmental composition and separation of our intellect. And the reason for both is the same, because the disposition of a subject is the source of knowing that a predicate belongs to it. And so angels by pure understanding of a subject know that it is or is not such, just as we do by composing and separating subjects and predicates, since nothing prevents understanding the composite through understanding the noncomposite, as the material is known through the immaterial. And so our intellect can have falsity when it composes judgments, as it judges something to be or not to be such. And so a devil's intellect can have falsity, particularly regarding things that transcend his natural knowledge.

• We say that the intellect is always correct in its understanding, since, as Augustine says in his work Book of the 83 Questions, whoever understands something understands that it is as it is. But the power of intellect can err by not understanding the real, as is evidently the case with those who have false opinions.

• Regarding God's essence itself, devils can have defective knowledge only in not attaining it, as the argument advanced by the objection proves. But regarding the things God does in creatures beyond their nature, the devil's intellect can have the defect of false opinions.

• The devil's way of understanding is conformed to his substance, but he does not need to have the same power to judge things that transcend his nature as he has to judge things connatural to him. And so although he never has false judgment about things belonging to his natural knowledge, he can nonetheless have false judgment about things that surpass his natural knowledge.

• Synderesis is the cognitive habit of the universal first principles governing human action, which human beings know by nature, just as they know the universal first principles governing theoretical matters. And so we can conclude from this only that devils do not err in their natural knowledge.

• Good moves the will only insofar as good is understood. And so the will can fail to desire good only if there be an underlying failure to understand regarding particular objects of choice, not indeed regarding universal first principles, which are the objects of synderesis.

• Devils by their sin did not incur falsity as regards their natural knowledge because moral fault is not directly contrary to their nature.

• Gregory is speaking about the elevation of the soul accomplished by grace, since the light of grace
excludes all falsity.

Seventh Article
Do Devils Know Future Things?

It seems that they do, for the following reasons:

- Augustine says in the City of God: "The temporal effects of God's power can be more evident to angelic perceptions, even those of evil spirits, than to the weakness of human beings." But human beings by considering the effects of God's power know many things about future things. For example, doctors know the future state of health of their patients, sailors know when there will be fair weather. Therefore, much more can devils know future things.

- One can accurately predict the future only if one foreknows it. But devils predict true things about future events, as Augustine says in his work On the Divination of Devils. Therefore, devils know future things.

- If devils are immaterial substances, their substance and activities necessarily transcend time, as the Book of Causes says that the substance and activity of pure intelligences transcend time. But the present, past, and future are different periods of time. Therefore, regarding the devils' knowledge, it makes no difference whether things are present, past, or future. But devils can know present and past things. Therefore they can also know future things.

- People have said that for things to be known, both the knower and the object known need to be present and actual. But God's knowledge is more certain than the devil's. Therefore, if the object known needs to be actually present for the devil's knowledge to be certain, much more is this necessary for God's knowledge. And so neither would God know future things. And this conclusion is inappropriate.

- All knowledge is according to the mode of the knower. But devils, since they are immaterial substances, have intellectual knowledge and no sense knowledge. Therefore, since the intellect abstracts from the here and now, it seems that it makes no difference regarding devils' knowledge whether things are present, past, or future.

- Devils evidently know individual things as they exist. But devils do not know them by forms acquire from the things, since this would only be possible by means of sense perception. Therefore, devils know individual things by innate forms. But the devils' mind had innate forms from the beginning of their creation. Therefore, devils knew all future individual things from the beginning of their creation.

- People have said that for things exceeding angels' natural knowledge, innate forms do not suffice, and infused forms are necessary. But much more is something lesser subject to the knowledge of one to whose knowledge something greater is subject. And immaterial substances, which are much superior to sensibly perceptible substances, are subject to devils' natural knowledge. Therefore, individual sensibly perceptible things do not exceed their knowledge.

- As ideal natures in God's mind are related to his causing and knowing, so the likenesses of things in angels' minds are related to their knowing. But the ideal natures in God's mind are equally related to causing and knowing past, present, and future things. Therefore, it seems that the forms of things in angels' minds are equally related to present, past, and future things.

- As God through his Word produced forms in matter, so also he produced forms in the angels' understanding, as Augustine makes clear in his Literal Commentary on Genesis. But the forms in corporeal matter are related in the same way to the present, past, and future. Therefore, it seems that the
forms in the angels' mind are by like reasoning related in the same way to the present, past, and future. And so it seems that devils can know future things by such forms.

- Isidore says in his work *On the Supreme Good* that devils are empowered with a triple keenness of wit: partly, indeed, by the fineness of their nature, partly, by their long experience, and partly by the revelations of good spirits. But all these ways can extend to knowledge of future as well as present things. Therefore, devils can know future things.

- People have said that devils can know future things that come about necessarily and have necessary causes, but not other future things. But experiential knowledge advances from like things to like things. And of all the things that happen, howsoever contingent they be, some like things occurred in past ages in which devils existed, for Eccl. 1:10 says: "There is nothing new under the sun, since it has already happened in the ages that existed before us." Therefore, devils have knowledge of all future contingent things.

- Experiential knowledge derives from the senses, for the Philosopher says in the *Metaphysics*: "The senses produce memories, and many memories produce an experiential knowledge." But devils do not have senses. Therefore, they do not have the experiential knowledge to know some future things rather than others.

- If devils do not know things without necessary causes if the things are future things, and they know such things if they are present things, it seems to follow that their intellect is brought from potentiality to actuality. But this seems impossible, since only something more excellent brings a thing from potentiality to actuality, and we are not to assume that there is any created thing more excellent than the angels' intellect. Therefore, it seems that devils know contingent things without necessary causes even before the things happen.

- Everything produced by several coordinated and unimpeded causes seems to happen necessarily. But every effect that happens in this world happens by the conjunction of several coordinated and unimpeded causes, since there would be no subsequent effect if the causes were to have been impeded. Therefore, everything in this world happens necessarily, and so it seems that devils know all future things.

- Fortune and chance regard things that happen infrequently. But if nothing should happen infrequently, nothing will be contingent for the most part, and everything will happen necessarily, since things that happen for the most part differ from things that happen necessarily only in that the former fail to happen in rare cases. Therefore, if nothing happens by fortune and chance, then everything happens necessarily. But the former seems to be true in the opinion of Augustine, who says in his *Book of the 83 Questions* that nothing happens in this world purposelessly, that is, by fortune or chance. Therefore, everything happens necessarily, and so devils know all future things.

- We trace the causes of all the movements of lower material substances to the movements of heavenly bodies, for Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity* that God governs lower material substances by higher ones. But the movements of higher material substances come about necessarily. Therefore, everything that happens regarding lower material substances comes about necessarily. And so the same conclusion follows as before.

- People have said that the foregoing argument is valid about purely material movements but not about movements caused by free choice. But the movements of human beings and every animal originate from things newly happening in material things. For example, when the process of digestion is finished, human beings by their own power awaken and get up, as the *Physics* says. Therefore, if the things that
happen externally regarding material things are subject to the necessary causality of heavenly bodies, it seems by like reasoning that the things happening by free choice are also.

- Free choice seems to belong to the will, that is, the rational appetite, and the will's act consists of choosing. But good as the will's proper object moves the will. Therefore, the will is necessarily moved to choose good and avoid evil. Therefore, everything, even the things happening by free choice, come about necessarily. And so it seems to follow that devils can know all future things.

On the Contrary:

- Damascene says in his work On Orthodox Faith that God alone, not human beings or devils, knows future things.

- Everyone can know better the things that belong to oneself than the things that belong to others. And so 1 Cor. 2:11 says: "No one knows what belongs to a person save the person's spirit within the person." But devils did not foreknow their fall, as Augustine makes clear in his Literal Commentary on Genesis. Therefore, much less can devils know other future things.

- Only truth is the object of knowledge. But future contingent things do not have settled truth, as the Philosopher proves in his work On Interpretation. Therefore, devils do not know future things in a settled way.

Answer:

We can know future things in two ways: in one way as they are in their very selves; in a second way as they belong to their causes.

No one but God can indeed know future things in themselves. The reason for this is that future things as such do not yet exist in themselves, and being and truth are convertible. And so since something true is the object of every act of knowledge, no knowledge regarding future things as future can be knowledge of them in their very selves. And since the present, past, and future are different periods of time designating the temporal order, everything that belongs to time in any way is related to future things as future. And so no knowledge subject to the temporal order can be knowledge of future things in themselves. And every knowledge by creatures is such, as I shall explain below. And so no creature can know future things in themselves. And such knowledge is proper to God alone, whose knowledge is so completely beyond the whole temporal order that no part of time is related to his knowledge as past or future. And the whole procession of time and the things transpiring through the whole of time are present to him and conformed to his sight, and his pure vision is at once borne to everything as each thing exists in its own period of time. And we can understand a fitting analogy from spatial relations, since the before and after regarding motion and time result from the before and after regarding quantity, as the Physics says. Therefore, God sees as present all things that are related to one another by the relationship of present past, and future, which none of those whose view falls within the succession of time can. Just so, one positioned on a height sees at the same time everyone passing below but not as before or behind oneself, although the person sees that some below precede others. But one on the path below in the procession of those passing by can see only those preceding or close to the person.

But particular future things can belong to their causes in three ways. Future things can belong to their causes in one way only potentially, namely, in that they can equally exist or not exist, and we call such future things contingent regarding their existence or nonexistence. And some future things belong to their causes both potentially and by reason of their efficient cause that cannot be prevented from producing its effect, and we say that such things happen necessarily. And some future things belong to their causes both potentially and by an efficient cause that can be prevented from producing its effect, and we say that such things happen for the most
part. And because everything is known insofar as it is actual and not insofar as it is potential, as the *Metaphysics* says, it follows that things disposed to existing or nonexisting can be foreknown in their causes in a settled way but in disjunction, namely, that they will or will not exist. For they have truth in this way. But human beings can with certainty know in causes things that belong to the causes as proceeding necessarily from them. And devils or angels, who know the power of natural causes better than human beings do, can much more certainly know such things. And things that happen for the most part can be known in their causes with some probability and not complete certainty, but more certainly by good or bad angels than by human beings.

And we should note that knowing a future thing in its cause is simply knowing the present inclination of the cause to produce its effect. And so properly speaking, this is to know the present, not the future. And so knowledge of future things is proper to God, as Is. 41:23 says: "Show us the things to come, and we shall affirm that you are gods."

*Replies to the Objections:*

- The argument of this objection is valid regarding future things as known in their causes.
- Devils sometime predict true things about the future and sometimes false things. And they predict true things when they foreknow them by the revelations of good spirits that originate from God or in their external causes, whose power they know, or in what causes propose to do, as when they predict the things they themselves are about to do. And they sometimes predict false things wishing to deceive human beings, since the devil is "a liar and the father of lies," as Jn. 8:44 says. And they sometimes predict false things because they themselves are deceived, as when God prevents them from doing what they intend to do, or when something happens by God's power beyond the ordinary course of natural causes, as Augustine says in his work *On the Divination of Devils*.
- Devils' substance and activities indeed transcend the time that numbers the movements of heavenly bodies, but time is connected with their activity insofar as they do not actually understand everything at the same time. And this time indeed involves changing their desires and thoughts about intelligible things. And so Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that God causes the movements of spiritual creatures through time.
- There is another argument regarding God, who sees the whole of time as present, since his intellect is completely free from time and so regards the future as existing, and we cannot say this about angels or devils.
- Every created intellect abstracts from the here and now, but the human intellect does so in a different way than the angelic intellect does. For the human intellect abstracts from the here and now both as to the very things known, since it does not know singulars, which are subject to being here and now, and as to the intelligible forms themselves, which are abstracted from their individuating conditions. But the intellect of good or bad angels abstracts from the here and now as to the intelligible forms themselves, which are immaterial and universal, but not as to the very things known, since the angels' intellect knows both universals and singulars through intelligible forms because of the power of their intellect. And so devils have different knowledge of present and future things.
- Angels know singulars, when actual, by forms already possessed, not by forms newly acquired, but angels did not know the forms possessed as future things. And the reason why is that an assimilation of the knower and object known produces knowledge. But the intelligible forms in the angelic intellect are directly likenesses regarding specific natures, and angels can know singulars by means of the forms only insofar as singulars partake of a specific nature, which is not the case before singulars actually exist.
And so angels immediately know singulars when singulars actually exist. Just so, conversely, it happens with us that our eyes, taking in the form of stone, immediately know the preexisting stone. For the forms of the angels' intellect exist before things in time, just as the forms of things exist before our sense perceptions of them.

- Knowing singulars in time as present things is not beyond the power of the angels' intellect, but only knowing singulars as future things is.

- As Dionysius says in his ork *On the Divine Names*, we cannot find an accurate, that is, a perfect, likeness of a creature to God. And so the forms in the angels' intellect, howsoever like the ideal nature of God's intellect, are still unequal to them, namely, to comprise all the things that the ideal natures of God's intellect comprise. And so although the ideal natures of God's intellect, which completely transcend time, are related without distinction to the present, past, and future, it does not follow that the forms of the angels' intellect are disposed in the same way.

- The forms in things, forms originating from the divine mind, are indeed disposed in the same way regarding specific natures but not regarding individual things' sharing in the natures, since some individual things at times partake of a specific form, and other individual things at other times do. And so also the forms in the angels' intellect in their very selves are always disposed in the same way, but from the alteration in individual natural things it comes about that the individual natural things are sometimes assimilated to the forms in the angels' intellect and sometimes not.

- What devils know by the revelations of celestial spirits exceeds their natural power to know, but what they know by the fineness of their nature belongs to their natural knowledge, by which they can foreknow effects in the effects' natural causes. And regarding human acts depending on free choice, which they cannot know from natural causes, devils know many things by experiential knowledge.

- Future things have indeed transpired in past ages analogously but not analogously in every respect. And future effects may be similar to different past effects in different respects. But the knowledge that comes from the similarities in contingent things has no certitude because of the mutability of matter and constitutes probable knowledge.

- Experiential knowledge derives from sense perception as the senses know present things. And so we posit experiential knowledge in devils because they know things made present to them in the aforementioned way, things that they had not known before, not because they sensibly perceive anything.

- The fact that devils do not know something future happens because a future singular does not yet partake of the specific form whose likeness actually pre-exists in the devils' intellect, not because their intellect has potentiality.

- Proponents of the theory that everything happens necessarily argued in four ways. One way was the way of the Stoics, who imposed necessity on future events by a fixed series of interconnected causes that they called fate, and the argument of this objection inclines to this opinion. But Aristotle answered this opinion in the *Metaphysics*, saying that if we make two suppositions, namely, that everything that happens has a cause, and that we need to posit effects whenever we posit causes, it follows that everything happens necessarily. For the opinion will trace every future effect to either a present or past cause, which, as that from which the effect comes or came about, needs to exist or have existed. Suppose that a person will be killed if the person goes out of the person's home at night, and the person will go out if the person wants to drink, and the person wants to drink if the person is thirsty, and the person
will be thirsty if the person should eat salty things, and the person perhaps had eaten or is eating salty things. And then it follows necessarily that the person will be killed. But both of the aforementioned suppositions are false. For it is false that given a cause, even if it be of itself sufficient, that an effect necessarily results, since the cause can be prevented from producing its effect. For example, pouring water on burning wood can prevent fire from burning the wood. Likewise, it is not true that everything that happens has a cause, since some things happen by chance, and what happens by chance has no cause, since what happens by chance is not, properly speaking, being, as Plato said. And so, that a person should be digging a grave has a cause, and also that treasure should have been buried in a place has a cause. But the concurrence of the causes, which is by chance, namely, the concurrence that this person wants to dig a grave in a place where treasure has been buried, has no cause, since it is by chance.

Some wanted to impose necessity on future events from divine providence, in which they constituted fate, and it seems that the argument of this objection inclines to this opinion. For example, Augustine in this manner says that nothing happens in the world purposelessly, since everything is subject to divine providence. But this does not take away the contingency of future events, neither because of the certainty of God's knowledge nor because of the power of his will. And what I have said before makes this evident regarding his knowledge. For God's knowledge is related to future contingent things as our eyes are related to present contingent things, as I have said. And so as we most certainly see that Socrates is sitting when he is sitting, although it be not absolutely necessary on that account that he be sitting, so also the contingency of things is not taken away because God sees everything in itself that happens. And regarding God's will, we should note that God's will universally causes being and every consequence of being, and so both necessity and contingency. And his will is above the ordination of the necessary and the contingent, as it is above the whole of created existing. And so we distinguish the necessity and contingency in things in relation to created causes, which the divine will has ordained in relation to their effects, namely, that there be immutable causes of necessary effects and mutable causes of contingent effects, not by the relationship of things to God's will, which is their universal cause.

Some attempted to impose necessity on future events by the power of heavenly bodies, in which they constituted fate. And the argument of this objection proceeds in this way. And the argument indeed fails, first, because not all the causes of future events are subject to the power of heavenly bodies. For example, the intellect, and so the will, which belongs to the power of reason, are not the powers of any bodily organ and so not directly subject to the action of any material power. The argument also fails regarding purely material effects. For the power of heavenly bodies is a natural power, and nature always strives for one thing. And what is by chance is not truly one, as the Metaphysics says. And so we can indeed sometimes trace something accidental to an intellectual cause, which can understand something accidental as one thing, but not to a natural cause. And it is evident that many things happen by chance regarding purely material effects. For example, lightning may strike in a grove where there are many trees, and the trees catch fire and burn the whole forest. And so we cannot trace all purely material effects to the power of a heavenly body as their cause. And so not all the material effects of heavenly bodies happen necessarily, since they can be prevented by chance. For example, the Philosopher says in his work On Divination by Dreams that many things regarding atmospheric disturbances, signs of which were previously manifest in heavenly bodies, do not happen.

External things that induce emotions in the body or sense powers indeed arouse reason and the will to act, but reason and the will retain the power to act or not to act in accord with the movements of such emotions.

The argument of this objection touches on the fourth way in which some wanted to impose necessity on
human acts. But to refute this, we should consider that good moves the will as truth moves the intellect. And the intellect necessarily assents to first principles, which are self-evident, and all the things it considers as necessary conclusions from those principles, since the principles cannot be true without the conclusions being true. And likewise, the will necessarily desires the ultimate end, which is to be desired for its own sake, since all human beings necessarily want to be happy, and also the things without which they consider that they cannot be happy. But the will does not necessarily consent to other elective things that it can consider either as belonging to happiness as an aspect of good or as not so impeding that happiness that it would be impossible to be happy without them. Just so, the intellect does not necessarily assent to probable propositions, regarding which it considers that self-evident principles can still be true even if those propositions are denied.

**Eighth Article**

**Do Devils Know Our Interior Thoughts?**

It seems that they do, for the following reasons:

- Gregory says in his work *Morals*: "We cannot perceive others' minds as long as we are in this life, since their minds are enclosed in vessels of clay, not glass vessels." But the density of things of clay cannot prevent the intellectual vision that devils have. Therefore, devils know our interior thoughts.

- As physical vision is related to physical forms, so spiritual vision is related to spiritual forms. But sensory physical vision can see the physical forms in sensibly perceptible things. Therefore, devils' spiritual vision can perceive the spiritual forms in our souls. But such forms give form to our interior thoughts. Therefore, devils can know the interior thoughts of human beings.

- People have said that devils can know the interior thoughts in which we employ sense images but not thoughts that consist of pure contemplation. But the Philosopher says in the *De anima* that the soul never understands without a sense image, and a proof of this is the fact that all intellectual activity is prevented when the bodily organ of imagination is destroyed. Therefore, if devils know those thoughts of ours in which we employ sense images, then they know all our thoughts.

- People have said that we should understand the Philosopher's words about things we know naturally, not about things revealed to us by God. But Dionysius says in his work *On the Celestial Hierarchy* that "the divine rays cannot shine on us unless covered by various sacred veils." And he calls sacred veils sense images. Therefore, we need the images of sensibly perceptible things even regarding things revealed to us by God. And so devils can perceive all our thoughts.

- Our intellect better knows things by nature less intelligible, since it derives its knowledge from the senses. But this is not true regarding devils. And so they better know things as such more knowable. But the forms in our intellect are actually intelligible and so as such more knowable than the forms in physical things, which are potentially intelligible. Therefore, since devils by their intellect know the forms in material things, much more probably can they know the intelligible forms in our intellect by which we form our thoughts. Therefore, they can perceive our thoughts.

- The cause of anything being such is more such. But our very intellect is intelligible because of the intelligible forms existing in it, as the Philosopher makes clear in the *De anima*. Therefore, since devils know the very substance of our intellect, much more do they know the intelligible forms in our intellect.

- Devils know our souls better than we do. But thoughts belong to our soul. Therefore, devils also know our thoughts better than we do.
• Devils know effects in their causes, as I have said. But they know our soul, both its powers and its habits that use our thoughts. Therefore, they know our thoughts.

• No one can truly reveal what one does not know. But as Augustine says in his Literal Commentary on Genesis, "The signs evidence that devils reveal the thoughts of human beings." Therefore, devils know our thoughts.

• The assimilation of the knower to the known object produces all knowledge. But sinful thoughts make human beings like devils. Therefore, devils can know such thoughts.

• Our internal words are more like devils, who are spiritual substances, than are external words, which are material. But devils know the orally expressed external words of human beings. Therefore, much more do they know the internal words belonging to thoughts, as Augustine makes clear in his work On the Trinity.

• Acts are more knowable than habits. But devils know what belongs to the habitual memory of human beings. And as Augustine says in the City of God, this is evidenced by an incident in which a philosopher appeared in a dream to someone asleep and answered a question about which the sleeper was in doubt, and a devil seems to have brought this about. Therefore, it seems that devils can much more know the actual thoughts of human beings.

• The higher a cognitive power, the more power it has to know things. But the devils' cognitive power is higher than that of human beings. Therefore, since human beings can know the thoughts of other human beings by certain physical signs, as Sir. 19:25 says, "We know human beings by their appearance, and wise men by face-to-face encounter," it seems to follow that devils in addition perceive human beings' thoughts in themselves.

• If devils were to perceive such thoughts only by physical signs and not in themselves, they could not know them at all, since the same physical sign is related to many things. For example, a flushed face can result from an internal emotion of anger or shame. But it is certain that devils know the thoughts of human beings in some way, as Augustine makes clear in his Commentary on the Book of Genesis and his work On the Divination of Devils and his Retractions. Therefore, they know those thoughts in themselves.

• Bodily signs are perceptible by the senses. But as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names, devils do not know intelligible truth by sensibly perceptible things. Therefore, devils know our thoughts in their very selves and not by physical signs.

• People have said that devils cannot know our interior thoughts in themselves because our will has the power to conceal them. But the will does not conceal them by completely removing them, since one would then have no thoughts. Nor does the will hide them by producing them at a distance, since physical distance does not prevent angels' knowledge. Nor does the will conceal them by interposing something, since nothing else in the soul is hidden from devils. Therefore, the will cannot in any way conceal one's thoughts from devils.

• As Augustine says in his Literal Commentary on Genesis, angels know everything lower than themselves through forms that they receive at their creation. But our thoughts are lower than angels, since our soul is by the ordination of nature inferior to angels. Therefore, devils can know the thoughts of human beings by those innate forms.
On the Contrary:

- Jer. 17:9-10 says: "The human heart is wicked and inscrutable. Who will know it? I, the Lord, search hearts and test temperaments." Therefore, it belongs to God alone to know the thoughts of human beings. Therefore, devils do not know the thoughts.

- The Apostle says in 2 Cor. 2:22: No one knows the things within a person except that person's spirit within the person." But thoughts are particularly internal to human beings. Therefore, only the individual human being, not devils, can know the thoughts of that human being.

- The work On Church Dogmas says: "We are certain that the devil does not perceive the interior thoughts of the soul."

Answer:

Augustine say in his Literal Commentary on Genesis and the work On the Divination of Devils that sure signs evidence that devils know human beings' thoughts in some way. And one may know them in two ways: in one way as one perceives them in themselves; in a second way by certain physical signs.

And the second way is particularly evident when interior thoughts induce human beings to certain emotions. And if human beings have experienced strong emotions, they show signs in their external appearance that even the rather dim-witted can apprehend. For example, "Those fearful grow pale, and those ashamed blush," as the Philosopher says in the Ethics. And even if an emotion be milder, skilled doctors can detect it from change in the heartbeat that they note by the pulse. And devils can know such external and internal physical signs much more than any human being can, and so it is certain that devils can know some human thoughts in the aforementioned way. And so Augustine says in his work On the Divination of Devils that "devils sometimes with complete ease thoroughly understand human dispositions, both those expressed in speech and those conceived in thought, when the soul manifests certain physical signs."

Whether devils can in this way perceive the thoughts in themselves, Augustine leaves unresolved in his work Retractions, saying: "Devils evidently gain knowledge of these things through some experience. But human beings can discover only with the greatest difficulty or not at all whether the bodies of those thinking the thoughts reveal certain signs perceptible to devils but hidden from us, or devils know the thoughts by another power, a spiritual pow

Therefore, to study this difficulty, we need to consider that we should pay attention to two things regarding thought namely, the form itself and use of the form, that is, actual understanding or thinking. For as only in God is there no difference between form and existing itself, so only in him is there no difference between the understood form and understanding itself, that is, being one who understands.

And regarding intelligible forms, we should note that every intellect is related in one way to a higher intellect's forms and in another way to a lower intellect's forms. For a higher intellect's intelligible forms are more universal and so cannot be understood by a lower intellect's intelligible forms. And so a lower intellect cannot completely know a higher intellect's intelligible forms, although a higher intellect can completely know a lower intellect's intelligible forms, as more particular, and can judge regarding them by its own more universal forms. And so inasmuch as the angels' intellect is by the ordination of nature superior to our intellect, good or bad angels can know the forms in our soul.

But regarding our use of the forms, we should note that such use, that is, actual thinking, depends on our will. For we use our habitual forms when we will to do so. And so also the Commentator says in his commentary on the De anima that habits are what one uses when one has willed to do so. And the movement of the human will
depends on the highest ordination of things, that is, the highest good. And Plato and Aristotle also hold that the highest good is the highest cause, since the will has universal good, not a particular good, as its object, and universal good is rooted in the highest good. And only a higher cause moving someone, and the one moved, not a lower cause, can know what is subject to the ordination of the higher cause. For example, if a citizen is subject to an official as a lower cause and to the king as the highest cause, the official cannot know what the king has directly ordained regarding the citizen, but only the king and the citizen induced to act by the king's command will know. And so since only God, to whose ordination the movement of the will, and so voluntary thoughts, are directly subject, can move the will internally, neither devils nor anyone else but God and the person willing and thinking can know such thoughts.

 Replies to the Objections:

• Human beings are prevented from knowing the thoughts of others both by the very nature of thoughts, as devils are, and by the very density of clay bodies that bodily senses, on which our knowledge depends, cannot penetrate. And Gregory is speaking in the latter regard.

• As physical vision can know only the physical forms proportioned to it, not every physical form (e.g., bats cannot see the light of the sun), so also spiritual vision can perceive only the spiritual forms proportioned to it, not every spiritual form. And good or bad angels' spiritual vision can perceive our intellect's spiritual forms, but angels do not on that account perceive how we use the forms in thinking.

• As long as we are in this life, we always need sense images in using knowledge, no matter how spiritual the knowledge, since we know even God by the sense images of his effects, inasmuch as we know him by negation or causality or excellence, as Dionysius says in his work On the Divine Names. But sense images do not need to cause all of our knowledge, for revelation causes some of our knowledge.

• The foregoing makes clear the reply to objection 4, which is valid regarding the use of knowledge.

• The argument of this objection proves that devils know our intellect's intelligible forms, but it does not thereby follow that they know our thoughts, by reason of the explanation I have already given.

• And we should say the like in reply to objection But we could also say in reply to this objection that our intellect is intelligible to ourselves by intelligible forms, namely, insofar as we know the acts of our intellect by reason of their objects, of which intelligible forms are likenesses, and the power by reason of the acts. And this need not be so regarding good or bad angels' intellect.

• There are two kinds of knowledge of the soul. There is one kind whereby one knows what the soul is, by distinguishing it from all other things, and in this regard, devils, who intuit the soul in its very self, know it better than human beings, who study its nature through its acts, do. And there is another kind of knowledge of the soul whereby one knows that it exists, and in this regard, human beings know their soul by perceiving its existing by its acts, which they experience. And the knowledge whereby we know that we are thinking something belongs to the latter kind of knowledge, but devils know better than human beings what the nature of the human process of thinking is.

• Although devils know some causes of thoughts, they do not know all of them, since they do not know movements of the will, as I have said

• Devils reveal the thoughts of human beings insofar as they know the thoughts by physical signs, as I have said.

• Intentional, not indeed natural, assimilation produces knowledge. For a stone oes not belong to the soul
in such a way that we by means of it know the external stone, as Empedocles held. Rather, the form of stone belongs to the soul.

• And we should say the like in reply to objection 11.

• The soul's habits consist of certain qualities that give it form, and so devils can know the habits better than the soul's thoughts, which are subject to the will. But we cannot conclude from the cited incident that devils know things belonging to human beings' memory, since a devil could have satisfied the doubter by things that the devil himself knew, not because the devil knew that the philosopher knew them. Or the devil could have known by external signs that the philosopher knew them. Or a good angel could have caused the appearance.

• Devils know a human being's thoughts better than other human beings do because devils perceive the thoughts by more concealed external signs, not because they perceive the thoughts in themselves.

• Generally speaking, the same physical signs can correspond to many effects, but there are some differences in particular signs that devils can perceive better than human beings can.

• Angels do not derive from sensibly perceptible things the intelligible truth they know by their nature. But they can surmise about something supernatural from its sensibly perceptible effects (e.g., that a man is God because he raises human beings from the dead) because by perceiving sensible effects by means of the innate forms they possess, angels surmise things exceeding their natural knowledge.

• In none of those ways does the will conceal a human being's thoughts. Rather, we say that the will conceals them because they are concealed by the very fact that they derive from the will.

• Augustine meant to speak about lower natures, which angels by their nature know through forms implanted in them, not about voluntary thoughts.

**Ninth Article**

*Can Devils Alter Material Substances by Changing the Substances' Forms?*

It seems that devils can, for the following reasons:

• Augustine says in his *Book of the 83 Questions*: "We reasonably believe that lower powers in the atmosphere also can produce everything visible." But changing the forms of lower material substances takes place visibly, indeed sometimes naturally and sometimes miraculously. Therefore, devils, whom we call the lower powers of the atmosphere, can produce such changes.

• People have said that devils produce such changes by the power of certain natural causes, not by their own power. But if devils could alter natural material substances only by the power of natural causes, they could produce only changes possible by the power of natural causes. And the power of natural causes cannot transform the human body into the body of a beast, although devils do. And Augustine relates in the *City of God* that Circe by black magic transformed the companions of Ulysses into beasts, and that the Arcadians, while swimming across a pond, were turned into wolves, and that women innkeepers turned men into beasts of burden. Therefore, devils can alter the forms of material substances by other than the power of natural causes.

• A gloss on Ps. 78:49, "Detachments of bad angels," etc., says that God punishes through the agency of bad angels. But the transformation of human bodies sometimes effects such punishments. For example, we read in Gen. 9:26 that Lot's wife was turned into a pillar of salt. And the companions of Diomedes
are said to have been turned into birds, as Augustine relates in the *City of God*. Therefore, it seems that devils can transform material substances.

- The more actual something is, the more efficacious its causal power, since a thing causes insofar as it is actual. And so fire, since it in comparison to other material substances here below has the most form, has the greatest causal power. But since devils are spiritual substances, they have more form than any material substance, and more actuality. Therefore, they have more causal power than any material substance. Therefore, if the power of some material substances can transform material substances, much more can the power of devils do so.

- Things having forms sometimes fail to effect the forms' activity because they do not completely receive the forms. Therefore, if forms were separate from matter, they would have all the forms' activity. But since devils signify spiritual and immaterial substances, it follows that they are separate forms. Therefore, they have the power to cause all the activity of their forms, and so, it seems, they can transform material substances.

- Dionysius says in his work *On the Celestial Hierarchy* that "fiery streams signify heavenly," that is, divine, "harvests providing them [good angels] with plentiful and unfailing abundance and nourishing the life-giving power of generation." But generation is a transformation. Therefore, good angels can transform material substances. Therefore, by like reasoning, devils, who have the same nature as good angels, can.

- God moves heavenly bodies through the ministry of the angels, and angels cause by their intellect and will. But the will is disposed to different things. Therefore, angels move heavenly bodies in different ways. Therefore, when the movement of heavenly bodies is altered, the transformations of lower material substances, which depend on the movement of those bodies, are altered. Therefore, it seems that angels can transform lower material substances as they wish. Therefore, by like reasoning, devils, who have the same nature as angels, can.

- The *Book of Causes* says that the power of pure intelligences is infinite in relation to lower things, although it is finite in relation to what is higher. But all material substances are inferior to pure intelligences. Therefore, pure intelligences can by their infinite power change material substances in whatever way they wish. But we call angels, whether good or bad, pure intelligences. Therefore, devils can transform material substances.

- Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity* that fire and air and like material substances are subject to devils as much as God allows them to be. But fire and air and like material substances can be subject to transformation. Therefore, devils can transform such material substances.

- Whoever induces a form transforms. But devils can induce both accidental and sub tantial forms, for Pharaoh's sorcerers by the power of devils produced frogs. Therefore, it seems that devils can transform material substances.

- Augustine says in his *Book of the 83 Questions* that the sorcerers worked miracles by private pacts with devils. But material substances are transformed in miracles. Therefore, it seems that devils can transform material substances.

- Gregory says in a homily that it belongs to angels in the rank of Powers to work miracles, in which, as I have said, material substances are altered. But devils have the same nature as angels. Therefore, it seems that devils can alter material substances.
• Devils have greater power than human souls do. But the soul's cognitive power transforms corporeal matter, as Avicenna makes clear in the case of bewitching. Therefore, much more can devils transform corporeal matter.

On the Contrary:

• Augustine says in the City of God: "No argument would convince me that the skill or power of devils can transform either the soul or even the body into the features of a beast." But the human body has no less capacity to be acted upon than other material substances do. Therefore, it seems that neither can the skill and power of devils transform other material substances.

• The Philosopher proves in the Metaphysics that the forms in matter come to be from material, not immaterial, forms. And the Commentator comments on the text, saying that immaterial substances cannot transform matter. But devils are immaterial substances. Therefore, it seems that devils cannot transform material substances.

Answer:

As the Apostle says in Rom. 13:1, "God has ordained the powers of the things he made," and so the good of the universe is an ordered good, as Augustine says in his Enchiridion, and as the Philosopher says in the Metaphysics. And creatures are subject to this ordination, since God produced them. And God himself, who causes the order, presides over it and is not subject to it. And since each kind of thing has its own activity by reason of its form, we note the ordination of things both by the excellence of their form and as a consequence by their activities and movements, namely, that the higher the form, the higher the activity. And so the highest things move the lowest by means of those in between, as Dionysius says in his work On the Celestial Hierarchy, and Augustine also says in his work On the Trinity.

And this accords with the necessary proportion between causes and the things they act upon. For although the highest of beings have the most universal powers, the lowest things acted upon are proportioned to receive universal effects by more particular and restricted intermediate powers, not directly. Just so, even the very disposition of material things manifests this, for heavenly bodies cause the begetting of human beings and other perfect animals by means of the particular power in the animals' semen, although only the power of heavenly bodies in the absence of semen begets some animals out of decomposing organic matter. And the latter happens because of the animals' imperfection. For our senses perceive that distant causes produce weak effects, and causes need to be close at hand to produce strong effects. For example, fire can heat things even if they be distant from the fire, but they can be ignited only if they are in contact with the fire. And so one who wants to ignite something at a distance from the fire in a lighted fireplace does so by means of a taper. And heavenly bodies likewise cause the begetting of perfect animals by intermediate proper causes and of imperfect animals directly.

And spiritual substances are by the ordination of nature higher than even heavenly bodies themselves. And so spiritual substances can transform lower material substances only by using material causes proportioned to the effects the spiritual substances want to produce, not by the spiritual substances' own power, as human beings can heat things by using fire.

Replies to the Objections:

• Devils can produce everything visible in this world by intermediate causes, not by their own power alone, as I have said.

• Devils use natural causes as instruments to produce certain effects. But the instruments act by the power
of the chief cause, not only by their own power. And so the instruments can do some things beyond their power if we consider that power absolutely. For example, saws make beds by the power of a carpenter's skill. And devils can likewise produce certain things beyond the power of natural causes by means of the natural causes that they use to produce the effects, but not that the features of the human body be really turned into the features of a beast, since this is contrary to the ordination of nature implanted by God. Rather, imaginary apparitions rather than real things accounted for the aforementioned transformations, as Augustine says in the cited work.

- God does not always punish through the agency of bad angels. Rather, he sometimes also punishes through the agency of good angels, as is evident in the case of the angel who smote the camp of the Assyrians, as Is. 37:36 relates. But if the turning of Lot's wife into a pillar of salt happened through the agency of devils, they were evidently instruments of God's power regarding that action. And so God's power, not their own, produced such an effect, and God's power can directly produce any effects, whether the highest or the lowest, as he wishes, and is not subject to the ordination of things. And regarding the companions of Diomedes, Augustine does not say that they were turned into birds, but that devils procured birds to substitute for the companions when the latter had drowned, and the birds, some taking the place of others, deceived human beings for a long time. And this indicates that the incident involved more than an imaginary apparition.

- Spiritual substances, since they are more actual than material substances, have higher and more universal power. And so they can produce the lowest effects only through the agency of intermediate lower causes.

- The separate form that is pure actuality, namely, God, is not limited to a species or genus but has without limit the whole power of existing, as he himself is existing itself, as Dionysius makes clear in On the Divine Names. And so every action is subject to his power. But other separate forms have a limited specific nature, and so not every form can produce any effect. Rather, each produces what is proper to its nature without any impediment from the deficiency of matter. For example, if heat were to be a separate form, no deficiency of matter incompletely partaking of heat (e.g., lukewarm things) would impede the form's capacity to heat. Still, the separate form of heat could not produce the action emanating from whiteness or a different form.

- The life-giving power of generation about which Dionysius is speaking can also relate to generating intelligible things, as he himself says in his work On the Divine Names. He calls angels the fathers of other things, namely, things they purify, illumine, and perfect. But if the life-giving power relates to bodily generation, we should understand that angels have the power to cause generation through intermediate material causes.

- The argument of this objection fails in three respects. First, indeed, the argument fails because although angels move the heavens, devils, about which we are presently concerned, do not. Second, the argument fails because although angels cause things by their intellect and will, it does not follow that they can cause things in a way different from the way proportioned to their nature. For angels are not identical with their wills, as God is. Rather they have wills belonging to a limited nature, and their wills achieve their effects in accord with their nature. But God is identical with his will and can without reservation do everything subject to his will. Third, the argument fails because even if angels were to move the heavens, and some transformations were to result in lower things, they would effect such transformations through intermediate heavenly bodies, not directly.

- We say that the power of pure intelligences is infinite regarding lower things insofar as lower things cannot lay hold of it, and insofar as it surpasses them, but not in such a way that it can produce every
kind of effect in them.

- Fire and air and like material substances obey angels by the ordination established by God.
- The Pharaoh's sorcerers produced frogs by using certain natural causes, which Augustine in his work *On the Trinity* calls seminal, as we understand such causes from the hidden purposes of the elements.
- The signs or miracles that the sorcerers worked by private pacts with devils are not beyond the ordination of natural causes but happen by the power of such causes beyond the understanding and power of human beings. And there are three explanations of this. First, indeed, devils know the power of natural causes better than human beings do. Second, devils can put them together faster. Third, devils' power or skill can extend the reach of the natural causes they use as instruments to produce greater effects than human beings' power or skill can. And so the deeds of devils seem to human beings to be miracles, just as the deeds performed by tricksters seem to the inexperienced to be miracles.
- The angelic rank of Powers works miracles instrumentally through God's power.
- In bewitchment, not only cognitive power alters corporeal matter, as Avicenna held. But corporeal matter is altered because spirits are infected with violent emotions of wrath or hatred, as is often the case with witches, and this infection extends even to the eyes, which infect the surrounding air. And the body of an infant because of its tender age receives an infection in the same way that a new mirror is tainted at the glance of a woman who has just menstruated, as the work *On Dreams* says.

### Tenth Article

**Can Devils Cause the Locomotion of Material Substances?**

It seems that devils cannot, for the following reasons:

- Locomotion is more perfect than every other motion, as the Philosopher says in the *Physics*. But devils cannot transform material substances. Therefore, much less could they cause the locomotion of material substances.
- The soul is a spiritual substance just as devils are. But the soul can only cause the locomotion of the body it vivifies. And so a bodily member is rendered immobile if it should become lifeless. But devils do not vivify a body. Therefore, devils cannot cause the locomotion of material substances.
- Every causal action is through contact, as the work *On Generation and Corruption* says. But it does not seem that there can be any contact between devils and material substances, since they have nothing in common. Therefore, since loco-motion is a causal action, it seems that devils cannot cause the locomotion of material substances.
- If devils could cause the locomotion of material substances, they would be especially ble to cause the locomotion of heavenly bodies, which more closely approximate devils i the ordination of nature. But devils cannot cause the locomotion of heavenly bodies, ince if they did, inasmuch as causes of motion and things they move exist together, as the *Physics* says, devils would then exist in the heavens, and neither we nor the followers of Plato hold this to be true. Therefore, much less can devils cause the locomotion of other material substances.
- Higher things move lower things through intermediaries, as I have said. But heavenly bodies, whose movements cause all earthly movements, are in between spiritual substances and lower material substances. Therefore, devils cannot cause the locomotion of lower material substances, since devils
cannot cause the locomotion of heavenly bodies.

- Locomotion causes other movements, as the Physics makes clear. Therefore, if devils were able to cause the locomotion of material substances, they would also then be able to cause the forms of material substances. And what I have said before makes clear that this conclusion is false.

- Movements of nature result from forms tending to fixed places, as is evident in the movements of heavy and light things. But devils cannot imprint forms on corporeal matter, as I have maintained before. Therefore, if devils should cause the locomotion of material substances, such movement would be coercive.

- The movement of the whole and parts of the whole is the same, as, for example, the movement of the whole earth and particular clods of earth is the same, as the Physics says. Therefore, if devils can move one clod of earth, they by like reasoning move the whole earth, and this devils cannot do, since this would be to change the whole order of the universe. Therefore, devils cannot cause the locomotion of any material substance.

On the Contrary:

As Augustine says in his work On the Trinity, devils put together seminal causes that they use to produce definite effects. But devils could not do this without locomotion. Therefore, they can cause the locomotion of material substances.

Answer:

As I have said before, we need to consider regarding the actions of causal powers the order of things, which we consider both by their natures and by their movements, for even their movements have an order to one another.

And this happens in two ways. It happens in one way by the movements' nature. And locomotion accordingly has a twofold relation to other movements: in one way in that it is the primary movement; in a second way in that it causes the least change respecting moveable objects. For while other movements change things intrinsically (e.g., in quality or quantity or even substantial form), locomotion changes material things only extrinsically, namely, regarding place. And regarding the twofold relation of movements just mentioned, it is proper that spiritual substances move material substances more directly by locomotion than by other movements. First, it is indeed appropriate because prior things bring about subsequent things, and so spiritual substances cause other movements by means of locomotion. Second, it is appropriate because more distant causes can directly produce weak effects, as I have said before, and so spiritual substances, as distant causes, can directly produce the least material change, which locomotion effects, but no greater change, such as the changes belonging to other movements.

In a second way, we consider the order of movements by the order of moveable objects. For example, the movement of the heavens is prior to the movements of material elements. And it accordingly belongs to spiritual substances to move higher material substances, so that the cause of Saturn's orbit cannot move the stellar heavens, nor could that cause move Saturn were Saturn to have many stars, as the De caelo et mundo says. Therefore, as higher spiritual substances move higher heavenly bodies, so also lower spiritual substances such as devils can cause the locomotion of lower material substances. Devils can do this whether they have this power by their natural condition or in proportion to their nature (as some say that devils were from the angels God put in charge of the terrestrial order and not from higher ranks of angels. Or this befits devils as punishment for their sin, for which they were cast down from their heavenly thrones into our atmosphere (as Gregory holds that some of the highest angels fell by their sin).
Replies to the Objections:

- Locomotion is more perfect than other motions because of the perfection of moveable objects, regarding which locomotion itself causes the least change.

- The human soul holds the lowest rank in the order of spiritual substances and so has no power to move material substances, even locally, unless what it animates is related to them.

- There is only virtual material contact between devils and material substances, and such contact indeed requires a suitable relationship between the cause of movement and the moveable object.

- Heavenly bodies are beyond the proportional power of devils either because of their natural condition or because of their culpable damnation, as I have said.

- The natural movements of lower material substances depend on the movements of heavenly bodies and are caused by them. But other causes can produce some movements in lower material substances. For example, human beings themselves can do so by th-ei will, and by like reasoning, devils and angels can do the same. Nonetheless, the disposition of material substances whereby they can receive such movements depends in some respect on heavenly bodies.

- Heavenly bodies' locomotion but no other movement causes all the other movements that happen naturally. And if devils should by locomotion alter material substances as regards other movements, they do this by the power of the material substances whose locomotion they cause, not by their own power.

- Nothing prevents us saying that the material substances whose locomotion devils cause are moved coercively, just as material substances are when human beings cause their locomotion in this way.

- The natural movement of a whole and its parts is the same, but the same power that moves a part does not suffice to move the whole. And so although devils can move a part of the earth, it does not follow that they can move the whole earth, since it is not proportionate to their nature to alter the order of the world's elements.

Eleventh Article

Can Devils Affect the Soul's Cognitive Powers Regarding the Internal or External Senses?

It seems that devils cannot, for the following reasons:

- Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity* that forms cause both actual and imaginary vision. But forms that belong to an external sense or the power of imagination are more excellent than the material forms of which they are likenesses, as Augustine makes clear in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis*. Therefore, since devils cannot imprint material forms on corporeal matter, as I have shown before, much less does it seem that they can affect the power of an external sense or the imagination to know something.

- Sense perception and imagination are vital activities. But all vital activities derive from the internal source whereby an animal is alive. Therefore, since devils are external causes, it seems that they cannot cause human beings to imagine or perceive anything.

- People have said that devils affect the external senses and the power of imagination by restoring already existing forms in sentient spirits to bodily organs of the power of imagination or the external senses, not indeed by imprinting new forms. But Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity* that we need to strive to link visible forms to the power of sight in order to see by any act of sight. And striving belongs to
appetitive power, which devils cannot affect, since if they could, they would then compel human beings to sin, inasmuch as sin consists of desire. Therefore, devils cannot cause human beings to perceive or image things by restoring forms to bodily organs of the external senses or the power of imagination.

- As intelligible forms are related to the intellect, so are sense images related to the power of imagination. But intelligible forms are sometimes present in the intellect without the intellect actually understanding them. Therefore, it seems that although devils restore sense images or imaginary forms to the bodily organs of the power of imagination, they do not thereby cause human beings to imagine things.

- Such forms in sentient spirits are either potential or actual. But they do not seem to be actual, since the forms of known things seem actually to belong to a knower only when the knower actually knows them. And if they are potential, devils could not affect the bodily organs of the power of imagination or the external senses, since only something actual, not anything potential, affects things. Therefore, devils can cause human beings to perceive things by sense perception or imagination by returning sentient spirits to the bodily organs of their external senses or their power of imagination only by first restoring such forms to actuality from potentiality. And it seems that they cannot do this for the same reason they cannot alter corporeal matter to different forms.

- As Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*, devils are active in material things through certain natural seminal things, that is, natural causes. But material substances as external objects are the natural causes constituted to affect the external senses and the power of imagination. Therefore, it seems that devils cannot affect the imagination or the external senses of human beings without such material substances as objects.

- Augustine says in *City of God* that "the sense image of a human being may" by devils' activity "appear to the senses of others as if the human being had the body of an animal." And it seems from this, by like reasoning, that devils can present things to the senses of human beings only by giving the things material form.

- The senses are passive powers, and proportional causes affect passive things. And there are two causes proportional to the senses: one, indeed, as their source, as it were, namely, the object; the second as something conveying the source, as it were, as a means. But devils, since they are immaterial, cannot be an object of the senses or even a means. Therefore, it seems that devils cannot cause movements of the senses in either way.

- If devils affect an internal cognitive power, they do this either by presenting themselves as objects to the cognitive power or by affecting the power. But they do not do this by presenting themselves as objects, since if they did, they would need to assume a body. And then they could not internally enter the bodily organ of the power of imagination, since two material substances cannot be at the same time in the same place. Or else they would need to assume a sense image, and they also cannot do this, since sense images have some quantity, and devils completely lack quantity. Likewise, they cannot do this by affecting the cognitive power, since if they did, they would either cause an intrinsic change or a change of situs (i.e., a locomotion). And it seems that they cannot cause an intrinsic change, since active qualities, which they lack, cause every alteration. And it seems for two reasons inappropriate that devils change the situs of the cognitive power. First, it is indeed unsuitable because they could not cause a change of situs of the bodily organ without the subject experiencing pain. Second, it is inappropriate because devils would present to human beings only things the human beings knew, although Augustine says that devils present to human beings both forms the human beings knew and forms they did not. Therefore, it seems that devils can in no way affect the power of imagination or the external senses of human beings.
Transforming sense images prevents intelligible knowledge of the truth, as the Philosopher says in the *Physics*. Therefore, if devils could transform a human being's power of imagination, then they could completely prevent all knowledge of truth.

Proximate causes need to be joined to the things they affect, since causes of movement and the things they affect exist together, as the *Physics* proves. But devils cannot be joined to the internal power of imagination, for a gloss of Jerome on Hab. 2:20, "The Lord in his holy temple," says that devils cannot be inside idols, and much less inside human bodies, although they produce external effects. Therefore, it seems that they cannot directly affect the power of imagination.

**On the Contrary:**

Augustine says in his *Book of the 83 Questions*: "This evil," namely, the devil, "creeps in by all the approaches of the senses, gives himself shapes, adapts himself to colors, clings to sounds, subjects himself to odors, infuses with tastes." But such things affect the senses. Therefore, it seems that devils can affect human senses.

Augustine says in the *City of God* that the transformations of human beings into irrational animals attributed to devils' skill were only apparently, not really, such. But this could not be so if devils were not able to affect human senses. Therefore, devils can affect human senses.

**Answer:**

Evident signs and experiences make it apparent that devils' activities manifest things sensibly perceptible to human beings. And this indeed happens because devils present external bodies to human senses, both things that pre-exist as formed by nature or things that devils themselves form by natural seminal causes, as is evident from what I have said before. And there is no doubt about this, since the presence of perceptible material substances naturally affects human senses. But devils sometimes cause things that do not subsist in the external world to appear to human beings. And there is doubt about how this can be.

Augustine in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* touches on this question, proposing three ways, in one or the other of which devils cause unreal things to appear to human beings. He prefaces his discussion by saying that some wanted the human soul in itself to have a power of divination, and this seems to agree with the opinions of the Platonists, who held that the soul has knowledge of every kind of thing by sharing in the Ideas. Augustine then rejects this view by arguing that if human beings were to have divination within their power, they could always divine whenever they wished, and this is obviously false. Therefore, he concludes that human beings need help from something external in order to divine, indeed from a spirit and not from a material substance.

He next asks how spirits help the soul to perceive things: "Does the body possess something so that it allows the soul's attention to be elevated, something whereby the soul comes to a state in which the soul sees in itself meaningful likenesses that were already there but unperceived, just as we have many things in our memory that we are not always recalling? Or are previously nonexistent likenesses produced there?" And he adds a third alternative: "Or are the likenesses in a spirit, where the soul, breaking out and rising, perceives them?"

But the third alternative is completely impossible. For the human soul in the condition of its present life cannot be so elevated as to perceive the very essence of spiritual and immaterial substances, since we in the condition of our present life do not understand without sense images, and we cannot by means of them know what any spiritual substance is. And much less can we perceive the intelligible forms in the mind of spiritual substances, since "no one knows what belongs to a person except the person's spirit within the person." And whatever be the case regarding intellectual knowledge of the human soul, it is certain that the vision of imagination or the
external senses can in no way be elevated to perceive immaterial substances and the forms in it, which are only intelligible. Therefore, when Augustine adds that it is doubtful whether the soul perceives in itself or in conjunction with another spirit, we should understand that there is a conjunction because a spiritual substance effects something regarding the soul, not because the soul perceives a spiritual substance. And so we understand the conjunction as a spiritual substance's effect, not as its very substance or the things in it.

Likewise, the second of the three mentioned ways, namely, that previously nonexistent likenesses arise anew in the soul, is impossible. For devils cannot infuse new forms into corporeal matter, as is evident from what I have said before. And so neither can they infuse new forms into the external senses and the power of imagination, in which nothing is received without a bodily organ.

And so there remains the first alternative, namely, that there pre-exists in the body things that changes in the situs of vapors and fluids restore to the sources of the sense organs' acts, so that the soul perceives the things by imaginary vision or external sense perception. For I have said that devils can by their own power cause the locomotion of material substances, and changes in the situs of vapors and fluids even regarding natural activities may result in the power of imagination or the external senses perceiving things. For the Philosopher in his work On Dreams, when assigning the causes of apparitions in dreams, says that when animals have been sleeping, most of their blood sinks into the sources of sense perception. And the movements or impressions left by movements of the senses and preserved in sentient spirits sink with the blood and move the sources of sense perception in such a way that certain things seem as if the external things previously experienced were currently affecting the sources. And devils can in this way affect the power of imagination and the external senses, both of those asleep and of those awake.

Replies to the Objections:

- Devils cannot imprint new forms on the bodily sense organs, but they can somehow translocate forms stored in sense organs, so that those forms cause apparitions.

- Vital activities, insofar as powers produce them, always result from internal causes. But insofar as objects cause the activities, the activities can result from external causes. For example, visible things cause acts of sight. And devils affect external senses in this way, namely, by presenting objects.

- Striving is the act of an appetitive power. And there are indeed two kinds of appetite. One kind is a sense appetite, which is indeed the power of a bodily organ. And so material changes can cause such a power's acts. For example, adding or subtracting material things causes a sense appetite to seek or avoid things. And the other appetitive power, namely, the will, is intellectual, and material changes only dispositively affect the will, since it has no bodily organ. But both human beings themselves, insofar as their will moves itself, and God, who acts interiorly, can efficaciously affect the will. And so devils cannot in this regard cause the soul to strive for anything.

- An intention of the will is required in order that human beings actually contemplate by forms habitually in their intellect, since habits are the means whereby one acts whenever one wants to, as the De anima says. And likewise, animals by the striving of their sense appetites may actually imagine things previously stored in their memory, but human beings can also do this by the intention of their intellectual appetite, as the higher appetite moves lower appetites.

- Forms already in sense organs are in between complete actuality and pure potentiality, as also are forms habitually in the intellect. And only the striving of appetites restores such forms to complete actuality.

- Nature constitutes that proper causes affect the sense perception of human beings, as it were, in two ways: in one way by external causes, and movements from things to the soul indeed accomplish this; in
a second way by internal causes, and movements from the soul to things indeed accomplish this. And devils can use both kinds of causes to affect the power of imagination and the external senses of human beings.

- We should not understand the cited words of Augustine to mean that devils supply human beings' very power of imagination or even forms stored in it with materiality, so as to present the forms to the senses of others. Rather, we should understand that devils themselves, who fashion forms in the imagination of particular human beings, either present other like forms externally in a material way to others' senses or produce like forms internally in their senses.

- Devils affect human beings' power of imagination or external senses insofar as they convey proper objects of the power of imagination or the external senses, not as if they present themselves as means or objects, as I have said.

- Devils do not affect the external senses or the power of imagination by presenting themselves to the senses or power as objects, as I have shown, but by changing the senses or power. They do not indeed change the senses or power by alteration except as a consequence of locomotion, since they cannot of themselves imprint new forms, as I have said. And they affect the senses or power by translocation or locomotion, by moving vapors and fluids, not indeed by dividing the substance of a bodily organ with a resulting sensation of pain. And regarding the further objection that the consequence of this will be that devils cannot present anything new to human beings, we should say that we can understand "new" in two ways. In one way, we can understand "new" to mean completely new both as such and regarding its sources, and devils cannot in this way present anything new to human beings as to their imagination. For example, devils cannot cause persons-born blind to imagine colors or persons born deaf to imagine sounds. In a second way, we call something "new" regarding the form of the whole thing. For example, such would be the case if we should say that it is a new image in the imagination for a person to imagine gold mountains never before seen. But because the person has seen gold and mountains, the person can by a natural movement imagine the image of a gold mountain. And devils can in this way also present new things to human beings' imagination by different compositions of movements and forms, certain seeds, as it were, hidden in sense organs, whose potential devils know.

- As Augustine says in his work *On the Trinity*, devils can do many things by their natural power that they cannot do because God forbids the things. Therefore, we should say that devils can by their natural power completely prevent human beings' intellectual cognition by disturbing sense images, as is evident in the case of the possessed. But devils are not always allowed to do this.

- Because good or bad angels are wherever they are active, as Damascene says, it follows that devils, when they move fluids and vapors in order to present something, are there. And regarding Jerome's assertion that devils are not inside idols, we should not understand this to mean that devils cannot be within a place, since, as spiritual substances, they cannot be prevented from penetrating material substances. Rather, we should understand the statement to mean that devils are not inside idols as souls are in bodies, so that devils and idols do not constitute substantial units, as the Gentiles thought.

**Twelfth Article**

*Can Devils Affect Human Beings' Intellect?*

It seems that devils cannot, for the following reasons:

- The human intellect is comparable to the sun, as Wis. 5:6 says out of the mouth of the wicked: "The sun of understanding has not risen on us." But devils cannot affect the visibility of the sun. Therefore, much
less can they affect the human intellect.

- Only what is potential is subject to change. But the human soul is completely actual regarding intelligible things and even imaginary things. For Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis*: "Although we first see a material substance that we did not previously see, and then its image arises in our spirit, by means of which we remember it when it is absent, the very spirit in itself, not the body in the spirit, produces the image." And he says in his work *On the Trinity* that "the soul envelops the images of material substances and seizes the images, when produced, within itself from itself." Therefore, it seems that devils cannot affect the human intellect.

- The power of imagination more approximates the human intellect than devils do, since the power of imagination is rooted in the same substance of the soul. But the power of imagination cannot affect human beings' intellectual power, since the material does not affect the immaterial. Therefore, it seems that devils cannot affect the human intellect.

- The intellect is related to intelligible things as matter is to forms, and forms actualize matter just as intelligible things actualize the intellect. But if there be some matter that always has the same form present in it, the matter can never be changed to another form, as is evident in the case of heavenly bodies. But the human intellect has the same intelligible thing always present in it, namely, itself, since it is always intelligible to itself. Therefore, in no way can devils change it to another intelligible thing.

- Teachers, who bring their pupils' intellect from potentiality to actuality, affect it in the strict sense, as the Philosopher says in the *Physics*. But only God teaches internally, as Augustine says in his work *On the Teacher*. Therefore, it seems that devils cannot affect the intellect internally.

- Enlightenment affects the intellect. And enlightening the intellect belongs to God, who "enlightens every human being coming into the world," as Jn. 1:9 says. But enlightening the intellect does not belong to devils, since light has no company with darkness, as 2 Cor. 6:14 says. Therefore, it seems that devils do not affect the intellect.

- Two things, namely, the light of the intellect and intelligible forms, produce intellectual knowledge. But devils cannot move the soul to intellectual knowledge regarding the light of the intellect, since that light pre-exists in human beings by nature. Likewise, devils cannot move the soul to intellectual knowledge regarding intelligible forms, since the forms of the intellect of spiritual substances are more universal and not proportionate to the human intellect. Therefore, in neither way can devils affect the human soul regarding intellectual knowledge.

- Augustine says in his *Book of the 83 Questions* that those who do not truly understand understand nothing. But it belongs to devils to lead human beings to falsity rather than truth, as Jn. 8:44 says: "When he [the devil] lies, he speaks characteristically." Therefore, it seems that devils cannot affect the human soul regarding intellectual knowledge.

**On the Contrary:**

- Augustine says in the *City of God* that a philosopher explained some doctrines of Plato to someone in his dreams, and Augustine attributes this phenomenon to the activity of devils. Therefore, devils can affect the human soul to understand things.

- Commenting on Job. 37:8, "The beast will enter his cave," Gregory says in his work *Morals* that devils can enter the mind even of the saints but cannot stay there. Therefore, it seems that devils can move the human mind to understand things.
Augustine says in the *City of God* that a devil can use a wise man's soul as he wishes. But a wise man's soul is most powerful. Therefore, it seems that devils can much more move other souls to understand things.

Augustine says in his *Literal Commentary on Genesis* that as human beings' spirit of imagination is aided to perceive imaginary forms, so also their mind is aided to be able to understand those forms. But devils by aiding human beings' power of imagination cause it to see images. Therefore, devils by aiding the mind cause it to understand things.

*Answer:*

We should consider two things regarding the activity of devils: first, indeed, what they can do by their natural power; second, how they use their natural power out of the wickedness of their will. Therefore, regarding their natural power, devils can do the same things that good angels can, since both have the same nature. But there is different use of the power according to the goodness or wickedness of the will. For good angels out of the virtue of charity strive to help human beings to attain goodness and complete knowledge of truth, and devils strive to prevent such knowledge and other things good for human beings.

And we should note that two things, namely, the light of the intellect and intelligible firms, accomplish the intellectual activity of human beings, but in such a way that the forms cause understanding of things, and the light of the intellect causes judgments about the things understood.

And the human soul has an intellectual light, which is indeed inferior to the angels' intellectual light. And so as the higher powers of material things aid and strengthen lower powers, so the angels' intellectual light can strengthen the light of the human intellect to judge more perfectly. And good angels strive for this, but bad angels do not. And so good angels in this way cause the soul to understand, but devils do not.

And regarding intelligible forms, good or bad angels can affect the human intellect as to understanding things by externally using signs that arouse the intellect to understand things, which even human beings can do, not indeed by infusing forms into the intellect itself. And even more, good or bad angels can somehow internally dispose and arrange forms of the imagination insofar as such dispositions and arrangements are appropriate for apprehending intelligible things. And good angels indeed arrange forms of the imagination for human beings' good. And devils do likewise for their evil. Devils arrange forms of the imagination whether to desire sin, namely, as the things human beings apprehend induce them to pride or some other sin, or to prevent true understanding itself, as things apprehended lead human beings into doubts they do not know how to resolve, and then into error. And so Augustine says in his *Book of the 83 Questions* that "the devil befogs, as it were, all the paths of understanding whereby the mind's rays usually diffuse the light of reason."

* Replies to the Objections: 

• The potential intellect of human beings is comparable to air or any diaphanous material capable of being illumined, not to the sun. And Plato, since he held the active intellect to be a separate substance, indeed compares the active intellect to the sun, as Themistius says in his *Commentary on the De anima*. And so also Augustine in his *Soliloquies* compares God to the sun. But Aristotle compares the active intellect to light partaken in a material substance.

• It is false to say that the soul is completely actual either regarding intelligible things or sensibly perceptible things. For we distinguish two kinds of intellect in the human soul, namely, the active intellect and the potential intellect. And the potential intellect has potentiality for every intelligible thing. And so the Philosopher in the *De anima* compares the potential intellect to a tablet on which nothing has
But the active intellect is indeed an actuality of all intelligible things whereby all things become intelligible. This indeed does not happen in such a way that the active intellect actually includes in itself all intelligible things, just as light, to which the active intellect is comparable, does not actually include in itself all colors. Rather, light makes all colors actually visible, and the active intellect likewise makes all intelligible forms actually intelligible. And so material substances and the bodily senses do not cause intelligible forms in the intellect. Rather, the intellect causes the forms by the active intellect and receives the forms in the potential intellect. This is as bodily eyes, if they were to possess light and were to be actually luminous, would make colors actually visible insofar as the eyes were actually luminous, and would receive colors insofar as the eyes were diaphanous and devoid of all color, as is somewhat evident in the case of cats' eyes.

And regarding imaginable things, the power of imagining all things is not completely actual, and sense impressions bring the power into action. For imagination is "a movement caused by the activity of the senses," as the De anima says; otherwise, a person born blind could imagine colors. And the action of the sense object on a sense organ causes actual sense perception. And so Augustine says in his work On the Trinity that the external senses receive forms from the material substances they perceive, and the power of memory receives forms from the senses, and the knower's inner vision receives forms from the power of memory. And we should understand his statement in the Literal Commentary on Genesis, "The very spirit in itself, not the body in the spirit, produces a material substance's image," to mean that the material power of external perceptible objects is insufficient to produce perceptible forms as perceived, or imaginary forms as imagined. Rather, the power of the soul produces the forms. But external material substances have the power to affect bodily organs, and this change results in sense perception by the power of the soul. And so Augustine says in his work On the Trinity: "We cannot say that visible objects beget sense perception, but they beget forms as their likenesses, which are produced in our sense of sight when we see things." And so also should we understand all similar expressions of Augustine. But we can also understand in another way that the spirit produces imaginary forms in itself, namely, insofar as the spirit begets imaginary forms by combining them in different ways (e.g., the image of a gold mountain, as I have said before.

- The power of imagination is more one with the human intellect in the subject of both powers. But-good or bad angels' intellect is more one with the human intellect regarding the nature of the forms in the respective powers. And so good or bad angels' intellect can affect the human intellect in a way that the power of imagination cannot affect it. And yet the power of imagination somehow affects the potential intellect by the power of the active intellect, not indeed by its own power. For the Philosopher says in the De anima that sense images are related to the potential intellect as colors are related to the power of sight. And so as light endows colors with an instrumental power to cause an immaterial change in the power of sight, so also sense images, insofar as they act instrumentally regarding the power of the active intellect, actualize the potential intellect regarding intelligible forms.

- There is a difference regarding the angels' intellect and the human intellect. For the angels' intellect is like an actual being within the genus of intelligible things. And so their intellect understands its essence by reason of its very self and understands by reason of its essence everything else it understands. For it is not inappropriate that forms receive other forms, as, for example, surfaces receive colors. And so external things can alter material substances, which always have surfaces, to this or that. But the human soul's potential intellect is like a completely potential being within the genus of intelligible things. And so the soul's potential intellect can understand itself only as intelligible forms actualize it.
• Only God, who is even the author of the intellect's natural light, teaches human beings by acting internally on their intellect. But angels or devils or human beings can teach by presenting the intellect's object to it, as I have said before.

• Both the intellect's light and its object can cause its activity, as I have said.

• Regarding the light of the intellect, good angels can affect the intellect by strengthening the natural light, not indeed by causing it in itself, as I have said. But regarding intelligible forms, both angels and devils can affect the human intellect, not indeed by bringing to the human intellect forms equal to their own forms, but in the way I mentioned before, by composing imaginary forms or even by using external signs. Just so, human beings can make known to others deep intellectual thoughts of theirs by explaining the thoughts as befits the understanding of their audience.

• Devils strive to lead human beings to lies by means of the very truths devils manifest.

*Replies to the Arguments in the Section On the Contrary:

Gregory does not say that devils can enter the mind of human beings substantially. Rather, he says the devils can do so by their effects, namely, insofar as they incite human beings to think about particular things.

Augustine says that devils can use a wise man's soul as they wish, insofar as, God permitting, they sometimes prevent the use of reason in human beings, as is evident in the case of the possessed.